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Enrolment drop highest in province
co
~

By RICK SPENCE and
MIKE UPMALIS

::i

The University of Windsor's
nine per cent enrolment drop
this year is the highest in the
province, according to enrolment figures released by Harry
Parrott, Minister of Colleges and
Universities .
Overall, full-time undergraduate
enrolment has dropped
2 .42 %. There are 142,063 full- ·
time undergrads
in Ontario
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universities, down from last
year's 145,5~1. Graduate enrolment is down four per cent.
At Windsor, there are 6,755
full-time students, down almost
700 from last year . Part-time
enrolment 1s also down, by
3.35%, or 137 students, which
1s more m line with the pro vincial figure of a two per cent
decrease .
Ontario's community colleges
gained students while the uni-

versities lost them. Enrolment in
community colleges is up four
per cent; locally, St. Clair College is up 5.6 per cent, to 3,107
students.
Of Ontario's 15 universities,
only Lakehead (2.2% increase),
Wilfred Laurier (2 .5%) and Guelph have attracted more students . Guelph'~ increase this ,Year
was 1.
Other big losers along with
Windsor were Laurentian (seven

per cent)

and York (6.72%).

Parrott
commented
that
enrolment patterns for the next
few years are difficult to predict.
But he said that "as far back
as 1971, the Ontario government brought into effect a
capital moratorium in order to
limit expansion of Ontario's
colleges and universities; the
wisdom of that decision is now
clearly demonstrated."

No president,
search plods on
By ERIC MAYNE

The search for a successor to
Dr. Leddy as President of the U• niversity of Windsor has suffered yet another setback.
The
chairman of the search committee, Stan Arbour, resigned late
last month, and no candidate has
yet been chosen.
According to Robert Tebbs,
Chairman of the Board of Governors at the University, Mr. Arbour was not prepared to head
the committee for a lengthy period of time. Arbour cited that
the search is now in its eighth
month. When contacted by the
Lance, Mr. Arbour was not interested in making a statement.
In his stead, Mr. Tebbs now
heads the committee. Since Mr.
Arbour's departure, two meetings have been held but the situation regarding the selection of
a candidate remains unchanged.
Before Christmas, it was announced that candidates were receiving consideration, but before
they could be approached it was
learned that they had accepted
other positions.
Another meeting was held
January 5th and Mr. Tebbs describes what has been accomplished since he became Chairman
as a "reactivating of the whole

search process," adding that the
committee will continue reviewing the list of potential candidates .
'
Regarding the secrecy that
shrouds the committee's activi- :
ties, Mr. Tebbs stated, "The .00
0
people who are of the calibre we .<:
are seeking deserve this courte- 0...
Dr. Leddy (right) made his retirement next September official by
sy." He continued, "If we have
accepting this portrait from John Mabley of Alumni Affairs. The
anything of substance, we will
painting now hangs in the library.
issue a statement."

Diff erential fees win out
By RICK SPENCE

An attempt to avoid charging differential fees for foreign
students in Ontario seems to
have ended in failure at McMaster University in l lamilton.
According to the McMaster
Silhouette, a fund-raising drive
has fallen far short of the goal
required to pay the foreign
student fee increase instituted
last year by the provincial
government. It now seems inevitable that
the McMaster
Board of Governors will have
to charge the differential fees,
which they opposed when the
fees were first announced.
The university-wide Visa Student Bursary Fund raised only
$23,000, falling well short of its

$160,000 goal. Faculty members contributed $21,300, undergraduate
students
$1,260.
It is expected that this money
will be used as a bursary fund
for needy students.
Differential fees for foreign
students in Ontario were introduced Jan. 1, 1977, as a government economy measure, because normal tuition fees cover
only a small part of the cost of
running universities. The University of Windsor, along with
most Ontario universities, agreed
to the doubling of the fees,
on the grounds that the universities would have to make
up the money themselves if they
did not make the foreign students pay.

"Obviously this is a university community issue that
not everyone wanted to support," said Dr. Denis Shaw,
chairman of the McMaster Board
Senate Committee on inancial
Assistance for Foreign Visa
Students. "In fact, only a very
small number were willing to
support it ."
Shaw told The Silhouette
that if McMaster did not collect the formula fees, the loss
of revenue would mean less
money for appointments and
salaries, as well as equipment
and operating costs. "As I
see it, the only thing that the
University can do is institute
the differential fees."
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Saga unsuccessful in food plan switch
By E.P. CHANT
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Food Services' attempt to alter the structure of the meal
plans at the university has proven unsuccessful due to counteraction by the administration
and the Students' Administrative
Council.
Ten and fourteen-meal plan
card holders were greeted with
this memo from Saga Foods
representative Rick Carson when
they returned from Christmas
holidays: "We have had 63
people opt out of the meal

Allan: 'Meal plans will prevail.'

plan in favour of Scrip. This
leaves us with J 80 participants;
not enough for us to feasibly
offer two meal plans. Therefore: - Please sign up for Scrip
at Room 24, Vanier Hall. Your
account will be credited with the
difference between Scrip and
Board Plan."
Carson evidently took this action without consulting the administration. George McMahon,
Dean of Students, did not learn
about the action until the notices had been posted and the
switch-over was under way.
SAC got involved and on
Wednesday of this week President Gary Wells was convinced
that Food Services' actions had
been illegal and was preparing
'
to call in a lawyer.
That, however, proved unnecessary. During a two hour
meeting on Wednesday, the administration and Food Services
reached an agreement which
would
allow students
who
wished to do so to remain on
the meal plan they had contracted for in September.

Dr. John Allan, V ice-President of Administration, said that
it had become evident before
Christmas that a change was
necessary - that it was not economically feasible to be offering
the ten and fourteen meal plans
to so few students. He did,
however, continue to say that
Food Services had over-stepped
its powers in arbitrarily trying
to force a change.
Under the terms of the agreement reached on Wednesday,
those people wishing to remain
on a meal plan may do so, those
who wish to switch to scrip
may do so, and those who switched to scrip but now want to
return to meal plan may do so.
This has been laid out in detail
in letters to students and also
in this copy of The Lance.
Allan said, "All the charms that
existed before under the meal
plans will prevail again."
Car<;on penitently said on
Wednesday that "we (Food Services) have made an error and we
are correcting it."
He added
that the reasons for his actions

were primarily economic in nature, although Allan speculated
that the fact that the 180 meal
plan holders were taking up half
of Vanier's
space, thereby
crowding the more numerous
scrip users into the other half
was also a factor.
A Centre Policy Committee
meeting held on Thursday of
this week was to discuss Food
Services actions during this past
week. Carson quipped on Wednesday, "I might be sick tomorrow."
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Carson: 'We have made an error'.
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What 's Happen ins is a regular feature of The Lan4*
which will include Unclassified Ada, Per1e>naJAda,
and Notices of cam!)ua events. Liatln11 of off-campus
activities will allo be considered for publication.
Any 111bllUNion may be edited for 1-nath. Deadline
is noon Tue1eh1y of the WNk of publication.

Wba-c>s _Happening
information.

on carnpas
WORSHIP AT IONA:
Holy Communion
every Tuesday at
12:15 (noon).
Bible Study Group with Chaplain
check with College.
Worship/Discussion every Thursday at
7:00 p.m.
IONA College will hold a Student Retreat Weekend, on January 13 - 15,
on the theme, Reflections of Self, A
Study of Bible People . Leaders are
Helga Kutz-Harder, Bernie Harder and
Bob Lockhart. Located at House of
Shalom,
Amhetstburg,
Ontario.
Fee
$15.00. Phone 253-7257 for further

DANCE CLUB : Rehearsals resume Mon .
Jan . 10 7 - 9 p .m ., Dance Studio , Human Kinetics Building . New dancers
are welcome for the second term.
Lunch at Iona. An inexpensive lunch
at noon on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday at Iona. Pay for what you eat.
All welcome. Bring your own bag lunch
if you wish. Beginning January 10,
1978. Interesting guests . A place to meet
people in a relaxed home environment.
THE Liberal Club presents Herb Gray MP
on Thursday, January 12 at 7 p.m .,
University Centre, rms. 1, 2, 3. Everyone
welcome .
THE University of Windsor Players
presents THE SEA by Edward Bond.

Join the trek
to the Con

Job opportunities in Europe
this summer . . . Work this summer in the forests of Germany ,
on construction in Austria, on
farms in Germany, Sweden and
Denmark, in industries in France
and Germany, in hotels in Swit zerland .
For several years students
made their way across the Atlantic through A .E.S.- Service to
take part in the actual life of the
people of these countries. The
success of this project has caused a great deal of enthusiastic
interest and support both in

films. Other favourite unofficial
events involve talking, singing,
(usually around 4 :30 in the
morning between movies) or trying to sleep in the lobby .
The Guest of Honour at
Confusion Pl, is Kate Wilhelm .
Fan Guest o.f Honour is Jackie
Causgrove . Presentations include
a laser light show and movies.
The cost is $7 .00 and it all
takes place at the Ann Arbor
Inn .

ences and the abolition of all
cannabis related criminal records . The ALCC has taken
this position on the grounds
that the use of an intoxicant
such as cannabis should be
given the freedom of individual
choice; and furthermore that the
social costs of enforcing current
anti-cannabis legislation far outweighs the hazards to both the
individual and the public .
The ALCC believes that no
useful purpose is served by
setting legal limits on the amount of cannabis that an individual may buy, sell, grow or
possess. The ALCC recommends
that the minimum legal age
for consumption be set at 18.
This should be undertaken with
the view that this restriction
can be repealed if the medical
and social impact on minors 1s

Ascent Of Man
The bookstore and the Media Centre will present in its entirety
the renowned series "The Ascent of Man". Two films will be shown
per week, and each film will be shown twice .
Tues. Jan.
Wed. Jan.
Tues. Jan.
Wed. Jan.
Tues. Jan.
Wed. Jan.
Tues. Jan.
Wed.
Tues.
Wed.
Wed.

10/7 8
11/78
17/78
18/78
24/78
25/78
31/78

Grain in the Stone
Hidden Structure
Music of the Spheres
Starry Messenger
Ladder of Creation
World Within World
Majestic Clockwork

Feb. 1/78
Feb. 7/78
Feb. 8/78
Feb. 22/78

Drive For Power
Knowledge or Certainty
Generation Upon Generation
The Long Childhood

All films are one hour long . Tuesday showings will be at 12
noon in room 140 Essex. Wednesday films will be shown at noon in
GI 33 Windsor Hall. Both films are repeated Wednesday night at
7:30 in 140 Essex.

MARIJUANA - It's Time To Ch
The Law ! I!! I! The Alberta Legal~ge
.
f C
b"
a 1za.
t1on o
anna 1s Committee is w·ii·
I Ing
to send you a starter kit free to h
e1P
.
.
get a c hapter going in your commu ·
.
nrty
Just write A. L.C.C., Box 115, Stude •.:
Union Building, University of Albe~;;
Edmonton, Alberta, T6G 2J7.
'
FOUND on Patricia Road, outside Es
sex Hall, December 22 one larg
·
'
e man's
15-carat
gold
ring,
with
initials
C
be
. an
.
c Iaimed by properly identifying
at the office of security, 2nd
Energy Conversion Centre Building.
•

CHRISTIAN Coffee House, Saturday,
January 7, 8:00 - 10:30 p.m .. Faculty
Lounge (1st floor Vanier Hall). Featuring the film - "Changed" plus good
music, good fun, skits, teaching, sharing.

Help the law go to pot
The Alberta Legalization of
Cannabis Committee
(ALCC)
is a non-profit society incorporated under The Societies
Act of Alberta. The Edmonton chapter was incorporated
in May of 1977 and a chapter
was formed in Calgary in September of 1977. The ALCC
is dedicated to research and reform of the present anti-cannabis legislation. Our primary objective is the legalization of the
possession, cultivation and distribution of cannabis.
The ALCC supports the removal of all criminal and civil
sanctions against the possession, cultivation, and distribution
of all forms of cannabis. The
ALCC also favours the immediate release of all prisoners
currently being held in our prisons for cannabis related off-

aacJassi.r:feo

FIND ING a job for the summer or
after graduation will be no easy task.
If you're concerned about unemployment give us a hand in organizing a
Employm&nt Committee for Students.
Please come out to a meeting Jan. 10
12:00 - 2:00 in the SAC office. For
more information contact Maryon Overholt in SAC office, ext. 326.
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A working vacation

By MIKE UPMALIS

Coming up January 13-15
in Ann Arbor is the Michigan
Regional Science Fiction Con,
CONFUSION Pl.
For the unknowing, a Con,
(short for Convention) is where
people into science fiction (including Star Trek, Space: 1999,
mainstream,
new wave, art)
gather to discuss or argue about
their respective interests. This
involves panel talks, art shows,
presentations, dealers' room, and

All welcome . Admission 50 cents ;
sored by the "Way" B·b1· 1 · Pon.
I ica Researh
Ministry and Teaching.
c

January 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28
in Essex Hall Theatre, University of
Windsor . Curtain at 8:00 p.m. Group
Rates and Student Rush available. Reservations: Phone 253 -4565.

not found to be detrimental.
Advertising of cannabis should
be governed by the same principles of truthfullness and disclosure of associated risks as
with the advertising of any other
product. The position of the
ALCC should not be interpreted
as endorsing or encouraging the
use of cannabis. The ALCC
recognizes the impairment of the
ability to perform
complex
psycho-motor tasks and because
of this strongly discourages
driving an automobile
after
consuming cannabis.
Remember - Our ain:i is to
change the law not break it
ALCC
Box 115, Student's Union Buildmg
University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta.
T6G 2J7
r91(!fli{~Ml:Ml:911.{Ml:!llf:Ml:Ms:•

his or her work, the student
will receive his or her room and
board , plus a wage.

America and Europe .
The purpose of this program
is to afford the student an op portunity to get into real living
contact with the people and
customs of Europe . In this way ,
a concrete effort can be made
to learn something of the culture of Europe. In return for

Please write for further information and application forms
to : American-European StudentService, Weile 133, Box 70,
FL 9493 Mauren, Liechtenstein
(Europe).

Crime ,nChina
The Canada-China Friendship
Association of Windsor is sponsoring a talk by Allyn Rickett,
Professor of Chinese Studies
at the University of Pennsylvania : "Crime and Punishment
in China. " This will be in Assumption
Lounge, University
Centre, at 1 :30 p.m., Thursday,

January 12 .
Rickett and his wife were
imprisoned in China for four
years in the early 1950's for
spying. He has recently re·
turned from a visit to China.
For more information, call Professor Ansley , extension 628,
or phone 256-6021.

Energetic speaker
By ANDY HAYWARD

The Marketing club of the
University of Windsor is eagerly
awaiting the arrival of Imperial
Oil next week.
Harry Denham,
marketing
manager for Ontario will discuss
energy topics. More specifically,
Mr. Denham will examine the
supply and demand situation for

<

petroleum, as opposed to crude
oil, as well as the various products made of oil.
The presentation will take
place in the faculty lounge at
7:00 p.m. on Thursday, January
12 . A question period will follow the twenty minute talk.
A cash bar will be available and
all are welcome.

fReferenduml
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'Chere IS a difference!!!
• MCAT
• GMAT

I $5 feeto j
I $Upport j
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• LSAT.

• VAT

• GRE

• DAT

• OCAT

• SAT

• NATIONAL MED. & DENT. BOARDS
• ECFMG
• FLEX

Flexible Programs and Hours
Over38 years of experienceand success. Smallclasses. Voluminous
home study materials. Courses that are constantlyupdated. Centers
open days and weekendsall year. Completetape facilities for review
of class lessonsand for use of supplementarymaterials.Make-upsfor
missedlessonsat our centers.

a;fj,,

FARMINGTON HILLS
(313) 851-0313

ANN ARBOR
(313) 662-.3149

OR Write to.
29226 Or~hard Lake Road
Suite No. 205
Farmington

~-•••-Affiliated

~=·

N.fl!

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS:.....JSINCE
1931

Hills, Ml. 48018

Centers in Major U.S. Cities
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ANNA MARIA TREMONTI
ByThe univers1ty
·
of w·m d sor
d a profit for the year endrurne
.
ingApril 30, 1977, for the first
.
in a number of years.
tune
According to t h e latest f man. 1 statements, $728,014 reci\ned after paying off all exma
· mcurre
·
d
penditures and de f"1c1ts

The amount of expenditures
increased over the past year.
Mark-ups occurred in Academic
salaries, wages and benefits.
Those figures were $18,758,418
for the past year, over two million dollars more than the previous year. The increase in this
area is attributed to retroactive

in 1976.

monetary

--·----·-·

demic staff, as well as, inflationary increases.
The University spent one million dollars on teaching assistants and other student and casual wages, as well.
Campus food services facilities had a revenue of one million
dollars last year. That figure,
however, still left a deficit of
$227,660.
The Gallery Pub made a profit of $20,000 during the last
fiscal year, with 25 percent of

increases for the aca-

Unity,
en~;;'

erta,

loor,

By MIKE UPMALIS
Possible next year there may

be a province wide lottery fea-

nt

turing
worth

nd

courtesy

nt-
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9¥11
long lineups welcomed students back from their holidays.

re
ur

Post-Christmas
run·on T-D bank

ea.

1-

k.
d

profit

last

year,

as a first prize a year's
of free tuition. All this
of Waterloo

Federa-

tion President Rick Smits.
A referendum
passed last
semester bringing a new twist
to fee collection. Due to a growing disenchantment
with the
Federation and its handling of
several problems, numbering am-

Con$ervation projects
in Essex County

ors

e
at

$58,000

Firstprize: free tuition

n be
same

e

lars went to the principal on
those mortgages.
The Bookstore brought in ~

$13,000 above 197 6 figures.
The
Ontario
government
granted another three million
dollars to the University this
year to cover land and related
deficits. According to Director
of Finance, Joe Schiller, the University borrowed money in debentures from a private loan
company. Those debentures are
being paid with the grants from
the province.
Mortgages are held on a fifty
year basis, said Schiller.

Wato-loto

Es.
an's

o-

that going to the University, and
the remaining 75 percent to
SAC.
The second largest expenditure of the residences after
housekeeping and utilities, close
· to $400,000, was used as payment for interest of resid~nce
mortgages. Sixty thousand dol-

Overflow crowds thronged
through the campus branch of
the Toronto-Dominion bank this
week, as students with fees to
pay, grocery money to withdraw, grants to collect, and
Christmascheques to cash all hit
the bank at the same time.
Along with the crowd at registration week in September, the
post-Christmas rush is a fact of
life, according to bank manager
WillaCowie. Part-time staff was
calledin to help with the rush,
and even though 100 customers
were still lined up when the
bank closed Wednesday at 3 :00
p.m.,all were served.

The bank has implemented a
new system to help cut down
waiting time for students who
just wish to withdraw money
from their accounts. Two cashwithdrawal
only
lines have
"helped out considerably" with
crowding and waiting times, according to Cowie.
Cowie says the withdrawalonly lines were set up because
many customers with simple
business to transact had long
waits while others conducted
more complicated business. For
example, foreign students with
international bank transfers.

l\ubp£' ~tplt
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Have you ever wondered
} what you can do to help fur-; ther the conservation of this
::c
....; area's natural resources? The
£ answer may be the Essex Reo gion Conservation Foundation.
0
ii: Serving the Essex Region and its
residents, this Foundation is a
registered, charitable, non-profit
organization whose sole purpose
is to raise money for worthwhile conservation projects within Essex County.
What kind of projects? Restoration of the historic J .R.
Park Homestead, acquisition of
significant natural areas such as
forests, river valleys and marshes
and development of conservation education facilities are a
few of the many projects which
the foundation will help finance.
In other parts of Ontario,
individuals, companies and organizations
have given generously to conservation foundations. In some instances, land
for conservation purposes has
been donated to such foundations. In all cases, foundation
funds help to keep the local
levy or tax for conservation
purposes as low as possible.

iz,alon

I

Your

F\tdy

Campus
Hair
Stylists

You can assist in preserving
these important natural areas for
future generations to enjoy and
help in supporting other conservation projects by sending
your donation to:
The Essex Region Conservation Foundation
10 Talbot St. South
Essex, Ontario
N8M 1A7
All donations are tax exempt
on up to 20% of income under
the Income Tax Act, or totally
exempt under the Land Speculation Tax Act, Ontario Gift
Tax Act and Ontario Secession
Duty Act. Naturally, receipts
are issued for your tax purposes .

York students picket
inauguration
By RICK SPENCE
Former Ontario premier John
Robarts was met by demonstrators protesting provincial government cutbacks during his investment as York University's new
chancellor last month.
Students and faculty members picketed the Osgoode Hall
ceremony to draw attention to
the cutbacks in post-secondary
education, which they believe
threatens
academic standards,
the quality of teaching, and hundreds of jobs.
Robarts was premier during
the university boom of the
1960's and prior to his premiership he was a minister of
education. York professor Lee
Lorch said the new chancellor
is thus "in a particularly ad-

FRANK

2846 UNIVERSITY WEST
Under
. The Bridge

For appointments call 258-2490

ong them the Chevron crisis,
and the rapid succession of
presidents (Smits was the sixth
in 1977), the two engineering
unions pressed for refundable
fees. The motion passed with a
fairly respectable majority.
Smits said that he expects
about 10% to 20% of the students next year will ask for a
refund next year a possible loss
of sixty thousand dollars. To
counteract this loss of revenue,
Smits has proposed what he calls
Wato-loto, a lottery with first
prize being a year's free tuition ,
with runner-up prizes of one and
two hundred dollar scholarships.
The first drawing, when the
motion passes council and it
appears it will, is tentatively
scheduled for April 13.
Smits hopes to expand province wide using student governments at other Universities to
act as agents, with each government receiving a proportional
share of revenues to tickets
sold.
SAC chief Gary Wells is
interested in the lottery but was
noncommital waiting for further
information on the plan.

vantageous position" to defend
the universities.
York student federation president Paul Hayden spoke at the
inauguration ceremony, saying
"Chancellor Robarts, we welcome you to the York University community. We need all the
help we can get."
The placards read "Reduction in student aid equals university for the rich" and "Chancellor Robarts, defend what you
began, stop the cutbacks."
Robarts told the demonstrators it is natural for universities
to go through periods of euphoria and periods of distress.
"We will not see anything like
the mid-fifties or sixties," he
said. "So I might as well say,
get used to it."

.J. Fox,

OPTOMETRIST

Suite28

4111
HuronChurch
Rd.,

Assumption
University
University
ofWmdsor
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,Welcome back to another year of fun and excitement

Tbelance

Rick Spence; Managing Editor: Brenda Mc Lister; Hibernating
tor: Janine Halbert;
Production
Imp Editor:

Sports Editor:

Person: Gary Fish; Quasi-Cartoonist:
E.P. Chant; Aggravation

Editor:

more. People we haven't

Incubator

Editor:

Michael Daniels Editor: Mike Upmalis; GRIPO Editor:
Kovacic; Entertainment

Domenic D'Amore,

seen lately:

Pete Mudrack,

Let the finance officer, the
auditors, and the vice-president
administration and treasurer (if
necessary, divide the job to give
the accountants a louder voice)
squeeze the dollars and come
up with ways to trim the fat
and run an economical operation. But our president must
be someone who recognizes and
advocates the precedence of scholastic endeavour and academic
freedom. Otherwise it is only
just that we fold our tents and
disappear during the night.

Defending the meal plan
TO ALL RESIDENT STUDENTS, from STEPHEN KOMINAR
DIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY CENTRE:
,
Throughout the first semester of the current academic year, the
Food Services department received a considerable number of inquires (sic) from resident students about the feasibility of transferring from one meal plan to another.
It was subsequently decided to permit such changes. Students
wishing to make a change for the second semester were given the opportunity to do so by applying at the Food Services Office between
December 5-9, 1977.
The significant number of students that opted out of the meal
plan in favor of "Scrip" was such that the feasibility of continuing
the meal plan was closely scrutinized. As additional numbers of students continued to request changes beyond the December 9th cutoff date it appeared that virtually all students wished to withdraw
from the meal plans.
Accordingly, it was decided to discontinue these.
It is now evident that this assumption was incorrect and the plans
are being fully restored for all students who wish to continue in either the 10 or 14 meal plans.
The meal plan program will be restored on Monday, January 9,
1978, the cost of the plans being reduced in recognition of the meals
normally served January 3 to 8, 1978.
As in the first semester, the 10 and 14 meal plans will feature unlimited servings. Due to the decline in the numbers of students on
meal plans, a change in the dining area may be necessary. As soon as
the number of students who wish to continue with the meal plans
can be ascertained, suitable notice will be given of the dining area to
be reserved for these students.
In order for the Food Services to reinstate the program, it is imperative that all students who wish to retain their meal plans contact
the Food Services Office, Room 24, Vanier Hall, Ext. 870,871, no
later than FRIDAY, JANUARY 6, 1978 (today).

Don Peppin;

Pizza Orderer

Editor:

Eric Mayne; By-line Editor:

John

Fern Brown;

Len Wallace; Record Reviewer Editor: Frank

George Kocis; New Hannah

Disappearing
Editor:

Nigel Miller, Rob Brown, Paul Douglas-Daly,

Dan Sullivan, Willy Paquette,

Editor:

Bruce Dins.
Mark Greene,

Tony Hine, Jesse Gacanin. Happy

New Year.
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individual positions will go, then
departments, then schools. And
although Harry Parrott has said
that no universities will be
forced to close while he is
minister of colleges and universities, he is an ambitious man
who will not be babysitting
these ungrateful institutions forever. Once he i~ gone, the axe
is sure to fall.

If this university is to survive
to pay off the mortgages that
are due in the year 2021, it will
be because of the excellence of
the programs it offers and the
students it produces. If our business faculty retains its superiority, the law school keeps
improving, and Communication
Studies and the Drama School
reach their potential, the university may be safe. If we don't
have the quality, no amount
of bargain-basement discounting
or marketing is going to ensure
our survival.
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We need a leader
We didn't get a new president for Christmas.
It appears that the presidential search committee couldn't decide on whether the new
president should be an academic (in the best tradition of
classics scholar Dr. Leddy) or a
tight-fistet1 businessman. Even
though this debate is a smokescreen to hide the incompetence of the joint Senate-Board
of Governors search committee,
we have our own feelings on the
matter.
It is vital to note that this
debate is more a matter of
semantics than of fact. In
other
circles, this dilemma
would be referred to as an
example of the "all or nothing"
fallacy: it's not as if it really was
necessary to choose between one
extreme (scholar) and the other
(businessman). The two are not
mutually exclusive, and it shouldn't be too hard to find people
with expertise in both areas.
However, if we play the committee's game, and we decide
that it's either one or the other,
there should be no doubt about
who gets the job. The university
is a community of scholars;
if its leader is of a different
mind, he will not lead, and the
resulting friction would make
last year's faculty-administration
dispute look like a tea party.
We can't deny that univers1t1es face uncertain futures.
With enrolment dropping and
cutbacks getting worse, there
will have to be casualties, first,
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Comment:

To replace a president
By MIKE UPMALIS

"The School of President Replacement" has been established
at the University of Windsor.
The administration feels that
due to the difficulty of finding
a replacement for Dr. Leddy,
there is a need in modern society for qualified individuals.
It is a two year course ending
in a B. of P.R. No faculty has
yet admitted that the new
school is attached to it.
Some of the projected courses are as follows:
PRES 110c SECRECY
This course deals with the
need for confidentiality with
any committee so noone outside the committee knows how
much or how little progress
has been made. The course

includes instruction on paper
shredding, wire tape detection
and how to state an unequivocal
"No Comment". (Two hours
per week, one semester, half
course).
N.B. It is rumored that John
Mitchell may be granted a
visiting professor status to teach
this course.
PRES 223ab PRESIDENT SELECTION TECHNIQUE
This full course deals with
various techniques to evaluate
and select a candidate to assume
the position. Such techniques as
the "dart board" technique, the
"cut the cards" method and
the "toss the resumes down tht>
stairs" technique will be evaluated, and new methods discussed for effectiveness. (Full

course, two hours lecture, four
hours lab?)
PRES 215c SELF- PROTECTION
.
Due to possible shortcomings
of a new president, this cou~
will familiarize the student with
such self-aiding techniques such
as intentional mis-filing, tape
editing, leaked information and
other techniques designed to
take the "heat"
off. (One
semester, three hours, half cou·
rse).
A sub committee composed
of members of the presidential
search committee has been ap·
pointed to find a dean. The
administration
plans to act as
soon as a dean has been ap·
pointed, which should be before
the turn of the century.

Coplng with the Lance bureaucrttcY
Stories: Come talk to us first
Ads: for rates call Ext. 326
Deadline, Tuesday afternoons
Unclassifieds: Free for the university community.
Deadline Tuesday noon.
Letters: No more than 600 words.
Deadline Wednesday neon.
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UpQuanada

Hey! The rumours

are true .

Canada is having a national crisis.
It started years ago, but the problems accelerated with the election late in 1976 of that funny little man who lives in Quebec and
speakswith a F~ench-Canadian accent.
Since that time, Rene Levesque has cost Canadian citizens their
economicstability. He may keep the coffee and cigarette companies
in business (he smokes three at one time), but he's keeping Canadians out of business. Unless you count the market in Levesque Tshirts,sneakers, ashtrays, and souvenir plates.
Levesque has caused confusion and frustration in the midst of a
cultural explosion.
Rene Simard has swept the country with his
boppergrin and jumpy acts; Rene Levesque is cleaning it up with his
engagingsnarl and jumpy nationalists.
Candians, once relatively sure of how to talk, are now having
problemswith their diction.
Long words are now half silent, becausethey're French, and the short ones are abrupt and annoying
(justlike Rene).
Radio and television newscasters across the country have flawed
otherwise sparkling careers by pronouncing the leader's name to
rhymewith "the-rescue" instead of "the-wreck." And the pronounciationof Quebec, which always used to start like "queen" now beginslike "ketchup."
Canadians must stand together in this period of political unrest.
Wemust learn French (and Joual), disown Toronto, and quote from
MichelTremblay's plays, all while standing on Baffin Island and discussingthe Alberta oil problem with an Innuit.
We must buy soapstone carvings, bread made with prairie wheat,
andCanadian records. We have to forget about ABC and Good MorningAmerica and tune into Morningside, Take Thirty, and As It
Happens. And we have to stan: screening movies made by the NFB
(NationalFilm Board, idiots) instead of Screen Gems and Universal.
American literature must be banished from the shelves, and
plaquescommemorating the Queen's Silver Jubilee turned into scrap
metal.
Frogs will become the national mascot and green the national colour.
Canada will disappear and QUANADA will emerge.
Unless, of course, we impose the War Measures Act and drown
thedamn frogs in their own swamp.

four

ISO ·condemns referendum
as a Lance -SAC joke .
Dear Editor:
The referendum on 'Free the
Lance' is over and even with
the small amount of voters, it
was soundly defeated. To me
(and to most foreign students)
the referendum was an unnecessary process which cost us, the
students, money that could have
been put into some other useful
activities benefiting the students.
Why unnecessary? It is because the Lance has complete
autonomy in running its operation (after having funds allocated by SAC annually). The
SAC does not supervise what
the Lance publishes, so why
should Rick Spence say that
there is no freedom of the press,
after the referendum? We will
not accept that statement.
Now, the most interesting
part of the whole nonsense was
the position taken by SAC (or
at least by a few prominent
SAC members) and the Lance.

Social Work careers
notforgays
Dear Editor:
In a recent article in the
Windsor Star (December
17,
19 77) a not so surprising statement was given. It concerned
a 3 3-year-old male student attending the University of Windsor studying social work. Nothing so unusual about that, but
what did come as a big surprise
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DearEditor:
In the last three issues of
The Lance, Mr. Wallace and I
havediscussed terrorism in West
Germany and the question of
Hanns-Martin Schleyer's
past.
Schleyerwas murdered by terrorists after the heroic freeing
of airline hostages by West
GermanCommandoes. On December 9, Mr. Wallace's article
stated: "It is really Mr. English
whodoes the smearing, for it is a
factthat Schleyer was a member
of nazi Germany's S.S. Gestapo ... If Mr. English knows
this to be false, then I ask him
to present his case. If not, then
l ask him not to attack me for
priming what is a fact." The
excisedpart of the quote states
the genocidal crimes of the
S.S.
This was what I wrote in
the December 2 issue of this
newspaper to cause the above
reply·
.
d.1sagree· "M Y primary
rnem with the article has to do
Wtthmaking Hanns-Martin Schleyer somehow deserving of
death because of his past in the
13
~ 0's and '40's. Nothing of a
cn':1inalnature has been proven
against him, but Mr. Wallace
~htn~snothing of smearing him
Y innuendo even in death
Wh
'
, ere he obviously cannot de,end himself."
Mr. Wallace states in the first
~U~te that I denied that Mr.
Sc !eyer was a member of the
.s. I fail to see in the second

quote where I denied it' I
nevertheless have the right to attack Mr. Wallace "for printing
what is a fact."
The S.S. as an organization
has rightly been convicted as
being a criminal group. Not
all memb.ers though were war
criminals. Mr. Schleyer was not.
I believed, and still do that mentioning his membership and leaving it like that without making
a point of mentioning the fact
that nothing was proven against
him was as I called it: "a smear".
It is a smear because Mr. Wallace
must know readers would assume Mr. Schleyer was a war
criminal. He smeared by halftruth which is more devastating
than a lie, as it is harder to
unmask.
The world press as a whole
recognized the irresponsibility of
that tactic and more or less
kept his membership out of
print. Ilad he been a war criminal it is unlikely the press
would keep his membership
quiet, as a right-wing war criminal being murdered by terrorists of the Left would make
too good a story to pass up.
Mr. Wallace has the right to
believe that usmg hardline meth·
ods to handle terrorism is wrong.
I believe that terrorists oniy
respect force and not "understanding".
Only if we treat
them like they would us, will
terrorism decrease. Any less determination on our part, I be-

The Lance claimed that they
have no freedom (in using fqnds)
as if the SAC was/is strangling
their throats, arfd that was why
the slogan: "Free the Lance."
On the other hand, the SAC
wishes to get rid of the responsibility of managing the funds
for the Lance - that was why
we did not see any moves by
SAC to resist the referendum.
In fact, our President Gary
Wells endorsed, supported and
encouraged it! It might look
strange, but in fact it was not.
Why? Obviously,
the $4.50
made the difference: SAC wants
to get rid of the Lance so that
there will be more funds for
them to operate. The Lar.ce
wants each student to pay $4.50
annually to support its operation. Why didn't the Lance, in
the referendum, ask the $4.50
be paid out from the existing
students fees we pay to the
university annually? If that were

lieve will be seen as weakness.
This was proven when President Carter said he would sponsor the P.L.O. if it would only
recognize Israel's right to exist.
The answer to such reasonableness was a firm "NO!" Still, if
Mr. Wallace believes that terrorists should be given civil
rights, and that negotiations are
effective, he is of course welcome to. He is even welcome to
believe that the hijackers of the
Lufthansa airliner would have
been seen as "heroes and mar:
tyrs" when they were executed
by West German commandoes if
only there was no Schleyer
kidnapping.
He has no right, however, to
smear Mr. Schleyer by the
means of half-truths. Nor should
he attempt to smear me by
claiming I denied something that
I did not, with the inf rence
that I lied or did not have my
facts straight. I did not accuse
Mr. Wallace of lying when he
accused me of denying Schleyer's membership. I do not understand how he came to that
conclusion though, unless he
JUSt skimmed my article without
reading it. I therefore suggest
to Mr. Wallace that the next
time he rushes off to lay charges
on someone who has a dissenting
opinion from his own, that he
read the dissent.
Yours respectfully,
William English
1st Year Law

was that the School of Social
Work has been training this selfconfessed homosexual to help
other people solve their problems. Perhaps better time and
skill should be spent encouraging
the student to cf&alwith his own
problems effectively, instead of
encouraging him just to assist
others.
After all, would the U niversity of Windsor hire a deafmute to teach oral french? Definitely not! So why should
we allow this handicapped individual to try and cure others of
their problems, when he has one
of his own that should be cured
first. All that is needed is for a
homosexual
social worker to
land a job in a prison or (heaven
help us) the C.A.S. or even the
Big Brother Organization. Anyone with a working knowledge
of today's prisons knows the
havoc that would cause. And
honestly, would you send your
fatherless boy to a homosexual?
Perhaps the social worker
student in question, who seems
to have a very narrow, and distorted
view of reality (Gay
Lib is actually. Human Lib!)
should spend some more time
getting his own act together.
Furthermore
the School of
Social Work should examine
more closely this and similar
cases and seriously consider
whether or not students with
similar personality problems (the
one in question claims he's
homosexual out of involuntary
choice) should be allowed to
further their studies unrestricted.
It is my contention and belief that homosexuals (male or
female) do not belong in the
social work field and any that
are there should be told by
to either
those in authority
get their act together or to find a
more needin 6 profession where
one's personal problems won't
hamper their effective professional role as great as it would
in social work.
Randy Landgraff

done, I am sure that the results
of the referendum would have
been different. So it was, in fact,
not an honest and truthful
referendum
but an agreement
between the Lance and the SAC
- it was just a show (a joke, if
I may say).
Now, on to the remarks of
Gary Wells about the lack of
foreign student votes. If he was
implying that we are ignorant
and apathetic, then I must ask
him, who voted him into office?
We did not bother with· the referendum because, firstly, the
Lance is doing a satisfactory
job, and secondly:, our clubs are
not given any assurance that
funding will be higher next year.
Obviously this is not apathy,
but sensible and rational thinking, because as I said earlier,
the referendum was a joke. I
am pretty sure that if the referendum was passed, then more
funds to SAC would mean
higher salaries to a few SAC
members!
May I, at this point, say that
the general attitude of SAC is
to prevent the International
Students' Organization from getting a voting seat (just one!) on
the SAC. But, don't feel so
happy about it because we
(ISO) will know what we should
do when the next SAC election
comes. As Gary has implied we are a decisive force!
Sincerely
Raymond Wong,
Director of Activities
International Students'
Organization

Thanks to

OPIRG
supporters
Dear Editor:
I would like to take the opportunity of this letter to thank
the faculty members who allowed supporters of the Ontario Public Interest Research
Group (OPIRG) to visit their
classes and explain to students
the aims and objectives of the
organization. Ai. you know, the
referendum concerning the establishment of an OPIRG chapter
here at the University of Windsor will be •held Tuesday, January 17th and Wednesday, January 18th. So far, representatives from OPIRG have visited
nearly 150 classes and reached
about
4,000
students.
Next
week classroom speaking will
continue and the various residences will be canvassed.
As an added note, we would
also like "to thank those professors who have openly endorsed OPIRG 's work in their
classes. Formal letters asking for
further endorsations have been
sent to many faculty. Because
of the results we are very optimistic that students will support
OPIRG in the referendum Again,
thank you for your open
attitude and response.
Sincerely,
Len Wallace
Windsor OPIRG co-ordinator
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A tourist en_jo_ysa not-so-t_ypical

Tunisian activity.

Tunisia is a small country \\1th a gl.
but with no great prospects for the futu~
Caught between the Sahara Desert
clinging to the coast of North Africa,T
than attracting tourists to its summer
the beautiful sandy beaches, but they
of this once-proud land.
Tunisia was the site of Carthage,a
ment, 2500 years ago. Hannibal andf•
there, but he was defeated by the migh~
destroy Carthage and raise a Roman city
Under Roman rule, ironically, Tunilll n
or since. It was a breadbasket to the1w
to the east.
Two thousand years of progress laternas
much of the fertile land and Tunisia1s
1
people. Repeated invasi~ns,most recentl
tourists, have reinforced the colonial
managed to gain its independence from
Tunisia is made up mostly of Arabs,).
in Middle East or African politics. Its
Tunisian neutrality would ruin the 11
President Bourguiba, the man wh~ e~
rule, will not live forever, and Tun1sias
Cynical remarks about tourism asidt
the rocky, and desert to the fruitful
. n11iz.e<
And like people everywhere t he 1u · ·
h n,i
and they respect visitors for more t a · ·
The Lance editor and photo editor
Christmas holiday .s and these photo>
i lot
Canadians can karn about this small,$ ry 11
been left behind by the t1des of histol'}·•
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Basketballers take tournament
By PETER NASH
Minello had 12 points.
While most basketball teams
Mercy College also lost to the
were at home celebrating the
Lancers although they put up a
tougher fight. Jim Mmello had
holidays the Lancer squad was
to hit 2 foul shots with 41 sechard at work readying for the
regular season. Head Coach Paul
onds left in the game for the
Lancers to pull off a 69-68
Thomas had his team playing
against
some tough
Detroit
victory.
Dan Devin was high scorer
teams in the Detroit Institute
for the Lancers with 11 points.
of Technology Basketball TourCharlie Pearsall had 10 points
nament.
and 6 blocked shots. Pearsall
The Lancers went all out
ended up with 10 blocked shots
and managed to win the tourfor the tournament
and 25
nament beating DIT 84-81 and
rebounds.
Mercy College 69-08. Along with
winning the tournament,
the
The lead changed hands freLancers' Charlie Pearsall took
the Most Valuable Player award.
Coach 7.t:>mas commented
that
although
the American
teams were good, "I expected
us to win." He also said that
"The calibre of play was comparable to NCAA basketball."
The Lancers' first victory of
the tournament
came against
DIT. The Lancers led most of
the way although they did fall
behind by two in the second
half.
The half time score was
56-47 which was the Lancers'
largest lead of the game. Jim
Molyneux led the scoring with
16 points. Charlie Pearsall followed close!}' behind with 15
points.
Dan Devin hit for 13 and .;>
both Fred Robson and Jim i:,:

quently while neither team was
able to take control. The half
time score was 38-37 Mercy.
Both teams tried to play a
controlled
offence
without
much of the fast break style
offence that the Lancers are
used to. Fortunately when the
end of the game approached
the Lancers were able to keep
ahead to win, 69-68.
The Lancers proved their ability beyond question at this
tournament and when the regular season starts th ·ey're going
to be tough to beat.
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Most Valuable Player Charlie Pearsall shows his blocking style in
tournament play.

IN THE SHOWERS

-

By DON PEPPIN

Having suffered through another New Years and a heavy ov-;
dose of TV footballitis, and with only two really big games on tap
for the rest of the year in that department, we can now turn ou
r
attention to our national soort.
If you haven't had your head buried in a snowbank somewhere
for the last six weeks you've probably heard that there's been som
foreigners intruding on our holy realm to participate in some ant~
quated hockey tournaments. We have been so overburdened with
all these pseudo-series that it has become exceedingly difficult to
distinguish between what is a real game and what is exhibition
. The b_asic problem is that these series plopped themselves righ~
m the middle of the regular season and there is no way that an overpaid and over-rated pro coach is going to risk his best talent and have
them extend themselves in a game which otherwise would hav
been a night off.
e
The risk of injury is the excuse most often given by the coaches
because the fans rarely understand what it means to need a rest
The element of timing has become the essence of these serie~
over the years. Back in '72 when the Russians came here for a fourgame skatearound, 'our best' shocked the world by actually letting
this crowd of commies make a name for themselves. The Russians
didn't fall down on their collective knees the second Phil Esposito
an~ the boys strapped on the blades. Instead they started something
which the money makers thought could add more to their coffers.
Unfortunately there was a flaw in this system too.
That series started in September, which meant that many of
the players had to compromise their summer golf schedules and
hockey school appearances. This didn't go over well after the regular
season starte~, as most of the players were prematurely grumpy
and arrogant m October and November instead of March and April.
And it wasn't even contract time yet.
The Olympians, way back when, had the right idea when they
decided not to have their games every year but spread them out to
allow the competitors t~ replenish themselves. Canadian hockey
czars ah~ays said that this country was not sending its best players
by sending amateurs to the world championships. So we droppped
out of Olympic hockey for a while .
Then someone thought up the great idea of having a 'real' world
tournament where the only qualification to play was that last year's
contract was in six figures.
. lnt~rnational series are great, but when everybody and his brother
1s hav_mg one and they all try to buy the highest credibility, all it
does 1s confuse the hockey fan in a time when governments tend
to do enough of that for everybody.
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Lancers ready for regular season play

•

By PETER NASH
The• Lancer basketball squad
d their 1978 home sche opene
. .
with a de c1S1ve 91 -7 4
l
due
. ry over Merc y College Wed v,cto
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Head Coach Paul T~omas ~as
with the wm votmg
happY
.
. b
"It's
awful mce to wm y
chat
h .
that many. We've been urtmg
lately but all the players gave
JOOper cent."
The Lancers have been struck
'th
the flu as well as two knee
WI
•
. · ries Charlie Pearsall, Kevm
IOJU •
Greenwood and Bob Oostveen
had the flu. Pearsall and Greenwood played but Oostveen did
notdress.
Ed Bialek is just coming off
a strained knee and Vince Landry hurt his knee in the DIT
tournament in December.
Mercy came out strong early
in the first half with a half
court press. At the 16 :40 mark
Mercyheld a 6-4 lead, the only
cimethey held the lead for the
entiregame.
The Lancers reeled off 11
straight points in the next two
minutes and never looked back.
Ed Bialek opened up the lead
for the Lancers with 14 points
inthe first half.
While Bialek was scoring,
VinceLandry and Charlie Pearsall were providing the Lancers
with some fine defense. Landry made several key steals
and Charlie blocked shots along
with doing some great .board
work. Pearsall ended up with
9 blocked shots, 11 rebounds
and 14 points. This was one of
his finest home efforts since

he started with the Lancers
four y ears ago .
. The Lancers stayed strong agamst an agressive Mercy squad
and led 47 -31 at half time.
The second half was a little
tougher for the Lancers since
sickness had impaired their sta mina. Mercy closed the gap
to within seven points 62-5 5
at the 11 :58 mark .
'
'
Coach Thomas explained that
part of the reason for the Mercy
comeback was due to the fact
that " we were using everything in the playbook. Some
of the plays had never been used
previous to this game. "
Eventually the Lancers got
back to their regular style and
opened up a 14 point lead.
A balanced attack by the
Lancers led to five players
reaching double figures. Ed Bialek had 16 points followed by

Landry , Pearsall, and Minello
~11at 14. Fred Robson also got
mto double figures with 12
points .
The game ended on a strong
offensive note with the Lancers opening up a 17 point final
edge winning 91-74.
This was a rematch for the
two teams since they just played each other last week, victory going to the Lancers.
After the game Coach Thomas commented that this was a
stronger performance by both
teams . "We played better offence and I was quite surprised
at their (Mercy's) composure .
Usually a team would crack
after being behind for so long
but they stayed right with us ."
The
Lancers
open their
conference schedule against Waterloo a week from Saturday at
St . Denis Hall.

Fred Robson slams one home as Jim Molyneux looks on.

ENTRIES ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED FOR
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
THAT BEGIN IN JANUARY

Men's Ball Hockey
Women 's Basketball
Co-Ed Inner Tube Water Polo
Men's Volleyball
Co-Ed Bowling

.
.;

t

Return entries to " Intramural Office " - St. Denis Hall

: I

£

Sports quiz

o

]
1:1.,

___

_,

By ERIC MAYNE

Answers on Page 8

d

er
it
d

Football history in the making
A reminder that the first
annual Can Am Bowl will be
televised on Chan nel 9 this
Sunday at 1 o'clock. This will
be the first time in history that
a Canadian all-star university
football team is pitted against
an American all-star squ ad.
The game will be played under primarily Canadia n rules including our poi~t system and
three downs rather than four.
The field, Tam pa Bay Stad-

IUm, has the shorter American
dimensions with 10 yard end
zones and a 100 yard length.
The officials will be split evenly,
two Canadian and two American.
The Canadian team consists
of the best players from all
conferences while the American
team will have all stars from
their smaller schools. (Tier 2).
Do n 't ex pect a slaughter because t he Canad ian team can

-"'

League Starts
January 10
January 11
January 12
January 12
January 15

Pre-entries will also be accepted for
"Specials" up to and including the
date of competition
Men 's Weightlifting (January 31)
Free Throw Contest (January 9-13)
Table Tennis Tournament (January 16-20)
Billiards Tournament (January 24, 25)

Dan Devin (34) puts it up against Al Hodges (10) .

's

Entries Close
January 6
January 10
January 10
January 6
January 9

WHTUJCII
tr
·avel
wrvkfl'
lin1ited

be quite competitive against the
Tier 2 American teams. Head
Coach of team Canada Darwin
Sumotiak commented that the
game will probably be closer
than most people think .
The University of Windsor
has 2 representatives participating in the game . Bruce Walker
was picked as a wide receiver and Jim Cimba was chosen
as a defe nsive bac k .

SLACK WEEKTRIPS
Februar_y 11-18, 1978

·
-SKIQU-EBEC - From•259
Can. Funds & 10% .for tips & taxes

FT.LAUDERDALE--From •270
US Funds & 10 % .for tips and taxes

Questions
1. Wilt Chamberlain set the
record for the most points scored by an individual in a single
basketball game on March 2,
1962. How many points did he
score?
2. The longest field goal in
NFL competition was kicked by
Tom Dempsey (formerly of the
New Orleans Saints) on November 8, 1970. How long was
the field goal? Name the team
he defeated with his recordbreaking kick.
3. Canada has won the world
title in hockey 19 times. When
was this last accomplished and
in what city was the tournament held?
4. Match the athlete with his
nickname:

Referencllm

OPIRG
(Ontario
Public
Interest

Resmrch

ACAPULCO-From*435

Group J

US Funds (break.fast & dinner included)
CONTACT : MARY OR ELAINE WHITLOCK TRAVEL SERVICE
U OF WINDSOR BOOKSTORE 258-3802 OR 252-4232 ext. 691
New Hours: Open9amto 12:30pm
lpmto4:30pm

Tues. Wed.
Jan.17 Jan 18

Mad Dog
Truck
King Kong
The Hound
The Human
Eraser
5. Who won last year's "slamdunl," contest sponsored by the
NBA:
a) Darnell Hillman
b) Larry McNeil
c) Julius Erving
6. · Bill Mosienko scored a record three goals in 21 seconds
on March 23, 1952 for the
Chicago Black Hawks. Nam e the
team he scored tho se goals
against.
7. The shortest pass reception
for a touchdown in NFL history
was caught by Dick Bielski
of the Dallas Cowboys on October 9, 1960. How long/short
was it?
8. The
first
intercollegiate
football game played in North
America under the "Harvard
Rules" (the system that preceded modern football rul es)
was held in Cambridge, Mass.,
in May, 1874. Name the two
schools involved. (Hint: one of
them is Canadian).
9. Vasiliy Akhtayev of · the
U.S.S.R. was the tallest player ever to pl ay basketball
"on any level". ei. professio nal
or ama t eur. How tall was he?
Bob Kelly
Marvin Webster
Dwight White
Jerry Korab
Jerome Robinson

Today's toughie, sup er-impossible trivia question:
10. Name the only man ever
to hold world boxing title s at
three weight classes simultaneously.
Bonus Question: The Harlem
Globetrotter s play ed in fro nt of
the largest crowd ever t o view a
bas ketball game in 19 5 1. Where
wa s it play ed and how man y
spectators attended ?
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Vote yes
On the OPIRG referendum

Tues.Jan. 17
Wed. Jan.18

We think it is worth it!

What is OPIRG?
OPIRG is a student-funded and student-controlled organization with five local chapters at the universities of Trent, Guelph,
McMaster, Waterloo, and Western Ontario. It provides research, action, and education programmes to assist community
groups to take greater advantage of their civil and political
liberties.
OPIRG serves as a bridge between the community and the
university. Students may utilize their local PIRG to make their
academic work more useful to their communities than is usually
the case. In turn, people in the community can use OPIRG to
gain access to academic skills and resources they need to improve their social situations.

Who Pays For OPIRG?
Students at each campus which has a local PIRG have voted
in favour of a compulsory but refundable fee check-off. This is
the primary source of funding for the local PIRGs and the
provincial office.
Increasingly, non-students are supporting OPIRG' s work by
giving donations and buying our publications. This year, nonstudents who are sympathetic to PIRG' s aims and goals are
being encouraged to join their local PIRG through community
memberships.

What Is The Money Used For?
Each local PIRG office maintains a full-time staff of research
and action co-ordinators. As well, each office has a resource
library with community information, materials, and bibliographies that are not normally available from campus libraries.
Students may use the above resources to gain the research and
action skills necessary for effective public interest
research/social action projects.

What Can OPIRG Do For Me?
OPIRG can help you put your .academic work to service in
your community . It can provide you with the opportunity to
work with community groups. Your local PIRG can help you
join a research / action team , and will assist you in negotiating
course credit for this effort. You can use the expertise of the local
staff to help you design your project, and provide you with the
supervision that you need to reach your goals.
If your work is of good quality, we can put it to use by
publicizing it, transmitting it through other local PIRGs and the
provincial office to groups around the province who will find it
useful, and by using it ourselves as the basis of further research
·
and action.

Why Public Interest Research/Action?
There is a tremendous need for high-quality, intensive research and popular education to back the efforts of community
groups who are acting to resolve social problems.
Action oriented research gives you the opportunity to make
your time at university meaningful to people outside the university.

What Are OPIRG's Goals?
OPIRG is committed to providing a medium through which
students can become involved in socially significant research
and action. Implicit in this is the assumption that students must
control any institution that they fund directly. Therefore, all local
PIRGs and the provincial organization are subject to the decisions of boards of directors chosen by and from the students
themselves .

. Each campu~ has a public education program, involving
film-speaker senes, debates, and meetings on issues of public
concern.

OPIRG' s structure and terms of reference are designed to
provide ways and means of adapting academic research to the
immediate needs of the community, while at the same time
creating an in-depth and long-term analysis of the dominant
social institutions of Canada.

Each campus supports the work of the provincial office which
devises and initiates new research methodologies, facilitates
communications and decision-making between local PIRGs
co-ordinates province-wide research and action, and helps locai
groups set up new local PIRGs.

Based on our research, and our interpretation of its findings,
we have concluded that it is imperative that citizen participation
and control of governmental and corporate decision-making
must be increased if the true interests of communities in Canada
and the needs of its citizens are to be satisfied.

Feel my automobile
By PAUL CHERNISH
A valuable ingredient in what

kes us "Can-Americans" is on
b.
the decline: t~e automo 1Ie.
Now,you just m1_ght ~e w~nd~r . g what this subject 1s
domg m
10
.
e
entertainment
sect10n.
Well,
th
. h
he
automobile,
as
I
know
1t,
as
t
. .
alwaysbeen entertammg . Up
untilnow anyway.
The cost of a passenger car
h 5 almost tripled since 1965.
Gaashas more than doubled in
prl·ce• and almost every other integral car-related substance has
risensharply. These and various
other factors have contributed
No,
10 automotive downfall.
carsare still selling like Kiss ticma

kets, and therefore there is no
apparent reason to assume any
downward trend . But there is;
cars just aren't as entertaining as
they used to be.
The Ford Mustang used to
look and move like a wild stallion. Now it looks and runs like
solid plastic. The Pontiac GTO
has a tendency to give whiplash
to any passenger in the car when
the gas pedal was hammered.
They discontinued it in '74, and
it was nothing to speak of after
'69 (sniff, sniff).
I guess it's all just a part of
my rock and roll-oriented makeup, but I love the sensation of
dual exhausts storming into life
when I turn on the ignition; the

sight of a mammoth engine under the hood; hot, wide rubber
screaming for traction on a cool
summer evening. I'm talking about muscle cars, friend. Conservatives kept cursing about
how muscle cars were just an extension of the penis . I'd rather
not get into sexual connotations .
It's all over folks. The manufacturers are stressing environment and conservation.
No
more power and, conversely, no
more heavy pollutants. No more
squealing tires, but then again,
no more gas guzzling . Well, I
guess it all makes sense. But it
still isn't as much fun. Long live
the GOAT.

Pub bandreview
By H.J. SWENSON

My best Christmas pPesent
came from the pub; their name
was Olias . You may have heard
the name before because this is
their second time here this year .
A fine previous performance
makes them worthy of a return
trip.
The music meter was generous again this week, rebounding
from last issue's seasonal low.
It shot up to a 5.3, toweri 1g
above the average 4 . Personally,
I feel its been a bit generous
lately, but then you can't fight
science.
1

Co min ~ up
on ca mpus

Thunder will storm Ambassador Auditorium

this weekend.

Jan. 6, 7 .. . Special Events
SAC) Thunder (Formerly Sweet
Thunder) - Ambassador Auditorium I Jan. 7 . . . I.S.O.
"Disco" - Vanier East / Jan.
9-13 . . . Jewellery Display
& Sale - University Centre /
Jan. 13 . . T.E.C.H. "Disco"
- Vanier East / Jan. 14 .. .
Greek Club "Dinner & Dance"
- Alumni Lounge/ Jan . 15 .. .
Tecumseh Hall "Folk Night"
- Ambassador Auditorium /
Jan . 16 . .. Can/Am "Hawaii
Trip Meeting" - Alumni Lounge / Jan . 21 . . M.I.S.S.A .
"Dinner & Disco" - Ambassador Lounge / Jan. 27 ...
Cody Hall "Disco" - Vanier
East / Jan. 28 . . . Special
Event (SAC) "Dennison Stars"
- Ambassador Auditorium.

11VS/C
Lead vocalist Larry Dickenson was the high spot of the
evening. My favourite was his
rendition
of Super Tramp's

!

School. He also displayed his
versatility by playing both flute
and guitar.
Lead guitarist Rene VanDyk' s licks also gave me chills.
I got excited just listening to
him play . He was the cream of
the crop.
I do have a few complaints,
however. First and foremost,
their equipment
was grossly
inadequate. This b ..,1d is being
held back by a !'itiful P.A.
and shabby stage equipment.
Secondly, we found them somewhat boring due to the lack of
stage presence and lighting.
Such flaws could be easily corrected, and I can't understand
why they weren't.
I acknowledge that in these
articles I've been hard on Peter
Romerill , but that's just the
way I am . I'd like to take this
chance to say that Pete has been
providing us with better quality
bands. He has had relapses, but
things are looking up. Just one
more suggestion: of all the bands
I've seen, only one has been
from Windsor. A good number
of them have been from the
U.S. I feel Pete should take
advantage of the fine local talent currently available.

~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

SchoolofMusicnotes

Jan.

6

**********1E'**********
******************
*
**
**
***
***
*
*
*
**
YOUR HOST
:*
** S.A.C.
PETER ROMERIL *
*
**
*
*
*
*
LOUIi£
*
*
** J
**
*
*
**
**
**
**
**
Bands for your danc ing and
**
**
**
listening pleasur e
**
Effective Dec .12, 1977
:*
Live Nightly Entertainment
*
*
*
*
**
The
*
**
*
Toronto-DominionBank
Fri.
Jan.
6Sat.Jan.
7
:*
**
**
**
'OLAIS'
*** located in the University Centre building
*** will have two cash withdrawal ONLY line~
Mon. Jan. 9 - Sat ..Jan. 14
in order to provide more effective service
**
***
and lessen the line-ups during our
**
'T·B·A·'
i
peak periods.
*
:*
*
:
~*********************************************

GlllEIJ

I

i
i

Friday, 8 : 15 p.m., Moot Court, adia Marks, harpist ,
in her recital postponed from last season .
Jan. 29
Sunday, 3 :00 p .m. Moot Court, Roma Riddell, soprano,
and Gregory Butler , piano, two outstanding artists returned by popular demand.
Feb. 2 6
Sunday, 8: 15 p .m ., Moot Court, Music of Olivier Messiaen, featuring David Palmer, piano, Roma Riddell,
soprano, Arlene Rozsnyai, violin, Tom Akeley, cello, t
Imre Rozsnyai, clarinet; in ohservance of the composer's 70th year.
12
8:15 p.m., Moot Court, x1040y Ensemble, Gary Laura, ~
director .
19
3:00 p.m., Ambassador Auditorium, University Concert Band, James Tamburini, conductor.
31
8:30 p.m ., Victoria Hall, Petrolia, "Carmina Burana" ~
by Carl Orff, University Singers and x1040y Ensemble,
Richard Householder, conductor.
Apr. 2
8:15 p.m., Holy Name of Mary Church, Windsor Pro gram as on March 31
The Artists Series Concerts are $3.00 each; most other concert s
~ are free. Also free are the Wednesday-at-4 series, an interesting
variety of events; and the student recitals at noon on most Mor.days and Fridays .
Call 25 3-42 32, ext. 132, for other informat10n .

I
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is old and the characters fresh
off the Xerox. It has been done
before, but better.

Ontario
Ftfm Theatre
'Saturday
Night Feverr

street gang, who works in a pai~t
shop . He is going nowhere; his
only claim to fame is that he is
a hero at the 2001 disco. One
night there he sees the girl of
his dreams, a 30-year-old secre tary who is trying to make her self into an "important person" .
John Travolta convinces her to
be his partner for the dance
competition .
It drags on but they both
break through the hollow facade surrounding each other, and
John, realizing the hollowness
of it all, gives up his life in Broo klyn to move to Manhattan.
The movie is weak, the story

By MIKE UPMALIS

No, Saturday Night Fever is
not a new epidemic but some
penecillin wouldn't hurt.
The movie, starring John
Travolta, "Welcome Back" fame
is dying a death of acute cliches .
The characters and the plot
are so predictable I was counting
my popcorn for something to
do.
John Travolta is a 19-year-old
from Brooklyn, leader of a

By ANNA MARIA TREMONT!

The Ontario Film Theatre is
ringing in the new year by rolling in an impressive selection
of films in the next few months.
Screenings are held in the
Super Cinema on Erie Street
every Tuesday night at 8 . To
get there by bus, take the "Central" from downtown.
Here's the schedule of films
to take you to slack week.
• Jan. 10 : "Mississippi Mermaid." A top-rate Truffaut film
starring Catherine Deneuve and
Jean-Paul Belmondo.

Catharsis in retrospect
By DEB KENNEDY

One of the better things that
happened in '77 was the recycling of Catharsis. Since the
opening weekend success with
David Bradstreet and three sold
out shows, the performers have
provided a variety of music as.
colourful as the Catharsis posters.
.
The . audiences have not been
appearing as regularly. Some

Most of the musicians who have
played at one of the eight weekend shows, are well known in
their various musical circles.
ls it the three dollar admis sion which is turning people
off? Are some people skeptical
of a coffeehouse that is getting
good reviews? Or are people
having trouble finding the place
(it's through
an unobtrusive
doorway
at 119 Ouellette)?
Whatever the reason, it is
taking time for people to open
up to the alternative Catharsis
is providing. Checking it out is
a suggestion. Those who do,
will at least be aware of what is
happening there, if not receptive
to it.

nights there have been seventy
people, and other nights only
fifteen. That is one puzzle that
is hard to work out , considering that the original Catharsis
had more than one hundred
members, not to mention the
many non-members who attended the shows. In the words
of one performer, Jim MacLean, (alias Kid Stormy Weath er ) , " . .. t h e ta lent Cat h ars1s
·
1·s br '1ng1·n
. 1s
. mere
.
d'bl
mg m
I e. "

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
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Monday, January 9 - A review of the music of the great Johnny
preview of his new album, "Funk Beyond

.1 Guitar Watson and a
T the Call of Duty."
.1 Tuesday, January 10
T their latest works.

t
.1
T

+

.1
T
about their new .1
in Ambassador T

- A "Live" view of 'Tangerine Dream' and

+ Wednesday, January 11 - CJAM talks to 'Thunder'
.1 look and new sound after their three night stand
+
T Auditorium.
i Thursday, January 12 - Our weekly look at SAC with President .1
Gary Wells' look at the year to come, and a word from some ofT
T the SAC reps.
i
.1 Fr_iday, January 13 - Dr. Murray Adaskin, one of Canada's preT m1er composers talks with Vicki Fenner.
T

l

+

By MIKE UPMALIS

At the end of 1977, a year
filled with the deaths of so many
great men, Charles Spencer
Chaplin, the Little Tramp passed
into history.

+ New on CJAM this semester:
Miscelleneous Maple Leaves: Three hours of the best Canadian+
.1 tunes from the best bands in the land, Wednesday nights from .1
T 9 - 12.
T
While many remember his
A _Little Nig_ht Music:
The Department of Music and CJAM .1
silent
movies full of slapstick
combme to bnng you three hours of classical classics Sunday, T
and
flying
pies, his other movies
9 to midnight.
that show his depth and caring,
Limelight and Modern Times, to
FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
+ . This week (Jan. 6) fea~ure~ t~e. progressive works of Yes, ELP, + name two, demonstrated Chaplin's frustration with a world
.1 Pmk Floyd and more. Don t mISs 1t cause we will rock you.
which he felt didn't care.
T
SPORTS THIS WEEK

+

+
+

+

+

Gino Vannelli

Law

A Pauper in Paradise

Hold On Toft

By DEB KENNEDY

I

+

l ·IIIIIC
IIICI

Ho-rnage

to Chaplin

+

. Saturday our Lancer _hockey teams faces off against Wilfred Lau- .1
.i ner ,at 1:15. CJAM's Gmo Cavallo will bring the play-by-play live. T
T Don t forget our Bas~etball Lancers open the regular season next .1
Saturday (Jan. 14) against Waterloo in St. Denis.
T
FEATURE ALBUMS
+
Monday , J anuary 9 - T ak e a turn wit· h the soundtrack from 'The +
.1Turning Point'.
T Tuesday, January 10 - 'Tangerine Dream' hammers it out "Live"+
(begins at 11 a.m.).
.i
! Wed~esday, January 11 - New York fantasy with 'Brooklyn Dre- T
T ams.

+

+
+

+

+

The Windsor Jewish Students
Organization presents as a tribute to Chaplin, his greatest
moral and satirical film, "The
Great Dictator". The movie centres on two characters, a hit!er-type dictator, and a peasant who finds himself in a Jewish ghetto. Chaplin plays both
characters masterfully.

Gino Vannelli is gaining respect. The man from Montreal
has come out from under his
curly locks and put his musical
talents into full force.
A Pauper In Paradise 1s
Vannelli's sixth album and he
has expanded his slick jazz,
still evident on Side One, with
classical influence. Well written
but similar to other Vannelli
pieces are Mardi Gras, The
Surest Things Can Change, and
One Night With You. His lyrics
have a basic theme, which is in
accordance with the Vannelli
image, such as these lines from
Valleys of Valhalla.

.i
T Jan. 6
.1 Beatles
T Jan. 8

Concert Hotline

By CJAM
- 8 ...
History of the
- Royal Oak Theatre /
...
Kool and the Gang
an~ Brass Construction
Mas.1 on1c / Jan. 6, 7 .. : T~under
T - Ambassador Auditorium /
i Jan. 14 ... Ramones and the

+

+

Runaways - Masonic / Jan.+
20 & 21 ...
Kiss - Olympia!
/ Jan. 27 ... Nazareth _ Cobo T
Hall / Feb. S ... Doc Severn-+
son and Orchestra - Royal Oak .i
Theatre / Feb. 10 ...
Gary T
Wright - Masonic / Feb. 14 ...
Santana - Masonic.
!

Hey you,
}Otn

the Lance

+

~~~··~~~~~~~~~~~~~============~

By FRANK KOVACIC
Since the demise of the James
Gang, Roy Kenner has been
kicking around the Los Angeles
area. It's good to see that the
Toronto native has finally four.I
himself some steady work with
a promising band.
As front man for Law,he
brings with him a hard rock
reputation
to counteract the
band's obvious R&B-funk roots.
Law is just another example
of the new breed of Funk·
Rock groups to emerge fromthe
U.S. in the past couple of years
The beauty of this typeof
music is that you can go from
one end of a musical spectrum
to another without havingthe
music labelled as uncharacter·
istic of your musical stance.
Mother's
Finest,
Automatic
Man, and others, along withLaw
have found that they havebeen
making commercial inroadswith
their brand of music so youcan
expect a great many moreto
follow. It's amazing how biga
ball can get once it staresrolling.
take punk and disco (please)
for example.

"This sacred ingression
is a sooth-said rhapsody
this carnal connection
ignited my flesh with fantasy
a holocaust of love is rising
now.'·'
Crowning the album 1s A
Pauper in Paradise, (in four
movements), which was recorded with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. This piece was
orchestrated and conducted by
jazz arranger Don Sebesky. The
result is an absorbing symphony
showing Vannelli as a serious
and versatile composer.

+Thursday, January 12 - One of the top Canadian movies has an .i The movie will be shown
eq~ally top soundtrack. Preview 'Outrageous' today.
T at 8:00 p.m., Wednesday, Jan+9Friday,
January 13 - "I'm Stranded" harp 'The Saints' today at .i uary 11 in Ambassador Audi:05 p.m.
T torium.
Mosaic _begins daily at 11 a.m. and album features follow at 11: 30 + r.============~•
+
+ and agam at 9 :OS after the Concert Guide.
+
Vannelli's

t

Jan. 17: "The M 1
" p I
ac ntosb
M
. ~n.
au Newman and Do
m1que Sanda star in Joh llJ.
,
· ·
n Hu,
ton s spy mtngue, made in 1
'"T
.
.
is Pity Sh973
' .
Jan. 24 :
"Th
.
.
Wh ore.
1s 1s the Italia esa
·
n mad
version of an rollicking En I' e
play Of the seventeen C gijij
entury
J~n. 31: "Poor Cow."T··
movie's been dubbed as " hu
. . ,,
d
rezj.
1st1c an
stars Carol Wh·
as a woman continually lte
trou
need by men.
·
Feb. 7: "Small Change,,
of Truffaut's most recent' OIJt
.
m~
terp1_ec~s,_ stars children. The
movie 1s mnovative in that
.
much
of the. dialogue was createdb
the children . Definitely a .)
.
mo11e
not to be missed.
Feb. 14 : "I Never San F
gor
"M
M y Fh
at er.
elvyn Douglas
and Gene Hackman star in th
.
d
IS
poignant
rama about the lack
of communication between fat.•
her and son.

recent concert tour
has earned him and his band
good reviews. This is not only
because Gino is like a comet of
sexuality sweeping the stage in
body and voice, but also because the musicians can match his
vivacity. Joe Vannelli is behind
the keybound and percussion
band, and he creates the synthesizer, string and brass arrangements.

Nothing new here really,bu!
10
the playing is good enough
keep things interesting. Theut
1
of synthetic
strings adds
nice filling touch to the other·
wise simple R&B rock structure
Trying to find relevanceill
music such as this is next ro
.
.
h
't anyIf·
rmposs1ble. T ere aren
h
I
rics here that will shake e
what
world
but that's not haJI
they're in it for, other t.
d urne
money. They play goo. h no
dance-oriented
rock wit
airs intended.

.:·/'A.:-Claskin
impressed
,---~ .......
i111ith
rrusic school

I

Adaskin was particularly ~m- ·
pressed with the growth of the
School of Music. "There wasn't
even a Department of Music
here when I first came. Now
there - is a staff of a.bsolutely
superb people doing a won derful _job. I'm terriqly imp ressed
with th e good at mosphere with in:. . . I haven't heard a word
of complaint yet ." He thi nks ·g
that it "won 't be any time be- ::.::
fore it becomes one of th e great 0
mus ic departments of Canada ." E
The composer has had a var- ~
ied musical life, from playing f
piano in silent movie hou ses
Dr. Myrray Adaskin, still teaching at 7 1.
Grant , Warden of the Plains.
to studying under Darius · MilIn an interview with The
In music, he says, the , soluhaud and being head of Saskened by. the talent which .ends
Lance, Ad askin showed optition for gett ing j obs is quite
atoon's Music Department. He
up . wasted . "No decent ·p.erson
mism about Windsor, mu sic, and
simple . "You please people and
has no hesitation in his confidshould let a talented person
life as a whole . As a longtime
they 're enchanted . If you do
ence of the future for musigo by the board." Even today,
that, you 'll never have any profriend of f>resident Leddy, he
cians in Canada. "Af ter all,
he will teach his students in
has seen the Universit y grow
blem.
in my youth there was no such
Victoria who can't afford .it for
almost from the begin ning. The
"There are opportunities to - · free rathe r than let . that talent
thing as mus ic scholarships,
compo ser said that there was
Canada Council, no government
day, just as t hen. I don't -bel ieve
go undevel o ped.
just no · comp'arison betwe en
subsidy of the arts . No one had
that the re are just so many ·
And his approach towards life
even heard - of scholarship s. Inwhen he first saw it and today.
'jobs , that someone has t o ret ire
in general? "I'm near the end of
stead we worked, in silent mov ie
"I just can 't recognize the Unibefore an other can get the job.
my life, I know that . But rve
versity to day, it has so ex- houses, theatre or chestr a, or
Bright people can create a nich e
always been optimi stic, . and
rest aurants.''
pand ed. "
fo r themselves , create their own
afraid of pessimists. I enjoy
career." Ad ask in points out t hat
everything I do . Days go fast
often he would form an orc he snowadays - so many marvelous
t ra and go out and find a theatre
people, things t 9 do 1;, in a way
to hire them. In that way he~ it 's sinful to ·be pessi1:p'istic and
frequently .got a job lasting fo r:
miserable. I also,. don 't like
years at very good money for
bo,red pe.ople - next thing yo u
the times . "Brig ht people must
know you 're bored as well.
t ake t he in it iat ive : dream up ,,Ir 's· a sign your imagination
ideas to give you wolik :_'1
doesn' ·t work . But how, in
tnis age, - can . anybody. be
As
-a
t
eacher
'"'
fo
-;.
a
good
part'
bee--n .successful and ·'he has re By NIGEL MILLER
bored?"
of
his
life,
Dr.
Adaskin
is
sickceived fayourable feedback f om
_ Spxv.e say tha studei:its today;
'aren't ~ana-th~ i.~ .the~f yist isn't - the · pedple e has '· sp~~k en • to .,.
Eyen studen t'!; wb o ,, oppose
~";-:P~P.te::~?i..
the oppor n:i-fry t or t hem _to •pe- ,
1';..,,~""*- ... :?'7~~.r<'f~·
~~i;.A~v--~.r~,~~ •.:
"t' ...
OP-IRG have ·nothing to l se jf
come active ' in ·our society.
t he referendum goes t hrou gh .
T his is now d isappear ing with
Stu dents will be able to get a
t h e con ceptio n of OPIR G (Th e
refund of their $5 fee, payab le
Ontario Public Interes t Resea rch
from the OPIRG office for the
Group) . Next Tuesday and Wednesday we ·at _the Universit y
first month of school.
....
· Thirty pe r ce nt of the fees
of Windsor will be able to vote
collected goes back t o the head
on whether we wish to pay
By RICK SPE NC E
Overholt t he pr im e mi nist er
office in Waterloo, · to pay for
a $5 fee to set up an OPIRG
Prime
Minister
Trudeau
won't
would
like to t alk to university
chapter on campus.
salaries, publishing of reports,
be
includi
ng
the
University
of
students,
but on th is tr ip , he
etc. The remaiqing money is
OPl~G is a student-run group
Wind sor on his itinerary for
can't .
used to pay the local e~ploywhich
gi.ves students
the
nex t week's whirlwind tour of
Trudeau will v1s.1t Lea ming. ees, and to est ablish a resource
opportunity
to do pra ctical
.
Essex Coun ty.
ton, Amherstb u rg, . and the Cablibrary in - t he OPIRG chapter .
research for the com mun ity and
SAC' External Affairs Comoto Club in Windsor.
OPIRG was des igned to reprivate
citizens'
groups for
missioner, Maryon Overholt, calOverh olt said that studen ts
solve two problems. Citizen
course credit.
led the Prime Ministe r's off ice
wo uld be int erested in heari ng
groups who were concerned
Coordin ator Len Wallace has
the prime minister and discusin Ott awa to try to arrange a
abou t vario us proble ms of ou r
run a low profil e campa ign
sing issues with him, parti c1.,1l
un
iversity
visit
for
the
prime
society
didn
't
have
the
mon
ey
gear ed t o info rming stud ents of
arly his pro pos als fo r job cr eam inister while he's in tow n
o r th e resear ch to compet e ,vith
how and wh y OPIRG w or ks.
t io n.
nex t Friday, but Trud eau's sche large
corp orat ion s. Stude nts
He fee ls t hat this me t hod of
She said "I 'm d isapp oi nted
dule
has
bee
n
set.
An
aide
tol
d
informi ng th e stud ent bo dy has
Cont 'd pg. 6
becaus e th e prime minister cannot help b ut be aware of the
-students ' concerns, espec ially
since we sent in 2 ,00 0 po stcards th is y ear on un em ploy ment . It 's u·nfai r- tha t he didn' t
use t his op port unity to · discuss
th ese i.ssues with us ."
The federal NOP leader, Ed
Broadbent , was , at the univer ~
sity Jul y 26 to discuss unemployment and ot her issues with
stu den t s. Joe Clark was · here
duri ng his campaign for the fed eral P.C. leadership · two years
ago.
By coming to the university while he's in Winpsor,
Overholt said, Trudeau "could
get some constructive
input
from students instead of con ducting a publicity campaign
t:
] for the Liberal party. "
~
Overholt and SAC are now
..... trying to get . Harry Parrot t ,
E Minister of Colleges and Unio versities, to come to Windsor
] before the province 's new stuThe next university president wtll be ~mifn g into the new p'residential palace ,-QUilt on Riverside Drive c. dent aid plan becom es official
in March.
at a cost of $1 3 m_illion. The occupant must supp ly his own cat apults and croc od iles(Architect's model).
By ROBERTS.

BROWN

One of Canada's foremost
e"msicians has just concluded
J;a second visit 'to the U niver:.::;si y in as many years. Murray
ask in , 71-ye ar-old c;omposer
d violin ist, returned to his
me in Victor ia Thu rsday af- ·
t r co~pleti ng a ~ eek
t each ·~ g and appe aran ces in the Schoo l of Mus ic.
Last ·year at graduation ceremo nies he accepted an ho no rary doct orat e in recogniti on
of his cont ribu tion t o Canadian
mu sic with sueh works as the
Alg·onquin
Symphony
and
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TH I; annual Faculty Exhibition of the
School of _Fine Arts is currently on view
in the . teddy Library Gallery, -Room
G100. The -·~xhibition continues t.hrough Janu _arV:27th.
A message .from the University Awards
offi~e: Stud ·ents who wish to _apply for
O.S.A .P. for the January-April semester
are reminded ' that the deadline for submisston of- a~pqcatio~s is January 31,
1978.
DONALD Northrup ~ appearing on the
700 club this weekend, will also be spea,king at the Maranatha Centre, 255 Sunset
at 7 :00 p.m ., Monday thru Wednesday
January 18th.
AERA, aquatic exploration and research
•sociates will hold a meeting Tuesday,
Ja~uary 17 in Room 1, 2, 3, University Centre .. A scuba diving trip to Flor ida during the winter break will be planned . All those interested are welcome ~o
attend.

THE French Club is making arrangements for its trip to the Carnaval du
Quebec, in Quebec City. We will arrive
there on Friday, February 10 and stay
until Monday, the 12th . Anyone interested in joining us on this trip should
~ontact the secretary of the French
.department as soon as possible.
WORSHIP AT IONA :
'Holy Communion _every Tuesday at
~ 12:15 (noon).
Bible Study Group with Chaplain
check with College.
Worship/Discussion _ every Thursday at
7:00 p.m.

WAN TED : Women interested

in contributing to research on
personal interpret~Jions of aggression as experienced in marriage.
WHY? Attitudes and norms
in Canadian society are very
ambiguous concerning the phenomenon of aggression. While
we legislate against the display
of agression in T .V. programming, we encourage our sons to
participate in aggressive contact
sports such as hockey and
football. We _ teach our dau-

TalChi Chuan
Tai Chi Chuan - The Supreme Ultimate Art of Perfection: for health, self-defense,
and actualization. It is a system of physical, mental, and
spiritual
exercises.
Beginner
classes for this semester .commence Jan. 16, Place: Electa
Ha!}'s basement - Monday and
Wednesday, 5: 30 to 7 p.m.
(women); 7 p.m . to 8 :30 p.m.
(men) . If · interested, contact
~Chew, · phone: 258-7511
~I" register at the beginning of
t;pe classes. First meeting at
E1ecta Hall's main lounge. Small
fee.
,;t.

,.

•·r,._

ghters that aggression is unladylike, but we encourage them
to become self-sufficient in a
·job market which is .constantly
asking for aggressive individuals .
We expect . women to live in an
mt1mate relationship with a
fellow human being who has
been taught -to f eelc SQ differently about aggression . t pan~
themselves that one would think
they were a separate species.
HOW? I am asking for volunteers to respond to a questionnaire as part of a research
project exploring the phenomenon of aggression from the
female perspective . The focus of
the , research is on the interpretations and coping mechanisms
married women have and use in
dealing with various types of ag,gression from their spouse. The
aim of the research is to acquire
empirical data to support the
development of social action resources in aid of people who
often feel powerless and unable
to deal with situations wherein
the aggressive behaviour of a
spouse is felt as violence to mind
or body.
WHERE? Leave a message
for: Barbara Graykarcz, Dept . of
Soc/Anthro, Rm 1S8-3 Windsor
Hall S., University of Windsor,
25 3-4232, ext. 174. ·

STUDENT Aid Committee meeting,
•Tuesday, January 17..;;at 12 :00 in the
SAC Office. Please ....
:contact Maryon
Overholt for details.

ON view in the LeBel Fine Arts Gallery through January 28th is an exhibition of pottery and . batik by Linda
Stewart and Bernarda Doctor. An opening will be held in the Gallery on Friday evening, January 13th, 8-10 p.m.

ASK about opportunit ies .for you with
the Essex and Kient Scottish Regiment,
the ·Armo ury, University Ave~ue, Tues day - Thursday nights 7 :30 - 10 :00 p.m.

THE Canada -China Friendship Association of Windsor presents two films at
7:30 p.m ., Sunday Jan. 15, at 1120
Math Building. The public is invited:
donation $1.00.

IONA College Marriage Enrichment Pro,ram - February 10 -12: A weekend event designed to provide
opportunity for couples of all ages to
get away from the pressure and distractions of everyday life, to devote .some
time to nurturing their relationship.
Leadership is by Nettie and John Hoff man and Sally and Bob Lockhart. Regi~
stration is limited, and brochures · describing the weekend can be obtairied
by calling the college office, 253-7257.

Aggression

Lunch at Iona. An inexpensive lunch
at noon on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday at Iona. Pay for what you eat.
All welcome. Bring your own bag lunch
if you wish. Beginning January 10,
1978. Jnterest1ng guests. A place to meet
people in a relaxed home environment.

THE University of Windsor Playets
presents THE SEA by Edward Bond.
January 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28
in Essex Hall Theatre, University of
Windsor. Curtain at 8:00 p.m. Group
Rates and Student Rush available. Reservations: Phone 253-4565.

FOR SA LE: Psychology books, (not
text books) hard covers, cheap. Call
Mrs. Dearsley, 254-4617 .
".

FOR SALE: 1969 Chevy blue van, long
bo-x, $1100 or best off er, as i's',-.
, phone
253-1912.
FOR SALE: db ~ 122 noise reduction
system for tape recording " and pJaying
dbx encode d discs. ' Call 256-7563 between 5 p.m. and 6 p.m .. Asl< for Mary
or Dave, $300 firm .

LIBRARY HO URS
Jan . 3 -May 2

c.""

AUDITIO -NS

8 :00 a.m. - 12 :00 Midnight
9 :00 a.m: - 12 :OO'Midnight -

Monday - Frida y
Saturday
Sunday

/5

Auditions for 5 one-act plays
for the Directing 303 course
12 :00 Noon - 12:00 Midnight
will be held throughout next
week at the Schoo l of Dramatic
Art. ·Tr y-outs for ' ',"A .· Slight
Ache " by Harold Pinter, dir- '
ected by Andre Wehbe, at 6
197-8.
The University of Windsor
p.m.,
Tuesday, January 17th in
The
inter-faith
dialogue
leadInter-Faith FeHowship is plan~
the
experimental
theatre. "When
ing
to
the
formation
of
the
ning a series of inter-faith visits. _
Ladies
Meet " by
Shakespea
re's
University'
'
of
;.
W{ndsor
;Inter
this ·errn· 'begin fling with a· trip
Charles George,, ,dit etted !li by,ct
Fellowship
ahd
•
the
plan'
F~it
h
to the :Krishna T e!m'ple~:in De'-'
ning of these visits was initi- · Bn:rce·· Bagne · will take place
troit ' this Sunday (January · 15).
ated
and sponsored by the Uni- Wednesday, January 18th at
Anyone wishing to attend is
7 p .ni. in the Expermental Thea-versity
of Windsor Ecumenical
asked to be at Canterbury Coltre. "The Marriage Pr~posal' ;
Chaplaincy
in
co-operation
with
lege, 172 Patricia Rd ., at · 3: 30
by Anton Ckeckov, directed by
Dr. Roy Amore of the Relip.m . Sunday afternoon. Bus
Frank Quinn, at 12 noon, Frigious
Studies
Department
of
transportation will be p_rovided.
day,
January 20th in the voice
the University .
A number of persons from
and ifloveineftt room.
For more information, please
the Muslim, Hindu, Jewish, and
The other plays and dates
contact Rev. Peter Wickerson,
Christian commumt1es on camwill be announced . Please check ·
Anglican
Chaplain,
Caterbury
pus and in Windsor have been
the bulletin board at the School
College, 172 Patticia Rd. Phone
meeting througholltthe fall term
of Dramatic Art.
256-6442.
to discuss the , values of interfaith dialogue and to plan a program.
~ Other visits in this series include trips to St. . George's
will be: "Esperanto - - Seeking
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY,
Romanian Orthodox Church (10
To Break The Language Barin
the
Christian
Culture
Series,
a.m. Sunday , Jan. 29th); Asrier."
on Sunday evening, January 22,
sumption Roman Catholic Ch8:20,
in
Ambassador
AuditorDr. Solzbacher, recently re- ·
urch (12 noon Sunday, Feb.
ium, University Centre, Univertired after twenty-five years with
5th); The Windsqr Mosque
sity of Windsor, invites faculty,
(12:30 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 26th);
Voice of America, has been a
students, and the general public,
and the Shaar Hashomayim Sypast -president of the Esperanto
to hear a world · authority on
nagogue (10 a.m. Saturday,
Association
of North America.
ESPERANTO, Dr. William SolzMarch 11th). Other visits will
He
lectured
in nine languages
bacher ; who is author of "Es~
be arranged in the falJ term of
in many p~s of the world.
peranto : The World Inter -LanThere is no admission 'Charge.
guage". The topic of his talk

Inter-Faith Fellowship

Christian Culture Series

UNIVERSITYOF WINDSOR
FACULIY OF -EDtJCATION

Studentshiplectures·

Windsor prepares its teacher candidates for a B.Ed. degree and the appropriate Ministry of Educati9n certificate for teaching in both elementary and secondary schools.
Windsor is a small faculty, permitting · personal programming and counselling.
All students have an integrated program of studies with area·s of specialization.

CLOSING DA TE FOfl COMPLETED AF!~LICA TIONS
INCLUDING ALL SUPPORTiNG DOCUMENTS IS
MARCH 1,'1978;
If you have , or qualify for, a baccalaureate by September, 1978, write
for application forms to :

The Registrar
University of of Windsor
Windsor, Ontar1o
N9B3P4

·1'11..

•••

I

. Study Better and Have More Time for Your Friends .
For the past three years a series of three lectures on student - ··
ship have been offered. They are designed to help the student develop an efficient , integrated study system covering the fundamentals
of being a successful student . The first lecture deals ,with a ·system
for taking notes that promotes increased involvement du!ing class
and an effective method for recall of material later on . The second lecture deals with reading techniques as they apply to the study
of a textbook. The final lecture explains a system f or preparing and
writing exams.
For a three hour investment of your time you { can increase your
· efficiency as a student. The new series begins Tuesday, J amiary 17
in the Madame Vanier Lounge in the southeast corner of Vanier
Hall. Dates and times are listed below . Come and bring a friend:
the lectures are informal.
Tue s. Jan . 17 - 12:00 - 1 :00
Planning a Semester's Work
and _again from 5 :30 - 6 : 30
&Learn from a Lecture
Wed. Jan . 18 - 12:00 - 1:00
Textbooks, Effective Reading
and again from 5: 30 - 6 : 30
& the Management of Assignments
Effecti v.e,Preparation for
Thurs. Jan. 19 - 12 :00 - 1:00
and again from 5: 30 - 6: 30
Tests and Exams
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Cure found _for ailing drug plan
.,
"

By BRUC E DINSMORE

The , University of · Windsor
undergrad student body has an
improved _drug plan. Since the
health services plan set up last
fall between SAC and Zurich
Life was not working, . SAC's
Commis~ioner of Ancillary Services, Bruce Hannah, met last
Friday with Zurich Life officials and got the plan changed to one that will work.
Under the new plan , the students will submit their claim
forms on one of the last five
bu~iness days of the month .
, They can then pick up their
refund cheques on the 15th ·
follQwing
or the 16th of the ,-~
month .
All full-time undergrads at
the university are covered by the
nla.n.. until S_ep!ember 15, 1978.

the plan provides for death
.and dismemberment
benefits
and a refund for drugs covered
· ·undeLthe plan.
·
·
Hann~h was not satisfied with
the way the plan was working
before the Christmas break.
. There was supposed to be a
nine-day turnaround time for
the claims. Not once was the
· time limit met .
The first bath of claim forms
went to Ryerson Polytechnical
Institute.
The second batch
-arrived in pieces and the staff
at Zurich had to spend time matching receipts with claim forms.
The third batch was delayed
by the Christm~s volume of
mail. Other problems were blamed · on the ·· computer system.
Hannah was on the phone
every few days, trying to get
the bugs . out of the system.

Women and the Law

One change that was. tried was
the use of couriers to deliver
the forms overnight. The claims
took two weeks to process
when that was tried in Novem ber.
Last Friday, Hannah wen~ to
Toronto and .met with insurance
company officials. Hannah says
\he dislikes to do business ·on
:the phone . He spoke with the .
Manager of Administration for :
Ontario, Thomas McGarvy. Also
in on the meeting was the Manager of· Group Sales. Hannah
~:IVS he is Oleased With the ineeting with the officials , and with
the reception he was given. He
feels the operation will run
.smoothly from now on.
Hannah and other SAC employees do the administrative
work for the plan, so the only
fees.1that SAC pays to the plan
are premiums.

·

.:.

t

~
::t::.

';'..
~

o
f
Bruce Hannah, who dislikes doing bus 'iness on the phone.

Parent finders

may

Community workshop a success open local chapter
By DEB KENNEDY

The _people came to relax, to .
talk, and to learn about the law.
All of which happened at the
-first Women and the Law commuitity information workshop,
held on Tuesday, Jan. 10.
Over 50 people attended, and
organizer Mary Van Erp was as
.enthusiastic about the turnout as
the participants were about the
workshop, "I'm quite impressed
by the overwhelming response,"
she said.
S.unil~_r worlqsh99..s flav-e,.peep
held in -the past, but only ten to
fifteen people have attended.
The format of the workshop
is a short formal lecture followed ,by inform~l discussion in
small ,groups. The . organizers of
the workshop are .th-ird-year law
students Mary Van Erp, Elizabeth White and Teddy Opie.
They and other law students will
give lectures on one of the 24
top1cs, and ~e present for the indepth discussions.

The student lawyers are not
paid for their time. The $10 reg·
istration _ fee is to defray costs,
and an additional three dollar
charge -is for the reference book,
"The Law's Not For Women,"
by Zucker and Callwood. Arrangements are being made to
use some of the money received
to print summary notes for each
lecture.
The first meeting proved rath er unorganized since the large
turnout was not expected. The
meetipg began t;>efofethe , s~at~d.
7 p.m. and this resulted in m~ny
interruptions as · others arrived.
Also, many questions were asked
which were beyond the scope of
the lecture. However, Ms. Van
Erp stressed that matters such as
the Landlord and Tenant Act,
support and maintenance and
marriage property, would be discussed at other lectures.
The first workshop was a
general overview of the two
types of court structures, civil

and ,criminal. The lecturer discussed how to file a claim for
lies, adoptive families] "; to help
damages, debts or money owing,
By BRENDA McLISTER
adoptees find their . biological
how to respond to a writ of
Over the last few years, there
families; and to "study existsummons, and the basic court
has b en a push to change the
ing legislation surrounding the
procedures.
laws preventing.. adult adoptees
sealed records of adoption."
from obtaining 4'h,eit adoption
All of the terms were clearly
The movement -ro open adpprecords.
Groups
have
formed
to
explained, and unless there were
tion
files to adult . adoptees
help
adoptees
find
their
bio·
specific questions, the technical
has met with some success. In
logical familie-ti-and to urge the
· points were avoided.
government to reform the law. England, Scotland, Finland, IsThere was an explanation of
rael, and some U.S. states,
One such group is Parent
how the small claims court,
adoptees, upon reaching the age
Finders,
which
is
meeting
in
County Court, and High Court
of majority, have access to these
Windsor
next
week
to
investiof Justice operate , with par-ticurecords.
larAn-terc~t ,{rqrn:th~_pacticipants _ gate ,the establishment of a local
From 1965 to 1975, 44,251
chapter.
about the provincial court, fam-adoptions were arranged by the
Parent
Finders,
established
in
ily division and the new Family
,children's Aid Societies in OnCanada in 19 7 3, has branches
Law Reform Act, to be in effect
tario. "This figure does not inin nine provinces and a memin the end of March. Further
clude private adoptions. Parent
bership
of
over
5,500.
Memlectures will narrow in on the asFinders thinks that these peobers include adult adoptees and
pects of the new Family Law.
ple have a right to obtain their
fostered adults, biological famiThe c;ourse is open to everybirth
registration, medical back_lies (parents and siblings), and
one in the community and regisground, and information about
adoptive parents. So far Parent
.tration is ongoing. On Tuesday,
their ancestory.
Finders' "reunion rate" is over
January 17, the topic of discus300 Canada wide - over 100 of
Parent · Finders will be meetsion will be Marriage Contracts,
those took place in Ontario.
ing
on Tuesday, January 17,
-Change of Name, and Abortion
According to a brief subat
All
Saints Church, City Hall
Laws.
mitted to the Ontario provinSquare, at 8 :00 p.m. Presiding
cial government last year, Parat the meeting will be Maryent Finders has three aims:
Jane Brinkos, President of the
_to create in the general public
Ontario chapter of Parent l<'ma better understanding of the
ders; and Wendi Redmond, Pr~sregarding student satisfaction
"concept of adoption and its
ident of the Hamilton group :,;
was invaluable."
effects on the members of the
All interested are welcome to ' '
. A number of universities have
triangle [adoptee, birth famiattend.
successfully implemented' selfoperated food services. When
asked why it can work at other
universities but not Windsor,
Sub-Committee Chairman J .D.
McMurray said that they had
reviewed information from ot ~
her universities · and had · found
their situations very dissimilar
to that of Windsor. The SubCommittee decided it . was wiser
.,
"to study our own individual
' .
.t
FORMS
situation .''
:t-

SA GA Foods to stay
By BRENDA McLISTER

It looks like Saga Foods is
here to stay - for the Il)eantime at least.
The University Centre .Policy
Sub-Committee on Food Services has recommendect'°4rhat the
lJniversity continue to use a
management - catering food service rather tha1' switch ·to - a
university - operated service. The
recommendation was passed at
last Thursday's Cc::ntre rolicy meeting.
In a. memo to Dean of Students George McMahon, Chairman of -the Centi;e Policy Committee,
the Sub-Committee lis,
ted several reasons why they
feel a· university-operated food
service is not feasible.
First of all, Saga Food caters
many umversities in North Am ~

erica and is able to buy in huge
volume. rhe Sub-Committee determined that without this advantage, the University would
"incur ·a substantial increase in
the amount of seven to ten per
cent in cost of products and supplies."
The Sub-Committee also stated that the cost of hiring _professionals to run a universityoperated food service would be
m~ch higher . than the Saga
Food management fee.
In conclusion, the Sub-Committee felt that the students
are just as satisfied with _ the
management-catering food service as they would be with a
self-operated service. According
to the memo,"The committee
was convinced that the expertise from a manageme(!t team

DRUG
REFUND
WILL BE

What were the main differences between Windsor -and
other universities: where selfcatering has worked? . "YOU
could write a book on it,"
said McMurray.

ACCEPTED
J-AN. 24-30
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Team, Inc., consisted this week of substitutes

Editor Rick

Editor Paul Chernish, Spprts Editor Peter

Steve MacLean, and APMgr Gary Fish. The Blitz Squad will have to be Phil · Kane ,

1 Frank Kovacic, Don Peppin, Anna Maria Tremoriti, an~ E.P. Chant. Son of a Blitz Squad: Fern Brown ,
John Revell, S!",:ott Eldridge, Mike Upmalis, Nigel Miller. The Opportunists:
lace, Loretta
ments:

Pelletier, Deb Kennedy,

Mark Greene. Team Cartoonist:

Eric Mayne, Paul Douglas-Daly,

Bruce Dinsmore.

Pete Mudrack, Len Wal-

Deb Hetherington.

Replace-

Front Office: Melinda Fournier,

George

~ocis, Domenic D'Amore, Jesse Gacanin, Dan Sullivan, Mascot: Heinrich.

j

•

Resolving an old problem
~

r

.;

•I

'

You say · your courses are irrelevant)
You 're bored to death writing dull research
papers rehashing obscure points of view?There's actually a solution now to this
age.-old student complaint. In. the OPIRG.
referendum next week ; students will be able
to invite to this campus ·an organization ded~
icated to helping students get more involved
with the real world -- and get credit for the
work they do.
OPIRG works very simply. Student _s
pay a $5 refundable fee, to establish a local
office and research centre, equipped with
full-time staff and resource materials .
OPIRG staff identify areas or topics of community interest which could bear research
and investigation by interested students;
a simple example would be water pollti ..
tion .
OPIRG staff wo{ild seek out studenrn
interested in doing the research, and ar-l
range with their · professors for the students
to receive credit for their work, based 011
the quality of the research and its presen~
tation. The students would be aided at all
times by trained OPIRG researchers, as well
as concerned individuals and community
groups.
Thus ther~
is incentive
for
the univer~
.
sity to serve the community, and of course,
incentive for the students to do a good
job.
The five dollar fee has caused some con ..
cern among those who would otherwise
welcome OPIRG to campus. Yet the fee
isn't really out of line. University of Windsor
~

students are forced to pay all sorts of hidden fees, such as $17.50 to .the University
Centre, $10 for health services, and a $20
·
fee for registration and the library.
What is unique about OPIRG is its long' standing principle of refunding the fee to
those students who do not wish to pay it.
If you dqn't like what OPIRG ,is doing, or
you need the money back, OPIRG promises to refund the money, on demand and
with no hassle, early in the school year.
OPIRG is not ideologically-oriented; its
staffers are aware of the necessity for objective and scholarly research, and they have
been aided by individuals from all political
parties. Where OPIRG has been called antigovernment, or anti-business, that is only
because OPIRG does not hesitate to fix
responsibility, or blame, where it can be proven to lie.
Although some local funds will go to a
provincial office, control of the local chapter rests in a very democratic structure athome. A board of directors, compo_sed of
ordinary students, is ele.cted each""year 'to
appoint staff and oversee th ~ office Js operation.
" t
,;,
OPIRG is an exciting organization that :..
can act as an effective community service,
a · means · of escaping the university's ivory
rower syndrome, and it may provide some
interesting projects to work on through the
year.
The people at OPIRq have the manpo- .
wer, the facilities and the expertise; all they
need is your vote.

-
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I've got the
board of
governors
and the
Chairmans
eating out of
my hand

Frankly
this has
been my
finest year
as a
president!

....,,..
r_,-

I've got the
teachers
divided and
stalemated
on the
question of
salary
demands

I've got the
labs, teaching
machines , gyms, /
pools and tv
____
hooks ·ups
cl icking over
like one
perfectly
tuned
mach ine'

...

,t,,

My speeches
are quoted ·
verbatim in
the local
press!
Community
leaders
back me
right down
the line!

m

If I could
j ust figure a
way to get
these · ctamr)
kids the hell
' out of here,
. the place
would run
like
a dream!

Letters

Overholt invites Parrott
to d·isc·uss the iss·ues
Dear Dr. Parrott:
· Greetings from the University of Windsor! At the last meeting
you told us that you would not be able to visit the University of
Windsor before Christmas. That was not surprising due to the time
restraints you face in fulfilling your responsibilities as a Cabinet
member and as a member of the Provincial Parliament for the Woodstock riding.
The students and administration of the University of Windsor are
still very concerned about some of the proposals outlined in the new
studem: aid plan. Our part-time and professional students question
what effect the limitation of grant money through eligibility periods
will have on their pursuit of a higher education. We would relish
the opportunity to discuss these issues with you in Windsor.
As you are well aware, the residents of Essex County frequently
feel isolated and -alienated by the Provincial government in Queen's
Park. We would appreciate an effort on your part, to hear our concerns regarding your student aid proposals as they will have a significant effect on our studies and participation in the educational
facilities provided by the University of Windsor. You previously
expressed doubt as to whethe -r Windsor students would be interested
in meeting with you. I can wholeheartedly assure you that your
visit will be well attended not only by university students, but as
well as highschool and community college students and administration.
We cordially invite you to speak at the University of Windsor
before March 31, 1978 at your convenience. We hope you will be
able to find time in your busy schedule to meet with us.
Looking forward to ~earing from you soon.
Sincerely,
Maryon Overholt ·
External Affairs Commissioner, SAC

·srian Davies is dangerous
Dear Editor,

I am sad to r.ead in the December 9th issue ~f The Lance of
the continuing political and ec- .
onomic repression of environmentalists in Canada. Brian Davies illicited a harsh reaction indeed from governmental institutions.
How can one person's desire

to publicize the actions of hunters and the government illicit
so severe a response? Brian Davies has focused attention on the
great issue of western culture today: man's relationship with theEarth. We know that man is a
talented manipulator of environmentalists. Some persons would
continue wholesale manipulation

Comment

In a strange country
By S.B. MacLEAN

Have you ever wondered what it would he like to spend Christmas with a family in a strange country? Well, some of the foreign
students on campus got to do just that over the holidays.
Thanks to the efforts of SAC President Gary Wells, approximately 35 students were able to spend Christmas day in various
homes in the community, rather than sitting in residence alone.
This number may seem low when compared to the number of
foreign students on campus but Mr. Wells pointed out that, "many
of these students visit friends on their own or get together and have .
their own celebration.''
Wells also stated that "cl(?se to 100 people phoned in and invited
a student to their . home so obviously everyone who wanted to was
able to participate."
This is the second year of the program and hopefully it will turn
into a annual event. Last year only 20 people offered their homes
an~ -some students were forced to stay in residence.
Besides preventing foreign stµdents from having a miserable and
lonely time on tchristmas day, it ·provides a learning experience
where the student can discover first hand about our customs and
lifestyles.

under the assumption that we
need not seek harmony with- a
world which we can easily control to ensure our physical survival. Other persons feel that we
must temper oui manipulations
so as to live in harmony with
ourselves and other organisms
with which we share the Earth.
These are two greatly opposed visions, two contradictory ·
world views. Our planeta-ry awareness of this schism is relatively recent, ·an4 we have begun
to seek a synthesis of the two
world views. Yet, haunting our
lives is the possibility that there
can be no synthesis of world
views. We are at a hard place :
we cannot go back, a:nd we do
not wish to make choi_cesfor the
future.
Brian Davies is a criminal
more dangerous than most. He
is a symbol of a vision of life.
· This vision is revolutionary: for
when we see all life as sacred,
when we see ourselves as important, yet ·no . more important
than other life, we will be faced
directly with our dilemma. Out
of such confrontations, revolutions are made.
Sincerely,
Michael Watson
Annandale, Virginia

Out on a ·Limb
By DON PEPPIN and
i\NNA MARIA TREMONT! .

Castingthe second stone
'
ted himself. It is your feeling
: Dear Ed itor :
that all homosexuals have emoPlease allow me to use this
tional problems that would
'\med_ium to reply to Randy
"handicap" them in their atLandgraff's letter regarding gay
tempt
-s to help others. Randy,
:-social workers.
on what basis do you make this
·<. Randy , I certa inly respect
generalization? Certainly, some
· y our feeli11gs about this topic
gay people have emotional diffi, nd I realize that you must feel
culties, these difficulties ofte11;
very strongly about it. Thi~ is
, b·eing a; result of an unaccep~ evident in your letter and I
ting and ignorant society. I be.; commend you for standing up
come very worriec,i when I hear
' for what you believe . is dght.
t,.
; However, ~ hope you will al- , alk of excluding a whole segment of the population from the
low me to point out a few .insocial work field merely be,, consistencies in the line· of reascause of their .sexual orienonif!g you present in your letter.
tat
ion. Should we then autoSince you and I are both '
matically
-exclude all members
. social work stude nts, we can talk
of other · minorities, who . also
:= the same . language. We · b~th
may have experienced oppre' ,~know that in order for a social
ssion, and who therefore might
· ; worker t_o func,tion effectively,
also be struggling with emo., ,;.he should he . failry well-adjus1

Another reply
social workers ; factory workers,
; pear Editor:
_
~rtists, bartenders, teachers, Big
_.. Regarding Mr: Landgraff's letBrothers, husbands and fathers,
.:1·ter iri th~ January 6 Lance
wives . and mothers, dentists,
. concerning gays and sb cial w ork :
doctors : truck drivers, . and Stuwho . has a "narrow and disdents, as well as straight friends
torted view of reality"?
in similar walks of life. So
Obviously
Mr.
Landgraff
what?
The world has enough
·· : knows nothing ··of homosexuality . The fact that well-adjusted ' florists, hairdressers, and inter ior decorators for now - whaf
homosexuals have had to fight
else can ~e do? We can't sell
· against such narrow and disorange juice!
a1:torted views as Mr. Landgraff's
I've said ·it before and I'll
is a point in our favour . That
say it again: the mere fact of
the gay person he refers to has
being gay does not me.an a Rerhad to Sl1CCessfully , overcome
son is sick ,· ·ha n:cficapped , oi- a
such -tri pe makes film rriuch
i:hild molester. I wish · there
more -:'.qualified to help others
were people with authority to
fight the same type of · battle
tell Mr. Landgraff and others
,, against society's ignorance than
'
like
him to get their act toge~·any perpetrator of such ignorther .
.:" ance would be . .
Mike MacCoubrey
""' I have .gay friends · who are
"'
4

~;

Take pride in ~he-U

~t .near Editor:
,_· I t feel that the students of
this university should take pride
in this institution . Despite the
many problems that the Uniyersity of Windsor has, such as
declining student enrolment and
.the absence of a successor to
Dr. Leddy for the presidency
:in September,
the students
should not be dishe~rt~ned.
who enrolled at . this
1Students
.µniversity have a commitment ,
if not an . obligation, to help
,the University of Windsor strive
,j or the standards of a first rate
·institution.
We should work

hard, ·in unity with an optimistic
attitude, because a~tending a
university can be g_ratifying and
fulfilling, if we let it. This is
only my second year at this
school but I am vefy attached
to it and I am grateful for the
opportunity to be a part of ·the
learning . process in the postsecondary ,schoQl ~ducational
system. The entire student body
and the administration should
work together to make the University of Windsor better than it
already is.
Yours truly
Steve Del Basso

Incompetent criticism
Dear Edttor:
I would like to take issuewith your callous attitude with
. regards to th~ official authorative (though clandestine) promulgation of the University of
Windsor Engineering Society .
The statement that our. divulgation is an "obscure pqblication" is an arrant 1nonouncement that we deem tyrannical and despotic.
Our monthly tabloid reaches
100% of its intended audience.
Any additional copies are pro mptly ,purloined ·by innominate students fr9m other ·faculties. This contrasts quite sharply with the not uncommon
sight of dusty bundles of THE
LANCE, strewn ahout the cam-

pus .

· The ESSEX, is a local publication that amalgamates the
literary styles and contents of
Tne National Lampoon, Penthouse, and the Engineering Digest. Our readership spans from
the Engineering faculty of the
University of British Columbia to that of Memorial University of Newfoundland.
It
has endured for 20 years to date,
aRd we contend that it will
endure for many years to come.
In · closing, let it be noted
that inept , unfounded scorn and
incompetent
cnt1c1sm is the
most sincerest form of flattery .
Very truly yours,
Robert R. Caille 4 Ind . Eng.
Managing Editor, The Essex

tional problems?
in your lette r , you express
concern that a homosexual social worker may land a job in a
prison, the CAS, or Big Brothers . You ·seem to believe that
a gay person cannot separate
his sexual life from his working
life. Again I do not .. understand how you came to such a.
belief. · Randy, could we trust
you to work at Maryvale with
the young ladies?'
In our role as social workers, we must endeavour · to accept people as they are, and to
treat every .person as a unique
individual. With this in mind;
I hope you would be. able to
reconsider your feelings, and
avoid judging a whole class of
individu 1als.. I ai:n sure you
would not appreciate being lab. elled and fit into a pigeonhole
yourself. Personally I certainly
hope that the School of Social
Work does not start excluding
people ju~t because of their
minqrity status .
I am not gay myself, but I
certainly would not want my
personal lifestyle to be used as
an indication of my eff e2tiveness as a social worker.
Sincerely yours,
Michael Snively
P.S. Let he who is without sin
cast the first st one .

":·~-,,~~

Orange
· Juice
. · -~-

• ---,. ,

1,,-
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A question of
resi,onsibility
• In the time-honoured tradition of granting and then revoking privileges, Ontario is doing it again.
It seems the more liberal-minded of the Conservatives committed
a grave error several years ago, but in a moment of con$ciousn~ ss,
they are about to rectify the problem.
Flash back to t~e youth of 1971. The powers that be decided
that in today's soc_iety, 18-year-olds were mature enough to control
the use of that ogre liquor.
After t}:iat profou _nd revelation, the drinking age took a three-year
dive, and teenagers across the country flooded the bars and cleared '
the shelves at the LCBO. According to the experts, the .rate of alcoholism has since soared, as has ,drunken driving, et. al.
In lieu of this, it bas been decided (but not yet decreed) that the
time has come -to put tne kids back in the soda shops, at least until
.
they get another year or two older .
The government certainly has a poinL An awful lot of kids have
an immature atti tu de toward the use of alcohol. As do m~ny of
those old enough to be their parents. Ironically, the problein is the
product of the society which said 18-year-olds were old enough, and
now claims they aren't.
The process has been a slow one The Age of Majority Act came
out seven years ago. For more than six years, the idea of altering
that Act has bounced from one bureaucratic office to another . The
hierarchy should stop playing politics and show some decisive action.
Raising the drinking age may be,·one answer to the problem of
teenage alcoholics. But perhaps there are other approaches, as well. .
Pumping money and expertise into ads informing the ·publi c , as was
done for seatbelts, c-0uld help . So could some supp Qi:t from the
rnurts and the police in making certain drunken teenagers OR their
parents don't end up killing themselves and a few strangers on th~
road.
· All of which leads .us to the crux of the probleII1. It is not ~he age
of those who indulge that is too low, but ratner their sense of resp,
•
onsibility .
And the law, unfortunately, does not ' have control over that.

, .• -.,J·

Dur Editor:
I am glad to see that Mr.
Landgraff has come out of his
doset. Most bigots restrict their
wit to the washroom wall where
it probably belongs. About the
only point on which one could
agree with Mr. Landraff is his
statement that a deaf mute ·
should not be hired to teach
oral ,French. Most assuredly true.
However one would also not hire
a bigot to screen applicants
for the Social Work field or any
other field for that matter . '
They caU Mr. L.andgraff's
philosophy, 'Orange Ju ice' philosophy and rightly so. It's '\ he
pits.
I
Jon Mathias
2nd year Economics

Hate literature?
Dear Editor:
In reference to . the . social
work "letter to the editor"
appearing in the January 6th
edition of The Lance, please
consider the following.
Reading the aforementioned
letter brought forth personal
feelings of anger and frustration.
The prese ntation of such blatant ignorance via the printed
word contained in the material,
we are sure, was found to be
offensive by many .
However, this presentation is
not meant as discourse i.lpon
such a sensitive subject.
It is felt that the Lance as
.being representative of the gen-

eral student body could perhaps ):rave shown better discretion as to what is responsible journalism . The publication and distribution of this
material would seem, to the
general public, to be a passive
acceptance of hate literature.
J.W.A. Carnegie
S. Steggles
D.J. Tobin
Ed. Note: We at The Lance
do not · agree with everything
·we print . But we defend the .
right of every individual ; no
matter how unpopular his opinion may be, . to express him-

.self.

Variations on a theme ...
Dear Editor :
In a recent article in The
Lance 0 .an. 6/78) a not so sur~
prising statement was given. It
· concerned a 3 3-year-old student
attending
the University of
Windsor and studying Political
Science (although any faculty
could be used). Nothing is so
unusual about that, but what
did come as a big surprise was
that the Political Science Dept .
has been training this self
- confessed (conservative, liberal,
NDPer : use which ever you find
appropriate) 'to do what people
from political . science do . Perhaps better time and skill
should ~e spent encouraging the
stu~ent to . deal with his own
problems effectively, instead of
encouraging · him just to assist
others . After .all, would the
University of Windsor here · a
. deaf mute · to teach English

(remember Helen Keller!) DeFurthermore the Polit ical Scifinitely not! So why should
ence Department should examine more closely this ·and ~imiwe _allow this handicapped individual to try and solve our
lar cases, anq seriously conproblems, when he has one of
sider whether or not students .
his own that should be cured · with similar personality problems (the one in question
first? All that is needed is for a
claims · he's conservative, lil:>~ral,
(conservative, liberal, NDPer)"
to land a job in government
NOP, out of involuntary choice)
(heaven help us!).
should 1 be ' allowed to further
Anyone
with a working
their st'udies unrestricted .
knowledge of today's governIt is my contention and -be. ment knows the havoc that
,lief that ( conservatives , liberals,
would cause . And honestly ,
NDPers) do not belong in the
would you send .your apoli- · Political Science field a.nd any
t ical boy. to learn from a (conthat are there should be told '
servative, liberal or NDPer?)
,by those irt authority to either
Perhaps the ·Political Scien~et their act together or to find
tist in question, who seems .to
a...more needing profession where .
have a: narrow, and distorted
one 's personal problems won't
view of reality (co-nservative,
hamper their effective professliberal NOP, etc. is actually
ional role as great as it would
human lib!) should spend some
in Political Science.
more time getting his own act
Glenn Gurba ·
'togethe r . .,.,.,

- >
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OPIRG analysis

What OPIRG .'s local o.hapters are doing
By RI~K SPENCE

If next week's OPIRG refer-

November, and is now engaged
in purely administrative .details.
Students will pay a .$5 fee starting in September .

the campus Progressive Conser- ,
vative club, but according to
OPIRG staffer Peter Cameron,
there is no ill-feeling between
the P.C. club and OPIRG; the
president of the club is helping
with OPIRc · research. John Millington, editor of the Gudph
Ontarian : attributes
the low ·
number of refunds t.o the chapter's high profile and involvement.
About 40 students ar·e involved in' OPIRG research, Cameron says.
Among the chapter's specific concerns are northern develop ment and the pipelines, municipa1' government (with the co-

The McMaster chapter employs one full-time worker,
Wendy ~ King, and one halfUNIVERSITY OF WESTEtimer. Ms King's pet project
RN ONTARIO: In its first year
is newspaper recycling in Hamof operation, OPIRG-London's
ilton; projects that involve stufees are $3.00 per student, and
dents include monitoring and
this year refunds were given to
criticizing the present air polsev,en per cent of the students .
lution monitorin g system, nuThere is at present one fulltrition and Great Lakes pollu ~
time worker, Moya Beall, in the
tion. Past successes have inLondon office; a half-time emcluded a housing education serployee is to be hired.
. vic-e project which is' now beThe resource centre, as lj.n
coming an independent service,
"alternative information source
and a study last year of Ham for students, " has been "r e'ally
ilton's transit system which led
well used", according to Beall.
to the introduction of bus passes
About 20 to 30 student s are
to reduce the system's defic it.
engaged in OPIRG projects , and
Ms King said that Mac pro fessors are not willing to give
course cred it for ·groje cts done
by students in temns, ·· which
reduces th e effectiveness of
OPIRG research. But the chap ter is publicizing its research
·centre, which conta itis information on 22 subjects.
"A small minor ity of students are attracteq to _OPIRG,"
says King, "and that's the way
it always will be.,, WESTERN

endum succeeds, a local OPIRG
chapter will be established on
, campus by next September.
WATERLOO
There are · presently five OPIRG
· chapters operating at other OnUNIVERSITY OF WATERtario universities, as well as a
LOO: · As well as having a local ·
sixth just starting up in Ottawa.
chapter, Waterloo is the home
In an attempt to find out .
of the provincial OPIRG office.
what OPIRG is doing at other
According to Terry Moore, W,acampuses, The Lance contacted
terloo students pay $4.00 per
each local chapter earlier this
year to OPIRG, and this year
week.
only 1.4 per cent of students
Generally, we found that very
requested refunds. Moore says
few students are involved in acOPIRG is trying to get · its -stutual research with OPIRG . Many
dent fees linked ·to the , Coristudents and profe ssors , howsumer Price Index, as they will
ever, ma ke use of the resou r&
not be . eroded by inflation.
centre, or research librar y , at
Moore says there are "huneach loc al office , for class prodr;eds of students" working with
jects and public interest reOPIRG on student initiated prosearch.
jects, for course credit. The
Although all students can get
chapter 's OP[~ .G-origi iiated, or
their money back from OPIRG,
. priority projects involve about
few students do, and according
-15 . students in such areas as a ·
to OPIRG staff members, · those
people's food commission, nor•
who come for refunds usually , thern development and occupado so because they need the
tional health.
money, and not out of a disThe provincial offiee in Wasatisfaction with OPIRG.
terloo, which is funded by a
Among . the most popular reportiorr of each campus fee, is
search projects at · the local
....
TRENT
...
working on projects of a wider
<II
OPIRG chapters . are: northern
scale, including helping to iden~
development, goth in the Arctic
:c
TRENT UNIVERSITY, Pe.ttify dangerous chemicals and
and in . northern Ontario; food,
,...;
erborough:
Three
thousand
other substances for workers.
>,
· food additives, and the food
~ Trent students pay $5 each for
· Last weekend the provincial
ec011omy · (i.e., monopoly ow~ OPIRG. Three per cent received .
staff helped out a union in a
nership and control); and indus'
f
refunds this year.
· Scarborough rubber factory by
trial safety.
Since so few students cannot
identifying
a harmful _chemSome of OPIRG's publications, available at the SAC office.
In addition to research, most
support
a full-time OPIRG staff
ical which was injuring workers.
ope~ation of a political studies · have had «no problem" securing
OPIRG chapters also sponsor
member and office , ..the rest of
class), and land use, since agricourse credit for their work.
speakers, films and seminars
GUEL~H
OPIRG subsidizes the Trent op.
culture
is
an
important
Sl:!bject
Among
the projects are research
to raise public awareness of
eration. In ,!ctilrn, Trent helps
UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH:
at Guelph. OPIRG has also hel- . into . the local Glengowan Dam,
with general administrative dutvarious issues.
Since Guelph is on
tri-mester
ped with research and publiorganizing a non-credit course
ies, such as mail-outs.
The details,
fromeach of the
.. .
"
',
t
sy~tem, sJudents pay an OPI~G - . _cit y oppQ_siQg~ thf lo.ca,!-. yi!r:st~ __.Q.n · food ec .l\OilJ};h ~, ~·SH e . o~... ,,l_, ~ ·P1RG' P-etei:f>OI't)tigli
J.n r _ ..
local chapters, follow. •
· ·
fee of $2.00 per term, .equivaMontrose
Dam, · -including
students'
off-campus
housing
cently finished work in conlent to $4.00 per year in Windmaking a film and researching
needs, occupational health and
j~nction with Waterloo on ·. a
OTTAWA ,
sor . Out of 9600 students, last
alternatives to the dam. .
safety ,research, and producing
Fr-eedom of Information publiUNIVERSITY OF OTTA WA;
term nine students - .asked for
The Guelph off~ce emeloys
surveys _and pamphlets on food
cation . Due to a lack of r~sA campus chapter was estatheir money back. Several of
one full-time Work:er· .and two
additives.
·
blished after a referendum in
these students were members of
half-time staffers.
p<;>nse,Trent abandoned the idea
McMASTER
of establis _hing a · freedom of i'n-

a
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PETER ROMERIL
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McMASTER UNIVERSITY,
Hamilton: The $3.00 per year
undergrad fee was set in 1975, .
but there are no plans to raise ·
the fee. Staffers hope to run a

formation documentation
centre, which would have been a
storehouse of cases of governments witholding public information.
The Trent office is this week

:~;~~~

Undergrads, 120 received refunds, most of them because

~:es:::~:;r ap:::;::~i~;s
natives, featuring lectures, films
and panels. According to volu~teer Bob Fishlock, response for

they needed the money.
~ommunity members are also
enco.!Jraged to JOm OPIRGHamilton, and about 20 people
have paid a five-dollar fee to do
so.

these series has been fairly
good, from both the university
and the community. Localiy,
the OPIRG office has also be~n
involved in municipal development and lobbying.

were doing research but were
not applying what they learned ·
in the classroom. With OPIRG,
students were able to apply
themselves to real problems
and meet the · real needs of the
citizens and hence solve real
problems of our society :

their research.
Some of the areas with whic~h
OPIRG deals are occupationil
health, environmental safety,
food production, industrial development of the north, freedom
of information, efr.
··
OPIRG is a charitable orgartization and is therefore nonpolitical. All research is checked
by lawyers for any legal problems before publication.
-OPIRG is established in six
other universities
throughout
Ontario and is doing well. According to Wallace, this type
of organization is beneficial to
all students as it provides job
experience
while ,,.,-attending
school, and this can only help a
student when time comes to
look for a job.

*I .
** Frompage 1
I
I OPIRGhelps get jobs
*
I

*•
*
I*
I*
*f*
·*
**
I
***

The research done by students · is gathered together and
published by OPIRG and se~t to
those who req:uested it in the
form of a pamphlet or a paper.
The students in turn get the
course credit and the experience of doing a job.
Enthusiastic support from the
faculty was noted by Wallac.e
and professors seem willing not
only to grant ' course credit but
also to assist students with

"********************************************.t
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Parrotttalksto O FS

Grant plan details not Coming Until March
By BRENDA McLISTER .
Details of the new Ontario
Study Grant Plan may not be
forthcoming until March. Minister of Colleges and Universities Harry Parrott previously
said that . 'the announcement
would be made in January.
Members of the Ontario Federation of Students met with
Dr . Parrott
in Toronto on
Tuesda y to discuss student aid .
OFS h ad recommended a num_ber o.f changes · in the proposed
OSGP ' and hoped to negotiate
with Parrott for a more satisfactory student aid plan . According to Jo hn Doherty of
OFS, t hey were " disappointed
be cause h~ [Parrott] wouldn 't

negotiate."
QfS wanted the cut 'off point
for parental contribution in the
new grant plan to be $10,000
- that is, · parents with a taxable income of $10,000 or less
would not be expected to con tribute to their child's educa tion . Parrott dismissed this figure as too high, but did . not
say what he thought the cut
off point would be .
0 FS opposed the proposed
eight eligibility periods that
would make students ineligible
for grants after four yea (s.
Under this system, graduate
students and undergraduates in·
professional programs such as
law aqd medicine would be cut

off from grant assistance ·. Par- · quired.
fixed table.
Parrott agreed_with OFS that
rott said the eight eligiblity .
Although Parrott agreed in
the
-student's
contribution
periods are here to stay and he
principle, such a method wduld
should be based on actual
would not discuss it further.
cause some complications, and
summer earnings instead of using
Parrott also stood firm on
he said he could not see it .coman arbitrary table. If the stuhis decision to change the qualiing into effect for next year. But
dent's summer savings - actual
fications for independ,ent status
he will consider it.
earnjngs minus expenses - is
to a minimum of three ye~rs
In view of high unemployless than $500, the student will
in the work force on the basi,s
ment, OFS recommended that
not be expected to contribute
that he didn 't want to _"subloan repayment should begin six
to the cost of his education.
sidize the rich."
months after employment rather ·
According to 'the proposed
OFS thought this requirethan six months after graduaOSGP, the parents or spouse
ment was too strict and that the
tion. This is up to · the banks,
of the applicant have to allow
qualifications should at least
not the Ministry, and though
there is some agreement, no·
be kept the same as last year · the Ministr y . access to t heir
income tax returns. This was · solution has been arrived at.
(after marriage or after two
criticized because no assurance
years in the work force, stuNow , OFS is pfanning "Op of confidentiality
of income
dents are considered indepeneration Whirlwind". OFS Chairtax information had been prodent). With independent status,
man Miriam Edelson will be visino parental contributions is re- vided . ,
ting Ontar io universities be.tween
OFS felt that parents and
now and the beginning of Feb '..
spouses would be reluctant to
ruary to talk about stud5=nt aid .
sign the waiver without such
Edelson will be in Windsor
on
,
assurance . They did, however,
January 31.
agree that it is necessary to
check information on grant apSAC's External Affair s Complications against income tax
missioner
Maryon · Overholt
than 1,000 have been taken to
·returns .
hopes to have some ·members
court.
Parrott agre<;d to OFS 's sug- ·of high student student counSince last · year, the percent gestion that the only informa ·cils present when she and the
age of defaulted, claims paid by
tion the Ministry should receive
SAC student Aid Committee
tl;ie gov~rnment because . of unfrom Internal Revenue is whetmeet with Edelson.
employment has dropped from
her or not the information on
· The Awards Office of the
eight per cent to five per cent .
the application is confirmed by . University of Win"dso~has been
Passy speculated that the figures
the · income ,tax return . The Ininformed that they will not reindicate that the unemployment
ternal Revenue will send the
ceive the details of OSGP until
problem for graduates is not as
Ministry an answer - yes or no.
the beginning of March. When
.great as it seems. "I guess it's
No other information will be
asked if the lateness of this inmore a matter of underemploygiven out and confidentiality
forIIJation would cause any proment than unemployr1ent," he . will be preserved .~
blems, the Assistant Awards
said.
OFS suggested that the stuOfficer tolg The Lance that it
dent's
expenses
should
be
calwould not. "We usually don't
Last year the government
culated on the basis of regional
get anything formal until then
issued almost 15 5 ,000 loans, for
anyway.", she said.
costs of living rather than a
$~61 million.
0

.

Loan default rate higher in U.S.
Compared
to
Americans ,
1Canadian students are conscien tious about paying off their
student loans, according to a
story last Friday in the London
Free Press.
The newspaper quotes Claude
Passy,
the secretary of state's
1
chief of Canada Student Loans,
as saying that 7 .2 per cent of
Canadian graduates defaulted on
their student loans in 1976-77.
According to Passy, in a simi- lar operation in the United
States the default rate is 18
per cent.
The federal government pays

the interest on student loans
while the student is in school,
but within six months of graduation . the student must make
arrangements with his bank to
pay back the 'loan. If this is not
done, or the bank does not
receive payment, the loan is defaulted and the government
reimburses the bank.
.
In the 13 years of the pro. gram said Passy, the default
rate declined slowly and has now
levelled off. Of ·the 60',000
loans that have defaulted since
the program began, most have
been paid off after a collection
agency took them o•,er, and less

GETINTO
SPEE
·D·READING
.

.

'

.

* READ 300
* IMPROVE

PA .GES IN ONE HOUR
STUDY SKILLS
* CUT R,EADING AND STUDY TIME IN HALF

DURATION

•

'- '

8 WEEKLY SESSIONS OF 1 V2HRS. EACH

DATES .&T~M -ES
3 CLASSES ARE OFFERED COMMENCING
.
•.

Thurs Jan. 26th 5:30 P.M. & 7 P.M.
/

' ~. I.

I
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~\

;

LOCATION
ON CAMPUS ROOM NUMBER

'

T_O BE ANNOUNCED

COST

. FEE FOR COURSE IS $50.00 .
INCLUDES TEXT BOOKS, MATERIALS
THESE ARE DEDUCTIBLE FOR INCOME TAX PURPOSES

SEE
USINTHEUNIY'ERSITY
CENTRE
Thurs. Ja ·n. 19, Fri. Jan. 20, Mon . Jan . 23 .
10 A.M. -3 P.M.
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What is OPIRG?

What Can OPIRG Do For Me?

OPIRG is a student-funded and student-conJrolled organization with five local chapters at the universitie s of Trent, Guelph ,
McMaster, Waterloo, · and Wester~ Ontario . It provides · re search, action, and education programmes to assist community
groups to take greater advantag e of their civil and political
liberties .

OPIRG can help you put your a'cademic work to service in
your community. It can provide you with the opportunity to .
work with community groups. Your local PIRG can help you
join a research / action team , and will assist you in negotiating
course credit for this effort. You can use the exper tise of the local
staff to help you design your project , and provide you with the
supervision tha't you need to rea ch your goals.

.

OP[RG serves as a bridge between the community and the
university. Students may utilize their local PIRG to mc!ke their
aca dem ic work more useful to their communities than is usually
the case. In tum , people in the community can use OPIRG to
gain access to academic skills and resources they need to improve their social situations .

If your work is of good qu ality; we can put it to use· by
publicizing it, tran smitting it thro ugh other local PIRGs and the
provincial office to groups aroun d the province wh o will find it
useful , and by using it ou rselves as the basis of further research
and action .

Who Pays For OPIRG?

Why Public Interes t Res earch/Action?

Students at each campus which has a local PIRG have voted
in favour of a compulsory but refundable fee check-off. This is
the primary source of funding for the local PIRGs an d the
provincial office.
Incre asingly, non-stu dent s are support ing OPIRG's work by
giving donations and buy ing our publicati ons . This yea r, non students who are sympathetic to PIRG' s aims and goals are
being encouraged to join their local PIRG through community
m emberships.

What Is The Money Used For?
Each local PIRG office maintains a full-time staff of resea rch
and action. co-ordina tors . As well, each office ha s a resource
library with com munity information, · materials, and bibliographies that are not normaJly available from campus libraries.
Students may use the above resources to gain the research and
action skills necessary
for effective public interest
research /social action projects. Each campus has a public education program, involving
film-speake r series, debates, and meetings on issues of public
concern .
Each campus supports the work of the provincial office which
devises and initiates new research methodologies , facilitates
communications and decision -making between local PIRGs ,
co-ordinates province-wide research and action , and helps local
groups set up new local PIRGs .

There is a tremendous need for high-quality , intensive research and popular education to back the efforts of community
groups who are acting to resolve social problem s~
Action oriented research gives you th~ opportunity to make
your time at university meaning ful to people outside the university.

What Are-OPIRG's Goa ls?
OPIRG is committed to provid ing a medium through which
students can become involved in socially significant research
and action. Implicit in this is the assumption that student s must
·control an y institution that they fund directly. Ther efore, all local
PIRGs and the pro vincial or ganization. are subject to the de cisions of board s of directors chos en by and from the stude nts
themse lves.
OP IRG's structu re and term s of reference are des igned to
provide ways and means of ad aptin g academic resea rch to the
immedia te need s of the commu nity, while . at the same time
creating an in-de pth and long-term an alysis of the dominan t
social institutions of Canada .
Based on ou r researc h, and our interpre tation of its findings,
we have co ncluded that it is imperati ve that citizen participat ion
and con trol of governm ental and corp orate decision -making
. must be increas ed if the true interests of co mmunities in Canada
and the need s of its citizens are to be satisfied .

Editor's view

ThePub's entertainment myst improve
- ·CHERNJ.SH-.·
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There was a definite in,;'. provement in the local unic!vcrsity entertainment scene last
!• · Thu ,-1~..,ay, F~1·.,1
•.y and Satu. rday
U-il'
(_·
,· evenings. A rather popu_lar Mich,
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was definitely what the people '
tibcl suits ~tcr cutting down
on this campus are looking for. · Peter Romenl, the manger of the
d
d
h
t
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on't
escrve any negaGallery. However,
e canno
tive criticism because this is
take all of the blame, or maybe
even any of it. The problem is
higher up. Much higher.
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By_E:P. CHANT

I

From what 1 saw of a rehearsal this week, the Faculty of
Drama Workshop has been working very hard on their upcoming
production of The Sea - both
construct ing a remarkably complex stage and an entertainin g
night of entertainment.
Although I am not familia r
with the play in question, I was
able to learn that it is a historical
sociological comedy-drama, dealing with isolationism in a small
English village. The play was
written by Edward Bond in
197 3, though the action takes
place in 1907. Bond has dealt
with social themes in most of his
other works and The Sea is no
exception - however, it is by no
means "preachy" and , in fact, is'
quite humorous at times.
The play is to be presented
by the Faculty of Drama Workshop on January 20th, through
to the 28th, excluding the 23rd
(at 8 :00 p.m .) in the Essex Theatre in the Engineering Buiding.
The sets are mechani cal wonders - a veritable plethora of pulleys, struts, and wheels is going

po:.~u!i:~e~
':~:: ~:;~:;r~:e
;:,i:o:
:m";:e
h:;p;
0

these responsibilities are primarily internal, within the con. fines of the pub. He has a staff
to look after, and the reputa- ,
tion' of the pub 's calm atmosphere to maintain. He has a
lot of business to take care · of,
but he has no business assuming control over the bands. The
man is busy, and does a good
job in the pub. The on iy alternative he can resort to is to stick
to one agency to hire bands .
THAT is the problem ;.
When establishments lik e the
Sandhill, the Riviera and Drop
In want solid' bookings they
'G must spend trrne with various
~ agencies every we~k and pick
ci out the cream of the crop
.t (damned cliches). Mr. Romeril,
o unfotunately, is forced to lend
f0 his trust to one agent, and the
result is a half-assed job of book0

Actors float through rehearsals of "The Sea".

to allow for four (count 'em four) distinct sets to reside on
one stage all at the same time.
For all I know , there may he
even more scenery lurking some where .
Even the engineers
should enjo y this play.
-For those of us who go for intellectual fulfilment, I can safely
say that the acting looked fantastic . Granted, social comment

gets a little tiresome at times,
but from what I saw, the humorous segments were acted well
and crisply direct ed : necessary
to lighten the sociological burden .
I can safely advise you to go
see The Sea. I enjoyed what I
saw of it and I plan to go to see
the production in its ent irety . It
certainly "wetted" my appetite.

ing half-assed bands .
·
·
of the
. The Detroitd Lions . .
NFL
t
·
are a goo compans?n. 0
-~:y p~~rth:c~:::r·~~li:
f
will
h " 00
· an
_s
pay to see 1;.u is P ..:· r ·
I
team Pay no matter ,ow poor
th~y arc. Sure it"s {JU-strati~
for the fans, but at least they
have a ball club. And at least
d
h
b S·
we stu ents . ave a pu ~ ure.
No, everything is no longer
cool in the pub. Al 1 t h e students want is a decent band.
The pub will make its money ·
·

Concert
Hotline ....
By CJAM

Jan. 14
.. Ramones and the
Runaways - . Masonic / Jan .

1

0

There are two ways-:·~ get a ·
good band. One involves incredible luck. The other involves
the hiring of a reputable person who has had previous experience in booking bands and
will not have to stick to one
agent . One agent can screw
you bad. He has you under his
thumb.
If a person ; hose sole concern is with bookings were to
be hired, I'm sure the band pictures would improve. I . don 't
think that the students on
this campus can t ake many more
inept bands. The Gallery may as
well just ditch the whole idea
of live entertainment because
what goes on in that room in
the evenings, isn't even close to
entertainment.
Any letter of
response to this article would
be appreciated.
20 & 21 ..

. Kiss - Olympia /

Jan. 27 ..

. Nazareth - Cobo

Hall / Feb. 5 .. . Doc Severn- ·
son and Orchestra - Royal Oak

Theatre / Feb. 10 ..

. Gary

Wright - Masonic / Feb. 14 ...
Santana - Masonic.
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.Local promoter spills his guts
down to two.
Lance: And those were?
Pro~otei:: Biff's and the Radio
Tavern.
Lance: I don't know but I have
a feeling that you 're just full
. of shit. I don't really think that

By PAUL CHERNISH and
FRANK KOVACIC

The following is an interview with the biggest entertainment promoter in the city
of Windsor. Since no one knows
his name he has requested that
we keep it that way . . . but
we're going to tell you any
way. His name is Radoslav
Howzitgoink.

..
•

..
b

Lance: Just how big are you?
Promoter:: About six-four without: my eight inch heels.
Lance: No, that's not what I
meant.
Promoter: Heyyy ...
I'm not
telling you about my sexual
prowess!
Lance: Oka y, . forget l asked.
What was the last thing that you
were involved with?
Promoter: I helped out on the
Burt on Cummings concert at
St. Clair College.
Larice: I understand that was
cancelled.
Promoter: Uh, yea but I got out
in time.
Lance: When?
Promoter: Uh, well . . after it
was cancelled . But I had nothing to do with that, really!
Lance: What • events are you ,
planning no·w?
Promoter: I'm staging a. show
with the Beatles and the Stones
sharing the top of the bill.
Lance: The Beatles and the
Stones???? Are you kidding??
Promoter: Nah, but believe me it
was tough. The Stones gave me
a story about Keith going to
jail and the Beatles fed me a .
I'oad of bull about them breaking up but they changed their
minds after I told them about
how much money was involved .
La_nce: How mucp. ~oney is invoived, if you don't mind my
asking?
Promoter: I promised them 800
bucks flat out and 25% of the
gate receipts.
Lance: And where was this to
be held; Pontiac?, Cobo?, Olympta?
Promoter: Well I thought of
those places but I narrowed it

you're a promoter at all, right? ·
Promoteri You saw through it,
eh?
Lance: You bet.
Promoter: Well it's nice to get
your name in print once in
awhile.

COMPLETE STOCK
OF SHIRTS

CO,MPLETE STOC.K
OF SWEATERS
,2 fo -r l

Lance: Right. Now what do you · Lance: $80,000??? I though you
really do?
said that yoµ didn't promote
Promoter: I sell shoes.
concerts after all. Even Bill
Graham, one of the biggest
Lance: Ok, how much, just for
curiosity's sake, did you make
promoters in North America
makes less than that.
last year selling shoes?
Promoter: $80,000.
-Promoter: He sells shoes too? .

Apple '-Bee
. I. Miller
Dale
Hous .e of Chauvin
J.V..'!tP-1.·
f~r . Charley
Dale
· Ballantyne of Scotland
Puritan
Fou-r Wheel Drive

• * *WHAT'S
~-* * *HAPPENING
* * * * * *ON* *. •*

Jt-

**

CAMPUS FOR JANUARY

! Jan.

.

·. Jt-

*·

14 ... Greek Club Dinner*
* & Dance - Alumni Lounge 1*
,.._:raiwanese U.A.A. Film - 1120!
Jt M.B. / Jan. 15 ...
Tecumseh,._
* Hall Folk Night - Ambassa-Jt,dor Auditorium
/ Jan. 16 *
: ... Can/ Am Hawaii Trip Meet-*
* ing - Alumni L_ounge / Jan.:
* 19 . . . Pakistan Club Film,._
Jt-- 1120 M.B. / Jan. 21 ..
·*
M.I.S.S.A. Dinner & Disco -,t* Ambassador Lounge /. Jan. 2 7 Jt
Cody Wall Disco - Vanier*
~
I
•
. ,._
,._East
Jan. 28 ...
Launer*
Jt,-HallWinter Carnival - Vanier*
Jt East / Jan. 2.9 . . . Laurier Hall,..
* Ballroom Dancing - Vanier* ·
~
*
*East.

*

*
1. .

~**************~

·

LEATHERS SUPER.SOFT
2,0% to ·50% off

.J..

'

Bo·mbers
3/4. length
Full Length
Trench
'

.

SPORTCOA TS
20 % to 50 % off

Blazers
tweeds

coordinate ·s
checks
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Eddie·Money
~.

Eddie Money .

.

\

By FRA NK KOVA CIC

Burst ing on the scen e (at
.stag e lef t ) w e have Eddie Mon ey.
Equ ipp ed with all the tools to
make him a star (Bill Graham _
Manage m ent , a super band, a
"r eal neat " debut album , and
killer loo k s), he enters the rock
circus with t-he ··confidence and
cockiness of a seasoned veteran.
' 'I used to shine shoes, but I
kept looking at · the faces, and
ended up shining too many
socks."
,
·...you ,Ji gure that out, it 's his
. promo -ad~1!9-e.
·'
J immy 'Lyons' guitar is reminiscent
Dave Mason or Eric
,Clapton ; in that he picks his
notes ca,refully, and. uses a:lot of
restraint i~ ~is soloing and adds
!ii ·to .:t he-sfr~11gth of Money's vojce
which has ' great range, but he
could use - some nasal spray.
Lonnie Turner (of the Steve
· Miller Band) helps out , on a
number of tracks, on bass (nic(;!
and .· bo~n~y.,,
..;you know?) and
adds stability to the band.
On drums we have Gary Mallaber, , disco refugee that doesn't
know the .meaning of a drum solo. ,Moriey has also brought in so~:e __
of ·t:11etop session players
frm:n- the west coast (U.S.A.) to
beef up the sound , including
Toni S~ott and Freddie Webb. '
, . -Springsteen · influences run
amok throughout the album ...
- -but then who doesn 't have
Sprin,gsteen -- influences
these
. ,·. days? ,
': Sco tt's sax wailings run fairly
-''.clos:e· to those of Clarence Clemons .and add a jazzy flavour as do
._·Steely nl\n.
._· Money ~ who quit the police
·aca<:femy~~n New York City (his
-father and grandfather were po'iice officers) and split for the
.west co~t~ ·has spent the last few
, ' '.year~_ in San -Francisco, playing .
~a.rs, m-.dtj
Rg_music connectio~s, .
a~d, ., gen.erally, getting himself
·into -trouble (what else?).
.
This is an abrupt change from
1
the restr ittted life that he led in
New York. The story goes that
he was "severely'' reprimanded
for _writings of "questionable
taste" on official police stationery . At the time, his father was
in the public eye for several
commendations
for excellent
service with the department .
(Sounds like promo bullshit .)
It 's the 'street pun~ makes
good ' syndrome all over again.
Latel y, I've been down on
just about everything released .
There has been some good mater ial, granted , but jt all sounds
lik e a rehash of som ething e_lse.
There is · no spark , no excite-

of

-:::.

'f

-·

ment, no one really has anything
to say , so why listen? If only
there were more people like
Bowie, Hunter, or even Eno for
-God's · sake who don't live upon
the ir past glories, but keep evolving towards future direction
changes . (Look out for the Overn ight Angels •.. dynomite!)
s·t agnat ion has set in and (for
th e inost part) ha rd tim es (musically) are he re.
Ii there was a bit of originality he-re, I j ust might get excited. For now , though, it's
nice ...enough, but (yawn) so's
Liberace.
Maybe Johnny Rotten was
right . . .. ?

Bro~dW8Y'acfossthe river
.
By STEVE CHEIFITZ
Pippin, the play that Ben
Vereen made famous on Broadway , made its triumphant entrance ipto the Fisher Theatre
last night.

.TJte; play misses the added
excitement , pf_ a Ben Vereen,
but ·. Michael Rupert as Pippin
overcomes this loss. :Rupert
comes to Detroit fresh from
two
as ,l?ippin on Broad-

way . He combines a unique
siqging voice wit~ tremendous
vitality and · exuberance to give
a stunning performance .
The play traces the life of
Prince ·Pipp \n, son
King Charlemagne. We find Pippin sear.ching for some aspect of life
that will be · fu lfilling . He has
learned about this fulfillment
_through education. Pi
·

of

The sets and · scenery show
why Pippin won Ji ve Tony
awards in Broadway . ·The sets
loomed large. and · impress ive
throughout 't he play . The op ening num be r, " Magic To Do"
. is an especially effec tive use of
hands.
Other fine performances . were
turned in by Eric . Berry as King:
Charlemagne, Thelma Carpenter
as Pippin's grandmother
and
Jerry Colker _ as Louis, -Pippin's
strong but stu pid half brother.
On the whole, it was .aEexcit ing
mus ical comed y . · ··'
·

Tom Waits

South Pacific, w ith Howard
Keel and Ja ne Powell warm ing
up memor y lane, and Neil
Simo n's Californ ia Su ite are next
in line . But for now, Pippin
will be . at the Fisher u_ntil February 4.

Foreign Affairs
By ERIC ROSENBAUM
The first think you think
about whe n.,y ou hear Tom Waits
is tha t fie· sings exactly the way
he looks . He looks like the kind
of guy you would see in 'the dark
corner of a bar, hunched over a
bottle of booze with a halfsmoked,
hand-rolled
smoke
hanging from the corner of his
th ff
·
· d
f
mou . 1s voice remm s you o
L- · A
• ( 1 'f
ouis rmstrong s on y, i _you
· ") T
can i·ma g1·ne, i·t· s raspie.
. om
wai't s ' voice
· · th k. d
·
is e m you either lik
d . lik
lik J
e oe
c k · e Ror d is N· e,
· oc er, ~ an Y - ew.man or

\

ses through ~atiriz~ti~ns of war ·
promiscuity, and revolution before realizing they are-not what
he needs or wants. Pippin fi~ally ends in the way a musical
comedy should enq. - -
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definitely bad .
•
•
:
On the whole, I was parti- :
:
By H_
.J. SWENSON
two . They were sl awful even
cularly offende by their mag- :
If you rem em b er, 1ast wee k I . t h e c1.oc k s stoppe d .
got materi·a1 - d1·sco. These sep· •.
••
· tic sounds hung over -'the pub :_.
stated that the bands in the pub
. Incredibly _"-horrid was the
have been constantly impro ving.
. like a dense smog. This forced
guitar player. What's . his name
!Well forget it, 1 must have been
m·any .people to evacuate. Unon guitar should either buy a
drunk. This week's band is
fortunately _ I had . to stay to
real ,pick or get his fingernails
. h'
·
Mighty !-,ove. Th f y play fu_ nk,
write t ts review.
~
cu_t. He didn 't miss any· notes,
which rhymes w_ith 1·unk, which
As usual. this dense smog
he just took his --time getting to
.~ h..ymes ith ~stun lc:. You co-qld
them.
.,._ [
comes from Detroit. Time and
: spread _them over your lawn and
time again, Canadian talent
• have .."_gree~ :grass in the spring.
As usual, I a~~ays try to be .proves to be far superior than
:
I plugg'ed in ·the music meter · .. fair · and imp.artiai, 'and find
the sludge that floats in from
: and it didn ;t even move! I
something good about even the
across the river. Yet why does
: thought it had died (probably
worst of bands. After two
the pub manager continue to •
: suicide). On close examination
hours and six beers I finally
hire these garbage bands from :
• however, I had noticed it had
found it - it Was the "b reaks
the States? Haven't we suffered : ·
: fallen back\\'ards to a ne~ative
between sets . Mighty Love was
enough?
:

•p•n•
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C,BEhas highlights too
By ROSEMARY A. BRESCHUK
Van Morrison.
, With -the overwhelming p¢r If you · have never heard of
vasion
of this punk _ crock (am Tom Waits you may have heard
some of his songs before ~ His . ong other perverse entertainments) it's · good to know that
material has been covered by
other artists, notably Bette Mid~' · there is still some REAL eRter- tainment around . l refer to .GBE
ler, Jerry' Jeff Walker and the
. Radio's
late-night ans-relate d
Eagles.
Foreign Affairs contains a serprogram
NIGHTCJ\P,
h~ard
ies of half spoken, half sung
we~k_. nights at 1 r.~_2{);··
stories about Waits' obsession
1550 on the AM dial.
with cheap diners, second rate
Beginning Monday, Jan. 1~,
pool halls, long lonely highNIGHTCAP will feature a dis- ways, and their inhabitants , and
cussion of reality in the cin· he describes these all vividly.
ema by film-maker Albert MaeOne of the best cuts pn the
zels . whose . latest film, Gray
album is a dm ;t Waits does with
- Gardens, uses au-t_
hent ,ic people
Bette , Midler called r' I Never
instead of actors, and true situaTalk to Strangers. It's a dialtions . Also, part 1 of 20 seg~
ogue between two lonely charments of Theodore Dreiser's
acters · you may meet in a singles
novel, Sister Carrie, will be read.
har and it is riddled with cliches .
Published in 1900, this controThe Tom Waits on this album
versial novel about an innoc nt
is more like the Waits on Nighthawks at the Diner, his live · country girl who was corrupted
by big city immorality was not
double album, rather than the
made public until 1912.
• more highly produced The Heart
Tuesday, NIGHTCAP presof Sat~rday
Night.
Foreign
ents
Native Indian Arts - Affairs was recorded live in the
Part
II,
focusing on the compie~
studio with no overdubbing or
and
highly
gifted artist, Norral
multi-tracking (according to the
Morriseau. - Sister Carrie -- pt.
record sleeve) and the sound reII.
flects this . Live is the way Tom
An interview with Canadian
Waits should be heard.
actor John Stark, who is wellThe music on the ·album can
onl y be described as cool, ac- .known . for his impers qnations of
Stephen Leacock, is slated for
oustic jazz . There are ·running
Wednesda y, followed by Sister
bass line through each song inCarrie -- pt . III.
terspersed with sax, trumpet,
Thursday , cartoonist
and
clarinet and piano solos. - ..

comedy writer S.J . Perlman talks
The Preservation Hall Jazz
about writing for the Mane' · Band keeps the music of old
Bros. and the 40 years he has New Orleans alive on Friday
contrib11ted bits of drollery to evening . Sister Carrie
pt.
the New YoFker . Sister Carrie V, (to be continued in upcoming programs).
- - pt. IV.

p.m
.,
.r. Fox,
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CJAM Highlights
•

her, it is a hokey comedy about two football players (Burt
Reynolds and Kris Kristoff erson) and the rich, spoiled daughter of the team's owner
(Jill Claybuigh) in _ a nonsen,sical love triangle.
When one of the players,
~ristofferson, attends a strang~
sort of self-encounter group and
gets "It" (we never . really are
told what . "It" js~ only that
when you've got "it", .you've
got "it" and when you don't,
you d~n't), Jill Clayburgh suddently decides she is madly in
love with him.

Semi-Tough
By LORETTA PELLETIER

If you're looking for a good
foothall film, then don't go see
Semi-Tough, because, as the
advertisements profess, it has
_.!_i
ttle to do with football. Rat~

They decide to get married
for no other reason, it seems,
but that Jill Clayburgh is a spoiled brat who attains her every
whim and Kris Kristofferson
is a gullible fool.
It is Burt Reynolds who sees
through her~ however, and de1i-

SANDWICH
ST.at MILL
.

MOSAIC

vers his two best friends from
Th is week is our annual tribute to AM radio , and we will be talksuch a t~rrible fate as marriage.
ing
to/ personalities on AM radio around Windsor . You 'll hear from
He makes Clayburgh realize if is
some
of the top names in the area. Join us on Mosaic at 11 a.m . all
him she loved all along (she is
just as surprised as we are). · week. We will talk to John Henderson Program Director of CKWW,·
the News D1rector from The Big 8, CKLW, Keith Radford and othThe plot is certainly lack·
ers
. Join us.
ing, and the acting and comedy
FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
are only slightly better. Burt '
Catch ~p on the latest from Na~areth tonight (Ja~. 13), one week
Reynolds is quite funny at
.
before their Detroit appearance .
times; he comes out with some
CJ.AM
SPORTS
good, however coarse humour.
This week tips 9ff the regular schedule for our Lancer basketball
There are other high points
squad and Student Radio will follow Coach Thomas and his team all
· in the movie, such as when Burt
the way. Join Rob Calcott and Dean Zirk.in Saturday at 8 p.m. forConvey, who portrays a farthe
coverage ' of the season opener against Waterloo. q AM follows
fe_tched Billy Graham-type, gets
socked right in the middle -of · the Lancers to Guelph when they face the Gryphons Friday, January
20 . Join Rob and Dean for all the action beginning at 8 p.m.
his cute little face. Even these
FEATURE ALBUMS THIS WEEK
priceless moments, unfortunMonday, January 16 - Johnny Rivers gets some "Outside Help'"
ately, do not make the .picture
on his new album featuring 'Slow Dancing, Swaying to the Music'.
.worthwhile.
Tuesday, January 17 - Some royal jazz as Albert King 'crowns
Unless you're an avid Rey,;
himself "King Albert".
nolds or Kristoffersofi fan, or
Wednesday, January 18 - A different kind of dance, as Ken Tobias
you detest Burt Convey, the
performs his "Street Ballet".
·
picture -isnot spectacular. For all
Thursday, January 19 - A little psychological funk with Parliaits tremendous promotion, Semi,
.
ment "vs. The Plac)po Syndrome".
~ Tough is only serµi-funny, semi::
Friday, January 20 - Millie Jackson sums it up for everybody on
entertaining, and entirely ridicu"Feelin' Bitchy".
lous .

• FRIENDLY PERSONAL SERVICE · •FREE PARKING

FAMILY MEATS DOES IT A.GAIN

AND AGAINAND· AGAIN

. . EVERY
WEIiWEFINDTHEBEST
FOOD
.BUYSIN ·ONTARIO
-ANDPASSiHESAVINGS
ONTOYOU.
3 Qt. Bag

MILK

~ .--~· ~o/~Partly Skim

·Skim

CLOSE'O MONDAY
OPEN: ·,
TUE. - FRI. 8 am _. 9 pm
SAT. & SUN. 8. am "' 6 pm

Homo

$1·.19

$1.54
Y2Gal. & 2 Litre

Delicious

POLISH SAUSAGE

69~. ICE CREAM$1.19

Sliced

Regular

BEEFLIVER

48!e.GROUND

Fresh Cut Chicken

LEGS & BREASTS

89t

BEEF

78~.

BOLOGNA
by the pi·ece
'

.

StoreSlic~

COOKED HAM
Grade' A' Large

EGGS

$1.99Lb.BACON

ENDS
(

Sliced

<4"

BREAD~ 3/$1~09

·GUARINTIE.EVERYTHfNG
PU-RCHASEDAT ·FAMILY MEATS IS GUA~ANTEEO.TC
YOUR SATJ$FACTIONOR -J.40NEYREFUNDEDWITHOUT QUESTION~#~

..

Poet's.

Co.~ner..-..··.
·.
.

l "'

.

.

[HE l..\NCE-JJ\NUAfty

. ,...
,
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Entries still be1ng·acceptect

·1ntr8mu.ra1Sinvent innertllbe water-polo
HOCKEY .
· "A" DIVISION

By PETER MUDRACK
What's new on campus? Intramural coed innertube waterpolo, that 's what. The staff at
the intramural office put in a
lot of overtime iIJ order to think
· this ·one up.
Coed innertube waterpolo is
played with seven players on a
team, three of whom must be
girls. Anyone who has ever dabbled ih the art of moving around
on an innertube will appreciate
.the difficulty, frustration, and
sheer fun of it all.
Play began last night and will
continue on a weekly basis until
March -23. Remember, Thursday
nights are coed innertube waterpolo nights. Splashing commences at 9:30.
It is not too late to get involved, bring yourself, bring a-team,
come on out and watch. Get
out of the cold, immerse yourself iQ. fun, and get a chance to
show 'off your magnificent physique. Drop your name off at the
intramural office in St. Denis
Hall, and who says nothing new

help a weak or non-swimmer improve their skills and become
more comfortable in the water .
Registration fees are two dollars
The idea here is to ' shoot fifty
and Debbie Powell and the abaskets.
Shooting takes place
forementioned
Barb Peebles will
every day next week from noon
split
the
instructor
duties .
.till one o'clock, from Monday,
Al Porter will be the instruct- ·
January 16 to Friday, January
or for a· scuba diving course_of20. Participants need not comfered Tuesday and Thursday evpete every day so iong as a total
enings from 5:30 till 8:30, beof fifty shots are accumulated
ginning March 7th and wrapping
by one o'clock on Friday . The
up on April 6th. 'Enrollment is
top . three ~hooters will win.
limited to twenty person 's, so
First prize is
week's vaca:
sign up now . A $65 registration
tion in Orono. Second prize is
fee is required ..
two weeks' vacation in Orono.
. It may seem difficult to beSign up sheets are posted at
lieve, but summer is com'ing. To
the University Centre, Vanier
help everyone get in shape for
Hall, St. Denis Hall, and the HK
the summer beach months, a
Building.
swimnastics course will be conSWIMMING POOL
ducted from March 7th to April
The service program has be7th, on Tuesday, Thursday, and
gun a new session of activites in
Friday mornings from 11 : 30 till
the pool. Registration is easy.
noon.
Just show up at the time of the
For further information relesson.
· .garding these or other service
Tuesday evenings from 9 :30
program activities, please call the
till 11 :00 are reserved for adult
intramural office at extension
lessons. These are designed to . 325. ·
ever happens on campus?
FREE THROW CONTEST:

a

Screaming
Eagles
Plumbers
Commerce
. Blues
Law "A"
Flyers
Gators

GP

w

7

7

L
0

T
'
0

GF
20

GA
6

7
5

3
·2

3
2

1
1

14

11

7

8

10

5

6
5
4

2

3
4

1
0
1

9
10
4

11
12
7

5
2
1

1
0

3

Pts
14

In recent games, the Plumbers crushed the Flyers 6-2, Commerce
beat Plumbers by default , and the Screaming Eagles down~d both
the Gators and Law " A" by identical 4-1- scores. The Hudson Brothers, Rob and Tom, combined for four goals in the two vict~ries . .
BASKETBALL
"A" DIVISION

.

Warriors

~t' ;"',:,~. :cl:

GP

w

6

6
5
3
3

MBA

6

Smokies
Eng. Machine
Humkins
Gradkins
Lancer FB
Mutants

6
6
5
6
6
5

·t
~o

1:~ts
'12

·to

J1:
J..
3
3

2

6
6

4

1
5
1
.5
·1 :_ 4

2
2
2

I

In recent a.ction, Lancer FB downed Humkins 47--39 · MBA
edged the Mutants 46-41, Engineering Machine rolled o~er the
Gradkins 77-41 , it was MBA over Gradkins 54-45 and theWarriors
·smoked the Smokies 54-34.
' ·

SportsJ:,oits

REFERENDUM
..Tuesda~
y and Wednesday,
rr,-7 · ·- · ·..·-

,..

•.,_~~ ~"'~

~~:;:::,..:;,A.-r,,·,~ ,

,.,..-.,,,4,,,,~,,,.i,r"",)
-

,,

Jan. 17&18

../

;..~

Sportshorts
'fhe · Lan·cer T.:rack and Field
team ha;e 'iwo 'meets coming
up, r~gardless of the weather
conditions. The Lancer squad
will enter the Monarch Relays,
in D,etroit on Saturday, J
uary 28th. Following that meet _
they: will travel to London
Ontario for the London open on
February 4th.
The Wrestling team suffered
two def eats to some tough
American competition last week
losing 271h to 121h to McComb
Community College and 32 to
51hagainst Muskegon.

·Are you in·.favour of a $5.00refundable fee
to establish an Ontario··pvplic Interest ResearchGroup

(OPIR'.G) c·hapter on tt,e campus
of the U:niv~rsity of Windsor?

POLLS:
10.-6

l'

a.n-

·QUESTION:

Vanier

·Sportshorts

High School Invitational Wrestling Tournament on Sunday,
January 15 at St. Deqis Hall.
The meet starts at 10 a.m.
Participating in the tournament .
will be 12 high schools.
Swimming Pool Closed . The
University swimming pool will
be closed 0n Saturday, January
14 and Saturday, January 21
due to swim meets. There will
not be any children's lessons or
recreational swimming at these
times. Lessons fo~ ·children will
resume on , January , 28j:h at
1

Uni\/ersity Centre

.9:30.
I

Human Kinetics

Anyone wishing ·to get a ·
Lancer Basketball pin should
contact Debbie Atkinson .a~ the
home opener · on ,Saturd ay. The
·
·
cost is one dollar.

Lebel
Math

Law

Education

Eligible Vo~ers:
All full-time undergraduate students
-

•

... ~<

Men's Volleyball. Entries are
still be accep~ed
Men's Intramural volle1"ball. Competition
begins op Thursday, January 19
from 7 - 11. The league runs
each Thursday at Hands Gym.
· Sign up in the Intramural office
St. Denis gym.

for

Pregnant
and dastre
. ... ssed

CALL BIRffiRIGl-ff, 2,2-3222
; PregnancytcstS available.
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IN ·THE SHOWERS

Winning feeling hits ,Lancerettes

By PETER NASH

·make mistakes.
M~nday night's game against
Saginaw saw the Lancerettes go
down to defeat 88-39. Playing
a seasoned team that ran and '
shot well , Windsor lost its poise
.and began turning the ball over.
Poor shooting by the Lancerettes also contributed to the
loss.
Even · though Windsor lost,
Tuesday night the Lancer- ,..
ettes dominated St. Clair Col- Saginaw coach Archie Robinlege in an exhibition game . ·son commented after that game
Excellent shooting by _Windsor that the Lancerettes never quit.
·allowed them to almost double
Top scorers for Saginaw were
St. Clair, 63-37 .
Rena Holland with 18 · points
Higher scorer for the Lancer- along with Linnell Jones and
ettes was .bebbie Finnigan with Cindy Ponichtera who had 15
16 points . Kerri Towers and points .
Joanne Benson netted 14 andlO
'Debbie Finnigan was tops for
points respectively .
Windsor with 8 points and Marg
Hyland and Joanne Benson had
Coach Church says the team's
6 points each.
improvement is due to their
Last weekend the Lancerettes
ability to bring .the ball up
played games in . London and
court quickly.
Against St. Clair the Lan- Waterloo. They were able to
cerettes displayed a talent for · split the series, losing 85-54 to
playing a tough - agressive deWestern but winning their first
fence , forcing the other team to
league game in Waterloo against

Laurier , 68~34.
At Western·, Coach Church
noticed his team was playing
·better and moving the ball up
. court fast, no letting the other
team set up their defence. '
This proved successful as the
Lancerettes scored more than
the .28 points they managed
against Western the first time
the teams met.
Big guf)S for the Lancerettes,
in the Western game were Marg
Hyland, with 13 pioints, Kerri
Towers with 12 ·points along
with Karen Pollock and Pat
Ducharme who had 9 points.
The Lancerettes walked gff
the court with a big win over .
Laurier ooSaturday.
Joanne Benson ·had- the hot
·hand for the Lanceret tes dropping in 22 points . Marg ·ttyland
·had 11 points and Debb1e-,Finni'.gan combined with Dia~ Land~
ing for 10 points each._
This week the Lancerettes
face Ottawa and Carleton. Hopefully their new confience will
br i:r:i,g
them two wins .

By NIGEL MILLER
The winning feeling has penetrated the Lancerette basketball
team. The squad has experienced
· tremendous improvement since
last year 's outings. Last week
the team won two games and
if t hey continue to progress
the .remainder of the season
should be interesting.

Th e Can ·Am Bowl ended in defeat for Team Canada this year
but the y will have another day . The Canadians have proven their
abilit y to play with American t ier 1 s£bools and maybe even beat
t hem in the future.
Last week all the dignitaries and sports columnists were crying
that Canada had been back -stabbed by the U.S. They complained
that it was unfa ir of the Americans to use tier 1 players. This is.
a typ ical Canadian attitude similar to the one used ~n international
hocke y . The Canadians complained then that the Europeans were
using players with semi-pro ability.
In the case of the Can Am Bowl the Americans decided that they
didn 't wan t t o get beaten at a game in which- th ey were supposed
to be superior. It may be consid ered back -stabbing , but why shouldn 't they use t heir best players? We certa inly wouldn't use inferior
athletes in an international -tournament if a less talented opponent
was visiting us!
Another reason the Americans used tier 1 players was the BIG
BUCK. It's not team spirit or the thrill of victory that goes into the
development of such a game . Believe it or not the world of sports
1
re~olves around money ·
,
The American organizers of this game realized last week that
unless they used nam~ players they were not going to get much of a
crowd or a television audience . That in turn n1eant that they would
not get good advertising contracts .
.
Fo r these reasons the United States ' team was represented by tter
1 schools .
The Canadian players were shocked to discover the calibre of
player s they would be facing but when the shock wore off , determ inat io n took its place. Team Canada put up a fine performance
and th ey were a great credit to the ir -count ry .
T he Am_ericans were expected t o win but why not ! Unlike
spor ts , especially football , as num ber
1Canad ians the Am eri cans treat
,one and everyt hing else, includ jng academics , comes second .
. We have always prided ourselve s in being able t o keep spo rts
under con tro l and develop our sch ools as inst itu t ion s of higher
learning . An exam ple of this has been our universit ies' ability to
keep sport s scho larshi ps out of the un iversity curricul um.
Overall the Canadi ans put up a fine enough performa nce that
they gained some respect from the American players , That' s some- ·
thi ng t hh "non_e of t he column ists expected .

Get involved
---jo

'.'

The Servis e Prograf!l is one of several offering s within the Faculty of Human Kinetics which provide s stude nt s, facul ty, staff , · 'a>
alum ni and thei r fmiilies the opportunity to parti cipat e in lei- t
ix:
sure-t ime act ivities.
Th e Program is under the dire c;tion of Prof . R . Bouche r and th e
Coord inator is Mr. Brian Walters . Individuals inte rested in making
suggest ions fo r improving t he program or in submitting an appli cation to instruct an activit y are asked to confact Mr. Walters at
t he Human Kinetics Building .
ACTIVITY
Adult Learn
to Swim
Scuba Diving

"Swimna.J t ics"
Aikido
Karate Club
Co-Ed
Self-Defense
Judo Club
Fencing
Standard ,
First Aid
UofW
Dancers
Badminton
Club
Men's Fitness
Women 's
Fitnes s

DATES
Tuesdays
Jan. 10 - Apr . 4
Tues/fhurs
Mar. 7 - Apr . 6

Tues/Thurs/Fri
Mar. 7 - Apr. 7
Tuesdays
Jan. 10 -Apr. 4
Mon/Wed/Fri
Jan . 4 -Apr. 10
Thurs/Fri
Jan. 5 -Apr . 6
Mon/fhurs
.
Jan. 9 -Apr. 6
Mon/Wed/Fri
Jan. 9 -Apr. 7
Tuesdays
Feb. 21 - Mar. 28
Mondays
Jan. 9 -Apr. 3
Fridays
Jan. 6 -Apr. 7
Wednesdays
Jan. 11 - Apr. 5
Wednesdays
Jan. 11 - Apr. 5

TIME
9 :30 -11 :00 p.m.

WCATION
HK Pool

5 : 30 -7 :00 p .m.

HKPool

Pool
7:00 - 8 :30 p .m.
- Classroom
11 :30 a.m .-Neon

HK Pool •

I

7:00 -9:00 p.m .

Dance Stud io

7 :00 - 9:00 p.m.

Classroom
St. Denis
Dance Studio

7 :00 - 9 :00 p.m.

Lancerettes show their blocking style before tournament

·votleyballers

The Lancerette
Volleyball
squad is preparing for its bigge~t
tournament of the year. They
enter the Waterloo Invitational
Tournament this weekend ·:
Coach Marge Prpich commented that "this will be our
toughest competition · of the
year". She will be counting
heavily on ball · setters Rosemarie Smith and Lorraine Parent .

7 :30 -9:30 p.m.Combatives Rm.

7 :00 - 9:00 p.m.

St . Denis
Basement
St. Denis
Multi-Purpose
Room
Dance Studio

7:00 -9:00 p .m.

St . Denis

5 :00 - 6·: 30 p.m.
7 :00 - 9 :00 p.m.

8:00 - 9 :00 p .m.
7 :00 - 8 :00 p.m .

Dance Studio
Dance Studio

O.S.A.P.
Students

in Waterloo.

who wish to apply for O·S·A·P·

for the January - April semester
are reminded that the deadline for submission
of applications is
January 31., 1978.

OlympicSubmarine
Restaurant
( near Randolph) - 256·0444

2180 Wyandotte west

2 minutes from campus

SELF-SERVICE• RIGHT PRICES · TAKE OUT •

DINING ROOM

GYROS

®LP~~~~
SUBMAR IN ES

SAN D WICHE S

Asso rt ed (co ld)
$1. 4 5
$1. 4 0
Sa l am i
Cheese
\
$ 1. 2 0
Ham
$1. 6 5
HOT SUBS
Pas tr ami
$1. 60Sup e r
$ 1. 95
Roas t Bee f $ 1 . 60 Peppero n i $ 1. 60
Corn Beef $ 1. 60 G os
$ 1. 60
Pizza Sub $1. 75 Olympic
Special

Sa l ami
S p ice Loa f
Cheese
H an1

GREEK

SPECIALTJ!ES

Gyros in a Pita
Souvlaki
Gyros Plat~
Shish-Kabob
Plate
BBQ Chicken

$ 1. 55
$1. 55
$2 . 45
$2 . 45
$2.35

ITAL I AN SPECIALTIES
Baked
Baked
Baked
Baked

Lasagna
Spagetti
Rotini
Riga t oni

$2.35
$2, 35
$2. 35
$2, 35

Tossed
Salad
Greek Salad

$
$

• 65
, 95

I

(BE./ERAGES)

$ • 95
$ . 85
$ . 85
$ . 85
$1 . 0 5

Pas t r ami
Roast Beef
Co r n Beef
Pizza Sandwich
$2. 35

$ • 80 .
$ • 90

Hamb u rger
Cheeseburge.r
Pizza burger
Foot Long Hot Dog
Hot Dog (regular)
French
Fries
Onion Rings

$ • 45
$ • 60

Spagetti
Ro t ini
Rigatoni
Lasagn ·a

$1. 75
$1. 75
$1. 75
$1. 75

FIS H

SALADS

• 80
$ . ~o .
$ .65
$

& MEAT

Fish & Chips
Fried Chicken
Pork Chops
Lamb Chops
St eak

$ 1. 05
$
$

•95
• 55

DISHES

$1. 75 '
$1. 95
$2. 95,
$2.95
$ 4 . 99

•
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Can Am Bo.wl

Canadian showing was better than expected
By PETER NAS""
T earn Canada fought a tough
battle against a tier 1 Amer- ·
ican squad but came up short, .
losing 22-7. Although they lost
the game Head Coach Darwin
that it
Semotiuk
commented
was a "moral victory" for team
Canada.
A crowd of eleven thousand looked on as rain poured
down for most of the . game. At
one point it was raining so hard
that water was pouring down
the stairwells of Tampa Bay
Stadium like a waterfall.
Although team Canada was
expected to get badl y beaten
by the American squad, they
were able to hold their own
through the first half , emerging
down only 5-0.

Tough defence
Fine defensiv e play by John
Preistner, of Western, Canada's
Most Valuable Player of the
game, Windsor 's own Jim Cimba, and several other players
help ed keep Canada in the game
while the offence was struggling .
Cimba almost intercepted a pass
Jamie Bone shows winning style during regular season.
late in the second quarter but
Later -in the game Ben :Za_mthe American defensive line was
just couldn't get to the ball
biesi intercepted a Jamie Bo.ne
not bad but the weather condiin time .
pass and returned it 10 yards
tions made it difficult to pass.
Jamie · Bone of Western and
for another major. The two
The American defensive secBob Cameron - of Acadia shared
American touchdowns were scoondary showed its ability in the
the quarterbacking
duties for
second half with two intercepred while Canada was· on off for Canada each playing about
tions for touchdowns. Bernard
ence .
half the game . The Canadians,
Wilson, of Vanderbilt,
interThe scoring was rounded out
expected to have a strong passcepted a Bob Cameron pass
for the Americans with two field
ing game, were .unable to get
with 8 :22 left in th e-thi rd quargoals by Bruce Allen of Richuntracke d with either of their ~. eJ:,,...and ...._
ret..um.ed,..it ~-:l:2 y:ards ,_ mond and two rouges by Mike
quarterb ~cJ<s~ The pr essure- from
for a touchdown.
Deutsch,
of Colorado State .

The U.S. offensive squad was
unable to score any touchdowns
but they did manage to pile up
a lot of offence. Mark Miller
of Bowling Green and Bruce
Threadgill of Michigan State
shared the quarterbacking duties
for the U.S. squad. The two
quarterbacks combined for 3 50
yards passing. Miller was vot ed
Most Valuable Player fo r his
contribution.
The Americans had an easier
time passing partially because
they were using the smaller
U.S . ball. Up until the fourth
quarter Canada was using its
own style ball, ' which is larger.
The two running backs for
the American team were Larry
Key from Florida State and
Tony Green from the University of Florida . Key gained 33
yards and Green scraped for
45 yards .
- Jim Reid rushed for 56 yards
on the Canadian side. In 1977
~
a, Reid broke the Canadian record
: for most yards gained, with

Enthusiasm!
There was no lack of spirit
·on the Can adian squad ·even late
in the game . Wilki'os was swam ped by the en ti re Canad ian
te am including Coach Semotiuk .
tiak.
T~am Canada felt t ha t they
_had som eth ing _ to prove and
it was all summed up when
U.S. running back ::foni C;reen
said after the game that "That ·
was a tough game : They played
very well''.
·
Bruce Walker, Win4sor's oth er member of the Canadian
squad, saw little playing time
unfortunately.
Walker, o_ne of
the fastest players on .th e team,
was used to return pynts and
ki€k-offs only.
·

Basketb811· opener
this Saturday
The Lancer basketball squad
opens its regular season this
Saturday against the Waterloo
Warriors. This will be a long
awaited rematch for the Lancers
who were beaten in the play offs by Waterlo o last year .
In exhibition play during the
week, Mercy College hosted the
Lancers in Detroit and beat
them 70-55. The Lancers came
out flat and were unable to hit

Hockey Lancersaushed
By DON PEPPIN
The Lancer hockey team started off the new year .rather inauspiciously
last weekend as
they drop ped two decisions to
the Laurier Golden Hawks .
Friday's
opening match-up
set the t one for the weekend
as Wind sor got its wings clip. ped 4-1, and then the y let
Laurier walk over them Saturday afternoon 11-1.
Bot h teams came _out flat
in the opening game with th e
Lancers taking an early lead
but- Laurier came · back mom ents late r, to even it up with
what became a characteristic
power-play goal.
It was characteristic because
the Lancers tended to get penalize d regularly over the course
of the weekend. A whole pe riod's worth in the first game.
The Lancers, particularly in their
present situation, cannot afford
too many penalities. A number
of key players sitting in the
box , combined with the fact
that a number of players are
still out with injuries, . makes
for a broken line~up. It means
line shake-ups and extra shifts
for everybody and last week
that proved to be the final
drawback for the team.
Both nights the team began to lose the energy, and the
push to keep up the fight,
and when Laurier popped in a
couple of the proverbial unanswered goals there was just nothing left for the team to fight
for. Unfo rtunately some of th em
decided that fighting might help

1078 yards.
With only five minutes re~
maining the Canadian squad
march~d ·70 yards and Bruce
Wilkins, of Bishops, plunged one
yard for a touchdown.

on man y shots.
Charlie Pearsali was high scorer for the Lancers with 14
points. Pearsall also managed
to block ~ : -shots , ~nd grab 16
rebounds. ~ ·i· ·
Huston Martin was high scorer for . Mercy with 16 points .
Mercy led at half time 40-30.
~ big turh out .is ' expected
for the home opener so come
early and get a good seat .

too. And they ende d up back
in the box for it and compounded the problem .
"The lay-0ff . hurt us" comm ented assistant coach Owen
Free m an, "a nd su re they had to
contend wit h it t oo . . . but
there was a lot more to it."
The problem which seems to
transe ,nd all others, is the fact
that this team has been un able
to get a sufficient number . of
sl:iots on net.
" Som e of the guys figure yo1,1
get t ~o extra po ints if it goes
'in fancy" no ted Freeman, but
the troub le is it isn't going in
at all.
Don Martin t agged in t he
only goals the team got all
weekend with Frank Neal, Tom
B.utt, Perry Mark and J im
Bowle nabbing one each · for
Laurier Friday night. Saturday
Gr eg Ahbe notched a hat-trick
and Jim Tow le had two with
few of the Golden Hawk starters missing out on a point
somewhere
throughout
the
game.
Al Ma.'1sorley, the Laurier netminder, was t·ested far fewer
times than either of the Lancer
goalies, Don Johnston or Mike
Freeman, but Macsorley came
up with the big saves that
helped to keep the Lancers from
swingi11g the momentum their
way.
The two points from each
of the games allowed Laurier
to break a tie which existed
between th ~se same two team s
before the weekend started.

Jack Rosaasen cruises in but Laurier's Al Macsorley makes th e stop, last Saturday .
it together,
put that second
spot, now they have to stay
This leaves the Lancers still
goal in the net, and hopefully
there
.
with a ~mfortable hold on third
a couple more the team should
The
Lancers' last regular seaplace but with two games . thi s
be able to put at least two points
son home game is against Trent
week in . Guelph . Things are
on their side of the standings
University on Saturday, January
going to · have to come together
for the weekend's effort. _They
28.
Beyond that hopefull y the
better than last , week if the
proved they haµ enough going
team
will be playing some playteam hopes to hold onto the last
for them to get up into third
off games at Adie Knox Arena.
playoff spot (only the top three
teams play-off in the OUAA ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
west). Guelph desperately needs
these games to bring themselves
up from the basement; a posit ion with which they are none
too familiar. Yet t he Lancers
have always seemed to perform
better on the road.
If they can manage to pull

i
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By E.P. CHANT
Three unions and the admini -'
stration of the university have,
so far, been unable to reach
any agreement in their contract
talks.
The contracts for all three
unions expired June 30, 1977,
and since that time the workers

havt operated under the provisions of their old contracts.
Local 1001 of the Canadian
Union of Public Employees
(CUPE), Local 1393 of CUPE,
and Local 102 of the Canadian
Union of Operating Engineers
have · each had one meeting
with the administration, with
government arbitrators present.

Mr. Gary D.T. Wintermute,
Director of the Office of Per-.
sonel Services at the university,
said on Wednesday that "all
three are in the . conciliation
stage of the collective bargaining
,pr-ocess".
I Peter Dufour, the ' spokesman
:and chief representative of Local
1001, was more explicit about
_the positions of the two parties
at the first meeting , in December; "We are a long way apart,"
he said.
It is_ not that the union is
trying to get things into the
contract which the administration does not want, but that the
administration is trying to remove some clauses from the
old contract which the union
does not want to lose. Among
these, said Dufour, are clauses
concerning "contracting - out"
the . union (whereby if the university decided not to hire the

union, they would still be required -re pay it . or find its
members jobs), guaranteed hours
for union workers in Vanier
Hall (Food Services), and seniority clauses.
Last fall, CUPE Local 1001
went on strike to back up their
contract demands, causing the
administration ·to cancel homecoming, and ugly incidents regarding "strike-breaking" in the
cafeteria.
Representatives from the other two locals· could not be
reached for comment.
The next meetings between
labour arid management are Jan uary 2 3 for Local 102 of the
Canadian Union of Operating
Engineers, February 2 for CU~E
Local 1393, and February 3
for Local 1001.
Dufour ·said, , referring to his
local, "The second meeting
should tell the tale."

•

OPIRG wins

0

f

By BOB THOMPSON
Mr. Gordon
Fai~e~ther,
Canada's first -ireaeral -~·Huinan
Rights Commissioner, !recently ,
spoke to a group consistin g
mainly of Law students in the
Moot Court room of tbe Law
..
Building.
Fairweather, who _has ,;spent

Trudeau's
I
1.ntown
•

.

!

The public is invited ~to greet
Pierre Trudeau when he visits
Windsor briefly this afternoon.
" · , Following visits to Leamington and Amherstburg earlier today, the Prime Minister will be
arriving just outside the Caboto Club at Parent and Tecumseh by helicopter about 4: 15.
Trudeau will be m ingling with
members of th e public and the
. press until ·about 5 :00 p.m. ,
when he- is scheduled to make
a short speech at the Caboto
Club .. From there a bus will
transport
the prime minister
to Windsor airport for the flight
back to Ottawa.
Some local radio stations as
well as CBET-TV will cover the
Trudeau visit live.
The Lan <;e will be the re as
well (assu ming 0ur RCMP credentials come th rough), · so look
for a complete repo rt _in next
- week 's Lance.
*Windsor West MP Herb Gray
calls Trudeau 's visit "sy mbolic" .
· · ·
Se e story page thr ee.

2 5 years in ·federal and provincial politics, has been appointed
first C0m,m}ssioner for the federal, Human ' Rights Commission,
,wh i'ch ~~s lormed Janu.ary 1 as a
·.r est,1lt ~f.tpe Human Rig~ts Act
·which -~ecently passed through
the Corrimons.
He satd that the Commis sion 's pritnary plans are to set
up six regional offices across
Canad}. fr h'eir basis is to fight
discrimination on any grounds,
incl1:1ding sex, - race, sexual preference, ~political belief, or physical disability.
As an example of such discrimination he mentioned the
Indian Act a.s including "legis~
lated discrimination against Indian women", explaining that an
Indian woman living on a reservation who marries an outsider

By S.B. MacLEAN
An additional five .dollar student fee will be collected next
September as a result of .,a referendum held last Tuesday and
Wednesday . The fee, which is
refundable, will be used to
finance a local OPIRG (Ont ario Public Interest Research Group) offi ce.
..._,,A-nprox-imateiy H% " ,.~µe
·stt1dents voted in the election,

·is no longer allowed her Indian
status , while this does not hold
for Indian men.
Another example of discrimination he commented upon was
the fact that the Human Rights
Act is the first piece of federal
legislation that mentions tbe
concept of equal pay for work
of equ~l value done by women.
Fairweather said that what he
wants the Commission to be ·is
something to which any citizen
with a legitimate complain -t can
go, "and see something done. He
added that when established,
the six regional offices will
have a total staff of 106 people,
and a budget of three million
dollars . He also· said "We are
ind~pendent ef the government,
which, by the way, is a very nice
position to be in."
··

Gordon Fairweather, Human Rights Commissioner

with a final result of 1076 in
favour, 315 against, and one
spoiled ballot. Th~ breakd~wn
for each of the eight polling
st?,tions is: Human Kinetics:
Yes-20, No-4; LeBel : Yes-31,
No-18; Essex Hall,: Yes-118,,
No-52; University Centre: Yes490., No-93; Faculty of Educa- tion: Y~~54, No-S-, Math Build ing : Yes-122 , No-2 7; Law Building: Yes-72, . No-60 ;·and Vanier :
Yes-169, No-53 .
When contacted
by The
Lance, OPIRG regiohal director
Mike Ura said that he was
'very pleasecf ·with _the results .'
The immediate plans of the
office will be to organize an interjm board of ·directors until
one can be elected in the fall.
This group will be in charge of
hiring the local staff and organizing students who volunteer to
do -research. Any decisions made
by this board would be subject
to· final approval by the elected
directors next year.
Some of the money will be
used to establish a research
library on campus which will be
open to tbe stµdents and the
public. It will also be .used to
hire a full-time researcher, to
develop new research methods,
to h~lp publish any research
findings, and · to communicate
with community groups. There
• are also plans to feature a yearly
film and speaker series on campus. Close to one ::thitd of the
fees collected will be sent to
the provincial offices ' ,to maintain and expand provin cial re·
search.
Other OPIRG office~ are located at the Universities of Wat·erloo, Western, Guelph, T,rent ,
McMaster, and most recently in
Ottawa. These groups have been
· involved in research on mercury poisoning, pollution, free - .
<lorn of information and government s-ecrecy, nutrition, consumer law, and various other
topics relating to both studen ts
~ and the public .
· 5= Anyone interested - in gett ing
~>. involved with O.PIRG can con ~ ta ct Len Wallace in the SAC
o office on the second floor of
f , tl)e University Cent~e or call
ext . 326 .
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carnpas

JUDO Club inv it es everyone to watch
or participate in our practices on Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays in the
basement of St. "Denni s Hall.

IS my head on straight???? ANTIOCH
WEEKEND a chalfenge to grow !!!!
A weekend of personal assessment and
growth in a Christian experience. January 27th, / 28th, 29th. Call Assumption Catholic Campus Ministry for information.

CATHOLIC Campus Ministry (located
at the Assumpti on University Building
ori campus - 2nd floor). MASSES: Sunday - 10 :30 a.m . & 4:30 p.m ., Weekdays - 12 :00 noon & 4:30 p.m : and
Saturday - 11 :30 a.m .

DEPARTMENT of Sociology and Anthropology
presents a public lecture.
Asch, visiting
professor of
1 Michael
Anthropology,
University of Toronto,
will speak on "The Future of The Dene
Nation" . Monday, January 23 ,' 1978,
Alumni Lounge, University Centre at
1 :00 p.m .
MARRIAGE . Enrichment Program Iona
Colege - February 10 - 12. Marriage
Enrichment is not marriage counselling,
it is rather intended for good marriages
to help them become even better. Leadership is by Nettie and John Hoffman
and Sally and Bob Lockhart. Registration is limited, and brochures describing
the weekend can be obtained by calling
the colle.9e office, 253-7257.

\

;_,

BLACK Students Union meeting January 22, 1978, at 6 p.m. - place I.S.O.
Cody Hall.
·
lH E French Club is making arrangements for its trip to the Carr:iaval du
Quebec, in Quebec City. We will arrive
there on Friday, February 10 and stay
until Monday, the 12th. Anyone interested in joining us on this trip shoufd
contact the secretary of the French
department as soon as possible.
LUNCH at Iona . An inexpensive lunch
at noon on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday at Ion.a. Pay for what you eat.
All welcome. Bring your own bag lunch
if you wish . A place to meet pelople
in a relaxed home environment.

LUNCHES and suppers - "Times Out"
- at Iona College. Student suppers are
available every Thursday evening for
students and faculty of the University,
for $1.00
THE School of Music . regrets to announce the postponement, of ,the recital
by Roma Riddell and Gregory . Butler .
Originally announced for Sunday, Janury 29 , it will now take place on Sunday, February 26, 3 p.m. (The Messiaen concert announced for February
26 . is therefore also postponed - date
T.B.A.). Tickets for the earlier date
will be good for · the new one; if necessary, refund arrangements can be
made.
A message from the University Awards
office: Students who wish to apply for
O.S.A.P. for the January-April semester
are reminded that the deadline for submission of applications is January 31,
1978.
THE annual Faculty Exhibition of the
School of Fine Arts is currently on view
in the Leddy Library Gallen/, Room "
G100. The exhibition
continues· through January 17th.
";

one million injuries, costing almost $800 million . This is about $35 per year for every man, ·
woman and child in Canada.
These staggering figures and
their effects will be discussed ·
at the Conference .On Protec tive Equipment
(COPE '78)
to be held at the Skyline Hotel
in Toronto on January 23, 24

.-

I.

I> I

~

and 25, 1978 . Safety specialists and decision m akers from
across Canada will participate
in COPE and discuss means to
reduce the number of occupational injuries in all industries.
Several provincial cabinet ministers will join key rep.resentatives from industry and labour at the Conference.
COPE is being · organized
by the Canada Safety Council, Canadian Standards Association and Construction Safety

Association
of Ontario, and
endorsed by John Munro, Labour Minister of Canada, who
says " the harmful effect of
thes e injuries (the major ity unnecessary) goes beyo11d the human suffering involved. This
country as a whole and industry in particular cannot ·afford
to continually absorb this order
of loss without suffering serious consequences. We must act
now to counter the situation."

EXHIBITION

.

...

-

By Sl,IELLEY YEARLEY
Public Relations Officer
Nursing Society
Whether yo u .missed donating the gift of life at the first
blood donor clinic, held on campus last October, or not, a second opportunity
to donate a
unit of blood will be afforded
on Friday, January 27th.
If you donated a unit of
biood at ' the October clinic, and
are wondering whether or not
you · .can give again qn January
27th, the answer is yes. The
demand for blood is unending,

and once again we are appealing
to you, to please help those ·
whose ·health and very life depend on your donations.
This second clinic, sponsored
by· the Nursing Society . in cooperation with th s Canadian
Red . Cross, will be held in Ambassador Auditorium
in the
Univt:rsity Centre.
The clinic time is scheduled
from

9

a.m. to

12: 30 p.m.

Profs . Robert ~Ferraro, Brian
Brown, and Adele Duck, faculty ·members of the School of
Fine Arts, University of Windsor, were selected to participate in . the 52nd Annual
Exhibition of the Canadian Society of Painters in Water Colour.
This exhibition includes invited well-known Canadian pain-

BASKETBALL
referee needed for January 27 game, St. Denis Hall. Contact
Gary Wells, SAC office, Ext . 326.
THE University
of Windsor Players
presents , THE SEA by Edward Bond.
January 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28
in Essex Hall Theatre, Universi_ty of
Windsor . Curtain at 8 :00 p.m. Group
Rates and Student Rush av~ilable. Reservations: Phone 2534565.

peRsonaJs
Hans,
--~
Your special smile, your winning ways,
· Will stay with me for the rest of my days!
Love always,, "Bug"
P.S. The roses are doing fine! ·

·.:.

-

Safety Council Conference
Occupationa .l accidents killed
almost 1,000 Canadian workers
in 1976. There were more than

\.

THE University of Windsor Integrity
Group presents a "Close Encounter of
the 2nd Kind - The Inner Game of
Sports".
Harvey O'Higgins offers an
open meeti,flg on this popular topic on
Wednesday, January 25, 12:15 . 1:00.
Everyone welcome - you are not alone!
(Room location to be posted).

.

Predominant art
of oldest civilization _
By ROSEMARY A. BRESCHUK

On S~turday, Jan. 14, at the Main Library on Ouellette, a
large audience (strikingly composed of persons of all ages)
was treated to a formidable
demonsrration of Chinese brush
pain~ing by Mrs. Win-Ye "Winnie" Lui. Following the demonstration, many members of the
r audience participated in a cooperative endeavour wherein
each person contributed
on
brushstroke to a landscape painting whi~h \Vas completed by the
artist.
Mrs. Lui is a Chinese Canadian of Canton ancestry, born
and raised in the Phiiippines.
She- started her paint ing career
at the age of eleven and studied
under various Chinese masters
in Hong Kong, Taiwan and

ters such as A.J · Casson, Charles
Comfort, Will Ogilvie an·d Carl
Schaefer .
Mr. Brian Brown won the

the Philippines for many years.
In addition to he~ art studies,
she comple ~ed her training in
Cytot e,cfmology at Wc!yne State
in 1969. Last spring , she was
invited to exhibit her work at
the '~Symposium on Chinese
and American Cultures" at the
University of Detroit.
According to a brief es~ay
written by the artist and distributed during the demonstratio-n, "as a predominant art of
China, Chinese painting conceptualizes the beauty and philosophy found in one cif tlfe oldest civilizations in the world ."
The public is invited to watch
and participate in a second
demonstration on Saturday, Jan.
21 at 2 :00 p.m. at Riverside
Public Library, 6275 Wyandotte
Street East . Call 945-7568 for
further information.

DRUG

Members of the community
are invited to attend this clinic ·
as well as students, · staff and -- John Labatt Ltd . Purch:ise Afaculty. Please, come give blood.
ward and Curry's Art Store ,
Award of Merit for his water
colour · painting "Combine Series No. 3". ·
The annual show this year
ing to the Student Awards
will have its premiere showing
Branch, Ministry of Colleges . at the Art Gallery of Windsor
and Universities, Mowat Block,
on January 8th to February,
Queen's Park, Toronto, Ontario,
1978, after which the show will
M7A 2B4.
be displayed in other galleries.

AwardS available

The Lance periodically receives information
from the
Ministry of Colleges and Uni- versities regarding the ministry's
various scholarships and awards.
While The Lance has not the
space · 'to publish the _ details
of these and other programs,
there are many other ways for
Delta ~hi Fraternity is pleastudents to learn apout the opsed to announce a Homecoming
portunities
available and the
will occur this year, on the
free money being handed out.
The Awards Office in ·the
cheerful l::J'of W Campus. The
west library building ha.s details
craziness begins Friday, Jan. 20
on
most
scholarships
and
at 9 :00 p.m. at the Fraternity
awards, from all sources. Addihouse with an open house party
·n ionally, details and application
which will continue until 4 a.m.
forms for any ministry of colAfter a few hours of shut-eye,
leges and universities awards,
the festivities carry on at noon
such • as the Sir John A. MacSaturday ' where all interested in
donald Graduate Fellowship in
skating or cross-country skiing
Canadian History or the Onwill converge on the Frat and
tario-Quebec Exchange Fellowleave for Point Pel~e, for an afship, may be obtained · by writ-

FORMS
WILL BE

Delta -Chi Homecoming

ACCEPTED

JAN. 24- 30
(to 4 P.M. on the 30th)

ternoon · of healthy fun. Please
remember to bring your own
equipment to avoid disappointment . After the skating party,
all are welcome to return to the
Frat for a party to properly
see the closing of another
. Homecoming. We welcome all
u of w students to attend ·this
weekend P.arty so as to supply
an atmosphere of friendship and
fellowship to all. Delta Chi
Fraternity
is located at 408
Indian Road, on the corner of
Peter anq Indian.

We still have a number of
refund cheques that have
not been picked up.

......
,/

·,.
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Gray recruits campaign helpers on campUs :,By RICK SPENCE
summits next month , or the nat" It is very unlikely we will
ional Liberal conference at the
not have a federal election this
end of February.
year," Windsor West M.P. Herb
If the economy doesn't pick
Gra y told a Liberal club audi- . up in the spring, however,
ence on campus last Thursday
Gray sees a fall election .
night.
Gray took the opportunity
However, the local Liberal
to invite the campus "new
M.P. said no one knows when
liberals" to get involved in the
the election will be. He thinks
up coming campaign. He told the
the prime minister will be guistudents they could ·expect a lot
ded by a "gut feeling ''. in choosof routine work, but he added .
ing the da1:e.
.· that's a necessary part of any
Gray feels the most likely
campaign. However, he said that
time for an election is later in
"in an emergency," even he has
the spring , after parliament has
stuffed envelopes, " though I've
had time to finish pipeline and
beeh told I'm not that good at
competition legislation. As well,
it."
that would give the governGray denied that Trudeau's
ment time to establish new
visit to Windsor today is part of
economic strategies which might
a pre-election campaign, saying
come out of federal -provincial
that Trudeau often goes on

such tours . However, he admitted tpat very little was accomplished by the one-day visits, saying they are more "symbolic " .
. The economy will be the big
issue in the forthcoming elec- .
tion, Gray told his audienee of
about 20. He said he does not
thin~ people across the country
are concerned about the ir human rights being affected by the
recent allegations concerning the
RCMP.
Gray said he was not fully
satisfied with the government's
actions to control inflation, and
in particular he would like to
see more job creation . However ,
he says that the Liberals are the
only party that can "achieve
a united Cana~a, and maintain

a united Canada" .
As long as the party remains
liberal "in policy, orientation
and action", Gray s~ys, the

'party should do well in the
.election. He says the party
meets defeat "when it veers
away from the liberal liberal
,side."

Wells to run for vice-president
the election must be held beIt looks like there will be lots · president Bob Skuse, and he was
fore March 15. The election
a social sc{ence rep on SAC in
of rooom for new blood in
date, and the dates for the
1975-76.
next year 's Students' Adminiopening and closng of nomstrative Council.
inations, are to be set by counNo , one else on the SAC
cil at their next meeting. Those
executive has admitted intending
Elections for a president,
to stand for office again. Treaelected in Marcq will take ofvice-president and faculty and
fice May 1.
surer Ernie Petrasovic, vice-presschool . representatives · for the
ident Rob Whitenect, and Anschool year 1978-79 will be held
Any student who has paid
cillary Affairs Commissioner
sometime in March, and so far
student . activity fees for this
Bruce Hannah told The Lance
only one executive member of
. year is eligible to run for presthey would be leaving to get , ident or vice=president. Anyone
SAC has indicated he will run
jobs in the outside world this
again.
interested in being a school or
year.
faculty representative must run
SAC President Gary Wells
in the facult y or school in }(,'hich
Special Events Commissioner
told The Lance Monday that he
he or she is registered .
Maryon
Overholt
is
hoping
to
will seek the office of viceget into law school away from
Executive positions such as .
presiden t next yea r, in order
Windsor, ' and Spedal Events
to continue the work he started
treasurer ~or spe.cial events comCommissioner Gino Piazza had
this ear in rewriting SA!= bymissione r will no t be deci ded
no comment when as.ked his
laws and prepare the way for
in the elect ion. These offices
plans for next yeac
CJAM radio to FM. Wells was
are appointed by the µresi- ·
vice-pr eside nt last year, under
dent ~ and . approved by coun cil.
.According ·to SAC by-laws,

Windsor West MP Herb Gray surrounded by Ontario New Liberals.

Energy running out
says .0 ii.executive
By ANDY HAYWARD

Mr. Harry Denham, marketing manager of . Ontario for Imperiar Oil feels that the demand for energy supplies will
soon exceed the supply.
Speaking to a g~oup of students at the Faculty Lounge
this past Thursday evening, Denham 'felt that our nation will
soon be faced w.ith the dilemma
of finding oth er sourc es. He
co nsidered oth er alternati ves
however stressed the .fact that
fmp eriai .Oil must continue its

exploration if Canada's needs
in the future are to be met.
Denham also p9inted out that
taxes make up a large· portion
of the price of gasolin e today,
in fact, the price .of g'as here
is comparable with prices anywhere else in th~ world .
Once again the lJ}arketing
club ' s informaL atmosphere-ap proach proved successful. The
market ing club is now lookin g
forward t o the upcoming presentation of General Mot ors m
the near future.

·"

Pa rt -time and grad
...··students to get aid
By BRENDA McLISTER

Under the new Ontario Study
Grant Plan, part-time students
will for the first time · be eligi_ble for grant assistance - sort
of .
A recent Ont ario Federation
of Student (OFS) news release
explained how part-time students and grad uat e students
would be aff ecte d by OSGP.
F r full-time student s, t he
amount of the grant is t he cost
of education and some living
allow anc e, minus resources (ie.
paren t ar :co ntribution and stu dent con trib ution depending on
income). Fo r part -tim e students
the grant will be calcu lated t he
same way , but t he cost will
be a per centag e of the full t ime co st de pend ing on the number of cour ses the student is
tak ing : two cour ses, 40 % cost ;
t hree cou rses, 60 %; and four or
mo re cou rses, 100 %.
Students taking only one
cour se will be ineligible for
OSGP .
The ministr y's average cost
allowanc ~ for a full-time undergraduate , before parental and
oth er contributions, is $3000.
So a student taking three courses ·
would be allowed $1800 according to · OFS's calculations,
a student who works full-time
at minimum wage - $5,512

per year - and takes three
course in the fall and winter
''wou ld receive only $32 from
OSGP " . In this example, the
student is presumed to have
independent status and no parental contribution is expected.

Transit Windsor plans chanjj es·
By BR UCE DINSMORE

Tra nsit Windsor has ·· itself
on the right road, at last.
Last fall the bus line introduced a massive set of changes.

"F or studen ts with little or
no inco me, an arb itrary tab le
will be us~d to det ermine personal con trib ution .", say OFS
rese archers. Figures obta ined
from t ht; m inistry indicate these
stude ·nts would be ex pected to
con1:ribute $25 per week, or
$850 per schoo l year.

Lance.

Among the
chan ges: the Centrar Avenue route
has be en extended t o t he western p art of the city and the
Dominion 5B rou te now goes
to ,,Gat eway Plaza inste ad of the
Devonshire Mall.

Minist er of Colleges and Universiti es Harr y Parrot t an nou nced the propo sed ""gra ndfa th er"
clause to help graduat e stu den ts during th e transit ion to
OSGP . Graduat e students ~ will
be able to app ly fo r granti for
the next t wo year s.
,
Parrott est imat ed that $15
million would be set aside for
t hese grants . Graduate students
will be eligible for loans in the
fall , and at th e end of the
school year they can appl y t o
get par t of the loan in the form
of a grant. The amount of the
grant will depend on how many
students apply . "We will spend
at least $15 million and it will
be divided up according to the
number of students.", said Parrott.

The syst em had a chance
to level out and transit officials
say it's working.
However, Transit Windsor is
now planning more improve ments. First .of these is the issu~
ing of a revised route map.
. Many people found the new
map . hard to understand, and
it will now incorporate all of .
the changes that have been made
since the first map was issued .
When the map is issued, the re
will be a copy of it in The

Ridership is still down . How ever, it is improving and just
before . the strike, on November
29, the bus company had it s
highest fare days · in the past
five years. The system's revenue that day was just over
ten thousand dollars .
Many routes have been bee fed up more tha n the original
plan called for. The east Windsor Forest Glade route was
swam ped with riders on its 20
m inut e service. It' s now a 15
minut e service, wit h night service until after midnig ht.
The bus com pa ny has an informati on booth at the Devonsh ire Mall. They would also
like to ma ke tr ansit infor mation par t of next. year's Orient at io n.
?

Lance to produce
yearbook issue
Soon after, a new rou te system ,
scµedules and colours went into
effect, the bus compan y was
hit by a strike of drive rs, forcing spotty service .
As the result of some changes
that wer~ made to get the bugs
out of the new system, there
are a few changes from the route
map that · was distributed in
October.

Th e Lanc e will be publishing a specia l year-end edirion late in
this t erm to tak e the place of th e annu al ye arbook , whi ch was vetoed this year by SAC.
At last Thursday's SAC meet ing, council voted to give The Lance
$1,820 to produce the spec ial issue. The book is planned to be .96
pages, with pictures and stori es relating to the people and the events
of this academic year.
. Lance staffers E.P. Chant and John Revell have been named to
co-ordinate and edit the yearbook ed ition, which is schedu led for
March 31. Anyone interested in helping with th ;· ·pro<Juction oft.he
issue, or wishing to contribute stones or pictures / should contact the '
editors at the Lance office.
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This issue they told me .,not to leave out any names. I don't want them to get physical, ya know.
Well, there's the editor, Rick Spence; and there's Brenda McLister, she's the managing editor. Other
top guns are that guy Paul Chernish, :who edits entertainment,
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ar d Pete Nash who does sports, which

is hockey and stuff like that. Photo Editor Janine Halbert is always up to her 'elbows in chemicals,
while cartoonist

Deb Hetherington

is into ink. The guy what does the deliveries, he's Steve MacLean,

and Gary Fish )le helps make ads. Then there's the unsung heroes like Mark Greene and Nigel Miller,
· and Dan Sullivan who ain't here, and there 's Frank Kovacic, Deb Kennedy, Bruce Dinsmore, Domenic
D'Amore,

and Fern Br_9wn who do sing . Anna Maria Tremonti

(that 's her real name) helped too.

So did Tony Hine , who takes pictures, and Melinda Fournier, who writes science fiction. Don Pepi:1in
says to say he helped, and so did John Mackett, Scott Eldridge, Loretta Pelletier, Rosemary A. (for
AM) Breschuk,

and Bo~ Thompson . E ,P. Chant got two stories in this week, and

Pete Mudrack,

John Revell developed lots of pictures. Paul Douglas-Dal;y and Mike Upmalis hung around. An ~ George
Kocis was here too. And then there was ; · whattya mean I'm out of room?

Why is SAC dy~fun~tional?i
It was- almost painful to
watch our Students' Administrative Council stagger through
another aborted meeting last
week.
The elected representatives of
the students of the University
of Windsor haggled · for well over
half an hour over whether or
not to ratify (which simply
means recognize) two new clubs.
Then they approved a few
more in a block vote, then listened to a report from President
Gary Wells.
SAC then listened to a proposal from The Lance to produce a special yearbook edition , and after virtually .no discussion granted
The Lance
$2,000.

One · or two reports later,
- the meeting came to an ignoble
end when council found -that so
many people had to Jeave that
they were left without quorum,
and could no 1onger legally con duct business.
This· was not the first time
this has happened, that a SAC
meeting has ground to a halt
due to turnout problems. As a
matter of fact, it has happened
twice this year, and one meeting
had to be cancelled due to an
insufficient turnout in the first
place.
.
But does it all matter? Is ·
any of this relevant to you?
Probably not. But what counts
is that this campus is not a significantly better place this year
than last, and that is the fault
of our elected representatives,
who have been charged with
the responsibility of serving us
all.
SAC this year has cea~ed to
be a functional instrument. It
is now the playground of a few
--members who find it a useful
·secial hideaway and a convenient studying centre.
STRUCTURAL

The problems this year are
both structural-. and personal.
Gary Wells dominates SAC like
no president should. His bound.. ,less energy and enthusiasm are
dissipated by the sheer numbc~.r
· of issues, organizations, people
and committees with which he
r is involved. He hasn't
time to
~ .devote his fullest energies to
1ianything, and thus accomplishes
very little.
. Behind the scenes, in the
-1.amoke-filled back rooms where
- decisions are really made, Wells
c ,has made bis presence known.
' Btit the · main result of Wells'
, experience is that his knowledge and involvement have removed him light years from . the
concerns and needs of most students.
Although this is the obvious
result of the president being

the only full-time elected member, it is also because Wells
likes it this way. Last year, as
Vice-President,
he was busy;
this year's V-~, by contrast,
is given very little t9 do, except work with clubs, and e.S
ign
cheques.
It is not that the president
has seized too much power; it
is that no one else wants any of
it back. SAC reps are as essential to the functioning of Gary
Wells' SAC as the proverbial
teats on a bull; at best, council is a rubber stamp for whatever Wells wants to do.
There should be:i' place for
student reps to contribute more
to SAC, and to student life in
general. There 's an obscure resolution dating back to March
20, 1974, that says all SAC
reps (excluding society presidents) must serve on a committee and commission of SAC.
This year, onl y one executive
member fe'I . tlfe . need to ! ·form
a committee to get things done;
however, · when Maryon Overholt asked SAC reps to join her
committees, they didn't even
bother to yawn .
FORBIDDING

. There's no place for SAC reps
physically in the SAC offices,
either. With the officers and
commissioners inhabiting all the
office space, there is no place
of their own for the elected
faculty and school representa tives to gather, discuss the issues,
or do any work. The SAC office
remains a cold, forbidding place
to alll but an intimate few .

Unable to get involved, or
even just hang around, it's no
wonder SAC reps are apathetic ·
and ill-informed. They don't
like being rubber stamps, yet
they lack the will and the organization to be anything more.
Another basic physical pro~
blem is meeting times. This
year it seems there is no one
time when all SAC members ·
can meet. The abysmal hour of
5: ~O on Thursdays has proved
inadequate. Other student councils meet on weekends, if necessary; that hasn't even been
tried this year. Perhaps no one
would .show . up; perhaps it's
time to get a new students'
council. These people were elected to do a job.
When meetings are held, it is
the triv.ial things like arguments
about procedure or the ratification of clubs that take up
council's time . Last week a number of motion s included on the
ag,enda had ~o be left out due to
the meeting's untimely end ; who
knows how much other business
the SAC reps would like to bring
up, but haven't had a chance
to for a month?
Reforming SAC is not easy ;
by its very nature, few reforms
will last much longer than the
terms of the reps who introduce
them. Yet there are ways to deal
with the problem.
All SAC reps, that is, the
nursing reps, social science reps,
etc., must become more involved in the day to day decision-making. In the first meeting
every September they must be
immediately
involved with a
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lprs who a,re neither concerned
nor involved .
Regular, accessible weekly
meetings should be held. There
is always business to conduct;
the paid 'executive should be
Rules regarding duties and
eligibility must be tightened :i::tP· held accountable for their actions during the week; and
Reps who don't attend council
when everything else ·is done,
meetings or committees should
there can be discussion conbe · shaped up, and if not, replaced. To do this, the bycerning SAC, its responsibilities,
election procedure, which becand the way it is fulfilling them.
ame a farce this year, must be
Until SAC adopts these polistreamlined and made more efficies and becomes a responsible
cient. The best way to improve
corporation in more than just
SAC and make it more responname, we are doomed to more
sive to student needs is to find
years of apathy, power-tripping
a . way to put concerned stuand petty politicking. For the
dents in there, get them involmoney we pay, we deserve betved, and replace any councilter.

committee or a commission, to
W'ork bn special events, external affairs, stude)?t aid, academic affairs, and others .

Government cares about students: Trudeau
..

· Last September, students across the country filled out postcards
to send to Prime Minister Trudeau, asking him to do something
about the nation's unemployment problems. This is his reply.

sumption you would save a certain amount of money from summer
work.

A Response from the Prime Minister to Your
Message About Student Aid and Youth_ Employment
My office has received a large number of cards regarding aid to
students. I regret that time do·es not permit me to reply personally
to each message. I have, however, asked that you receive this copy
of my response to the import>ant concerns raised . .
Even though education is an area of responsibility under the constitutional jurisdiction of the provinces, the federal government
must be concerned about the educational needs of Canadians in
general. We are especially concerned about the increasing costs of /
education and the burden this imposes on many students. Througl f
the Secretary of State's office, we are participating in discussions
on student aid with the Council of Education · Ministers, which is
made up ~f provincial ministers. Included in these talks is a reassessment of the needs of both full -time and part-time students.
We will consider mo.st seriously any Council proposal regarding a
national student aid program.
'
The Canada Student Loans Program which participating p·rovinces administer, does provide for a review of an award if a student's circumstances change. If, for example, you were unable to
find a summer job, you can appeal to your provincial authority for
more money ·to make up for some amqunt that was imputed in the
earlier calculations of your needs ar\'d that was based on the as-

In the fiscal year 1976-77, the pn;>Vinces (excluding Quebec
for which figures are not available) issued $107 millio_n in student
aid, while the federal government guaranteed $1 78 million in student loans. The ·federal government paid, out about $60 million to
cover the cost ~f claims and interest on the loans.
I can also assure you that my colleagues in government and I
remain deeply concerned about unemployment, particulai:ly ' about
student and youth une!llployment. We are committed to providing
in the current and the next fiscal years well over $1 billion ·for
direct job creation. To help students this summer pasf. we , allocated $50 million to our Young Canada Works program, $35 million to our Student Summer Employment and Activities program,
and $10 million to our Summer Jobs Corps program. These programs resulted in the creation of around 250,00Q jobs for young
people, and most of these jobs were in the private .secto~. Moreover, we have made available over $105 million to expand and strengthen program~ and services to help secondary and post-secondary
.fl;-" ,
students to move. successfully from school to work.
The federal government, I can assure you, has a strqng cp~mitment to helping students to finance their education and to f ind
work in their ·chosen fields. ·
, ':_· · " . ~ ·
Yours sincerely,
Original signed by
P.E. T-rudeau

.[We _Go-c a Few Let-Ce~H~NCE-JANUAR
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. as normal as anyone else . What
iod . Homosexuals do have a
it does mean is tha t they have a
dght to exist, not just as plain
right to exist, 'but at the same
ordinary people, but rather as
ti~e they have a problem which
people who have a problem
needs to be solved.
which needs to · be dealt with.
view.
reading too / many an.ti-French
Dear Editor :
This acceptance of homosex In essence I tried to argue this
Unfortunately it seems that
pamphlets to fully comprehend
Once again, at the risk of
uals is the same which is offered
point in my first. letter along
there are quite a few people,
what is being discussed . Perbeing called ignorant, bigoted,
to alcoholics or mentally_ or
with the question of whether or
(both overly sensitive and defsonally, I consider Mathias '
, narrow-minded, and a few -other
emotionally
unstable people.
not homosexuals were suffiensive) who failed to compreand MacCo\.ibrey's respective let...choice adjectives, I would like to
Society says to these people:
ciently stable enough . to assist
hend the point ' that I was atters to , ·be only childish · and
take the opportunity to clarify
yes - you have a right to ex ist
with the solying of other · peopimmature responses from un - .tempting to make.
_a.person~! point of view in your
but you also have
problem
le's problems.
. Perhaps it needs to be poinstable ' people who know no ,
_..nc;wspaper.
.
which · need·s · to be dealt with.
Let's face it - homosexuality
f~. As ·a·Jootncite to this letter, · other way to copstroctively re- ted out to such people as Mike That is the reason A.A. and the
is a problem, and as long as we
Snively that one need not be
late. At least I have the res~ perhaps I should point out to
Mental , Health ·Rehabilitation . have bleeding-heart liberals adan expert on homosexuality, nor
) the three disenchanted youths
pectab ility to 'come out of the
Program were established.
vocatmg · otherwise
the
rape ~ no.r mu.rder, or other '
,: who considered my former letter
closet' or 'off the bathroom
What is indeed unfortunate
longer it will remain a ·problem
relat"Cd fields to realize that such
guilty of oeing 'hate' lite rature
wall' to exp i ess what I feel is
and tragic for many homosex- . _ within society. ·
,
conditions . are unnatural, and
that perhaps they have been
a rather com~on and popular
uals is that they take this very
Now, why don't you think
unstable.
Homosexuality
is
recent acceptance by society
abou .t that over your -ne~_t glass
something which needs to be
as meaning that they are just
of .orange juice?
more than just tolerated. It
as normal as anyone else. PerR.J: Landgraff
needs to be dealt with in such an
effective manner that it is succ"1
essfully eliminated.
By the way, what I am not
sam_e bar (the Pub) whe .n bands
advocating is the expulsion of
Dear Entertainment Editor .:
like Steppin or Chaos were
'all minorities' as some were
This letter is in response to
performing and ,even though
led to believe. What ' I am sugyour article on entertainment in
they gc;>tgood reviews throughgesting is that people with as
the Pub ,, from 'The Lance of Janout Canada they also received
grave functio11al disorders as houary 13.
no recognition of their permosexuality should spend more
I am a member of one of
formances, that is why ' your
time correcting their , own prolikes disco and it seei:ns to us
Dear H.J. Swenson . and Staff
those half-ass bands you ref"not so half-assed bands" won 't
that 50 per cent of Swenson 's
of the Lance:
blems.
erred td. I think . your article
come back.
opinion was already formed.
This letter came from the
Perhaps the greatest misconwas good and straight to th.e
As far as sludge from across the
ception homosexuals have is the
band Mighty Love. App~rently
I also give th,e agency and
point, a one-sided point. Stop
'river, any day we will prove
misenterpreted acceptance that
(Mr. or Mrs.) Swenson's ears
P.eter credit for th<; ability to
and look at it from the band's
that better talent has come
society has of gay people. Socneed to be check ed . If he is
book the band~ they do on the
point of view (s9me from ·Canfrom Detroit, than fro rrl Wind- ,
such a qualified reviewer of
iety's acceptance or "silent tolerada, spme from the U.S.). At:1 budget they are provided. Most
. ance" doesn 't mean they're just . bands why then could he not tell
sor . History proves that (Stevie
bands only will work fo_rsuch
American band must pay bridge
that the band had 'just worked
Wonder, Bob Seeg'er etc).
a small pay scale when they are
tolls and parking fees just to
Thank you,
in a new member to the group,
out . of ; ..work (Canadian and
get to work, for what? F·e.r. ~the keyboard player not the
Swenson
Mr.
or
Mrs.
crowd that doesn't even have · ;&A~ eri·can bands). So I suggest
guitar player . So what happened
From Might y Love
you , look t 6 ~her ~-th.e problem
the common courtesy to ap-·
Special Note: Mr. Editor, a small
to the bad review of the keyreally lies, it 's only as far a~ay,
plaud a· band trying to do their
suggestion . I would really take
board player who had only
Dear Editor:
best. I'm not · saying a '~half- ,, ·as the nearest mirror.
a close look at Swenson's abi7 rehearsals? I .ddn't want to
Th
k
,;;
_.-.
J've
.
___
_
..
rea
_
d
._
-~wiUiam
_
Eoglish's
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.
ass band" deserves to be "?-PP..lity . is'"'a review er. Swenson's
kri~clf>
. Swenson but if he is such
One
of
Your
·
let
ter
on
*
the
·
Schleyer
aff
air
lauded but common courtesy
13 review really shows
January
a
credible
reviewer
how
come
and terrorism at least twenty
"Half-Assed Bands"
demands it . I've been in this
his
·
colors.
Also the guitar playhe
couldn't
tell
that
it
was
the
' times • over and would gladly
keyboard player's first night. It : er has been playing the bar cir· reply to it . . Unfortul)ately, I
cuit for 15 years from Detroit
is also apparent that Swenson
still -· can 't understand · it. It
to Las Vegas and he and the
t
aste
as
has
a
very
limited
seems that Mr. English has
band
really appreciate an edJar
as
music
goes.
Swenson's
taken to reading minds and
ucated review.
review proves that Swenson disstudying my so-call~d inner mo-

Off the bathroom wall

a

-;Band's point of view
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Does .yourptOf
deserve an award?

Is there a member of your
faculty who deserves special provincial recognition for · excellence -in teach ing?
If so, you · only have until
March 15, 1978, to make your
nbmination to the Ontario Confedera t ion of University Faculty
Associations (OCUFA) .
G .F. Atkinson, Chairman . of
the OCUFA Committee -on Tea·clJ:i.
ng ';fA,wards, annou l}ced ..that
up fo "..t°tn awards, in the form
of special citati~ns, will be given .
t his year.
.
·-·· ' 'This is the sixth consecutive
year OCUF A has presented
aw:ards q> recognize outstanding
teachers · in Ontario's universit'ies," ~q >f. Atkinson said. ''The
· re~ponse -;.in previous years has
·been most encouraging. There is
.....now ~.road appreciation in the
· university community that these
Teaching Awards 3;re a ,".VOrthwhile incentive towards main~aining quality teaching."

· .Individuals and groups (such
as students, professors, chair- ·
men, alumni, deans, administrators, faculty committees) can
nominate candidates for the
1978 -awards. Sponsors should
prov1de sufficient evidence that
outstanding work deserving of
recognition has been done.
"Outstanding
work in the
classroom, laooratory,
course
preparation, · team teaching, · au- .
diovisual presentations and other
instructional areas would . qualify
nominees for an ' award," Prof.
A.tkinson explained. . .
Nominations with supporting
documentation,
for the 1978
awards should be sent to:
OCUFA Committee en Teaching Awards
40 Sussex Avenue
Toronto, .Ontario
M5S 1J7 ,
The awards wiU be announced· and presented .·at OCUFA's
annual meeting in October.

tives for writing the story \ With
such nonsense I haV-e no time
or desire to .argue tlie 'po:if1t-.
yo urs respectfully
Len Wallace

Comment

Half-year review

QP,IRG
·saysthan.ks

We . have now survived half a
On the subject of term papers:
year in graduate school - how
1) see "incompletes" - doeswe have l!lanaged to do this
n't that · tell you something?
never ceases to amaze us :
·On the subject of grades :
, ,j
On the subject of incompletes :
1) What for?
Dear Editor:
1) we are experts - we
On the subject . of getting proBecaus.e of the hard work put . each have one.
fessors loose ned up:
in by volunteers working -with . On the subject of our . con 1) Doesn 't always work.
;
OPIRG, a local public interest
tinued educadon :
2) Doesn't always work .b~research group will be esta1) we have decided that
- cause sometimes you don't get
blished 6n campus. First of all,
graduate school is definitely inthem home before 3 a.m. a_nd
thanks to Ed, Paul, Eric, Gabterfering with it. ·
their wives are sitting up waiting
riel, Marilyn, · Doug, Allen and
2) Professors are no smarfor them.
John for your help . Sec~ndly,
ter than the rest of us - they
3) Some of them · get up to The Lance . for . their full
just have their ignorance ortight when you · tell ·them that
support. Thirdly, to ·all facganized better (a new sociolthey're not as uptight a:s they
ulty members who endors~d us.
ogical paradigm?)
were last year!
The establishment of a local ' On the subject of ultimate
On the subject of Teaching
OPIRG office will prove of i'mfaith in the system when doing
Labs:
measurable benefit to all · constatistical analyses :,
.. 1) "Going over the edge"
'cerned. The turnout at the
1) It is better to count 526
was
never ~o easy!
polls · itself shows t.hat stucomputer cards in your data
2) It has 'become increasdent interest in dealing with
deck , by hand than to assume
ingly apparent tb.at some guys
social · problems is not dead.
that the terminal knows the difhave
nervous rw(itches) for their
Actually, Perth County Conference between 5 31 and 526
female
teaching assistants.
spiracy PCCDNE ' summed it
cards .
3) A study carried out by a
up pretty good in a song stat2) Stamina undergoes contdepartmental prof. shows mar.'.
ing "The whole thing is t~at
inual testing at student evaluaked increase in student "friendthe soul sings flat when the
tion time when your , faces beliness" with their female T.As
.people are out of tune." Well,
coqie _part of the woodwork at . · in hopes of getting an •"A''
·.'i don't th rhk . we're out of tune
the ~omputer centre and the
grade - but was he controlliJig
any longer. OPIRG . is 'an idea . girl .at the window says: ','Timefor sex?
wl1ose ti.i:ne 'has finally .. come,
code, again?"
On
the subject of Sociology:
and we'll start building from
3) You get a lousy grade on
1) And then there was ~c
,h~re. Again, .thanks for your
your mid-term stats exam, but
one · about the guy who went .
support , ..w~~n it was need _ed.
you know it wasn't _due to the
to the races, made..a "mental" .
Yours always,
fact that you went out and got
bet and lQSt his. mind!
LenWal~e
pickled t_hc .n~~ t.,'~_~f~~( '.· \,. ' ./ , , . ~-.....
.. ,,.
.-··_
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Dissatisfied with small budget

Pi8zza explains lack of spe_ci-alevents
By E.P. CHANT
As it is, he is budgeted to
also cancelled the "Booze-Afor an expensive group and
"I'm pissed off about ~hat
spend approximately half o his
Hay-Ride" which was to be
Piazza claims he cannot even
I'm bringing in to this school,
$7,350 on dances. So far, he
staged in October, · to use its
get near the Essex Hall Theaeven though no one's complainhas · held two: "Redwood" in
$400.
tre. "The drama workshop won't
ing or screaming bloody murOctober and "Thunder''
two
With this money and addieven let us use it during weeks
der." says Gino Piazza, SAC : weeks ago. He lost $300 on the
tional funds from his dance
when they are not " .
Commissioner of Special Events.
former, but made $400 on the
budget, Piazza ha_s booked ValHe saw the large turn-outs
Piazza . is dissatisfied with
latter's three-night
stand. · ".I
dy for a concert in the first or
at the three "Thunder" concerts
some elements of his position.
usually expect to take a fifty
second week in March . He also
as a good sign. "Perhaps apathy
He feels he does not have . per cent loss on any event , so
hopes to book David Bradstreet _ is finally beginning to die out
enough money to- bring in
it was great to make money
for the same performance, in St .
on this campus ...
I plan to
enough bands ( or enough good
Denis Hall.
on "Thu .oder"" , h~ ,said jubspend all the rest of the money
ones, to be more precise), he
ilantly.
Piazza is also planning a couin my budget and to finish
does not have any place to
Actually, his happiness was
ple more dances, possibly a film,
· punching the remaining six holes
stage the musical extravaganzas
and possibly another "triplerather ironic. Any profit that
on the "Welcome Pass". My ofhe would . like to, and .he f e'els
decker" dance, similar to the
Special Events mak~s cannot be
fice is open to any suggestions "
that apathy is a very big pro_blem
one held during Orientation.
re-invested; it goes straight back
.. . I want to be told what the
"I might - no, I'll have to -. get
students want. "
on this campus.
to SAC coffers and Piazza must
more money from SAC to hold
Piazza had a budget of
Piazza plans to step down this
continue _ to work with his re· another triple-decker . A lot of
$11 ,000 to stage events during
year from the post he has held
duced budget.
Piazza feels he could put the
people have asked me for
Orientation.
He
ended
up
for two years . "When people
profit to good use to suppleanother one, so I am going -to
mak ing $94, which although it
ask me if it's an easy job, I .say
ask SAC for money," Piazza
ment his budget , which he feels
does not sound like a huge pro"Hell , no!"'',
he st1id. "My
said .
is too small to begin with. He
fit , marks th e first time in 2 3
marks suffer, -but I shrug that
thinks there is a market for qualAside from the ~oney situayears t hat Orientation has show ,n
off b-ecause I enjoy the job.' -'
i~y entertainment on this camtion, Piazza has to deal with the
any profit.
_ He does, however, plan to
Fo r the rest of the year Piapus - entertainment which is,
ph ysical problem of where to
suggest changes at the fin al
stage large events. .The Amzza works with a bud get o"f however ; expensive.
SAC meeting . He desperately
$7 ,350 or a little over a dollar
He is modifying his budg et
bassador Auditor ium is too small
wants to see a " re-investment"
fo r every . student on campu s. ' to br ing in performers he feels
to hold a large enough audience
system, _ wh ereby any mon ey
"That is just plain hors eshit ",
th e student s want. He has cansaid Gino , " It should be a rat e
celled a lectur e he had scheof two or th ree dollars fo r
duled, to utili ze the $2400
every stud ent."
th at was bu dgeted for it . He has

that Special Events makes goes
back to that department and
not into SAC's . general treasury.
Piazza also feels that it would
be better if a full-time Special
Events Commissioner was considered (perhaps a part-time student) . He feels it is a full -time
job, but he realizes that SAC
did not have the money to pay
such a official this year . "Per haps if The Lance referendum
haa passed, the money it would
have freed up could have been
used."
Piazza is not involved -with
"rilm nights .on campus, although
he had intended to be, at the
beginning of this year: However, when the SAC e~ecutive
learned in Octo _ber tha t there
was a club on camp,us that wanted to present films , t hey removed the money from Piazza 's budget that was intended
for film nights.
Since then the film club has
folded .

Law workshop
•
prQv1ng asuccess
1

By-D EB KENNEDY
Once again, the interest abounded at the Women and th e
Law Community Workshop held
Tuesday night .
With a turnout of 60, the
room was nearly as .hot as the
subject matt er. Three lectur es
wer e given and all feat ur ed
stim ulati ng discussion and questio ns.
Ab ort ion laws were discussed
first, by · Carol Pe~k, a firstyear law student . She explained
the 1969 am endmen t to the
crimin al code, whi ch set abo rtion as an indictabl e. offens e.
The abortion ist is liable to
receive life imprisonment and
the wom an who had the abort ion is liable to receive impr isonmen t for two years. There
has onl y been one such prosecution since 1969.
ABORTION STATISTICS

Ms. Peck stated that abor tion in Can ada is permitted
onl y if it meets the follo wing
requi rements : it is performed
in an accredited hospital ·by a
· qual ified doctor
licensed to
pra ct ice in the province , and the
hospi t al has a therapeutic abortion committee with at least
three doctors who ' review the
wom an' s case and decide by
a majorit y that th e pregnanc y
is a threat to the woman 's
state of health .
The re is also a common
law defense fo r performing an
abo rti on if it is dorie out of necessity . However, Ms. Peck said
that t he pre sent law is "so specific that it 's inflexible ".
Elizabe t h Whit e stated th at
the Ministry of Health has no
stati sti cs on abo rt ion. But information fro m Sta tistics Canada
reveals that in 1975, there were
-24,922 abo rt ions . in Ontar io
and of th ese, 56 % were receive d
b y single wo men . The age brae -

ket s are: 30%. between fifteen
and twenty, 60% between 20
a'n d 24 , and 10% over 35. Also,
in 197 5 ·only 13.3% of the women who sought abortions rec·eived th em . In Ott awa alo ne,
of -'2,000 women who reques t ed
an abortio n , a "va st majority"
were sent to . Buffa lo inst ead.
Ms. White conclu ded , "The
governm ent policy is still ·not at
all in favor of abortio n on de- m and".
Mary Van Erp discussed the
Change of Name Act which ' is
a prov incial statut e. Up until
1976, mar ried wom en could not
legally chan ge their name. Now,
anyone over 18 m ay appl y, and
the cost can be as low as $15 .
Qu estions were also answ ered
dealing with chan ging children's
last names and using combin ations names for spouses . Basically , anyone ma y change their
name without going through
the legal process, but this does
not guarantee that creditors will
acknowledge · the name change .

COMPLETE
STQCJ(
OF SHIRTS

COMPLETE STOCK
OF SWEATERS
/

- 2 for 1.

Apple -Bee
I. Miller
Dale
House of Chauvin
Jump for Charley
Dale
Ball.antyne of Scotland
Puritan
Four Wheel Drive

CONTRACTS

A third interesting t opic was
marriage contracts , discussed b;,
David Malotts. Under the Family Reform Act of 1977, to
come into effect March 31 ,
1978, four types of domestic
contracts will be / enforcable : ,
. those made before ·and during
marr iage, while seekin g separati o-n, and while in co-habita tion.
Although problems may result
with . these contracts, .the y involve couples discussing their
aims and ex pe ctat ions of ma rriage. Considering t he ,33% divor ce rate, this may not be such
a bad idea.
The · nex t wo rksho p will be
held Tuesd ay, Ja nuar y 24 in the
Law Build ing at 7 p.m. · The
lectu re t opics will be Day Care,
Children 's .Rights and Child
Welfar e.

LEATHERS SUPER SOFT
20-% to 50 % off

\

SPORTCOATS
20 % to 50 % off

, Blazers
tweeds

Bombers
length
Fu 11Len gt~ \
Trench

3
/,

coordinates
checks , "
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Library security working despite false alarms
By MARK D. GREENE

That spanking new $40,000
security system in the library is
not entirely infallible. According to Acting Librarian Al
Mate if you are of the hardened
criminal nature you will probabl y J ind a way to beat the
system. Per.:haps you've h'eard of
the .old "tos~ing the bpok from
the fpurth,floor" method.
i;>espite,this, the new system
is ~-g'reat
i~provement
over • the
Jl·
.
old~ security guard check smce
it removes the .chance of human
er~~r. · Ma,te says that one of
the ~ystems ,greatest benefits is
its objectivity. Whereas before a
guard might be reluctant to

c.

search a purse or conduct a full
body search, the machine can
scan the person passing through .
the field with no prejudice. Mr.
Mate was reluctant to go into .
the details of the system's operation but hinted that the system
works · on a magnetic field principle.
The ' system also frees security pers'onnel and allows them
to patrol the building.
Mrs. Pat Suttor, Head of Circulation , pointed out that not
all of the library's collection haa
been sensitized, but she said
that she would not want to be
the one trying to find out which
were and . which weren't. Ace- .

ording to Mate, all new items
entering the library are sensitized an<! the rest of the collection is involved in an on-going
process of sensitization.
Mr~. Suttor said that in November there were 286 false alarms and 3 5 real alarms at
the circulation desk. These figures are typical of each month's
operation. All real -·alarms are
filed with the student's name
and number and persistently
deliquent students are called, for
an interview with Mrs. Suttor.
Mrs. Suttor pointed out that
in cases of proven theft "the
channels are there" for appropriate action; So far, such ac-

Man on the road report

New York is an adventure
By M. BERNECHE
M ark Berneche graduated fr om the university last year , and
set out on a camping trip across
Amer ica. This is his first rep ort
as The Lance 's ma n of the road .
In most cities a drive downtown is just that. In New York
a · drive downtown is an adventure.
New · York is a city of conflict and contrast. As one passes
the chimes of a ne 4rby church,
the bells are suddenly silenced
by screaming police sirens. _ Park Avenue is the urban
jungle in action. The old apartments border the streets like
cliffs bordering a canyon.
With a steady cadence the
synchronized traffic 1lighM control the dominant street 'c<:>fors,
shifting from green, to yellow
and finally red. This mechan- '
ized concrete order is contrasted when one visits Central
Park.
In Central Park green dominates over grey. The spontaneity of the people is more striking than the stop lights. People
leisurly stroll along munching
their smoked pretzels. A crowd
gathers as a colorful •entertainer
presents his own 'pantomine on
the sidewalk.'
In Manh~ttan a portable tented plaza demonstrates the flexibility of the changing neighborhood. The impermanence is suddenly contrasted by the majestic
Empire State Building. Its towering summit continues to rule
over New York, as it did in the
past.
· Even mass communication

has its contrasting natures in the
'Big Apple'. On Broadway the
powerful continually run their
messages on electronic wallsides .
The Madison Square Gardens
billboard promotes everything
from 'Knicks' basketball to a
coming Italian Festival.

The New Yorker is somehow
victorious, over the dirt , the
traffic , the concrete and confusion. The 'Big Apple' may be a
little worm-eaten,

but it isn't

as rotten as one would expect.
The New Yorkers' situation is

The poor also have their own
reflected in the lyrics "If we
feel for mass communication .
couldn't laugh, we'd all go
WaU~ and tunn~ls are lined with . insane."
spray painted slogans - 'Rich
New York's vast diversity in
off our backs,' 'workers unite.'
life styles forces the New Yorker
The messages are endless.
The traffic provides one with
the most graphic example of
conflict. The villain is the taxi
' average New. Yorker would prodriver. These men are the true
bably readily identify with the
daredevils of the 20th centure.
final lyrics of the same song.
The 'cabbies' ignore their 'drive·
"If we weren 't already crazy,
safely' decals as they 'confidently
we'd just go · insane." But the
zip through traffic an~ weave
insanity is exhilarating, and it
through intersections.
works!

t1on has

not

been

required.

Perhaps you might have contemplated passing a book over
the guard rail to some accomplice. Not a wise move. According to Mr. Mate there is a
person watching the area. In this
case it is unlikely that the lib-

rary will accept the "Oops
I forgot to check the book
out" excuse.
So rather than risk tlie wrath
of Mr. Mate and Mrs. Suttor, ·
don't rip off material from the
library. It's not really worth the
time or the hassle if you get
caught.

Integrity gro~p ·~
provides leadership
By D~B KENNEDY

Something new has opened
up on campus. The Integrity
Club was ratified by SAC on
Jan. 12, giving formal recognition · to a group which has
been meet ing and growing since
October.
The group, "makes peo.ple
more aware of what they have
to offer others and it brings
out the integrity of people,"
said Maureen Mooney, the dub
president. The group will pro- .
vide a form for leadership because, "by knowing what you 're
all about, and heing yourself,"
she added, "y,ou become a leader
to other people". Meetings during the first term
featured guest speakers discussing such topics as communal
living, alternative lifestyles and
wholistic consciousness. At a
recent meeting, Harvey O'Hig~
gins, an associate member of the
group, gave a talk . on "The Art
of Peace in a World of War."
Harv~y str~sse<l· that peace · ii;i
the world ....
cannot ' be at t; ined
until people are at peace within
themselves and this necessitates
individuals having integrity, honesty, and being responsible fqr
their own actiqns and situation.
On Jan. 18, Pat Bullied, one
of the founde~s of Twin Valleys
Educational Community, discus-

r

sed healing ; Bullied, who is an
R.N. said that "disease and
healing are two unrelated fields"
She said that healing is "to
make whole", and it is spontaneous and instinctive. Pat revealed that doctors who had
compiled research on , psythosomatic reasons - for illness .,found
that in all cases, the .need . for
love was ·the reason. What most
people lack is a sense ,of purpose in life itself, and · Pat said
that this can be resolved if you
"allow purposes of' ' life to fill
your own consciousness".
There are Integrity groups at
the universities · of Toronto,
Guelph, and McMaster. The
groups emerged in response to
the popularity of the ln.t~grity
Newsletter,
The
N5wsletter,
which is, "dedicated to man's
true nature", is an interpational
publication originating at 100
'Mile House, B.C., a cqmmunal
living setting. There are Integrity
groups throughout the U.K.,
India, Austrli_a, Europe, . the Middle · Ea st ; Afr°fca:' and · a~ tisf of
o~her nations, linking _people of
diverse cultures ann ·r1 ligions.
The Integrity group . meets
every Wednesday in the Alumni
Lounge on the 2nd floor of the
University Centre. On January
25 at 12:05, Harvey O'Higgins
will discuss, "Inner Games".
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By OTIS T.
ARIES - (March 21 - April 19) : Deal with your problems head-

on, you 'll feel much better. Visit from a friend will bolster your
ego.
TAURUS - (April 20 - May 20) : Handle routine matters carefully

UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
FACULTY OF EDUCATION

and efficiently . Be conservative in spending.
GEMINI -' (May 21 - June 21) : Your work may seem to be _tire-

some and demanding. Be prepared to put in overtime.

Windsor prepares its teacher candidates for a B.Ed. -de~ree and the ap. _,propriate Ministry of Education certificate for teaching m both elemen tary and secondary schools.
·Windsor i~ a small faculty, permitting personal programming and coun·selling.
All students have an integrated program of studies with areas of specialization.

CLOSING DA TE FOR COMPLETED APPL/CATIONS
INCLUDING A .LL SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS IS
MARCH 1, 1978.
If -you have, or. qualify for;
for application forms t~:

·a ·baccalaureate

by September ; 1978, write

The Registrar
University of of Windsor
.Windsor, Ontario
N983P4

CANCER - (June 22 - July 22) : Progress may be inpeded due
.to a major health problem. Dori't get discouraged.
LEO - (July 23 - Aug. 22) : Expected financial gains are not forthcoming : Don't indulge in daydreams.
VIRGO - (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) : Avoid launching any new projects until you complet~ the old ones. Stick to routine.
LIBRA - (Sept. 2 3 - Oct. 22) : Plan something sp~eial for friends
and relatives. Volunteer for community work this wef k.
SCORPIO - (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) : Avoid advice from friends or
family, especially on finances. Romance is difficult.
SAGITTARIUS - (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) : Domestic problems in- ·
terfere with your professional life. Exercise self-discipline.
..CAPRICORN ~ (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) : Look for constructive ways

to avoid costly mistakes. Travel may brighten your day.
AQUARIUS - (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) : Pace yourself, take frequent

breaks if you wish to complete your work. Be flexible.
PISCES - (Feb. 19 - March 20) : Watch your health. Avoid overextending ·yourself for friends and family. The welcome mat is out.
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"X-Piece" Jee..DeAngelis

Shades
of
Grey
The a1inual Faculty Exhibit.ion of -:the · School of Fi•e '.
Arts is currently ' on view· in ihe
. Leddy Library .Gallery. The
show includes innovativ_e sculptures, painting! and . sketches.
Tb'e exhibitfon continues thr:
ougb January 27. Don't miss it,

"Study of Coleus" Bruce Bezaire

· "Marcella" Susan Gold

Photos by Tony Hine
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Week of prayer for Christian unity
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HeavenlyFather,
In your Son, Jesus Christ,
You revealedto us the way, the
truth and the life.
ThroughHim,you commandedus
to loveone another.
In Him,
may_we find, all of us,
- citizensof differentorigins,
in a rapidlychangingCanadaguidance,inspiration,confidence!
Mayyour Spiritlead us
to practisemutualrespect;
may He help us.to understand
·and to supportone another! ·
Strengthenedby your help,
with daringand perseverance,
maywe buildtogether,
for the commongoodof our
fellQw-citizens,
a newsociety
foundedon truth, justiceand love!

+ ·Everyonewel~~me
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+ Sunday,January22, 1978 ··
+
+
.1 Assumption University Chctpel t
'
7:30 P.M.
i
.+
"His Honour Bruce J.S; MacDonald" Daniel Boles . .
~-

.......... . . ..

i1spOnsored by the University of Windsor++
T .
Ecumenica ·1Chaplain~y) .,
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.Legalaidi~ for Students With problems
a plan ,of action :: initiated.
By MARK D. GREENE
Shou
ld the problem ' war rant
The -Student Legal Aid office ,
court
acti o n a file is opened
locat ed · in th e bas ement of the
and information identif y ing the
Law Build ing are pro bab ly the
client and his financial ·status ·
best p eo ple to see if you have a
is taken.
) egal problem or question.
The financial information is
Pr ima rily operated for the
necessary to determin~ the clibene fit of the students on cament's need because, as · Miss
pus, t he office also provides
Van Erp pointed out "the offree services for membe ~s of the
.fice cannot take business away
communit y who cannot afford
· from other lawyers". The clia lawyer.
ent is also required to ·fill out a
Acc ording
to
co-director
"consent
·and waiver form"
Mary Van Erp, · the office is
which is necessary to protect
.staffed · b y _about 100 volunthe office. According to Miss
has .been operating
teers
Van Erp the office handles
since 1971. These volunteers
, are second and th .ird year law · about . one hundred "summary
advice" calls a month. These
students -who are ·· divided into
are cases which do not require
four "cells.". Th~ cells · are an
the opening of ;i. file. The . ofd.evice
which
administrative
fice handled . about 500 files
aid scheduling the work load.
last
year.
A lawyer from downtown acts
The student volu~teers are
as an advisor . to the office.
allowed -to represent their clients
MINOR ?ROBLEMS
in . cases involving Small Claims
The office is supported by
Court and Traffic Court but
Ontario
Legal Aid, and also
cannot be·come involved with
receives $5000 . from SAC. This,
matters. dealing with indictable
according to Miss . Van Erp,
offences and real p~operty .
accounts
for about one-fifth
BRANQI OFFICE
of thei; budget.
Basically the office is conThe office is open from
c,erned with "minor legal proMonday ' to Friday from 9 to
blems. ~· Miss Vai:i Erp said
5. No appointment is required.
that a large numb~r of these
The off ice works in connecproblems concern landlord-tention with the Legal Assistance
ant relations.
office ~t Wyandotte and Pelis. The " procedure for handling .. sier and also operates · a branch
a problem is quite simple. First
office ' at St. Cla:ir College.
the ·facts of the case are noted
So if you've got a ~assle
,by a volunteer .· From this inwith your landlord or some
formation
the nature of the
other legal problem - then these
problem can b~ determined and
people are the ones to see.

~nd·

/

Mary Van Erp, co-director of Student Legal Aid.

·Celebrating the joys ,of wlnter

brated by all on Friday night.
' to the cold!
Afterwards, ' an· obstacle . couA dance and party in the TeeThe Tecumseh Hall residents
rS'e ~as set up. Thif . last event
umseh basement baptized their
enjoyed
a snow-filled,
beer'new common room, and a resiwas the grand finale. All con- ·
chugging carnival last weekend
dent D .J . was on hand to supply
testants
were told to crawl
.that took their new common
the music. Early that evening
~long the snow till they . reached
room by storm. The events
a warm-up of beerchugging, and
·a chair with glasses of beer on it,
seemed to act like catalysts,
hot dog · eating got the whole · :dri~k one ac.cordi_ng .to their
that re-united the residents into
snowball ·rolling. ~.And as one
·own height (small gL4sses for
one big, happy,
disoriented
. small people ~ 'big -glass~s for
onlooker suggested, those who
family.
won on beer, lost thei'r hot dogs! · big people), mq {o a table,
At any rate, the carnival
Saturday"" afternoon was re- · ' dive ,under it, get : to another
was a success . .It brought a lot . served , for indoor games (o ·nly
chair ; and drink ·another beer,
of students closer together, and
because it was too cold to go
then run ba<;kw_ards thrcrugh the
everyone
had a great time.
outside ·(and play!). Backgamsnow till they reached a baseThursday night, the students
mon, P,oker; euchre, and chess
ball bat which they were to
were (tied and gagged) and buscompetitio ·ns ·were orgfl.nized for _ place on t~eir forehead, spin
enjoyment. -At :.2-:00 . / around twic~ _.,,
then •-drink anoed (out) .to .Detroit to see the everyone's
•
. .
;.. ••. ·,
• •.
;.
•s. '? ;> "Sc ;
:. •
" ' ""!"'(
'ff
Montreal Canadians skate ove r
m the ·morn11ig the re5.1dents ther beer, arid _final . cross the
the Red Wings to a 6-1 victory.
had a ~udden. urge to go skating
finish line in .Qrder 'to let anoKen Dryden-'s "(athletic) prowess
at Ai:Jie ·Knox .Arena. They__~ad - ther member . corrtple.te the trial.
was an almost perfect imitation
You think you're dizzy from
'some fun' till they were caugh~
by se~urity · guards and · kicked
reading this.
of · the now famous Tecumseh
The SAC student . directory, , to the students' academic year.
Chief's goalie, Mark Thorburn's
out at_ 3: 30 a.m. Snow football
There isn't a better cure from
or Hustlers' Handbook, is finThe other big mistake is more
hockey technfque.
was .Tecumseh's answer to th~
the frostbite, an'd" hangovers of a
ally out, now that the school
tricky. Some students' programs
After the game, T.ecums~h
good winter cunival then a little
Super Bowl. Dallas has orange
year is more than half over.
are entered incorrectly in the
came home to Mike's · Holiday
crush; Tecumseh has the arctic
Northern Comfort. supplied by
No one is willing to take the
that
many
listings, . meanmg
House · where it vacationed on
_scalp.
. the
campus-renowned
band
blame for the book's tardiness:
social science students, for inbeer till 1:00 a.m. Many walked
Road hockey was .scheduled
whose members reside in Teeedit .or Arthur Sneath says the
stance, were surprised to fi:1d . away with mugs from their
for 1:00 p.m. Sunday. The co-ed
umseh. The concert was held on
,·,-registration
rolls were late in
themselves listed in public: ad'local yokel',
but Mary the
games had their own profession-Su-nday the '15th in the Amarriving, but the - registrl!-r's ofministration. Anyone whose proproprietor
wasn't
too . upset
alism ! The temerity
of the
bassador Auditorium
at 8 :00
fice says the rolls -were sent in
gram code (i .e. the two-digit
because they left the tablewomen players was · shown by
p.m. The show was well-attenmid-0 ctciber.
after - the telephone
number
clothes.
their 'enthusiastic' body checks,
ded, and, just as Tecumseh
Whatever the true reason for
number)
is 16 through
27
Inaugural festivities were celebut maybe this was only due
Hall's carnival,
great success.
has been incorrectly iden _tified.
the delay, the directories are
'
.
now on sale for 10 cents, at -the
To fix this · problem, just
, University Centre d.esk, or at · subtract
2 from
your code
the SAC of fice .
number. (That is, if the dir.
...
f
.
Two maj or -errors in the book
ectory _,says your code · is 22,
shou ld beco 1;
ne immediately apMusic Arts, and you're in tli .e
parent. The first set of two
education faculty, just ,subtract
mimber s coming after each stu2, making your code number
By MIKE UPMALIS
profits in the eQi of the year.
committee. What he would like
20, which is fpr education stude nt 's name actually refers to his
The SAC meeting held a week
A blanket ratification of otis four undergrads, one grad,
or her program (i.e. civil engin:'dents.)
Subtract
2 only if
ago yesterday got a. little busi her ,clubs foll~wed including the
five administration members and
eering, law ) and not his acathe program code you 're looking
ness done before losing · a quoSki club and the Black Stuone union member
on the
de mi c y ear , as erroneously sta ·
up is more than -16.
rum. · Several clubs were ratident s' Union.
Board. He wouid also like to
· Jusr remember, The Lance
t ed o n page thr ee. And vicefied including the Integrity Club,
report directly to the · Board of
SAC President
Gary Wells
versa , th e n umbers following the
had nothing to do. with the book
which holds as its primary aim
Governors committees .
progr am indicators ac~ually refer
foo~ services '
reported
that
except for taking the photos.
to provide a social and educaThe meeting ended about
I
R.ick Carson wants only one
6 : 30 p.m. when acting chairtional facility for members , to
food plan .next year, but he did
man Gino Piazza noted that the
discuss integrit y, morality, eth- .
not know which type it would
council
was about
to lose
ics and values in modern society
be.
some
_
members
quorum,
sinc·
e
through
speakers,
discussions,
• MCAT
• t.SAT. • DAT
Wells was also · upset that the
_had classes and o t her meetings
· the ·written word and other
• GMAT • VAT • GRE • OCAT • SAT
to attend.
student-orienteq . _centre policy
means.
-. NATIONAL MED. & DENT. BOARDS
External Affairs Commissio·committee's
recommendations
Another club ratified after a
• ECFMG
• FLEX
ner Maryo _n Overholt was just
to
the
Board
of
Governors
lengthly
discussion
was
the
TFlexible Programs and Hours
finishing her report when the
sub-committees
are being overshirt Awareness Club. The club
Over38 years of experienceand success.Smallclasses.Voluminous
homestudy mate-rials. Coursesthat are constantlyupdated.Centers
meeting ended. Special Events
turned by the board execuwished to be ratified not fot
opendaysand weekendsall year. Completetape facilities for review
Commissioner Gino Piazza was
tive before reaching the comSAC funds, but the privileged
of class lessonsand for use of supplementarymaterials. Make-upsfor
unable to make his report. SAC
mittees.
Wells
wants
the
cent~
status accorded SAC clubs that
·
- -~
.
missedlessonsat our centers.
was unable to consider several
committee to have an increased
would enable TAC to rent
F~RMINGTON HILLS
ANN ARBOR
motions on the floor, includmandate
covering
other
aspects
This
campus
rooms
for
free.
(313) 851-0313
(313) 662,a'3149
ing supporting the present age
of the students' life · including
~aNT!R
club would hold theme partiest
TESTPREPARlTtON
of majority and recommending
the bookstore. They currently
and award prizes to the best
OR Write to :
SPECIALISTS
SINCE1931
'
·ii " 29226 Orchard Lake Road
that the university build as its
have very little power over it.
T-shirt worn. An important fact
Suite No. 205
next priority a new gym and
Wells
said
he
would
like
to
about
the
organization
is
that
Farmington _H.ills, Mi. 48018
of the
vary . the composition
members share equally in the
\phys. ed.r~omplex . .
Affiliated Centers in Major U. S. Cities
By M.C. FOURNIER
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SAC discusses committees,
clubs, before -losing quorum
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Pub analysis

lt's time:to :get the facts straight
But it is a much more complicated budgeting system than it
Editor's Note:
Ill:ay appear to be. For example,
The fact that last week I desthis summer the pub spent
cribed some of the pub's bands
$10,168 on entertainment ; and
as being "half-assed" was not at
the door admissions fo·r the same
all a personai jab at Mighty· period added up to o'nly $6,240.
Love. It appears that !he band T his resulted in the spending of
~ook my statemen ts in that light.
over the 125 % budget. In fact ,
However, to make the issue
the pub found it necessary to
clear, if Mighty Love were halfspend 163 % of th e door admis,._,,!
ssed, they would not be perfor- . -sions budget . This is the crux of
ming anywhere. To the memthe problem .
bers of Mighty Love and other
bands that have performed in
In orde r t o alleviat e overthe pub this yt;ar, I hope that
sp ending and m aint ain an ex peny ou were not personally offendd iture of 125 % of the doo r aded by what I said.
missions , the pub must work
By PAUL CHERNISH

The purpose of the following
article is to make the pub issue
clear to everyone without either
directly or indirectly off ending
anyone .. I sincerely hope that it
will answer most questions.
The Gallery Lounge is funded
by the Student's Administrative
Council. Every May, SAC must
submit a bid projecting profits .
to be made in the Lounge.
Along with this, a system of
budgeting ·must be worked out.
SAC, however, does not own
complete licence . The University is also · part of the package .
The Gallery is a club, hence the
reasoning, by law, behind having
non-students sign in.
During an interview with
Gary Wells, SAC president, there
were a number of valuable
points
brought up that I am
sure would lay to rest most
doubts about the problems of
the pub.
The pub operates under a
budget system (at least until
next May) that stresses door adm1ss10n. That is, the door -admissions practically pay for the
entertainment.
However, the
pub is allowed to add another
25% to the door figure. Therefore, all year, including the summer periods, the Gallery is afforded a total of 125% of the
door admissions to cover entertainment expenses.
"The problem is that the
budgeting projections for the
pub were optimistic."
It is now apparent that the
problem rests almost entirely
with this budgeting situation.

with a flucturating week-to-week
budget. If they spend 150% one
week, they must spend only
100% the following week in ord er to stick to the budget.
AQ historical example ' of how

future the · pub would have to
spend slightly less than the 125%
in order to break even. Therefore, a band called Alias was hired for $1,000 the fdllowing ,
·week, less than 125%, which offset the previous overexpendi -ture.
Mr. Wells also po inted out
that ' \ ..a lot of groups live week
to week and must wo rry about
their financial situat io ns."

could be true, but in this instance is not the case . Mr. Holden had this to say about the issue :
"The Sandhill and the Drop-

that the Sandhill and other such
establishments
can e:;mploy a
"sliding door admission" .-·That
when a higher admission take is
required to supplement the bud-

'... the budget 7snot .
in keeping with the
rising band costs'
T his sta t eme nt ti es in with
the issues th at Mr. Barry Ho lde n
of Funkenhauser
Production s
( the agency that ~upplies the
pub) raised to me in a lett er.
" I am not personally pleased
with what has been delivered ·
since Sept./77, howeve r th e budget has not been in ke eping with
rising band costs (i.e. , 15% tax
withholding on U.S. bands, lack
of accommodation at the · University."
The tax withholding that ·Mr.
Holden alluded to is one of the
many raw deals that American
bands must put up with in this
area . Canadian bands usuall y get
some ,or_ most of it back immediately, but the Ame;icans mus-t
wait for it. Taking this into account 1 along with the lack of accommodations and little details
such as bridge . and tunnel tolls
(re:
letters to the editor,
Migh!Y Love, this issue) points
out the many obstacles that are
encountered . when hiring Americans.
The budget that is allocated
to ' the pub takes a severe beating
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In have 1QO% of their bands supplied by Funkenhauser and the
Riviera
60-70% ... the
agent
(therefore) is more 'under the
gun.' "
don't know if I can com-

get for the band of the particular week, the admission charge
is raised. Not greatly, of course,
but just enough to avoid taking a
great loss. Mr. Wells had an
example:
"When Major Hoople's Boarding House came to the pub, the
admission was raised . But no one
minded, because the band was
top-notch."
There you have it. Seems
simple , eh? Just increase the admission. An admi ssion incr ease is
a price that stud ents must pa y,
and I am sure that that is the last
thing that Mr. Wells or the students of this campus want . The
summertime pub entertainment
is costly, and is responsible fo r
a b ig bite out of th e y ear 's bud get.
·
Mr . Wells believes that " the
summer is a different peniod and
should be treated so ."

this is done occurred in OctoberNovember of last year. If you
remember, Wedsel's Edsels and
Nightfall!, two better-than -average bands, each worked three
days of the six-day week. Wedsel's Edsels were paid $800 for
their three days, and Nightfall
made $550 . This totaled $1,350
and ran slightly higher than the
125.% door admission allocation.
It was a good week for entertainment, but some time in the

with American bands when another problem, the devaluation of
the Canadian dollar, is considered. The pub must pay a $900
band $1,000 in order to make
up the .difference.
Last week's article pointed
out the fact that Funkenhauser
does 100% of the pub's bookings.
I unfairly assumed that
this was advantageous for the agency beca~se they have the pub
"under their thumb."
This

pletely agree with Mr. Holden's
statements, but the fact is that
the three aforementioned establishments that he deals with DO
get excellent bands, and his particular agency does not appear
to be taking advantage of anyone. So why (if the pub also has
100 % of Frankenhauser's assistance) can't our talent improve?
W.eli, the reason again is our
budget . .
Mr. Wells pointed out the fact

But, as in almost all busin ess
transactions, there is not 0 11e definitive answer to the prob lem.
And, because the pub , SAC and
the university
are currently
bound by contract until next
May, nothing can be done abou .t
the situation until that time.
I have covered what I believe
to be the main issues behind the
pub problem in this article, and I
hope I have enlightened some
people at least a bit. Let us support the pub until next May, and
hope that th.en _many of the
problems
will be alleviated.
Again, any letters or further
questions . will be appreciated.
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a.re st'iil ·here} . ..1,~-e T6.
e C~ainp .ion s (which aFe·
and his rock e,r s,:l,re,rnore st raight . ·:often I cpuph::tl~togethe r on' FM
. ahead tl}an his ~previo{~~:'
effort~.
1adfo) have ··beep the most .re;.
tune.s around Detrbit .:.for
He has even .written a:
n
ock io · quested
'~
- ·
the punk (England Rock ; ) that
some time.
has only been issued a:s a single
~
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Moon, ,ower

, By DOMENIC D'AMORE

Santana (if you are.1)ot fami· in.Bdtain.
liar
witli their musk) plays a
Wild And Free, ·11e distype of rock music character'
plays the agression that he feels
istic of only them. The music
· after such a long layoff :
·
booming drums to create a very
·flows
with a kind of smoothmelodic effect . On the softer
Wild and free
ness
that
can ease a tired mind
material, however, Hunter's voeJust like a .. . hurricane
and body.
als are pushed out front since
Wild and free
Carlos' gtiit3:r licks hold the
everything else is basically secAll this sanity's so insane
music tog~ther guiding the many
ondary. Ian possesses one of the
Wild and free
percussions, and keyboards, thr. most pleasant voices in rock .
And I ain't got no name .
By FRANK KOVACIC
ough the flowing melodies \Yhich
He doesn't have the range .of,
Wile{and free
Santana produces. To tl}ese'rules
say, Paul Rodgers but it's very
I don't want no ball and chain
In the heat of the Indian SumMoon[lower is no exception.
mer.
likable.
By far the most commerFreddie Mercury the pianist
Moon-flower is a combinaEarl Slick's (ex-Bowie) guitar
cially accessible songs on the
and quasi-soprano vocalist-, has
Out along the Appalachian Way
tion of live tracks from " one of
work literally sizzles • and he
album are the crunching Golgrown up a great deal since
Yo u can _pear the screams of the
Santana 's European tours ·.
plays some of the most inspired
den Opportunity (turn it up
Queen II, and his music can
Overnight Angels as they pray . .
way up) an~. -To Love A
now be appreciated without .
leads o"f his career. (Hunter has
Fiom the opening chords of
a way of recycling tired old
Woman (Fleetwood Mac pop)
struggle. Too bad tha t Freddie
the - album's initial track, Golveterans.).
which deals with a· person's
·steals the limelight because the
den Oppo rtunity, there is an ur·
Roy
Baker
broµght
in
Peter
-inability
to
tell
the
Qne
he
rest of the band . has also grown.
gency and energy that the punks
Oxendale (Jet, Be Bop Deluxe)
loves just how he feels about
News of the World proves that
have been · striving for (musito play keyboards ·and he shines
her. ·
diversification is a pleasing qualcally ) ne.pt but their hearts are
throughout.
It's good to se·e Ian rebound
ity in any group.
in t~e right .pl'ace), thinking that
rounqing
out
the
band,
with
such
a
strong
effort.
All
It's
Late :· n(the best)~r begins
In
the music business is filled with
Hunter uses old -friend Dennis
American Alien - Boy, released
with a catchy guitar hook that
Elliot (now drumn:iing with
in 1976, was somewhat inconlasts tliroughout itself without
sistent (though it did have its _stumbling or seeming repetiti\'.e .
Foreigner) an_d ace session man
Bob Rawli!lson to form an
·moments) as he attempted to . Mercury '.s voice delves into 'every
explosive rhythm section . (Curly
steer away from rock n' roll.
possible sryle and still sparkles .
Carlos Santana's guitar w·ork
S]llith is no~ drummer with the
Glad he came back .
~ If you don 't have this LP, .
Overnight Angels).
The album is currently availcheck it out. Queen are not
shows its true colours in·the live
' Hunter has been resdess of
able only in .Britain but it's
the Stones or the 1katles, but
tracks. The infamous Black Maglate, ·and after two and a half
slated for a late January <lornthey ,are properly Brit.ish, and
ic Woman is truly a masterpiece
years, has finall y decide d t o tour
estic release on Mercur y records ,
genuinel y refresh ing.
of emotions poured out in the
form of the guit ar .
_again . The Overn igh t Angels
Now , if he'd onl y play DeSheer Heart Attack, wrjtten
Yet , a big problem with .tj:ie
wer e - formed, ·basic ally , -so Ian
troit · · · ·
by Roger :[ay lor (wh o should
mus ic of Santa na is 't hat it te nds
consider a solo career be cause
could get the feel" of b·eing in :a
t o dwell to o much 'i~ 1 he re a.Y
ms
ban d again, which is som eth ing
he is a fine wr iter) is a moc k
of funk .. The band ca n 't e}ia 't6
g ing· through - the motion s, by
t hat he ha sn 't kn ow n sinc e tr ibute t o pu nk roc k . Tay lor
be~ome t aught up in
f re'{>edragging out every tir ed musihis depart u re (and subsequ ent
plays every inst rument in this
tit
ive,
.,
p.ercu
ssion-saturat
ed ,
tune and it sure sounds like he
cal cliche t hey can t hink of and
nervo u s breakdown) fr om Mott
funk-fla voured pieces t hat sou nd
rak_i11_
g ien. the -bu cks.
The Hoople in 1975.
does .. Aeotua Hy it sounds more
uc bf th ci.r
.This energy is carried . on
I can't help bun feel that
like t he . !'Red Rose Tea Mon ~ too m uch 1lik 2'lfu
olde
r.
ri-{at
{tia[
1fl
. these · ·inthroughout the LP ... from the
Ian . Hunter's rejuvenation (it's
kees" are layi~' d.own th e· licks.
stanc
es,
the
guit
:,ir
playing
is the
"' ~By P~~~ £ ~E RNJ~!f ,. - ~ ,_,.. I(~ PJink
frs, ·greate st; ,,,,O}}l
y
first -goo.ve all the ~wa:y u_p _to _. sa£~. to say that his soJo _caree·r,
only
saving
gra9e,
.'
tne :_clo_~i!!?.., mo ~5? ts ,;1:
sf · ~ide.~ ~ o,~ r,.,,!Jas bee~ _rela!i.vdy _µ~ . ~_T~e _alb_um y eg!ns~w1_h ,a .~~S1:
i;,; !>etter : ~ -~ ~ . y . _·,
,"''.4
The ' -~ut st anding cuts ~ rodi:
two; - Tnis 1s no small tfianks to
successful) is a direct result of
m1se by Bnan May (guitar)
1T you buy _the album JUSt·
.
M
oon.flp
wer are, · besides Black
the ;xce ll.erit production of Roy
the punk phenomenon happe9~ ,..that We \\'ill Ro ck You. The
for t hose t wo mirribers, yo.u
(wa.11. _of . di~tortion)
Baker
ing ip Britain. He has go~e ba ~J<:
· . prom ise is ,":ffideed_ kept. Th is . won't be ·-disa1,1p
·ointed by 't he~ _Magic Woman, the smooth m elqdy called ~ uropa, F lor D ,Luna,
~ EQu~eifn,
e Bl?.P ' Deluxe}. Oh
to ba sics anEC)i is w'B°ii_b'.
g. fo1le \'- tune nils a'-min1mal amoun t of
oth ers.·' All f~h1{0 m'i.mbers nave
El Moroc co, :,an<f Rod Argents,
music, but a hell of a lot of
had a _hand ,jp-· pei:rning _9:t least
the ~ &~__;, gg~sive . tracks," -he "~,--·is · ,b¢g·i.11ning to reflect this.
•
She!s
Not Ther~ to which Sanus·e s· ·lay~rs of dist orted guitar
The bill?-ds ~are more insightfu l
gust o. In fact , We W
illRoc k You one ,t-un.e, ;Wµich prc.odu ces t he
ta na does moie · than - justice.
over a .driving bas s lin e and
then _ ~e r (the pai n and realizand the followin2: tune We
diversity and ' lack of mo noThe song Head,\ Hands and
tony. Donna Summer was qu it e
Fe et deserves recognition du~
su,c cessfu l in stimulating ou r
gen ital regions with Love to _ to t he fine drum soJo from
Gra liam Lear who pr.oves him Love You Baby, but her tune is
self a trul y compe t ent dru~ just for eplay compared to Mermer, to say th e least.
cu ry 's Get Down, Make Love.
Moonflower is a worthwh ile
The throbbing , rou·nd about
LP and is tru ly dynamite if you
per cussion and ' neat vocal tricks
need some good relaxing music.
J
·
YOUR HOST
in t his cut are. frustrating if y ou
The songs of this · record are
S.A.C.
•
J
.
PETER ROMERIL
do n't have a member of the
almost as naturally beautiful as
opposi't~ sex at your disposal.
tht: flowing rapids depicted on .
No , it's not love, brother, it's
the cover . ,
ll\.. ,,- ;. ~
.. lust. And it works .
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Bands for your danciilg and
listening pleasure
Live Nightly Entertainment
·Fri.J_·an.20...:..Sat ..Jari.21
'AARON~ •
Mon.Jan.23- Wed. Jan.25

'WEDSELSEDSELS'
Thurs. Jan. 2 6 - Sat. Jan. 28
'TBA'
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EDUC ,AT ION
University

of Toronto

Application for.ms

for th.e 1978-79 one-year B.Ed . degree and basic Ontario t each,;:
ing
. certificate program for persons holding an acceptable university
degree are available from:

·

Adm issi.ons
Faculty of Education
U riiversity of Torontp
371 Bloor Street West -Totonto, Ontario
M5S2R7
.

I

or from mo st Q!}t ario ur.iversity placement offices .
Admi ssion will be based on acad emic record, teac hing subject selec-tion and experience w.hich suggest s fu ture su ccess ·in the teachi ng
·
profession.

The deadline forreceipto fc omplete
applications is
March 3-1 7978
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Hollywood · seeking stardom,
never again to return . Crushed,
Mason strives on, only to discover that her apartment has bee·n
sublet to another , equaJly bizarre young ·actor.
,
Enter Richard Dreyfuss, a
Buddha-chanting; •ferentic gran ola-eating naturalist, who dares
not put anything unhealthy into
his body except t.he "pleasure of
a woman." Dreyfus~ was superbly witty in Duddy Kravitz,
and above average in . American
Graffitti, but in Goodbye Girl
he is an encounter of another
kind. Hi~ solution to the apartment problem is that he and
Mason, along with her overpackaged,
semi-bratty
kid,
Quinn Cummings, share the flat .
Result: the . best comedy of the
year.
The plot follows as one
would expect it to. Dreyfuss and
By KAREN SPIERKEL
Mason fall madly in love. The
Neil Simon once brought ys
young daughter screams neglect.
The Odd Couple. In . 1978, he
Open warfare, panic, and findelivers an od'der couple in the ' ally, the ultimate cease-fire _lovefilm version of his new baby making . The story line is famiThe Goodbye Girl. Simon wrote
liar, yet Simon's script is a tour
the new screenplay . as an annide force. •
versary present for his wife,
The matched comedy -and
Marsha Mason. It . is one gift
romance of the dialogue are
that Mason, of Cinderella Libprecise; each line is cunning.
erty fame with James Caan,
Every word is .seriously funny.
sports admirably.
One episode in which Drefuss,
Mason plays that classic
as an actor, plays Shakespeare 's
Goodbye Girl; the one all lovRichard III off Broadway, is a
ers walk out · on for a better,
classic. An overbearing director
more "busty" way of life. She
forces Dreyfuss to bring out
lives with her spirited, and ofthe obvious homosexual tendten all-too-wise-cracking 10-yearencies of King Richard · in his
- old daughter in a New York
portrayal. Consequently, a pink
flat. _Her live-in boyfriend, an · tutu and :i distinctly fairyactor of sorts, has j~st left for
like stride are the elements
1

.

rise of ·Hynkel , the hitler -type
ter Brother, and wonder whether
dict ator symbol ically representhis film' is just as good , for get
ted by the "double-cross " insigit . It is not quite as good, but
nia , and a J ewish barber caught
Wilder ·himsel f is much better.
.in
the midst of Ghetto perse cThe basic idea is enough to
ution. Both characters are masstart a riot of laughter. How
terfully
played by Chapl in.
could Wilder possibl y portray a
Dreyfuss uses to th is end , caus=Chap
lin
is
able to skilfull y
great lover? Well, he does it
ing th e publi c t o give poor recepdep ict the actual fool that
with th e use of tvery form of
tion to Dreyfuss' first New York • ,
Hynkel is; Hyi:ikel's classic statecomedy gag 'possible . Sight gags,
debute. The whole s~quen ce is
ment
" ... have all t.he striking
set up lines and well placed
well worth the $3 admission
workers
shot; I do not want any
craz iness make t pis film flow
fee.
of them - dissatisfi ~d ", and his
cleanly .
climatic scene in which he joyThe secret magic that WilThe Goodbye Girl is a romfully
plays with a balloonder seems to inject into his
antic comedy of a new genre.
like
model
of the world which
films is his finest attribute: he
It has the grace and appeal of
ultimately
bursts, are typical
never
overlooks
romanticism.
In
old films such as Pillow Talk.
of Hynkel's petty fascist menfact, there are segments of this
Yet it has much more : Good,
tality.
filnr that provoke a strange form
h9nest
romance along with
Hynkel 's dream _for a race of
of melancholy; one that takes witty, aggressive comedy. It has
all-blonde
Aryans is ironic; what
the viewer through slight pangs
immediacy and insight .
he doesn't realize i-sthat he himof emotion. Wilder's insight into
self is a black-haired as any
The Goodbye Girl scores
the funny realism of Hollywood
ordinary non-Aryan.
touchdowns on all counts; scri- during the Valentino period is
ipt, acting, and .direction. The
ta.sty, and succeeds in · taking
Although
Chapl j~ . was a
film comes off looking as this
the film just a bit away from · comic, this film depiete a- him , in
year's "Superbowl of Romance"
total insanity. A perfect blend.
a most serious and emotional
with t~e scoreboard loa~ed with
If you 're into craziness with
role . Chaplin's soliloquy <to the
Oscars .
honest, unpretentious comedy~
world in the final ten minutes
check out The World's Greatest
is packed with cha.t~artic · pleas
Lover, now featured at the Vanto the world. There is the pess·
ity Theatre .
imism ; "Greed has poisoned
men's souls", "w / think too
much and feel , t;~o little' !. and
there is the optimism; "although men die, liberty shall
By PAUL CHERNISH
never perish".
,
The movie 'industry has been
Charles Ch.aplin .was
a comic,
By DAVID S. DIAMOND
blessed over the last decade with
yet; but moreover, h~ was simLast week the Windsor Jewthree of the most hilarious wri . · ply a very decent human being
ters and directors in history . ish Students Organization paid
whose name shall · be reuiemThey are : Woody Allen, Mel tribute to Charles Spencer Chapbered and honored for a long
Litt.le
Tramp)
who
lin
(the
Brooks and my favorite, Gene
long time.
·.. ,_
recently · passed away into the
Wilder.
annals of film history.
Wilder is not as ,experienced
"The Great Dictator", a 1940
as the other two when it comes ·
.,,
.:,..
talkie film ~ as very significant,
to getting involved with the
.
I
l).Otjust to the art of the silver
motion of the film itself, but
what he does is purely thigh - screen but also as a prophetic
cry and plea against the evils
slapping. If you ' remember The
.
Silver Streak and The Adven- of fascism and persecution.
••
mo
vie
centres
around
the
The
tures of Sherl ock Holmes' Smar,

The World's

·Greatest Lover

Chaplin's Great

Dictator Revisited

l
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GET
-INTOSPEED
·READIN
-G
* READ

*
*

300 PAGES IN ONE HOUR
IMPROVE STUDY SKILLS
CUT READING AND STUDY TIME IN HALF

DURATION
8 WEEKLY SESSIONS OF 1 V2 HRS. EACH

DATES &TIMES
·2 CLASSES ARE OFFERED

COMMENCING

Thurs Jan. 26th 5:30 P.M. & 7 P.M~

LOCATION
ON CAMPUS ROOM NUMBER TO BE ANNOUNCED
/

COST

FEE FOR COURSE IS $50.00 1
INCLUDES TEXT BOOKS, MATERIALS
THESE
ARE
DEDUCTIBLE FOR INCOME TAX PURPOSES
.
.

SEE
USINTHE
U.NIVERSITY
CENTRE
TODAY& Mon.Jan.23
10A.M. -3 P.M.
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Strange instruments

Catharsis washes away blues ·CJAM-Highligh~s
By DEB KENNEDY
What do you get when you
put together a washboard , a
trumpet, an harmonica, stringed
instruments,
and a jug? Ken
and Chris Whiteley get something called the Abbreviated Ori. ginal Sloth Band, which meant
an unusuar evening o the blues
for over sixty people at Cathar15.
sis o ~ Sunday, January
Oldies blues like the Ivy
Anderson tune ; Get Yourself
A New Broo'm and Sweep
Your Blues Away, were done in
the jugband tradition . Chris
Wh_iteley is an excellent trumpet player, as he demonstrated
with the Alberta Hunter tune
from the 20's, Early in the
Morning. His handling of the

Concertrevlew

harmonica was weak m comto it, the jug ~ecomes a cheap
parison.
but effective substitute for a
Ken Whiteley , who switched
bass guitar . Just make sure that
from guitar to mandolin to · you have enough room to tuck
banjo, displayed a fast . picking
it in your shirt.
style which he showed off in
Although
Ken didn't get
a guitar duo with Chris, called
down with his washboard in the
Bye, Bye, Blues.
same manner as Jim Dandy,
AJ1yone who has never lishe and Chris did get the heat
te,ned to a jug player has missed
going during their, Harmonicaout on a lot of flfn. The plastic
The
Washboard
Breakdown.
jug Ken used looked as if it had
washboard
was played with ·
spoons, which was, for Ken, a
been stepped on a few times .
new alternative to using thimKen had left his regular jugs
bles.
at home, ·including, he said,
"the Fleecy, which gives a soft
The two did a rendition of
sound, and the J avex which
the 192'8 tune How Long Blues,
gives a clean sound". The jug
during which Ken unbottled
reminded me of a certain husome energy and appeared to be
man noise which was hilarious
having some type of verbal orto listen tp. Once you get used · gasms, while !).early jumping off
of his chair . Ken had those occassional periods of excitement
which were rejuvenating after
some of the stuffier blues
songs he_y played. ,

Comfortable Folk

Featured at Catharsis tonight,
· Saturday, and Sunday are · Roy
McGinnis and the Sunnysiders,
performing
the bluegrass of
Kentucky.
Catharsis, at 119
Ouellette Avenue, is having a
" super songarama sale-a-thon"
for the next six weeks, cutting
one third off of the 3 dollar
admission price.

~~~~~~~~~~-+=~··~~
By CJAM
MOSAIC
Each day at 11: 30 a.m. we continue our series about our business. This week we look at FM radio ,in 'the area. We will talk with
notable personalities from rock and easy listening stations in Windsor/Detroit.
FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
The visuals are missing but the sound is the same, join us ,as we
fire up KISS on the eve of their two night stand at Cobo. That's
tonight beginning after the basketball game.
SPORTS THIS WEEK ON CJAM
Sports This Week on CJAM

Friday (tonight) January 20 -- Rob Calcott and De-an Zurkan travel
with the Lancer basketballers to Guelph tonight, for their game
against the Gryphons. Our coverage begins at 8. Don't miss it!!!
Sunday, January 22 - The Lancer ho~key team h_osts McMaste;
today .at 3: 15. Join Gino Cavallo and Don Peppin ·as student radio's ·
coverage gets underway at 3:00.
·
Feature AlbtJmS This Week
FEATURE ALBUMS THIS WEEK
Monday, January 23 - Gordon Lightfoot sends the signal of his new
album along an 'Endless Wire'.
Tuesday, January 24 - Jesse Roden is the 'Player ~not the game' .
For that, listen in.
Wednesday, January 25 - Mellowed out Haygood Hardy asks you ·
to 'Tell me your name'.
Thursday, January 26 - Al Green sings of his 'Belle'. A real ringer!
Friday, January 2 7 - A new kind of fantasy sets 'Annie in Won derland ' . With Annie Haslan the lead singer for Renaissance. Good
stuff !!

The Sea a scenic gem

i.,. '
'"'.

Hatch , the draper, (play ed by
Apart fr om t he plot, Phil Phe Go
rdon
Milroy)
keeps
the
action
lan's
set and light ing design pro(University Players Publicist)
going w ith his lu..dif rousscheming
vide an innovative twist to the
The University of Windsor
:and s1n:ing in a tragically humEssex Hall stage , and 'the means
Player; , after pres;n ting two fine
ou rou s eff ort t o defeat the aliens
with which four comple t ely difplays already this season, have
he thinks have infiltrated his
By DAN (BOYDLAD) BRANCH
hile it was like listeni ng t o just
ferent settings come right out of
scored another success in 'EdThe evening of folk music
the - violin section of · an orchestown. It's the minor characters,
nowhere is fas_cinating in itseJf.
ward Bond's tragic comedy, The
on Sunday night in Am bassador:_ tr~. Depth was obviously lackhowever, who provide the great While no .artistic masterpiece, it
Sea . Director, Vance Paul, after
Auditorium commenced With a · ing and the monotony of four
est colour to the cast, with paris a wom~er in its own right.
hitting h~me last year with Lion
one-time Dominion House per acoustic guitars playing the same
ticular
attention
to Michael
Larry Foden's costume design
In Winter, has . not let anyone
former on acoustic guitar doing , ,hords most of the time beedraws particular attention to itRawley's moving portrayal of
down with his latest effort.
self," and rightly so, for some of
several of the all-time greatest
ame so unbearable that one
Hollarcut, Hatch's strongest ally,
The play is set .in· a remote vilthe costumes
come nothing
folk hits .
would have welcomed the apand the indomitable Vicar, done
lage on the East coast of Eng- · so well by Tirri Fillipic. Evens,
short of being spectacular.
pearance of any new instruWhile he did at least a 1rts land, in the year 1907, and prement - even if one of them put
fhe reculusive drunk who lives
pectable job ·on the tunes that
sents
a yivid picture of the
In all, the play is well worth
down
his
guitar
and
just
blew
on the beach (as played by Eric
he selected, he would have done
town's
occupants.
The
action
seeing
and promises good things
into
his
pocket-comb
for
awhile.
Keenleyside)
is
another
one
to
well to have chosen one or two
centres around an insane draper,
thoughout.
It opens tonight in
watch, as he comes across as the
.-less over-played songs and, if he
However, to be perfectly ac- . who is convince() that the town
Essex Hall theatre at 8 p.m., and '
village outcast while possessing
had any, perhaps some of his
curate, one of the members
is under constant surveillance by
students can get their tickets at
all t~e wisdom of the Old Man
· own material. Although an audidid play backup keyboards on
the
door for only $2.50.
0uter
space,
and
the
beings
from
of
the
Sea.
ence always likes to hear songs
one tune and di, I· a decent job
irrepressible
Mrs. Rafi, who
t hat th~y know, it's a mistake
on electric guitar for two . other
holds the whole -town on a
. to think that they won't also
songs. The vocal . were fair-destring
. The action starts when a
,-'be receptive to new or original
middling but there seemed to be
young
man drowns at sea under
"material.
numerous places where harmony · the nose of the -Coa~t Guard and
would have been more effective.
The bulk of the evening was
brings the townspeople into a
devoted to a group whose roots
state of madness.
l feel that it would be unjust
·stem from a place where so
Bond calls the play a comedy
not to mention the brightest
2180 Wyandotte west ( near Randolph ) - 256 -0444
. rnany of today's top perforand indeed it is just that, but
spot of their performance, their
2 minutes from campus
mers were born - Tecumseh
with
a
morbid
sense
of
tragedy
originality. Whereas their preElf-SERVICE • RIGHT PRICES • TAKE OUT · DINING ROOM ;,ii-fall. Household names such as
like
that
of
cruel
practical
joke.
cursor
played
from
the
top
t~n,
~J • Ivan Noseworthy
and Chumley
. "Mrs. Rafi is a bully," says her
they at least sought to introduce
~·Bone had taken their first step
niece, "and only the weak ones
some of their own material and
on the ladder to success once
like
being bullied," and it is her
several of their songs showed
{ they had made it in Tecumseh
bullying of her cronies that protrue individual creativity.
SU l:lMA R IN ES
S A NDWI CHE S
:) fall. In all seriousness though,
vides many
of the laughs
The audience seemed to appAsso rt ed (co l d)
$1. 45
Sa lo.m i
$ , 80
t the group I'm referring to .is
$1. 40
throughout the play. June Cole
S al an, i
reciate and enjoy the p~rsonal
S pic e L oa f
$ • 80
C h ees e
Chees
e
$ . 65
$1. 20
s known as Northern Comfort
heads up this superb cast as Rafi,
nature of the evening and one
Ham
$1. 65
H an 1
$ .95
HO T SUBS
t_~nd they are from campus.
Pa s tr a mi
and portrays the character with
' could only hope that it will be
$ • 85
P a str a mi
$1. 60 Su p e r
$1 . 9 5
Roast B ee f
$ .es
l rhey f eature<;l everybody and his
all the pomp and eccentricity
incentive for more folk-oriented
~"''
Ro a·st B ee f Sl.60
Pepp e roni $1. 60
Corn Beef
$ .85
Corn Bee f $1. 60 Gy ro s
$1. 60
$1. 05
Pizza Sand w ich
}brother
on guitar and after awthe playwright intended, whilr
coffee houses in the future.
1·
P iz z a S u b $1. 75 O ly m pic Sp e cial
$2. 35
By JIM LAWSON

lympicSubmarin
Restaurant
GYROS
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0.S.A.P.

Students who wish to apply for O·S·A ..P·
~orth~ Ja _
ni.Jary-April .semester
are reminded that the deadline fo .r submi ·ssion
,/'
of appUcations is
January 3_1, 1978.

GREEK

SPE C !ALT.l!ES

G yr os in a Pit a
Sou v la ki
Gyros Plat e
S hish-Kabob
Plate
BBQ Ch i cken
ITALIAN

$1. 55
$1. 55
$2 .45
$2. 45
$2. 3 5

SPEC IA L TIE:S

· ··Ba k ed L a s ag n a'.
Baked S pa g etti
Ba k ed , Rotini
Bak e d Riga t oni
SALADS
To sse d S i la d
Gr e ek Sa la d

$2. 35 '.
$ 2.35
$ 2 . 35
, $ 2 . 35

Ha m bur g er
Che e seburger
Pi zza bur ge r
Foot Lo n i( Hot Do g
Hot Dog ·( r eg ul a r )
Fr e n ch Fr ies
Onion Rin gs
Sp a g e tti
Rotini
Rigatoni
Lasagn a
FISH

& M EAT

Fish & C h ip s
F r i e d Chicken
Pork Chops
Lamb Chops

$
$

. 80
• 90

$1. 05
• 95
• 55
$ • 45
$ • 60
$
$

$1. 75
$1. 75
SL 75
·$1. 75
DISH ES

·

$1. 75
$1. 95

$2 . 9S.
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lntra1J1urals-Rackem u/Jl
HOCKEY
"A" DIVISION

By PETER MUDRACK

The University Centre will
GP w
L ,...T
Pts
be turned into one gigantic
.7
Screaming Eagles
8
1
0
14
smoke-filled room on January
Commerce Blues
6
2
3
1
7
24th and 25th, when the inl;'lumbers
7
3
1
7
3
tramural billiards tournament
Law "A"
6
2
1
3
5
ta kes over.
Flyers
5
1
0
4
2
An ill-spent youth, c1lthough
Gators
4
0
1
1
3
not mandatory, is helpful in
doing well. It would probably
"B" DIVISION
be a good idea to see how you
fare in t he intramural billiards
Pts
GP w
L
T
tournament before dropping out
6
0
1
11
5
Bulls
of school to become a full-time - Rockets
4
0
1
5
9
pool hustler.
4
4
0
8
0
Law Flames
First prize is a box of flour0
2
8
5
3
Racoons
escent pink chalk . Second prize
7
6
2
1
3
Cand ies
is a genuine Minnesota Fats
0
1
4
6
3
Tecumseh Chiefs
record (' 'Fats Sings De Blues").
0
6
2
5
3
Dudes
Third prize is a chance to play
BA~KETBALL
the role of the . side pocket in
"A" DIVISION
an upcoming University Players' production of "The HustPts
GP w
L
ler " . There is no fourth prize .
0
14
7
7
Warriors
ffifth prize is a two week vacaMBA
7
1
12
6
tion for three in Orono.
Humkin
6
6
3
3
Remember, the psychological ·
Smokies
7
4
6
3
aspect is half the battle. Wear
Eng. Mac hine
4
7
6
3
diamond rings on each pudgy
Mutants
6
2
4
4
finger, expensive custom-tailored
Lancer
FB
7
1
6
2
silk suits , and move around the
·7
Gradkins
1
6
2
table like a cross between a
Each
team
must consist of
fighter and a dancer .
four members . For further inforCo-ed bowling starts this Sun Entries ~re now being accepmation
cont act the convenor ,
day
at
3
:
30
in
the
afternoon
at
ted at the Intramural Depart Snow,
Jim
at 969-6807 be the
Bow
lero
,
and
will
conment . Com e on fat man , let's
for e Sunday.
tinu e every Sunda y until March .
shoo t some pool.
0

BadlTlinto,n
back in
Windsor
Windsor has returned
to
OUAA competition in badminton after a six year absence .
Captain Steve Heming feels that
th'e team will be very tough
against other schools in this conference. ·
There are five men on the
squad including such notables
as Ken Little and Kevin Sher-•
banuk . Little was ranked fourth in Canada in 197 6 and Sherbanuk played on the Canadian
junior team in 1976. ·
The other members of the
team are Richard Chow-Wah,
Johnson Leungand and Steve
Heming fills out the squad .
The Lancer badminton squ ad
will compete in their fast meet
on January 28th. The t eam will
travel to Western to com pet e
in the Far West Champio nships.
Anyone inte rested in playing
badminton can come out any
Friday between 7 :00 and 9 :00
<1t St . Deni s Hall.

NaAteLlmlt
Fnc Couuellns
(No effect on low medicalfee)

Fne~Teat
(or $7 at independentJab)
3 HoUJ
Sta)'

:awe

Mldkald.llNC..
A.tcleditld

Westrivefor hJsb
patient
:com1ortandfriendlypenolial
attentioa.
·

ACMAPPROVED
CAIL (JIJ) ......
OIT

.

Basketball t.hisvveek
· Lancers Js Laurier

~t _. Denis Hall

Wednesday at 8

.

Alfred Chang shows winning style in ping pong tourney ~ ·

-'
t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
+ Sportshorts ·
· _ -. t
Sportshoits . +
.

-

,

t :

~--------------•t
1. The St. Clair College Curling Bonspeil will take place this Sat -.
urday in Tilbur y1
2. The University of Windsor High School Invita tional.. restling
Meet took ·place last Sunday. Assumption High Schoo l won the
tournam <:pt and Belle River waf second. Dave Tr ~n;ibley of Belle
(-,,
River wa:s named Most Valu able Wrestler .
3. Egon Beiler , ,Canada 's number one wrestler, will be holding a
wrestl ing clinic at the University of Windsor _on Janua ry 29 th.
- ",,~
Th e clinic will be held at the Hum ~n Kinetics D ance Studio.
4. A regional synchronized swim meet will take place at the University of Wind~or on -January 2 1st at 2 : 15. Th e Lancerettes
w ill be compe ti ng against Western and McMaster.
5. Th .e Lancerette volleyball squad finished secon d in consolatiol! play and sixth overall in the Waterloo Invitational last
weekend. There were twelve team s entered.

I
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Lancers scramble fo-r tie
By -NIGEL _MILLER

was

called

fo r

14

min ute s.

The third period of the game
proved to be the -Lance rs' best .
Mike Freema n play ed clutch
goal for the Lancers kee ping
them in the game in t he third
per iod . With 2 :36 remaining in
the game the Lancers started
to roll with Dave Chittle scoring on a slapshot from th e blueline, d_ur ing a Lancer power play .

The Lance rs fina lly got on
tr ack in Guelp h th is weekend
only to have t he ir second game
cancelled due to a mix up in
schedu ling.
In t he _first game th e Lan~ers
came .bac k in the third period
to salvage a 4-4 tie .
Coach Eaves considered t he
game a psychological lift for
the team as they had manag ed
onl y four goals in their last
,
four games : "
\ It wasn't easy for the Windsor team to get the tie as it t ook
an exceptional third period to
do it. At the end of the first
period the teams skated off
· the ice tied 1-1., Al Figgins
scored for the Lancers and
Scott McKenzie added th ~ first
of his two goals of th e night for
.
Guelph.
In the second period the ~ryphons added th_ree unanswered
goals by 's~ ott McKenzie, Collin
Simpson , and Cal McWilliam.
Both teams managed to· keep
their penalties down, Windsor
took 8 minutes and Guelph

Twent y-eight seconds late r
Bert Fo urnier stole the puck
an d slipped it by Scott Machesney, the Guelph goalie .
The Lancers pulled their
goalie with a minute left in the
third and with 48 seconds to
go Greg Ducharme blasted a
screen shot past the Gryphon
goaltender.
Guelph requested a measurement of Ducharme 's stick but
during the confusion of getting
the referee to take the measurement the Gryphons claim that
Ducharm e swtiched sticks. The
sti ck was legal and Guelph was
asessed a dealy of game pen-

alty and sinc e it was in the
last t wo minutes, th e Lancers were given a penalty sho t .
Bert Fournier took the shot
for th e Lancers but he was ·
stop ped. Th e Lancers didn 't give
up then but inste ad kept the
pr essure on and prod uced four
or five more scoring opp ort ·
unit ies.
Windsor has six games rema ining with four of th em. bein g
away games . The Lancers are ·
in third place in their division,
six points ahead of fourth place
Guelph.
'"'We can't afford to lose any
games" says coach Freeman.
The Lancers are going to have
v
to be at their best as they play . t
Wester q twice and McMaster :
once . Ifoth teams are tough op- »
.0
ponenrs.
According
to the .8
coaches the team has broken out · _g
of its scoring slump, as was i:i..
evident in their 9-2 win against
the Windsor Royales, a junior
B. team.
By GARY FISH
McMaster . is in town this -;
For the first time in years,
ever after Saturday's perforweekend for a game on Sunday
St: Denis gymnasium vib-rated
mance, the fans will have some and the Lancers travel to Lonwith the excitement of the fans
thing special to look forward to.
don the ,following Wednesday .
as they watched and cheered
The half-time show by the
the Lancers to victor f Saturday
cheerli;aders was well received
night.
by the audience, and spows
"It was _ the best game in
-the girls have great promise for
terms of fan participation I
the future. If tl:iey come back
have ever seen ," ~as the comnext year as cheerleaders, after
ment of a fourth year Business
having this year for experience,
with 14 po ints. He was followed
student. Indeed one had to
the girls are sure to be a dynaby Paul Bean , Bob Knight and
constantly ask if one actually
mite group well worthy of recogBrian Hogan, each with 11
· nition.
was in Windsor. The entire event
points .
Another important facet of
The Crusad ers meet the Mich- _ was entertaining, not only beigan State Juni or Varsity team
cause of the game itself, but
Saturday's game was the presthis Saturday at Michigan State.
because of the band and the
ence of , a live band - - The Scarcheerleaders who worked eslet Brigade, pumping even more
pecially hard to keep the energy
excitement into the air. Hopen igh.
.
- fully the band and the . cheerUndoubtedl y , many people in
leaders will get together to work
· out some new dimensions of the
the audience were unaware that
the cheerleaders existed, howcheers.

Cheerleaders unite!

Crusaders crush -college
By P-ETER NASH
The Crusader basketball team
trounced the St. Clair. College
Saints last Saturday at St . Denis
Hall. Coach Grabowsky noted
that it was a key game because
'' " It means that St . Clair has no t
beaten us in two years. They 're
~ usuall y verY,.tough. " .
Th e Crusaders we nt ahead
early in the cont est and St .
Clair was unable to keep up the
pace. The Windsor squa'd's stron g bench I was a major factor
in th e victory . The w'hole t eam
got play ing t ime although it
w:ts not pla toon sty le sub stitut ion .
Coach Grabowski credits the
Crusaders ' stron g def en ce as
Part of the reason for the win .
Du ring the first half the Saints
were abie to score only 18
points · to the Crusader s 40
points .,
"This was our finest performance of the year" com -

mented Coach Grabowski after the game . "We played
phenomenally well. "
Fine team effort was shown
in that the scoring was well
balanced . Mike McKinle y was
higher scorer for the Crusaders

IN THE SHOWERS
By DON PEPPIN
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Mike McKinley puts it up against St. Clair College.
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Under The Bridge

For,appointments caH258-2490·

If you were like an awful lot of people around the world you ...
sat down in fron t of the tube to watch the 12th annual spectacular ·
called the Super Bowl. My team did nothing for my credibility as
a predictor . .. but life goes on .
What - is important is that except for about S5 ,000 people in
New Orleans we all had to view the Super Bowl 'classic' on TV and
thus what we saw was controlled by the CBS television network.
The day started off a little tough for the CBS folks. They were
scheduled to show about two hours of golf action befor,e the pregame festivities were to begin. Unfortunately. the 'Phoenix Open'
was rained out and they were stuck with an hour to kill. That is no
easy task for a national network.
In a splurge of ingenuity, which is all too rare .in television,
where we contin _ually are ·exposed to the same cliches from the
same people week after week, CBS went out on a limb.
Since most of the CBS people in New Orleans were involved one
way or another with the actual broadcast, there weren't really enough bodies around · to spend any time on anything particularly
creative. So like every good (and most bad) broadcaste _r learns when
y_ou don't have anything to say, talk about yourself. That's -exactly
what the top dogs at CBS decided to do.
We enjoyed about 25 minutes of what goes on around the network, and how a gigantic network even like the Super Bowl is pulled
off. , Some very heavy people took .us inside the workings of the
technical end of t,he broadcast and started sticking the~r camera
lens in their own faces.
After they ran out of things to say and people to look at .they
went into the regular program as scheduled. They pulled it off with
clean efficiency. Brent, Irv · and Phyllis ... (sigh!) are as smooth
as glass and handle almost every bump, that almost always accompanies a live program. Jack Whittaker added commentary and, as
always, he seems to be able to clear away the fog and at least make
an (again rare) honest comment about pro sport.
Pat Summeral and Tom Brokeshire carried the play-by-play action in a not totally horing match, (as it has been for so many 'Super' Bowls before it) and they too were informative and_not trifling
like some prominent commentators. (take your pick: Howard or
Curt).
It takes pros to show pros the right way, my toque is tipped t~
CBS for a 'Super' Bowl.
·
"
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,ssketba/fers .tough in season opener,77-69 :and Vince Landry's , aggressive
defence was also a very im The Lancer basketball squad
portant
f~ctor. The L~ncers
opened up their regular season
led at half time 37-3.0.
play -ith a hard fought 77-69
Waterloo came out shooting
victory over the Waterloo Warin the second half and narrriors, last Saturd.il,y. ,
Head Co"ach Paul Thomas . owed the Lancers lead to one,
39-38. Rookie centre Tom Fugcomment<:;d-after the game that
edi played a strong game with
"I don't know what I'm not
tough defence and 20 points.
pleased with . We seemed _to do
Fugedi
did not seem intimieverything right h1:1tnot consisdated by Windsor's Charlie Peartently."
sall although the Lancer's allWindsor played good defstar centre blocked two of his
ence for portions of the game
shots. Charlie ended up with
and the fast break _sometimes
eight blocked shots.
worked well but the team was
Vince Landry dropped two
able to maintain the pace for
only. short periods . of ' time . baskets in a row midway thr Waterloo came out strong at
ough the second half to keep
the beginning of the game witJl
the Warriors out of reach. Lanleads of 4-0 and 6-4 but Winddry ended up with eight points
sor. went ahead 8-6 at the 16 :20
and five asissts.
mark and never looked back.
The Lancers managed to stay
ahead for the rest of the game
The Lancers had producdespite some rebounding _mist- i
tive offence midway through the
akes and several turnovers . The ~
first half but a tough Waterloo
game ended on a strong note :
defence came on str~mg at the
for Windsor with a Charlie ~
end of the half. Windsor scoPearsall slam dunk with only o
.c
red only seven points in as
seconds · remaining, making the c..
many minutes at the end of
final score 7 7-69.
Charlie "Dunk" Pearsall pleases the crowd in Saturday's victory over
the half.
Fine performances were given
Waterloo.
Ed Bialek held Windsor in
by Lancers' high scorer Fred
.the game with two key baskets
Robson with 14 points, and

"·

By PETER NASH

Dan Devin with 13 points,
while Ed Bialek had 12. Bob
Oostveen aiso hit double figures with 10 points.
Waterloo was paced by Fugedi with 20 points followed
by veteran Seymour Hadwin
with 12 points .
Waterloo Head Coach Don
Mccrae said after the game that
"Windsor just kept on coming .
We couldn't get ahead." also
commented that "We · made
two tough comebacks with three
rookies on the court. Our
rookies out-played our veterans. "
Coach Thomas agreed that
Waterloo was strong b)..tthe also
noted that "We were able to
play poorly, at times, and ,istill
win the _game ."
The Lancers have two games .
this weekend playing in. Guelph
tonight and at Brock on Saturday . Their next horn~ game
is against Laurier on Wednesday January 25.
Against Waterloo • the St.
Denis crowd was almost 2000
so if you plan on seeing · the
Lancers next week be sure to
come early!

Ski clubs going downhill
By DON PEPPIN
Skiing.
That's about all you have to
say to _a skier to get them interested. After that, you've got
them wrapped around the tip of
aw compact Dynastars . . Tl:ie
mere mention of the word co njures up. thou_ghts which sen1
them drinfting softly through
the powder of Utah and then
plunging the course a~ Inns- .
· bruk. But even as their mind
trlfvels far .from the madding
cafeteria crowd, the one thirig
which always seems to enter
into the student skiers' fantasy world resembles · dollar
signs.
It's enough to .make you kick
the habit, but if you 're as bad
at · 'back-scratchers'
as I am
you'll still end up biting the
snow.
The trouble is non-skiers just
can't understand why we complain ·so much. We nag wlren
it's clear and ·sunny . outside,
. thogh they miss the fa~t that
we are at home and not on the
slopes enjoying it. We cheer
madly when the snow is coming
cown as thick as soup, and
get down right grumpy when it
gets mild enough to clear the
roads a bit. Just think about
what that d~es to the moguls
... shud·d_er. ,

to put together one day midweek (and some weekend) trips
to nearby or almost nearby
resorts .in the U.S.A.
At last week's SAC meeting
a group of individuals were ratified formally as the 'Ski Club'.
Since they get off to thei~ start
only last week things are still.
up in the air but they are now
working on several day-long
trips _over the course of the next
cou pie of weeks. They should
prove to be very successful if
history holds true.
It · seems they are not beginners at this sort of th.ing and
they did much the same activity
when they were back at Forster
High here in town.

They just don't understand .
Which brings me to my point
(finally). We must unite join
together as one force to face
this fearsome foe called sloparanoyosism (that's a combination of slope and paranosis,
for those not in tune with skieravings).
When one combines the problem most students have of little-or-no-cash-on-hand, and then
put it together with getting to
the slope in the first place, one
usually comes up with the con. clusion, bum a ride·. Well, if
you 're in that boat or close to
it, things are looking up for you.

The President of this 'Ski
Club' (which is not to be confused with the 'Campus' Ski
Club) Debbie Bucker says "there
are lots of skiers out there somewhere," all they need is something to get them together. What
promises to bring them together
are the discounts, big discounts
if you 're used to pay-as-youplay. They are asking for a $3
membership fee to join the
group to help soak up some of
the extra charges, such as
Can-Am exchange, which she
promises will be covered by
the club. If you consider the 12
per cent being asked at some
places, that in itself isn't a bad
deal. However there's more.
Debbie says the cost for a day's
skiing at Pine Knob, (which
isn't the Alps, but it's better
than nothing) for a member
would be $6, which includes
the bus and the tows . The regular charge is $ 7 .5 0 for tows
alone. If you want to rent your
equipment add $5 to the original
for a grand total of 11 smackers.
If you decided to head out on
your own you'd cough _ up
$7 .50 more for rentals adding
up to 15 big ones and that
doesn't include the ride up
there.

There are now on campus a
number of groups organizing

If you don't want to shell
out the $3 membership fee you

can go on a per-trip basis too.
The rate is a little m_ore but
not much: $13 .5Q for r~ntds,
bus and tows, or $8.50 for just
' the rides to and from "the slope
· and up the hills. Debbie hopes
to get a good enough response
to charter a bus at least once
late in each week ··and have it
filled, with 40 or so happy, ...
flunky ski-bums.
Andre Wagner, and the 'Cam- :
.
::E
pus Ski Club' are a much less .
rigidly structured groµp but no :_
less enthusiastic about strapping ~
on the old boards. They've ~
been operating for about a ii.
Writer Peppin assumes familiar pose.
month now with a couple of
goal, let's be ·honest, they want
pus' Ski Club can be contacted
trips north of Detroit and
to get out on the slopes as
through Andre at home ( phone
they're planning their biggy durmuch as anydne. So, whether
252-7417).
ing th'e break when they hope
there is one group formed as a
Commerce students interesto head for Mont Ste. Anne in
co-op of all of these or wheth~r
ted should contact Tony LaQuebec. Andre noted that the . Sorda at the Commerce Club
they stay separate remember
'Campus' club's organization is
the National Ski Association's
office.
"very loose" and they tend to
slogan this year, THINK SNOW!
All these groups have one
operate on a \)'eek-to-we~k basis.
Usually the trips involve a small
number of cars travelling to the
-area and then the group gathering to get their tickets.
In their final match the Lan- ·
By PAUL DOUGLAS-DALY
The Commerce Club wanted
cerettes were upset by . McOver: .the weekend the Lan- Master by . a 2-0 score. Coach
to start something up hut as of
cerette
volleyball squad . jour- Prpich stated, "That loss really
now they are considering plans
neyed to Waterloo ·to take part surprised me. I think the team
to combine their skiing efforts
in the Waterloo Invitational was _so exhausted by the . prevwith 'the' Ski Club in an effort
·
Tournament.
ious games that we had nothing
to try to get some kind of serCompeting against some of left." Earlier this ·sea~on, the
vice for any of the 1500 Comthe best university teams in Lancerettes twice beat McMas- ,
merce students.
Canada, the Lance~ettes fin- ter.
ished a respectable sixth out of
"The overall performance of
The season's about half over ;the twelve teams competing. the team1 was great," exclaimed
and it's about time skiers on~
On their first nigh~ of com- Prpich. "This was the most
.campus learned about the groups
petition the Lancerettes were competitive tournament w¢'ve
they can get in contact with to
downed -by Waterloo and Queens played, and we withstood the
help make their skiing more enby an identical 2-0 margin . In pressure." Leading the team was
joyable and a little cheaper.
their ·third match against Dal;- rookie Dianne Thieson, who disPlans are in the works right
h'ousie, the Lancerettes Bulled played her outstanding skill both
now to see if these groups could.
themselves together for a 2-0 offensively and defensively.
be amalgamated to form a cenThe next four weeks will be
victory, and then split games
tral Co-op Ski Club which will
an intensive workout for the
with Guelph 1-1.
serve everyone and utilize the
After a good night's rest Lancerettes. Coach Prpich is
talents of all the people' in the
the
Lancerettes improved their building the team's background
various groups.
record by trouncing both Brock defense for tomorrow's tournie
If you are int erested in ~etUniversity and Michigan State at Western. The team is aiming
ting involved with any of the
2-0. However, their winning to finish in the enviable top
clubs, Debbie and 'the' Ski
streak faded in third round three which will give them a
Club will have a desk in the
play
wh en they broke even with bye 'straight into the finals at
Cei:itre next week, keep an eye
t
Dalhousie
and Queens 1-1, 1-1. Western February 2_4.
out for it . Andre and the 'Cam-

i

Lancerettes fare well
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Senate drags heels on evaluations
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By E.P. CHANT

The Senate is still trying to
figure out exactly what to do
with the Student Evaluations
Committee that was established
in 1975.
Basically, the committee was
formed to develop procedures
of student evaluation of teaching
performance. Last January the
Senate approved publication of
such polls within each faculty
and, also, the use of such polls
for determining promotion within faculties .
The Senate is, however,

against publishing such surveys
outside of the separate faculties, although it has been suggested that doing this may aid
students in course selection.
Also, the Senate has not
moved to implement a general
evaluation process of its own.
Instead, each faculty has been
conducting
its own student
opinion poll and, keeping the
results of the survey within
the department.
This has really left the
Student Evaluations Committee
of the Senate wondering about

what they should be doing .
The members do not know if
they should just turn over their
jobs to the faculties which are
already conducting their own
surveys, or if they should be
developing an evaluation procedure that could be used by
all the faculties and administered and compiled independent
of the faculty.

Brenda McLister, a student
member of the· committee, said
the members would be asking
the Senate in the near future
what exactly they were to be
working on. That question is to
be drafted by Dr. Bernard D.
Harder, an English professor
and member of the Student
Evaluations Committee.

Grads to vote on
increased fees
By RICK SPENCE

he
to

Part-time and full-time grad
students are going to the polls
today to vote for or against
increased fees to the Graduate
Student Society. The poll, by
the main door of the University Centre, is open from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. today.
Full-time grads also have a
chance to vote for or against
a drug plan, similar to the plan
instituted
this year by the
undergraduate study body, SAC.
The proposed prescnpt1on
drug refund plan would cost
each full-time grad $5.00, the
same price paid by undergrads.
Zurich Life, the insurance compan y that administers the SAC
drug plan, will also run the
proposed grad plan.
The general student fee increase requested by the GSS
will be $2.50 per year for fulltime grads, and $1.25 per year
for part-timers. Society fees
now are $6.25 per term for
full-time grads, and $6.00 per
year for the part-timers.
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GSS President Doug Smith
says the increased fees will
help pay for the rental and
furnishing of a university-owned
house, to be used as a graduate students' centre. The fee
increases "won't cover all our
costs," Smith says, "but it'll
help."
Grad students have been
.using the Faculty Lounge in
Vanier Hall as their meeting

place, but that agreement was
terminated December 31. The
Board of Governors rejected the
GSS request that the University
Centre's Alumni Lounge be
turned over to the grad students,
and the idea of renting a university-owned house was a compromise.
Smith says the house will
be located a block from campus
on either Sunset or California,
between Wyandotte and University, and it will be open seven
days a week. It will contain a
lounge with a bar, a TV room,
a reading room , and recreational
facilities for grad students and
their guests.
The details of obtaining a
grad house from the university
are now being worked out,
according to Smith. It should
be ready for use in September,
1978.
The referendum itself has
been planned for several months,
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Unchecked books accompany an unidentified student straight through the library's electronic security system . Tests conducted this
week prove library security is a myth. See story page 8.
Smiths says. Department rep.reStarting Feb. 3, the grad
students' Friday evening social
sentatives were intormed of the
referendum December 6, and
will be held in Essex Lounge
posters were put up Monday.
of the University Centre, from
1 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Following ihe referendum
today, Smith says all grads
For more information on
are invited to a social evening
today's referendum,
call the
Graduate Student Society at
in Alumni Lounge, fro::n 4
p.m. till 12: 30 a.m.
extension 721.

SAC needs restructuring: Wells
By BRENDA McLISTER

The SAC constitution "needs .
a total rewrite" according to
SAC President Gary Wells. So
for :his year, however, there
nas been no move toward this
end.
The constitution came into
effect when SAC was incorporated in 1970. Since that
time, by-laws have been written, along with by-laws to a-

mend other by laws, to keep
the constitution up to date.
Last year, the SAC Restructuring Committee was formed
to remedy this situation.
The Restructuring Committee presented its report at a
SAC meeting on March 22,
1977. Some of the Committee's proposals regarding the
duties of the executive and
commissioners were discussed.
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University closes
as Snow paralyzes city
By ANNA MARIA TREMONT!

Those who braved the elements to get to the university
yesterday found all classes canceleld and all buildings locked.
The university officially announced that it was closed
"due to inclement weather conditions" at 8 a.m. yesterday
morning, according to Ge~ffrey MacGibbon of Information
Services.
The library staff was sent
home, and security locked all
buildings, with the exception of
Vanier Hall, the computer ser-

vices area of Essex Hall, and the • the general bias is to try to keep
the university open, MacGibStudent Centre including the
bon said.
pub.
But only skiers could find
MacGibbon said the decitheir way comfortably through
sion to close was made relucthe snow and ice, while howling
tantly, but out of necessity.
winds lashed through the empty
Rain, mixed with blowing snow
campus.
had the city at an almost comMost residence students used
plete standstill yesterday: ~akthe unexpected holiday as an
ing travel extremely difficult
excuse to sleep in, but parties
if not impossible.
were planned for later in the
According to MacGibbon, it
day.
costs close to $150,000 to operate the university each day,
and county
Other
city
schools were closed yesterday,
regardless of whether or not
classes arc held. Because of this
and many businesses sent emfinancial consideration alone,
ployees home at mid-day.

Then, according to the minu.:es of the meeting, "It was
moved to delay the discussion
of . . . the report of the Restructuring Committee".
External Affairs Commissioner, Maryon Overholt, who was
at the meeting, told The Lance
that the report was tabled because it was too late for the
changes to come into effect
under that year's administra. tion. The new council members would be taking over soon,
and it was decided that they
should make the changes.
But this year's SAC hasn't
done anything about .restructuring yet.
Wells said that rewriting the
constitution
is "just an incredible task''.
There are two problems with
the by laws which Wells is
"mainly concerned with" right
now. The first stems from the
fact that there are 16 full-time
students at the Chatham campus. Technically, · they should
have their own students' council, but there are no provisions
for this under the present by
laws.
The second problem is that,
because of CRTC regulations,
the SAC Board of Directors
can only have one non~nadian member, Wells thinks that
,this restriction is unfair.
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THE Biology Club and SAC Special
Events present THE STING, Friday,
February 3 at 7 and 9:30 at Rm. 1120
Math Bldg. Tickets at the door. Free
with SAC Welcome Pass.

THE swimming pool will be closed on
Sunday, January 29 due to a Provincial
synchronized swimming meet. There will
not be any recreational swimming that
day.

THE University of Windsor Players presents THE SEA by Edward Bond. Today and tomorrow in Essex Hall Theatre.
Curtain at 8:00 p.m., group rates and
Student
Rush available. Reservations:
Phone 253-4565.
COFFEE HOUSE · Sponsored by the
Assumption Campus Community is held
every Sunday 8:30 · 11 p.m., in the
Blue Room of Assumption.
Relaxed
atmosphere with entertainment,
coffee,
tea, hot chocolate etc ... Bring a friend.
A disciple of the Indian spiritual master
Sri Chinmoy will lecture on meditation
techniques
and Eastern philosophy at
the LaPointe Centre, 2990 Riverside
Dr. W., Saturday, January 28, at 7:30
o.m. No admission charge.
THE French Club is making arrangements for its trip to the Carnaval du
Quebec, in Quebec City. We will arrive
there on Friday, February 10 and stay
until Monday, the 12th. Anyone interested in joining us on this trip should
contact the secretary of the French
department as soon as possible.

HURON Hall invites interested
persons to participate
in a coffee house
to be held Sunday evening, Feb. 5 in
the TV lounge. For more information,
call Gary (256-2073).
Cash donation
at door. Everyone welcome.

THE Women's Centre is holding a Symposium on Rape on Friday, February
24 and Saturday, February 25. Watch
The
Lance for further
details,
or
call Brenda, ext. 153.

SKI with the SAC ski club. Only $13.50,
$8.50 with own equipment.
Discounts
for members. Next trip Friday, Feb.
3, 3:30 p.m. See us in the Centre next
week or call Debbie at 252-0720.°

THE Women's Centre will be selling nice
arrangements
of dried flowers (and
some fresh flowers) by Mrs. Purita
Arcos during February. Drop by room
19, Vanier Hall, on Thursday,
February 2, and Friday, February 3, in the
afternoon. We will have notepaper, table
pieces and wearable bouquets . . for
your friends, or yourself.
LUNCHES and suppers · "Times Out"
· at Iona College. Student suppers are
available every Thursday evening for
students and faculty of the University,
for $1.00
THOSE interested in taking Chem. 131
during intersession please phone Chris
256-8873 or Ed 258-4915.

Three Days fo r

11 :00 a.m., to 7: 30 p.m. Soup
and rolls. All donations will be
to Oxfam. Films covering various problems relating to Third
World Countries will be shown
all day long.
Thursday, February 9 - Windsor Public Library - 7: 30 p.m.
Gonzalo Arroyo, Jesuit pnest,
agricultural economist from Latin America: speaking on the
topic "Agribusiness - Help or
Hindrance in the Third World".
Organized by local Ten Days
for World Development Committee.

ACROPOL
RESTAURANT
GREEKSPECIALTIES
ENJOYA GOODMEAL

* Breakfast

family style

•

hot & cold beef. pork, ham

Lunches

THE Windsor Chapter of the Solar Energy Society of Canada presents "Practical Solar Energy Systems" with Mr.
Ed Scrutton, teacher of history, General Amherst High and Mr. Roland
De Mers, Manager Solar Canada (a Windsor Company). On Tuesday, January
31st, 1978 at 7:30 p.m., Alumni Lounge, University Centre. This is a must
meeting date for all those serious about
investigating the potential
of Renewable Energy Systems.

THE University of Windsor Integrity
Group presents a "Close Encounter of
the Third Kind · The New Age Consciousness". Speakers are . Les and Barb
Kerr from Twin Valleys Educational
Community. Everyone welcome on Feb.
1 at Alumni Lounge, University Centre, from 12:15 -1 :00.

on carnpas

Three Days for World Development
is an annual event
sponsored by the University of
Wmdsor Ecumenical Chaplaincy.
Tuesday, February 7 - A Third
World
Dinner at Knox
Presbyterian Church, corner of
Wyandotte and California. Speaker: Paul Puritt, Regional Director of Oxfam . Tickets cost
$1.00 and may be purchased
through the Colleges - Assumption, Canterbury, Iona.
Wednesday·, February 8 - "A
Day of Fast for a Hungry
World". Kent Dining Room -

* Dinners - steaks, chops, seafood, chicken
* Light snacks - tasty pastry, doughnuts

The Fort Malden Guild of Arts and
Crafts presents THE RIVER POTTERS
at the Gibson Gallery, 140 Richmond
Street,
Amherstburg,
every
Sunday
during February, from 2 to 5 p.m.
A message from the University Awardl>
office: Students who wish to apply for
O.S.A.P. for the January-April semester
are reminded that the deadline for submission of applications is January 31,
1978.

12.30 p.m.
Mon. - Sat. 7 am.
Sun. JO a.m. - 11 p.m.

Looking for a job up north
this summer?
The Quebec-Labrador
Foundation has jobs to offer, and
provides students with a chance
to share in a unique lifestyle.
QLF workers live with local
families in isolated, rural villages in Maine, New Brunswick, Quebec, Labrador
and
Newfoundland.
Leaders 17 years and older
are needed to participate in the
six-week
summer
program,
which begins July 1. QLF wor-

Fellowship
Friday, January 27 and Saturday Jan. 28, Inter Varsity
Christian Fellowship presents a
University Mission Conference.
Seminars,
free and open to
everyone, will consider short
term and summer opportunities
with local and overseas mission
groups, and the Christian's Mission on campus. Speakers will
be from l.V.C.F. staff and vari~us christian m1ss10n organizattons. f<or more information
watch for posters and come to
registration at 7 p.m. on Friday, Mme. Vanier Lounge (basement, Vanier Hall) or call Ken
Derksen, 252-089 3.
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!:>tudents Welcome
Complete Carry Out Service
PARKING

.comfort and friendly ..-.,.i
attendOL

402 Wyandotte W
Phone 252-2937

MARR !AGE Enrichment Program Iona
Colege · February 10 · 12. Marriage
~n~ichment _is not marriage cou~selling,
1t 1s rather intended for good marriages
to help them become even better. Lead.
ership is by Nettie and John Hoffman
and Sally and Bob Lockhart. Registra.
tion is limited, and brochures describing
the weekend can be obtained by calling
the college office, 253-7257.

anclassi.Peo
LOST - Gold chain necklace, with heart
, and key, near Laurier. Gret sentimental
value, if found, please call 252-2324.
DID you find a purse in the university
area on January 20 (blue and brown
velvet with embroidery)? If so, I would
be eternally grateful if you would return it to me. 252-5160.
FOR SALE: 1966 Valiant, excellent
condition, 75,000 miles, 4 extra tires.
$200.00, call 252-6440.

peRsonaJs
Larry:
Why do you do it? Please see the shrink.

P.K.

lrez-vou s au Quebec?

F• C.ueina.

Open·

What '1 Happening is a regular feature of The Lanc:1
which will include Unclassified Ada, P"11>nal Ada.
and Notices of campus event,. Lia,in11 of off-campua
activities will alto be considered for publlcatloa.
Any aubrnilaion may be edited for length. Deadline
ii noon Tuead•y of the week of publication .

ACMAPPROVED
CALL(JIJ) Dt 4000

kers may contribute
in three
areas: in community programs
teaching art, crafts, music, drama, dance and athletics;
in
environmental education courses
involving nature
studies and
land management; and outdoor
leadership courses which stress

character development through
expeditions
on land, sea and
lakes.
For applications or more information,
write to the Que·
bee-Labrador Foundation, Inc.,
618 St. James St. West, Mon·
treal, Quebec H3C 1E3.

Tale telling t ime
The English Department
is
presenting four writers reading
from their own fiction on January 31, at 1 p.m. in Ambassador Lounge, University Centre.
Two students, Murray Lamb
and John Richards, who are currently studying creative writing
in the Department,
will read
from their short stories. Alistair MacLeod and Shirley Brad-

ley will complete the program
by reading from their own
works.
Dr.- Alistair MacLeod author
of The Lost Salt Gift of Blood
(McClelland & Stewart) has had
several stories in The Best Am·
erican Short Stories in the past
few years. Presently, he is work·
ing on a novel. Shirley Bradley,
who also te~chp~ in the English
h.,.~
mes in
Department
Ontario Re\'icw ~nd l<iddlehc•

Life beyond death?
Assumption University, in the
Christian
Culture
Series, on
Sunday Evening, l•ebruary 5,
8:20, in Ambassador AuditorIUm, University
Cc;ntre, University of Windsor, invites Faculty, Students, and the general
public, to hear an eminent
Scripture Scholar and theologian from Notre Dame U. Indiana,
discuss the intriguing
to~ic: "Death, Dying, and Life
After Death."
Her name is well-known, Dr.
J · Massyngberde Ford. She has
discussed this subJect on the
platform
with Dr. Elizabeth
Kubler-Ross. Among Dr. Ford's
seven books and writmgs is her
prestigious,
scholarly
Revelation: Anchor Bible Commentary
(Doubleday & Co.).
There

is no formal

admis-

sion charge. Come .and JO!I the
discussion.

Montreal
Iona College is organizing
a traveling seminar/recreation~
· l ck
holiday to Montreal dunng s a
week - February 12 - 17, 1978.
·ube
The approximate
cost w'.
0
15
$200.00.
The purpose
t
. .
he people
v1s1t Quebec, meet t
and discuss with them (Anglo·
phone and Francophone
becers) the 1mplicauon of d
3
ents in Quebec for Cana ·
What· kind of Canadian soc·
.
F
infor·
1ety do we want?
or
Id
mation contact Dr. Alan G~ '
ernaucs,
4
Department
o f Math
79
phone 253-4232 extension
or Bob Lockhart, Jona College,

Q:,

phone 253-7257.

Whiteside report rejected

Government saves threa ened col ege
By RICK SPENCE

With HARVEY PINDER of
EXCALIBUR
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The Ontario cabinet has come
to the aid of Algoma University
College in Sault Ste. Marie,
and rejected a Windsor law
professor's recommendation that
the small liberal arts college be
closed down.
John Whiteside, of the faculty of law, was appointed head
of The Royal Commission of
Inquiry into Algoma University College in March, 1976,
and the commission's
final
report was released last November.
Whiteside's mandate was to
inquire into the structure and
financing of the 200-student
college, which is affiliated to
Sudbury's Laurentian University, 180 miles away. Whiteside concluded that due to the
college's low enrolment, inability to compete with other universities, and its lack of resources, the college was "redundant''.
He ·recommended that the
undergraduate programs cease as

of June 30, that the buildings
be_ sold off, and that Lake Superior State College in neighboring Saulte Ste. Marie, Michigan, become the local arts and
science undergraduate
institution for Algoma District residents. Whiteside said that finances prevented Algoma from
being any more than an arts
and science school, and that it
could not afford to continue as
such.
On January 13 the Minister
of Colleges and Universities,
Harry Parrott announced the
cabinet's decision not to accept the Commission's recommendations. He said the ministry
would continue to provide normal operating grants to the college, and that the Ministry of
Northern Affairs would be contributing $100,000 per year to
assist the college for the next
five years.

Parrott warned that this
action in itself does not insure
Algoma's survival. "Unless the
community uses the five-year
period of grace to prove the
College's viability, the govern-

ment will not continue its
support beyond that period."
Recent hard-sell recruitment
campaigns failed to attract more
students, and contributed to
Whiteside's conclusion that the
school must close.
Even before the official announcement, Parrott had expressed his opposition to Whiteside's recommendation that Algoma residents adopt an American university.
When asked his reactions to
the ministry's rejection of his
recommendations,
Whiteside
said "I can't give those to you".
John Butcher, president of
the Algoma Students' Administrative Council, said "it was
quite a surprise that the government settled this early, without a fight. At least now we
know the college will be around
for five years."
Butcher also said that the
influence of cabinet member
John Rhodes, whose riding includes the college, may have
helped save Algoma.
The student council had prepared a 14-page rebuttal to the

To save money

CUP reduces services
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By HANK DANISZEWSKI
Gazette Staff
HAUFAX - After a year of

gram which increased services
and created new paid staff positions.

large-scale expansion, Canadian
University Press (CUP) has decided to cut back drastically
on staff and services.

In a statement to CUP delegates, CUP president Susan
Johnson said "the expansion
experiment nearly cost the organization its life."
"When last year's executive
proposed the growth of the organization they forgot the question of who was going to pay
the bill" she said. "Now we are
paying a high price for poor
planning and hasty decisions."
Plans to Jay-off five staff
members immediately were postponed on the condition that
member papers pay outstanding
fees as soon as possible.
In other business, the organization reaffirmed its statement of principles which states
that "the major role of the student is to act as an agent of social change".
CUP plans to launch a series
of news campaigns to promote gay rights, women's rights
and the labor movement.
The plenary .also moved to remove "objectionable" ads from

The CUP national conference
voted to cut their national
staff last week from five to
three and reduce the --news
service from twice to once a
week.

ram
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The decision was prompted
by financial difficu1ties in the
organization. The withdrawal of
six papers, including The Lance
two years ago and a fee boycott by Ontario student papers
protesting last year's expansion
has brought CUP close to financialcollapse.
At the beginning of the convention member papers still
owed $78,000 in fees to the
nationalexecutive.
Delegates and executive agreed that CUP's financial problems were due to the organization's recent expansion pro-
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The following anecdote appears in this month's Multicultural Newsletter, published
by the Multicultural Council
of Windsor & Essex County.
WHO CAN HATE 'EM: An
11-year-old Hong Kong girl,
eagerto emigrate, thought she'd
Jot down some thoughts on one
;f her favorite places. The essay,
0
rwarded to Ottawa by the
Canadian immigration office in
Hong Kong, said: "Many Chinese go to Canada as innergrunts
to
b .open restaurants and other
usinesses.Many Canadians called
'
l( outergrunts, come to Hong
ong to open banks and make
rnoney."
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794

ge,
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Children are given free milk
some schools, "but perhaps

you can ask for choclate milk
shakes."
"For this reason, the people
are big and tall and some are
very fat," she wrote. Canadians,
she also said, live in igloos or
very tall buildings. "The people
live on wheat, which they make
into delicious bread, and maple
syrup, which is on tap from
trees and can be had at no cost
until they put it into bottles
or makt:. candy and then it's very
expen;ive." But that doesn't
deter her: "I'd like to be an
innergrunt."
She probably will be: That
degree of knowledge and perceptive insight will get ~er mt?
just about any Canadian university.

Youthstream, the organization's
co-operative advertising network.
RCMP ads were removed
from Youthstream because a
misleading picture of the true
act1v1t1es of the force were
presented to the public. All
CBC ads were banned because
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Professor John Whiteside, of the Law Faculty, headed the Royal
Commission into Algoma University College.
royal commission report, and
was holding a protest rally the
day of the government's announcement. The rally turned
into a celebration.
The alumni, local businessmen, students, professors and
the board of trustees had all
indicated their support for keeping the college going. Faculty
members offered to teach one
extra course each to save
$80,000.
The college receives $1,160000 in provincial funds, but
Whitewide's projections indicated Algoma would lose $195 ,000 in 1978-79, and that the
figure would grow to $741,000
in 1991-92. By April 30, 1992,
·Whiteside said the college's accumulated deficit would be "a
staggering $7,703,000."

During its 18 month tenure,
the royal commission found that
the college's "Academic, administrative and financial affairs·•
were in "extreme disarray",
and that a "demoralized fac- ulty", structural and organic
The organization also held
problems, and the existence of
elections for the three remaincostly, unnecessary courses were
ing national staff pos1t10ns.
crippling the colleges.
Alayne Macgregor of the University of Manitoba 'Manitoban'
was selected as Vice-President.
Vic Salus of the University of
Calgary 'Gauntlet' was elected as
National Bureau chief.

of a hiring policy towards
gays. Recruitment ads for the
Armed Forces were also removed because CUP delegates
felt the ads promoted militarism.

Gene Long, the only candidate for president was rejected
in a yes/no vote by the assembly. According to the CUP
constitution the selection of a
new president will be made by
a special consulting committee.

FRANK

Several early commISS1on recommendations were carried out
to improve the management of
the college, such as the replacement of the board of governors
by a board of trustees, but the
commission could find no solutions to prevent the college from
being a perennial drain on the
government's resources.
Whiteside said the present
economic situation presents a
"period of retrenchment"
for
Ontario universities, and that
"basic, organic changes" will
be required. According to the
commission report, Algoma was
to be the first victim of "the
crisis of the eighties".
The undergraduate
school
was to be replaced by a planning board called "Outreach
Algoma", which would co-ordinate and promote adult education and cultural programs on
both sides of the border.
The cabinet's decision was
in line with Parrott's previously
$lated policy that no college
or university will be closed while
he is minister.
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OPTOMETAdff:
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UNIVERSITYOF WINDSOR
FACULiY OF EDtJCATION
Windsor prepares its teacher candidates for a B.Ed. degree and the appropriate Ministry of Education certificate for teaching in both elementary and secondary schools.
Windsor is a small faculty, permitting personal programming and counselling.
All students have an integrated program of studies with areas of specialization.

CLOSING DA TE FOR COMPLETED APPL/CA TfONS
INCLUDING ALL SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS IS
MARCH 1, 1978.
If you have, or qualify for, a baccalaureate by September, 1978, write
for application forms to:

The Registrar
University of of Windsor
Windsor, Ontario
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The following people get the award of honour for coming out to finish The Lance Thursday

Tbelance

ing, even though

the rest of the world was closed: Editor Rick Spence, Managing Editor

McLister, Photo Editor Janine Halbert,
vertising Producer

The Lance is published every Friday of the fall and winter terms by and for the
Student Media, University of Windsor. Press offices are located on the second floor
of the University Centre, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, N9B 3P4.
Subscr iption rates are $7.SO per year. Entered as second class mail at the Post
Office of Canada. Opinions expressed in The Lance are those of the student writer
and not necessarily the University of Windsor or the Students' Administrative Coun-

cil.

Lean, Cartoonist
Lorretta
Mudrack,
· we forgot,

Pelletier,
Stephen

Melinda

Mike Upmalis and John P. Mortimer.

Editor Paul Chernish, Snowbound
and Deb Kennedy,

Fournier,

E.P. Chant,

Circulation

Also

Seer Steve Mac.

Nigel Miller, Mark Greene, Bruce Dinsmore,

John

Revell, Fern Brown,

Frank Kovacic, Pete

Pavlov, George Kocis, Jim Angus, Phil Kane, Bob Thompson

but we love them anyway.

been swallowed

Offices: 2S3-4232, Ext. 1S3
or 2S3-4060
Advertising: 2S3-4232, Ext. 326

Deb Hetherington,

Brenda

Sports Editor Pete Nash, Poetry Editor Scott Eldridge, Ad-

Gary Fish, and Anna Maria Tremonti,

helping this issue were Entertainment

morn-

and a few others

Come to the gym today at noon (assuming the world hasn't

up by then) to see the Lance Cronies All-Star Basketball

Team beat the daylights

out of Spartac of SAC. And a big F-You to Wedsel's Edsels.

Special Events can
be made to work
If you are like most students, probably the only
time SAC touches your life is when it sponsors
a special event: such as orientation and the recent
Thunder concerts, which were not only wellreceived, but made money.
And, if you are like most students, you have
probably wondered why there weren't more of
these special events, since they seem to be enjoyable, well-attended, and even profitable.
We used to wonder about that too, but weeks
of research have paid off. The cause of the lack of
special events and social events is SAC's ludicrous
budgeting procedures.
The Special Events Commission, which handles
dances, films and concerts and other events under
commissioner Gino Piazza, was budgeted $7,350
for this year. However, unlike the external affairs
commission ancillary affairs, clubs, societies, or
other SAC-sponsored services, Special Events is
expected to break even, or come reasonably close.
Every time Piazza puts on a special event, be it
a dance, film night, or whatever, he blows a little
more of that precious $7, 350. No matter how
much money the event makes, Piazza still loses.
The general SAC treasury gains if the event makes
money, but the Special Events budget is left out in
the cold.
SAC Treasurer Ernie Petrasovic says it is natural
that Special Events' profits should go back to SAC
in general, and not to the .Special Events' budget.
We don't see why. Letting Special Events keep
its own revenues is logical from a business point
of view, anf from other perspectives as well.
If Special Events were to keep its revenues, its
- total budget would be thereby increased, and we
could have more special events. If the commission could actually profit by putting on a good

show, then we would have more incentive tor real
crowd-pleasing events.
SAC could bring in speakers (James Doohan,
Star Trek's ' Scotty' and the 'Subliminal Seduction' man, Wilson Bryan Key, were only a few of
the speakers brought in by Western's student council this year), hold more films (almost every other
university has a weekly cheap film night), and
provide competition to the mediocre pub entertainment by bringing in better bands for dances
and concerts. This campus could become an entertaining, exciting place for once.
Instead of blowing most of his budget on one
big concert each year (last year's Pure Prairie
League fiasco, this year's upcoming Valdy show),
the Special Events Commissioner could hold several concerts . Even if they lost money, they would
still each bring in some revenue, which could go
toward holding other events .
Rather than give Special Events a maximum
spending figure, as council did this year, Special
Events should be given a grant and informed that
it may not lose any more than that amount all
year. That would provide the capital to put on the
early events, which would then generate the revenue
for events laterin the year.
Special Events is the only SAC student service
that is expected to break even. SAC is not prepared
to spend any money on special events. That is an
unrealistic, unnecessarily stringent way of dealing
with social events, which should be one of the
prime functions of a students' council.
SAC should be proud, and consider it their duty,
to bring in and subsidize good entertainment on this
campus. It is a unique service only they can provide.
This is what students expect for their $22.50 student activity fees, and they deserve no less.

About letters to The Lance
Any material intended for
publication in The Lance must
arrive in the office containing
its author's name.
This has been an integral part
of Lance editorial policy for
years. We must know who is
responsible for all copy that
appears in the paper. This applies to letters, classified ads
and announcements,
opinions,
articles and publicity pieces,
as well as news, sports and entertainment stories.
The reason for this caution
is obvious. In case there are
any questions concerning the
content of any submission, the
editors must be able to refer
back to those responsible for
the piece. Any other procedure
would be a flagrant abuse of
The Lance's editorial freedom.
Pseudonyms or stories without by-lines are permissible in
the paper, if the authors present a valid case for witholding
their identities.
The Lance policy is to print
all letters that are typed, properly identified, or no more than
600 words, and are received
before noon Wednesday of the

week of publication. All other
submissions, from students, faculty and staff, are welcomed,
but they are considered for
publicatio n individually.
And while we're on the sub-

ject, we'd like "The flasher in
Social Work III" and other anonymous
correspondents
to
come up to the Lance office,
and we'll discuss the means of
publishing your remains.

Photo by J.P. Mortimer

Weather Forecast:

More Snow

I
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Film depicts exploitation of textile workers
By LEN WALLA CE

Two weeks ago a film was
presented at U.A.W. Local 195
concerning the almost inhuman
employment practices of one
particular textile corporation.

One would think that the era
of sweatshop conditions, antiunion and anti-labour hysteria,
has died in the United States
and Canada. But the testimony
of workers showed that it is

Out on a Limb
By DON PEPPIN and
ANNA MARIA TREMONTI

er

•

The committee was meeting.
They all filed in and sat down .. Everyone. In the room with the
.
big chairs, the long table and the thick c_arpet.
The Chairman moved that the meeting come to order. The ViceChairman moved that the Chairman's motion be brought to the
question immediately.
Member J. Rodney Wealth moved that the motions of the Chairman and the Vice-Chairman be amended to one motion.
Acting advisor Sydney Wilifellow moved that all previous motions were not in accordance with Robert's Rules of Order.
The phone rang. The secretary, Ms. Prism, wrote out a requisition
for permission to answer it. Member Harold VanAgree moved that
the secretary not be allowed to answer the phone until a motion to
have the secretary answer the phone was passed. The motion carried.
Cramer V. Liekhart moved that the secretary be allowed to answer the phone. That motion carried.
The phone stopped ringing.
The meeting came to order.
The Chairman took a meaningful pause, and cleared his throat.
Hewas ready to begin.
"For the past 27 months," he began, "this Search Committee
hasbeen meeting."
Wilamena Snyvley interjected. "Search committee sounds so
trite," she yawned. "Couldn't we call it something like The Del~gation for the Directed and Enlightened Discovery of a New President? Anway," she added, "it's much better to be a delega~e than
a committee member."
Arthur K. Honorarium echoed Snyvley. "It's much better to be
a delegate than a committee member," he said. Honorarium then
moved that the title of the Search Committee be changed to The
Delegation for the Directed and Enlightened Discovery of a New
President.
Snyv!ey moved that because of the new title, members should be
calleddelegates rather than committee members.
. .
.
Theodore W. Gudrun moved that "Delegate" be an official title,
spelledout in capitals.
·
The motions carried.
The Chairman cleared his throat. Again. "We must find a new
president," he said. "Our current leader has officially announced
that he will retire in April. Last April, he announced that he would
resign in September. A year before that, he said he would be gone
in three months."
"He's still here "the Vice-Chairman noted.
"The problem' is simple," Sydney Willfellow said loudly. "We
.
.
are faced with finding a new president."
"I have a great idea," Arthur K. Honorarium chm~ed m.
"All we have to do is find a new president," he said. . .
.
The Vice-chairman looked troubled. "But what kmd of president do we want?"
.
.
Wilhamena Snyvley answered immediately .• '.'This i~ a university,
a placed designed for people to learn and grow, she said.
.
Everyone, with the exception of J. Rodney Wealth, nodded v10lently.J. Rodney Wealth sat and stared.
.
"So" said Wilhamena Snyvley excitedly, "we shou_ld appomt
'
·
· ·
a man
a president
who has been through the learnmg
mst1tut1on,
with lots and lots of degrees, who loves p_hil,?sophy, and who wants
to see others continue to learn: an academic!
.
J. Rodney Wealth tipped his chair forward and cracked his goldringed knuckles. "You are forgetting Ms. Snyv !ey, " h e b egan, "that
this institution is in debt. We have built seven new faculty co~plexes in the past two years, at great cost. As well, en_rollmenta~s
down 35 per cent. We need a leader who ~~n boost our mcome, ·
tract the students and control the finances.
.
"But don't we' have a money control department. ? " W1lhamena
" d l k what
Snyvleyasked.
"Of course we do," smiled J. Rodney Wealthd An °!ho can
happened. We need a corporate executive to lea u~, one d
die
. us an edge in the stock mar k et, mcrea~;
.
our holdmgs an nee
give
out of paying higher wages to the work~rs.
.
"Faculty members," corrected the Vice-chairman.
"Whatever," said J. Rodney Wealth.
. .
.
"After all " J Rodney Wealth reasoned "some institutions dis'
. and others develop industry.
' We se11d egree s· The
cover petroleum
c?nsumers -I me;n the students- as well as the goods -I meai:i education- ~re very important," he admitted. "But are we here to imp~o;~
the mmds of a bunch of kids, or are we here to make a profit_
The Vice-chairman interjected. "We don't really ha~e our choice
of academics of executives" he apologized. "Academically, we are
unf.e~si
·ble, and fmancially
.
.
' are a mess. No one wants us · Not even
we
retmng politicians."
The Chairman cleared his throat. Again. "Perha~s we can /ersu~de our current president to remain with us until a year rom
thisApril," he said.
Arthur K. Honorarium moved.

alive and well, as practised by
J.P. Stevens' and Co. Inc.,
the second largest textile industrial corporation in the world.
The Amalgamated Clothing
and Textile Workers Union has
been trying to organise Stevens' workers for the past fourteen years against horrible conditions within the factory system.
And, for fourteen years, J.P.
Stevens', with bases in North
and South Carolina, has waged
a relentless struggle to bust
the unions and increase its profits at the expense of crippling
its employees.
In 1976, J.P. Stevens' had
sales of $1.4 billion, and a net
income of more than $40
million. In 1975 its assets totalled $7 56 million. All collected by paying workers substandard wages. Since 1965,
the company has been constantly charged and found guilty
of unfair labour practices. The
problem within the legal system
is that the corporation can
simply pay the minimal fines
until the next infraction occurs.
Hundreds of workers have
been fired from Stevens' for
their attempts at organising a
union. Others· are harassed by
their supervisers. In some cases,
workers have discovered, to
their dismay, that the company had actually wiretapped
their phones. At shops where
workers actually did manage to
organise, the company simply
closed down the plant.
This was the case in Statesboro, Georgia, where intimidation of the workers was so great
that the court finally declared
that the company must recognise the union. The decision
stemmed from the belief that
fair election could not be held
due to company interference.
Rather than bargain with and
recognise the union, Stevens'
shut down the plant and threw
its workers into unemployment
lines. Now warnings are being
sent out to employees by James
Finley, Chairman of the Board,
claiming that the union-organised boycott of Stevens' goods
would destroy their jobs.
Conditions within the plants
remind one of the darkest days
of the Industrial Revolution.

Workers are not allowed to
take lunch breaks and must
eat while at their machines.
The cotton dust from the looms
covers everything including their
food and drink. The dust levels,
the major cause of brown lung
disease, are almost three times
higher than allowable levels, and
noise rises 20 times over permissib le rates.
To a worker with brown
lung disease there is no compensation. One worker, Lundee
Cannon, exclaims that "The
dust problem where I work is
terrible .. .I spit up wads of cotton as big as my thumb. And
this is not once a day, but
it's every hour. Sometimes every
30 or 40 minutes."
Other employees have had to
suffer from accidents caused by
faulty and dangerous machinery.
Kathy Peace, 18 years old, had
just begun her job and worked

for only one hour and 45 minutes. She lost two fingers. There
was no rehabilitation or compensation. Richard Gregory lost
all fingers on his right hand because he was never warned of
the dangers of the machine.
Chester Stone, an electrician,
reported that he suffered a serious electrical shock but returned to the mill early because of fear of losing his job.
Two weeks later he lost a finger and suffered a facial stroke.
Life for retired workers is
also hard. While Chairman of
the Board Ffoley received pay
of $232,556 in 1975 and can get
a pension of $91,035 a year for

Whatit is
By OWEN BALL

Seems a lot of folks is scared of the word black.
Wanna put folks uptight, put black in front of
sometJ,i.,_ Don't seem auite reasonable to !Ile·
In another vein, Richard Pryor's latest fhck
Which Way Is Up?, is showing at the Palms theatre
(Downtown De~roit). AND ... it's f~n, entert_aining, pregnant wit~ message. Mr. ~ryor s re~u~atlon
.. ..it withstanding, there was nothmg offensive, save,
perhaps, for the most timid. Network was far
more shocking.
Not uproariously funny, the film is filled with
plenty of good laughs. The ending is unexpected
and you 're smarter than I am if you spot the
message before then. Plenty of hints, but like a good
magician hi: cons you into looking the other way.
Well worth seeing.
Jazz fans, i( you liked Ramsey Lewis's last album
'Love Notes', you'll love his latest 'Tequila Mockingbird'. But then, if you're hip to jazz radio WJZZ,
105.9 FM, you already know.

• 35 years of service, workers'
pensions are limited to - $2 a
month for each year of past
service up to 10 years. A worker retiring in 1976 with thirty
years of service would receive
approximately $20 a month in
pension. Yet, in 1976, Stevens'
profits had increased 102 per
cent over the previous year.
With its economic power,
Stevens' has ample political
influence in the Carolinas. It
has avoided paying many taxes
and has consistently fixed prices
and rigged bids. Fired workers
are told they would have to
move out of town.
It is a dismal record and one
that invites condemnation. As
one woman employee states
- "These are heartless people".
They have no care for people
and do not think twice over
those who have been maimed,
crippled or killed because of

their practices. But it's time
that the wrongs were righted.
·ve can do our share by at least
supporting the boycott of Stevens' goods. A partial · list is: 1
towels - Fine Arts, Tastemaker,
Utica; Sheets and Pillowcases
- Beautiblend, Fine Arts, Peanut, Utica, Beauticale; Hosiery
- Finesse, Hip-Lets, Spirit.
The practices above are common to North America, despite our so-called "high standard of living". It is because
of the publicity that we know
of conditions at J.P. Stevens' .
It is time that all other examples be brought out into the
open.

by Owen Ball
Assuming the continuation of this column,
should have a report on the national Black Coalition Conference held in Toronto over the weekend.
Up and coming: February 18 at the Patt~n
Centre, 151 Elliot St. E. - FESTIVAL OF SONGS
(PSALMS), featuring recording artists, Flip Jackson,
The Messengers, Ben Kersey and his Choir, and
more. Admission $3. Advance tickets and further
information contact Rick Brown at 253-9233 .
I asked for this column in response to a lot of
sentiment that we needed a forum. I hope you talk
. to me, care of The Lance.
Special message: U. of W's own Black Student
Union is in the process of organizing a 'Bia.ck
Careers & Development Day' for end February,
mid March. If ynu feel that there is a special need
for career and guidance and counselling geared for
blacks, you should maybe lend a hand. I'm given
to understand they can use all the workers they
can get.
Here's rappin at you ... Later.
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We GoL a Fea.J LetLeRS
Who is to say what is right and what is wron g
An Open Letter to Randy
Landgraff:
Your letter does indeed read
like something off the (bathroom) wall - obscene graffiti.
In this day and age, it is disheartening to find people who
still hold such unfair opinions
about other human beings. It is
indeed frustFating to see that
we have not far progressed
in the areas of human relations, and wholistic consciousness - especially in view of the
multitude of technological changes happening daily. Perhaps this
is our way of dealing with "stimulus overload," but woe to the
targets to uch views. Such a
view is, in fact, reminiscent of
the Salem trials and witch
hunts, where people were forbidden to exist if they didn't
fit within a certain mold.
It seems to me that, in your
view of others, there is some- ·

thing sadly missing - and that is
love: acceptance of your fellow
(wo)man.
What is natural, and what
is not? Such a question - so complex, I think is best left to the
discretion of the individual
don't you? What is natural fo;
one person can certainly not
be expected to be right for all.
If you dislike being pushed or
persuaded into something you
find unnatural, how then, can
you advocate such a fate for
gays? Why, indeed, should gays
change to meet "what . . .
[you] . . . feel is a rather common and popular view." (of
how people should conduct their
sexual lives?)
In your letter, Mr. Landgraff, you state that "one need
not be an expert on homosexuality, nor rape, nor murder,
or other related [these are related?) fields to realize that

To argue with
or without facts
An Open Letter to Randy
Landgraff,
Randy, Randy, Randy! The
temptation to argue with you in
the same fallacious, immature
way that you do in your letters
is almost irrestible. To say that
you are b1gotted, narrow-minded and paranoid - a man whose
se1f-1mageand personal sexuality
are threatened by homosexuals
is a tactic you would use, but
since I am a liberal (the pragmatic variety not the bleedingheart) I would never stoop to
your level.
A homosexual is a person
(male or female) whose sexual
preference is for the same sex.
A person, a citizen whose rights
are the same as yours. In all but
one respect he is the same as
you. At conception he was female, just like you Randy!
(Check the research!) Then •
biologically, the fetus retains it~
femaleness or develops into a
male. Here, sometimes, the
homosexual is 'born', or perhaps
later when the hormones are
not balanced ( 40%, 60%) or
when a psychotic mother raises
her son as a girl. One or a
combination may result in problems! Not problems of perversion, assault or any aggression against others - but within!
The person probably will experience an identity crisis - but
here is where you are right,
Randy, and begin to be wrong!
Heterosexuals and homosexuals
come to adolescence. A time
when we ,nust bring together
biological, physical and psychological make-ups so that
within ourselves we have harmony. Randy, you are not a
total male- no man is. You made
an adjustment, you are only
within the "normal"
range
(51 %) which dictates your heter osexuality, just 49% as physically you are acceptably male,
and psychologically have accepted the sex assigned to you
by your parents. The adult
homosexual also has adjusted -

through self-knowledge, realistic
thinking and acceptance of self
- and great pain. The insight,
sensitivity and understanding of
the human race which are the
prizes of a mature, genuine
human bemg who has won a
great victory are assets which
the social work profession needs.
Ignorance of these facts is at
least tolerable in a lay person,
- and at best inexcusable in a
student of·social work.
Considering your lack of
research, the fact that you admit
that you do not know any
homosexuals personally (beyond
acquaintance),
and that you
have little field experience with
heterosexuals or homosexuals I
would assume that you are less
than an authority on the subject! - at least you are not
"society". Your letter claims
that "society says to these
people - yes, you have a right
to exist but you also have a
problem which needs to be dealt
with" - I am "society" jµst as
much as you are and I don't
see a "problem". _I personally
know of three horoosexuals who
are teachers and are excellent.
Yes, Randy, the classes are coed. These people are professionals who are senstive and
concerned about their students.
Your line of argument would
make not only these fine people
suspect without justification but
al~o any heterosexuals working
~1th t~e opposite sex! Why is
1t so important to you who
sleeps with whom?
The question has not been
answered: . How does sexuality
interfere with job performance?
Homosexuals are capable of integrity and professional ethics
too!
'
Randy, I don't expect to convince you, I am aware of the
handicap fear and ignorance represent. I only hope you are
able to overcome these obstacles
some day.
Marlene Sweet

such conditions are unnatural,
and unstable ." One might as well
say that 'one need not be an
expert on the Middle East problem to realize that the Jews are
stubborn pigs who won't concede to relinquish the captured
land.' So much is left unconsidered, that the statement is terribly narrow and one-sided.
You say that "quite a few
people" have been "both overly
sensitive and defensive" with
respect to the point you were
attempting to make. Who wouldn't be sens1t1ve to unjust
attack with no back-up (besides common consensus - and
who's to say the majority's
always in the right?) on peop-

le's lifestyles, a part of their
very person? In fact, I see Mr.
Landgraff, that you, too, are
sensitive - to remarks like "ignorant, bigoted, narrow-minded,
and a few other choice adjectives," to quote you. It doesn't
feel too good, does it? Well, I
think if you have any sort of
sensitivity, yourself, you'll read
this letter to you with an open
mind . . . and an open heart.
From my point of view,
homosexuality
is an intimate
and emotional sharing between
two consenting adults. In fact,
that's what heterosexuality is,
too . So, how can you call a gay
person queer? My heart goes
out to you, Mr. Landgraff, if

let's go Lancers
Dear Editor:
The basketball game between
the Windsor Lancers and their
arch rivals, the Waterloo Warriors, was exciting and entertaining, to say the least. The
atmosphere in the St. Denis
Hall gymnasium on Saturday,
Jan. 15, in my opimon, was
credited to the presence of the
newly
formed
cheerleading
group and a brass band. Throughout the contest the two contingents aroused the fans as
weli" as our Lancers.
e cheerleaders / seemed very well organized and the musical background filled the air with a
pleasurable animation.
There are a couple of items
which I would like to express,
however, concerning the cheerleaders and the band. Primarily,
the unity and. co-ordination of
the two groups was somewhat
off that . Saturday night. I was
informed,
though,
that the
cheerleaders and the brass band
have not practiced concurrently.
If they could rehearse together,
new ideas about cheers and
songs may be formulated and it
would probably create a spectacular spirit club for our University. Secondly, if the two
parties were to receive financial aid to travel with the basket-

Tobe or
not to be
Dear Editor:
I would like to express my
undying, heartfelt gratitude to
Mr. Landgraff for informing me
of my right to exist - - I wasn't
sure before now. It is indeed
unfortunate that homophobes
have the same right, but then
who am I to speak for society?
Sincerely,
Mike .M.acCoubrey

LETTERS
Letters to the editor are accepted from all members of the university community.
Letters should
be kept under 600 words and be
typed if possible. Deadiine for
letters is 12 noon Wednesday.
. Letters must be signed, and
mclude the author's name and
address. Unsigned letters will not
be printed, but pseud01 yms may
be. used at the discretion of the
editors.

ball team to contests away from
home it would help not only
our team's spirit and moral,
but '9.lso encourage more avid
fans to travel with them.
There is increased anticip;tion that the basketball Lancers
will have a commendable season
and the support of our 'pep'
clubs will probably prove invaluable. Keep up the good
work.
Steve De!Basso

aribbean

you . have
. not been able to share
an .mtimat~ and emotional experience with someone else. But
how can you deny such a high
to someone else? Would you
deny a (wo)man the right to
watch a sunset with someone
else? Really, whom are they
hurting?
As long as there's n0
.
pus h mg or proselytizing goin
d
.,
g
own - 1t s really a matter of
free will.
It seems to me you belong
to that group of Bryant devo~ees who believe the sexual
mterchange of any sort other
than male-female one-on-one i
. f
s
sm ul. But doesn't the Bible
tell us to love one another as
Sisters and Brothers? Then, how
can you be so full of hate for
another? In my perception, Mr.
Landgraff, it is you who have
committed the ultimate sin, not
gays!
•
If it were only you who
~elieved the views you express
m your letters, that would be
one thing. But as you "express . . . a rather common and
popular view," it makes me sad
for the lot of humanity. May
God love you, Mr. Landgraff
- surely you can't feel much
love for yourself.
Sincerely yours,
Fern M. Brown

a

Lance did wrong by us
Dear Editor:
We, the members of the Caribbean Students' Association are
extremely
disappointed
and
grossly insulted that The Lance
has to date failed to make any
mention of our Cultural Weekend.
During the weekend of November 24-26, 1977, our Association presented a weekend of
cultural act1v1t1es which was
totally ignored by The Lance.
The activities were presented in
order to portray to the general
public some aspects of Caribbean culture and to enhance
interactions and promote further
understanding between West Indians and others. As such, it
is an important event and forms
an integral part of university
life: especially on this campus
which has a sizable foreign
student population. The failure

of The Lance to report on such
an event is inexcusable.
The staff of The Lance can·
not disclaim knowledge of the
above-mentioned
activities as
there were posters around cam·
pus, advertisements appearing on
closed-circuit TV for a week,
but more important, a paid
advertisement appeared in The
Lance
for two consecutive
weeks. From this we can only
conclude that The Lance has
no interest in Caribbean stu·
dents' activities.
In spite of the apathy dis·
played towards us by The Lance,
our activities were well attcn·
<led and we would like to take
this opportunity
of publicly
thanking all those who attended
and supported our ventu re.
The Executive,
Caribbean Students' Assoc.
Michael A. Clarke. President

Turnabout fair
Dear Editor:
Please allow me to address
R.J. Landgraff concerning his
most recent contribution to the
letter section of The Lance.
Mr. Landgraff:
You claim that homosexuals
like '_'alcoholics or mentally 0 ;
emotionally unstable people",
should be accorded the right to
exist, but "have a problem
which needs to be dealt with."
In your opinion, homosexuals
have "grave functional disorders." Furthermore, you group

homosexuals with rapists and
murders; asserting that they suf·
fer from conditions that arc
"unnatural and unstable." Yet,
you object to being called "~·
norant, bigoted, narrow~mind.ed,
and a few other choice adJec·
tives."
. 1d to
Although you are entit e
your opinions, I believe that f°~
have succeeded in 'ha~! ~
yourself with your own twiSt
logic. Me thinks thou dost
protest too much.
il
Robi Ham ton
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The lunatic fringe or the oppressed minority?
. ·
DearEditor
Upon reading Randy Land raff's letter conce~ning homog nialitv and social work. I

rI

cringed at the thought of the
replies he was sure to get . Havmg read them now, I'd like to
comme.nt 1100n one of them.
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if I may.
Michael Snively's letter appeared to be the most pre considered. The inconsistencies
he pointed out were valid, but
I have a different point of view
to present.
Michael, it's not a matter of
fearing sexual molestation that
makes me hesitant to allow
people who engage in homosexual activity into the social
sciences. Indeed, that issue is
peripheral. Your point about

the Maryvale School for Girls
is well taken.
It is my firm belief, founded upon faith , that the Bible
is THE inerrant, divinely inspired truth as communicated to
man by the only omnipotent,
omnipresent, omniscient God.
In this Bible, God unquestion~able condemns homosexuality.
'He calls it SIN - willful disobedience to the Spirit of God by
willing capitulation to the desires of mortal flesh - as all

'Chere IS a difference!!!
• MCAT
• GMAT

• VAT

• LSAT
• GRE

• DAT

• OCAT

• SAT

• NATIONAL MED. & DENT. BOARDS
• ECFMG
• FLEX
Flexible Programs and Hours

Over38 yearsof experienceand success.Smallclasses.Voluminous
homestudy materials.Coursesthat are constantlyupdated.Centers
opendaysand weekendsall year. Completetape facilities for review
of class lessonsandfor useof supplementary
materials.Make-ups
for
missedlessonsat our centers.

N-flf

Dfj.

FARMINGTON HILLS
(313) 851-0313

ANN ARBOR
(313) 662..3149

oau:.cnoow.
<ZNTt•
OR Write to:
29226 Orchard Lake Road
Suite No. 205
Farmington Hills, Mi. 48018

.... ____

sin is.
It is my duty and joy to bring
up my children· (if ever I have
children) in the nurture of God.
Now as a member of a minority
group, must I contribute my tax
dollars to train and hire a per
son who will, if in the teaching
profession, teach my child that
homosexuality
is something
good and beautiful? Am I to
train a social worker who will
teach my child the same thing,
if I am unable to raise him/her?
Because the minority group I
belong to by choice is perhaps
· less popular than another, will
you consign me to some "lunatic fringe", while elevating the
homosexual to the apparently
coveted status of "oppressed
minority"?
Michael, I appreciate your
views, but moreso do I appreciate your use of reason in
replying to Randy Landgraff.
It is refreshing to find someone who can (and does) override their own anger in order
to deal objectively with a problem that no one can be wholly
objective about in thought.
Daniel Friesen
2nd Yr. Psycholog-"

J

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTSSINCE 1931

Affiliated Centers in Major U S Cities

DRUG
REFUND
FORMS
WILL BE
ACCEPTED

COMPLETE STOCK
OF SHIRTS

COMPLETESTOCK
OF SWEATERS

2 for 1

JAN.24-30
(to 4 P.M. on the 30th)

Apple -Bee
I. Miller
Dale
House of Chauvin

We still have a number of

Jump for Charley
Dale
Ballantyne of Scotland
Puritan
Four Wheel Drive

refund cheques that have
not been picked up.

Olympic Submarine
Restaurant
2180 Wyandotte west

( near Randolph) - 256-0444

2 minutes

SELF-SERVICE

from campus

RIGHT PRICES • TAKE OUT

DINING

ROOM

GYROS
SUBMARINES
Assorted
Salami
Cheese
Ham

SA~DWICHES
$1. 45
$ 1 .40
$1. 20
Sl. 65

(cold)

Sa.ami
Spice Lo.:if
Cheese

Harn
Paatranu
Roast Bee!

HOT SUBS
Pastrami
$1.60!:iuper
$1.95
Sl.60
Roast Beef Sl.60 Pepperoni

LEATHERS SUPERSOFT
20% to 50% off

Bombers
3
/4 length
Full Length
Trench

Corn Bee{
Pizza Sub

GREEK

$1.60 Gyros
$1. 75 Olympic

$1.60
S~cial

SPECIALTl!ES

$1.55

Gyros1naPita
Souvlaki
Gyros Plate
Shish-Kabob
Plate
BBQ Chicken

$1.
$2.
$2.
$2.

55
45
45
35

IT A LIAN SPEC IA ~TJ]!;S

Baked Lasagna
Baked

Spagetti

Baked Rotini
Baked

1gat

)nl

Corn
Pu.za

Bed
Sandw

$1.35
S2.J5
$2.35
$2.35

(BE"/ERAGES)

$

• 95

$ • BS

S .85
$1.05

ch

$2.35
Hamburger
Cheeseburger
Piz.:taburger
Foot Lon~ Hot Dog
Hot Dog regular)
French
Fril:'s
Onion Rings

F'.LSl-1 & MEA
Chips
Fried C.hicken
Pork Chops
Lamb Chops
Steak
&,:

$

.so

$

• 90

$1. 05
.95

$

$ • 55
$ .H

$ .60

Sl. 75
Sl. 75
$1. 75

Rot.ni
R,gatoni
Luagna

Fuh

$ • 6C..
$ .95

.so

• 65

S • 85

Spagetti

SALADS
Toescd Salad
Creek Salad

S . 80
$
$

$1. 75

r

DISHES
$1. 75
$1.95

$2 .95.
$2.95
$4.99

•
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This guerrilla mastered the delicate art ...

ot the old book•in-the-boot trick.
Photos _by J. Halbert

Raid proves library not secure

I

The library security system is
inadequate and needs to be strengthened.
This is the inescapable conclusion following a successful
raid in which Lance staffers
managed to steal about 30
books from library shelves. Despite the elaborate trappings of
a $40,000 electronic security
system, the library is easier to
rip off than ever.
The "raid" was designed only
s a test of library security.
We do not advocate stealing
ooks. The library staff has
been informed of our experiment and our findings, and it is
expected that by the time you
read this, some aspects of security will already have been
ightened.

Our two guerrillas entered
the library about l: 15 Tuesday
afternoon, and in the next 40
minutes chose their booty at
random. The final total was
about 30 circulating books, periodicals, and reference books.
The highlight of the collection
was a complete set of encyclopedias.
Among the other prizes were
the United States zip code
directory, a Latin lexicon, Who's
Who in the United Nations,
a book about Ralph Waldo
Emerson, and two volumes on
morals and ethics.
All materials were stored
outside the building, until the
raiders got bored and piled them
on a bench in the library foyer.
Library officials were then noti-

Books were passed over the rail cautiously at first...

-

•

The purloined zip code directory: 'Not to be taken from this room'

uite a bit bolder ... but still no one stopped them.

fied of the raid, and after a
long discussion regarding secu.
rity, one staffer returned all
the books.
Strategies for sneaking books
out of the library varied, but all
were successful.
A sensitized book is difficult
the electronic
monitors. Burying it in a brief.
case, 9r tearing off the cover
doesn't even help, accordingto
library staff. But since the library has n_ot had the funds nor
the time to sensitize all the
books, many priceless volumes
are sitting ducks for thieves.
The aspect of the Lancecaper
which most disturbed Ms Suttor
and Acting Librarian Al Mate
was the ease with which the
raiders passed books over the
guard railing. Timid at first,
the lack of attention embol·
dened the Lance staffers until
they were passing over ency·
clopedias three at a time.

to sneak through

In last week's Lancr, Mr.
Mate explained there was al·
ways someone monitoring the
guard rail area to prevent Stu·
dents from handing books ac·
ross. If such a person truly ex·
ists, he wasn't in evidenceTues·
day afternoon.
One security guard wasspot·
ted around the entrance, causing
the Lance raiders to stop andex·
amine the drain in the drinking
fountain until he moved along.
Obviously what is needed isa
stronger security guard pres·
ence, since normal library staff
are too busy to watch overthe
entrance themselves.
The mystique of the elec·
tronic system won't protectthe
library forever. With all the
money invested in the library,
you'd think they could spend
a little more to protect it.

ttention.
The guerrillas displayed their booty in the foyer, just before surrendering in order to attract a

Women in
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Law series

Oiildrenare being deniedtheir civil rights
By DEB KENNEDY

rt

1979 will be International
Children's Year. This may be the
reason for the recent flurry of
action in Ottawa to show concern for children's rights. A lecture given by Professor L. Wilson at Tuesday's Women and the
Law Workshop indicated that
children are being denied their
fundamental rights as Canadian
citizens under the 1908 act
dealing with Juvenile Delinquency.
Prof. Wilson gave examples of
isolated incidents, to show the
potential and actual abuses of
THE Act. Adults have standarization of penal rights, but
this is not the case for juvenile
delinquents. For instance, there
is no certainty of sentencing,
no protection of the Bail '.Reform Act, and judges, who need
no qualifications, can act informally and irregularly. Professor _
Wilson stated, "A kid without
a bike license is in the same
position as a kid who kills
someone, in terms of sentencing". He also revealed that
80% of children who go to
training school end up in adult
penalinstitutions.
Child Welfare was discussed
by third year law student Teddy
Opie. There are four such agen-

cies in Windsor, which provide
family counseling, parent effectiveness training, 24-hour service, and adoption proceedings.
Under the Infant's Act, both
parents are equally entitled to
custody and education of the
child. When deciding custody in
cases such as divorce, Teddy
said, "The court places all considerations on the welfare and
happiness of the child", regardless of any prior agreements
made by parents.
Ms. Opie also mentioned
that in adoption cases the
court must have written consent of both parents and the
child (if over the age of 7),
unless circumstances lead the
judge to dispense with either of
the party's consent. The adoption order must also have
the consent of the child welfare
director and even then the
judge may refuse the order.
An outline of how day care
centres operate was given by
Susan Ellis, a third year law
student. The Centres, which
must take in more than five
children who do not have
the same parents, and are under
the age of ten, for no more than
24 hours, must meet "fairly
stringent" regulations. The Day
Nurseries Act, a provincial sta-

West side gone
by the wayside

tute, outlines such details as the
food given to the children, the
· number of children per staff
member, the hours of outdoor
play, and the quantity and types
of facilities for the staff and the
children.
Ms. Ellis stated that the
provincial government covers
80% of the costs while the
city pays the remaining 20%.
These costs are what remains
after it is determined how much
the parent is able to pay. If
the city budget doesn't cover
the 20%, parent cooperatives

By LORETTA PELLETIER

Last November, if you had
asked executive director Peggy
O'Neill what the future held
for the Volunteer Service Bureau, her prospects may not have
been too bright. With funds
running out; it looked as if this
non-profit community service
may have breathed its last.
Saved in the nick of time by
a grant from the Canada Works
Program, the Volunteer Service
Bureau has been able to once
again resume full operations
from its office on the second
floor of the University Centre.
With its renewed funding, the
Bureau has been restaffed with
Norma Bernaccha as secretary/
book-keeper and Anna Blackey
in the position of assistantco-ordinator.

better prepared to ,hold a job
and be able to support themselves.
New branches of the Volunteer Service Bureau are being
considered for the future. A central office is hoped to be opened
downtown at the old Patterson
Collegiate while another office
is planned out in the county.
Funding presents a constant
problem, however, to the existing and any future branches of
this organization.
Their
present grant will
enable Peggy O'Neill and her
three staff members to keep the
jVolunteer Service Bureau in
operation only until next fall
when it is hoped that more
permanent government funding
.will be obtained

HAS A SPECIAL
'BIG MAC,

OFFER FOR
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR
STUDENTS

Whatdoes our community need?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A(GFPT THE CHALLENGES AROUND YOU AND MAKE
Ill£ WEST SIDE - - -THE BEST SIDE
With 80% of the Windsor City council controlled by East Side
repre entation, we have to help ourselves. Volunteer to ma~e empty
corners into park areas. Volunteer to form an auxiliary police force.
Vo_!Jnteerin other imaginative endeavours to ennch your community
The community is supposed to reflect the type of people living
there. ls this the reflection we deserve?

Rosemary Stuckey, a community worker, is another new
member of the bureau who
works with special community
groups. One of her projects is
placing senior citizens in constructive community projects
and volunteer groups. Another
program dealing with mothers
who have long been absent from
the work force, while raising
their families, an effort, Stuckey
says, "to wean them off public
assistance."
Through volunteer work, it is
hoped that these mothers will be
able to build up their confidence
and become reaccustomed to
':!'orking outside their homes.
When the time comes for them
to re-enter the work force,
these women would then be

McDONALD'S

LET'S MAKE THE WEST SIDE - - - - THE BEST SIDE

Support your neighbours in co-operative efforts towards community spirit.
. .
2. Seek to overcome criticism and apathy where you fmd it.
.
3 Seek to find the proud history of your community by talking
to oldsters who remember how it was over fifty years ago.
4 · Seek to make a proud future for your community by teachmg youngsters to care how it will be in the future.
.
5 Seek to make a proud present for your community by working
with your peers to make it better now.

In last week's story, there
were two statistical
errors.

Next Tuesday, the workshop
will cover separation agr~ements
and ;;:•:,port and maintenance,
-beginning at 7 p.m. in the Law
.Building.

Volunteers back in business

Our Community was once a thriving town with pride and vitality. The old town of Sandwich has fallen into great degeneracy.
The lack of area-pride is evidenced on the north corner of Sandwich and Mill. No war or riot caused this horror. It was caused by
apathy.
Destructive criticism of our crime rate, of our air pollution and
evenof our cultural deprivation has been rampant. Have you added
to destructive criticism? Have you tried to improve the situation? If
not - - - why not?
Be a part of revitalizing your community. Take pride in our glorious past. Think what you can do for the West side! Decide what
you will do to make the West side - - - the best side.

Whatcan you do to fill these needs?

private homes, which is basically an unregulated form of
day care.

Renewed ti/ next rci/

The Lance received this notice last week. We don't know who
it's from, but although our policy is not to run anonymous contributions, we think some people may be interested in what it says.

Beautification of our streets.
Added police protection.
Additional recreational outlets.
Improved bus service.
Less air pollution.
Less water pollution.
7. Added support for cultural events in schools and churches.
8. Added support for sports events in our schools.
9. Added support of our merchants.
10. Perservation of our historical buildings.
11. Most of all people who care about our community.

may apply directly for the • 13.3% of the t~tal female popSO%, and provide the 20% by
·ulation had abortions in 1975,
their own means. The Ontario
not 13.3% of those who regovernment has previously set
quested them. Also, of these,
60% were between the ages of
aside $1 million for day care
20 and 34. Finally, the propcentres and a lot of this money
osed Family Law Reform Act
has gone towards centres for
has passed second reading but
Indian reservations. The govhas not yet passed third reading
ernment will also subsidize parents to pay for day care in
or received Royal Assent.

.: ..............................................
Buy one BIG MAC
geton

.:
**

FREE

Two 100% pure beef hamburg
patti s, aden with processed
chee e, lettuce, picklesand
McDonald's own special sauce
served on a lightly toasted sesame
seed bun. Truly a meal disguised
asa sandwich.
THIS COUPON VALID ONLYAT
McDONALD'S RESTAURANT
883 HURON CHURCH LI E
Limit one per customer, please
OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 14, 1978
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Poet's Corner
Lie rice

My Grandfat

ORBERT KARL HILDEBRANDT

And know yo
(Yet do not melt your assega11
Swallow the insults! They will increase.
Still bite your teeth and keep the peace.
The only name of the game is: survive!
You don't need the luxury heights denied!
Just survive
That your posterity b
re
For its tum at master breed

Wh

istory amv

1

..
I
I

Photo by Scott Eldridge

Bluegrassto newgrassto Catharsis.
By DANIEL BRANCH
It was a refreshing_ ;veni~g
. st plain footstompm music
0f JU
.
Those who attended Catharsis
Sunday night were treated
on
to some good
ol ' f ash"10ned ,
down-homebluegrass.
For the people who missed
it I can only say that they cheated themselves out of a rare
portunity to hear some of the
traditional American folk

~inest

The band that performed
Sunday night were called Roy
McGinness and the Sunnysiders.
Although their home-base is just
across the river in Wyandotte,
Michigan, several of the band
members hail from various parts
of true hillbilly country. I feel
that they did as good a job with
traditional bluegrass as any band
I've heard, with special praise
to the banjo player and the flat-

given to some of the more contemporary styles of bluegrass
that might be mixed with some
rock n' roll. The Earl Scruggs
Revue is a fine example of this
movement, and The Dillards
have also pioneered into this
field.
The Sunnysiders were wellreceived and thoroughly enjoyed
by everyone who attended the
show and it is hoped that they
will reappear in the future.
However, as it stands right
now, the future looks rather
dim for such a band to appear
since Catharsis is in a state of
financial trouble at present. The
attendance at most of these
concerts has still be lagging for
some unknown reason since the
talent that's being imported is
definitely high-grade stuff.

talent probably feels that it
would be a waste of time to play
in a town whose musical taste
is so pathetically narrow. It's
surprising that this band even
had the guts to appear in Windsor since the last aborted attempt of a bluegrass concert
here. That band, from Kentucky, was called Boone Creek
and they were part of a tour
sponsored by the Carlisle Folk
Festival in order to promote
bluegrass in other areas (such
as Windsor). I deeply praise their
attempts, although they were in
vain, as the tour had to be ca~
celled because of such poor
ticket sales.
My intention is certainly not
to impose my musical likes and
dislikes OTl everyone else. This
article is simply a plea for Windsontes to explore their own

musical tastes to be sure that
they're not being brainwashed
because
of exJStmg musical
trends in Windsor. I strongly
feel that those people who refuse to expose themselves to
other types of music besides
rock n' roll and disco may
only be cheating themselves.
By DEB KENNEDY

'

Don't be shy, show off what '
1 you can do. SAC is sponsoring
a Talent Show to give students their chance to break
into show biz. You can register in the SAC office before
1
Feb. 3. Auditions will take
place on Feb. 3 at 8 p.m. in,t
Ambassador Auditorium. Now'
for the important stuff: Prizes
of $100, $50 and $25 will be'
given to the three best acts.

-

I strongly urge anyone who
wants to hear good music frorrr
f folk and jazz to rhythm and
~ blues just to give Catharsis a
~ try because they're doing a first~ rate job of getting the best availo able talent. It's beyond me why
By PAUL CHERNISH
characters (of which many are
f attendance has been so poor
Does this happen to you:
his own) to satisfy the casting
because this city has certainly
Climb out of bed, jump in
requirements
for a Disney
and grinnin' at Catharsis.
been long overdue for a fresh
the shower, hop in the car,
movie. All of them are amusing,
picking guitarist. They strove to
injection of live talent aside
point it towards the U. of W.
contraversial and, believe it or
keep the mood relaxed, and
from the usual rock n'roll.
and tune the FM to WWWW,
not, relative.
their efforts to encourage audiDavid Bradstreet's several apthen spend about fifteen minI think it's fair to assume
ence participation proved suepearances have showed
sign
utes laug ing? It happens o me.
that most of us students are
cessful. By the end of the night
of hope. 1f people would only
Steve Dahl, the foremost in
from seventeen to twenty-five
a fair number of aspiring square
open their eyes, they would
DJ's in the Detroit area, has
years old, and this is the age
dancers had taken to the floor.
see that there is plenty of ta!been almost officially lured to
group that Dahl entertains most
also
had
the
chance
to
speak
ent
here,
and
they
don't
have
to
Chicago.
His
departure
comes
as
effectively. In fact, a number
1
with the wife of one band memgo to Detroit to hear it.
swiftly as his entry. Dahl hit
of us wake up with the singular
ber, and discovered that she was
I mentioned earlier that it
this area almost two years ago
intention of listening to Dahl.
on WABX and, due to his popIt's going to be rough waking
also their agent. She wished
was a rare oppommity to have a
~o point out that their band was
bluegrass band in Windsor. In- • ularity, has gained enough young
up to just music from now on.
determined to stick with traddeed it was _ but it's a rare
prestige to ship himself to the
As it stands now, after
b 1g-ime.
· t.
February 3, Steve Dahl and all
.
itional old-time bluegrass, with
opportunity to h ave anyt h mg
Over th e mon th s Dahl has _his characters will reside in
no intention of getting into any
different in Windsor and not
h
1
M
"d
accumulated
a number of voice
Chicago. Too bad.
newgrass. Newgrass is t e name
just b uegrass.
ost outs1 e '-----------::-::--::-::-7"::-c:-:-c:-::-:-::-7'.~=--=-~-=--=-=-=-=-=:-=--=:-:-:~~=--=-=-::
>.
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SteveDahl exits

The Sunnysiders, p1ckin'
music to come to Windsor.
Although
the true bluegrass style
wasperfected in America, bluegras&
started out as just plain
folkmusic, and many of those
earlytunes were brought over
by settlers from . England and
Scotland.However, with the adrent of the banjo (believed to
be the one native instrument
of America) plus the advan _ced
progressthat has been made
withthis music, one could safely
sayt hat t he bl uegrass st Yle, as
. ·
11y
we know it, is tra d 1t10na
\, mencan.
·
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Aerosmith
Draw the Line

1

"

By FRANK KOY ACIC
This is a strange b and . In t he
four yeus that the y have been
in the pop musi c limel ight,
.they haven 't released an album
which would have made them
worthy
of all the attention
(and money) that they have
received . Oh, ~ure they've had
some hit singles, but then, so
have countless
other bands.
It amazes me how man y
times they have reworked the
same tired old riffs and cranked out "new" materia l.
People have argued that this ·
isn't important, that it is .the
uncanny way that they blend
light melodies throughout the
three chord attack. This brings ,
me back to what I have thought
all along: Aerosmith is a product of their producer, Jack ·
Douglas . He has been with the m
since the beginning , in fact ,
you could say that he is the
band's sixth (Boy, could the y
use him on stage!) member .
When C9lumbia records sig-

ned Aerosmith, they assigned
the then creditless Jack Douglas as their producer . Since
then, they have become big
stars and Do uglas has expanded
his production
chores to the
point where he has started his
own production company (Waterfront Productions).
All the bands in Douglas'
stable (Billion Dollar Babies,
Cheap Trick, and even . . .
Starz!) have the same melodic
quality but the trouble here
is that. without
this quality
Aerosmith wo uld release material of a calibre somewhat
lik e side two of Rocks . . .
Pure Shit . An d even Douglas
can 't kee p it go ing fo r an ent ire albu m .
T he new Ae ros mith LP, Draw
the Line doe sn't ste er away
fro m this in the slightest .
The 2 or 3 excellent (thanks
Jack) tracks are here . . . but
that 's where it ends . The rest
of the album is, if not unlistenable , annoying and defin itel y
uninspired .
The title track is prett y
catchy with an inverted riff
(novel, huh?) and a nice piano
break. Kings and Queens isn't
too bad either (it 's getting a
lot of airplay) along with the
manic Hand That Feeds.
That 's all; I can barely · get
through the rest of the album
(under restraint · · · " Hey •
you wanna loosen the rope on
my wrist??") without ripping
th e to ne arm off th e tu rn t able
(litera lly).
Their popul arit y is wa ining
of late and Columbia isn't help ing them all that much; the album goes for about $6 .98

Billy Joel
The Stranger
By AL FRYDMAN
Just The Way You Are is
the hit single off the new Billy
Joel album The Stranger. I
think we should take delight
in having Billy Joel just the way
he is. Chances are you remember · Billy Joel as the Piano
Man, but I'm sure this album
will establish Joel as the true
entertainer he is.
The Stranger features the
extraordinary
vocals and keyboard ability of Billy Joel. For
the first time Joel has recorded
with the superb musicians who
have backed him up t he past
two yea rs while on t ou r.
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Like the previous Billy Jo el
LPs, a lot of the song inspi ration seems to come from personal experiences. If it is tru e
with Th e Strang er, Biily Joel
must have had some exciting
·
encounters
wit· h man y women .
Only the Good Die Young,
She's Always A Woman, Get
It Right The First Time, and
Just The Way You Are will
attest to that.
Onl y Th e Go od Die Youn g
is my favo rit e tun e o n th is
album. It 's a nic e tight rocker
written about what I'm sure will
sound very familiar . It concerns a boy's attempt to talk a

•**********
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you ng Virginia out of a certain
Catholic virtue. With lyncs like :
We ain't too pretty
We am't too proud
We might be lau,ghing a bit too
loud.
or
Sooner or later it comes to fate
I might as well be the one.
One could imagine the song
being done by some punk rockers or at least by my old floor
buddies fro~ Mac Hall.
Obviously Virginia was not
the inspiration for Just The
Way You Are. Th.is track is softer and simpler, and is getting
a lot of AM and FM play.
Phil Woods, on alto sax, adds
a very sophisticated sou nd to a
song which already features the
brilliance of ~illy Joel vocals.
Get It Right The First Time
1is, I'm sur e, dedicated t o all
those guys down in the pub
trying to get up the nerve t o
ask that gorgeous blonde t o
da nce . The flute of R ichti e
Cannata helps this get off t o
a crisp tempo , while the drumming of Libert y DeVitt o keeps
it going . T he opening cut entitl ed Movin Out is also dominated b y DeV itt o's drum play ing . Both these songs are remi niscent of earlier Joel songs
The Entertainer or Worse Comes
To Worst.
Scences From An Italian Restaurant is also simil ar to earlier
Billy Joel classics like Piano
Man and Captain Jack, from
Joel 's secund album . Italian
Restaurant is eight minutes
long, and while a lot is going
on musicall y, a lot is also to
be said . In the future I'm sure
a lot will be said about Billy
J oe l.

at most Windsor retail outlets .
Maybe the record buying public is catching on . . finally.
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Cano
Au Nord De
Notre lt1e
By DEB KENNEDY
Cano have defied the general
egotistic nature of the music
world by forming a cooperative.
Their "Cooperative des Artistes
du Nouvel Ontario" is inspirational. The eight musicians and
three light and sound experts
share work and revenue equally.
More important is their ability
to express slices of Canadian
experience
m a well-crafted
sound.
Cano's second album, Au
Nord de Notre Vie, was released six months ago. They are a
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LOUIi£
Bands for your dancing and
listening pleasure
Live Nightly Entertainment

Fri. Jan. 27 - Sat. Jan. 28

'ATBATROSS'
Mon.Jan. 30 - Sat. Feb. 4
'T.B.A/
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bili ngual group fro m Sudbu .
who strive to bypass the I I)
.
.
ang.
uage b arners with their m
b
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.
us1c
.
an d t h eir a 111t1es to Work .
either French or English. Thill
.
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a lb um 1s one m Frenc h b
.
I
d
.
'
Ut
t h ey me u. e English tra nslat·ion
fo the lyncs.
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"Who's playing at the pub
this week?"
"Oh I don't know, some
half-assed band I guess."
Sound familiar? · I know, I've
heard it a lot . But honestly now,
how many of us actually go to
the pub on a Friday and Saturday night just to listen to the
band?
There have been a lot of negative things written about our
pub and it's about time we took
a look at some of its good
points.
The pub, to me anyway, is
a place where I can get out to
in the evening and meet with
friends where we can have a
good time. So the band may
not be excellent, but I'm not
there for the music anyway.
Being there with good friends

I............********************************~
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The. essence_ of the album,s
fo u nd m the title tr ack, a suite
of 3 pieces writte n by seven
members of Cano. Group effon
exce lls in t his wo rk . The mus,.
ciaos capt u re th e beauty of
nature that th e lyrics describe
in a well-b alanced musical piece
combinin g classical music and
folk -flavour ed j azz:
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Cano 's added plus is Rachel
Paiment , lead vocalist on sever~
songs. Her vo ice transforms the
feeling behind the lyrics into
sound. On Mon Pays her voice
is tinged with sadness, despite
its strength as she begins and
closes the piece with inner reflections . T he body of the song
is jazz-oriented,
leaning away
from the melancholy of Rachel's
voice.
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L'Automne lacks the fluidity
of Paiment ' s vocals and the male
vocalist sounds rough in comparison , but the violin accompaniment gives strength to the
song. La Premiere Fois is a weak
rockish tune which contradicts
th e mo od of the album. Spirit
of the North modernizes class·
ical elem ents for a fine instru
·
mental close to the album.

Cano will be producing an
album en anglais in Mav,which
should boost their popularity
in Canada if they retain their
purist directions of the past.
Seeing a Cano concert is some·
thing I look forward to, with~I
those musicians playing things
like the flute, cello, guitars,
piano, congas, synthesizers a~
whatever else they use. Thu
cooperative is working andthat
seems to be a good sign for more
of the same to get underway.

Let 's go pubbing
By STEPHEN PAVLOV

T
Detr

and making your own goodt~c
out of an evening is where its
at.
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Ever since it went through
its renovation a couple of years
ago, the pub has offered _us:
f Jan.2~
decent
atmosphere within
central
location on campus. tHall /
1- Det
Many times I've had people fFeb. 5
from other universities tell rn;,
~
how they enjoy the concepr ~rena
of a single pub on this campus 1
Other f Pm where everyone can meet. _,1
1Feb ·
.
. . h ave pu b s scattercu TFergu
umvers1t1es
ho
across their campuses.
TFeb
Where else in town can you
still get a beer for 70 cent; 1- r,.
while there is a band playing. TFeb ,

peff

t-co

oodas
The pub is only as g une
you make it! So the ne_xt:rnyou 're down there quit and
plaining about the banddII!!
0
try raising a little hell! We ··

t/ F~b

pnd F
TArena
! son,E
T19
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That Motown music
is still supreme
lash.
It's not that hit after hit is
"boring, but Motown in the
1970's began to realise its artists' capabilities and branched
out into other creative areas
such as movies. Diana Ross'
"Lady Sings The Blu es" was
the first of several movies that
Motown has fin anc ially b acked
and p romo ted. Gladys Knight
and Marv in Gay have also had
fu rt her suc cess in thi s are a.

By JOHN MACKETT
The next time you are in
Detroit walking down Woodward Avenue, keep your eyes
open for a big blue sign that
plainly says, "MOTOWN". It is
on the side of the building that
symbolically means, "The So u nd
of Young Am erica."
The Mot own So und est ablished itself in th e earl y 60 's
by the combin ed effor t s of
voung people fr om Detroits '
black inner city . Through trial
and error and repeated rehearsal ,
they put together a music al fo rmula that has become a phen omenon for the Black history
of both the United States and
rheworld.
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. Moto w n stands by its art ist s and de velop s their full pot enti al. Stevie Wonder for example has entered many different
fields of musical styles but always stays in the framework
Motown
has established.
His
"Songs In The Key Of Life"
album set was in the making for
two years and has resulted in
topping all prior records in number of sales Motown has released to date .

Hand clapping, foot stomping,a steady two-four beat and
back up voices seemed to work
for every lyrical message. It was
theirsound, and it caught on so
fastthat by 1965 15 % of all the
top ten singles emanated from
,\fotown.The Four Tops, Martha
Reevesand the Vandellas, MarvinGaye, The Marvelettes, Smokey Robinson, and of course,
Diana Ross and The Supremes
led the Motown
troupe
to
international fame .

Currently,
Motown 's main
concern
has been aimed at
supplying the " Juice" for the
discotheque
audiences. Thelma
Houston 's Don't Leave Me This
Way, I Wish by Stevie Wonder
and Love Hangover by Diana
Ross, characterize
how adaptable Motown can be to new
trends and changing styles of
music.

It was the Supremes who
really established Motown as
"Hitsville, U.S .A." . Between
1964and 1967, The Supremes
put 16 singles in the national
top ten, surpassed only by the
Beatles, who dominated
the
number one position on most
record charts. But the Four
Tops and another
Motown
group, The Temptations,
held
their own and proved their
capability of matching the Supremeswith a seemingly unending
trail of hits. By the end of the
decade, the Motown label had
sold well over 100 million records and established itself as a
ieadingcomponent in the world
of popular music. Motown reachedall over the globe and was
never restricted by ethnic or
racial barriers in times when
world conditions
seemed to
breedsocial confusion and out-

Motown
1s not presently
centered around Detroit like it
has been in the past. They have
opened distribution
offices in
Canada, New York and Los
Angeles, where most of the
recording it now done . Whatever the future holds for Motown it will always be remembered for those simple, effective, easy to dance to records
they released during their ehyday years of the 1960's.

KISS b rought t he "s how of shows " to Ol ymp ia for two nigh ts last weekend .

Shopping tip

Inexpensive albums to be had
By ERIC ROSENBAUM
If you are like most people
you don 't own as many records
as you would like, probably
for no other reason than a lack
of funds . Fortunately,
if you
are willing to take the time and
effort, there is a way of building
up a quality record collection
without owning a key to the
mint in Ottawa.
The answer to the problem
lies in the delete bins in most
record stores .
These bins are filled with
records that are either put out
of print by the record companies, are old stock that the
store wants to move, or titles
that a record company has printed a surplus of (in anticipation of enormous sales). You can
tell a deleted record by either
the notch or the hole that has
been cut through the corner of
the record cover. Anyway they
get there, albums in the delete
bins usually run from 99 cents
to 4 .99 - 5 .99 (for double albums) .
The largest problem with
searching for deleted albums is
to get the gems that make the

effort all worthwhile . The conscientious record shopper must
hunt through piles of albums
before coming upon one or two
discs actually worth purchasing.
Deletes are usually throw11 together, haphazardly , into one
large rack. You may have to
search through such titles as
"1001 Strings Plays Your Country Favorites" before you finally
find something that fits in with
your taste in music.
Here are a few tips that can
come in handy before venturing
into the world of deleted records :
1. Be careful to check the
record company . Make sure that
it is a well known or semiwell known company that has
released the album. There are
companies
that only release
"budget"
records. The recordings are usually second rate as
are the pressings .
2. Record covers sometimes
give false indications of what
will be found on the record
inside . Some of the best music
can be found inside awful record sleeves and vice-versa. If

you bu y a record just because
it has a flash y cover, there is
a fifty-fifty
chance that the
music on the disc inside is good.
(Sometimes this kind of gamble
pays off).
3. Also, in dealing with record covers, always read the
back of the cover carefully. You
may be surprised that some of
your favorite performers or a
favorite producer may be on
the record. It is at times like
this that all the searching pays
off.
4. If the performer or band
on a record is well known, and
you find their record deleted,
there may be a good reason for
it. The album may be a bomb.
Unfortunately
there is also a
chance that the album was a
departure from the artist's other,
more popular music , and therefore worth purchasing (I already
said th is whole business was a
gamble).
Even if you do get burned
once in a while , looking into
delete records is a good, cheap
way to expose yourself to different kinds of music.
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By CJAM
pan. 27 ... Nazareth - Cobo /
! Jan. 29 ... Peter Nero - Music
THall/ Feb. 1 ... Sonny Rollins
! - Detroit Institute of Arts /
fFeb. 5 ... Willie Nelson, Jerry
Jeff Walker - Crisler Sports
! A.rena/ Feb. 7 ... Harry ChaTPm - Oakland University
/
Feb. 10 . . . Gary Wright, J.
! Ferguson - Masonic / Feb.
T lO · · . Barry White - Cobo /
! Feb. 12 . . . Shaun Cassidy
f- Cobo / Feb. 14 ... Santana
Two shows at Masonic /
! ~eb. 21 ...
Foghat - Cobo
T Feb. 28 . . . Earth, Wind
and Fire - Toledo Memorial
! Arena / Mar. 2 ... Dave Ma,;n, Bob Welsh - Cobo / Mar.
! M · · · Art Garfunkel - Ford /
'.,.:r. 31 . . . Styx - Cobo.
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SHOW

AUDITIONS
•

WHEN - FEB. 3, 19"78

TIME- 8:00P.M.
WHERE- AMBASSADOR
REGISTER-

SAC. OFFICE BEFOREFEB.3, 19'78

TYPE OF ACTS - ALL TYPES
PRIZES- 1st-$100.00
2rrl-50.00

3rd-25.00
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lntramurals for innertubers and weightlifters
The biggest thing on campus
just keeps getting bigger. Intramural innertube water polo has
taken this institution by storm,
although it has yet to reach
the government documents section of the library.
After two matches, innertube water polo is just beginning to get on an even keel.
All te~s
are equally inexperienced in the finer points of
innertube mobility, but some
interesting and effective styles
of travel are slowly emerging.
Action has been fast and
furious. The Winner Jubes drowned the Quackers 8~. Fishmongers sank the Unknowns
by a 12-2 score, Tiny Tots
deflated Electa H20 - No's,
5-2, and Chloronnights outsplashed Hurnkins by a score of
9-7.

BASKETBALL
"B" DIVISION

HOCKEY
"B" DIVISION

By PETER MUDRACK
INNTERTUBES

Rockets
Bulls
Law Flames
Tecumseh Chiefs
Racoons
Dudes
Commerce Sabres
Candies
Codiax
HK Blades
Humkins
Law Blues
Social Work
Canadiens
Muff Divers
Geography
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Hogan's Heroes
Lapointe
J eannetters
Dave Clark 5
Northmen
Knicks
Oldtimers
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In recent action, the Jeannetters downed the North
ti
' H
men 41.35
ogan s eroes crushed the Knicks 45-29, and Hogan's HE '
broke the Dave Clark 5 up into little bits and pieces by
roes
62-44.
a scoreof
THE OTHER "B" DIVISION

Leghorns destroyed Engineering Tools 57-25 Stormtr
1
edged_ Jock Itch 34-28, Lapointe moved into a ti~ for seco:1;
dowmng Northmen 54-48, and ~he Hammers crushed Cod b y
score of 44-16.
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WEIGHTLIFTING

Local hospitals will likely
fill up with hernia cases after
the men's intramural weightlifting championship which takes
place January 31st. This event
will not be held on campus,
but rather at the Windsor
YMCA which is located
at
511 Pelissier Street in downtown Windsor. If you are from
out of town, any native will
be happy to point you in the
general direction.
There are a number of
weight classes, all of which are
to be measured in a rather
archaic unit; the pound . These
are as follows: 114, 123, 132,
148, 165, 181, 198, 220, 242,
and the great catch-all category.
Lifts will include the deadlift, the bench press, and the
squat. Ti_ght pants are not
recommended
for the squat.
Contestants are to weigh in
at 6 p.m. at the YMCA, with
the actual competition
scheduled to begin at 7 p.m. No
experience is necessary. Prizes
will be awarded to winners.
Due to popular demand, no
vacations in Orono will be offered as prizes.
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BILLIARDS

Intramural billiards tournament has been cancelled and
will run in cohesion with the
University billiards tournament.
Further notice for times and
dates will appear in The Lance
and the Games Room at the
University Centre.
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SKIING

lntramurals Committee
Cross Country Skiing - Winter lovers take heart. Two of
the ERCA's Conservation Areas
could provide you with some
hearty winter exercise.
Devonwood
Conservation
Area located on Provincial Road
near Cabana in Windsor and
Maidstone Central Conservation
Area at the corner of the Puce
Road and County Road 46
have trails of two miles and one
mile respectively. These trails
can be used for winter hiking
or cross country skiing.
Users are advised however
that because the areas have
not yet been officially opened
there are no facilities and that
people using the trails do so at
their own risk.
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Lancers stumble into tie
By NIGEL MILLER.
"We had them but we let
them off of the hook" says
hockey coach Owen Freeman.
The Lancers came away this
weekend with a single point,
as they tied McMaster
7-7.
The game was highlighted by
a three-goal pe~formance from
Lancer centre Don Martin. The
first came at 18: 16 of the first
period, as the Lancers took
early control
of the game.
Jim Dalton added
a power
pla}' goal for the Lancers six
minuteslater to give Windsor a
2-0lead.
Both teams were drawing
bad penalties, and this resulted
in the teams exchanging
power
play goals. Tom Nunn scored
for McMaster on a disputed
goal. The shot came from the
point and deflected
off twc,
.ltcMaster players into the net .
Windsor coach Owen Freemar
thoughtthe puck had been guidedinto the net by a skate, but
the referee didn't see it that
way.
Martin added another goal for
the Lancers during a two man
advantage, scoring from Biron
andRosaasen.
The first period ended in a
l·l Windsor lead, and was
filled with numerous
scoring
chancesfor the Lancers.
Jerry Morse opened up the
scoring in the second period
by taking an excellent Al Fig-
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stow early lead

gins' pass and dumping it into
the net.
McMaster scored only a minute later to trim Windsor's leac
to just two goals. Don Martin
scored his third goal with six
min~tes ~emaining in the perioci
to give Wmdsor a 5-2 lead.
From this point on the Lancers seemed to lose some of their
hustle, by not clearing the puck
from the front of the net or
b ;1ckchecking. This resulted in
several McMaster goals, as they
were given 3 or 4 shots per
msh.
Early in the third period
Tom Jaczenko added his second goal to tighten the game at
5-4. Al Figgins then put Windsor back up 6-4 on a quick shot.
Two goals with in a minute
and a half by Jack McMastcr
and Nunn tied the game up with
five minutes to play.

The Lancers capitalized on a
power play as Al Figgins picked
the top corner, to give Windsor
a 7-6 lead with two minutes to
go.
There it happened. With tine
running out the puck was cleared into the Windsor end, and
bounced over Lancer goal Mike
Freeman's
stick onto a J\t,chfaster player. With the goalie
out of position and no one interested ii\ taking the man out of
the play, McMaster scored tyincr
'
,:,
the game.
It was a scrappy game tut
Windsor was the better team
Defensive lapses by Winds~r al:
lowed McMaster to steal a tie.
D~fe_nsively the team was sorely
m1ssmg Scott Hunter, a key .i:
"'
player.
z
Windsor travels to London ~
this week and Trent on the E
0
weekend.
0

..

.i:
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Domonic Dionisi runs out of room against Shaw.

Crusaders lose to
State and Shaw
John Henderson blasts one!

Trackand field-impressive
Windsor track and field athletestravelled to Toronto's CNE
Stadium, for the York University Indoor Track meet. This
wastheir first meet.
Despite the lack of indoor
training facilities ( the runners
train in the snow by running
up stairs, and sprinting around
basketball players in the gym),
the team handled the 200 metre
t:ack very well and had impressiveperformances.
#

Lan r ·ttes
fall
The Lancerettes
fell v1~t1m
to the tough Western Mustang
volleyball team in three strai ght games last Saturday.
The
game scorf"s were 15 5 15-12
ana '5-8. Western is 'ranked
third n t I country.
Co cl ~, '"g Prp1ch was happy
1oss noting that the
· esr:re t'
Lancerer.
had a fine team
-'fort· " 1'1 t h e f irst game we
Werea bit mtim1d'lted but we
playedmuch better m the other _
twogames."
~.,
The Lancerettes face Queen's c::
and Waterloo this weekend in :
Waterloo.The Warriors are rated ~
~ifth in. the country but Coach ]
rpich feels that the Lancerettes ll..
can be competitive.

Be a jt>c with
no practice

Come up and

Linda Staudt,
running her
first indoor 1500 metre race,
set a new Windsor record of
4 minutes 5 3 .3 seconds, coming third in the race. She then
doubled in the 800 metre event
coming fourth. Jennifer Pace
came third in the long jump with
a 4.30 metre jump.
The men's team fared well
with two medals during the
competition.
Steve Domino got
a bronze medal in the long Jump

with a 6.17 metre jump. Paul
Richardson gained a silver medal
with a 1.90 metre high jump.
Richardson set a new Windsor
record with the jump.
Paul Roberts ran the 3000
metre event finishing with a new
Windsor record, 9 minutes and
7 .8 seconds.
The next meet for the team
will be in Detroit next week.
The team will compete in the
"v\onarch Relays.

By PETER NASH
Wednesday night the Crusaders, our number two basketball team, played host to Shaw
College at St. Denis Hall. The
Crusaders could not compete
with Shaw on the boards and
lost a hard fought contest 72-69.
The Crusaders held an early
five point lead and managed
to keep it for the first half. The
second half was much tougher
for the Crusaders. Mike McKinley had a fine game but he
was unable to keep up with the
taller Shaw forwards.
Shaw went up by five midway through the second half
and Windsor never caught up.
Mike McKinley
was high
scorer for the Crusaders with
20 points.
The Crusaders travelled to
Michigan State last weekend to
play the Michigan State Jumor
Varsity
squad.
The Spartan
team was strengthened with several senior varsity players and
the Crusaders were defeated 9 346.

Head Coach Nick Grabowsky
commented after the game that
"It would have been a much
closer match
if the Spartan
team had not used their senior
varsity players. The three players they used combined for
38 points."
The Crusaders fell behind
early in the game and just
couldn't
keep up The half
time score was 55-30.
Mike McKinley
was high
scorer for the Cruaders with
1 7 points, and ten rebounds.
Carlo Barzotto
came second
with 6 points. Coach Grabowsky
feels that McKinley is the key
player
on the team. "Mike
does it all for us. I'd be very
surprised if he didn't make the
varsity squad next year."
Mike Langaker hooped the
most points for the Spartans,
with 14. He was followed by
Rick Kaye who had 12 points,
and Jamie Nuffiman with 10
points. All three players play
for the senior team during home
games.

WINDSOR JEWISH STUDENTS
ORGANIZATION
GREAT FILM SERfES

ALLEN BA TES IN

'THE FIXER'
WED. FEB.1st8P.M
MOOT COURTROOM
U.ofW. LAWSCHOOL
STUDENTS $1.(X)
NON-STUDENTS $2.00

join
The Lance
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The agony and ecstasy of Lancer b-ba/1
By PETER NASH
The Lancer basketball squad
had two out of town games
last weekend, losing to Guelph
Gryphons 95-85 on Friday, and
beating the Brock Badgers 11283, on Saturday .

Agony
The first game was a very
uncharacteristic performance by
the Lancers. Windsor came out
stale and stayed that way until
midway through the second
half.
Guelph jumped
out to an
early 10 point leadr> 15-5,
at the six mmute mark. Wmdsor
just couldn't seem to get untracked. Poor defence, disorganized
offence, and a lack of aggresive
play highlighted the first half
for Windsor .
Head Coach Paul Thomas
commented after the game that -;ii
"It was a great embarrassment
to me. It looked as though ~
the team hadn't been coached ." £
He also noted that " I can't 2
0
understand it. Every guy on this f
team wants to win but we
just didn't have it ."
A major portion of the proFred "Diesal" Robson rebounds in Guelph.
blem came early in the first half
when Charlie Pearsall was forced
the game quite closely and the
erse . role with a fine perforto sit on the bench. Pearsall
Lancers were taking the majority
mance.
Windsor was unable to
collected four personal fouls in
of the fouls.
penetrate
their defence and on
less than 10 minutes of playing
The Gryphons played a revoffence
Guelph
shot and retime. The officials were calling

z

bounded well. The key player
for the Gryphons was Henry
Vandenberg with 32 points and
16 rebounds .
The Lancers qme out in the
second half with much better
play. From being down 23
points at half time, they were
able to close the gap to 9 points.
Unfortunately the Gryyhons
were able to stay with the Lancers after that point and the
game ended in a 95-85 Guelph
victory .
Dan Devin was high scorer
for the Lancers with 2 3 points .
He was followed by Ed Bialek
with 16, Bob Oostveen with
11, and Vince Landry with 10
points .

Ecstasy
The second away game was a
complete turn around for the
Lancers. Windsor came out a bit
weak but sooned straightened
that out to coast to a 112-8 3
victory over the Brock Badgers .
The Badgers were unable to
contain Windsor on the boards
or the fast break . Dan Devin,
Kevin Greenwood, Ed Bialek,
and Vince Landry broke the
game open with fast breaking
offence. Charlie Pearsall and
Fred Robson controlled
the
boards for Windsor at both ends
of the court.

The key to the win se
,
ernci1
. d
to b e Wm sor s aggressive
fence . The Badgers were u
naJ,
to penetrate, leaving the
10
jump shot as their only we ~
.
apon
Coach Thomas said afterth;
game that "before the game
1
had to lay down the law. I fuUy
intended to bench some play.
ers but as it turned out every
.
one played much better."
Jim Minello , an underated
player, was praised by the la
ncer coac h . "J"1m p 1ayed awfuUi·
well for us tonight" not~
Thomas. "He's always in pos,
tion."
During the first half Broe\
was able to stay within striking
distance, with the half' tim,
score 52-43 . The second half
was much tougher for the Bad.
gers since they have little bench
strength. Windsor's fast bre.l:
really became effective when
Brock began slowing down near
the end of the game.
Jim Nelligan was high scorer
for Brock with 24 points. H,
was followed by Paul South
who had 15 points.
The Lancers had six playen
in double figures starting with
Ed Bialek at 20. Greenwood,
Oostveen and Minello all had
14 points while Fred Robson
had 10. Charlie Pearsall had
five blocked shots, 10 rebounds
and nine points.
dib·

Lancers trip
Golden Hawks
94-92
By PETER NASH
When half time arrived the
The Lancers played their
Lancers had an almost insurthird game in less than a week
mountable 54-3 3 lead.
Wednesday night and managed
The second half was a comto squeak out a 94-92 victory
pletely different story. Lauover the Wilfred Laurier Golrier's Lorne Killion proved his
den Hawks. The Hawks are
all-star status with eight basrated fifth in Canada, the Lankets in a row. Not one of the
cers ninth.
baskets
was from any closer than ~
Head Coach Paul Thomas
t
ten
feet.
Coach Thomas said c:i::
noted after the game that "We
after the game that "If Killion _;
are happy with the win but our
>,
were
a little bit stronger he .c
second half was rough." The ··
0
could play in the National e
Lancers held a 21 point half
.<::
Basketball Association. He's de- p..
time lead but were unable to
finitely
the finest shooter I've
keep up with Laurier in the
ever seen in our league." Killion
second half.
Oooo! Crowd pleaser Bob Oostveen puts it up against Laurier's Koepke (23). Oostveen was high scorer
ended up with 35 points.
The Lancers started out well
for the Lancers with 25 points.
with seven unanswered points.
couldn't keep up with Laurier's
Laurier didn't score until the
Master this weekend for a rethis month Their next home
shooting
percentage.
1 7 :09 mark. Charlie Pearsall
match
with the Marauders,
game is a~ainst Western this
With three minutes remaining
sparked the Lancers with a
whom they beat 77-69 earlier
Wednesday.
the Lancer lead had been reblocked shot and a tip-in during
duced to just one point, 85-84.
the early going.
BASKETBALL
-Fortunately
for . the Lancers
Midway through the first
Fred Robson, Vince Landry and
half the game opened up and -;;
TEAM
L 1'tS
GP w
Ed Bialek were able to run the
8
the Hawks couldn't stop the ;";
McMaster
1
4
5
fast break and Laurier couldn't
6
Lancer fast break. Ed Bialek c:i::
Windsor
1
3
4
get ahead.
6
and Vince Landry hustled the £
Waterloo
2
3
5
Finally with only five sec4
ball down court for the Lancers ,S
Western
3
2
5
0
onds remaining the Lancers in4
scoring three unanswered lay- .<::
Laurier
2
4
2
?< .
bounded the ball and Vince
ups.
2
Guelph
3
1
4
Landry managed to hang on
Thomas and Popovich - worried!
0
Bob Oostveen had one of his
Brock
4
0
4
until
the
buzzer.
The
final
score
finest performances ever as a
The Golden Hawks kept chipwas Windsor 94 and Laurier 92.
Lancer. During the first half
ping away at the Lancer lead
Bob Oostveen was high scorer
Oostveen scored four baskets
with fine outside shooting. Kilfor
the Lancers with 25 points.
in three minutes to keep Laurier
lion combined with Fred KoHe
was
followed by Vince Lanout of reach. Oostveen was also
epke (22 points) and Don Whadry
with
14 points. Jim MolyLancers vs W astern
tough on the boards bringing
ley (33 points) for a three man
12
neux
and
Ed
Bialek
had
down some key defensive retotal of 90 points. The Lancers
each.
St. Denis Hall
Wednesday at 8
bounds.
didn't play poorly, they just
The Lancers travel to Mc-

...

Basketball this week
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By E.P. CHANT
Last week's record snowfall
froze all activity at the university, except the consumption of life-sustaining toddies
and _ other liver-warming nectars (i.e . - booze).
While students doubtl ess welcomed th e repriev e from classes,

.....:
0

>

university's Physical Plant and a ' and not tap new barrels. .
crew of six groundsmen, equip"Pubbing" was the only form
ped with three pieces of their
of entertainment that students
own machinery and one from
had open to them anyway.
an outside contractor, started to
Thursday, Friday; and Saturday
remove the snow on late Thurs- · performances of The Sea (preday afternoon. By late Saturday
sented by the University Plamorning, 21 parking lots and yers in Esse?C Theatre) were
most of the si:dewalks, entrahce
postponed because of the stprm.
ways, and ramps had been
(Whatever happened to " the
cleared.
show must go on"?) The Play ers
" It was th e wor st snow- would like every,one to know
storm I've ' seen in ten y ears ", that tickets for tho se.· per forsaid N·icodemo . " About t en mances will be hono ured on
ye ars ago a really fast snow- Thu rsda y , Feb ruary 2 (yes ter fall caught us unaware . · Act - day ), Fri day the lr d· (t oda y),
u ally , this one may have been and Saturday t he 4t h (tomor worse becau se t here was driftin g row ).
t oo. That was reall y the worst
Students woo are not "into"
thing about it - as soon as we dr ink ing or theatrics bu t , fo r
plowed something, it dri ft ed some ·unkno wn reasoni came to
right back in."
uni versity to learn , were a lrttle
People drifted into the pub,
agitated to find the libra ry
too. Asked how the "Galler y " clos~d on Thursday and F-rid ay.
did during the storm, ma~ager
The man in charge there, Mr.
Peter Romeril responded, "Quite
Al Mate, said that the -_<lecision
well." The pub ran out of drau- to close on Thursd ay was a
ght beer on Thursday,
but
"judgement call'~ and that he
Romeril
explained
that this
called for closure to make sure
heresy was not caused by the staff did not get stranded
exc essive drinking. Just in case at the school. ''On Friday" ,
the pub had to close because
he said, "we consideied . going
of the storm, he explained,
with a skeleton staff , but the
o he thought it would be wise to
weather report was so ,bad, we
f0 · get rid of the draught first again decided to close. It was
a tough decision - we hate to
close." (The library was open
for business as usual on Saturday and Sunday).
.
The man _who knows more
about this university t~an knymet twice this week according
interviews" wi~h · the commione on the f ce af tfie earth,
t o the new chairman , R.J.
ttee. Out of those - interviews,
· Inform ation Director Geoff MacTebbs. Tebbs, wh o is t he chairthe comm ittee · hopes t o come
Gibho n, said that he could not
man of the Board of Governo rs,
up with on,e candida te t o pr ~recall any t ime in the ~hen
replaced Stan Arbour as cha:irsent to the boa.r:d and the _senthe school had been ··"" • own
m a:n af t ' t he O" .... itte e failed
at~ .
for two d a
to · find :t' a cand i .te by - C~rist~~~~~~~~~ -~
mas .
i'he comP1ittee is n0w en gaged in compiling a lengthy
list of possible candidates, and
The grad~ate student referendum, postponed from last Friday+
pa ring that down to a " flat !due to snow, is all set to go again today.
'
i
list " of four or five candidates f
Unt il 4:00 p.m. today grad students may vote yes or no on fee T
"wh o are most likely to fill +increases proposed la,st week by th e Graduate Student Society.,The
our requirements ". Along with i poll is at the front door of the University Centre.
·
re-cons idering some of the can- T' The G.S.S , has proposed raising fees in order to help pay for the
didates earlier discussed by the
renting and furnishing of a graduate student house near the univer- i
committee, "we've started · all
sity, to be used as an activity centre. The referendum ballot asks T
over again with new names in +full-time students to approve a $2.50 per year fee increase, and partthe hopper, " says Tebbs, who i time grads a $1.25 increase.
·
i
is a vice-pre sident of Hiram T Also on the ballot, for full -time students only, will be the ques- T
Walker.
+tion of the imposition of a drug plan. Students would pay a $5.00
,.--Candidates on the "flat list"
1yearly charge, and be eligible to receive refunds for prescription i
;ill be invited t o "irttensive f'drugs
and certain other health aids.
T
some memb~rs of the campus
community did not have the
chance to lounge around to
write essays and study for tests .
Instead, these hearty Eskimos shovelled, plowed , salted,
and sanded Windsor's worst
storm in fifteen ye ars ipto submission. Ron Nicoderno of the

:~
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~New names in the h~pper
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$earch Committef;) presses -on
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The University of Windsor .'s
- great presidential searc h goes on
.. . and on .
The joint senat e-bo ard of
governors search coqim itt ~e was
established last ,fear t find a
success or · to · o·r~ J. · Fran cis
Leddy , who retire ~ in September after i5 years as pre sident.
The committee is still sear ching, according to university information director Geoff MacGibbon . "This is an u rgent matter, and they 're pressing forward as fast as they can".
The committee was expected
to turn up a candidate for the
senate and the board's approval
by Christmas, but they could
not find a suitable candidate
who wanted the job.
Secre cy still surrounds the
actions of the committee, which
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Reduced s~~ices :.expected ·-for neXt year
...

Various university services
into a meeting of the OFS
long with SAC President Wells
will have to be reduced next
e~ecutive with the Ontario caband Overholt, SAC reps Andre
..... year due to · impending govinet next Thursday.
Wehbe, Vicki Fenner and Leo
0
:.The , turnout
at Tuesday's
ernment cutbac1cs, Miriam Edel>
Meyer attended, comprising al·.;;
meeting was not unusually low
most half the audience.
·
a; son, Chairperson of the On_tario
for Edelson's tour. She said that
-~ . Federation of Students, said in
Overholt
said
that
Edelson's
C
Windsor Tuesday afternoon.
her audiences were "sometimes
:)
visit here was never intended to
larger, sometimes smaller". AAs a result of government
be a "mass meeting". She had
cutbacks in higher e~ucation,
we can expect reduced library
services for instanc e,- and larger
classes in the years to come,
Edelson told an audience of
about 12 in Assumption Loun ge.
She was in town as part of a
mont h-lon g. "w hirlwind tou r"
of Ont ario 's uni versities and
commu nity colleges.
Edel son ha s been t ouring the
province d iscussing .t he future
of univer sity education in On- :t
ta rio, and keeping stud ents informed of the resu lts of ongo ing
nei!otiations with the govern - E
m;nt over th e upc omin g student £
aid revisions , ex pect ed in March.
She has also been seeking
input fro m st udents to carry
Ede lson tells st udent s t o pre pa re-for cutbacks .

...

'

intended that Edelson meet ' with
local high school students and
others interested in student aid.
One hig~ school student attended, to carry back to her
school news of the three major
flaws OFS perceives in the Ministry of Colleges and Universities' new student aid program.
One of the flaws is potentiallv . a benefit. Under the
nevy program, ~ .needr stqdent
will no longer have to take out
a loan to get a grant. However,
the government has · not yet
defined a "ne edy student '', and
Edelson says "unt il they announce t hat , it '~ diffi cult t o
say the new program is bet ter. "
The second draw bae-k is t he
government's insiste nce op the
four year eligibility period for
grant assistance_ "The government is no longer willin g t o give
grant money out ," sayd Edelson .
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Ca ·rnpas

THE University Players production of
THE SEA will be presented again . on
Thursday, Ftiday, & Saturday, February
2, 3, & 4 at Essex Hall Theatre. All tick-·
ets issued for Thursday, Friday or Saturday January 26, 27 & 28 will be honoured. Students and staff unable to see
the show last weekend are invited to
the performances.
Regular prices and
student rush are,as p~r usual.
THE U. of W. Integrity Group presents
a "Natural . Living Series". On Wed.
February 8, Jeff and Merle Levine of
Twin Valleys School will present an
open meeting on "Alternative ,. Life
Styles", based on their experiences in
South Africa, Israel and Canada. Everyone \o/elcome to attend the Alumni
Lounge, University Centre, from 12:15
· 1 :00.
THE French Club is making arrangements for its trip to the Carnaval · du
Quebec, in Quebec City. We will arrive
there on Friday, February 10 and stay
until Monday, the 12th. Anyone interested in joining us on this trip should
contact the secretary of the French
department as soon as possible.

Catchy-

HU RON Hall invites interested per THE University of Windsor Inter-Faith
sons to participate in a coffee house
Fellowship will be visiting Assumption
·
to be held Sunday evening, Feb. 5 in
Roman Catholic Church this Sunday
the TV lounge. For more information,
(February 5th) at , 12 noon ; This is the
third in a series of five visits to various · call Gary (256-2073) .. Cash donation
at door. Everyone welcome.
places of worship this term, sponsored
by the University of Windsor Ecur:nenCOFFEE .HOUSE - Sponsored by , the
ical Chaplaincy. All are welcome ·.
Assumption Campus Community is held
every
Sunday 8:30 .p.m. · 11 p.m., in
THE Women's Centre is holding a Sym~
the Blue Room of the Assumption Camposium on Rape on Friday, February
pus Community Centre. Relaxed atmos24 and Saturday, February 25. Watch
phere with e.,ntertainment, coffee, tea,
The Lance for further
details, or
hot
chocolate etc . . . Brinq a friend.
call Brenda, ext. 153.
ADELE Duck, · B.F.A. graduate of our
School of Firie Arts and now on the
EXPERIENCE the Inner Universe. Free
Faculty, was -the recent recipient of the
weekly classes in meditation and yogic
May Court Award at the Southwest
phiosophy. Location, University Centre,
'38 Exhibit, Art Gallery of Windsor. Ms.
Room No. 1, time: Sundays at 2 p.m.
Duck a,lso had two of her drawings,
For further information call 2~3-2893.
"Prisms", purch _ased by the Art Bank of
Sponsored by Sri Chin!TIOYCentre .s . .
Cariada.
THE University of Windsor Women's
B.S.U. presents DISCO DANCE ~HH8.
Auxilliary Annual Tea and Sherry party
Dress: Smart casual, Location: Ambas3 p.m. to 7 p.m. Saturday, · March 4,
sador Auditorium, Time: Saturday .night
1978 Faculty Alumni Lounge ' UniverFebruary 4th, Food and cash bar. Only
sity Centre. Drawing for graphic art
$1,00.
donated by Fine Arts Department will THE Annuat Student . Exhibition of
take place.
art will be on view in the LeBel Fine
Arts Gallery from February 4th through
AN exhibition . of recent drawings ana
February 28th. An opening recept ion
prints by Daniel W. Dingler opens in the
Leddy Library . Gallery on Sunday, Feb- will be held in the gallery on Friday
evening, February 3rd, from 8 :00 to
ruary 5th. The show continues through
February 24th .
10:00 p.m.

CHEQUES
WILL BE HANDED OUT
ON FEBRUARY 20 & 21

WANTED:
Exercise bicycle in good
condition for reasonable price call 734 .
6123.
FOR SALE: Don't leave your pooch
out in the cold . Dog house, plywood '
cons t ruction 3' x 2%' x 3'., yours for
$15.00. Call 734-6123.
,,.
SKI Mont Ste. Anne, Quebec. Furnished
chalets with fire'jlaces near hiff and o n
c.i:_
oss:.c~uotry trail.
(418) 826-2643.

<;qn

WANTED: Al used copy of ,G. Jowett's
"Film:
The remocratic
Art".
Please phone 254-4452 evenings.
LOST - Gold chain necklace, with heart
and key, near Lauri er. Great ·sentimental
value, if found, please call 252-2324.
$20 reward .

1. development of history of
the application s for th e CanParks and Recreation from 19~0
ada Works prbgram :wiH be availto date;
_
.
ableinA
pri l,J978 .';~. ·
1
2 . prep aratio n of murals, s1g- ;
/
'
,!;, ..~j ' rgu, ~r~ _a ~A.{~·- bo th of na.ges a~d landsca~e fea1:1~~sfo~
Parks and Recreanon fac1ht1esr
fbe · -prog ~~ s. , ..provide ~ants
3. fire dispatch information - . t?wards th e fost s of wa g'es' ·and
upgrading - obtai ning pert inent
salaries as well as some matda t a fo r d evelo pin g inform.aer ial cost3 . ft provides employment for stu dent s during
t ion ret rieval system for the
16mm microfilm search reader;
the summer.
4 . co mp lete lawn m aintena nce
ff 'you have any question s
for all seni or citizen bu ildings .
regard ing the abov e, ple ase do
· The deadli ne for applica - _ not hesitate to contac t either
tions for th e Young Canada
myself or my Deputy, G .S.
Works pr og ram is February
Pinso nneault .
Yours truly,
17, 1978 . We understand that
E.A. Agnew , C.A.
Commissioner of Finance
City of _Windsor
V

Distinguished S.peakers

in Psychology-

All talks are presented in Room 1120, Matµ Building, .University of
· Windsor.
t

Feb.

Mar.

ONLY
S1udents'Administrative Council
2nd Floor
University Centre
S.A.C.

FOR SALE: NIKKO STA 50-50 AM~M receiver, $200, Marantz 6300 turn table, Shure V-15 type 3 ~rtrjdge,
$350. Pioneer RT-1011 L reel-to-reel
· $650, 2 Wharfedale 3-way · speakers:
$150, 2si .-2403 after 5 p.m. or 2532314.

Summer job prograinS ·

through
interviews) from the
public ;
The following letter was received
Two people will also be
working in the development of
by The Lance on the assumption
it would be of general interest.
the F_ol~loric Arts De~artment .
They ..will -..b e· d_evel
op
ing
w
.
orki·
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1tura 1 group s
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.
tty
o u nc1-1 at 1ts
m t he- Windsor and Essex Couno f O cto b er 31 , 1977 requ este d
h
d . ·
··
b ·
t y area. If any person or group
has a program they w ould like
t e. a min1strat1on to _su m1t
proj ects that may quali fy for
.
to ·pro d uce f or t h e pu bl 1c we
.
·11 b
·
h
h
their Young Canad a Wo rks or
w1
e more t an
app v to
.
·h
· ·h ·.
Canada Works progra ms , which
its creat10n.
h e lp t em wit
d"
.
could be undertak en by out.
T h e proJect co-or mator w111
.
· . · .
.
.
f
bl' .
d
side orgamzat10ns. T he following
be m charge o pu 1c1ty an
f
f h
b
four pro grams have bee n sub.
mitted :
pro .~o.t1on o a11 o : e. a ove
act1v1t1es to the pubhc . If you
or your groups want any further
.or have progra fl\
information
suggestions please c_ontact the
Multicultural Council office 2551127 or visit us at 1100 University Avenue West, 2nd floor.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

DRUG
REFUND

UNIVERSITY of Windsor Cam·pus Liberals - meeting Thursday, Febru11ry 9,
7:00 p.m. in Rms. 4, 5, 6 University
Centre. New members welcome.
·

.,

but what is it?

"Tessellation Canada": Cat chy - But who or what is it?
IT is a new Canada Works
Pr<1ir,et · - "Documenting
tlie
/ -~ --~1d
Consolid~ting the Present." 1
. Tos sellation Canada · is em ploying five people for a year to
work under the auspices of the
Multicultural Council of Windsor and Essex County, funded
by a Canada Works Grant .
With the guidance of a project co-ordinato r, two peo ple
are developing a more extensive collection of the E~hnic
Archieves of this area in con- ·
junction with the Multicultu ra l
Historical Soaiety of Ontario .
They are searching for any
Historical/ Archieval
materi al
that can be made available from
any person or group other than
· !English or French extraction.
" · They will greatly appreciate the
donation
of any material or
information
(as . ' obtained

/

Hap -P~rilng

What's Happenint is a reaular feature or'The !Aid
which will include U nc:lauified Ada, Ptn0nal Ads.
and Notices of campua events . Listings of off-campus
activities will also be cons idered · fo r publlc:atioll.
Any aubntil&ion may be edited for lensth : DMdline
ii noon Tueadly of the week of publication.

Apr.

7 . 7 :00 p.rn.
8 10 :00 a.m.

Dr . Garth Jowett
Com . Studies
Univ. of Windsor
\

Media Portrayal
Women

Aging
tions

and

of

president

Institu-

21
22

7:00 p .m.
10:00 a.m.

Dr. T. Fairchild

28
29

8:05 p.m.
10:00 a.m.

7
8

7:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m .

Dr. D.V . Reynolds
F.ilm: Obedience
Dept . of Psychology
Univ . of Windsor
J. Bendor
Violence in the FamAnn Arbor , Mich.
ily

14
15

7:00 p .m.
10:00 a.m.

F. Sheld on
Tilbury, On tari o

21
22

7 :00 p.m.
10 :00

Dr. D.V . Reynolds
Film : Corne t o Your
Dept. of Psychol ogy Senses
Univ . of Windsor

28
29

8:05 p.m.
10 :00 a.m.

M. Burge r
Wind sor Western
Hospital

Messeng rs
Night

Gundella
Box 434
Garden City, Mich.

Witchcraft : Folk
Ther apy?

.a.m.

3 10:00 a.m.
7:00 p .m .

Elderly Care Research
Wayne ~tate Univ.

Th e Law and the
Mental Patient

of

Young-Libs
elect new

t he

Support for nati ona l unity
and the provincial L.iberal leade r
·in Quebec will be - the main
aims of Vasco de Sousa , who
was recently elected to head t he
Ontario New Liberals ;
The New Liber~ls repres ent s
th e youth wing of the Libera l
party in Ontario.
De Sousa , 23 , comes from
Woodstock, Ont., and is a st udent at West e.rn . He beli eves
Ca nadian s sho uld " fight fo r a
country ,we love".
"We must wor k for a better
unders ta nding amon g you ng
peopl e acro ss Canada and especiall y t ow ards a better understandi ng between Quebe c and
Ont ario yo uth, " <le Sous a says.
At th e Ont ario N ew Liberals
Annu al Meet ing on Janu ary 2 1
and 22, de Sousa won th e pr esidency on th e third ballot afte r
a tight four-way race. ·

'THE LANCE-FEBRUARY

~y RICK SPENCE
"This drug plan we have
~ isn't really an abortion after
all," says Bruce Hannah, SAC's
ancillary affairs commissioner.
· "Students on this campus are
damned lucky to have this
plan."
However, we may not have
the plan much longer. The pre_.
sent contract between SAC and
Zurich Life Insurance Company
expires this September, and
I::Jannah says we'll have to pay
more .f'or the same benefits next
. year. -:
In a general referendum in
.,Jamf t~y . 1977, students instruc. ·ted SAC "to adopt a prescrip.,tion cl~g and accidental death
·plan beginning in 1977 at a
·co.st of $5.00." The present
plan las~s until September , and
provides refunds for the stu ::,-.dents' prescription medicines,
~partial tepayments for other
0

•

Next year's drug plan ·wi/1
cost you more: Hannah
.

.

health items such as coiitraceptives, and other benefits.
Hannah has been negotiating
with three other insurance comP,anies over the drug plan for
next year, and he says "there's
no way we can come close to
the $5.00 again." Hannah pointed out that Windsor's drug
plan is unfque, in terms of its
price and the fact that it provides a 75 per cent refund for
contraceptives.
"I'm never going to get the
pill under the five dollars,"
said Hannah, indicating that
next year's plan will either . be.

'

·more expensive or will offer
year, according to Hannah. That
fewer benefits.
company said a similar plan
Hannah is now trying to arwoul'd cost, "at a minimum",
$1.20 per student per month,
range the best deal for next
year's plan, and deliberating
as opposed to the 40 cents per
month charged this year by
whether to go for the best plan
without the pill and other con- 'zurich .
Negotiating next year's contraceptives, or whether to search
tract will begin in earnest once
out other and possibly more
·Zurich provides Hannah with
costly alternatives. It is not
clear whether another referdetailed information about the
endum would be required if the
total number of claims filed
price of the plan has to be inthis year, and the total amount
creased.
of money refunded.
-This year's benefits would_
There have been many comcost three times as much from
plaints about the drug plan this
one insurance company next
year. Many students resent
paying the $5 .bo fee, because
their drugs are paid for by
other plans. Others have complained about th~ perennial lateness of the refund cheques,
refund reject ions, etc . However,
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Hannah · is ·convinced ''What we
have is quite worthwhile: We
figure w·e've · got the · administrative bugs out."
A record 44Q _refund claims
were sent to Zurich this week.
Cheques may be pick~d up
Feb. 20 and 21 at the SAC
·offices. Ot her universities are
interested in . establishing drug
·plans like Windsor's, says Hannah. "Students at ·western are
crying for one." ,
Hannah will
be attending . the
Ontario Federation of Students
(OFS) conference in Ottawa
later this month to discuss drug
plans with student leade!s from
across the province. While there
has been talk about establishing
a province-wid~ student drug
plan, Hannah does not think
it can work.
"One company can't cover
250,000 people," said Hannah.
'The size of the audience , the
difficulty of billing the individual schools , and the reluc·tance of compan ies to engage
,in such a large grou p .insurance
plan make a province · student
.drug plan inprobable.

LiaisOns.taff
doubled
By ,B RUCE DINSM OR E
Full-time undergraduate enThe University of Windsor
rolment is down by 648 people
is add ing an extra pe rson to the
this year, Last year, we were
office of External Liaison. That
up by 426 full-time undergrads,
•will mean a doubling of staff . and in ' 1974-75, there was an
there.
increase of 921.
The Liaison office's job is
External Liaison officer Joe
primarily to inform prosp{'.ctive Saso said that the university
University of Windsor students
can improve on the publicity
about what this institution has
job that it has been doing .
to off er.
At th e moment , all he has to
Windsor recor ded the highest
work wit h are himself a.nd the
enrolment drop in the province,
university calendar.
earlier th is year .
The demand for infor mat ion
Universit y officials say that
about th e University of Windsor
:i the addit ion of liaison staff
has remained about t he same
~ · is not be ing do ne is in response
over the past several years-. Be] to the drop in enrolment. Unitween September and the early
£ versit y President Dr . J .F . Leddy
part of December, Saso travo said that Windsor was under els witn representatives from
o
.c manned in this area, and that
other univ~rsities and goes to all
we are still working with less
the boards of education in Onstaff than other institutions,
tario . At present, while Mr.
Three connoisseurs take home a giant albino Swedish meatball from Windsor's newest restaurant, Le
which
have
four
or
five
people
Saso is away, there is no one
Gros Repas.
in the department.
to take care of other inquiries .
~

Too many commercials hurt Carleton ra_dio
By E.P. CHANT
(and The Charlatan

of'Carleton University)
The FM radio station at
Carleto)?. University in Ottawa
had its licence re-application
. rejected by the CRTC last
month, but CJAM does not
fed · that . that situation has
any be;ring on its own quest
for an FM licence.

The CRTC said that the
management of CKCU-FM at
Carleton was not sufficiently
open to student participation,
that the station had exceeded
the limits of its restricted com mercial activity, and that it
appeared to have an "excessive drive for professionalism".
· Apparently, the station had
drifted from its original pur-

Edelsonwarns
Low income groups are al~e3:dyuvder-represented in graduate and professional schools, .
Edelson said, and denying these
students grant_money will make
.things worse . "It's a question
of the whole nature of society
. . . We're always hearing this
society is egalitarian, with equal
opportun ity for everybody ; but
that's not what's being done. "
The third pr~blem is the
government 's making it more
difficult for students to get the
preferred "independent " status,
which allows for more generous
aid mone y.
However, Edelson emphasized there were some good
poin t s in the proposed pack-

pose - that of serving the interests of the Carleton community, with limited commercialism.
CJAM in Windsor also plans
to propose a limited comm_ercial
status in its application for an
FM licence, which will be
examined by the CRTC in early
April. CJAM Station Manager
Tosh Noma said that the uni-

(:Ont.from page 1

age, ·such as the elimination
of an arbitrary, mandatory summer earnings contribution · from
students seeking aid.
Edelson's main complaint is
that "the ministry has never
made public what are its aims
and objectives in student aid."
The chairperson, who recently quit her studie $ at McMaster in order to work fulltime for OFS, also answered
questions from the aud ienc e
regarding aid for part-time students, sports scholarships, and
the continuing battle against
differential fees for visa students.
Edelson also warned that

smaller departments, and some
·graduate courses, could be affected by the imminent cutbacks. Through the process of
"differentiation",
money will
· J>e chan.nelled to the superior ·
departments and schools in the
province, ·and this con<;entration
could force the closure of the
smaller or less eminent depart ments .
Maryon Overholt said after
the meeting that Edelson's tour
was "a good idea, because
people get the idea that OFS is
a · distant organi zatio n in Tor . onto. It helps th e informa tion
flow between the organization
and t he students."

station plans on only
haying 10 minutes of sponsorhip per week which would be
the lowest figure for any limited
commercial student FM station
in the province.
Cliff Wilson who is coordinating CJAM'.s proposal, said
that those 10 minutes would
likely be situated in the radio
station's
sports presentations
since production costs are highest ·for such programs. The rest
of the station's time would be
left - open for virtually uninterrupted rock music, news, and
presentations
of information
programming by members of the
campus community.
While Wilson did not feel the
CKCU decision would have any
effect on CJAM's quest for a
licence, he did sympathize with
the Carleton stat ions' dilemma.
"The CRTC has given them four
months to examine the ir operat ion . CKCU now has the choice
of returning to their original
position as a limited commercial
student station or try ing to beat
the commercial stat ions at the ir
own game. CJAM doesn 't want
any part of that - we want to be
a comm_µnity station."

versity

A guidance counsellor at Vincent Massey Secondary School,
William Scheuerman, said that
the demand for information
from his high school students
is no greater than it has been.
Most people in the education
field agree that it is to the
student's benefit to be as fully
informed as he can.
Many overseas students receive their information about
Windsor by word of mouth.
There is a need for more information. Windsor does have some
things that are attractive, like
some of the programs i"n Communication Studies and Drama.
The new man in the Liaison
office may not mean change,
. but with two people instead
of one it will be an improvement.
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It ·s· the second last issue befor~ _slack week, and there 's still lots oti time to join The Lance staff, and follow in the footsteps

of your favourite j i:,urnalist : Clark Kent, Lou Grant, Woodward and Bern- ·

.

.

'

stein, or Paul Patterson.

.

Join the staff before noon today, and you can be a part of our basketball

team as we take on the lackeys from SAC at 1-2 in St. Denis Hall . Enough small talk. Free -Lancers

'<,.--

••

The Lance is published every Frid~y of the fall and winter terms by and for the
· Student Media, University of Windsor ; Press offices are located on the second floor
of the University Centre, University of Windsor , Windsor, Ontario, N9B 3P4_
Subscription rates are $7 .50 per year . Entered as second class mail at the Post
Office of Canada. Opinions expreksed in The ' Lance · are those 0°f the student writer
'
.
,and not necessarily the University of Winds.or or the Students' Admi _nistrative Council.

.

Offices: 253-4232, Ext. 153
or 253-4060
Advertising: 253-4232 , Ext. 326

this week were Rick Spence (Edi .to r) , B~enda Mc Lister (Managing Editor), Paul Chernish (Entertainment
culation

Editor}, Peter Nash (Sports Editor), Janine Halbert (Photo Editor) , Steve MacLean (CirManager), Gary Fish (Ad Producer),

Deb Hetherington

(Cartoonist),

Scott Eldridge . (Poe-

.

try Editor). Those who don't get off on titles include Melinda Fournier, Anna Maria Tremonti, E.P .
Chant, ·Pete Mudrack,

Fern Brown, . John Revell, Val Hompath,

George KociS, _Tony Hine, Bruce
'\

Dinsmore, Deb Kennedy,

Frank ·Kovacic, Steve Pavlov, John Mackett, Mike Upmalis, Len Wallace,

Don Peppin, Nigel Miller, Dan Sullivan, John P. Mortimer,

Loretta Pelletier, Bob Thompson , a~d

Mark Greene.

Support the French _fact
.

It's flench Week in Windsor . If you didn't know
that, don't blame yourself. It wasn't well promoted, and tqere were no events at the µniversity.
(Although the · French Department is sponsoring
a concert downtown at Cleary Auditorium Sunday 'night.)
. It is unfortunate that neither the university,
SAC, rior individual departments chose to get more
involved in the promotion of French culture and
language in the past week. French traditions are
·
strong in Essex County, where French sett 1ement
.
began over 300 years ago, but they need active promotion and enhancement if they are to survive.

-

.:

5

isolated s_chool in North Toronto that was des- -·
igned to provide a bilingual, bicultural centre for .J!
the study of Canadian liberal arts and social sciences. It has ;net with limited ~uccess, but it is •
in t he wrong pla_ce. North Toronto has always been
as/ English as 'Leicester · Square; such a s~hool could
be established where it can find roots. And such a

J

place is the Essex-County-Detroit area.
A French Canadian Studies school could invite
English and French Canadian students to study
Canadian history, politics, an. d culture in - a toI. erant, b.ilingual setting. It ·could attract scholars and
professor from across Canada, and help encourage
everyone that wen can -all learn to live, study and
The failure of the university to help out in
·
f
f
h
d
'
·
t
t
th
t
work
together in this country. Until we have such a
a
F renc h Week 1s a acet o t e same ism eres
has caused our latest national disunity crisi,s. In model to look to, French and English coexistenc eeach case it is a careless error of omission -, ·rather will always be shaky.
than commission, that has contributed to the estPerhaps it would be p_ossible to pry some grant
rangement of the · English and French cultur es. money out of the federal government for such a
To preserve the - country we , must prom ote school. They're spending .a bundle on national
understanding and respect among the various unity commissions and other placebos as · it is; a
cultural and national elements in this country. few more bucks for a sincere attempt at study and
French Week is such a step forward, and it is too conciliation would surely not be out of place .
bad the university did not get more involved.
In this era of dwindling university funding,
Yet ' a public-relati _ons event like French Week such a school could also reassure William Davis and
· .pales oeside what could be accomplished at this Harry . Pa.rrott of the continuing viability of the
university to promote French-English understand- University of Windsor. Otherwise, as 3:rather small
_____
._.........,-111g.
and colorl ~ss institution .in a !lon-T.o ry,. area, the
Our . universi ty ~duhl devote ~itself .to e.stabli~~.., .up:yersity <;o~lq _fa£::,,,~ V~ ~,.c_utbacJ<s) ~~t~h~..,,-;;~ ~,\ .
ing a French Canadian studies school that would future.
.
both preserve and enhance the French atmos This may or may not be a new idea ; but we
phere of Essex County, and at the same time stand would like the university (as a whole ; not just the
as a model to the rest of Canada, and particularly
board of goverriors , but the senate, the faculty and
Quebec, of the determination of English Canada the students ) to co·nsider it. A French Canadian
to recognize and respec t the Fren ch .
studies school could help us justif y our existence;
·
York University's Glendon College is , a small, to others and to ourselves.

:l" CAN', WAITFOR
S t..ACKf.VfE.I"
·, •
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Library security: fro'!" cover to cover
A body search of ev,ery user,
Dear Editor:
for example, would be more efI believe you have done the
library and your fellow students
.f ective, just as it would be a;~
customs or the airport. This
a disservice with your photowould be a great price to pay by
feature on the Leddy Library
the legitimate, rule-abiding users.
Security System.
Even this could be beaten by
The problem of library secdetermined
effort. What the
urity is to obtain the best baltap~ system does is discourage
·ance between the least inconthe casual book sneak, who, •,
venience for the .users and the
until now, was not aware of the
greatest protection for the colscope of the system .
lection. Book sneaks and mutiYour photo-feature makes a
lators have forced more efforts
number of specific suggestions
on the security side, but most of
on how to beat the , system.
the users, who are the vi~tims
It emphasizes that all the books
of book theft and mu~ilation,
understand.
are not taped. The Leddy LibThe most recent innovation '
rary, faced with task of taping
in security-the . tape systema collection of around a milwas meant to increase security
lion items, has taped mostand reduce inconvenience in the
used resources first, and conLeddy .Library. It appeared to
tinues to increase the number.
be having some su.ccess. Since
· However,
sure knowledge
its installation the rate of rethat some resources remain . to
coveries had . improved and perbe taped will, of course, ·be
sonnel were freed for patrol for
helpful to the book sneaks.
more internal protection against
So will be the book-sneak
mutilation and other nuisances . ·
methods you detail.
in the stacks.
Experienced journalists g~~-.
The tattle-tale tape system,
erally avoid · detailing spec1f1c
adopted in the University of
illegal methods for just this
Toronto and the University of
reason.
Guelph libraries among man y
To say the system is too
ot hers, works partially because
loose may or may not be true,
people perceive it to be secure. , and is certainly fair comment.
Few security systems are un - To say how to beat it will help
beat'able, and those which ap- insure that book sneaks will
proach thi s ideal are not very
continue to do so. It seems
convenient .
silly fo r a paper which says it

not been taped. We were delirity guard that has been freed
berately vague abo ~t that aspect
from desk check-out duty. While
' of our findings, and did not
the guard may well provide
rev ea( what we learned about
"internal protection against muwhich books have been or are
tilation and other nuisances in
EDITOR 'S NOTE: We expected
being taped. We expect that the · the stacks", his major function
to receive comments "such as
effect of the above letter, howhas been to remind students not
these as a result of our library
to · drink coffee in · the stacks
ever, will be to encourage more
security feature; what has surstudents to experiment.
area.
prised us is that this is the only
We hope that _ one result of
We recognize the impo.ssi~
letter we 've received. Naturally
our
article
could
be
to
enbility
of eliminating book thefts.
we don't - agree with all -of Mr.
MacGibbon's opinions; the fol- . courage the administrat-ion to . However, we do not see the new
release the money to have the
security system as a progressive
lowing is our reply.
entire
collection
sensitized
.
Any
step, so long as it is used only
We did not publish the feamaterials
not
sensitized
remain
as
a .psychological ,l>arrier. ·
ture to encourage book thieves,
easy
targets
for
thieves,
and
casual or otherwise. Nor do we
sens1t1zation should be comUniversity students are not
believe that was the · result.
pleted as quickly as possible . laboratory ·animals; the y kn ow
·"Book sneaks" don't need The
Contrary to what some peo- the difference between a real
Lance to tell them how to rip
ple would like to believe, the
off the library; the system is
barrier and one that exists o'nly
library has no proof yet that
so flawed-- that anyone can
through deliberate mystification
the security system ,is prefigure out a way.
and obfuscation . We believe that
venting or reducing theft. De· Those methods • of stealing
dependence on 'the electro nic
termining this is difficult, since
books w hich we printed picgate for library security is not
the library earl never shut down
tures of, or described, were
only an insult but a disservice
completely fo r inventory . As a
those whi~h we deemed would
to library users; it makes it easier
result, it will take a long time
be obvious to anyone who has
than ever for; the professional
to determine the system's deever checked a book out of ·the
book thief i.o' make off with
ficiency .
library. Our more obscure or
his boot y unscatched.
Although we recogniz t.: that
sinister methods of taking books
We are all hurt by the relucsimilar electronic systems have
were neither shown nor destance of the library and the
proven effect ive at other libcribed. Even so, library offici als
Board of Gover:nors, which con raries, to say that the Ledd y
told us t hat none of our techtrols
the university 's finances,
Library system has been sucniques were particularly unexto deal properl y .with the secucessful is to engage in prem apected or or iginal.
rity problem. It is ou r hope
ture , wishfu l t hink ing.
that thes e bodies will note the
Similarly, it is difficult to
concern of the students, and act
We don't believe we emdetermine the effectiveness of
accord ingly.
.phasized that all the books have
the stac ~' patrol by the one secudoes not advocate book sneaking to help the book sneaks
out .
Geoffrey MacGibbon

1
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Close e~counters of the deadly kind
By DEB KENNEDY

The reality of nuclear power
has now hit home.
On Tuesday", Jan. 24, the
at omic reaftOr of the Soviet
satellite ~ Cosmos 954 , powered
by . 100 pounds of uranium,
burnt out over the Northwest
Territories. At this point the
existing dangers ar~ unknown .
The potential ·dangers are horrifying ~
Last week, the institute for
Sp,ace Observation in Bochurh,
W.est Germany, said the explosfon left behind a cloud of
nuclear fission products . which
would cause the fallout of radio -·
actiye particles in a few weeks,
and ·could, effect any part of the
earth fro m the equator to the
52nd parallel. However, at a
news briefing last Friday Canadian chief . of defense staff,
stated that chances of finding
any radioactive material from
the satellite seemed remote.
Whatever the outcome of the
reactor explosion, it · has provided a disturbing example of
the risks invol';ed with using
nuclear power. Do the benefits
of nuclear energy outweight the
risks?

A study by the Canadian
Environtl)ental Advisory Council . (Jan . 1977) on . the Evironmental Aspects of Nuclear Power Development in . Canada,
gives information dealing with
the known effects of nuclear
power industry. The knowledge
on . the topk i~ limited and the

authors encourage the public to
press for further research.
The dangers of the nuclear
power industry in Canada differ
from those in other nations .
because we _have produced the
unique CANDU reactor which
emits a radionuclide that is not
produced by light-water moderator reactors. The CANDU
uses natural uranium as fuel
and heavy water as a coolant
and moderator. This CANDU
reactor b~rns uranium twice as
fast as light water reactors
thereby making it the more
efficient of the two.
However, it also produces
twice the amount of nuclear
wastes. The problem of storing
radioactive 'wastes has not yet ·
been solved. The spent fuel
has , Jong-lived
radioactivity
which must be stored irretrievably for . the quarter of a
million years the radioactivity
would take to dissipate .
- Presently the spent fuel is
being stored in pools of water
at the reactor site. Nuclear
experts are planning to i-bury the
wastes but haven't ·yet chosen
sites. It is questionable what
say communities will have in
being close to these "atomic
burial grounds".
Our own country is ·presently playing an important role
in the development of nuclear
reactors. There are eight nuclear power reactors in Canada,
seyen of which are in · Ontario,
and more are. planned for ·the

Out on·a ·c;mb·
By ANNAMARIA TREMONTI.

and DON PEPPIN

Along with the mid-winter blues, when any schoolwork is too
much and slack week seems five years away, many students are ask·
ing themselves if the whole university trip is worthwhile.
Unemployment figures are soaring, newspapers are filled with
articles on the B.A. glut, and the whofo work ethnic becomes questionable. With less than three months to go, too many students are
ready to give up.
For serious students, that feeling will pass; they are just going
through a phase brought on by impinging deadlim;s and imminent
graduations . Too tnany othe'r students are in a phase th.at lasts the
duration of their stay at the university.
A lot are discontented with the entire academic structure, but
too many are here only because there wasn't anythi~g else to do '
when they finished high school ; others are here only to please their
parents. A large percentage of students have only a minimal interest
'in their field of study; they go to class semi-regularily, churn out the
required papers, scan the assigned readings, and answer questions
only when forced. And when class is over, so is the thinking' and
. the learning.
Is that an education, or just a convenient way to spend four
years?
Mark Twain, in his infinite wisdom, once said he never let hi~
schooling interfere with his education. And while -yve applaud
Twain, we sense that a good deal of students are getting neither
schooling nor education in these hall~wed halls.
· Though its existence is debatab le, t he ideal educational process develops a person intellectually and emotionall y as well as
,academicallf . What is' learned in a classroom is only of use when
applied outside that structure; when it motivates a student to
pursue interests f,u rther.
An education begins in the classroom; the knowledge, however, can only exist outside of that.
Those who are totally dissatisfied with the university system
are probably getting no more out of their education than marks .
. And some aren't even ~etting those. It that's your situation, we
extend our ' deepest sympathies. ·Something tells us you won't get
much out of life either.

·future. Information gathered by
the United Church of Canada .in
April 1977 points out that of
the $180 billion energy expenditure
for the next 15 ·
years, half will be directed
towards nuclear energy . .
The Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. (AECL) sold nuclea r
reactors to Argentina and South
Korea last ' year. AECL believes
that our CANDU reactors are
well suited to underdeveloped
nations. In fast, there is a growing acc~ptance of nuclear power
around the world. Presently
there are about 500 reactors .
in operation on earth. It is vital
to realize that as t.he • use of
nuclear power spreads, so does
the technology capable of pro- ·
ducing nuclear devices.
The nuclear question is a global one. An alternative to it
will also have to be worked out
on a global level. Such work can
only begin at home. Did Canadians ever have a say in our
nation's thriving e~ploration of
nuclear energy? Environmentalists think not, but groups like
· Sky-rocketing energy cons-

umption in ,Canada has put
forth a demand which will only
be met by ·a source of energy
·other than oil. . gas and fossil
fuel. It is predicted that by
1995 the Ontario population
will increase by 50%, while
per capita ~n~rgy consumption
will increase by 250%!
If this gluttonous consumption of energy means we will
have to resort to nuclear energy, then the solution is simple: we must drastically de.crease our energy consumption.
This will mean great changes
in our lifestyles. People will
have ·to give up many of their
plug-in luxiries.
.
Are Canadians -will to accept
the responsibility of maintain. ing a healthy environment, or do
, they feel the benefits of nuclear '
power outweigh the risks?

If · C~nadians reject a nuclear powered future, govern-'
ment efforts and finances can
be funnelled into - developing
alternative · energy sources. The
sources do exist. They are practical. They are in_ .operation
around the ,world. Solar energy

and wind power are two natural
sources . A report by the U.K.
Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution, a~ quoted
from Anticipation, Nov. 1976,
states,
Our basic concern · is that
a major commitment to flssion
.as possible, in the ho,pe that it
.might be avaided altogether,
by gaining the maxim .urn time
for the developmer,t of' aiternativp approaches which will
not involve -such grave implications for mankind.
Some people fear that if
Can_;Ldaopts out of the nuclear
power game we will be .at the
mercy of other countries -who
possess nuclear power. Shall
we let that fear control ·us, or
shall we strive for a new 'ig~ of
consciousness? I suggest we all
discover more about nuclear energy and the alternative~, and let
our views be known to the
·government.
· On · the day the ·cosmos
954 exploded , another nuclearpowered Soviet satellite was
launched. Who knows whether
or where it will explode?

Get the tot on the pot
By E.P. CHANT
Is the ·toilet an evolutionary
reality?
·
·
In answer to that question,
I can only ask, "Is tht: ~ope ,
Jewish?' ;.,.,:q.Je isn't? Oh-: No
'wonder restaurant owners get
so upset when i start screaming
"Heresy!,; at the top of my
lungs if I can't get chicken
soup on Fridays.)
Anyway, in answer to the
original question, I can only
ask, "Is the Pope not Jewish?"
Clearly, the toilet is a fixture in our society . Granted,
a lot of North American Indians don't even have running
water (although it would make
.a nice name), but who cares
about a bunch of damned savages? The ever wise government certainly doesn't and who
are we to argue with a parliamentary system that has a House
of Commons with pay toilets
which have . instructions as to
operation of coinage insertion
•in both English and French?
Digressing from my major
thetne for a few moments here,
let's discuss the amazing phenomenon that is the pay toilet.
I feel that it is our highest ex- ·
ample of our wonderful technological civilization. Imagine
- making people pay money to
perform one of the human
body's most essential life-sustaining functions. Oh, the bliss
that is progress!
· Still ·digressing, let's disc.uss
those horrid natives mentioned .
a few paragraphs up . The North
American Indian used to go
potty by simply squatting on ·
the ground (similar to the posture used by Indian women when
giving birth) . Is it no wonder
they are so damned uneducated?
How Ca{}you . possibly read the
great literature · of our time
while going to the bathroom if
you ar~ squatting? Try it and
·you will find that there is no
way you can squat and' hold
open a book by Bertrand Russell at the same time (not to

mention trying to turn the
In other words, will going ,potty
page).
become a hereditary instinct?
· Enough of all this digression.
I . say, "Is the Pope not a
The toilet is, indeed, an evolDruid?" ., Yes! - no longer will utionary reality. Never (ever)
mothers and fathers of the world
in the history of man has so
have to spend countless diswond_rous a machine been seen
gusting hours leaving their favon the face of the earth.
ourite television shows tq t~ke
Let me give you a stunning
little Johnny to the lit~le johexapiple. You arr having a fornny.
mal dinner party with all your
However , to realize this long
friends. After you've had your
sought-after
miracle, parents
pate de foie gras and duck
must
stop
mollycoddling
their
a /'orange and a nice French
children.
None
of
this
diaper
Bordeaux, you are · seated in -the
sitting room ditcussing the ev'- business for two years! Get
the little bugger on the throne
ents in the news. All of a sudden
as soon as he arrives and get
,you see some flashing red lights
him
used to it . He may fall
outside and you gaze out t he
in a few times, but it wiU be
window to see a battalion of
well worth the trouble to fish
police officers advancing on
him out because, within a few
your innocent do.micile. Now,
short weeks, he'll clue in and
what ar~ you going to do with
that little bag of marijuana - · he'll even learn to flush.
A really advanced boy under ' -:
flush it down a paper clip?
three might even get in the
I think ·1·ve established the
habit of putting the seat down
utter . irreplaceability
of the
for the ladies in the house after
·toilet . The ope major queshe's through. _
tion that remains · is whether
or not .toilet training for young
Oh, the bliss that is pro- .,
gress!
children will become obsolete.
0
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The poop on poop'
1

By PHIL KANE
It has come to the attention
of The Lance ·that increasing
.numbers of both students and
faculty at this university have

taken to using the word "poop"
in their everyday conversation.
Not only are these tasteless '
and crude persons using " poop"
as an expletive in times of
· stress, but it is becoming an
adjective (I feel like poop this
morning) and a noun (That prof.
is full of poop). The use of such
language can be seen as an
indication that the elementary
'and secondary schools in general
are failing in their duties to r
educate their students in the
1propei:' use of the English langua_g<;.
· It is quite amazing that an
individual ~ ho J)as made it all

the ·way through the educational
system to the unive_rsity level
and cannot communicate wi~h ,
another student without using
"poop" at least once on· every
paragraph.
In an exclusive interview with
The Lance Dr. B.D.. Grammar,
director of speech and stuff for ~
the university, said he felt that
the "situation is just ~isgusting'' and hoped that students
would soon stqp using the
word "poop" while they are on
campus or representing the uni- ...
versity. in any way.
When asked his opinion of
\.':e. situation' as a whote, Gramthat
mar said "It used to
students just said 'ain't' and
'gonna', but today 'poop' and
before you ~now it they'll be
saying 'ca-car· in public._" Just
a bit <!isgusting,isn't it?
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:Long live the King, IOng.liv~-Pierre
Dear Edit_pr:
Many · may ask why -a person
could be so against - the established .government (the liberals). Here are my reasons.
In the sixties an international agreement was made to
sell one-third of our known
natural gas reserves to the U.S.
at the going rate. Unfortunately
the government neglected to add
an inflation clause. The result
is we are bound to honour the
agreement and are selling our
. 1977 gas at the 1960's price. ,

Also in the sixties another
such agreement was made under
British Columbia's liberal government. In this case I believe

we got paid $300 million to ·
build hydro electric dams so the
U.S. could benefit . by the electricity. Th~~estimated cost was
$200 million with $100 million
to boot. Now we have arrived
·at a figure more than double
the original cost and we are
paying for the American electricity.
Either the government was
made up of imbeciles or there
were some nice fat bank ac-.
counts in Switzerland.
The liberal bilingual policy
is an obvious fclUure. It has not
satisfied Quebec or the Francophones and it ~as set Anglophones against Quebec who believe it is they who are shoving
French down their throats.

Graffitti to go ·
·Dear Editor: ·
Wjiy is there such a fear of
gayness in our society by people
like Randy Landgraff? Mr. Landgraff is paranoid . He feels that
the only way to .-escape his paranoia is through the elimination
of all gays. This is what he is
advocating!!!!!
Randy, you cannot _change a
heterosexual into a homosexual
or' vice versa. No amount of
contact/association with .any gay
person (social -workeP-Orother- •
wise) can influence an individual ; who is already not predisposed to gayness, to become
a 'homosexual' .
Mr. Lartdgraff's preoccupat!on of reading writings on wash-•

room walls have influenced him
to such a degree that he fails to
see gayness in its proper - context : the gays in· history, the
contemporary world, and, to
add insult to injury, his reliance
on graffitti as an information
source on the subject renders
him incapable of recognizing
the gays in his day ·to day world.
I will conclude by stating
that one does not write a thesis
by sitting on a toilet seat ,.and
r<:cading restroom _ l(?r~. _(u~less
your thesis is on Graffitti!)
At this point it would seem appropriate to ask him to keep his
expressions on the topic on restroom walls, and not in The
Lance.
Daniel Kahraman
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. Some may say "so what, they
put us where we are today1'.
This may'"be so (I don't believe
-it) but I can't call a country
owned by foreigners a real
country. Besides, whq would be
so naive as not to admit that
such close economic ties exert
a tremendous influence on our
political structure and compromises our international stand?
Now the government has
announced · new revolutionary
plans to tiuild · up a Canadian
manufacturing
sector.
This
would create jobs and improve '
our disastrous trade deficit. I
know for a fact that such a
specialized economy · was suggested -at least as early as ·1970.

LOUl&I
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Nobody knows till the professor walks in what . wou.ld. be
cl.one in class that , d'ay :,.t'Mipd
you, the students have no say
in selecting the topic ' for ··the
day. The professor .·picks ".the ,
tune he feels like pla · ·ug for the
day, and th"e class dartces to' it.
And here comes the chilling
part. The professor belie~es he
can sense, by the time the 'course
is dr.awing to a· close, who, for
instance , is C student. Wanna
take a guess what's going to hap~
pen when the professor sits
down to mark a final paper with
the preconceived notion in his
head that the student is a C
student? What's a C student anyway?
You rs truly,
K.S. Ravindran
2nd MBA
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listening pleasure
Live Nightl .Y Entertainment

*
I*

'
Fri. Feb. 3 - Sat.Feb. 4

'INTERCHANGE'
.,;....

uear Editor:
Allow me to say a few words
_on the subject of unstructured '.
courses and, uh - unstructured .
prof esso.rs.
For the professor who fancies
himself as offbea( way out and
with it, this is it! Give out . a
detailed course outline at the
beginning of the term, but if
you ~find the schedule irksome
to stick to, th tow it away!
Teach · whatever you feel like
teaching, 'and don 't worry too
much if what you are doing
strays from what the course
was supposed to be all about .
Everythi _ng is justified by the
assertion that it's , an unstruc. tured course . Solemn statement
made by '--professor to -class:
I. am not a black and white
professor.

.,;
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MOn. 'Feb.' 6 - Sat. Feb. 11
I
I
'T .BA. .,
\:· -."- 1 ·
I=
.
. • - •.. •./
*~
f · . . 'The -Pub will be closBd'llU'ri'n,iSla'ck-Wi'eF -· !
* ..
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Here's hoping for good luck and
a non-liberal government.
Sincerely yours,
Philip Rose,
Social Science,
· Year one

The complete ~rof

unfair. ~ ~· -~"'
Dear Entertainment Editor:
In addition to cutting cynAlthough the local band
icism regarding the band's ori·"Northern Comfort" provided a ·
gins, members and music, 'the
very enjoyable evening of div- .
author's (apparent) misinformaersified musical entertainment,
tion ·and contradictions create a
The Lance review was grossly
less-than-creditable article. An
author is entitled to own opinions, but correct inforrn.ation
in a reasonable form is essential
to good journalism.
The author opens by com- ·
menting on the band's humble
origins with great skepticism.
As the expertise of "Boydlad Branch" is yet to be esta-.
blished, he sliould be informed
of two key points. In the first
place, ma·ny now acclaimed performers had equally humble origins. Secondly the band's roots
are from Mac· Hall last year
and are currently residing in
Tecumseh. In additi-on to great
success at local gatherings th e
band is currentl y working on a
record (for a recognized music
company) featuring their own
material.
The "monotony of . . . instruments [sic] " was not app a-

Bands for your dancing and

*

It seems Trudeau thought it best ,
to wait until our economy was
crumbling at the foundations
until he thought it ~as time to
do something about it. I'm not
sure it isn't too late . for us.

·Inaccuracies nOt comforting

GILLIBJ

I
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Under the Liberal, King, our
country broke off from any
remaining close ties with 1rrt.:
tain (in · economics , anyway) .
They were replaced with the
U.S. arid in subsequent liberal
reigns we became more and
more a part of the North Am- ·
erican economic system. In fact
70-90% of, our economy is now
controlled by foreign interests;
the vast part by the U.S.

"********************
****
**********************

; ent to the rest of the audience .
Nor.them Comfort displayed a
variety of folk, blues, classical
and rock tunes with originality
rarely ·seen in local pub bands.
Dan Branch seemingly views
the concert as dull and lacking
in audience appeal but contradicts himself in concluding
". . . enjoy the p.ersonal n@te
of the evening . ,. . and hope
. . . for more . . . in future."
Unjust criticism and i!lcorrect
, information do not encourage
future performers.
The Northern Comfort con:ert was an obvious suc~ess to
those who attended. The audience's enjoyment was · evident
in the amount of hand -clapping and foot stomping in
"rockers" as well as the close
attention paid to softer tunes.
It is· the sincere hope of this
author and rest of the audience
that Northern Comfort is called
the
ba ck for another encore
near fut ur e.

in

Barbara Deuel ·

Next ,Lance

. fr.,·.- :

,

Feb. 9
'cop_y·deadline
·Monda_y at 5-:00. pm
..
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Jole d'hiver allve
and well at Carnlval .
'

By J.P. MORTIMER
The residence s of MacDonald, Cody and Laurier halls
enjoyed a festive week end'. As
well as bei ng tre ated 'to a we ll
deserved lo ng wee ke nd t hey
dan ced to disco music in Vanier
Hall and adorned themselves
wit h wint er atti re to com pet e
in ·zany game s.
, ',[he first event , t he Thu rsday night r tobogg an run , was
cancelled due t o t he accumu-

\

'

at the pub} .
Next in line were the to- .
boggan races . Since there was
no hill available to provide the
momentum needed for the race,
one guy and two girls were
harnessed to a toboggan to
tow two unfortun ates along
an icy route. Afte r b rief thawing out activities the groups /
ret u rn ed for tug-of-w ar, and it
was not ed by many that t he
ice was a very hard surface to

Hall turned out a tremendous
suc cess. Students from all the
residences filed iri to dance to
disco music and by 11 :00 p .m.
it was estimated that the east
wing of Van ier Hall contained
500 j ovial stud ents .
Satu rd ay , th e day after the
Vanie r Hall da nce, resident srudents slowly st ruggled o ut of
b ed and appeare d in the Qua d
for som e amusing winte r game s.
F irst of all, the residents were

Windsor's scenic mounta inous landscape prov ided a t obogg a1,1ir1g
challenge .
the rid er 's back with a rolled- . extremely difficult and no te ams
up newspaper . I'm sure th e were successfu l in arriving at t he
finish line.
·
participants will d iscoura ge you
Upon compl et io n of·"'· the
from engaging in t his ta cti c o f
gam es the snowm obile snow
balloon burst ing.
sculptu re received t op ·hon our s
Ano th er event tha t would
of ma nr, fine sculptu r es. To
have ben efitted from a t ob o~~an slope was the ski plan k
t haw out the icy joi nts th e
ra ce. Six part icip ant s were lassuccessful Quad Carniva l, '78
hed onto t wo two ~by- fours and
end ed with a get t ogether at
t hey at te mp t ed t o "ski " acros s
t he Stag' s Head in MacDo nald
the quad. This proved to be
Res idence.

t

Plant a Tree
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lina Poplar and Bla~ki Walnut
were the most sought after
species for 1978. This program
helps reduce ero sion of soil by
wind and water as well as adding
an _ aesthetic quality to the
landscape of ~ssex County - a
county which is only slightly
more than 3% forested, the least
amount of tree cover of any
county in Ontario.

The Essex Region Conservation Authority's tree planting
0 program will have its busiest
.i::
ll.
..,
year in 1978. Some 60,000
The piggy-back ride was a popular means of.transporta ,tion during the snow storm.
trees . have
een ordered for
lation of too much snow; a small ~ introduced . 'to the srio~ by an
pulled head over heels upon.
reforestation and the establishdetail that the MacDonald , Cody
obstacle course where a team
The piggy -back fights after
ment of windbreaks and shelter and Laurier Councils failed to
of four had to race under tabthis event became an infuriating
belts throughout
the county.
consider in their plans.
les, over hockey sticks, around
experience for both the rider
According to Henrik Hoyer,
Even with this disappointing
baseball bats and under chairs
and the horse . T'lie object was
Recourses Technician with the
start Friday's dance in Vanier
(an event not too uncommon
to break a balloon fastened to
ERCA, Norwav Spruce, Caroo

r
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By OWEN.BALL
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· Just lying on deck, soaking
up the sun .. . feel ing the breeze, listening the sea birds and
t he water gurgling against the
hull. "Huh? Oh, man. Please
don 't wake ·me to snow and
cold. Blizzard. Hahl"
Rea lit y : Exams are coming .
I' m beh ind . . .
·Help : T he B.S.U. has organized a tutoring service. Per sons seeking help (I 'm first in
line for account ing) should sign
up with Gerry at the Interna t io nal Cen t re.
There are still openings for
tutors and Olson has informed
me that all assessment and scheduling will be completed during
the coming week. So ·... if you
want to be sure you get in, best
get your name in quick. .

II

!!it. Adm~sion
, $6/
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, Reception
for
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" Roots in America" , presented
by The American Black . Artists
of Detroit . "R oots in America"
is a historical displa y in two
•
parts running concurrently at ~
the Main Detroit Public Library,
·and the AfroAmerican
Mus- ~
eum, 1513 West Grand Blvd.
Both shows will appear from
January 30, through February ·
28, regular Library and Museum hours. (note : Museum is
closed evenings and Sundays).
Special exhibits by two Detroit artists: " Kinfolk" by Pa inter, Carl Owens ; "How to Trace
Your Family Tree " by Painter, · j
Yvonne Catchings ; also, "Giants
Among Men" by Sculpture, Os~
car Grave.
11
Featured
speaker is James
11

Election March 14, 1978
·Nominations open Monday, Feb. 20 8:30 a.m. , 1
• •
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D. Walker, nµmber one geneaological specialist in .the U.S .,
· Special: Vocalist, Jean DuNational Archieves, Washington, . ••
Shaon; Pianist, Harold Mct<JnD.<;:. Special Guest . . . the
ney: Trumpeter,
Marcus Belgreat Dizzy Gillespie.
grave; Organist, Rod · Lumpkin;
Correction: I goofed. IQ my
· Pianist, Stirling Glem1 ; direcannouncement of the Festival of
ting the Contemporary
Jazz
Songs (Psalms) Fe,b . . 18, Pat;• ...
& Gospel Chorale, Choreogr~tei'son Centre. in .last we.ek's
ph~i:, ·.·<:arol : Morriss.eiu; '.F,as.h:1
ion .· i;>~sjgner, Model Cheath~
who incorporates
Afric -an • d;e--.,
_:R~nnie (which I abbreviated _ to
·,,-.~
sign ·in~o W~ern fashion: .Vo. 'f8ell' • : . good t{ick. You evq
. cal1st, Ursala Walker; :all .. ; all
try taking a press .r:<:leaseover
: . . in c~o performance SunJhe
phone?) Kersey: · will · pot
' day'. . febhiary
5, , from 6~9 ..
' be·appeari .ng.
· ·: : ---·
p.Iii . ~t the ' Main Detroit Pub· My apologies.
you : . •.. • . .
lic Library,i 5201 Woodward ·
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Law - 1

Social ·Work- 1

Nursing - 1

Fine Arts - 1

Human Kinetics -1
Arts Rep _ 1
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Business Administration .:i2. · ....
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Note: All full-time undergraduate
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Two views of educational TV
I ETV looks_boring
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By ROBERT S. BROWN

Th e real · prob lem about educational television is no _t th at it is
boring, bu t t hat it looks bo ring. Who will watch something like
'Icela nd ic Sagas' on Channe l 56 when they have a chance at the
perils and tr iumphs of Laverne and Shirley (or the pearls of Char ly's Angels) - even though there is all sorts of sadistic viol ence and
· sex in the Sagas? If the intellect u al giants in charge of PBS or TV
Ontario . v.rould simply change t he title s to th eir shows they would
fi nd more peo ple wat ching t hem. I have come up with a few modest exam ples here which m ay soun d slightl y famil iar:

Q)

'

C:

-o

'o
o

~

Bill Davis' 'baby'
Statement
by Tony Grande,
MPP Oak w ood , and NDP Caucus
Critic for the Ministry of Cultu re
and Rec reation, re: OECA .
The
Onta rio Educationa l
Commun i~ation s Authority bu dget is galloping out of proportion. Since 197 4, its budge t ·
has increased by 48%. Th e main
reasons · why thi~ is so are:
1) The Minister of Culture
and Recreation has allowed the
Board of Directors of OECA
to chang e the goals of the organizat io n from "educational
broadcasti ng and communic at ion " to inclu de "r ecr eatio n and
ente rtainment " .
2) OECA 1s "B ill Davis'
baby " and he nurtu res it in
order to eventually bring .about
his ,inhuma,!1 vision of soc;iety
as he uutlined in his 1964 ·
speech while he was Minister
of Education.
The OECA Act states that
the objects of the Authority
are:
"(a) to m1t1ate, acquire, produce, distribute, exhibit or otherwise deal in programs and
materials in the educational
broadcasting
and communications fields;
(b) to engage m research in
those fields of activity consistent with the objects of the
Authority under clause _ a ; and
(c) to discharge such other dut ~
ies relating to educational broadcasting and communications as
the Board considers to · he · incidental or conducive to the attainment of the objects ment ioned in clauses a and b ."
Tha t was in 197..0. By 1974,
in its Annual Repor t , the OECA
had purp osefu lly . changed the

inte nt of the Act and included
ster did ho t have an answer to
in its objec ts a "so cial" fu ncth is and it is obvious t hat he
t ion , as well.
has full y accepted the Autho "The goal of The Ontario
rity's defin iti on of Educational
Educational
Communications
Progra mming: ·
Authority · is to utilize elec"We believe that any expertronic and associated media to
ience can be educational, if you
provide educationa l oppor tu niapproach it in the right way ".
ties to all people in Ontario
Adver t ising supp lement, "TV
where the use of such media
Ontario", Globe and Mail,
will compliment the educatfonal
Sat. Dec. 3/77
opportunities being offered by
Culture and Recreation is
other agencies or, alternativ ely, . closing an eye to th e annual
will provide educa t ional oppo budget incre ases of OECA bertunities not otherwise availcaus e of Bill Davis' comm itable to such p ersons; and fur ment to the OECA . Bill Davis
ther, to co-operate with othe r
can hardl y wait fo r the day
organizat ions in att aining social
whe n "each stud ent must be
and educat ional go als."
taugh t . . . above all else to com -.
By 1977, the Ministr y of
municat e with computers, with
. Cultur e and Recreation ha s unchis ow n ,_a,n1L tbro,ugb .1it , ,with
knowingly -subscribed ·totally to
those of ot hers . . ·. Our great
the stated goals of the Comgrand children, wh eth er t est tub e
munications Authority. In order
or fullborn,
will enter the
to discharge this "social" func'school' of the future being
tion, OECA sees fit to involve
cared for by humans and robots
itself in "open sector programbut ireeing the 'parents', from
. ming", with such programs as
whom th e genetic structure was
"The Education of Mike Mcfashioned, for work or recreaManus " ; with such commercial
tion . Learning will begin at
programs as "Saturday Night at
on ce, but imperceptibly so, as
the Movies" and "Nightmusic"
the proper environment is ·con- ·
- which the Toronto Star classtructed and continuously alsified as the "hottest spotter
ter ed to mat.ch growth and needs
of music talent in television ".
obtained by .th e gen etic comThese programs compete dirpu te r. "
ectly with the CBC, another
- "Education: The Year 2064
publicly-funded body. "'
as it appears from 1964"
During the current Culture
To fulfill Davis"° dream,
and Recreation Estimates , I atOECA must receive more and
tempted to ·get the Minister to
more funds in ord er for th e
provide a distinction between
governme nt to justif y the expen"educational broadcasting" un ditur e of mil iions of dollar s on
. der the jur isdictio n of th e pro televi sion sets , video ta pe machvincial government , and broadines, and radios, and all th e
castin g und er the con stitut ional
oth er types of communi cati ons
jurisdiction of the fede ral govequipme nt tha t the ·schools acernment . Howe ver, t he Mini- qu ired dur ing the fat '60' s.

FATHER KNOWS BEST: 12 34 : Emperor Fr ederick II swoops
dow n on Germa ny where his son Henry, King of the R omans is
plotti ng against him. Henry dies afte r several years of t~rtureus impr isonm ent.
NEXT WEEK : see ho w Peter t he Gre at murd ers his heir ap parent after a con flict in intern al poli cy .
FAMILY AF F AIR: Geor ge Gordon, Lord Byron, makes passiona te love t o his half-sister Augu sta Leigh :
MR . DRESS UP : os ·car Wilde 's caught doing it again .
HAPPY DAY S: The fun and frolics following the outbreak of
the Black Plague in thirteenth century Europe.
AS THE WOR LD TURNS: A scholarly discu ssion of the respective merits of Kepl erian eliptic orbit hypothesis is as opposed to
Cope rni cus' orig ina l spher ical posit s.
ALL MY CHILDREN : Catherine di Medici plots to keep the
Regency of France through her sons and opposes the plots of the
Frenc:h nob ility r

Luc Phaneuf presents

1st Canadian Tour
FRI. FEB. 10
. 8 :30 p .m .
Cleary Auditorium

Tickets $8.50, $7.50 at Simpson's Devonshire Mall
and Sam the Record Man, 321 Ouellette . Ave .
See Andre on Channel 9 Monday at 9 p .m .

With the ass istance of the Touring Office of the Canada Council

ACROPOLE
RESTAURANT
GREE~ SPECIALTIES
ENJOYA GOODMEAL

THREE DAYS FOR WORLD DEVELOPMENT
Sponsored by the . University of Windsor Ecumncial Chaplaincy

,t

it

Tuesday, February 7 A Third World Dinner at Know Pre sbyterian Chur ch, corner of Wyandotte and
Cafifornia .:speaker ; ·Paul Puritt, Regional Director of Oxfam. Tickets cost $1.00 and may be purchased through the Colleges - Assumption, Canterbury, Iona .

Kent
Dining
Room - 11 :00 A.M.
to 7h"
: 30
Wed nes d ay, F eb rua ry o• "A Day of. Fast for a Hungry World"
.
.
.
·
d
P.M. Soup and Rolls. AlVclonations will be to Oxfam. Films covering various problems re 1atmg to T 1r
World Countries will be shown all day long.
-

.F b
9 Windsor Public Library - 7: 30
r hurs d ay,
e ruary
.
· f
L t . Ameri·ca· · sp·eaking on the topic

P .M. Gonzalo Arroyo, Jesuit priest, agricultural
,
.
.
· d
· h Th. d
'Agnbusmess
ir
economist rom a m
..
.
. - Help or Hm
. ranee m t e
World". Organized by local Ten Days for World Development Commmee .

Breakf ast - fami ly sty le
Lu nche s - Ho t & Cold _Beef, Ham & f ork ·

* Dinner s -

steaks, chops, seafo od , chick en

* Ligh t snacks -

tasty pastry , dough nuts

Op en : Mon . - Sat. 7 a.m . - _12:30 p .m.
Sun . 10 a.m . - 11 p.m.

Students Welcome
Complet e Carry Out Service
PARKING

402 Wyandott e W.
Phone 252-2937

I

Lunatic fringe growing

.Nazi movement still alive
callers a "White Powe r Message" . Much of the painting
of racist slogans on walls, etc .,
has been the work of members
or sympathisers. Some members are respons ible for the wave
of terror over immigrants in
Toronto's subway s. The so-called , "White People 's Vigilantes"
1
regularly attacked l.\nsuspecting
members of the · Indian and ,
Pakistarn community .
· The Western Guard originally
evolved out of the Edmund
Burke Society ( sister organisation of the John Birch Society)
in the late 1960's. The EBS had
constantly condemned comm unism, to th e verge of para noia. Besides seeing a communist behind every tree they
accused Pierre Trudeau of being
a red sympathiser. Younger
members of th~ group took
this up and added a hatred of
'.?ff\
;r····r<···
Jews.
Unlike American nazi groups,
the Western Guard has a gre.
Th is poster appea red on the back page of the nazi propaganda
sympathy for Eastern E
paper 'White Power' .
;' ••
JU
peans. Much of the WG's ph.iloThis man was....a prominent
sophy is a direct carry-over from
ious crimes committ ed by indi·••!
figure
in Radio 'Fre~ Euro;;e:-- ·those Europeans who had actuviduals involved. Names are
'r"
and
was
even i1wited by Richally collaborated with the nazis
actually nam ed, such as one
ard Nixop in 1955 to give the
in World War 11._Whi le the younIvan Khrobatin , who, according
invocation of the openi ng of
- ger generations are attracted
to eye~itness testimony, was
the Senate. He is powerful in a
to groups such as th e Western
part of a contingent of Gesre-established Iron Guard fa<>
Guard, the older generations
tapo involved in the e:,s:ecu
tion
tion
which -reaches its tel1 .acles
still belong rn groups of the , of 50 to 60 Jewish citizens in
to Canada through one {indivion Ukrainian village. Khrobatirl
past. It is within these groups
dual - Chirila Cilintu - a Windsor
that former war criminals acwas defended from these ac• ,1 ;-·· -~
steelworker.
tually ex ist.
cusations by V. Ostapyk in the
War
criminals,
new/ nazis ;;Much evidence has been dug
pages of Homin Ukraini, a
it
seems
frightening.
The !h<mup suggesting that some immiUkrainian-Canadian publication .
ght lingers @n, -- Can it rtally
:- grant~ in the post-World War II
The author of the article was
happen ag;t,in?§ - ~-"., --"",.
era were l~ading nazis an_d culhimself responsible as a dis. 1>rit-s
,~0£.:th'e pogre5ms·tm~ss ta cis_t~-"'..trict ~h;lirmat:i fo~·send_iogmany ~·· .. Ira · ~L~vj nf in~''tp.i fictional
no\!el /f he, ~oys · from Brazjl,attacks) . and exe cutions of the
Soviet "'citize1{s~t ~ slave 'labour
writes: "I ·say in - mr ·talks i~
civilian population.
camps in Germany.
take_s two ·,;t~jngs "'to make it
Two · : 'r ecen~ly · pub'li~hed - "
Blum takes hi~ 1nvestigation
·
happen again," a new ~ itler · al)d
books, Lest We Forget, by Michfurther by connecting war crimsocial conditions like in ' the
ael Hanusiak, and Wanted, by
inals not only to the roles they
thirties. But that's not true.
Howard Blum, give numerous
played in the war, but to their
It takes three things: the Hitler,
examples of war criminals pro :.
connections with the U.S. govthe
conditions . . . and the
. Neo•nazis are still living in the past. ,
tected by Canadian and Ameriernment. One example he gives
people
to follow the ff itlet."
can
authorities.
is
that
of
Valerian
Trifa,
now
a
White Power , bumper sticand publishers of the ChrisThe horror . of the gas cham·
Hanusiak has c~ncentrated on
:kers '.·that are venomously antiU.S. citizen and a bishop of
tian Crusade Weekly (who are
hers and slaughterhouses is only
tile Rumanian Ortnodox Chu·
the role of certain Ukrainians
' J ~wisi{, and high powered guns.
positive that rock music is a
thirty years behind · us. Not
'_.'.'.
Thi : individuals witnin, drescommunist
plot to corrupt
who collaborated with invading
rch. A member of the Iron
that long . ago. We have to re, s"ed in brown shirts; boot ~ and
nazi detachments.
While obGuard, he acted in and diryouth) .
member before anything like it
. nazi regalia may be written off
In Canada, the major fascist
sessively pro·Soviet in his writected pogr001s, and jailed and
happens again.
' as a lunatic fringe. but their
movement is headed by the
ing, Hanusiak does list the varexecuted 4,000 to 6,000 Jews.
existence proves that the moveWestern Guard, based in Scar·
ment is alive and possibly growborough, Toronto borough. Be~
ing.
sides running one member for
The NSWPP was given birth
Mayor of Toronto, they esby George I.,incoln Rockwell
tablished phone tines to give
John Bumbacco and Art To'1V
HURON - Clan hockey was
By WILLY PAQUETTE
cancelled last week, but will
nshend - Euchre
Re sidences seem to have got Doran Hallet -Table Hockey
resume this weeek for all to
ten the cobwebs out and actiI
enjoy.
_
Jim
Hildebrand and Connie Colvities are in full swing.
izza - Beer Drinking
TECUMSEH - Ball hockey is
CODY - Congratulations are
_Tim Rainone (you're kidding) :
in action again this week led
in order for Keith Nelson and
Scrabble
by Suzie B. Couil's third floor
Co . for another outstanding
Home accidents kill nearly 2200 persons each year and twice
Colin Hales anp. Doran Hallett squad, Jim Hildebrand's first
party . Vanier couldn't get big
as many people suffer accident-sustaining injur ies in the home than
Cribbage
floor team, · Connie Colizza's
enough. Hey Keith, maybe the
in any other environment. On Valentine's Day, let's have a specia l
There will be. a Hur 0nsquadron and the Judy TomCleary can help you out.
thought for our loved ones and their safety. Here are some ques,Tecumseh formal, - on MaJ'~h
ek club, Tecumseh also had a
ELECT.A - Marg MacBeth's
tions that may help evaluate the safety situation of a family at
19th, at the Wandlyn Vfsco-µn.t.
Winter Carnival. These are the
gang is following in Cody's
home .
winners:
P.S.
Yes Tim, it is about tune"I
example this Friday from 9
Dan ''Hot Dog" Ca-stellani - Hot
got Residence . Corn ~r' ,,rolling·
till 2, at Electa .
j,
ls there a sufficient number of fire detectors in the house?
again.
Dog-eating.
LAURIER . - The Quad ResiDoes anyone in the house ever smoke in bed?
dences got together for their
- Has an escape been pla nned in case of fire?
(possible annual) , Winter CarDid the fire department check the home for fire hazards?
nival last weekend. The gafues
Are all medicines and pills clearly labelled and kept under lock,
included in the festivities were
out of the reach of children?
Tug of War and Snow Sculpsales tax rebates for disabled
The Windsor Office of the
Are insecticides, household cleaners, disinfectants kept in a
turing (the winners being from
drivers who are pur chasing v~hOntario March of Dimes is in
closet separate froID food and out of the reach of children?
Mac Hall creating a Ski-doo).
icles which will require ha-nd
the
process
of
compiling
a
Are all electrical cords and outlets in good condition?
Laurier are planning a formal
controls
or other · special adapreference source entitled ~'ConAre passageways clear of obstructions at all times and all areas
on Februa,ry 25th in Vanier.
tive
equipment.
Another ai:ea
sumer Information for the Disproperly lit? ·
The band playing is Misty Blue.
will
be
special
income tax
_abled." This resource will conAre babysitters told what to do in an emergency?
"Touch of Class" will be the
considerations for wheelchair·
sist
of
information
of,
and
for,
Is proper equipment on hand for any emergency: flashlight,
' bound or bed-ridden pe;so~s.
· theme for this event . Posters
fire extinguisher, first-aid kit?
the disabled individuals in our
will be posted with more inforIf you are di.,.abled or ·know
Are the emergency phone numbers for police, fire department
community. It will involve such
mation.
of a disabled person who ~ould
and doctor posted at the telephone?
areas as eligibility requirements
MAC - Ball hockey is underbenefit from any inforinat ioriw e
Any negative answer indicates a potentially hazardous situaway with 6th floor on top after
have, please c~ntact . ojir
:may
for excise tax rebates on gasotion which should be corrected immediately. There should be no
two weeks of play.
office at 2'54-6314. ·
line . for -- handicapp_ed drivers,
compromise on safety.
By LEN WALLACE

The echo of march ing Stormtroopers supposedly ended in
the final days of World War II
and .. the def eat of the . Third
Reich. But the banner of nazism
remains in many forms across
Canada and the United States.
The .movement towards fascism has assumed intetnational
forms. Many are familiar with
the existence of the National
Front Movement in Great Britain and the Palange in Spain.
But how many realise that such
movements exist at our very
doors?
In Detroit, in the past few
weeks, a "bookshop" has been
e·stablished by a chapter of the
National Socialist White Peoples'
Party . This
so-called
"shop" is supplied with a generous amount of buttons calling

who amassed a number of individuals interested in propag ating
race hatred. Their official pub lication, White Power, comp lete
with . forged photographs and
slander, links communism to a
pl9t by Jews to control the
world. The ' philos~ph y of the
party centres 'around this and
complete obedience to "Force,
Power, and Strength" (Rockwell, I n floe Signo Vinces).
Rockwell was later assassinated by a rival nazi gang, but
the movement is slowly spreading. One mpst remember that
the NSWPP is only one of many
groups putting forth their viewpoints. Among others are · the
National States' Rights Party
(with its publication The Thun derbolt), ~ the Natio nal Alliance
(which produces Atta ck), the
A~1erican White Natio ,nalists,

rit~
iii *yijf~
;~;:,,~
; ;~r
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Residence corner returns
~

$afety First

Handicapped ir,fO{
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Sol;ar .energy ·is here now
at low cost says teacher
J

-:

...

By DEB KENNEDY
Th e resource which is pr oviding the flood of hope for our
energy need s has bee n with us all
along. The first solar collect or
in Canad a was ope rating 30
yea rs ago , but it wasn't until
1971 th at a family in Surrey,
B.C. built the country's first
solar house. Rec entl y, ·interes t
and · act ion in solar t echnology
has grewn vigorou sly.
In 1974, the Solar Energy
Society o( Canada Inc. was
founded as a non-profit organ ization to foster the sciences
and technologi es related to solar
energy, promote edu cation in
the field, and gather and disseminate related info rmation.
The Windsor S.E.S.C.I. chapter sponsored a lecture in
Alumni Lounge Tuesday night.
Ed Scrutton, a geography and
history teacher at General Amherst high school, presented
basic information about water

•

solar sy stems to over 50 solar
ent hu·siasts.
Obviously ther e is no cost for
th e energy sour ce; and surpri singly th e cost of energy
collect ion , storage an d distribution is feasibl e for home
owners . Systems can be costly,
yet Scrutton mentioned low.
cost mate rials whi ch were ju st as
effi cient, and in some cases more
efficient, than higher priced products. He said that "every four
months th ere's a whole bunch
of new ideas that peop le are
tryi ng out", and cited a homemade system which was made at
one-fifth the cost of manufa.ctured system of equal efficiency.
The Department · of Energy,
Mines and Resources has prepared a catalogue of solar heating
products and services in the
nation . The report states that
the federal budget for research

and developm ent int o re newable
energy was dou bled to $9.1
million last y ear, with $3 m illion directed towards t he solar
program .
In a wat er solar energy syste m , t he flat plate collector
operates so tha t glazing, such as
glass, tra ps heat. This solar
radiation is then tra nsformed
into heat energy by an absorber
beneath the glazing, which is
'Usually a blackened metal surface. Then, a fluid transfer
medium, like wat er , collects
the heat and transpo rt s it t o
storage. A well insulated storage t ank is needed to supply
heat at nighttime or on cloudy
days.
A distributioIJ, system of piping or duc ts distributes the heat
throughout the house . Systems
are de signed acco rding to the
size of the buildin g. In some
cases, supplemental heating is
needed , however
there are

homes which are totally heated
by . solar energy year round. It
is---feasible for any home south
of the 5 3rd parallel to use solar
heating .
The Solar En ergy Society
which has about 3,000 mem -

bers across the country, will be
holding a national conference
in London this August . The
Windsor Chapter will be presenting a lecture on air collector s next month.

Our Man on the road'
1

--innocence

to iniquity .in the Americ an South

by t he Acadia ns over a hundred
By MARK BERNECHE
In the Amer ican southe ast . and fifty years ago. Th ese hardy
F ren chmen wer e from th e Marione can expe rience both a man
made miracle as well as a cul- t imes and ex iled into virgin
Lou isiana shortl y after th e Brittural phenomenon . The two
experiences are four hundred - ish came to power in Canada .
Today the French culture still
miles from one another. . The
survives in the 'Ole South '.
two attractions however, are
Of
course the stubborn surmuch further apart than the
vival
of the French within a
distance suggests.
vast sea of Anglophones is nothThe 'miracle' is the creation
ing new to Canadians.
of the self-made master of aniIf both places are visited in
mation, the late Walt Disney .
trip , the contrasts ~an be·
one
Walt Disney world is a magioverwhleming . The two attrac cal amusement land that satistions are about as similar as
fies both young and old by
milk is to bourbon. For examappealing to the child i~ every
ple, Walt Disney World feaadult.
tures Main Street USA. This
Northwest of Orlando's magis a replica of the perfect Main
ical kingdom is New Orleans'
Street once characteristic of
cultural phenomenon
'the
small town America . The feelFrench Quarter' . This sect ion
ing is wholesome and the setting
of New Orleans was founded
as clean as a maternity ward .

These workers are often a curIn New Orleans one is preious and some t imes confusing
sented with bouncy Bourbon
combinat ion of bo t h sexes. Most.
Street. This 'main street' is many
annou nceme nt s are made by
times seedier than Torontc(s
assert ive
sidewalk · 'b arkers'.
comp aratively innocent Yo nge
Stre et strip . Here t he only atTh ese vulgar orat ors urge
tempt at cleanliness, has be en
patrons t o come see '-'o ur sexy
the recent switch from bottled
· women and cute boys."
spirits to paper cups. One can
As different as both places
stroll uninhib ited down the
are, they both play to your
street while oozing cups full
imagination. Disney's care for
of booze into on e' s ill-pr ecleanline ss and detail hard ly stifpared belly.
l~s the imagination. The rec.rea.
Meanwfiile, bad . in ,. Walt: • tions are p.ainfully. accur-ate.
Although little is ieft to t he
Disney · World, ~the wholesome
imagination, the scenes poweratmosphere is rein fo rced by th e
fully throw the observer into
grooming and dress of the worhis childhood past . Before you
kers . Even the pre -recorded anknow
it you 're successfully
nouncements are clean, clear'
"wishi.ng
upon a star ."
and polite . But back in the
French quarter things are a bit
different .
Many of the emplo yees work
· in strip jo ints and bawd y shops.

In New Orleans the imagination is found in the music and
art~ t hat abound the Quarter :
Of course as the alcohol flows
one's imaginatio n seems to 'cont inually cross t hat fine lint into
real ity. But the tru e imagi~ation is found daily in t he many
varied shops from which · artists ,
peddle . their cre~tioi:ts. By nightimagination fills the streets as
that Dixie J azz spills out of the
b ai:s and into the streets.
Both' New Orleans an d W~.1t·
Disney World are worth seeing.
However , when the two · visits ·
·are spaced closely togethe r:
it 's like storming out of' · the
innocence of childhood straight
into the hot den of iniquity .
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By OTIS T.

ARIES - (March 21 - Apr il 19) : L.earn t o listen to the ideas· of
oth er peo ple. Postpone any u nnecessary travel.
TAURUS - (Apr il 20 - May 20 ) : Teamwo rk is essential to surmounting d ifficult ies. Roma n ce looks pro mising.
GEMINI - (May 21 - Ju ne 21) : Being flexibl e will help avoid
unpleasa nt scenes. Fortune may ..smile on you .
CANCER - (June 22 - July 22) : Creat ivity requir es _mor e time
than you give it. Keep an eye on th e home front .
LEO -- (July 23 - Aug. 22) : Contact with influent ial person
c;eates a delicate situation. Discuss ways to hand.le it .
VIRGO - (Aug. 23 - Sept . 22) : Personal 1 problem will ·require
the advice of more experienced person. Bribes won't work.

LIBRA - (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22) : Mail will bring unexpected good
news of financial gain. Be optimistic.
The Ambassador, the annual university yearbook, was laid to rest by SAC this year since it rarely
made the best seller list.
To fitr this gaping literary void, The Lance is producing a ninety-s~ ·page special y~llrend edition on
Mar-eh -3,1~ lt will be a stylish volume, with soft cover -jµ .~t like SAC\ Studen~ Dn:~ctory, but without
mistakes every other line.
.
. .
.! ..
. .
· Tji is special edition has not, as yet, been named, ilthough so!Ile ·people w.#h abs~iU:tely no sense of
hu1J!o:ur ·t~ink that i~ should be c~led The ,Adjutant .or Jh~,j\ide de Camp ' si~ce ·tqe rearboo.k will not
,quite be an Amb~or
. .If you have a better idea for a hart~ than tnose idiotic ones, come ~p to The .
Lane~ office sometimes and leave a message for E.P. Chant ~-B~,ig John Revell.
· ·
·
,. E.P. apd Big John are editing the issue and that's then'i;~itting in their office in the picture above .
. T~re . is ,~ lot more room in the filing · cabinets, so come up 'and join the yearbook if you'd like. God
knows;if needs all the help it can get.
' .
. .·
.' .
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-SCORPIO ·_ (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) : New procedures will ()nly upset

the status quo. People will not be receptive.
SAGITTAJJ.P~ !-'.
7 (Nov ,._,22 - Dec . . 21) : Concentrated
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1
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take
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p e~nally : Be a self:Jtarter; promoter .
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entertainment
Editor's view

..,

Heyyyyy ... bi{{ sli.ders don't cry!

By ·PAUL CHERNISH
.Who are they trying to . fool?
Television, be it ever so humble .
and comfortable, is now exhi- .
biting the _sam~ inane qualities
to "normal viewers" that social
scientists have be'en sensing for .
years. .
/
, Happy Days did it to me
Tuesday night. It's fairly cl~ar
now that Henry Winkler is an
excellent dramatic actor but for
th e Happy Days prod~cers to
bend, then break his "slider"
character simply to make his
abilities more apparent is utter
lunacy.
Winkler,
pointed out

development of the character
he wanted to portray a somewhat subdued biker. Not an
. outright egotist, not a knifewielder, nor even a hub-cap ·
swiper. But, then again, I can't
imagine that Winkler wanted his
character to cry 96 · tears in
· every second episode of the
current se~son.

Happy Days, la!it Tuesday,
had cream-faced Richie halfdead, and -lying in a hospital
bed as the result of a motorcyle accident. This is a credible idea, but most certainly
out of the Happy Days context. Sure, Richie can almost
land an acting job · in Califor-

fj>lllT!Jl7_
0
0

nia, meet omnipresent "nice
girls" and live in a malt shop
without buying anything, but
these things are happy a_nd ·
fantasy-like, and exactly what
the 19" nomads of this continent crave to see and be
"happy" · about. However, a
raunchy near-death in this series
fits in about as well as Anita
Bryant at the Ritz Tavern.
This trauma may be difficult enough to conprehend on
Happy Days, but to have Fonzie
break down and wimper like ar
sick dog is nauseating. No,
Happy Days cannot afford to
mix tear-jerking drama with all
of its energetic happiness. And

·\

the fact that _Happy_. Days
is one of the most watched
certainly
casts a
programs
mammoth shadow of doU;bt over
common sense and credibility.
Norman Lear had at least
some gut-level . insight with his
original baby, All In The Family.
This program is happy-sad real
life, and can afford to lace its
lines of jest with stark dramatic
truth. We can all identify with
the character, not only because
it deals with modern times,
but also becau·se each member
of the casts reminds us . of someone next door.
Comedy and tragedy sometimes do mix, but not in Happy

Days.

Juno winner to .
, app~ar at Cleary
By STEPHEN PAVLOV
If one wishes a highly entertaining evening in Windsor one
night, I . strongly recommend
attending the Andre Gagnon
concert at Cleary Auditorium
February 10th at 8:30 p.m.
' This versatile composer, pianist, soloist, and entertainer will
delight you with his musical
prowess.
Gagnon has performed with
the Montreal Symphony, Lon··don Symphony the Hamburg
Philharmonic and has toured
most of North Am~rica, Europe,
Australia, and New Zealand.
In 1970 he performed at the
. World's Fair in Osaka Japan.

Gagnon wrote a ballet for
the National Ballet of Canada
entitled, "Mad Shadows" and
composed the score for the official film of the Olympic Games
held in Montreal.
But do not .let all these classical credits frighten you into
thinking of him as strictly
a modern classical composer.
J-Iis tre~tment of popular
music is also superb, as he
. amply displays. Wow a piece
compos _ed by Gagnon, demonstr.ates Andre's great talent in
the field of pop, disco and top
40 instrumental music. His album Nieges, in which Wow is
included, won the Juno Award
in Canada as the "best Selling
Canadian albui:n of the year in
1976," outselling ever such art ists as Bachman -Turner Overdrive.
His music soothes and excites, and will provide the listener with a full evening of
good entertainment .
So grab a date or a friend
and get down to Cleary on
February 10th at 8:30 p.m.
and enj oy !

What's On
Tap
BY FRANK KOVACIC
Don't forget The Sea at
Essex Hall Theatre this weekend. The three final performances of t he production will
be staged on February 2. J and
4 . . . they need your support .
"The Lance Sneaks take on
· the mighty Spartac of SAC
this Friday at noon. Come
on out and cheer the qown
trodden Sneaks to victqry . Ev·
eryone is welcome.
At Catharsis, Fiddler's ·Green
ap·pear on Friday and Satur.day, and · Priscilla Herdman
comes in on Sunda y.
Int erchange is down at the
pub thro ugh this weekend . Some
pre tty clean dance music, if you
have th e stamina ....
The new year's first hit
(?), Close Encounters of the .
Thir d Kind, comes to the Od,on
on Fr iday _ (F eb: 3). if you're
inter est ed . . if not, stay home
and wat ch Donnie and Marie.
Can 't say we didn_'t give you
any suggestio ns.
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Cate Bros.

The Cate
Bros. Band
.

.

I

By FRANK KOVACIC

The Cate twins have been
playing their own brand of white
soul/rhythm
and · blues all
through the southwest United
States (Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas) for quite a number of years.
The Arkarisas based band
didn't really make any great
waves in the music industry until
they met up with Steve Cropper
back in 1975. Cropper (a founding member of Booker -T. and
the MG's) helped them po~ish
and refine their material so it
could be mor<; conimerically accessible.
The results of their collaboration were. initially. good. Union

Man a single from their first album' (simply entitled, The Cate
• Brothers) sold well and helped
make sales for the album, respectable.
Their second album, In One
and Out the Other, didn't do
nearly as well, sales-wise, and .
was somewhat of a disappointment to the band.
They went back to the studio
in late '77 an.d recorded their latest LP (The Cate Brothers Band -

on Asylum records) within a
span of weeks in hopes of improving their finances by releasing a chart-climbing LP. I don't
kno~, however, if this is it.
The only real standout here
I'm No Pretender which they
have played in concert for the
past two years. The rest of the
LP is filled with a number of
good rhythm and blues numbers,
nothing really stands out as
earthshaking, bllt it still is consistent .
The Cate Brothers have a
sound that is, somehow tied to ·
Hall and Oates, but it's a slipkr:iot. The Cates play an Arkan sas brand of white soul that's
chunky, bouncy, and basically
infectious dance music. This is
a sharp contras( to t'he Philly
soul of Hall and Oates, owing
more to Gamble and Huff than
any of the sixties artists. Even
in these sharply contrasting
styles there are the similarities .
Sharp harmonies and dense production are aces in .the hole for
both bands.
(Editor's Note: If you want
to see a particular album being
reviewed drop us a line at the
entertainment
office of the
Lance ...Thanks!)

Stripped troupe cominl{
By MIKE UPMALIS
Women, and .Rodeo. On WedNext week, Feb. 7,8,9, the
nesday and Thursday, Festival
Royal Winnipeg Ballet will be . is retained and three other
making a brief stop on their
works, G_linka Pas De . Trois,
eastern tour. This company was
What To Do Till The Messiah
been plagued by a shortage of · Corr,ies, and Rites of Spring are
money, and theft of all of their
included.
major talents, choreographers
The Rites of Spring (Le
.

\

./

Sacre Du Printemps) ,with ·music ' ·
by Igor Stravinsky, caus_ed a
small scale riof in its p r eniiere
showing. A difficult ballet to do,
it was the turning point ef the
era, the entrance of neo-classism.
Another work, Messia:h, is a
new wave ballet, and it' is more
of a free-style/choreographed
ballet. The music is-ta:ped, taken
from (:hilliwack, Syrinx and
Philip Warren.

and dancers since inception.
, Yet this company has been
responsible for the discovery of
more major talents than many
American ballet companies, because of their being forced to
use many . new ''unknowns"
entering the ballet field.
Their Tuesday program includes Featival, Pas D'Action,

. ·
She had to ·marry him. .
She was too embarras~ed to have him as.a date.
~
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ACarl_Reiner
Fifm

HENRY
WINKLER
•
1S

Paramount
Pictures
Presents
A FirstArtist
s Production

Henry
Winkler
is·"TheOne
·andOnly"KimDarbyGene
Saks
Villechaize
Written
by
William
Daniels
Harold
GouldHerve
Steve
Gordon
Executive
-Producer
Robert
Halmi Produced
by
Steve
Gordon
andDavid
V..Picker
Directed
byCarlReiner
ADULT
Soundtrack
albumavailable
onABCrecords
andGRTtapesIA I
ENTERTAINMENT
,(c)l 978Paramount
PicturesCorporation.
All RightsReserved
. ( ~-~ 1
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STARTS FRI. FEB.}

,

By CJAM

Thru Sunday, Feb. 5 .. Pharoah Sanders - Bakers / Feb.
5 . . . Willie Nelson, Jerry
Jeff Walker - Crisler Arena
/ Feb. 5 ...
Edith Butler Cleary Auditorium / Feb. 5 ...
Phil Woods - U. of M. in Dearborn / Feb. 7 ... Harry Chapin - Oakland University /
Fep. 10 . : . Gary Wright, J.
· Ferguson and Eddie Money
,.... Masonic / Feb. 10 . .. Andre Gagnon - Cleary Auditorium / Feb. 10 . . . Barry
White - Cobo / Feb. 11 .
P.D.Q. Bach - . Detroit Institute of Arts / Feb. 12 . . ·.
Shaun Cassidy - Cobo I Feb.
14 ...
Santana - two shows
af Masonic / Feb . 2'1 ... Fog, hat :.. C~ho / Feb. 27 . . .
Detroit Symphony plays music
from outer space - Cobo /
Feb. 2.g . . . Earth, Wind and
Fire - ' Toledo Memorial Arena / Mar. 2 ·. . .:"':P
ave Mason, ·
Bob Welch - Cobo / Mar. _10 . . .
Journey - Masonic / Mar. 19
.. . Art Garfunkel - F ord /
Peter Nero postponed t ilf March
19th / Mar. 31 . . . Styx -- Cobo
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Nostalgia

TrytO remember much more music
By PAUL CHERNISH
Editor's note.
Since the year is now 1978,
and none of us can really believe
it, I thought that it migh~«be appropriate to bring back the old
memories _and rekindle the old
musical flames.
So,
this is the tenth anniversary of, 1968, I think it's the
right time to remember Byron
MacGregor, Tom Shannon (who
is back anyway) and all of the
other Big 8 voices that somehow
lightened ~pour lives.
Special thanks to staff er
Rosemary Br~schuck for the top
thirty " (to your righ~) that only
seems like it came from the
. stone age.

This
Week Title
1
2
3
4

as

5

6
7
g .

9

10
11

This
Week Title

Artist

Paul Mauriat & Orchestra
Love is B(ue
Detroit Emeralds
Show.Time
Fireballs
Bottle of Wine
Otis Redding
Sittin ' on the Dock on th-eBay
Dionne Warwick
Theme from "Valley of the Dolls"
T em ptatioris
I Wish it Would Rain
Small Faces
ltchykoo Park
Henson Cargill
Skip A Rope
1910 Fruitgum Company
Simon Says
Mirettes
In the Midnight Hour
Rationals
l Need You
,,.
Classics IV
Spooky
Foundations
Baby Now That l've'Found You
· Four Tops
Walk Away Renee
Delfonics
La-La Means I Love You

16
17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29

30

B.ratt wili try to fit - you into
the performance. ·
The coffee house is known
for its quiet, friendly atmosph_ere, which Bratt- promotes
with his warm personality .

· By JANINE HALBERT

For 25 cents people ca11
watch, listen, and sing along
with a variety of local musicians who · wish to share their
talents. "Our Coffee House"
~t St. Clair College, happens
every · Sunday night from 8 :00
until. whenever it ~nds, which
sometimes is 1 :00 in the morn..
ing.
. , Alth .ough the coff ~ehouse is
usuauy ~M rnin~te<l by folk rr1µsicians, the ·stage is open to ,all
k inds ofi:p· erfotrnances. \.~ - '
,.

-Q

I

1-2-3-4-5-6-7 Count The Days
Charlie & Inez Foxx
' Hesitations
Born Free
Association
Everything That Touches You
We're a Winner
Impressions
I Wonder What She's Doing Tonight
T. Boyce & B. Hart
Bee Gees
Words
The .Dells ·
There Is
Lala Scfiifrin
Mission Impossible
Carla. Thomas
Pick Up The Pieces
Paul Revere & Raiders
Too Much Talk
The End Of Our Road
Gladys Knight & The Pips
Clarence Carter
Looking For A Fox
Just Dropped In ·
First Edition
Guitar Man
Elvis Presley
5th Dimension
Carpet Man

/·

St. Clair coffee tasty

~

Artist

CJAM HighHghts

· Bratt , has a budget from St.
Clair College to occasionally
hire professionals such as Doug
Mccarther
and Ron Nigrini.
Bratt hopes to have more of
such concerts in the near future.

By CJM{

/

MOSAIC
Mosaic - our daily look at the world around us beginning at
"
11 a.m.
Monday, · February - ,6 - A conversation with Music Dept. vocalist
Davvn Marie Virtue.
Tuesday, February 7 - CJAM talks to CKWW's Dave Budd on the
state of disco inusic around the city.
Wednesday, February 8 - Deb Kennedy reviews the past six mo nthswith the organizers of Catharsis.
·
Thursday, February 9 - Tosh Noma talks with Gino Pfa,zza about
·
special events coming up and about the SAC Talent Show.
Frid-ay, February 10 - Gino Cavallo clears the fog and brings us up
to da:te on the sports scene around campus, tak ipg special look
. at the basketball and hockey teams .

a

j-}

' " I encourage anyone who
wants t<;>express themselves, to
get ·up on .th ~ stage", explained
Ja n Bratt, m anager of the cof- .
fee hou se. Mime, poetry readings, audi o visual presentations,
or even telling a jok e are welcome contributions.

,

'1:, -,.,,: ,. ~
.
FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
•;;I'.,../
f h'is ·week we ta ke a listen to the "D~eam Weaver" h imself,

1
,':··

Gary. Wright. Beginning at 10 p.m. CJAM will featu re all his best
. music for 2 hours.
,
SPORTS ·

11)

Th e coff ee house has been g
~ i
operating
for approximatel y rn
four years, and is well attended . i
Any individual interested in per - ;;
forming there needs only to con- ~ .
tact Jan Bratt : If you attend ,i~ £!1
/.k,,.
the coffee house Sunday night,
Br.ad. Ouellete and Peggy Dwyer harmonize at the St. Clair coffee
house .

Saturday night the Lancer basketball team travels to Waterloo .
CJAM 's Rob Calcott and Dean Zurkau will follow all the action
begih ning at 8 live from the U. of Waterloo Athletic Centre.
FEAT{JRE ALBUMS

Each day we look at the best new releases on the market beginning at 9 :05 p.m.

Monday, February 6 - "Looking Back" at a great Motown career.
Stevie Wonder's new release highlights his great career.
Tuesday, February 1 · - It's "Two for Love" on the THP Orchestra's new album.
·
Wednesday, February 8 - Lonnie Jackson shows the "Different
Moods of Me".
·
deau vacationing somewhere in
Quebec was unavailable for com~ Thursday, February 9 - "Once Upon 'a Time" Donna Summer
, became a star. Now she's got a new hit album. · -- .
ment.
Friday, February 10 - Something new from Willy Alexander and ,
Dateline Washington: The ·u;i- .the Boom-Boom Band.
ted States Navy today announced a new military trade
with the Canadian Arined Forces. In return for exclusive
rights to the Mackenzie-Valley
pipeline and 50 million dollars,
Canada will receive three destroyers. The dredging of Pearl
Harbor will begin Monday_

News o.f the world
By 9T_IST. and SUGAR KANE
Datelipe Kampala: .Idi Amin's
little brother Billie has returned
to Uganda after a recent stopover here at the University of
Windsor. The much publicised
trip had been made to prepare
Mr. Amin for his eventual takeover as president of the university. However this is unlikely to happen now. Apparently Mr. Amin, or Billie
as we at The Lance have cQme
to know him, has become disillusioned with the position, and
the University. A lack of dictatorial powers and the absence
of a proper torture room and

execut ion grounds were stated
as possible reasons for Billie's
sudde n change of heart. Dr.

Leddy was again not asked for
.comment.
Dateline Ottawa: In the dim ·
light of . early dawn Margret '
Trudeau returned to the man
and family she had abandoned more than eleven months
ago. When asked why she w.as
giving up the career she had
worked so hard to obtain Meg
replied, "The bright lights and
excitement were really great,
but I guess being a wife and
mother was really all I ever
want<:.d to be . It took a while
to find it out but I know it
n'ow.'' Wiping a tear from her
eye Ms. Trudeau stepped into
the waiting cab which sped
her off to the arms of the man
she loves. Prime Minister Tm - '

Dateline Moscow: The Kremlin today 'releasecl an ultimatum to the Canadian Government. The Russians demand the
return of their space satellite
wh ich the y claim was stolen
from its orbit around the earth .

WORSHIP AT ·IONA
Holy , Communion every Tuesday at 12:15 (noon)

LUNCH AT IONA
An inexpensivelunch at noon on Tuesday , Wednesday and
Thursday at · Iona . Pay for what you eat. All welcome.
Bring yo ur own lunch if you wish. A place to meet
people in a relaxed home environment.
- - - - • . - ....
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Tue s. Wed. Thur s. FEB. 7-8-9
CLEARY
AU
.
ft DITO R IUM - 8;30
,, p.m.
.
Ticket s $8. 50 , $7 .00 , §S.Q,Q( $1. 00 on fo r stuQ.ents)
at Cleary Box Office ( 12: 30 - 6 Da ily) and Simpson's
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'Time for mime atCatha .rs.is

"She started dancing to that fine, fine music,
You know her life was saved by rock and roll."
Your life may have been saved by rock and roll, just like little
Jenny in Lou's song, BUT how many of these rock and roll trivia
questions could you answer to save your life? Read on and find out .

1. When and where did Mick Taylor make his debut as a Rolling

2.

3.
4.
5.

Stone ?
Ji mm y Page has only released one solo effort, a 196 5 single.
Yardies fa nat jcs sho uld be able t o: 1) name the son g 2) nam e the
label 3) t ell why it is uniq ue .
Who was the Beatles first ma nager?
Name the fir st Beatles solo release.
Who is John Brown and what is he doing in a rock quiz?

ANSWERS:
1. Taylo r debuted as a Stone in a free Hyde Park concert July 5,
1969 . Jagger dedicated the event to Brian Jones who ~ad died
two days before.
2. She Just Satisfies was Page's sole solo effort. It was released on
the now defunct Fontana label. Its uniqueness comes from the
fact that Page played all instruments, except . drums, and SINGS
on it. He was not asked to cut a second record.
3. Allen Williams, who ran the famous or infamous Cavern Club.
Williams ha~ a book out - "The Man Who Brought · Yo,u The
Beatles".
1
G-otcha. No, Paul McCartney was NOT the first Beatie to solo.
_The first was George Harrison's Wonderwall Music, the soundtrack to the film made by Joe Massot.
5. John Entwistle used the name John Brown during the very early
Who days.,-·and that's what he 's doing in a rock l:j'Tiiz
'; (Reason
ntimber two: He is a very large individual and if he wants to be
his way? No pun intended).
in a rock quiz, .,who am I to stand

in

JannyJung
SimonFraser
University
Vancouver,B.C.

By DEB KENNEDY
The Detroit Free School Performers would have provided an
enjoyable guest act at Catharsis,
last Sunday night, but their
showmanship was not up to-the
usual standards for a main ,act.
The group members wer~ not
lacking in talent. Several of the
mime acts were extremely effective. The players used few, if
any props and were able to put
across both humourous and dramatic pieces relying mainly on
non-verbal expression.
In one_
comical mime, Balloon, two
young performers went through
a farce of blowing imaginary balloons big enough to knock them
off their feet. 0 ne of the best
mimes of the evening was "Stat. ue. " showing a y oung sculptor
w atch h is fema le st atu e com e alive wh ile he puffed on an invisible joi nt.
The troupe showed an immaturity which negated the positive
aspects of their show . While two
or three of them were performing, the others cut the silence
with laughter and chattering. It

Valdy viii visit Vinds0/
By FRANK KOVACIC
Gino Piazza , has announced that
Val dy will be app eari ng at the
University of Windsor (St. Denis
Hall) on Sunday, March 5th.
Valdy will be tou'ring with
new back-up band, who will perform one set by ~hemselves (not
the Hometown Band). Their identity is unknown at press-time
(more details ne{t week) al-

a

though it is known th at, they are·
fol k-orie nte d (i.e. , no drums) .
Tenta t ive on t he bill, as an
opening .act, is David B~adstreet.
The musical winners of the
SAC talent contest are slated to ·
perform for a half-hou r preceding David Bradstreet.
Ticket prices are set at $5 and
$2.50 (with welcome pass) .

Breakin g up is hard to do ·
By JOHN MACKETT
After 17 successful years to- .
gether, Gladys Knight and the
Pips have split up to go their
separate ways. Gladys, who
was conditioned for this major
step ,, for sometime now, will
still remain active singing and if
the right one comes her way,

t··

· Marlette Stpop . ·
George Browrf Co!lege
Toronto, Ontario

soon became clear that the Deat Catharsis gets back to music.
troit Free School were there to \Tonight and Saturday night, the
have a private party.
Friends of Fiddler's Green will
The show ended with the
perform British, Australian, and
chant, "The number of fools is American traditional music, in
infinite ." Perhaps they were giv- the British pub spirit. On Suning themselves an excuse. Some
day at 8: 30, Philco recording arof their mimes were not foolish, . tist, Priscilla Herdman will pro- ·
but simply distasteful. For exvide an evening of folk music.
ample, the skit "Egg," revolved
The super-sale-a-than continues
around a girl stuffing her face
this weekend, slashing the admiswith a hard-boiled egg. That, is
sion price to two dollars, for
not entertainment .
those with coupons.
The line-up for this weekend

She has always wanted to be
an actress and now she was the
time to pursue this interest.
The Pips : Edward, William, and
Merald are remaining together
and have very recently cut a
new album, without the help
of Gladys who is in L.A. getting
her solo act together.

Congratulations on having
won a brand new Mini, the
Long Distance economy car.
.We hope you have
many years of enjoyable driving. And thanks to the
48,427 other students who
participated.

1
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Debra Evans
SaintJohn Schoolof Nursing
SaintJohn, N.B.

Canada 's
Bachtnan-1:urner
Overdrive also lead the list of
break-ups during 77 . They split
up early in the year 1 but will
pursue solo careers, _ remaining
in Canada. Their successful four
major years together won them
eight gold records and awards
in both Canada and the United
States.
Their reasoning or breaking
to creative
up .is attributed
restlessness that seems to fall
· members of many other groups ,
who reach a -certain point in
their careers · when they become stale within the gro up
and decide t o br eak up for
the sake of their future . " Bet ter to break on top then to
· wash away".
This was also the · case why
LaBelle decided to call it quits.
Patti, Sarah, and Nora reached
their international
fame after .
the release of their 1975 hit,
Lady Marmalade. But this was
a short-lived success that took
13 years to attain. They each
have embarked on solo careers,
performing night club circuits
in the U.S. and Europe.
The short -lived Punk Rock
group , the Sex Pistols, who
shot to the top with controversial songs like Anarchy in
the U .K. and God Save The
Queen, have very recently split
up. They were banned from
performing on British · television shows because of their gross
performance of vomiting, spitting and swear ing on the air .
They have completely · o.isban ded but lead singer Jo hnny
Rotten 20, will pursue a solo
. career. (whatever that might
be) .
The group . who brought Joy
to the World , Th ree Dog Night,
have also spl it up. T hey wer e
tog eth er since 1968 and flourished dur ing the early 70 's
with hits lik e Liar , Easy to be
Hard, Mama Told Me Not to
Come and Celebrate. T heir futur e is still unc ertain but the
cha pter in mus ical hist ory they
created will not be easily fo rgotten .
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sports
Martial art of A/KIDD

_

Buchido- the Way of the Warrior
1

HISTORY OF AIKIDO

would teach their secret techlution in the martial arts; that
niques. The techniques were
the purpose of the arts should
The basis for today's Martial: then kept the secret of that
not be to find the best way to
Art of . AIKIDO rests in the
particular . family in order to
-hurt · or kill an opponent, but
ancient traditions of Buchido give them an advantage if a
rather how to become one with
the "Way of .the Warrior".
fight should occur .
an opponent arid render any
This code of chivalry shaped
AIKIDO evolved out of one
attack neutral.
the lives of the Japanese military
of these ancient family s.ecret
Thi~ attitude makes AIKIDO
class - known as · Samurai. The
arts, Diato Ryu Aikijitsu . Since
unique wit~in the arts . We do
. Samura i were an hereditary
AIKIDO w.;ts designed primarily
not believe in fighting or comcaste of warriors trained from
to combat an opponent using
peting . We strive to make harearly infancy in the various
a sword many of its movements
mony with our partners thereskills of warfare, /especially the
copy the mov ement of a swords by increasing our ability to
use of th e sword.
man. These ancien t skills can be
make harmony in other situaDu ring these feudal times it
traced 60 0 years back. In 1925
tions in our daily lives. This
becam e clear to the high ranking · a Japanes e master of the mar tial
striving for harmony can be
Samurai that if t hey were to
most - read ily be - seen in our
arts named Mor ihei Uyeshiba
be safe from all t ypes of attacks
movements · on the mat . Our
formalized th ese techniqu es int o
, then formal ized styl es of un movements are of ten likened ·
a modern system he named
armed combat would have to be
AIKIDO - the Way of Harmon y , to those of dance .
esta blish ed. The Buddist Soldi er
When two AIKIDO students
with Nature.
pr iests be came the teachers for
practice there is no winn er
many of the se unarmed comAIKIDO TODAY
or loser. Both people have roles
bat style s.
in the attempt to make one
Th ese priests would cho ose
Master Uyeshiba began· to
perfect movement . It is basic
cert ain fam ilies to whic h the y
teach what amoun ted to a revoto
our beliefs that people

·w9rking and striving together
will accomplish more in positive ways than if one person
must feel that he is the ,winner.
.Becau.se of .its pacific nature
it is often said of AIKIDO,
that it is the refuge of w.eaklings and not a true "fighting
art". It is true that AIKIDO
is not a "fighting art". AIKIDO
tries to off er an alternative to
·fighting. It is not true, however, that AIKIDO is weak.
Even though AIKIDO techniques are str,ictly defensive they
focuse on the vulnerable j9ints
and nerves. AIKIDO techniques
are not legal in such sport-centered arts as Judo and Karate.
AIKIDO is not a sport. Its
techniques can be used by any
physically sound person regardless of their size, weight, or
sex. Because AIKIDO is not a
sport and because it is totally
non-competitive, techniques that

1

·would be too dangerous otherwise to study are possible for AIKIDO students to le~n. OUR
· philosophy is to completely
._trust and help our partners.

-AIKIDO CLASSES
AIKIDO classes are currently
, being taught through the Student Services program at the
University of Windsor : They are
held every Tuesday night from
7-9 p.m. at the Human: Kinetics
Building. Classes are instructed
by James Jeannette under the
guidance of Sense 1 Takashi Ku- '
shida, 7th degree ~.black belt.
All testing is hand led personally by Sensei Kushida.
Response to AIKIDO at the
University of Windsor has thusfar been very good. Both instructor and students readily welcome anybody with an interest
to study the art of AIKIDO.

lntamural news

ViOJenthockey to end
By PETE R MU DRA CK

Professo r Bouche r, the Intramur al Director, rece ntly mailed
a memorandum to all hockey
ca:ptains concerp ing a recur ring
theme - violence . It reads as follows :

ning of t he game, and chaos reHarry Ed iger and Scott Posults . There have be en encouraghanka t ied for second with 46
ing signs, howev er, as referees repoints apiece, just o ne back of
ccn tly handed out the ~'irst sus- Harris. Mike McKinley sank 44
p nsi_on o! the ~ ar fur fio-1}!,ing
..a-__b ~~t:s · ·t~ grab t,h:i,r.4.
R9Siflo!,1.·Our congrat ul ations go out to
to a player in "A" division.
To th e players: let 's not lose
these fine shooters for a job well
our perspect ive on the ituation . don_e, as well as; to all particiF or no matter how involved we
pants for m·aking the event a sueare in the game, t he fact rem ains
cess.
Notic e to winners : the · line
that it is only intramural hockforms on the left for the free
ey , and that we are all students
at the same unive rsity. A hock- tr ip s to Orono.
ey stick is designed to handle a
puck , not to carve up your op -

"In recent weeks · it has become apparent that the quality of intramural hockey has
d eteriorated to a !eve_!of rowdy, barroom brawling. Please
be advis~d that from now un til the end of the season, any
figh ti ng, rough, or malicious
ponent . Hacki ng and slashing is
play will be tr eat ed with the
bu sh . league stuff, and is th e
severest pe nalt ies...
As partia l responsibility rests mark of a bush league player.
with loose · off iciating, w e Someo ne cou ld get seriously
hurt . If you can't stop someone
have taken similar steps to
'firm-up' the refereeing situa - cleanly with out resorting to
hack ing, you 'd bet ter stick. to
tion. Intram ural off icials w ill
open skat ing cause it seems obvib e in atte ndance at select ed
games in the next few weeks . ous that you can 't compete in
the se leagues.
to en sure these st_ipu lat ions
- are met . L et 's pl ay HOCK-

HOCKEY:
..;

The Screami ng Eagles have £ "
clinched first place in " A" divi- -~ -sion by def eat ing t he Flyers by ~
. default. Congratul ations t o the
Screaming E:\gles for accompThe Lance Cronies will defeat the ,lowly Spartac of SAC squad
lish ing what everyone said was
today at noon . The championship basketball match will be played
impossible .
in St . Denis Hall. Don 't miss itl

E Y!"

F_RE E T.HROW, CONTESTS :
As the memo indicat ed, some
responsibility rest s wit h loos e officia'ting . Officials have a tou gh
job : bu t th ey make it that mu ch
to ugher by being meek and not
wh istling dow n infracti ons. Everyone respect s a stro ng offic ial
who is firm but fair, If th e refe ree acts to o scared t o call penalties, t he players --lictate t he ru n-

The intramural free th row
co nte st , which ended J anuary
20t h , produced a worth y champion , Mike Harris . Harris went
on a scoring rampage by netting
39 cons ecutive shots, and finishing with a fin e score of 4 7 out of
50, to lead t he field of 25 competit ors.
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RoundballerS split Conference gatnes
By PETER NASH

The Lancers had two tough
battles this week defeating the
Western Mustangs 81 -74, on
Wednesday and losing to the McMaster Marauders 84-76, _last
Saturday.
Western held strong against
a seasoned Lancer squad for
three quarters of Wednesday's
game, befpre finally fully behind. The Mustangs led until
the 11 :47 mark of the s.econd
half.
Windsor couldn't get their
regular offense going, turning
the · hall over several times in
the first half. The defense played
well _but Western's shooting was
exceptional.
The brightest spot in the
Windsor attack had to be Vince
Landry. Ificredible sta~ina and
enthusiasm gave Landry an edge
over most players .. Against Western he controlled
the fast
break as well as shooting very
well from outside. He ended
with 13 points for the night.
Charlie Pearsall had a- field
day against a short Western
lineup. Charlie blocked seven
shots and slam dunked the
ball twice . Pearsall ended up
with eight points and 10 rebounds.
The Lancers trailed by two
at th·e half 41 -:}9. Early in the
· second half the Lancer play did
not improve.
Finally Bob Oostveen took it
to the hoop for four unanswered baskets. Although fighting
hard, the Mustangs never got the
lead back. Oostveen was high
- - ;corer for the Lancer~ with 15
points.
With four minutes remaining
the Lanc ers went into a stall .
Unfortuna,tely the stall almost
cost them the game with several
bad turnovers. Windsor would
go down the flpor, stall for
15 seconds and then begin to
run the offence. Western played the stall well and managed
to stay with the Lancers.
Time finally ran out and the
Lancers came away ·with the

ing room at half time down
13 points, 46-33.
The Lancers came out in the
second half with the same dis- ·
organized style but man ~ged t o
straighten it out early.
T he defence came alive with
help from Charlie Pearsall and
Vince Landry. Pea rsall hit th e
boards grabbing key . rebounds
and Landry started playing his
regular aggressive ~tyle.' By ' th~·
7 :00 minute mark tlie Lancers
had tightened the . sco ~i/;g
to 64-61.
· · ·,..
The game became qit:(~J'rough ;
at t his point · and McMaster
in foul trouble. A te:imwithout much · depth, the "'Ma~u<:f~rs
couldn't
afford to ro"se :irty'
. starters . Unfo rtunat ely
ti n- ·
cers couldn 't , ta ke adviiritage ''.of
the situation and foll ' behiricl'
again, this time for good : ·
·
Ed Bialek threw '' .in the
hit the boards.
final ,hoop of th 'e game right at
the buzzer but the Lancers had
the offence prop-erly." This led
to a lot .of outside shooting and · lost M -76.
Charlie Pearsall had a fine
unfortunately the Lancers shot
offensive per{ormance with 18
p-oorly. The first half shooting
points three block~d shots and
percentage was well below 50 .
17 rebounds . Dan Devin· had
Although the team was play 13 points followed by Jim
ing poorly, they did manage
Minello with 10.
.
to stay close to McMaster for
McMaster was paced by Dave
most of the first half. At t he
Roser w.ith 28 points. Victor
9: 30 mark the Lancers were
Dhue hit for 18.
down by only · one point. Then
suddenly the Windsor defence
slacked off and McMaster scored
four un answere d baskets.
1 Fred
This Saturday the Lancers
Robson and Vince Lantravel to ' Waterloo for a key
' dry scored consecutive · bas~ets
for the · Lancers late in the half
game .' Fan suppdrt wou'li
·-be
but Windsor went to the dressgreatly appreciated by the team.

~~r
·
go't

.c:
~

th.e

~
£
o

0

.c:

ii.

Popovich (30), Pearsall (54) and Oostveen (42)

victory.
Besides Landry and Oost, veen, Fred Robson and Ed
Bialek also scored in double
figures. Bialek had 12 points
and' Robson 10.

It . was a battle for first ' place
in the Ontario .Universities Athletic Association's West divi-

sion Satur:day -'hight, and the
Windser Lancer s came in second . Tr ailing the entire game
the Lancers just ·couldn't get
it together and event uall y lost
84-76 to the McMaster Marauders.
Coach Paul Thomas commented after the g3.01e that "A
couple of ..,our guys got a bit
shook up and stopped running

·-·
crusaders _crushed;··

By E.P .-CHANT
Some nights a team loses
usually too fancy. Both shoo t ing
Q)
but doesn't deserve to. The
and offensive and defensive ret
Cru saders aren't su ch a team :
bounding by the Crusad ers left
:
On Wednesda y n!ght this
lot to be desired.
£
week the Crusaders fell to
·Coach Gr abowsky · of th e
o
0
Windsor AKO in ba sketbal l.
Crusader s explained th e game
..c:
ii.
Actually, "fell" is not a strong
bluntly: "AKO has an excellent
enough word - "crashed" would
team - they are our best cdm be more appropriate. The halfpetition in th e city. As for us ,
Ed Bialek sets up the Lancer offence against Western .
time score was 41 to 28 in faveverything we could do wrong,
our .of AKO and the final score
we did ton ~ght. We were taking
was 90 - 54 : It was not a close
good, safe percentage shots, but
match.
th ey just weren't going in."
At the beginning of the
"Our trouble with reboundsecond period, the Crusaders
ing tonight was strange, too,"
By DON PEPPI.N
only real hopeful moment for
Both teams gave away goals,
mounted a strong, albeit shortGrab owsky continued. "We reThe Lancer hockey team .will
the Lancers as he tied the score
although Windsor 's were ·scored . - lived, . offensive which excited
bounded a lot better against
be travelling to Waterloo this _ early in the game at 1-1. After
on legitimate · shots which heat
the ~.rowd.._]'he frenzy did not
Eastern Michigan University a
w_eek.end to play two of their
the Mustangs added four more
the Western goa!ie, whereas a
last for very long, _ how @
ver.,
few weeks ago and they're a
number of Western's goals were
as AKO ·,came right bacJ<: ammuch taller team than AKO . "
most imponant games of the · to their . side Gord M~cdonald
.ma'°de hi~- p remier a little more
scored because ·of sloppy c!ear~· idst { series of .penalties and a
(The Crusaders . play Eastern
- year. The . team had hoped to go
glorious, putting in :· his own . ,, ing on the part of-·the Windsor
characteristic defensive lap;:;e by
Michigan this weekend).
into those games on the crest
· r-ear-guard.
"
rebound to make it 5-2 at t hf
of a victory over the Western
· the Crusaders.
Coach Grabowsky had high
3 :05 mark -of the third period.
·
f
·
Mustangs. Unfortunately
WestAs far .as periods go, WindThat was" one of the few ofpraise
or John Ritchie of
Smith notched a few more besor lost the first Z-l, and · tied
fensive displays · of the night by
AKO, who led all scorers with
ern had other ide~.
. __
.
fore Al Figgins put. '-in the last
·
·
·team. T h e rest
35 pomts.
·
H'1s teamma
.
The Mustangs put the Lancers
the third 2~2. but it was the
t h e umvers1ty
te, Stan
mark of - the night with a minf
h
·
h
h
d
K
h
d
10
·
down with a handy 7 -3 def eat
second that set th~ tone _ for . _ o t e ,111g t, t ey appea re. to
orosec a
pom ts.
in OUAA action in . London, '
tl)em, and from which they
b.e more concerned with rnal;;ing
Paul Bean led the Crusaders
ute and a half left.
The game. ·was marred with
" one more f ancy move " b efore
· h ·13 pomts.
·
· h M'k
1u1
Wednesday
night . This loss ·
·never tecovered, losing i_t . 3-0.
Wlt,
,r1t
1 e memany1.. cheap shot penalties to
h
·
d
h
h
K'
1
dd
·
leaves the Lancers with 13
Though the team has the pots ootmg a. n Wx en ..t ey . got _
m ey a mg l 1 more for
both sides m"aking the entire
the los ers.
points and Waterloo, their nea~- .
ential to make the breaks they
aroun d to t he shot, it was not
·
effoTt just a· little taxing. A
.
est rivals, trail only by four
don't,
and
didn't,
ancl
-_they
~-~---:·
·
total of 89 minutes in pen,
points at nine. The Lancers
.a~t~es
was
handed
out
,
5
3
to
'
ended
up
·look
ing
at
a
four
!
:~.....
.
.I!
face-off against the Warriors Fri'
the
Lancers.
Of
those
there
~oal
defecit
at
the
end
of
the
·
T
I
day night and then against first
wer e three match penalties ·(one . second.
a ~
place Wilfred Laurier Saturday
11 the
to
Windsor),
which
include
an
If
Waterloo
l;ses
but they will have to show a
··
extr
a
game
.
sus
_
pen.sion,
.
·
and
·games
they
prese
ntly
.
have
in i
.
· ____
_...__
...-.:
~
great .deal more ~ip th an they
.
-IO
misconduct
and
fight
typ
,
e
ha
_
nd
over
tbe
Lancers,
which
did against Western.
majo rs.
is four, and the Lancers put ,
The production line for WesThe University of Windsor di ving team will be hosting it s first
But
quite
aside
from
that,
it t ogeth er this week they
dual diving meet in many years against Western this veeko::
nd . lt
tern consisted of Dave Nadeau,
it was a prett y lousy game .
may yet be able to shuffle th eir
will tak e place at 7 :00 p.m.
the league's top scorer; Bill
way into the playoffs . Th ey
Smith who pop ped in fou r . Neither team seemed th e least
't, ,.
d b t th
t
still have t wo games which
·· , h .
. .
·
.
b
· 1
...on cerm;
a ou
e ou -.
·l·
. ,. f.h ,,'. Le L.~ncer. ·wrestlm g tea .m n:ieets Guelph Saturday m~ht. The
goals against the Lancers; and
c~me
,
in
fact
at
ti~es
it
look
ed
were
can~elled
eat
ier
m
"
e,
..
:
match
will
take
pla
ce
at
7:
30
in
St.
De
nis
HaJl.
On
Sund:;,v
th e
Jamie Conroy. · That line acseason which may become
vervJ
·11·
d sor O pen \11
1·
Meet w 1·11ta· ·Ke p Iace. V 1s1tors
· ·
· \x.;dcome
•
d
l
h
h
th
t
h
as
t
oug
e
earns
a
a
..
.
Vv
m
,y
rest
mg
are
counted for six of the seven
ready decided how it would t~rn
1IDportant and may be schebetwe en 10 a.m . and 5 p.m .
Western tallies.
out.
duled in Slack Week.
-.•
Jerry Morse chalked up the ,
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By RICK SPENCE

0

The Ont ar"io Federation of
Students , bolstered with tw o
Universit y of Windsor representatives , is meeting toda ,y with
the entire Ontario cabin et to
discuss post-secondary education in the province .
All the Ontario un iversity
and community college student
pres idents have been invited to
the meeting, while SAC's External
Affairs
Commissioner
Maryon Overholt is attending in
president Gary Wells' stead,
since he will be there in his
capacity as one of · the seven
elected me~bers of the OFS
executive.
Student aid and the controversy over the Ministry of
Colleges and Universities' new
student aid plan will head the
list of topics to be discussed
by the student leaders and government ministers, according t o
·
Wells.
Overall, he said, the OFS
aim will involve "trying · to
create
the
recognition that
there i!i a tie-in between . funding the university system, the
number of students and the

N
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sity system, a.iin~!!TMl!tft't!!IIIIIIIMi~
.;...term actions such as
cuts and underfunding .
The very fact of the meeting
is a big step for the six-year-,.
old OFS, which has long sought
a · cabinet meet ing. By agreeing
t o the meeti ng, says Wells,
the cabine t "is granting us
legitimacy . . . even if we come
out and lose every point."
The OFS claim that university funding is tied in to the
economy of the province is the
cornerstone of today's talks,
even though ' Wells thinks "we
got the meeting due to the et.i
flak over student aid." Student £
leaders will discuss with various o
0
ministers such basic problems as f
northern development, unemOne of Canada's most fam ployment, liquor licensing, and
ous and most controversial poets
post-seconda ry school financ ing.
returned to the university this
week .
With cutbacks, declining enrolments and reduced services
. Irv.ing Layton read poems
. just ahead, Wells says of today's
and
entertained a large · crowd
session , "hopefully this is a
in
the
Math Building Tuesday
· recogn it ion that there is a pro- .
night, and Lance Poetry Ediblem in the universities ."

Layton lives
tor Scott Elµridge says the
poet was well received . ·
Layton ; who teaches English at York University, was
last on campus three y~ars
ago.
Watch for a detailed Layton review in the next issue of
The Lance , on February 24 .
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.,,,,1nusorteam wins prov1n.c1a. mo0.t
I .AL·
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To help celebr ate the te nt h
anniversary of the . founding of
_Windsor's faw s<;hool~four Wind"'"'
sor law stude nt s won, .tbe Bmar~:.
io Moot Court Champfonsh 1p
held here this weekend.

T he home tow n te am of Roy
Goldberge r , Tom Porter , Wayn e
Mcleish an_d ,Ha,rry Hoctim n
· ut ~e
c;f;6 b~est_l~ s~~,t s
from Ontar-i6 and from _ .tCill
University in Quebec, and walk-

ed

off with the Gale Cup . .
The Gale Moot Cou,rt, now in
its fifth Y.ear, is sppn ~ red by t he
-eanadi a.n..Ban Ass-oc-t.a
· . ~nd is ' ..
n~med af.tet M,r~ Justi~e
· form er chi~f justice · '-of ·Ontario.

-Ga:le
.

,J.

I

Th is was th e first t ime Windsor has won the championsh ip,
;a,}t ~ Ol!gP. Wincisor_teams finish
~ th i~ ,"olast · ·ye ar, -a. .
· c.--- =prev-iou s year .
,..,,...

ea

Som~ of the moot performances were video -taped so t hey
can be shown to future law classes as ex·amples of debating and
preparation.

Mooter
Roy
Gold be rger
wrote in the law schoo l paper ,
Th_e Oyez, that the Windsor ites
"set out to mak~ the point that
of all the Ontario law scho ols,
WindSbr may have been last, but
not least . Now you kno w it for
a f act ."
"t:l
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The Windsor team was .pres-

g ented with the Gale Cup by Mr .

-a

Ju st ice Peter Cory at a special
din ner Satu rday evening. T he
official Cup presentation will be
made at the Winter meetin g of
the Canad ian Bar Assoc iation in
London, Ontario .
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Windsor law student Wayne Mcleish addresses the pane l of judges, en route to the Gale Cup.
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Grads approve drug plan, fee increase
The Graduate Student Society is pleased with the outc om e
of last Friday 's grad fees refe rendum, according to GSS vicepresident Allan Clark.
Grad .students last week voted
59-31 in favour of increasing
student society fees. Full-time
grad fees will increase by $2.50
per year to $15 .00, and part 'time fees will increaase $1.25
to $7.25 per year .
Full-time grads also approved
the imposition of a drug plan,
similar to the one intro _duced
by SAC this year, to defray t he
costs of students' prescription
expenses . The drug plan passed
by a convincing 73 votes to 12.
As there are about 500
full-time graduat es, turnout for
the drug plan vote was about

17 per cerit. However, since
only five of 500 eligible parttime grads voted on the . general

increase, the turnout for · that
part of the ref erendum dropped
to about nine per cent.

Surprise!
After months of painstaking research, The Lance staff last week
presented to the University's Board of Governors evidence that
prnves t hat the board has. not met in 4 7 years ..
Incriminating records show that the board's penchant for secr~cy
and closed meetings is merely a smokescreen to hide the fact that
members no longer meet ; they just write nasty letters to the senate
·
and fire people every so often.
Rather than publish its findings, The Lance made a deal with
members of the board, which will benefit all students. As a result,
everyone can take next week off. Go skiing, read books, drive to
F lorida, have a good time. On us.
We th ink we 'll call it slac;k week.

The money from the gen,~ral
increase will go towards th e
renting and renovation of a university-owned house to serve as
a graduate student centre. The
GSS hopes to add washrooms
and fire escapes t~ bring- the
proposed centre to LC.60 standards in order to obtain a liquor
licence.
Vice-president Clark commented after the referendum, "I
am pleased that they . both
passed.
"Actually, the drug plan was
such a good deal I would have
been surprised if it hadn 't passed. Clark added he was "pleasantly surprised" that the general fee increase passed.
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~P.P!llinl
is a r~plar 'fi~ture ~f TIie ~ .,. ,.
. w_hicli wil) lncludi Unclassified · Ads, Per10nal Ada,
and Notices o.f campus events. Listings of off-campus
activities will also be considered .for ·publication.
Any Slfbmiuion may be edited for lenph. Deadline
is noon Tueadaay of the week of publication.

H'iif?Pening ·

.~•fs

Wbat?s

.

..

~

COFFEE HOUSE -:::. Spon iot
... ed by ,. the
Assumption Campus *_
Community is hll ld~
e,very Sunday 8:~ 0 p.m .. ·11 p.m., .in \
the Blue Room of the As·sumption Cam- •
pus Community Cent re. Relaxed atmos- :
phere with entertainment
coffee tea ~f
bot choco .late etc.~,-~ . ...Briflrl a' friend.

on ·cafl'.lpas

~

STUDENT Suppers are available every
· Thursday evening (beginning Jan. 12,
1978) . for students of the University -for
$1 .00.
-

I

. ~TUCK - in Windsor for Slack Week?
Ski! ·with · the SAC Ski ·club at' Alpine ·
Valley, Mich ., Wed., Feb. 15. All day!
Only $14 ,.50 .includes bus trip, tows
and rentals. Slightly cheaper for mem~
· bers. Bus . leaves park i og !Qt·: "M" at ~
. 8:30 a:m. See us in · the Centre at Ski .
Club desk
call D,ebbie at 252-0720.

I

I

"WHAT a.re you seeking" . special music
show by Windsor Chinese Christian
Fellowship. Frida 'fr at 8 in 2123 Math .
Bldg. in English. Free Admission.
TUTOR
available.
English-LinguisitlCS
major ,;..Will tutor all ages. Phone Nance
LaBarre at 254s0700.

or

of
THE Annual
Student
Exhibition
art will be on view in the LeBel Fine
Arts Gallery from February 4th through
February 28th. An opening reception
will be held in · the gallery on Friday
evening, February 3rd, ·from 8:00 to
10:00 p;m.

THE University of Windsor Women's
Auxilliary Annual Tea and Sherry party
3 p.m. to 7 p.m. Saturday, March 4,
19.78 Faculty Alumni Lounge University Centre. Drawing for graphic art
donated by Fine Arts Department will
take place.

Feb . 21
22

7:00 p .m.
10:00 a.m.

28
29

8:05 p.m.
10:00 a.m.

7
8

7:00 p.m.
10:00 a:m.

Mar.

:._ _ ___

_ __,_:::.,,14.:...7 :00 p .m.
15 l :l-D:00 a.m.

.'

Dr. T. Fairchild
Elderly Care Research
Wayne State Univ.

and

Institu-

Dr. D.V. Reynolds Film: Obedience
Dept . of Psychology
Univ . of Windso r
J. Bendor
Violence in the Fam, -Ann Arbor ., Mich.
ily
The Law ·and
Mental Pat iJnt

F. She ldo n

,"" 'Filbury, 0ntario

the

21
22

7: 00 p .m .
10 :00 a.m .

Dr . D.V. Rey nolds Film: Co me to You r
Dept . of Psy cbo logy Senses
Univ. of Windsor
-,

28
29

8 :05 p.m.
10 :00 a.m.

M. Bu rger
Windsor Western
Hospi t al

1

\.

Ap r.

Aging
tions

3 10 :00 a.m .
7:00 p .m.

Messengers
Night

of

THE Women's Centre is holding a Symposium on Rape on Friday, February
24 and Saturday, February 25. Watch
furthEjr details , or
The
Lance for
call Brenda, ext. 153.

SKI Mont Ste. Anne, Quebec . Furnisned
chalets with fireplaces near h ill and ··on
cross-country trail. Call (418.) 826 -2643 .
WANTED:
Exercise bic y cle in good
condition for reasonable •price call .734 .
6123. ·

EXPERIENCE the Inner Universe. Free
weekly classes in meditation and yogic
philosophy. Location, University Centre,
Room No. 1, time: Sundays at 2 p.m.
For further information call 253-2893.
Sponsored by Sri Chinmoy Centres.

ROOM FOR RENT: ln "'·quiet residential neighbourhood -- close ·,to ·bus Hne
·· near University of Wtridsor ~- use
of k itchen and laundry faci·lities -- please
call after 6:00 p.m. during the 'Week
or any time on weekends at 253-8485.

·AM-

FOR SALE: '72 Vega Ha·tchba ~k,
FM 8 track stereo, 2 s·P.are tires new
reouilt
engi~ e, Exdellent
carburator,
condition, except body, $630..
' best
offer, As is,/ call from next Monday
253-5338.
.

w

CAR for sale: 1972 PeugeQt 504 $200
or best offer. Phone 734-892 1,.

New commerce club .prez ·

Friday February 3 a general
meeting for Lebanese students
was held at the ISO office at ·
Cody Hall. The following of ficers were elected :
Mr. George Rhoury 1as president, . Mr. Husni Mansour as
vice-president, Mr. Beyan Alexander as treasurer, and Miss
Mona Doher as secretary.
Husni Mansour said that the
Lebanese Club has been formed
to unite the Lebanese students
and to acqua int Canadian stu dents with Lebanese cultur e.
Memb ershi . the club is open ' •
to all stude nt s of t e
· Windsor.

Rob Katzman is the new
president
of the Commerce
Club.
Katzman, a third year commerce student, was ' acclaimed
after presidential candidate Rick
Lamoge withdrew from the race.

Katzman will succeed Gary
Siddall as club president fo1
197~-79.
t':•

Elections for remaining executive positions on the Com- ·
merce Club will be held in early
March.

Romeril's contract up
Pub Manager Peter Romeril 's contract has come up for
renewal and SAC is presentl y
in t he process of dr afting a new
one .

working to switch . some of its
clerical help to a parHim e basis
for tile stnnmer when the re is
not a~ m u~h wor k to dq .
Vice-P reside nt Rob Whit enect
and ·Treasi:irer Ernest Petrasov ic
are ex amining and revising Romeril 's con t ract .

t he

~

Gu nde lla

Witchc raft : Folk
Therap y?
All talks are presented in Room 1120, Math

OSAP announcement
on or before April 3, 1973,
t o avoid late payment charge s.

Glass

A non-credit cours e in Leaded Glass and St aine d Glass
Working starts on Monday, F eb rua ry 20 , 19 78, and cont inues
for 6 weeks .
It will be held on Monda ys
fr om 7 : 30 - 9: 30 p .m . The fee
is $ 30.00 (plu s your own sup plies to a to t al of abou t $50.00
for the project) .
Appl y as soon as possible .
For more information, conIf you wish to pay tuition with
tact the Office of Student Af OSAP funds, be sure to a_ppl~ -- fairs, 25 3-4232, ext. 333.

.

_LEAROU

Summer breeze

The Universit y 's .Awards Office has . a:n announcement for
those students who will be tak ing Intersession and summer
school classes this year, f~om
May 3 to August UL
Applications and information
on OSAP, the pro vinc ial student aid sy stem wh ich will still
be in effec t thi s sum mer, are
now available. The spe cial regulati ons - and applicati9 n form s
ma y be picked up at" the stu·
de nt awards off ice in the west
library build ing.

ancJassfPOO

AN exhibition of recent drawing~ and
prints . by · Daniel W. D ingler opens in the
Leddy Library Gallery on Sunday, February 5th. The show continues through
February 24th.

Lebanese
club open

Distinguished Speakers

in Psychology

THE Univers ity of Windsor Players presents DIRTY WORK AT THE CROSS- ,
ROADS or Tempted, Tried and True.
Friday, March 3 to Saturday, March ·11
(except Monday, March 6). Ci.main at
8 :00 p.m. at Essex Hall T heatre University · of Windsor, Wyandotte a~ Patricia. Phone 253-4565.

SALE RUNS FROM FEB.
9-1S'I .1978
'"
• Save$20.00onanypairof CCM
.Tacks;
SuperTacks$129/Tacks
$109
Nylite$99
• Save$10onanypr.of Jr.SuperTacks;
Jr.,SuperTacks$69-$59
.
Jr.Tacks$56-$46
• CCMHockey
gloves
reg.$14-$22
NOW
$10-$15
• Nylonmeshhockey
shirts$2.50each
• CCM
figureskatesreg.$24.95-$37
.95
NOW
$19.95-$30.95
.

off

• GoaliePadsandequipment
113
• Hockey
Pantsreg.$14.95-$45.95
NOW
20%off
,
• Winter
jackets
withzip-in,zilH)utlining
-- Reg.$26.95NOW
$20.95
tapewithe~ery
• Afreerollof hock~y
hockey
stick. ·
• BauerBlack PantherSkates
Sugg.price$54.95NOW
$32.95
• Complete
lineof BauerSkates.
15%off
·

s
,..__
....
_____
_
• FredPerrytennisshirts
0
Sugg.price$17.95NOW...•• . . 8°

• Araya
& Jelinek
metaltennisrackets
25%off
rackets25%off
• Yonex
& ~unlopsquash

All sizes are broken sizes. All prices
in effect while quanf!ties last. .

FRANK

,J,

Fox,

SEE 7HE GENERALS"
"1285 GRAND MARAIS W.
GRAND PLAZA
1

o.n.

OPTOMETRIST

(Next door to BiQ VI

Suite2B
400Huron
Church
Rd.,
Assumption
Universtty
.
Universitv
ofWindsor

969-3727

258-0042

ByAppointment

••••••••••••••••••

Hrs. llon.-Wed. , 1N
Thurs.-Fri., 1o-9 Sat., H
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Election on March 14

The making of a president, ·et cetera
~

By RICK SPENCE

As another school y ear draws
to a climactic ' close , it 's time
once again for the Students '
Administrative Council 's annual
general election, which is set for
Tuesday, March 14 .
The election date was set last
week by SAC president Gary
Wells and Chief Electoral Officer Terry Armstrong , although
SAC's bylaws call for council
itself to set the date.
Nominations for the various
positions open Monday, February 20, and remain open until
4 :30 p .m . on March 6. Cam. .
~
pa1gnmg and poster -mounting
ma:y only begin after the nominat ions have closed , and continue until the day of the election .
An y student may be nom inated, but a faculty or school
, rep may only run in that faculty
or school in which he/she is
enrolled .
Exc ept for pr esidential can, didat es, nomination procedur e is
very sim.ple, and details are available at th e SAC office on the
second floor of the . Universit y

•

•

Centre .
All candidates for president
must produce a petition signed
by 100 students, in order to be
nominated . This requirement,
which is intended to disco ·urage
frivolous cand idates, according
to SAC president Wells,: was
imp.osed last year; previously,
SAC council members were exempted from having to produce
a petition.
· Up for grabs this year are
the pos1t1ons of · president
which is_ presently a full-time
job paying $126 per week,
year
round;
vice-president,
which comes with a $1650
honorarium; and two social science reps, two business administration reps, and one rep each
from music, engineering, science
and math, social work, law, nursing, fine arts, human kinetics
and arts .
Only two rep positions, engineering and law, were contested last year. Six were acclaimed, and th e rest went t o
by -electi o ns last fall.
Othe r positions are available

CJAM elections
The time has come for cha nge . And th e campus radio st atio n
'.is _trying t o keep ahead of th e cro wd by gettin g th eirs out of t he
way early .
Electio ns for th e only elected posit ions, station ma nager and
assistant st atio n ma nager, will be held March 1. Nomina t ions for
those po sit io ns opened last we_ek at t he stati on 's genera l me etin g
and will close Wednesda y , February 22 .
Any stude!}t is e1igible t o run for Assistant bu t t he po sit ion of
Station Manager is open only to present executives. CJ AM staff
felt that th e position involved t oo much responsibilit y -to be tak en
on by someone right off th e st reet . However if someo ne wish es t o
parti cipat e bu t hasn't yet, the· best bet is to go down to the sta tion and ask .
CJAM is now pr eparing to go before th e Canadian Radi o-Tel evision and Teleco mmu nications Co mmis sion (CRT 5=) for a hearing
on its applic at ion for a Low Power FM lice nse. Th e new execut ive
will be responsible for administering the station through one of its
most impor t ant years . Nominations for both positions must be in
th e ha nds of Elect oral off icer , Don Peppi n n o late r tha n 5 p.m .
EST, February 22nd, 19 78 .

Economic B!JXie ty

,>

'

m this election, and although
they are under-rated and often
ignored, they are important positions of responsibility. Two
representatives will be elected
to the senate, the prime academic decision-making body on
campus, where they will hobnob with presidents, vice-presidents, and various faculty mem. be~s on an equal basis .

•

Th r:ee students will be elected
to the Centre Policy Committee, a sub-committee of the
board of governors and the senate responsible for student services and facilities such as the
University Centre, food services,
the bookstore, etc .
Six students are to be elect~d to the student affairs committee, which considers ques tions of misconduct and other

charges brought up .by either
students or faculty.
You may need a checklist
to keep track of all this, but
it's worth remembering. Maybe
we can convince.
Do you find all this complicated? Do you need a scorecard? Maybe we could issue
programs, and get all the candidates to wear numbers on
the back of their sweaters.

...

You can come home again
Knowing Chakmak's
abilities
Information
Services for the
arid her interest in working with
Darlene Chakmak, who grad ·
studens and faculty of the
public relations, MacGibbon ofuated from a four-year English
University. Here again experprogram from the University of
fered Chakmak the position of
_ienc proves useful as the : Mem·o
Windsor last year is back on
information officer when the
contains a format very similar
campus. But she 's no longer a
post became open last rrtonth.
to that of the Alumni Times .
student.
Her major duty as. informaChakmak will nevertheless be
Darlene has just finished her
tion officer will be to put tokept bus y gathering informasecond week as th e new informa - -gether the Memo, . the newstion and editing . the newsletter,
ti on officer of the University 's
let t er that is sent out from
which appears every Frida y.
In_formation Services, situ ated
on th e sixth floor of the Windsor Hali'T ~wer.
When asked w hat it was like
to be on t he other side of the
fence as a new empl oyee of t he
adm inistration,
Chakma k said
th at th e transition was really not
a d iff icult one fo r her. As ·a stu dent of t he University , she had
work ed as T.A . in newswr itin g,
as a research assistant fo r two
profe ssors , and had also ed it ed
the Alumni Times, a new~letter publish ed th ree or fou r
ti mes a year for th e alumni
of_t he Un iversit y. Having ha d a
foot in both worlds wh ile att end ing u niversity , Chakmak
said , has m ade it really qui t e
easy fo r her to adju st to her new
i
position.
Her previ ous work also p ro- ~
ven beneficial in helping Chak- · ·~
mak get her job as info rmation »
officer. Her work wit h t he Al- ~
umni Tim es had acqu aint ed her 0
.c:
with Geo ff rey MacGibbo n, t he C. '
head o f Info rmation . Services.
Comme rce Club president Gary Siddall celebrated his b irthday
Tuesday night in the pub . His favorite present was a new pair of
py jamas .
By LORETTA PELLETIER

Fewer births spell trouble for schools
By PETER HOH ENA D EL
The Varsity

The Com m ission on Decli ning S cho ol Enro lm ent in Onta rio
w ill be in Windsor for a pub lic
hearing on March 3 1. .
Th e declin ing birth rate affecting school enrolments is a
react ion to Can ada's troubled
econom y, accord ing to Robe rt
J ackson, head of a comm1ss1on
study ing declining sch ool en rolmen t in On ta rio .
J ackson, a form er dir ector
of t he Ont ario Institu te fo r Studies in Educ.ati o n (O ISE), said in
an int erview t hat wor king wome n are no lo nger as willing t o
. t ake pregnancy leave beca use
reent ering th e j ob ma rket has
become very difficu lt .
M.oreover, "our young people
seem to l1ave lost faith in them selves and in the country 's
future, at least for the time
being, largely because social
and economic conditions are so
discouraging," he said .
The effects of the declining
birth rate have already been felt
· in Ontario universities . According to recent infor~at ion from
the Ministry of Colleges and

Un iversiti es, full-time uhde rgraduat e enro lm ent in the provin ce
has decr eased 2 .42 per cent
from the prev ious year. F ulltime gradu ate enrolme nt has
dropped more than fo ur per
cen t .
Nonet heless , .enro lm ent at
Onta rio colleges of applied art s
and t ech no logy , has .risen four
per cent over ·t he same period .
J ackson explained t his increas e
as th e gro wing dem and for . employ ment trai ning. But it is
" sti ll not as great as we expect ed / Jackson said .
The problem is more serious t han this slight decline
wou ld indi cate, according to
J ackson. Cit ing t he recently published · Dom inion Census, Jackson revealed some sta rtling
demographic tren ds. In 1976,
there were almost 160,000 eighteen -year-olds (a common - age
for universit y entrants) in Ontario. Compared to a total of
approximately 118 ,000 tw o-year-old children, we can expect
at least 2 3 per cent fewer st udents graduating
from high
school in 16 years, Jack son said.
Jackson consequentl y fore-

sees a m assive · retren chm ent of
With fewer stud ents and
try ing t o_ turn back the expl oedu cat ional facilit ies on all levinevitable school closures, th e
sion in educatio nal services that
cost of edu Gation will increase ,
occ urred in the sixt ies. As a
els. Som e of Onta rio's smaller
according to Ja ckson . Busing . mea ns of exp osing t he pub lic
univer sities . may be force d to
_will bec ome mo re common and
curt ail the ir services and ado pt
t o t he new educational rea lity ,
loca l t axpayers will undoubt he com mission wjll hold a series
more academic specializatio n
te dly pay mo re, for P- dimiof pub lic forums t hroughout
to ensure th eir survival.
nished educa t ional sy stem, he
Alth ough declining enrolme nt
On ta rio this spr ing, inviting
will have a signifi cant effect . said .
depositions from ind ividuals and
private organiz~tion s.
J ackso n sees t he challenge of
on On t ario u niversit ies, th e commission 's t erms of referenc e do
not inclu de post-seconda ry education. Its mandate is "to repo rt
upon the effect of declining
enr olment"
wit h regard to
schoo l accommod ation, pro gram
qualit y, su pply and dem and fo r
A m ass me eting has been schedule d for tod ay at York Univertea chers , scho ol boa rd po licies, sit y in Toront o to deal wit h plan ned cutbacks in jobs and services
and t he cost imp lications of
at th e suburb an univers it y.
decl ining enro lment .
Re present atives fro m Yo rk's cent ral student fed eration from t he
J ackson sta ted th at the greapart-t ime stu den t s at Atkinson College, and from maj; r campus
test proble m his . commission
unions, inclu d ing both facul ty and staff, will be protesting the cutfaces is pub lic ignorance of -the
backs, according to Harvey Pinder, stude nt representative to York's
declining birth rate . "People see
Board of Governors. The rally is planned as a climax to the uni verthe popu lation going up, so t h ey
sity's 'anti-c utback' week.
figure our birth rate must also
York has been hard hit by cutbacks due to a large enrolment
be increasing," he said. He said
that although enrolment decline , de ~line this year , as well' as due to provincial government fundi ng
which has not kept pace with inflatio n.
varies thro ugh differe nt regions,
The university administration has recently announced two new
few Ontario school boards have
areas tha t will be cut back next year: there will be a 15 pe r cent
taken remedial action. "No one
cutback in course hours (that is, course off erings will have t o be
seems to want to confront this
reduced); ~~d 200 part-time facul ty. mem b ers-will be let go:
prob lem," he said .

York University

Anti~Cutback Week
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This week 's journalistic

wonder

is brought

to you one day earlier so you can change the paper in

, your budgie cage earlier. Speaking of wonders there's Rick Spen-ce (Editot),
McLmping

The Lan~e is published every Friday of the fall and winter terms by and for the
Student Media, University of Windsor. ·Press offices are located on the second floor
of the University Centre, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, N9B lP4.
Subscription rates ate $7 .SO per year. Entered as second class mail at the Post
Office of Canada. Opinioris expressed in The Lance are those of the student writer
and not'necessarily the University o.f Wi~dsor or the Students \ Administrative Council.
Offices: 2 5 3-42 32, Ext. 153
or 253-4060
Advertising: 253-4232, Ext . 326 ,

Janine

(Managing

Haibert

Editor),

Paul Chernish

(8 x 10 Glossies Editor),

(Entertainment

people a lot. As for the real brains behind

Deb Kennedy , John

Editor) , Peter Nash (Jock

this operation

Mackett,

there 's Fern Brown, Frank Kovacic, Mel-

Val Hompath,

George Kocis , Tony Hine , Bruce

Mike Upmalis , Steve Pavlov, Len Wallace , Don Peppin ,

Owen Ball, Nigel Miller , Dan _Sullivan, John P. Mortimer , Loretta
Fish, Deb Hetherington,
and John

Diane Elliott,

Editor) ,

and Steve MacLean (Delivery Boy) . I wonder about those

_inda Fournier , Ann .a M. Tremonti , Pete Mudrack,
Dinsmore,

Brenda McLister or is it

Scott Eldridge.

Pelletier,

Bob Thompson , Gary

Finally there 's that dynamic duo E .P. Chant

Revell (Year book edito f s: defende .rs of the faith, etc.) and me, Mark Greene, lister of ·

names , writer of stories and author of the stuff above .
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to a good start
What does it mean to you
that student leaders from the .
Ontario Federation of Students
:.ire meeting today with the Ontario Cabinet?
It means quite a bit.
.It means that the · provincial
government acknowledges that
there are problems in higher
education -today.
It means that Ontario stu- \
dents are no longer unorganized and diverse voices crying
in the wilderness. We now have
a united representative . body
reflecting our concerns, and recognized by the government .
It means that we (through
OFS as .well as through the
~o Windsor reps at today's
meeting) may have to a say
in .d~_t_ermining gover.nmen~ stra tegies and policies on postsecond _ary education.
And it . also means that the
government has come to recognize OFS ' most important
platform:
that higher _ education benefits and affects all
of society, and that it must
be considered and p)a.nned as

a system by all facets of government.
If rothing else comes out
of today 's talks, at least we
know we have tried to reason
with the government .
OFS, in its six years, has
. avoided confrontation and violence . in its dealings with the
government, concentrating
on
research, analysis, and rational
debate. Let us hope this approach proves more productive
than the scare tactics of the
si-?Cties.
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V\e OiO n>'t ge-c any leCtERS •
t ..

.,.To a grea,ter e-x~ent.-than ,most
people realize, a newspaper depends on input and feedback
from its audience.
Although The Lance is subsidized almost wholly by those
students who pay SAC fees,
we try to , serve the entire campus: undergrads, grads,. faculty,
staff and friends .' We appreciate

If

~

hearmg from you all.
The Lance , like ·any selfrespecting newspaper, exists for
its auqience . It is important that
we receive both encouragement
and criticism, to help us chart
our course of action in this
university c0immunity .
What are we doing right? We
want · to know what you like

.Proficiency tests solve noth.ing
As a result pf a committee's recommendat ion , through a idea ligically.
Ther .e's another slip of logic. If English is the
..,,University - of Toronto first-yea r students may be
· made to write Engl ish language p roficiency tests language that students have to y se in high school
and at university then presumably a person who
by 1980.
The Genera/Committee
of the Faculty of Arts makes it to university and is able to survive here
and Science last month supported a_ resolution is proficient in English . If you can properly anscalling for language tests to be administered with in wer questions phrased in English you will , pas·s
12 months of a student's registrat ion. A spec ial your. exams and get your degree . That is the only
committee is being formed to decide on the fo rmat possible measure of English proficiency that makes
of the test. The new regulation will apply as of sense. Anything more than that is redundant.
So why proficiency testing?
July 1, 1980, if it is approved by the U. of T. 's
1
It's a clean way to cut down the number: of
Governing Council.
'English proficiency testing has becom e a thorny students at university. Not only that but to do it
in a way that can be disguised as an attempt to help
issue at many Canadian universities. The following
is the reaction to ·this latest announcement in the the very students the ' scheme will discriminate
against.
U. of T. student Newspaper , The Varsit7.
This explanation is certainly far more consisBeginning in 1980 10 ,000 U, of T. students will tent with current governmen .t educational policy
have to pass an English proficiency ( "literacy")
than the official rationale . We are living in a period
test or leave the university. As many as half of of high unemployment under a ·government that is
these students may end up leaving university. Why? determined to reduce the number of university gradIf we are to believe Erindale's associate dean uates. The same government has also shown flagDesmond Morton the testing is ·:an effort to prevent rant disregard for the quality of education in Onthe so-called illiteracy in students." According to tario _nd the students affected by it.
Professor Margot Northey, originator of the test,
Proficiency tests have to be viewed as one more
students "do no know how to follow through ideas scr:::ening process, one more attempt to reduce the
logically." The solution is the literacy test which number of people the government is willing to
according to Morton is "beneficial for the students
invest in. They will not improve the quality of uni ... because English is the languag <;,they must use versity education. The Ontario government did
and if they find they are lacking in it, they are en- away with that long ago. What will happen is that
couraged to seek help."
along with crowded classrooms, inadequate equipInteresting argument. The government slashes ment, po, >r teaching, debt and deadlines you and
the education budget , high school classes are larger students like you will have to put up w~th Northey 's
than ever and Desmond Morton thinks the best way inquis ition.
to help students is to have them pass a literacy test ·
If that doesn 't make you a better student what
or leave university . This is an example of following else could?

.'1et.tc~rs sect!on , b~f !.Y~ ~~ .didn't
receive any letters.
· Ona university campus where
the free flow of opinions is considered paramount, and where
new and impending cutbacks are
threatening jobs and services
everywhere, we find the lack of
· interest in the letter page alarmAlong with your reactions to
ing. We hope you do, too.
the paper, we welcome original
The Lance standards for
thoughts
on the university
letters are simple. They should
be typed, be no longer than 600
community, or any general conwords, and be received at the
cerns you think would be of
Lance office no later than noon
interest to The ~ance 's readers.
Wednesday of the week of
Why . are we bringing up this
publication . We edit for spe.lling
topic now? For a good reason.
This week we do not hav~ a
and grammar only.

ahou; The Lance.
What are we neglecting, Of,
ignoring, that you think we
should be covering? Are we devoting too much space to some thing that doesn't warrant the
attention? We'd like to know
what you think. _
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Canadiansignore Chilean problem
By DA VE FREEMAN
Are we ·complacent people?
Have we become a lethargic
. race? . Are we so wrapped up
in trying to maintain our status .
quo? We have grown tolerant
of our neighbor, so tolerant
are we that the cries of the
Chilean people fall upon the
ears of the deaf nation. We have
reach~d . a · stage where the

word "Fascism" has little or no
meaning.
O~r response is likely to be
"another
group of wild-eyed
radicals"! Ironically these same
words forty years ago stirred
the very hearts of we Canadians.
So great was our concern that
Canadians were willing to lay
down their lives against Franco
in Spain and again against Hit-

Out on a Limb
By ANNA MARIA TREMQNTI
and DON PEPPIN

Has it ·ever.:.occurred to a'ny of the force -s verbally battling each
othe; ·over _~
th'e pub band issue, that maybe, just maybe, there is
another alter ~native to all this useless haggling?
The alternative is simple, cheaper than what we've got now, and
would p~obably meet with general approval, once it's tried. What
we propose is to eliminate the cause of controversy which has plagued our 'pub' since its inception :' live entertainmeot.
·. Why do "we have to have live entertainment in the pub at all?
Is there a great need for it in this city? No. Are we . indebted to
give our hard-earned money to further the careers of local · performersi: No ,. Is . SAC obliged to provide a service to the students?
Y.es.
Windsor has been known for years as a place where one could
go to a_ny number of clubs on both sides of the border for live entertamment in every range of ~he spectru _m. All are relatively close
and you may choose your favourite so yi;,u cfu avoid the schlocls,
which seems to be the biggest 'beef'.
With no live entertainment what would students do for the time
they spend in t~e pub? Probably they would be able to sit back
and enjoy some friendly conversation or whatever, without having
to scream their brains out over a band or a juke-box. Instead of
SP.ending half tbeir time bitching -about not being able to talk they
fSJta d~ some it.
·
·
. Instead of forking over the bucks (a healthy number of them at
that) for bands any bands, ·why not lower · liquor prices slightly
(which is quite legal and feasible) and d some renovations on the
pub? Consider repl2,.cing the broken down tables that threaten to
tip with the addition of another glass, . or look like they just came
out of a Dillon classroom. Choose a style, make them durable, at
least a little pleasing to the eye, and then think about keeping the
cost down. That will take up some of the savings for the bands.
Next, why not put a rug on the floor? Nothing would warm that
place up more than the addition of a little carpeting, not a sh!g
again just something durable .and ~clean. Make it wall to wall, exc~pt
for a small area perhaps in one of the corners. Set the area aside
for all the entertainment that most people really need, a juke~box.
We know, we know, there's been a lot of crap tossed · around
about the-present jukebox 1 bur-all th'at it needs is to be turned down
a bit to keep it under the level of the conversation. People wouldn 't
mind if the music were kept current and not too raunchy. If they
want more (disco or rock) as we mentioned before they can take a
bus downtown.
You say people wouldn't go for t~e idea of a relaxed, relatively
quiet sort of pub? We bs g to · differ.
Take the University of Guelph for instance. Their student pub,
The Keg, Jike ours if fairly independent of the rest of the organization of campus, but The Keg has no band (except on Oktob .erfest and on St. Patrick's day), the place is clean, and it has a stand.
up bar (which is very well used) and regular table servic'-:_
The env'ironment is relaxed without being too straight, and most
of all, the line-up is long every day it's open : It's a popular J1lace to
frequent with members of the opp_osite sex, sit with the 'boys'
after the floor hockey match, gab about the meaning of the internal anatomy of.the fruit fly, Anita Bryant, or whatever.
That doesn't mean the students at Guelph get any less live entertainment . There is an area in the same building with a capacity of
600 which is fully licensed, and there are almost weekly 'pubs'
sponsored by campus groups who bring in bands for dancing and
the like.
Quite naturally one would presume that this would cause a
serious competition problem. It doesn't, statistics show that both
areas . happily coexist . Much as The Gallery and pubs in our Ambassador Auditorium (which holds about 600 people and is fully
licensed) could. The Keg is just one example of this type of student pub, there
are others on the Ontario university circuit , and they do very well
for themselves.,and the campus the y serve .
Think of it, if we were to soak the roughly $35,000 to $40,000
a year we now spend on 'live' entertainment, we could give everybody a place where they could relax, shoot the breeze, hoist a few
and enjoy ali the rest of the reasons we have a pub.
Toss the idea around next time you're in The Gallery yelling over
one of those "half-assed" bands , it may just be the s9lution . It
certainly deserves consideration.
/

'or

ler in Europe. '!'here w.ere some
at t.hat time who called Winston Churchill a wild-eyed fanatic when he called Hitler a fascist and warned us against a
policy of appeasement. yet we,
like the Chamberlains of the
past, would rather ignore or
appease the fascist junta of
Pinochet in Chile rather than
deal with him as we should.
In Septemb~r 197 3, General
Pinochet with the help of the
CIA and the U.S. government
led a coup against the democratically-elected government of
Salvador Allende, who was murdered while defending the country which _he both loved and .
served faithfully to th~ bitter
e'nd. The world was shocked
but did ri·othirtg. The Canadian
Embassy in Santiago locked its
doors to Chileans who were trying to escape the death squad
of General Pinochet .
Since that time thousands of
Chileans have been murdered,
tortured
and imprisoned and
all basic Democratic freedoms
have been denied. All is not lost

however, for unlike the complacenty of the · rest of rhe free
world, the people of Chile are
not willing to accept the yoke
of tyranny and those are united
to battle against the fascist
junta throughout the country .
But you may say, "This is
interesting, but what can we do;
do you expect us to take up
arms and go to Chile?" Yes,
1that
would be an excellent
idea, but for those of us who
are not fortunate enough to
accomplish this there is work
that we can do at home . For
example we can boycott products produced in Chile . Wt;
can take our indignation to our
Federal government, and challenge its Chilean policy. At
the U .N. Canada's delegation
condemned the fascist regime,
of General Pinochet . And · yet
Canada as a member state of the
world Bank voted in fav~rnr of
extending credit to Pino~het's
government.
As well, t~e External Development Corporation
(a gov-

ernment controlled body) will
both promote and guarantee any
investment by a Canadian company in Chile. (We have seen the
. result when caoital leaves Canada to make its home · abroad: ;rhe loss of jobs . for example
which has taken place in Sarnia
and Sudbury.) It may be possible for mining companies t4
close down operations in Canada
and zero in on the Chilean market (where they don't have to
concern themselves with the
treatment of the workers).
We must be cautious not to
blame the Chilean workers, but
to channel our anger towards
companies such as N';)randa,
Superior Oil, Inco etc . §p as
you ·-see there is mu·ch we can
do. U- you are interested there
will be a meeting on Feb·ruary 20 , at 7 p.m. at the
International Students' · Centre,
Cody Hall. A film will be presented. Come and talk, see what
we can do. If you have _any
questions, call me, Dave Freeman, at 252-1355.

.

Aren't you' ;918d that
cows do~h't fly?!
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And it would have, ' if our
B)' M.C. FOURNIER
in neighborhoods.
Sinc.e I've come to Windsor,
precipati6n cy:cle had been esta ~
If snow was brown manure
I've noticed how impossible peo instead of cute, little white
blished through manure. Or the
ple are about snow : lt's hilastuff, many t_raditional Chri5!world might have · been faced
rious . to watch astonished faces
mas carats woµlct have to be
with tqns of marbles, or popchanged,
one example
that
when they realize their town is
. corn, or cranberries
but
soon to be covered with four- - comes to mind is 'Tm Dreamlucky for the world we are only
ing of a White Christmas' .And
teen ihches of it.
invaded by tribes of harmless
manufacturers of that silly artisnowflakes. ·The moral of this
Being born way up North,
ficial aerosol 'make it snow',
story is don't give the weather
near Sudbury I've experienced
would have to invest a new
winters where storms dropped
s----t, because it doesn't give it
formula to 'make it s------t' .
close to 20 inches of snow on
to you _.
my doorstep. Beautiful white
stuff, harmless little flakes, for
which we all should be thankful. Thankful because they're
not marbles, or popcorn, or.
cranberries.
Worse --the world might have
had a precipitation
cycle involving manure. Imagine the
possibility of evaporating cow
dung, and the stench it would
create, and the effect on our
By OTIS T.
breathing. Once winter winds
ARIES - (March 21 - April 19) : Much can be accomplished if
swept in, the North American,
you plan well in advance. Financial support is forthcoming.
with his nasal immunity to smog
TAURUS
- (April 20 - May 20) : Get odd jobs and routine matwould be destroyed by the weaters out of the way early. Your diligence will pay off.
therman's s--- ~---t fits and forecasts .
GEMINI - (May 21 - June 21) : Take care of any details before
As the temperature dropped,
revealing your plans. Work behind the scen~s.
the smell would be reduced,
CANCER - (June 22 - July 22) : The time is favorable for .working
to our relief. Unfortunately this
alo~e. Co-workers will only be in the way.
·
·
·
· is when the flurries would set
LEO - (July 23 - Aug. 22) : Concentrate on yourself with exerin. No doubt strong northwes. cise, and proper diet . Abandon any bad habits.
terly winds would become more
than just a pain in the ass. For · VIRGO - (Aug . 23 - Sept. 22) : Pace yourself while ~orking unthe nine-to-five guy, it would
der adverse conditions. Stick to orthode,x methods.
mean taking s-----t in the off ice
LIBRA - (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22) : Spend more time thinking in
all day, and shovelling it when
terms of long distance goals. Creative ventures look promising.
he gets back home.
SCORPIO - (Oct. 23 - Nov . 21) : Avoid petty quarrels with famSkiers · would have to buy
ily members. Work at home is possible.
new, improved equipment to go
slope-sliding. Two wide gridSAGITTARIUS - (Nov. 22 - D~ . 21) : Current professional
thread skiis, and poles with little
affairs could alter your social thinking. Postpone travel.
shovels at the end, would be
CAPRICORN - (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) : Instigating new procedures
better investments. But it would
could be dangerous at, the moment. ~tick to plan.
be advised that the avid skier
AQUARIUS - (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) : Shedding negative thoughts
not fall down. One advantage to
manure snow would be that
will result in much needed freedom. Use more tact in · domestic
little children would be able to
situations.
make 'black . snowmen' which
PISCES - (Feb. 19 - March 20) : Office gossip about a friend
would help wipe out prejudice
may upset you. Ignore it and concentrate on your work.
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Committee works to save hist"oric buildings
By M.C. FOURNIER

On November 11, 1977 acommittee was born out of the
Essex County Historical Association. The purpose of · the
Save Old Sandwich Committee
is to research the historical
and architectural legacy of O Id
Sandwich . .
The imminent destruction of
many · old residences has prompted many concerned citizens
to find ways of saving Windsor's
west end.
Pres.ident of ECHA and Head
of the University's History Department, Dr . Ken Pryke, mentioned that the buildings have
been threatened
for a long
time, and their danger increases
with time and neglect. SOS
Chairperson
Evelyn McLean,
Dean of Women at the Uni-

could be ' restored, and laid out ' ~of Russell are well worth saving. ·
in .a way t0 give the area added
The SOS committee's ultipersonality, in contrast to the
mate goal is to establish an
surrounding environment.
Ontario Conservation District
The buildings best suited
to obtain fonds and aid in pre- .
for preservation ' include the
servation. The process is long
'Apartm~nts
(3255
Anthony
Sandwich) which at one time
were the Municipal Offices, and
the Mason-Girardot Residence,
built in 1805. Two other prominent buildings ar~ the Essex
County Court House, and the
.
Victorian-style Post office. · ·
.
.,···a
"
.:. ;
The committee would like to
,.,--- ...
.
place
the
MacGregor-Cowan
House on the list, but according
to Miss McLean, the proprietor, who wants to sell the house,
is not interested in restoring the
building. The ~and the house
sits on is worth $195,000.
The committee must have
·'

Before the district is accepted it must have approval from
the Minister of Housing, and
then endorsement by the Ministry of Culture and Recreation.
A local Architectural Conserva-

new members who are wiliing
to reserarch, photograph, and
sketch the old buildings, and to
help in displaying them. An
open forum was held yesterday, February 8th at 7 : 30 rn

:
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The S.O .S. Committe e wants to preserve this house, which is now for sale.

-

. and complicated,
stated Dr .
Pryke.- It is divided int o two
ph asfls: first int ent , where ai;>
off icial plan pol icy is submitted,
as well as a by -law of intent;
~ and ' implementation , 'which is
~ the actual designat ing of a Heri....; rage Conserv ation District, and
>,
.c the offici al passing of the by0
law .
0

.....
....

~

tion Advisor y Committee (SOS)
ltawould w9rk in close consl_\
tion with the Her ita ge Co nservation District Plan once it is
accept
ed·-- ..4 ·. . .
"·
.,.
Before this goal is successfully attained, the . committee
·-(·

has to know that the municipality is interested. They need

the facu lty loun ge. Those interested stud~nts - and •other
citizen s· wlio could not attend,
but want to participate, may
contact -1..Evelyrt , McLean at Student Affairs for . mo re informatio n. If not, attend a future
meeting, just to see what Old
Sandwich is, and was all about.

.c

~ ----·?···

The old Sandwich Post Office building, now 73 years old.

'versity of Windsor, and Dr . .J.
Ransome, a geography professor
are eager to work at saving Old
Sandwich.
The wealth of the west
includes several dozen houses
and commercial structures that

local participation and support ·
to prove the city council that a
Heritage Conservation District
is . wa'nted by the majority of
the community, and that the
eight blocks of Sandwich, from
Peter Street, to the other side
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McMaster students !*
**
**·
ask for details
*
·Some students at McMaster
University want more detailed
course outlines to aid . them
in evaluating and choosing courses, and they arc circulating
a petition to back up their demands.
· The petition asks that all
:··instructors be required to file
detailed course outlines containing very spedfic . information on the !purpose of the
course, a list of topics . to be
covered, a comprehensive bibliography and readings list, and
grading criteria.
According to McMaster Student Union Ombudsman Ian
Thompson , such detailed out- ·
lines would have many benefits. They would eliminate much
of the guesswork involved in
choosing courses and then in
figuring out what the professor·
,want~d from you for the rest of

the term. The outline would also.
force the instructor to think
about and put down in writing
exactly what he expected from
the course and from th .e students.
Not only would the outlines
help students plan their academic and perhaps future careers, ~ut it would also help
instructors to plan courses to
complement
each other and
avoid unnecessary and wasteful
duplication.
Thompson suggests that these
outlines could be kept on file,
in departmental
offices and
the university library, to ensure
ease of access .
At a time when university
resources are being stretched
- and becoming increasingly searce, such ou'tlines , Thompson
. says, would aid in the efficient
and economical utilization of
these resources.
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Bands for. your ·dancing and
*I
listening pleasure _,~
I
Live Nightly Entertainment
*
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*
The Pub will be closed
**I*
February 13-18/78for Slack Week.
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I It will rti-open February 20/78 at 12:00Noon. . f
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Financial problems cause
By FERN BROWN

The MBA Society, has split
from the Graduate Student Society (GSS). Several financiallybased problems have played a
large part in this break -off.
The primary reason for the
severance is that the MBAs
were "not getting their fair
share," according to Sam Rosenbaum, MBA Society President.
"The ~f~,er GSS students contribute very little and benefit
more ."
R~seqbaum claims that for a
net 'input of $1,400, the graduate business students receive
only ' $277, and this hardly sufficient for its functions. In
add ition, Rosenbaum says "the

GSs has $22,000 t'n· idle funds."
In a separate phone interview,
GSS President Doug Smith claimed that "a lot of . . . [Rosenbaum's] .: .. facts are incorrect ."
ln fact, Smith says that "all
departments get the same thing
from GSS, and the GSS cash
assets
are
[only]
between
$8,000 and $12,000.
Rosenbaum maintains that
"organization is needed with the
GSS. If not for me, . they
wouldn 't even know how much
money they had." Rosenbaum
also questioned how the GSS
"can possibly have done anything since they have so much
money left ."
In order to "become more
active and effective, the GSS

should provide more functions,"
When asked if Rosenbaum had
submitted any constructive suggestions to the GSS, he replied,
"I made the recommendation
that the GSS give the MBA
Society · a loan of $1,000."
Rosenbaum believes that "a
viable GSS" is essential. A
committee chaired by Dean of
Students George McMahon was
created last year to resolve the
conflict between the GSS and
MBA students. The recommendation was that MBAs not
withdraw, and they would receive a $1,000 interest-free loan
"to enable them to function
more effectively," said Rosenbaum.
According to Smith, "Rosen-

GsS:MBJfSPilfE
. baum . submitted a financial presentation to the November meeting which ·was not considered
gg,od." The request for $1,000
- later cut to $500 - was denied
"by a slight margin," said Rosenbaum . . "The vote was questionable." One of the members
who voted was disqualified, so
the Chairman voted. Rosenbaum
wonders, "Maybe Doug Smith
felt threatened by · the MBA,
and . so voted against us. I think
that says something about our
relationship."
Rosenbaum maintains that
he's "not looking for a confron tation." He is looking for cooperation, and striving to develop "a sense of identity" for the .
MBA Society, which would
work with the GSS .
A major tension-producing
topic was brought out by Rosenbaum in a letter to the GSS
newsletter, the Crusader. He
wrote, "T he GSS spent close to
$300 on a telephone answering
machine, , yet it will not lend
the MBA Society $500." .
Smith contends that "the
$250 answering ;ervice is the
best way to meet the needs of
the Society. It lets people know

·tnat the Society exists and
·that messages will be returned.~ ;
He said , that '-'the phone has
·served us well - it receives at
·.least 20 calls per week."
This Rosenbaum finds "difficult to believe." He feels "the
money for the machine was
spent without permission ~ The
vote wasn't taken until after
it was bought."
Smith says th~t the phone
issue "was voted upon and
approved by all departmental
represt;,ntatives.''
The split in opinion seems
to be maip.ly OI} financial issues.
Both presidents revealed that
organizati _on and cooperation
are needed, and recognition is
one of the key aims for the
Society. Smith feels that although the GSS "has come a
long way, it has a long way tb
go." He emphasized the nc:ed
for participation of students fo r
the - GSS to grow. "The Executive Board can't do it alone."
Despite the split, Rosenbaum
expressed .that the relationship
between the MBS Society and
the GSS ·is "headed in. the right
direction."

Democracy ·lives
'

•

at McMast~r ·u ··y-_·i..
'

Student council members at
we are doing is wrong. ,"
McMaster University rejected the
The motion to hold a referidea of a general referendum
endum was defeated 1~-3.
and they increased student acti- ~- .The ytr~asur..er also.:argued that
vity ·· fees oy 30 per ,cent · last
students had, been informed thrweek, according to the Mcough the campus newspaper of
Ma-ster Silhouette.
= ,
the proposid in~rease, but they
The Student Representative
were not concetnec f enough to
Assembly (SRA) voted January
debate the issue at the SRA
31 to raise the student fee from
meeting. There were five people
nors to proceed with this pro- $32.50 to $42.50. "It means
in the public gallery.
By RICK SPENCE
meeting. Wells moved that SAC
ject because the existing phys the financial survival of the
It was also argued that there
The Students' Administrative
oppose the provincial governed facilities are "outdated and Union," student union presiwas
no time to hold a referenCouncil finally prevailed over
ment's intention to raising the
inadequate" and because "the
dent Stu · Reid told The Sildum, since any increase had to
snow and apathy last Thursday,
drinking age to 19, but he found
students . . . as a whole and houette .
be presented to the university
and ' actually · held a meeting that
that several SAC members supaffected students of the' FacEarlier in the meeting at
within three weeks. President
ended only after all of its busiported the ·government move.
ulty of Human Kinetics in which the increase was appness was considered.
Stu Reid told the members of
The motion was tabled until
particular, are in desperate need
roved, the council had voted
Reporting first was Special
members have more . time to
the SRA, "I value your votes
of new facilities."
down a motion to hold a ref erEvents Commissioner Gino Pistudy the issue.
more t h an the votes of a numThe
motion
passed
with
only
azzi , who informed council that
endum on the fee increase.
ber of people on campus, who
Another motion that sparked
the nursing reps in opposition,
in three weeks will not have
One representative who supthe ,.Valdy concert in St. Denis
debate · was Overholt's request
since a building for the nursing
ported
the
referendum
said
that
·
Hall has· been confirmed for
for SAC to support the Waitenough time to be adequately
school has also been long dis- " leaving the . decision to the
Sun.day, March 5. After some
resses' Action Committee in its
informed of the issues."
cussed . Council also resolved to
SRA would be dangerous . . .
deHate , council set the followcall for a · public hearing on
McMastel"'Student UniQn TreIf we have . all the facts we .
assist
in the promotion of the
ing:)Jrices for the event: general · proposed :changes in the mini~
·
- ··
.., ~surer . Guy Winchester said putlong--0elayed
new
phys
ed
buildh
ld
s
OU
be
able
to
convince
the
adi_:
ft.Jssion $~.00 ; students $5 .00 ;
mum age.
students of the increase. If we
ting the decision . to a referenirfg, and help out with fundstui ~nts with welcome passes ..
,
dum would be a "cop-out".
By law; W/litresses ·and waltraising'.
·
$3 , -:._
0.
.
can t convince them then what
"It is time we be representative
.ers serving liquor may be · paid
~ iazza expects about 1000
_ofthepeople."
'. ·,
.
stui'.fents, and the concert's total
15 cents per hour less than the
The ·$10 increase must still
~
COS¥~ will
be about $6,700.
minimum wage of --.$2.65, said
be approved by the MSU cor:fe bruary 23, 24 . ~nd· 25 . Overholt, ~ and : the tourist in'poration, before · it comes into
wil " be the dates for ·a three - · - dustry · l's' press\ng · fo~ the ex~
effect in September. ·
nig~ Meadows concert to be
emption ,tQ, apply to all workrs
.. \en Days ~or World Developme 'nt is a joint program of the AnThe student union execujoidf ly sponsored by SAC and
who · rec'eiV2· t1ps·. iNo.t onl/ is · ghc~n, Catholic, Lutheran, Presbyterian and United Churches of
tive said the students would ·
1
TE't . (the residence 1 • gre.~P >r ::.~~ei I?.ayy s~~~ ;l~.\\{-\{nd , µ~fair,.; , ~ C:~~iJ.da
:; .ts g9al :is to bring a~out c~~nges in Canadian public p'olicy ·
benefit from . the activities procoi.,1stmg of Tecumseh, El- . Overholt argued bur the situ a- ' ~!itch will . broaden the oppor:umties · for human growth especvided by the higher fees.
ect,_i Cody and Huron).
tion affects ~omen far more
ially. by t_hcepeople _s of developmg countries. As last year, the emThe money will go towards
f-Pen House, when the unithan men, smce men usually
phasis this year will be 'Food' b¢th in the Canadian and Third
· more . full-time positions on the
ver*1:y is shown off to the comwork in more expensive estaWorld contexts.
."· '
MSU, McMaster's FM radio sta- . ·
mu,J ~ty and prospective stu- ······"b,lish.~e }1ts:;,~here ' tips :.are more
, -, ;Although officially 'Ten Days' will be during the period of Feb.
tion, and other projects . Reid
1
de~,
will be held March 12.
consistent.
.
~ through _Feb. 20, Windsor's prog rams will be held on the follostated that students "will see
":; a result of Gary Wells'
The motion passed 10-4 deswmg dates:
something for the $10 increase,"
Pre~dent's
Report,
council
pite the .._o_pposition <;>f some
~eb. ,9 1;hur~day, Windsor Public Library, 7:30 p.m. Go~zalo
as opposed to government-imagre'ed to buy, over a threemembers, ·among them ViceArroyo Agnbusmess - Help or Hindrance in the Third World'.
posed increases in w hich stuyea-E period, the IBM typePresident Whitenect , who said
. Feb . 13 Monday , St. Mary's Anglican Church (Devonshire &
.
dents
are "paying ' more and
sett!ng machine for The Lance .
that, with tips, waitresses' inNiagara), 7 : 30 p.m. Dr. Horace Russell 'Food - An Opinion From
getting less."
\ ,:ice-President Rob Whitenect
comes are fairly high.
the Third World'.
.
1
According to SAC President
The final motion to be resFe~. 17 _Fri~ay,.Windsor Public Library, 7:30 p .m. Film Evening
ann6unced that six clubs had
Gary Wells, the University of
faile~ to pick up their grant
o_lved was Gary Wells' resoluand Discuss10n Children of Peru' & 'Bottle Babies'.
,.
Windsor Board of Governo rs
mon~ey from SAC, and so the
t10n that SAC accept as the
~eb. 23 Thursd ay, St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church (405 Vicwill riot e-ntertain any adjust:.
7
moriey was to be turned over to
university's next building priotona) , : 30 p.m. David Robertson 'The Supermarket • Canadian
ments to the $27 .50 student
the general club committee
rity the construction of a new
and Global' Blake Sanford 'The Problems of Farm .ing in Ontario'.
fees which have noj: been apfund.
physical education complex.
March 2 1;hursday, St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church, 7 : 30 p.m.
proved by a student referenA few independent motions
The motion asked council
George Bullied 'Co-ope rative Farming:Porject Alternative Lifedum.
/.)
t<;> urge the board of goverstyles'. John Jackson 'Establish ing Your Own Food Co-op'.
sparked some life into the

food ·for thought '.·;
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-AH the world's a studi

a teaching assistant watches the video tape recorder

the view from the lighting grid to the studio below

we rarely get to see the people behind the cameras
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the lighting board
moving and aiming the lights is time-consuming but important

I
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.those in front of the camera must act naturally in unnatural surroundings

Harriet Horowitz, alone in front of the cameras,
mikes and lights

the director and the switcher find jokes to ease the tension

iach day in the campus' TV studios amid the cameras, lights,
wphones and the miles of cables, a.ctors, directors and technirush through the day, trying to complete a major television
~ram before the studio clos·es at 5 :00 p.m.
l n almost end less. amount of time is spent with seemingly trivietails: placing lights and microphones, building sets, planning
cts. In a full eight-hour day, only a few hours are spent in proing the program itself
,he atmosphere duriJJg a show is always tense. The only relief
•e in the short breaks when a pi ece of equip'fr!:ent misfunctions
omeone misses a cue . .
n any television production , the cast and the crew work as
-;ils to complete the program . Working along with the actors
artists and technicians , cameramen, directors, lighting and sou'nd
pie, managers and producers.
"hese photos were taken during a recent production in TV stu: A and B in the basem ent of the Math Building. Drama students
:armed "The Purification " by Tennessee Williams, before a crew
n a Communication Studies TV production class.

~rev;

by anna maria, janine and peter
a media centre technician guides sound levels on the audio board .
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dancing.

that this review is written ' with
a s~ouish accent to keep the
Aye, the ' Friends of Fidddelightfol culture shock alive.
ler' s Green are jolly lads. 'Tis
Last weekend, Catharsis was
true, love, and their Gaellic
· treated to two evenings ~f fun,
influences were so impr<:.ssive excellent
music, jigging and

o.f.fiddlers

The Friends are of Scott·
ish, Irish and English background with one Canadian "for
immigration , purposes" . They
help operate the Fiddler's Green
coffeehouse
in Toronto. Previously, the Friends funneled
their rowdyism into a variety
show series on cable television .
The "Friends, who have bee!) performing together for eight years,
were mentioned in a Canadian
history book on folk revival.
Regardless of these claims to
fame, they are self-claimed ,amateurs. However, their musical
competency
rates as professional. Their day-time employments vary from a university
I
studen r- to
sanitation works '
employee, ("shit is his bread" ,
as they said).

a

The assorted group performs

traditional music in the true pub
fashion. The long list of instruments finding their way into the
fourteen hands includ~, the rµandolin, guitar, penny whistle,
violin, concertinas, small pipes,
harmonica,
and banjo. The
mood was everchanging going
from solo ballads, to duets, to
the creation of a concertina_
band,
while
five members
jammed wit .h concerti,nas. A~er
a bit of pleasant harrassment
from the Fr1ends, the audience
was soon joining in with the
familiar c.horuses.
·The . show got off to an hilarious starr when "t .he man. in·
overalls" ran out without his
overalls, revealing his cheek in
more ways than one. The humo.ur continued as the seven
laughed and yaw~ed at themselves with a rapport that only
friends possess. Their energy

was reciprocated by everyone.
·Things moved from one high
point to the next. One of the
Scotsmen told a poignant tale
reveaiing _another aspect of the
Scottish culture. There were also
two ritual jig's where the dancers tied a cloth of bells to their
calves.
After their final song, · the
Friends proceeded
to teach
the audience, _the traditional .
Scottish folk dances, Despite
some twirling in the wrong
direction, the dancing was' an
exhilarating and climactic end to
the evening. The Friends shared
their music with the audience
in the fullest way possible. Aye,
even if I wasn't bribed with a
Scottish kiss, I would have said
the 'same thing.
Coming to Catharsis on Feb.
10, 11, and '12 . will be Andy
Cohen, a specialist in Southern
. folk mu.sic.
·

Terry Jones to visit
By DAN SULLIVAN

When slack ·week draws to a
close next weekend, and everyone is in Florida soaking up the
sun, Catharsis will host singer songwriter Terry Jones .
J onJ:s · as. a principal force
in · the infamous Perth County
Conspiracy, ~nd worked as a
singer, ' guit~rist and narrator,
with magician Doug Henning
in SPELLBOUND , at Toronto's
Royal Alexandra.
Later he collaborated with

Cedric Smith (also of Perth
County) in the · critically acclaimed musical adaptation of
Barry Broadfoot's
Ten Lost
Years, resulting in the release
of a humor album entitled
·Ten Lost Years .and Then Some.
Terry Jone s has been involved in a great deal of television and radio ·work in Canada, including performances on
Man Alive, Canada A.M., Here
Come
the Seventies,
Night
Music, and Touch The Earth :

His other credits include
numerous benefit concerts, the
selection of his "Song For
Whales" for use in a Greenpeace film . He also wrote and ·
recorded the music for the
award winni ng film Three ~Minut es To Live. His con certs are
marked by humor, insight and
f ine ~usic . While he is in Win'dsor he will appear on CBET's
Insight, as well as play ing at
.Catharsis on February
17th,
18th and 19th.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.
.

St. Clair has a pub too
By AL FRYDMAN
don't have the fear of someone
If you ever get tired of the
sneaking behind and collering
Gallery, the same faces lis- · you for carrying a drink. This
tening to the same music, there
really helps you when you 're
are a\ternatives. Not very many,
"cruisin" '
or
table-hopping,
but you can have a good time
which, by the way, is against the
down here without g~rng to
house rules of the Gallery.
St. Clair is not as comforDetroit. There is the ·pub at
St. Clair College .
table as the Gallery, or as acSome people will have precessible, and you drink out of
judices about going to a bar at ' paper cups, but if offers somea college when, after all, we · thing you arc rarely going to
made it to university. But when
find at the Gallery. That's the ,
you consid .er that up in Kitatmosphere,
the feeling that
chener students from the U. of
you're in a pub run for the stuWaterloo drink at Laurier, why
dents by the students. It is very
shouldn't we humble ourselves
unlike our Gallery (that's become so keen on turning a pro. as well and go to St. Clair?
During the day, the St. Clair
fit you'd think the management
pub is actually the school cafeof SAC forgot it's intended as
teria. Still, w.ith its seating for
a service for the students).
· In defence of the Gallery,
nearly 1,000, is the largest bar
in the city. Naturally, they are
it's cheaper and more comable to afford services that
fortable than St. Clair. Bottwould seem luxurious in comled beer is 70 cents compared
parison to the Gallery. Rather
to St. Clair's 85, and we have
than being distracted by some
a much wider selection. Howof the bands that frequent the
ever,. St. Clair offers mugs of
Gallery, you can enjoy top
draught for $3.25, which is a
· quality entertainment in a conlot more convenient than orcert-like atmosphere. Last week,
dering eight or ten draught
for example, while Interchange
at a time.
played at the Gallery, the crowd
Mixed drinks range from
at St. Clair enjoyed the music
$.95 to $1.50 and, again, only
of Meadows.
the most popular drinks are
There ire waiters and waitavailable. Hot . pizza can also be
resses at St. Clair, but you also
bought by the slice.
may go up to a separate bar and
Don't be too shocked if you
order your own drinks. And you
see a table full of girls gef up

•

and dance together - they generally out-number the guys. A
word of caution:
since St.
Clair is a . college, the crowd is
younger and looser than at the
Gallery. At times even high
school kids have been known to
frequent it (eh Frank?).
St. Clair College is located
just a few miles down from the
University on Huron Church.
The pub is only open from Wednesday to Saturday, starting at
8:00. Be prepared to go early
on the weekends because St.
Clair draws very .well. On Wednesdays
and . Thursdays
the
bands start a little later than
usual because of night classes
in the building. On weekends
there is a dollar cover charge
for non-St . .Clair students.

CJAM Highlights
ByCJAM
MOSAIC

Each day we take a look at the world around us, with the student
perspective. We look at everything from music to myths, collectors
to ~ritics . Join us daily from 11: 15 till noon on Mosaic and find out
what in the world is going on .
SPORTS

Saturday night at 8 CJAMfollows the Lancer basketball team as
they travel to Waterloo to face the Wilfred Laurier Golden Hawks.
Rob Calcott and Peter . Nash will follow all the action. Don't miss
it.
FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
Tonight beginning at 10 join us for the music of ·Foghat. Two
hours of their .best, with a history of their career together and tid:bits of little .known trivia about the band, a week before their Detroit appearance.
CJAM will be on holidays this Sunday at midnight for Slack
Week, and will be off the air till noon Sunday, February 19th.

•
loaded with talent
This campus is
By PAUL CHERNISH

The following a.re the eight
finalists for the Friday, .March
3. talent contest.
1. Steve Romanow
2. Northern Comfort
3. Greg Otto
4. Shakey & Suitcase

5. Janine Halbert

6. Dominic, Steve, and Edmond

7. Bob

Goss; & Bruce Bain •

Angela
Kucak

8.

Severini

& Carol

March 5, 1978, for half-hour
playing time: 8:00, door at 7.
Admission:
·Guests - $1.00
Students - SO cents
Welcome Pass - Free
There will be more informa·

The
2nd The
open

prizes are: 1st - $100.00
$50.00 and 3rd - $25.00
best . musical act will
the Valdy concert on

tion on the talent contest in the
near future, but keep it .in ·
mind - seem.$ like a pretty good
idea to me.

•,
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· from the evil ways.
I suppc;:>se that you could
blame newcomer P.erry, since he
sings them ·so you assume that
he wrote them too.
· StiU-it's an up LP ind worth
h~ving in your collection.

IIIIIIC

11,ca

·Journey
I,:i.finity
By FRANK KOVACIC
After three fairly disappointing albums, I began to
wonder about this highly touted
superstar band. It 's not that
the records were worthless but
two songs (good material) per
album isn't my idea of consistency.
This fortunately has changed
for the better.
Journey's
new effort is a
strong one and I can't help but
think that the addition of lead
vocalist Steve Perry helped a
great deal. Perry's smooth voice
in addition to the sweet writing
style of Neil Schon is the elusive
combination that Journey has
been striving for and finally
achieved.
Once again though the external force is the key to their newfound consiste!)cy .
The band has acquired the
services of master prodµcer
Roy Thomas Baker and his
heavy-hand .ed (you guys just
play and I'll do the rest) approach seems to have· turned
the trick.
Neil Schon, wh<Yalong with
be_ing an excellent songwriter ,
is also one fine · guitarist, in
his solo on Winds of March

shows an emerging . style that
grips instead 'of · remaining a
part of the musical scenery.
One of the t_op drummers
anywhere, Aynsley · Dunbar, continues to play with a .controlled
frenzy that most can only hope
to achieve.
Wheel in the Sky is an instant
hit. "it has ·been re ~eiving heavy
airplay on all local FM stations and looks like a sure single
suc.cess on AM if Columbia
records cares to do any promotion.

actually about the tour, or tour'ing. .Two of these stand out particularly: The Road by Danhy
O'Keefe and T,he Load Out, by
Jackson Browne and Bryan Gar- ·
ofalo. But tw9 of the best songs

Jacks ·on Browne

..

·Running

on Empt_y
By DANIEL SULLIVAN

Jackson Browne is reported
to have claimed that . his new album, Running on Empty, is going to revolutionize the whole
concept of live.recordings. The
rest of the music world may not
be so easily convinced, but Running on Empty is an unusual and ·
exciting approach to the idea of
a live album.
Live albums, as they have
come to be over the years, are
usually based on the format of a
concert.
Browne 's new album,
though, .is based on the format
· of the entire tour, and where ·a
live album 'usually attempts to
capture the atmosphere of a concert, Running on Empty atThe only drawback to Intempts to capture the atmosfinity is, you guessed it, the
phere of the tour itself. The real
case of the trite lyrics. If this
difference
between this and
album wasn't so musically exmost other live albums, is that
cellent it would be a throwwhere most live albums are made
away. In fact most self res~ from the · point of view ' of the
pecting - songwriters would be 1 audience, this one concentrates
embarrassed to put forth lyrics . on the performer's own point of
this cheap:
view.
You take that golden rule
Browne makes his attempt @n
That you learned in school
two fronts, one succeeding more
And throw it all away
than the other. Not only are all
If you're well directed
the songs on the albums , new,
Then you're well protected,
but they are, for the most part,

on the album are the only ones
that have no clear connection
You Love the
with the tour:
Thunder I and Love Needs a
Heart.

On the other hand, where the
album's · material succeeds, its
production and does have some
problems. The major problem is
a tricky one, and one to which
there is no readily available, reasonable solutions. lt is possible,
as Jackson Browne proves, to record parts of the tour that happen backstage, in hotel rooms,
and bn buses, as well as the ones
that happen. on stage. The problem lies in the fact that in order
to capture these things aod still
put out a reasonable a1bum, it is
necessary to have present a recording studio . Whether it, is in
the Holiday Inn or ; n ,a Continental Silver Eagle, there is always
the need for a recording studio.
Unfortunately, when a recording
studio is pre~ent, the performer's
attention is focused on the mic. rophone, · above all .else.

A real rock
conte.§t
.
\'.:~
.

' well it's contest time again.
We've got a triple-LP anthology of Stevie Wonder's greatest hits to give away so all
rock experts read on. Answer
all the following questions correedy and you get -the album :
1. ._on . what Donavan singles
did -·Jimmy · Page , (of Led Zeppelin) play? (Bonus - How
about Eric Clapton?)
2. On what Alice ' Cooper sjnMinelli sing back gle did ~a
ground vocals?
.
3. What was Mickey Dolenz
notorious for during the heyday
of the Monkees? (Why do you
think I gave you the bonus question?????).
4. How many guitars does
Ritchie (you come near me and
I'll kill you
. !) Blackmore

STUDENTS'ADMINISTRATIVE

.
,;/
own and what m4ke(s) ,are they.
(at last cpunt)?
5. What is the Stone '~ Br~wn
Sugar actually about? ~ ~ ssay
type answers acceptable). ·,.! .
~ 6.
Wbat unusual insvun,,ent
did Joe Perry (Aeros~ith) play
on Back in ·the Saddle (from
.

. By FRANK KOVACIC ·

Rocks)?
7: How many guitarists were
in Mott the Hoople? _Name

them. (dead giveawayt . ?).
8. What (or who) is Procol
Harum' named after?
9. What is David Bowie's real
..
name? 10. I a'on't think you'll , get
this one but 'here goes: Jeff
Beck once said that bass:-.players were merely
.
Good luck. All answers should be submitted to The .Lance office in
care of anybody with title.

a

.COUN .CIL_

PRESENTS

'VALD.Y'

/

ALSO APPEARING

-WILLIE P.
· BENNETT ·

ST. DENIS HALL .

/

-DAVID

SUNDAY

WIFFEN

MARCH 5, 1978-.

-WELCOME PASS $ 3.-00
-.STUDENTS :..$ 5.00
- OTHERS
DOORS OPEN AT ·6:30 P.M.

- $ 6.00
CONCERT BEGINS 8:00 P.M.

Close Encou,:iters
O.f The Third Kind _

By PAUL CHERNISH
Do you enjoy violenc e? How
about raw sex? Well, if these
two film standards excite you,
don 't go see Close Encounters
of the Third Kind, it will be a
waste of time.
If ever a film did not need to
rely on film stereotyping and
redundancies, it is Close Encounters. The story is fresh
science fiction, a kind that does
not lead to second guessing
or questioning . Close Encounters, like Star Wars, does not
force the viewer to accept or
reject the goings-on. But that
is where the similarities to
Star Wars ends .

•

"The idea was fascinating
to me . .. just to think that .
there are civilizations light years
away, with a technology more
pr imiti v-"1in some cultures, and
perhaps thousands of ye ars m~re
advanced in some others ."
There it is. Just like Star
Wars. The same time -oriented
situation . The only difference
is that Star Wars is in the past,
and Close Encounters is in the
present . That certa inly is how
it seems because of the incred ible amount of media-produced
hype. You cannot blame the
media for comparing Star Wars
to th is film because , of the ir
proximity in release time and
sci-fi theme. But it just isn't
fair .
Alright ,
no
comparisons .
Close Encounters is totally believable, In fact, the set that
was designed for the film was
mind-boggling in its size, col our, texture AND credibility ..

The special effects man, Doug
Trumbu~l, had this to say. :
". . . The effects in this
film had to be totally realistic .. . since everything tak es

place in the present day, on the
ground."
That is the problem in the
productions of this film that

'THE LANCE-FEBRUARY 9. 1978-:-PAGE THlRTEEN
was very well handled, and, as
·Goodbye Girl) and his · occaa resuit, ties the unreal aliens
·Sional craziness proves to be
in with earthlings. It certainly
somewhat redundant. But his
would have been much easier to
character still shines.
develop the encounter someCary Guffy, who played the
where in space . Close Encounchild
with a real, honest-toters, however does not cop out.
·God encounter, has the most
The inclusion of real-life
:refreshing face · since Shirley
peopJe, especially Richard Drey Temple . Rec ently, film pro fuss and the four -yea r-old Cary
ducers have shyed away from
Guffey, m3ects yet a greater
exploiting cutesy-kids because
amount of realism . Let 's face
of the cheap sympathy that ,
.can be so easily evoked from
the viewer. Cary is no problem .
in Close Encounters because he
is not a whiz-kid, child prodigy or tap-dancer. He is a normal
kid who just happens to have
the normal, cute wide-ey~d
naivete that we all once had .

it, only completely normal'
ple should have an encounLer
with the abnormal. Dreyfuss is
his usual self (Duddy Kravit_z,

Close Encounters contains
enough suspence, action and
comedy for three films . The
technical aspects are flawless
(if your imagination , is not
completely surpressed), and the
story flows well. The film
ends on a happy npte (well \
yeah, like Star Wars ..I guess:\
and should not l;>e
::,. missed .
Close Encounters of the Third .
Kind is now showing at the Odeon Theatre, unlike Star W3:rs.

·
She had to marry him.
She was too embarrassed to have him as a date.

By CJAM

·Feb. 10 . . . Gary Wright, J.
Ferguson - Masonic / Feb .
10 .. . Andre Gagnon - Cleary
Auditorium I Feb . 10 . . .
Ramsey Lewis - Royal Oak
Theatre / Feb. 10,11, and 12
.. . Andy Cohen - Catharsis
I Feb. 11 . . . P.D.Q. Bach
- Detroit Institute of Arts /
Feb . 12 . . . Shaun Cassidy
- Cobo I Feb. 14 ...
Santana - Two shows at Masonic
I Feb. 17, 18 and 19 . . . Terry
Jones - Catharsis / Feb. 19 .. .
. Phil Nimmons - Art Gallery
of Windsor / Feb . 21 . . . Foghat - Cobo / Feb. 23 . . .
Second Foghat Show - Cobo
I Feb. 24 thru 26 . . . Tom
Rush - Raven Gallery / Feb.
26 . . . Willie P. Bennett Catharsis / Feb : 27 ...
Detroit Symphony plays music from
Outer Space - Cobo / Feb.
28 . . . Earth, Wind and Fire
· - Toledo Memorial Arena.

A CarlReiner
Film

HENRY
WINKLER
•
IS

Paramount
Pictures
Presents
A FirstArtistsProduction

Henry
Winkler
,is"TheOneandOnly"KimDarbyGene
Saks
William
Daniels
Harold
GouldHerve
Villechaize
Writtenby
.Steve
Gordon
Executive
Producer
Robert
HalmiProduced
by
Steve
Gordon
andDavid
V.Pi-ckerDirected
byCarlReiner
ADULT
Soundtrack
albumavailable
onABCrecords
andGRTtapesIA I
ENTERTAINMENT

!

• ,(c)l 978Paramount
Pictures
Corporat
ion. AllRightsReserved.
{~

b€VOnSt]!S.~oSTARTS
DEVONSHIRE
MALL• 969-7651

FR.I. FEB.
·

.
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By DON PEPPIN

It may • seem somewhat redundant to say that the coming week is the most important
of the season for the La·ncers,
since the~e have been 'so many
others that were important too.
However the season is almost
over and the Lancers have only
two more games (possibly) to
play an~ they are orily ahead
by two points over the Waterloo
~ Warriors who have Jour games
in hand.
1
The Lancers didn't do them;
selves, any ' favours last week
either by dropping two games
in Waterloo which could have
' put the season away for them.
~ Friday they faced the Warriors,
and on one bad break (literally) they missed coming up
with at lrast a tie losing 7-6.
The next day they met the
· Laurier Golden Hawks and were
doubled 8-4.
The bad break against Waterloo came in the last minute,
with the score tied . Greg Ducharme would up for a shot
from the point, but instead
of the puck, half of his stick
went sailing. Waterloo took
advantage of · the 'break' with
a 3-on-1 breakaway . They managed to sneak it in and the
Lancers were down with only
seconds to go .
"The team started out fine"
commented · assistant
coach
Owen Freeman, "but they just
can 't seem to put three good
periods together."
"The team has never given
up ," he continued "just look

'+

9, 1.978

at our third periods ''.
- But that doesn't · take away
from the filct that the team
will have to win a couple of
rescheduled games during slack
week , Trent will be visiting
Windsor on Tuesday to replay
the game that was cancelled
because _of the stor:m two weeks
ago. They also have a game
against Guelph which could be
run if necessary. That will be
determined,. by .the play of the
Waterloo team .

do win their games they will
·have the painful duty to sit
back and watch the standings
to see if they do, in fact, make
the playoffs ..

~ll1_tramural
·results
B_DIVISION STANDINGS - BASKETBALL GP W
L

Pts
Celtics
10
10 0
20
Leghorns
10 8
2
16
Hammers
9
6
12
3
Last week, the regular gang · Stormtroopers
8
5
3
10
notched goals onto . their totals.
Eng. Tools
8
1
2
~ 7
Bert Fournier picked up · two,
. Cody
10 0
lO
0
as dia Dave Chittle. Adding to
Schmoes
"
8
5
3
10
those were Don Martin with · a
• 9
Jeanetters
7
2
14
goal ~nd three assi~s. Maurice
Hogans Heroes
9
6
12
3
Biron with a goal and two assists
4Northmen
s~
9
10
and Scott Hunter with a · goal
LaPointe
8
5
10
3
and four assists.
Knicks
8
4
4
Waterloo has two games ag8
Rounding . out the weel<~od
Dave Clark 5 ·
8
aitrst Laurier (those two teams
3
s
6
scoring for :.the: Lancers w~re
Old timers
0
9
have met twice ·· ·already and
9
0
Jerry Morse, Al Figgins and
Waterloo lost both), one against
Greg
Ducharme. Jack RosaasGuelph (they have played three
A DIVISION STANDINGS - BASKETBALL
en added three assists to his
, times, Waterloo has won two
and lost 9ne) and the really
Pts
GP w
-L
total, but he dropped a posi-,
important series is against Wes- tion . on the OUAA Top Scor10 . o.
Warriors
10
20
ers list . With 10 goals and '15
tern (they've only met .once and
MBA
14
10
7
~3
6
as~ists for 25 . points he is t~ed
the Mustangs won): This means
12
Eng. Machine
11
with Pete Lochead of Launer . Humkins
that _Waterloo must win at least
8
9
4
5.
for fifth spot.
4
63'
e_ight points in those games (in
Mutants
10
Smokies
10
whatever combination they like)
3
7
6
As for the playoffs, whoever
Lancer FB
10
6
to be assured of the birth into
7
3
ends up in third spot will proGradkins
10
. 8
4
2
the playoffs over the Lancers.
bably face-off against Western
lt also means that the Lancers
(in second) in the first round.
WEIGHTLIFTING
have to make the ·road tougher
Laurier, in , first, would face
The Men's Intramural Weightlifting Contest was held January 31,
·
for Waterloo.
the first place team in the
1978 at the Windsor YMCA. The following are the resul!s of that
"We shouldn 'f be in this
central division which should
meet .
position ... but we are" noted
be McMaster. Then the winners
Free1'.1an. "We - .may j ~st have
of those two will.,.meet in the
WINNERS
'ti'
·wEIGHT CLASS
to wm a hockey game . If they
semi-final for _ the OUAA title .
.
~
OUAA WESTERN DIVISION
J'im Laub
148 lb . ~
~ Bri_an Toth
165 lb.
(as of February 7, 1978)
~ Bob Honchar
181 lb .
GP W
L
T
TP
Jim McCaffrey
19!iUb.
Bob Colak
Laurier
15
13
1
1
.
220 lb .
27
Western
14
10
2
2
22
Silvano Campagila
-24 £ lb. j,
Windsor
18 4 9
5
13 ~ Jim Lynn
over 242 Jb. ~
Waterloo
14
5
8
1
b
1 ~
Guelph ,
14
3' 9
2
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+Thf!S.A.C. elections for the l978-79Council, StudeniSen'ators, Student Affairs .Cammi'!~
and Centre Policy Comniitte (student members) will be held
· ---· +

i
+
i
..+

t
t
t
t

·

TUESDAY MARCH 14.1978

+

Nominations foi the following positions will be open between

.i

.

-~.=-~9
..~:m: ..M.~.~~-~Y.!.J~.~:.~.g!~~:?~
..~~-~ ..1;~9..~~~-~~i~.M~.~~-~~-~!~~z~ +
-1)PRESIDENT , OF THE· S.A.C.

2)VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE ··S.A.C.
3)AND THE FOLLOWING REPS.TO THE

t
t
t
t
t

.

s.A.c.

I REPFOR THE FACUl.TY OF ~CIENCE & MATH
b) I REP FOR THE SCHOOL OF DRAMATIC ARTS
c) I REP FOR THE FACULTY .OF LAW
a)

!
T

+

!

I

d) I REP FOR THE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

t
t

.el I REP FOR THE SCHOOL OF NURSING

f) -2 REPS FOR THE ·FACULTY OF BUSINESS

T

t
t

-

!

'~

t

ADMINISTRATION

.~:.~~:~~6~~~~~:g~~T~\~,f E~OG~~Ate:~~NCE
· i) I REP FOR THE FACULTY Of. HUMAN KIN .ET.ICS

+
t·

i· +

,

+

t
t
t·
t·
t

•-(

j) I REP FOR THE FACULTY OF ARTS
k) I R.EP FO_R THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC
I) I" REP FOR THE SCHOOL OF _FINE ARTS

4) 2 UNDERGRADUATE REPS TO THE SENATE
_.
5) 6 STUDENT MEMBERS OF THE STUDENT AFFAIRSCOMMlm ; ..+
6) 3 STUDENT MEMBERS OF THE CENTRE POLl~Y COMMITTE~ . • +

.

tALL CANDIDATES MUST MEET ELIGIBILITY .REQUIREMENTS SET OUT IN THE ELECTORl~L ~ULES!
+ All nominees for positions as Reps to the S.A.C. must be members of the faculty or scho~J whi<:h
+ they seek to represent during their term of office. Inquiries and nomination forms m_ay be ob!a,nedf
+
from the S.A.C. Office, 2nd floor of the.. University Centre Building.
+

t

+
+

t+

Posting of campaign material may begin on Monday, Mar~h 6 at 4:30 p.m.
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+
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SuSp'i<:iOus
victory fo:r SAC
By BERNWOOD and
WARDSTEIN
It has been learned from
- confidential
sources that SAC
President Gary Wells may not
<: have played fairly in last Friday 's basketball game between ·
SPART ,A.C of SAC and those
valiant newsmen,
the FREE
;~~.LANCE'RS.
~...
<',shallow Esophagus", the impeccably
reliable source who
~~
,: prefers .to remain unnamed, told
':/ these two reporters that SAC
agents jnfiltrated the offices of
The Lance on the night before
the game and placed small but
weighty lead strips under the
cushioned insoles of the running
shoes of the swift and highjumping journalists.
SPARTAC of SAC went on
to ·wil) the contest over the unusually flat-footed FREE LAN CERS. In light. of the nefarious
plot uncovered
by "Shallow
Esophagus", it 1s ironic to remember
Lance Editor
Rick
Spence standing on the sidelines during the game yelling
at his teammates to "get the
lead out" .

~-

for the paper before he decided
he would -be like Claude Ryan
and Peppin still writes a weakly
'columh. for The Lance. (bloody
turncoat).
The journalists succeeded in showing Wells the error of his ways by spraining his
knee during the game and Pep pin had his glasses broken (a cus tomary punishment for traitors).
On the . grounds of the running shoe plot and also the fact
that the gan1e's official sco.rer
was SAC lackey Bob Gammon.
T h e FREE LANCERS are appealing a supposed ~en-point loss
to JABA (the Journalistic Athletes Board of Appeals) ,
Certainly,
Wells,
Peppin,
Kathleen
O'Sullivan
and
Company rolled up a loi of points
for

When told that the plot had
been uncovered, SAC President
Wells denied the story emphatically . "I want to make this
perfectly clear - I knew nothing
about it!" said the shifty-eyed
chief executive . When press ed,
he b·ega n to rant and rave saying,
"I am not a cheat!"
At this point, reporters were
forcibly ejected from the pres ident's office as Wells began to
pack his tape recorder. He plans
to take the machine home to
San Clemente, California when ·
he leaves for slack week.
The game itself, played in St. ·
Denis Gym last Friday ' at noon '
before 48,000 thrilled fans, proved only too well the corruption '
and stealth of this school's student government.
Not content
with tampering with the FRE~
LANCERS' equipment,
SPART AC even stole players from the
journalists' team.
Both Wells and Social Science
representative, Don ("Kareem")
Peppin, who both played extremely well for the governmental side, have connections with
The Lance=.- Wells used to write

SPART AC . but certainly

~
._§
~
;:s

~

";.
~
]
P..

________

also,

they couldn't have scored ten
points more than Sugar Kane,
Frank the Tank, Janine ("Wrong
Way") Halbert, and Paul the
Fur-lipped Wonder! Who do you
think you're fooling, Gammon?
The FREE LANCERS will
give it another shot soon against
Tosh ("CN Tower") Noma and
his CJAM All-Stars.

.Ji

.;.. __________________

Willy Paquette

gives Gino Piazza (SAC) exactly .what

~e::deserves.

IN THE SHOWERS
By PETER NASH .

How good is the Lancer basketball squad? I've p~>ndered this
question many nights after watching them play in St. Catherines,
Guelph, Waterloo, Hamilton, Windsor, and many other cities, over
the past three years. .
Last year I was sure that Windsor would be visiting r'the east
coast for the finals, but alas the Waterloo Warriors denied them that
chance , in the OUAA playoffs . It was a hard fought contest with
Windsor up by seven points at half t-ime. Unfortunately the 'warriors and · their incredible home crowd ground Windsor down to a
four point Lancer loss .
This year th e Lancers returned for a rematch but there was no
comparison to last year. Windsor came out stall! and stayed ~hat way
1
for most of the game. It was one of their worst performances of the
year. Defense seemed to be the worst problem in that the Lancers
didn't play any. In the first half Waterloo had six unquestioned
layup s that put Windsor behind for the duration ..
One game, of course, cannot .be used in a measurement of a
t $a1~'s ability :. Over 1;;hepast ten years the Lancers have been ranked
~ one_ ?f the top ·ten teams in tr1e· nation every year . Their potential ab1hty cannot be questioned.
·
With OUAA all-star players such as Charlie Pearsall, Vince Landry and . Dan Devin, ability is not their weak point. One of the
problems is that on some nights they haven't been able to make use
of it.
There is a basic inconsistency that ~an.not be nailed down by
-:5 saymg that the team shouldn 't platoon or other criticisms that
~ can be heard in some local basketball circles. Regardless of what
strategy is used the team just doesn't play two games the same.
~
The remainder of the season is going to be tough for the Lanf cers. When you lose games early in the season there is that much

z

.

pressure at the end. In order to get a shot at first place and the
'~* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *·*more
home _court a d vantage, t h e team w1·11pretty we 11have· to wm
· ' the rest

The Free Lancers· (top left) - Frank Kovacic Steve Maclean '
Steve Pavlov, Janine Halbert, Rick Spence, Don Peppin, (next,._
row f~om l~ft) John Revell, Paul Chernish_, Peter Nash, Melinda•
Fournier, Willy Paquette, E.P. Chant and Phil Kane.
*

·

'

sportshorts
_
·

* of their conference games. At home that hasn't seemed to be much
* of ap~oblem but on the road there could be some real hazards.
*
This t~am has the ability to go to the Canadian championships
. I""' .
* an? the five year veterans can taste it but in order to go they are
F ·d
F b ,· h
. * gomg to have to play a much more consistent and disciplined game.
0
3
_tn rft Wa~,d e · d .. t e Um-* Without that it's just going to be another one of those years
vers1 y o
m sor 1vmg team *
. ·
participated
in a dual diving * .
competition
with the Univer- *
sity of Western Ontario . Petra
Uhlig placed in the 3 metre :
~nd 1 metre events. _Tamra
Tobin placed 4th in the same
two events.
This weekend the team will*
travel to Toronto to compete:
for qualifying positions in the*
CIAU finals.
The Sixth . Annual Snooker *
Tournament will be held from
Feb. 26 to March 12 . All staff
and students are eligible. The :
entry fee is $1.00. Anyone Jfinterested should contact Rick *
Fodor at the pool room in the Jt
• GMAT • VAT • GRE • OCAT • SAT
University Centre.
it

* s~nortsh rt

Trackers tough ·
By DIANE ELLIOTT
The Lancer track team didn't
fare too badly at the 3rd Annual
Western Invitational t rack meet
in London last w~ekend. Jenny
Pace placed 1st in the shot put
with a distance of 11. 7 3 metres
(m). She also placed 11th in
. the long jump with a distance
of 4.35m and competed in the
50m hurdles and the 50m sprint
as well. Two new U. of W.
records were set , one by the

ard, Paul Brown, Bruce Walker
and Al Wright with a time of
1.35.1 and an overall 4th place .
Steve Domino and Paul Richardson set the other new record

*
*
*
*
*
m the pole vault with a height *
of 3.60m. Paul Richardson also :
placed 5th in the high jump at *
1.82m-. Seventh, 9th and 10th *
places were captured by Bob
Bedard, Bruce Walker and Paul *
Brown respectively in the 300m,
and Bedard and Walker captur- :
ing the 3rd fastest times in the *
50m event.
In the 1000m Tim Wood *
placed
6th · with 2.38 mm.
February 10th is the next
meet the Lancers compete in at :
Maple Leaf Gardens. It's only *
two weeks before the OUAA
finals at the CNE Coliseum m
Toronto; on February 25.

*
*
*

*
*

·
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WORSHIP AT IONA
Holy Communion

*
*
*

every Tuesday at 12:15 (noon)

LUNCH AT IONA
· An inexpensive lunch~at noon on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday at Iona. Pay for what you eat. All welcome.
Bring your own lunch if you wish. A place to meet
people in a relaxed home environment.
..

'Chere IS a difference!!!
• MCAT

• LSAT

• DAT

• NATIONAL MED. & DENT. BOARDS
• ECFMG
• FLEX
Flexible Programs and Hours

Over38 years of experienceand success.Smallclasses.Voluminous
homestudy materials.Courses that are constantlyupdated.Centers
opendaysand weekendsall ')'ear. Completetape faciIities for review
of_class lessonsandfor use of supplementarymaterials.Make-upsfor
missedlessonsat our centers.
FARMINGTON HILLS
(313) as1-0313

ANN ARBOR ·
(313) 662-3149

M

-u.l
._

N

IIDUC"'1C»Mi,CD<ITA

OR Write to:
29226 Orchard Lake Road

TEST PREPARATION
SPECI.ALISTSSINCE 1931

Suite No. 205
Farmington Hills, Mi. 48018

~----•Affiliated

Centers- in Major U. s..Cities

J
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Basketball Lancers Smashed by Waterloo
By PETER NASH
The Lancers are having a
tough time on the road this year
and last - Saturday was no exception. Fighting a tough Wat~
erloo Warrior squad the Lancers lost 101- 79.
There was no lack of enthusiasm , by the Windsor players bu·t an abundance of mental
errors cost . them dearly. Lancer Coach ' Paul Thomas commented after the game that "The
team is under a lot of pressure
and it causes -them to play too ·
tight.,,
Both teams came out running
in the first half but Waterloo
seemed to be getting all the
layups. Coach Thomas noted
that "Tliree quart~rs of their
shots were layups. "The reason
for the layups was the Lan :
cers' inability to get their def. ence organized. "Our defence
played very poorly," said Thomas .
Jim Minello (44) lays h in between
By the ten minute mark the
cer loss.
Lancers had fallen behind by six,
20-14. The scoring difference
was able to restrain Minello
stayed the same until late in the · from retaliating and the Warrior
half. The Warriors strengthened
wa's assessed a double technitheir le~d to ten points with
cal. Later the game got so rough
three minutes remaining in the
the officials called a meeting
half. With 1:23 to go "'aterwith both team captains to
loo's Bill Commerford couldn't
cool everyone down.
handle Jim Minella 's aggressive
The Commerford 's incident
playing style and punched him.
could have been a turning point
Fortunately
Vince Landry
for the Lancers but after the

by ten again. This time they
were unable to build a strong
enough comeback to get near
the Warriors.
When the final buzzer sound~.d the Lancers found themselves behind 101- 79.
Waterloo was pace.cl by Veteran Seymour Hadwin who hit
for · 30 points. Ted Darcie was
second high scorer with 2 3
points . The Warriors' fan support must be credited ·· with
about ten points . Nowhere else
in the league is there ::-a better
crowd.
The Lancers' . high scorer
was Dan Devin with 14 points.
He was followed by Jim Minello with 11 points and Ed
~ Bialek at 10; ,
;~ p-..
The next conference game
i:i.: will be away from home against
E Laurier. This will be a rematch
~ for Laurier. Who were defeated
by the Lancers 94-92 t~ o weeks
ago. The Lancers will be at home
Wednesday Feb . 15 against Cue . lph .
.
1

z

c:
Waterloo's Tom Fugedi (21) and Peter Greenway (43) during Lan-

technical fouls the Lancers turned the ball over twice in a
row. The half time score was
44-34 .
The second ' half opened . up
with better play by the Lancers and _they were able ·to cut
the Warrior lead to six. Th,m
the defence · mysteriously went
flat and the Lancers fell behind

Law players victorious
The University of Windso..r
Law School Men's . Basketball
team won the Ontario Law
School Tourney in Ottaw~ last
weekend. The men's and ·wo ..
men's hockey teams ·had a very
good time visiting the nation's ·
capital.
The· men's basketball team
went undefeated in spite of early .
injuries to star. guard Rob Stewart who received a sprained
ankle in the first game.
Windsor
defeated
Western
and Queen's in the first round
and then went on to crush Ottawa in the semi-final and 0.sgoode in the final. The win
was particularly fortunate for
the defending chmpions basketballers who were so confident
that they left the .trop ·hy at
home in Windsor.
The team bus whisked the
Windsor representatives
across
Ontario Thursday in a mere 10
hours. The squad consisted of
the men's basketball team, Illen's
and women's
hockey teams,
three coaches, two groupies and
the country and western bus
driver.
The crowd drank heavily
to forget that they were listening to ten hours of piped-in
country music. By the time the
bus reached Holiday Inn the
crowd, bladders
- a'busting,
made a .headlong rush for the
Holiday Inn bar. But Friday
it was serious business as the
tourney got underway.
The hockey women were defeated in their first game ·by
Ottawa. The U. of zero shut
out Windsor 2-0. In the second
game, the University of Toronto fell 3-2 to the markspersonsh ip of Mary Margaret Fox,
Karen Bridge and Patty Dakin.
Ti1e wi.n put the girls into the
semi-final, where they played

Toronto
again. Unfortunat _ely
the three -games within - six hours
took their toll. The women's
squad of 9 girls (and two coaches· on a diet of estrogens)
were exhausted and succumbeC:
2-1. Mary Margaret Fox scored
the only Windsor goal.
The team might have fared .
better with a less harsh schedule and a few more players.
But all 9 girls who went had a
good time and of course had
Saturday free to party.
" While in Ottawa the would
be lawyers had a chance to
witness the workings of the
massive
bureaucracy
which
keeps our country
running.
During a visit to the Supreme
Court .the souvenir - hunting
sportsmen managed to • acquire
a fine collect -ion of personal ized note paper. No~ 1f they ·
only change their nar11esto . Bora
Laski:Q th~y _will be well stocked to starf · a law practice.
Much -like Wiqdsor, Ottawa
. has a satellite city across the
river. - Like Windsor the bars
across the river stay open after
one o'clock and the people
speak anoth ·er language. . However there are not yet customs
officials and .. the government
owns the bridge.
Members of the Windsor
teams could . be seen in the ·
National Gallery, the Parliament Buildings and the Sparks
· Street Mall. A popular pa.ss
time was exchanging bublle ,gum
and American money for trinkets which the natives eagerly
gave up. The locals kept the
Windsor team amused with 'offcolour stQries about a wellknown Solicitor General and a
mysterious "Maggie T".
The men's hockey team got
off to a rocky start Friday evening against the combined forces

,
.
.
of the U niversit.y of Western . _
Ontaiiu ~:r~~d tfie' r~fei ~ --, . .,--.::,.,,~
...';$-,~·-~A"n~i-~jured Vince Landr~- still ma~ages to hustle up court.
The scoreboard showed 6-9
for Western but the penalty
box told · the re;i.1. story. The
referee took exception to Professor Doug "Carver" Edward's
and 7-6. respectively to end up
hard checking, rough-and-tumBy DOUG BAKES
third behind Laurier and Wesble stule.
·
tern who , tied for first with 5-1
-.;;:
-:tT:lJ..
is·. pa.st weekend, the LanEdward earned one slashing
penalty 16 seconds after leaving
cer curling team competed if! the . records.
After ·posting a 1-3 rec_ord
OUAA Western ' Sectionals at
the box, in spite of the testiin · the :first round at Guei~h,
mony of his alleged victim . UnGuelph.
the Lancerettes _under Sue BarDuncan Stauth skipped his
fortunately
the game offici~ls
are not a court .of qppeaf; elorink to a 3-3 record which was
ber went 2-2 at Galt to ',five the
quent protests
and· reasoned · go'ad enough to qualify for the
team a·. ~ecord of 3-5 overall.
finals at Queen 's :th is weekend.
'
argument did not prevai l.
Windsor knocked' off McOther team members incluA s·omewhat hung-over squad
Gill and Queen 's by identical
ded Ian · MacLellan at vice,
held McGill to a 0-0 truce at
scores of 9-8 Saturday but
Greg Barlo"w playing second and
8: 30 Saturday mo.min g. The
T oro -nto and Trent prevailed
lead Bill Eansor.
shutout was particularl y satisSu-nda y over the Lancerettes
The Lancers opened with a
fying because McGill went on to
9-3 and 7-6 respectively.
win the tourl)ey that evening. · loss t'o Laurier 10-8 but came
Other members of the team
back to take Guelph 6-2 . Wes- were Donna Stevenson vice,
In the semi-finals Windsor
tern then ippped the Lancers
Bev Mainwaring ?,t second and
finally - .made the score sheet.
ster dropped Win4-3 and McM:3.
lead Judy Malmberg.
But goals f~om Steve ' Murdock
dsor's record ,to 1-3 with a
Waterloo at 7-1, Western and
and a deflected Doug Edward
7-3 defeat . The curlers folGuelph at 6-2 and Toronto 4-4
shot wer~ ·not enough. Ottawa
lowed with wins over Brock
qualify for the finals this weekdefeated Windsor 7-2.
and Waterioo by scores of 9 · 3
end at Queen's .
The hockey team was not
to be outdone
in partying.
Saturday night the boys brought life , to the Knights of Columbus Hall where the awards
dance was held. As final test
cerettes m 4th place of 14
By M. PRPICH
of endu -rance the boys picked
teams. ·
Lancerette Coach
up their equipment after the
The -Lancerettes now move
10 hour bus ride back to WindThe Lancerette
Volleyball
into
~he O.W.I.A .A. pr_e-fi; al
sor to prepare for a late Sunda:y
team closed their O.W.I.A.A.
to be held at Brock this week·
night game.
league play by hosting McMasend. The winner of this sixter on Friday afternoon.
team tournam~nt made up of
In this contest, -~he LanWindsor,
McMaster,
Brock,
cerettes disptayed theii: best perYork, Guelph .and Toronto will
formances of the year and, in
move into the finals at Western
the coaches' opinion, the best
Feb. 24 -25 with Western, . Watwomen's volleyball ·ever played
. erloo and Queen's.
-in St. Denis Hall. ·They were
I predict a final of Windsor
very pleased with !heir play and
vs York this wee_kend . If we
the results as they recorded
continue to play. the way we
a 3-1 victory over Mac with
have since Chri~tmas, we will be
scores 'of 15-5, 11-15, 15-13,
the team to move into the finals .
and 15-1. This places the Lan-

Curling results

Lancerette volleyball

Cutbacks now official
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Tough years a,ieBd: Leddy
By RICK SPENCE
At least three or four exceptionally difficult years" face
the University of Windsor due to
declining enrolment and government cutbacks, according to
university president J. Francis
Leddy.
Graduate studies and undergrad programs with small enrolments could be given the axe.
In a January 31 letter to all
faculty members, Leddy says
that the university must "mark
time", and even "accept some
temporary setbacks," until the
economic
situation improves .
. This year's unexpected enrolment drop of 659 students,
according to Leddy, has not
only resulted in a loss of $400,·
000 in student fees, but will
also reduce the per capita
provincial funding over the next
few years.

Leddy
predicted
that
1978-79 funding from the Ministry of Colleges and Universities
would mcrease by only 5 .8
per cent, representing a cutback since the grants would
not cover the full costs of
inflation. However, Monday the
government
announced
that
Windsor would be receiving
$33,283,000
in
provincial
grants, which represents an 8.5
per cent increase over last year .
The real impact of this year's
enrolment drop will be felt over
a three-year period, says Leddy
because the government considers average enrolment over the
past three years in determining
the amount of per capita grants.
As a result of the reduced
funding, Leddy says that "appropriate committees of the
Board of Governors are now
engaged in urgent and intensive

studies with respect to the
grave implications for our operacion during the next several
years."
In order to deal with the
cutbacks, Leddy says that tht
present policy of attrition (i.e.
not replacing staff members who
leave their jobs) will be continued. However, among the .
new policies are the postponement of all new academic programs, and there will be no
expansion in present staff.
"Any replacement of a vacancy will require specific just-

ification," Leddy continues, "in
terms of actuai and expected
enrolment in a given department, school or faculty.,.._
Leddy urges all academic
units to review and consolidate
their course offerings, and he
says that reducing graduate enrolment is "a major, if unadmitted, objective of provincial
authorities."
Leddy considers "unlikely"
certain proposals that have been
made, such as the elimination
of grad programs at mediumCONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Parking fee low
increase-planned
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By STEVE MacLEAN
The price for a parking space
on campus could be going up by
more than $11.00 next September if the Parking Committee's
recommendations are accepted
by the Board of Governors.
At a meeting Monday, the
committee voted in favor of increasing the general parking fee
for all lots from $37.50 to
$48 00~ Thi represents a 2S%
increase.
The committee also recommended that the fee for parking
lot 'G', at the corner of Huron
Church Rd. and College Ave.,
stay at $37.50. It was also proposed that the fee for parking
at the Faculty of Education
be $24.00; the fee for extension evening students be increased from $6.25 to $15.00;
and that the fee for visitor parking on lot 'M' (beside Assumption Church) be raised from
$0.50 to $LOO.
After a lengthy discussion
it was decided to establish 40
special permits for lot 'M'
whereby the fee would be
$15 .00 annually with an extra
charge of 25 cents per entry
on the lot. These "special permits" would be for students

only. Faculty and staff currently
using "M" lot would be allowed
to continue to do so at the new
rate.
Administrative vice-president
John Allan said .that all relevant costs are not being allocated to parking costs and it
is imperative that the parking
fees cover all costs to prevent
any drain on the operating
funds of the University. A survey taken by the committee of
other Universities in Ontario
revealed that as of January
1977 the present parking fees,
for an urban campus, were
low. This will be the first fee
increase since 1972.

Typhoid a false alarm
By E.P. CHANT
Sixty-nine St. Clair College
students, checked" for typhoid
last week, had their tests declared negative on Monday and
were released from a house quarantine.
The students (and teachers)
had been in Mexico as part of
a course in tourism at the
college between February 6

Join the race!
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All organizat10ns, teams, and conceited individuals who would
like to see their very own cute faces in the still unnamed yearbook
edition of The
nc-e (March 31) are cordially invited to the Lance
office this Monday afternoon (February 2 7) between 1 :00 and 3 :00.
While the film lasts, photos will be taken and those photos will,
henceforth, adorn the pages of this year's wrap-up edition .
The Lance office is on the second floor of the University Centre
and the climb will be well worth the effort because you will get to
meet and shake hands with the university's new president (pictured above). No nudies please.

With Students' Administrative Council elections coming up
Tuesday, March 14, there's still lots of time to joi~ the race.
Nominations for all positions are open until 4:30 p.m. M~nday, March 6. Nomination forms are availabl~ a~ the SAC office.
Campaigning may begin only after nommations have closed
on March 6.
The Lance will publish a special election feature in the March
10 edition, which will include statements and photographs of
candidates.
ALL CANDIDATES SHOULD SUBMIT TO THE LAN~E A
STATEMENT OF NO MORE THAN 250 WORDS, TO IN1RODUCE THEMSELVES AND EXPLAIN WHY THEY ARE RUNNING FOR OFFICE. The statements shall be due by 4 p.m. on
Tuesday, March 7. Submissions received after that time cannot
be published.
.
For those candidates wishing to have the1r photographs taken,
a Lance photographer will be available M~nday and Tuesday a:·
ternoons, Marc h 6 and 7 , in the Lance offices, second floor, Umversity
. this election are for faculty and school
The Centre.
positions open m
SAC president and vice-president, two undergraduate senat~
reps, six
. mem b ers of the student affairs
reps
. committee, and three re'
. s to the centre policy committee.
presentat1ve

to the 13th. While there, they
had stayed at a "Holiday Inn"
in Puerto Vallarta which hous:
ed six tourists from Boston who
were later confirmed as having
typhoid.
Dr. Joseph Jones, the medical
officer of health -for Essex
County, put the students under
house quarantine
(restricting
their movements within the city)
upon their return and began
testing them on Thursday, February 16.

Though 43 members of the
group had come home sick,
tests for typhoid proved nega~ive. Likely, their ailments were
caused by bacteria in the drinking water in Mexico.
Typhoid is an acute infectious disease cau~ed by a bacillus (Salmonella typhosa) and is
acquired by ingesting food or
water contaminated by excreta.
It is characterized by fever and
intestinal disorders.

Residences locked
after vandalism
The main lounge of MacDonald Hall was the . scene
of severe vandalism last Sunday, February 19.
Although a porter had been
working at the residence's front
desk, he had to leave the lobby
area for a few moments. According to George McMahon,
Dean of Students, during the

The damage was discovered by
the porter when he returned
to his desk, and by a security
guard who was making his
rounds.

abs-

To help counteract the actions of the vandals, the doors
to all residences will be locked
either from 4:00 p.m. to 8:00
a.m., or when there is no one
working at the front desks.

ence by the porter, outsiders
entered the lounge and slashed
the leather couches and chairs.

When contacted
by The
Lance, campus security had no
comment about the incident .

few minutes

of justified
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appen1n9
on carnpas
INTRODUCTION
to Meditation.
Free
weekly classes in meditation and yogic
philosophy. University Centre, Room No.
1 Saturdays at 7 :30 p.m. For further
information call 253-2893. Sponsored by
Sri Chinmoy Centres.
ASSUMPTION University Catholic Campus Ministry (located in 400 building
between briqge and university centre).
Lenten Series: Wednesday, March 15th,
noon mass guest homilist Father Eugene Malley CSB, 'Reconciliation'.
Thursday 10:30 p.m. - 11 :30 p.m. Holy
Hour. Friday, 12:00 noon and 4:30
p.m. "Stations of the Cross", followed
by the Eucharist.
SK I Mont Ste. Anne, Quebec. Furnished
chalets with fireplaces near hill and on
cross-country trail. Call (418) 826-2643.
SPECIAL Events - SAC and the U. of
W. Integrity Group present a practical
guide on "How to Handle Stress Without Strain". World speaker, Dr. Joseph
Houlton, D.C. offers an open lecture on
Saturday, March 4 from 2- 4:00 p.m.
Math Building, Rm. 2123. Admission
two dollars.
THE Department
of Sociology
and
Anthropology presents Dr. Richard Frucht, professor of anthropology,
University of Alberta, in an open lecture
Monday, 27 February
1978, 1 p.m.,
Alumni Lounge, University Centre. Topic: :A.n Anthropological
Model of the
Last 500 Years of World History".

ATTENTION:
Economics and Business
students, at 1 :45 p.m., Thursday, March
2 a seminar and discussion in the Alu~ni Lounge. Guest speakers will be U.
of Windsor graduates employed with
Business and Government. Topics: "How
your economics degree assisted you in
obtaining your job.", "How you use your
economics today in your work". Question and answer period followed by
coffee and donuts. Presented by Economics student representatives.
LUNCH at Jona - An inexpensive lunch
at noon on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday at Iona. Pay for what you eat.'
All welcome. Bring your own bag lunch
if you wish. A place to meet people
in a relaxed home environment.
LUNCHES and Suppers - "Times Out"
- at Iona. Student Suppers are available every Thursday evening at 5:30
for students and faculty of the University, for $1.00.
THE Centre for Women's Interests and
Concerns presents a SYMPOSIUM ON
RAPE, February 24 and 25, 1978. The
Friday program will take place in Mme.
Vanier Lounge in Vanier Hall beginning
at 7 :45 p.m. The Saturday
program
will take place in the Assumption Lounge
in the University Centre beginning at
1 :00 p.m. There will be a charge of
$1.00 for non-students
and .50 for
students
with I.D. Everyone is welcome. For further information contact
the Dean of Women, ext. 333.
THE Annual Student Exhibition of art
continues on view in the LeBel Fine
Arts Gallery through
February 28th.
WORSHIP at Iona. Holy Communion
every Tuesday at 12·15 (noon).
~

Iona College offers
Lifestyle workshop
Iona College is sponsoring a
Simplicity Lifestyle Workshop
for members of campus and
community interested in exploring

lifestyles

which

focus on

leisure and vocational

activities,

meditation
and prayer, good
nutrition
and wise budgeting,
and stewardship
of our time

the quality of life rather than on
"more, further, richer, quicker".

and resources).
Improve the
quality
of Community
Life,
which discusses the importance

The Workshop, to be held at
the College, 208 Sunset Ave.,

of participation
church
and in
global outreach.

on Saturday, March 4th from
9 :00 a.m. to 3 :45 p.m.
Topics for discussion include
nal and Family Life through
improving' the quality of Perso-

in the local
national and

Those interested in seriously
grappling with simplicity lifestyles should call Iona at 25 372 5 7 for further information.
Registration limited to 30.

MARRIAGE Preparation
Seminar Friday, March 17, 1978 (7:00 p.m. - 9:30
p.m.) and Saturday, March 18 (9:00
a.m .. 9:00 p.m.) at Iona College, 208
Sunset Ave. Sponsored jointly by the
Anglican and United Church Chaplains.
For information call either Canterbury
or Iona. Fee $15.00.
THE University of Windsor Players presents DIRTY WORK AT THE CROSSROADS or Tempted, Tried and True.
Friday, March 3 to Saturday, March 11
(except Monday, March 6). Curtain at
8 :00 p.m. at Essex Hal I Theatre, University of Windsor, Wyandotte at Patricia. Phone 253-4565.
THE University of Windsor Women's
Auxilliary Annual Tea and Sherry party
3 p.m. to 7 p.m. Saturday, March 4,
1978 Faculty Alumni Lounge University Centre. Drawing for graphic art
donated by Fine Arts Department will
take place.
TUTOR
available.
English-Linguisitics
major. Will tutor all ages. Phone Nance
LaBarre at.254-0700.
AN exhibition of recent drawings and
prints by Daniel W. Dingler is on view
in the Leddy Library Gallery through
February 24th.
SKI with the SAC Ski Club, Thursday,
March 6 (at Alpine Valley, Mich.). Only
$14.50 includes bus trip, tows, rentals.
Only $9.50 with your own equipment.
Bus leaves Par.king lot "M" at 3:30
p.m.
and returns
around
midnight.
Sign up at the Ski Club desk Monday,
Tuesday or Wednesday or call Debbie
at 252-0720.

manager, says he wants to make
certain CJAM remains a station
for students. Noma, who took
a year off school this year to
run the station, will be entering
third year Communication Stu-

-

o.i:.i: carnpas

ON Saturday, February 25th at neon
Friends of Greenpeace will sponsor
1
"Save the Seals" rally at Kennedy Squ.
are in Detroit. There will be speechei
picketing, music and a march to pr;
test the seal slaughter. Featured speaker
will include Detroit Free Pres writer To~
Hennessy and newscaster John Kelly,
GUYS & DOLLS: Never worn 40's Zow
suits,
wools,
gaberdeens,
cordur~
pleats, fly fronts, straight leg pa
belted jackets, coats, shirts. Deja y
Resale Shop, 1432 Wyandotte E. Tues.
day - Saturday 12 to 5 :30.

ancJassi.,:ieo

abin
9 to
1id,a
FOR SALE: 1972 Vega Hatchback.
Ou
AM-FM 8-Track stereo, new muffl•r
carburetor,
rebuilt
engine.
Excell~
condition, body rust. $630 or best offer
.
Call 253-5338.

Th

FOR RENT:
bedroom apt. $125
Stove, fridge, no furniture.
Heat and
water supplied. Pay hydro. 279 Cam~
bell. 254-0848 afternoons.
A
the
PHOTOS restored. Renew B&W photos, cogn
any condition.
No negative needed.!!Ude
254-7830 after 6, or on weekends.
If
LOST: Man's wallet, vicinity Codyaril
Laurier.
Contains
important
paperi
Please contact International Centre, Ext
687.

Liberals hope for impact
Hundreds of young people
from all areas of Canada will
gather with Liberal policymakers February 24-26 in Ottawa.
Their goal will be to have a
significant impact on the policies adopted
by the Liberal
Party's national convention; policies which will affect government action, the Quebec referendum, and the next federal
election.
The more than 750 young
delegates will comprise almost
a third of the representatives
at the National
Convention.
There will be two youth delegates trom every constituency

Two run for CJAM manager
Two men are in the runnmg
for the position of station manager of CJAM Student Radio.
Current station manager Tosh
Noma and manager for two
years ago, Cliff Wilson, are
candidates.
Nominations for manager and
assistant manager of the station closed Wednesday. Andre
Wehbe, a third year Communication Studies and Drama major, was acclaimed and returned
as assistant
station
manager.
Wilson, ~ho has a BA in
Communication
Studies,
is a
part-time commerce student. He
has been involved with CJAM
for almost four years, in both
executive and staff positions.
Wilson 1s running on a responsibility
platform; he wants
to see more direction and incentive from those in the management positions of the student
rad10 station.
Tosh Noma present station

What's Happening is a regular feature of The Lan~
which will include U nclaasified Adi, Peraonal Ads,
and Notices of campus events. Liatin11 of off.camp111
activities will also be considered for publication,
Any subrniNion may be edited for length. DQCfline
is noon Tuesday of the week of publication.

dies in September, regardless of
the outcome of the election.
Elections for station manager
will be held Wednesday, March
1. A list of those eligible to vote
is posted in the CJAM offices.

SAC MEETING
Tues. Feb. 28 5:00 p.m.

OPEN
CLUB CHEQUES ARE
READY FOR ALL
RATIFIED CLUBS

in Canada. As well, the postsecondary
institutions
of the
nation will be represented by
mote than 1 70 student delegates. (The Liberal, Party Constitution
defines "young"
as
persons who are 25 or under,
or full-time students).
"During the last year and a
half the Youth Commission has
sponsored
regional, provincial
and inter-provincial conferences
in all parts of the country which

the I

Unive
ccpte
!!Ude
creas
seven

Th

dcmi

camp
iular

have led to· concrete pol1cr The
proposals," says Joe Thornley, scntl
President of the Youth Com· Presi
mission.
!iden
"We are takmg this conl'en· tlecte
tion very seriously since resol· cstab
utions passed at Liberal Con·
ventions in the last decade have
had an extremely high rateof
conversion to government leg·
islation. This is the best (>;ay
for
young Canadians to have anim·
pact on government policy."

n

Symposium on Rape
The Women's Centre is sponsoring a Symposium
day, February 24 and Saturday, February 25, 1978.

Du

press
on Rape, Fri· dsor

PROGRAM Friday, Feb. 24
8:00 p.m.
film: "Not a Pretty Picture" (80 minutes) shown
in cooperation with the Department of Sociology
(Dr. Diemer).
9:20
Discussion of film's content.
10:00
Demonstration of self-defence.

Cana

presid
inhis

Alt
there
made
of "f
says'

taket
Saturday, Feb. 25
1nv
10:00 a.m. film: "Rape - A Preventative Inquiry" (20 min· ro;apr
utes).
halfof
Psychological
exercize on Rape conducted by holdft
10:30
Dr. Tim Emmons of the University of Windsor
In t
Psychological Services Centre.
been
12:00
lunch break
film: "Rape: No Pat Answer" (20 minutes).
. toyeq
1:00 p.m.
Discussion from the point of view of a SoctO' dians
1:30
logist, a Law Officer, a Medical Person and a re- dfo~
centa
presentative of the Legal Profession.
3:00
The audience will divide into small groups for an 11t Ca
exchange of ideas and an evaluation of the current lately
las be
social attitudes toward rape offences ..

horn

!Utho
OTE: Students with Student I.D. Cards - 50 cents.
Only.
on-students - $1.00
Participants in the audience will be asked to complete an anonymous Led
survey form whose purpose is to determine attitudes toward rap: to rno
Donations to offset the cost of the symposium will be appreciate· C!nin
For further information, please contact Evelyn G. McLean, DcaP lllide
of Women at the University of Windsor.
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OFS reconsiders tactics after Ca inet failure
ll}' mu~NDA Mc LISTER
~

..,·cgotiatll)ns have reached
Jeacle.id ", acu>r<ling to the

three ministers were present at
the meeting I larry Parrott, Mm
1ster of <olleges and Univer

holt, who attended the meeting
Davis told OJ, S that there
are "no cutbacks" said Over
holt. Edelson quoted Dav s as
saymg, "we have not built
highways in this province, so we
could pour money into umvers1ties." When O FS showed
Davis figures indicatmg a drop
m the amount of money the
Ontario government spends on
:i post-secondary educat10n, Davis
~ told them that, "figures can be
·~
..., used to prove anything."

£

On the subject of unemployment, Edelson said that, "Ale
5::though t he Pre mier claimed that
un empl oy ment was the govern OFSChairperson Miriam Edelson asked cabinet for more details.
ment 's number one pr iorit y, he
OntarioFederati o n of Student s'
siti es ; Tom Wells, Minister of
offered only vague generalities
chairperson Miriam Ed elson.
Education; and Keith Norton ,
and did not respond to our proOFS met with the Ontari o
Minister of Community
and
posal for an immediate job creacabinet on Thursda y , February
Social Services. Premier Davis,
tion plan."
to
discuss
cutbacks,
student
"
arrived
late
and
left
early"
,
9
aidandunemployment .
said SAC's External
Affairs
"We got no further on stuOut of the entire cabinet,
Commissioner, Maryon
Overdent aid .", said Edelson. Par0

!er

rott told Of.S that the parental
cc,ntribut1on table 1s availabl'e,
but will not be re.leased until
the final details of the new stu
dent aid plan are announced
at the end of March.
Overholt
told The Lance
that, "the meeting was frustratmg because the cabinet did
not seem willing to consider
our ideas. I thmk this is the
end of any attempt we can make
to negotiate with the government. The most important aspects of the new student aid
plan that we feel are in the most
need of reform - Dr. Parrott
has remai ned adamant in his
refusal t o d iscuss them ."
Edelson , d issatisfi ed with the
results of the meeting , said,
"We have gone as far as we
can with meetings , negotiations,
and briefs. It is clear that something dse has to be done ." Just
what further action is to be

taken will be decided at the
OFS conference m Ottawa. this
weekend.

, Harry Parrott told OFS to wait.

Three
more re~
,.-

1

eio.!

fer
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Committee requests more students for senate

By RICK SPENCE
A committee to reorganize
me University Senate has recog
nized the importance 'of
stu
dentinput .
If the recommendation
of
me 12-person Committee
on
rniversity Government are acceptedin the senate next week,
stu
dent representation will incre
asefrom four student reps to
sev
en, out of 66 members.
The senate is the prime acalemicdecision-making body on
campus,and as such holds reiular meetings open to all.
The four student
reps presently
on the senate are the SAC
m·
President,graduate student prelident, and two undergraduate
n·
ele
cted reps, under rules first
established
in 1968.
n·

Others on the senate include
the president, various other administrators,
one alumni rep,
and 30 professors who are elected by their individual faculties.
Since 1975 the Committee on
University Government has been
considering changes to the senate, and it submitted a report
Feb. 9. The committee has
proposed adding the vice-president of administration,
two
board of governors representatives, five faculty members at
large, and extra students to the
54-member senate.
The committee makes a case
for increased student representation by saying, "rapid growth
of undergraduate, graduate and
part-time students in the Uni-

versity in recent years has raised
several issues of interest and
concern to the students who
are seeking a wider representation on the senate to voice
their opinions ."
The committee therefore recommends, "In acknowledgement of the significant role of
the students in the Senate and
other committees in the uni versity, it is the recommenda tion of the committee that their
elected representation
be increased from three to six. (3
undergraduate,
2 graduate, 1
part-time)."

Leddyrefuses to appoint
new non-Canadian faculty

Although Leddy
assumes
therewill be few appointments
madeduring the present period
of "financial stringency,"
he
says"I am not prepared to
liketo the Board of Governors
any further recommendations
forappointment s except on belaifof individuals who alrea dy
\oldfull Canadian citizenship. "
In the past, hiring policy has
leen to hire Canadians over
~)' equally qualified non-Canadians,which was basically an
effortt o reduce the large percentageof American professors
;n Canadian universities . But
1
tely,according to Leddy, there
1
,asbeen "increasing pressure
,rorn provincial and federal
!Ut
horities" to hire Canadians
Qn
ly.
toLeddy relates

this pressure
rnoves by the Ontario govC!nrnentto discourage foreign
ltudentenrolment by doubling

fees for visa students, which was
done in January, 1977.
The pressure to hire Canadians only seems to stem from
two concerns of the Ministry
of Colleges and Universities ,
Leddy says .
First, there is the problem
that, "with an increasing number of recent Canadian doctoral graduates unable to find
appointments, any appointments
'from abroad are not justified. "
The other problem, Leddy
writes
is th at " the issue is
regard ,ed as a sensitive o ne from
the 'political ' standpoint ." Led dy says he gathered this from
a meeting with the minister
some weeks ago, on the whole
issue of the citizenship of faculty .
Leddy's announcement
has
sparked some campus reaction ,
but most of it seems favorable.
"In the long term this will be
a very good policy for Canada,"
says Dean of Business Michael
Zin "but for the short term,
it ~akes the job of an administrator more difficult."
Zin, whose faculty has trouble finding qualified professors,

ulty. Five faculty members elected at large could contribute
"to the welfare of the university as a whole ."
Faculty representation
will
continue to be based on the
number of faculty members in
each faculty . Thus arts and
social science will have six reps
each, business administration
three reps, and education and
law two reps each, for example.
The committee recommends
that the senate membership
and size be reviewed every three
years.

The SAC President, who sits
on the senate ex-officio (that
is, because of his political position), brings the total to seven .

,e
of

Due to increasing political
pressure,the University of Windso
r will no longer hire nonCa
nadiansfor faculty positions,
presidentJ. Francis Leddy says
inhisrecent open letter.

The committee also recommends that the board of governors (which deals with financial matters) have two reps
on the senate, because there is
much overlap and yet much
misunderstanding
between the
senate and the board. The committee hopes the two reps could
help the board to "better understand the senate's concerns"
The reason for electing faculty members at large was that
faculty reps now on the senate
are there to defend only the
interests of their particular fac-

says, "We're desperately trying
to get Canadians . . . we're leaving no stone unturned ." MBA
students are being encouraged
to get their PhDs and return as
faculty.
John McAuliffe, the VicePresident, Academic , says the
policy is not really new, and
said that if there were serious
problems finding Canadians to
fill a position , the university
could always go to the pro vincial government and ask to
hire a non-Canadian .
Communication
Studies d<>partment head Garth Jowc:tt
says the new policy is " base d
upon a policital reality ." The
government would rath er seek
the cooperation of the universities in hiring Canadian staff
than be forced to legislate
quotas, Jowett said.
"In a field like ours it places
us in a difficult situation, but
not an impossible one," said
Jowett, noting that the supply
of Canadian communications
professors has increased. He said
he didn't think teaching quality
would be affected by the new
policy.

GROUND FLOOR - WEST LIBRARY BUILDING
WINDSOR, ONTARIO N9B 3P4

PAPERB~i\CK

SALE

Onebonus
paperback
for
everytwo
youbuy
Feb. 17 - Mar. 4, 1978

McClelland
& Stewart
TheCanadianPublishe,s
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With 7 issues left to go, there's still time to join The Lance, and get in on all the excitement of the
only student newspaper of the University of Windsor that publishes weekly on Fridays . Editor:
Rick Spence; Managing Editor: Brenda Mc Lister; Photo Editor : Janine Halbert; Entertainment
Paul Chernish;

The Lance is published every Friday of the fall and winter terms by and for the
Student Media, University of Windsor. Press offices are located on the second floor
of the University Centre, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, N9B 3P4.
Subscription rates are $7 .SO per year. Entered as second class mail at the Post
Office of Canada . Opinions expressed in Ttie Lance are those of the student writer
and not ·necessarily the University of Windsor or the Students' Administrative Council.
Offices: 253-4232, Ext. I SJ
or 253-4060
Advertising: 253-4232, Ext. 326

Sports Editor:

Peter Nash; Four Wheels Editor:

Steve Maclean;

Poetry l:.ditor: Scott Eldridge; Pen and Ink Editor: Deb Hetherington;
Redeemed

Editor : Phil Kane; Alsosports

Ottawa Editor:

Editor:

Bruce Dinsmore; Classical Editor:

E.P. Chant;

Security

Kocis, John P. Mortimer;
Greene,

Melinda

Fournier,

Ad Ed : Gary Fish;

Integrity Editor: Deb Kennedy;

Dan Sullivan; Entertainment

Editor : Mike Upmalis;

Photo

Editor Editors: Frank

Fern Brown; Got -no-reason -to-live

Editor

Additions : John

Revell, George

PQPC Editor : Len Wallace; Airplane Editor : Bob Thompson ; and also Mark
Loretta

Pelletier,

0

Don Peppin ; Sawdust Editor: Anna Maria Tremonti;

Kovacic, Steve Pavlov, Jim Angus, Tony Ciccone; GSS Editor:
Editor:

Editor:

Eric Rosenbaum,

Diane Elliott,

and others

I forget.

Staff meeting J 2 noon today, all welcome.
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Still second class
\
We think there should be more student representatives on the
\'' \
university senate. And some members of the senate think so too.
Unfortunately, we disagree on the numbers.
·,
Under a recent proposal to reform the senate (which you can
'
read about on page 3) undergraduate elected student representation
on the 54-rnember senate will increase from two to three . We don't
think that should even be taken seriously .
A lot of rhetoric and ballyhoo accompany this Jess-than-monumental proposal. The Committee on University Government, which
recommends the change, says that student representation should
be increased "m acknowledgement of the significant role of the
students in the Senate and other Committees in the university."
/
It also cites the rapid growth in enrolment since the senate was last
structured (in 1968), and the evolution of "issues of interest and
concern to the students who are seeking a wider representation on
the senate to voice their opinions."
There are a few good points about the committee's recommendations. They propose to double grad student representation (from
one student to two) and to add for the first time a part-time student
rep .
While we applaud the senate's recognition of the importance
of grads and part-timers, we think they have slighted the rest of us:
the 6,230 full-time undergrads who are the true life blood of this
:·:....... ·:·:-~·• .· ·:·,. ·:
institution.
'
,L:::::!__/,.;;_·· ·· · · -';~:\ ;_-::So it's up to our student reps to fight for more representation: (
--....,
i 1 ::::,,.:;·
Gary Wells (who was on the university government committee, and
so probably agrees with its recommendations), Maryon Overholt.._ _
:__
..........._---....__
and Mark MacKew. Let us hope they can remind the senate memi?
bers of the importance of student contributions.
~ '
FACT: Since 1968, when student enrolment (including grads)
was 4,239, undergrad enrolment has increased by well over 50 per
cent.
FACT. There are hundreds of students participating, with no
hope of recognition or payment, on subcommittees of the senate
(departmental councils and other committees). Yet there are only
three students to present and defend their ideas at the senate- stage.
Years ago students fought for representation on the senate
and other decision-making bodies. The University of Windsor administration takes great pride in its record of allowing student input.
Yet we still have no votes on the Board of Governors, and we are
barely even a token force on the senate.
With cutbacks abounding and the quality of our education declining, we need more representation on the senate. We'd like to see
ten students, as a start.
While the university government committee purports to be defending the interests of the student body, they are only reinforcing
our reputation as second class citizens.
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Don't let police open mail
As we've all realized by now, "national unity"
and "national security" are the two catchphrases
used by the Trudeau government to justify various
arrogant acts or serve as excuses for ignoring pressing problems like unemployment and inflation.
The latest whitewash is the proposal to make it
legal for the police to open private mail. Despite
opposition from The Globe and Mail and other
newspapers, N.D.P, the Canadian Civil Liberties
Assoc1at10n, and other groups, the legislation
will probably pass.
We believe the legislation is not only frightening but dangerous. More and more, our personal
freedoms are being lost, to some shadowy bogeyman known as "national security". We must be
the most insecure people on earth, to allow such
trade-offs.
The RCMP has opened mail in the past, but this
was done illegally. Although Trudeau is on record
as saying that, if the McDonald Royal Commission
now investigating the Mounties finds that our horsemen have broken the law, the RCMP "will have to
pay for it," he is showing that he is not interested
in the commission's investigation, by hurrying this
legislation through before there is a proven need
for it.

By calling on "national security" once again, Trudeau is trying to justify eliminating one of our most
basic rights. This has occured despite the fact that
the government vigorously defended privacy only
a year ago in the green paper on the freedom of
information (in which privacy served as an excuse
for not making government secrets public).
Don't believe that only those with something
to hide will be affected by the proposed legislation.
Under the new laws, we'll all be guilty until we can
prove to be innocent; the police will have one more
power to abuse.
What can you do? Write the Prime Minister
~rite to M.P.s. You don't need a stamp. To make'
it_ re_ally easy, we've prepared a letter for you.
Fill It out, cut it out and send it to John Doe,
M.P., House of Commons, Ottawa, KIA OA7.
But we expect that only the laziest of you to
use th~ copies. Everyone else should draft their
own letter; personal letters are far more effective
than form letters or petitions. But it's essential
that you let your government know how you feel.
We think you should get involved. This isn't
petty politicking; this is freedom we're talking
about. We've all got to work to preserve it.

\
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Houseof Commons
Ottawa, Canada
Kl A OA7

Dear

I am totally opposed to the proposed legislation
which would give the police the power to open private
mail. I call upon you, as a member of Parliamentresponsible for preservingthe rights and freedoms of all
Canadians, to oppose and denounce this repressive
legislation.
Yours sincerely,
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The PQ: What's happening after year one?
By LEN WALLACE
has been over a year
1
t the Parti Quebe cois and
oce
51
were elected
ReneLevesque
.
office in Quebec . The
lll[O
•
1
.
h
, bate on ·nat10na umty
as
,e
1
itted the federa government
I ·nst the Quebec government
1ta1
.
· a match where each tnes to
10
•
,core
political points.
· The whole concept of Coniederationhas b~en . called into
question in considering whether
.
Jr not Quebec has the nght to
1tlf-determ
ination .
Looking back on the "Peiuiste'actions in the last year,
; 0e must admit
that many
~aiorreforms have taken place.
ThePQ have raised the minimumwage (now the highest
;n the country);
the anti-in flation
controls were abandoned;
;entorcitizens are allowed to
~rnmoney with pension cu ts ;
md government paid medical
examinationswere allowed to
workers. Strike-breaking
has
beenabolished with a guaranteedreinstatement of strikers.
Thereforms are social democraticin each aspect although
theparty itself is unlike the
\DPwhich had developed out
f the trade unions and labour
movement.
Thepresent, and indeed, futJresuccess of the PQ governmentdepends largely on its abhold on to the massive

working class support which it
received in the last election .
Labour in Quebec has more
than once taken up militant
positions and has increased its
political consciousness, as much
from its own development as
from its clashes with the former
Union Nationale and Liberal
governments.
It is true that the pro-PQ
vote was in many ways an anti Liberal vote . The Liberal party,
like the Union Nationale before
it , had total control over the
bureaucratic
machine of the
state.
While it can be admitted
that the PQ had been elected
and had played down the concept of independence in the
election, nevertheless the majority of PQ membership favour independence. Furthermore,
the percentage of the Quebec
population supporting independence has itself increased ..
It is difficult to gauge if the
belief in separatism is caused
by the economic blundering of
the federal government, the reforms of the Pequiste government or through the nationalism of the Quebecois themselves. Nationalism in Quebec
has taken many forms - conservative as well as radical.
The growing discontent with
economic inequalities are tied

Out on a Limb
By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI
and DON PEPPIN

Moveover, bigots and political pawns, the University of Windsor
wants
to join you.
According to an open letter signed by Dr. J.F. Leddy last month,
thisinstitution is no longer hiring non-Canadian professors. That
demion,says the letter, was made because of "increasing pressure
fromprovincial and federal authorities."
It seems the Minister ot Colleges and Universities is terribly concernedabout the appointment of any faculty member without full
Canadian
citizenship, in view of the fact that many Canadian doctoral
graduates are unable to find work.
The entire issue has been labelled as politically senstive. That
meansparanoia, or fear of not being re-elected, has gripped the
bureau
erats.
Their answer to the problem is to step on the universities, and
thisparticular university has been easily crushed. Dr. Leddy announcedthat he is not prepared to take any recommendat10ns for
facultyappointments to the Board of Governors unless the canJidatein question holds a full Canadian citizenship.
Apart from the fact that obtaining Canadian citizenship has becomeincreasingly difficult, and despite the fact t~at b~ing Canadiandoes not guarantee being a competent and gifted instructor,
reaction
to the decision seems non-existent.
Although such a decision may, at first, seem to be benefit!ng
Canadians,
it will only serve to hinder the education of Cana?1an
~udents.Something tells us that the original concept of a umvergty is being threatened when a learning institution bans internattonal
scholars from its midst.
The Ontario government is already discouraging for~ign stud~nt
enrolmentwith exorbitant fee increases. The result 1s Canadian
;udentsgoing to class only with other Canadians, and being taught
Y Canadian professors. And while we have nothing against Ca~a:ianstudents, or professors, it is obvious t_hat a whole opportun_ity
0
learnand grow from others who have different cultures and lifestyles
will be passing us by.
. It is a sorry comment on both the government and this in~titubonWhen the university gives in to Canadian Content regulations.
_Theimplementation

of these practices has been subtle and onof no~-Canadi~nsr.ad to be justified but now the government is pulling the
~ns a little tighter.

!~tng.During the past few years, the appointment

One questions the integrity of a sophisticated, liberal gover~an advanced country such as our when scholars and umVetsities
become drawn into political strategies.
llle~t.in

The evidence is there: o~r university has become another pawn.
Andnow the government is saying Checkmate.
•

to the dichotomy between Francophones and Anglophones . The
latter had played the part of
the economically privileged classes. Nationalism, as such, was a
call for greater equality and an
end to discrimination .
The flame of separatism is
also fanned by the federal government with economic policies
which have not remedied unemployment and inflation . While
formerly they would trade off
inflation for unemployment, and
vice-versa, they are today harried
by both . The unrest is felt all
across Canada, but particularly
in Quebec where the PQ reforms
have won over sectors of the
working class.
But the PQ have also had
problems. Being a social democratic movement they also have
the business of running the
store - and that means facing
up to the realities of capitalism. While workers may be satisfied with some reforms, the

number of strikes has not decreased. In many cases, militancy has increased. No matter
how one might try to hide it,
the Marxian concept of a class
struggle still holds.
Dealing with the realities of
capitalism also means that account must be taken of American control and influence within the Quebec economy. One
cannot t'.y to satisfy both workers and the interests of the
owning class. One must win
in the end - either Quebec can
truly gain independence achieved by socialism, or it remains
part of continental capitalism .
There has been much speculation on what would happen
politically if Quebec left Confederation . Would we be swallowed up by the United States?
Possibly. But what is stopping
them from doing it now or from
having done so in the past?
As for change in govern-

ments,
the federal
Liberals
would be edged out by the
Conservatives and the NDP,
since its only wide base of
i~ in Quebec. The
support
Liberal party would die and the
NDP would become the official opposition. As stated by one
writer, the prospects of an
NDP government would rise dramatically, and it is only the
NDP which could deal on an
equal basis with a separate
(PQ?) Quebec.
Presently the ball lies in
the federal government's court.
As stated before, its economic
policies have hurt Canadians
and Quebecois. By introducing
the "socialism of the rich"
they have needlessly aJienated
Quebec . Is the Liberal government prepared to take up the
real challenge without pretense
to that mystical thing called
"national unity?" I don't think
it is.

SAC rep replies to editorial
By HEATHER A. HICKS
President, Nursing Society .
The need to respond to The
Lance editorial "Why is SAC
Dysfunctional?"
remains paramount in my mind. I am left
with a mixture of emotions.
So as not to put the cart before the horse, I feel that the
initial question should have been
"Is SAC Dysfunctional?"
In
response to this question I
would welcome constructive criticism from the student body
at large. It is time for students
to be concerned with the ways
and means of student government. We need to know how
and why students feel as they
do. So many times council
has passed and defeated motions that are of prime importance to the students' well
being. We hear very little, if
anything at all!
After reading the editorial
would have almost been

convinced that no one in SAC
cares about anything (that is
short of their own individual
ego trips). But alas, I know
better. Having been a council
member for the past 10 months,

I am not denying that some
situations contrived by SAC
have been less than ideal. We too
become frustrated with treading
on thin ice. But then again

composed of fellow students,
who in addition to struggling
with academic demands, attempt
to become knowledgeable of the
many facets of student leadership. (By the way, there is no
comprehensive source of supposed know how. The life of
the student leader is one of
'live & learn' in just about every
sense of the word). And despite
the apparent lack of student
support and human misgiving,
this handful of students see
to it that decisions are made
and obligations are met for
a student population of some
6,700 individuals. Yes we do
need help!

are not such human blunders
typical manifestations of many
every day situations? I agree
that such an explanation maybe
too superficial - but let's be
realistic.
SAC for the most part is

I would love to be able to
wave a magical wand and make
the University of Windsor campus a wonderful place to be,
for all concerned. Unfortunately, we are not magicians;
nor do we pretend to be!

I have seen a great many people
tolerate long hours of organizing strategies, discussing endless issues, not to mention engaging in the perseverance required to survive the mounds
of pen and paper work - all in
an attempt to do a 'good job'.

)

[ Let-cer:is
Nursing reps do a good job
Dear Editor:
I would like to reply to the
article of January 20, 1978,
"Why is SAC dysfunctional?"
The author stated, "All SAC
reps, ~hat is, the nursing reps,
social science reps, etc., must
become more involved in the
day-to--day decision-making", (of
SAC).
The nursing representatives,
our elected SAC representative,
and the Nursing Society President have both attended SAC
meetings. They have both also
represented the University of
Windsor during out of town
conferences for university students.
Both are involved in SAC
activities as much as the present constitution allows them to
be.
It is unfortunate that not all
SAC members become more
interested in SAC functions.

However,
am very
to acknowledge the two
SAC officials do all they
represent our society

pleased
ursing
can to
at the

university level.
Sincerely yours,
Elizabeth Fisher
Secretary, Nursing Society

Thanks, bti no thanks
Last month, The Lance reprinted a letter from SAC's
External Affairs Commissioner,
Maryon Overholt, to Harry Parrott, Minister of Colleges and
Universities, inviting the Minister to Windsor. The fol/owing
is his reply:
Dear Ms. Overholt:
Many thanks for your invitation to come to the University
of Windsor prior to March 31.
I regret that time constraints
will prevent me frcm accepting
the invitation, Ms. Overhoh.
As you are probably aware, the
Legislature will open on Feb·

ruary 21, and my necessary
attendance during the Spring session, together with numerous
other commitments already in
place, will not permit me to
make such a visit. I will, however, ensure that complete details of the program are sent to
you as soon as they are available in March, and I trust that
you will write to me again at
that time should you have any
queries with respect to the new
plan.
Sincerely,
Harry Parrott, D.D.S.
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Student protests must reach the pub/le
By MARYON OVERHOLT
In the last six months the
Ontario Federation of Students
has questioned, debated, negotiated and attempted to reason
with Dr. Harry Parrott, Minister of Colleges and Universities. These efforts have centred on the new student aid
plan, which according to Parrott
will be effective next September.
Full details of the plan will be
announced
in March; Parrott
originally planned to release
the information
two months
ago.
During these months OFS
has held a number of meeting
with Dr. Parrott and other members of the provincial government, with the expressed hope
of impressing _upon the Minister
the necessity for reform in a
number of crucial areas of the
plan. We object to the limitation of grant eligibility to
undergraduate
students
only .
This proposal prevents graduate
and professional school students
from receiving grant assistance
from the government. With the
changes in independent status
many more students' financial
situations will be assessed in
terms of their parents income.
The calculations of the parental income distribution table
have been completed but Dr.

Parrott refuses to release this
information until March. Without this table it is impossible
to accurately assess how students will be affected by the
new plan.
OFS is concerned that the
new formulas will be as unrealistic as that used in OSAP. It is
likely that students will have
to borrow additional money to
finance their education.
On November 9th student
councils representatives
from
across the province met with
their · local members of provincial parliament to· discuss the
new plan. Both opposition
parties have joined with the
students to demand a more
equitable student aid program.
Our negotiations with the
Minister climaxed on February
9th, when we met with Premier
Davis, Thomas Wells, Keith
Norton and Dr . Parrott. The
government
had promised a
meeting with the full cabinet
- instead we ended up with three
ministers, a short visit from
Davis and a handful of civil
servants. Davis told us that
there were no cutbacks in university funding. As Davis spoke,
600 students at York U niversity held a demonstration protesting a 4 million dollar cutback m funding. Davis said

b

the Conservative
government
had reduced funding for the
construction
of Ontario highways to provide money for universities.
Despite repeated
attempts
to entice Parrott to come to
Windsor University to discuss
the new plan with us, he refused
to come. It is time to say if
Parrott won't come to Windsor,
Windsor will go to Parrott. It
is time for action, we can't give
up the fight now. We must make
the public realize that the Conservative government - through
its cutbacks in university funding, its increases in tuition fees
for Canadian and foreign stu-

dents and its proposed student
aid program which will make
an university education inaccessible to many students - has
no respect for the quality of
education and in that, seriously
jeopardizes the educational system in Ontario.
At the O FS conference in
Ottawa this weekend, student
leaders will be plotting our
next step. If we give up now, all
our past efforts will be in vain.
This issue has not reached
public porportions because the
media are not interested when
students make constructive efforts, through negotiations with
the Ministry to present our

concerns.
Our meeting with the t
.
Cabinet two weeks ago sign·.
fied the first time the Gover~ment has formally recognized
OFS as the lobbying body for
students.. The Toronto press was
more impressed with the de.
monstrations held at York and
Gle~don College t_hat day, pro.
testing cutbacks m their l!lllversities funding.
Perhaps it's time to stage 111
event which fulfills the medias
definition
of news, to reach
those people, the taxpaye rs who
remain in the dark, while the
quality of education in Ontario
flows down the drain on the
tide of Tory cutbacks.
so
th

Government cuts back on jobs

va
Ottawa - - - Paul Dick,
M.P. (Lanark-Renfrew-Carleton)
and Progressive Conservative
Caucus Chairman on Youth has
charged that the federal government has reduced the number
of students to be hired this year
in its interdepartmental summer
job program.
The "Canada Summer Youth
Employment Program" announced last week by the Minister
of Employment and Immigration will actually create 3,000

fewer jobs in 1978 than its parent programs, the Student Summer Employment and Activities
Program (SSEAP) and Young
Canada Works did in 1977.
Last year SSEAP and Young
Canada Works created 62,952
jobs at a total cost of $8 3
million. The Government's new
program
will provide
only
60,000 jobs at a total cost of
$96.2 million. The 1977 figure
only includes those programs
that will be continued under
the Canada Summer Youth Employment Program.
"At a time when youth unemployment
is reaching crisis
proportions, " Mr. Dick said,
"the government
has shown
its concerns by reducing job
opportunities for young people
this summer."
Statistics Canada's unemployment figures released February
7 showed that there were
426,000
unemployed
young
Canadians in January, accounts
ing for just under one-half of
Canada's unemployed.

The Government has alsosaid
that it hopes to place 250,000
young Canadians in jobs in the
private sector this summer through its Canada Employment
Centres for Students. Mr. Dick
pointed out that in 1977 onl\'
198,000 placements were mad~
through those Centres, that figure including jobs of only a few
days duration, and all students
placed in jobs with government departments.

Security Director
Due to an increased demand on our parking lots and
other related matters, the Office
of Security has been requested
by permit holders to concentrate on non -permit holders occupying the lots and other areas
where parki ng is prohibited
o n Camp us. This has already
been imp lemented and where
applicable the offe nding vehicles
will be towed away.
It has also been found that
in many insta nces non-permi t
holders will break off gate
arms on parking lots. Court
action will be instituted against
anyone found breaking the gatearms. The Office of Security
would appreciate being advised
should
anyone
be observed
doing such or, any other damages to University properties.
When Security sees a broken
gate arm on any parking facility, it is an indication that
there are freeloaders in the lot,
and these will be acted upon by
means of a ticket or a towaway.
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Mr. Dick added that in both
1973 and 1974 the Federal
Government
spent $85.4 mil·
lion to create 67,000 jobs for
young Canadians. In 1974 the
unemployment
rate for Cana·
co
dian youth was 10.6 per cent.
In January 1978 the figurewas pe
of
14.9 per cent.
"Given our rate of inflation
since 19 7 3," Mr. Dick said,
"it would seem that the Gov·
ernment has chosen to allocate
funds in inverse proportion to
the number of young unem·
ployed in this country."

Security cracks down
on illegal parking
By GRANT McIVER
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Those who have previously
received tickets can expect to
be towed away.
.
At security, we have a saying
to describe how we treat parking
violators: we invest the violator
in the royal order of "the
hook".

SAC
election
notice
To all people who are approa·
ched about signing nominat_ion
forms and petitions for nom!n~·
tion for any S.A.C. positIO·
Your signature merely all0ws
the candidate to qualify for
eligibility for the position so
specified on the form. _It does
not necessarily mean that you
·date
are supporting that cand1
or that you are bound to vote
for that candidate.
·dent
Gary Wells, Presi . e
Students' Administrauv.
Council
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tO learn tO live'

Teachers must be students

By DEB KENNEDY
'! Jon't want society to
. ntrol my life; I want to con,o ,t " Dedication
to this
1
1ro
·
bdief led to the ~reation of
rw,n Valleys Educat ional Comh the J!lunit}',George Bulli~d, comsigni- J!IUnit}'
founder, explained to a
vern.
nized

. Bullied confirms that living
1s an art which has theory and
practice and cannot be taught
on a blackboard but has to be
experienced. I le recently told a
group of professors at McGill
University that they were "trainers not educators".
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GeorgeBull ied has done more than just talk about education.
groupof 30 at a lecture sponGeorge Bullied was not satsoredby the Integrity Group,
isfied with just talking about
the basis of this alternative
true education. He wanted it to
educationalcommunity.
be a reality. In 19 72 the school
Bullied's own experience in
began on 100 acres of land
rariouseducational institutions
located near Wardsville, between
includingthe University of WinChatham and London, with studsor, left him saying, "You
dents and teachers living in
aren't educating
me, you 're
tents. Now, Twin Valleys is
programmingme". Bullied said
300 acres, and the tents have
1hat the educational
system,
long since been replaced by
"producesintellectual giants and
geodesic domes, and other strucemotionalinfants", and people
tu res.
who"aren't senstive to life and
thelivingof life".
Bullied didn't talk about the
He feels that people are
material progression, the solar
1ramedto make a living, but
energy dome, or the windmill.
"whatwe need is to learn how
He told of how the students and
tolive".
communitarians had to learn to

Com Studies rivalled
for
By BRUCE DINSMORE
the
The Communication Studies
ana·
courses are one reason that
em.
peoplecome to the University
was
ofWindsor. A plan by Ottawa's
CarletonUniversity to set up a
rion rivalundergraduate program in
id. communications does not have
OV·
the Windsor department
pancate 1cking.
to
TheCarleton Senate has given
em· approvalfor a three year BA
course in Mass Communications
that will start in September.
In a Lance interview' Dr.
GarthS. Jowett said that he has
seenthe program Ottawa has
developed, and that he thinks
that it is basically a renum-

bering of existing courses. He
sees little effect on the Windsor program, except for losing
students coming from the eastern end of Ontario.
The Ottawa course will be for
people who want to stu d y mass
media from an academic standpoint. Carleton hopes to add an
.n
1
honours
degree program
1979-80.
There are 19 people in Windsor's graduate program, which
is "healthy", according to Dr.
Jowett. But he adds that Windsor will have to keep watching
the situation to stay "two steps'
ahead of the competition.

live together.
The founders began with the
commitment that they needed
each other to take care of basic
survival needs. All resources are
shared equally and jointly. To
live in this community,
new
rules were needed. One of the
"rules was "no dope", which
would on!}' drain off energy
that could be used to benefit
the community.
Bullied also discussed roles,
stating that no one can be categorized because each person is
unique and in bringing out
individual potential, people become meaningful to one another.
Relationships are a third vital
factor for the community. Bullied said that people had to learn
how to put relationships over

By PHIL KANE
The Parti Quebecois government announced last week that
it would be following the lead
of the Ontario government and
impose differential fees for foreign students attending Quebec
universities.
An official statement
was
to be made sometime this week,
and it is expected that the new
fee scale will take effect in
January, 1979 .
The $1,000
increase will
boost tuition for newly registered visa students to $1,500.
For newly registered graduate
students,
the cost will be
$1,950.

The increase is a part of the
PQ platform and is based on
the reasoning that foreign students do not contribute indirectly to the education system
through the tax system, as
do Canadian citizens.
However, a recent study published by the Canadian Bureau
for International Education has
proven that foreign students inject money into the economy
which would not otherwise be
in the Canadian economy.
A front page article in the

the 1978 - 79 students' administrative council ...
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Diego Trevisan
HAVEYOU SEENTHiS MAN?
Diego Trevisan, a Physics student at the Universityof Windsor, has been missingsince last
month. Anyone knowing him,
or with information as to his
whereabouts, is requested to
contact GeorgeMcMahon,Dean
of Students of the University
of Windsor. Call 253-4232, extension 332.

Quebec imposes higher fees
for foreign students

f""''~=""'-'~~~~~~
sly
to

material things, and those who
didn't suffer from a disease
called, "lack of balls".
The students at Twin Valleys
have been classified as delinquents, yet Bullied stated that
all that behaviour showed was
that the students needed to learn
how to live, and someone to
teach them. The school opened
with the philosophy "what we
learn, we learn with you".
At Twin Valleys, Bullied
said, "If you weren't a student
you couldn't be a teacher".
Bullied who is 51, added, "as
long as you 're capable of having
a young person teach you,
you'll never be old".
Bullied left the audience with
an open invitation, "come on
up and spend some time with
us".
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McGill Daily Feb. 17 pointed
out the flaws in the conventional wisdom supporting the
differential fees. According to
the article, foreign students from
Ontario
universities
did not
move to Quebec institutions
when differential fees were imposed here, and that there has
been an increase in the number
of foreign students in Ontario
since the increases.
The McGill article also stated
that most of the foreign stu-

dents were not Americans acquiring an inexpensive education, but were students from
far eastern nations.
The Quebec cabinet is still
ironing out the details of the
bill and will release the details
in the near future. Finance
minister Jacques Parizeau claimed that the decisions had been
taken and was irrevocable. He
also mentioned that the general
form of the bill would be
very similar to the one passed
in Ontario.

DOCTOR
J.F. LEDDY
President
University
of Windsor

·t

I
Thurs. March 2 at 8 pm
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For complimentary tickets to join our
studio audience write to:
CBET Television
Box 1609, Windsor
or phone 254-2831

... is soon to be chosen
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nominations are now being accepted (until march 6 at 4:~0 p.m.J
at the s.a.c. office

CBET
TELEVISION
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Not enough, but ...

1979 grants more than expected
By E.P. CHANT

The University of Windsor
received a large enough provincial grant this week to operate fairly comfortably next year,
but, according
to the president of the university,
Dr.
J. Francis Leddy, all of Ontario's
universities are "going
to be in a great deal of trouble
in a couple years."
The school has received operating grants totalling $33,283 ,000 for the 1978-79 scholastic
year. That is an increase of
$2,603,000
from this year's
grant, or a percentage increase
of 8.5%. The total grant is
made up of formula grants, used
to supplement the operation of
undergraduate
programs,
and
graduate program grants. The
provincial average increase was
5.8% for each institution .
Dr. Leddy and Dr . John R.
Allan, Vice-P1c~ident of Administrat10n and Treasurer , both
explained that Windsor received
more money than the provincial
average because the grants are
determined
by enrolment
increases over the past three years.
Dr. Leddy said that he was
happy that the university could
"ride" its enrolment increases,
at least for next year.
However, he and Dr. Allan
are predicting hard times ahead .
"Actually",
explained
Leddy,

"Our
real income
for next
.
.
year will only be 7.4% higher
than
this year,
because of

Will Classical Studies be first to go?
By DAN SULLIVAN
The most striking feature of
the statement issued last week
to all members of the faculty by
President Leddy deals with the
possibility of "the withdraw al

More unwelcome news

"However unwelcome" Leddy's news is, he says he believes
"all members of faculty are
entitled to a realistic appraisal."
Leddy used to write such letters
regularly, but faculty contract

h. h
Id
areas w ic
wou
not drast' 11 h
h
ica Y amper t e overall op.
eration of the university.

Enrolment now important

cont'd from page 1

However, Leddy docs expect
great pressure on the University
of \\ indsor's graduate studies,
and raises the possibility that
grad programs may be combmed
between
neighboring
institutions . He says all Ontario universities
arc facing difficult
times.

cutbacks in courses with small
.
.
.
class size are bemg considered,
.
.
along with cutbacks m other

inflation." Furthermore, he said,
enrolment
will doubtlessly decrease drastically in the next
few years, thereby
reducing
grants while operational
costs
will remain static, if not rise.
This will necessitate major
cutbacks in spending - a program already being instituted
at many universities, notably
York University and Ryerson
Polytechnical Institute.
Leddy and Allan both said
that cutbacks were being considered for next year. Without
them, said Allan, this university would "be going into deficit in a very major sense".
Leddy sais that the university
is not considering terminating
ten-year contracts, although he
admitted that such a cour:;e of
action might be appropriate if

r

sized universities, for the closing
of the smaller and newer universities m the province.

.
.
.
the s1tuat1on worsened
m a
couple years.
In the short term picture,

negotiations prevented the president from sending the letters
for the past 18 months.
The letter concludes on a
more cheerful note. Leddy says
that in his 42 years in universities, he can recall "at least
three previous periods of acute
but not pro longed economic
distress for universities."
Therefore, he believes "that
the next several years will not
lead to serious damage to the
essential fabric of the U nivers1ty of Windsor ...
I am confident that, after a short interval, the University of Windsor will begin to move forward
again."

l\ubp1) ~tplt

or suspension of various academic programs of slight enrolment."
A department
which could
well become a target for such
measures as Classical Studies .
When questioned regarding this
Dr . Charles Fantazzi, head of
Classical Studies, said that he
found the document "disagreeable but rea listic" a nd t h at the
sit u atio n " mu st be rathe r serious" for Dr. Leddy to make

such a public statement.
When asked if his department felt threatened by Leddy's
statement, Fantazzi said "We're
adaptable".
I le said that members of the department
arc already being used in other areas,
and that the possibility of such
cutbacks is "nothing new to us".
The conso lidation of all the
language departments has bee n a
consideration
fo r some time,
Fantazz1 said.

The document issued by Dr.
Leddy regarding , among other
things, declining enrolment and
the projected reduction in financial support from the Ontario
government,
stressed impending
financial and adm inistrativc difficulties and the need for a con·
tinucd "basic policy of attn·
tion", which will resu lt in the
postponement
of "all new pro·
grams and any expansio n in pre·
sent staff."

Ryerson students forming
,

Anti-Cutbacks Committee
By FRANK KOVACIC
As the University of Windsor is beginning
to discover
the Ontario government is pull ing the fiscal belt back a notch
hospitals
and many schools,
and other institutions
have to
suffer.
For example, the students at
R ycrson were faced recently,

~alon

Your

Rudy

Campus
Hair

Laurie

Stylists

& Mi ke

with a service cutback proposal
set out by the administration
at that school. According to the
proposal school buildings were
to close at 11 p.m . Things were
running smoothly for the pro posal until the students and employees
of the institute
discovered that it was to go through the day before the vote
was to take place.
The administration
was immediately swamped with letters
and petitions
from the irate
students.
It would be hard to imagine
services ( ie. pub, library, recreational
activities) closing at
such an early hour as a move
simply to save energy.
Plans for the curfew have

Security officer
saves man's life
Patrolman
Donald Clements
of the University's
Office of
Sec u rity, while vaca t io n ing at

2846 UNIVERSITY WEST
Under The Bridge

For appointments call 258-2490

been delayed by the admini·
stration have been delayed until
September '78, after the uproar.
Imposing
the curfew in the
summer months was suggested
but prior commitments for use
of the facilities took the air out
of that idea.
An Anti-Cutbacks Committee
was set up immediately after
news of the cutback to inl'olve
people in the Toronto area who
by any Ontario
arc affected
government budgeting.
The ACC have set aside
March 16 to march on Queen's
Park in protest of reduced fund·
ing in health and education.
Anyone
affected by cutbacks
is enco u raged to come in sup·
port of the issue.

Bridgeport
in t he Barbados,
saved a Toro nt o b us inessma n
fro m d row n ing .
the

Clem ents not ed t h e man o n
bottom
of t h e sw imming

pool , dived in and brought him
to the surface . He was not
breathing when Clements com-

menced mouth-to- m outh resus·
citation and revived him in five
mi nu tes.
Clements,
alo ng with t.he
ot her Patro lm en of the Office
of Securit y, had taken St. !o.hn
Ambulance Asso ciation training
in this regard and it came i~
ver y hand y , as toda y there . 1;
a man in Toronto who is ahv
and very thankful to Clements
for his actions .

"I
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The ance salutes 1977 Awa d Winners
asp-

Board of Governors Medallists - (top students in each Faculty in
!976-7)
Anne Daniel
J. Richard Edmunds
Roberta Hamilton
Patricia Marchand
MichaelPetras
Judy Renaud
VickiThomas
Continued Entrance Scholarships
Norah Cleary Awards

Vince Duronto
Roberta Hamilton
Jaimie Loaring
DeniseWoodrich

Linda Friedl
Douglas Ivey
Michael Petras

John B. Kennedy Awards

Noah Dicsbourg
Penny Fysh
Judith Stephanson

Sharon Evanson
Carol lvison

University of Windsor Alumni Association Scholarships
James Branoff
Nancy Chittim
Christina W cMahon
Valerie Nocent
Cynthia Squires
Christine S, •teros
Anna Wong

Other Awards ( in alphabetical order)
A.P.E.0. Undergraduate Scholarships

,\l1chaclFord
PaulLayman

Gary Komar

r.
er

AlliedChemical Scholarship: J. Richard Edmunds

d

B.M.I. (Broadcast Music Incorporated)
in Music: Maureen Pratt

n-

Canada, Limited,

Award

o

g
,f.
n-

J .P. Bickell Scholarships
SoonTan
PhilipYu

John C. Wilson

1-

e
O·

Fr. Louis J. Bondy Prize: Nancy Chittim

C·

Cambridge Leaseholds Scholarship: Paul Alofs
Canadian Society for Chemical Engineering Prize: J. Richard Edmunds.
EvaYi-fen Chang Scholarship: David Courey
Carswell Co. Ltd. Awards
Joan Kennedy
.\11chaelSmith

James Mathieson

Canada Law Book Ltd. Awards

e
d

SheilaBudd
Thomas Orendorff

Aida Keyes
John Scott

C.C.H.Legal Writing Prize: Ron Melvin
The Robert H. Wilson Awards: Dave Corbett
son

·e
0

Windsor Club Canadian Federation
larship: Patricia Marchand

and Joseph Morri-

of University Women Scho-

0

Windsor's Sportmen's

Club Award: Tena-Mana Fox

BenYuffy Award in Business Organizations: Susan Ellis

AsYoa 5eel4C

NINF.

By WRETTA PELLETIER
Do you ever wonder, as you
are sweating it out in the library
cramming for a test or working
feverishly on an assignment,
if all this expended effort is
really worth it?

Chemical Institute of Canada (Essex-Kent Section) Award: Denise
Reaume

Wouldn't it be much easier
to do a minimal amount of work
and just get by with barely passing grades? Wait a minute I almost got myself convinced!

Roy J. Coyle Memorial Prizes
Biology - Jaimie Loaring
Physics - Jaimie Loaring

The point I am trying to
make is just the opposite however, that there is perhaps a
way to gain some compensation
for wear and tear on the old
brain cells and the many long
hours spent toiling over your
books. No, they're not going
to start paying us wages for
going to university (although
it's not such a bad idea).
But what is happening and
what has been going on for years
is that lots of money is given
out to deserving students in the
form of awards in recognition
for their high achievement .
Some awards are given out on
the basis of need or involvement
in extra-curricular activities, but
the majority are doled out according to the cold, hard figures;
that is, your marks. Another
piece of good news is that you
don't even have to apply for
most in-course and general awards, except for a very few
where application is stipulated.
There are a large number of
students attending the university
right now who are the proud
holders of these awards. The
Lance would like to offer
congratulations to these students
and give them a little recognition for their accomplishment.
The awards listed are only
those given out by the University. A complete listing of
students who won awards administered by individual donors
is not available.
In addition to the names
listed below Marie Renaud, Awards Officer, also tells us that
there are 180 students who have
won entrance awards from the
University this year, totalling
approximately $67,000. As well,
1250 President's Roll of Scholars certificates were awarded.
All these people certainly
deserve credit. These awards
will again be given out for next
year, so keep on plugging and
you too can be a winner.

Chemical Institute of Canada Prize: Dennis Petras
Clarkson Gordon Scholarship: Judy Somerville

Helena Coyle Prize: Margo Scratch
Essex Law Association Award: Robert Beaudoin
Harold Fox Bursaries

Robert Beaudoin
David McBean
David Malach
Byron Westfall

Mary M. Fox
Larry McRae
Ralph Smith
David Wilson

Gignac, Sutts Awards in Conflicts: John Vickruk and Dave Corbett
The Alex Fraser Goldberg Scholarship in Law: Avril Farlam
Alex Fraser Goldberg Memorial Award in Nursing: Laurel Deas
Phyllis Shapiro Hurwitz Memorial Prize in Philosophy: Katharine
Parr
1.0.D.E. Windsor and Essex County Municipal Chapter Centennial
Award: John Brussa
Raechel Slobasky Kaplan Social Work Bursaries: Janice Imeson and
Lenore Prentice
Milton M. Kovinsky Memorial Scholarship: Frank Dimenna
Tonnie Kovinsky Memorial Scholarship: Chun Fa1 Cheng
The Reverend E.C. LeBel Award: John Doerr

McManus Memorial Classics Prize: Brian MacPherson
McTague Awards: Ralph Smith and Byron Westfall
Henry K. Martin Theatre for Children Award: Sue Rogers
The Paroian, Courcy, Cohen and Houston
Law: Thomas Orendorff

Award in Insurance

Dr. J. Gordon Parr Award in Industrial Engineering: Gerald Borg
Alex Pavlini Memorial Award: Karen Shaw

Price Waterhouse and Co. Scholarship: Tom Sitar
Professional
St. Pierre

Engineers

Medal for Academic

Achievement:

Paul

H.A. Scarff Memorial Prize: Ken G. Smith
Steel Co. of Canada: Patrick Gulak
The Major H.P. Swan Prize in Philosophy: Mark McKew
University of Windsor Women's Auxiliary
Heather Sinnott

Award in Fine Arts:

U.A.W. Book Prize: Dave Corbett
S. Joseph Wallach Memorial Scholarship: Khin C. ·1ay

QUESTION: What did you do during Slack Week?

Photos by George J. Kocis
Story by Stephanie Keech

"l did work all week. Just drank
a little bit, that was about it".
Connie Hellerman
3rd yr. Geography

"First I went home for a couple
of days, then for the rest of the
week I stayed here and caught
,,
up on my wor k .
Ted Borodyn
nd
yr.
Computer
Science
2

"I had the best time of my
life in Fort Lauderdale. All the
party people were there. We had
really nice weather except for
the last day when it rained.
I really burned out my mind."
Rino Muzzin
2nd yr. Business

"I went down to Key West for
a couple of days and to the U. of
W. reunion in Fort Lauderdale,
then spent a couple of days
watching the race at Daytona
Beach."
Alex Lolua
2nd yr. H.K.

"I went up to Thunder Bay to
see my dear brother at Lakehead University. I spent my
time flying over the sites of
the Bay and falling down the
slopes of Candy Mountain_ The
rest of my time was spent
moving from house to house in
dear ole' Leamington.

Jean Barna
3rd yr. Social Science
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Layton S showmanship delights Windsor
By SCOTT ELDRIDGE

Lance Poetry Editor
On Tuesday, February 7,
the university community had
the pleasure of seeing one of
Canada's distinguished and best
known poets. Irving Layton was
on campus to give one of his
poetry readings. Layton, who is
a professor at York University,
has been publishing poetry for
more than 3 5 years.
Dr. Eugene Mc amara, of the
English Department, opened the
evening introducing Layton as
one of Canada's foremost poets
as well as Canada's most controversial poet. Layton lived up

to his reputation throughout the
evening. Layton handled the
reading like a professional, doing
what he does best.
He was able to come across
with a touch of showmanship
in his reading, which is quite
often lacking in poetry readings.
Layton definitely has the
talent to demonstrate his poetic
meaning m any manner he
wishes.
Another interesting aspect of
the evening was that after
Layton expressed some of IJis
very deep and senstive poetry
to the audience, he would then
change the mood, and lift them

residence corner

Huron happy now
By WILLY PAQUETTE

Whoever said that there
isn't any good in this school
forgot to come to Huron Hall!
When the school year began
this residence got off to a slow
start by somehow managing to
let Orientation Week go adrift.
But the House Council, then
headed by Bob Farrell, rebounded somewhat. Lobball replaced football in order to create
greater participation, and with
great success.
Once Lobball had determined
a champion, the populace of
Huron had reverted to small
group or "cliquish" activities.
"This", said new House Council president Dave Waluk, "is
probably the reason for the disastrous main events that we
encountered. I don't think we
had found the key to successful events. But that was in the
first semester - this semester we
have many events for EVERY0 'E!"
A trip to
ncle Sam's m

Detroit was the first event and
was quite successful. Then came
the first Coffee House ever in
Huron, this became an unexpected second success.
"What we have for the balance of this semester" adds
Dave Waluk, "is Garnararna
'78 which includes tournaments
in backgammon, chess, euchre,
cribbage and checkers. Then,
starting on March 16th, we have
the clan hockey finals. On the
17th we hold a Pancake Breakfast at Arnold's in the morning,
the St. Pat's Day Garnes in the
afternoon, and a Gong Show
followed by McPub Nite. On
the 18th, we will hold our
Gamararna finals followed by
the Huron-Tecumseh
Formal
will be at the Wandlyn-Viscount
for a sit down dinner and
dance."
For those of you at llu ron
who don't want any part of it
. . . . may you happily live off
campus.

with a few of his very light hearted poems. This of course was
always rewarded with a chuckle.
Throughout the evening, Layton was able to read a wide
variety of his work. Layton
deals with very serious and ernot10nal issues such as 'Auschwitz ' and the Jewish Holocaust. This subject is very
close to the poet for he tries

to understand how sorneth ing
like that could possibly hap pen.
Irving Layton ended the evening with the poem 'Grand
Finale' . But this was quickly
followed by requests from the
audience for favorite poems.
One request was a very intriguing poem entitled "Stella".
It was a very successful

evening for both the poet and
the audience, even though a few
audience members walked out
because of the poet 's con.
troversial subject matter.
Layton sold every one of his
books that he brought to the
reading, which is rather impressive. A reception was held at
the Alumni Lounge at the University Center after the reading.

Free tuition for faculty
families rejected by Al B
By ANNA MARIA TREMONT!

The Anti-Inflation Board has
turned down the refundable tuition clause in the Faculty
Union's latest contract.
According to Association President Allan Metcalfe, the AIB
overruled• the Board of Governors' offer to provide free
tuition at this university for
families of faculty members.
The new faculty contract
was ratified last October, after
well over a year of negotiations.
The previous contract had contained a clause permitting individual faculty members the right
to take courses free of charge.
The October contract widened this privilege to the children and spouse of a present
or deceased member of the
faculty, or of a retired fulltime member. However, the
clause is a benefit not accorded
prior to an October
1975
date, and is therefore
not
within AIB regulations.
The A!B decision will not
prevent faculty members from
taking courses free of charge .
Metcalfe said the AIB deci-

sion only covers the first two
years of the three years contract. The contract
is retroactive from July 1, 1976 and
runs until June 30, 1979. The
refundable tuition for 1978-79

will only be withdrawn if the
AIB continues to operate.
The Faculty Association has
accepted the AIB decision, said
Metcalfe. All other contract
terms, J,e said, will be honoured.

Chile junta opposed
By LEN WALLACE

On Tuesday night at Cody
Hall the groundwork was laid
for an organisation supporting
Chileans fighting against the
military junta which took power
in 1973.
A slide film was shown at
the meeting depicting the events
which took place in Chile prior
to and just after the junta's
takeover of power.
In September,
1970, Salvador Allende, leader of the
Popular Front, composed of
left-wing socialist groups, came
to power by popular election.
It was at a time that the disparity between the wealthy and
poor had increased to an astounding point.

As a result of the policies
carried out by Allende's Popular Front, unemployment and
inflation decreased. Infant mortality dropped. Food production, health care provisions and
housing developments also rose.
In order to gain control over
the economy actions were taken
to nationalise certain sectors of
the economy.
By 197 3, the United States
blockaded
trade with Chile.
Representatives
of U.S. multinationals such as I.T .T. along
with the CIA, actively cooperated with the Chilean military to overthrow
Allende's
government.
Economically,
the country
went downhill as inflation and
unemployment
reached pheno·
rnenal heights. Mass repression
took place as Allende's supp·
orters were liquidated. About
30,000 were killed, 40,000 pri·
soners held, and 100,000 wor·
kers fired. Prisoners are tortured
and executed.
The Canadian government has
cut off aid to Chile, and discouraged investment there, due
to the junta's violations of hu·
man rights.
Resistance in Chile began to
build soon after the coup and
funds are being asked to help
an uprising against the junta
and its repression. On March
9th, at 7 :00 p.m., in Assump·
tion Lounge, the group in sup·
port of Chilean resistance will
meet again to explain their
position to any interested stu·
dents. It is the hope of the
organisation to send funds to
Chile, and stage public educ~tion campaigns as to what 1s
now happening there.

NoAgeLimlt
FreeCounselinl
(No effect on low medical fee)
FreePrepancy Teat
(or S7 at independent lab)
3 Hour Cinic Star

Medicaid,BlueOOII
Acc,edited
We strive for high patient
comfort and friendly personal
attention.

ACM APPROVED
CALL(313) 884-4000
DETROIT.UOR
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Life looks better through Hawaiian eyes ...
By PAUL CHERNISH
Windsor is stale, cold, and
depressing. Even though it's
home, leaving this city is like
yanking a thorn out of ones
butt (unless you're heading for
Pittsburgh).
The transition from Windsor
to Honolulu gave me not only
a change of environment, but
also a shift in attitude. And
it's not just a pure scum-to-

sun change either. Hawaii is as
close to paradise as I've ever
been.
There is, most certainly, an
obstacle that has to be overcome when travelling with a
group in a "package deal" :
the feeling that you are being
guided like a sheep by the
tour guides. But, if you can
pretend not to see the dollar
signs in the tour guides' eyes,
and not succumb to their in-

credible powers making you
scream "Aloha" whenever they
command you to, you might
make out alright. Or even
great. It's too bad that our
guide in Hawaii was such a nice
guy because I'd just love to further annihilate the pretentious
"group tour" systems.
We tourists, upon arrival,
were told that a popular Hawaiian expression was "hang

...but rock 'n roll doesn't
By TONY CICCONE
Could you imagine having a
nightmare that you were stranded on an island and there
was no rock and roll to be
found anywhere?
Well, this
nightmare becomes a reality if
you visit the islands of Hawaii.
Hawaiian nightlife is alive.
On the island of Oahu, in and
around the Honolulu and Wakiki area, there is always something happening 'till four in the
morning. The problem that the
rock and roll enthusiast visiting the island is faced with is
disco overkill. Now, depending
on your like or dislike of the
sport, the problem can be minimal or unbearable.
The island is infested with
discotheques. It seems to be
the natives' national pastime,
and it shows in their dancing.
Being both a disco· and rock
lover, the situation was tolerable for myself, though I think
if I'd stayed longer I would
have begun to take leave of
my senses. However, spending
the week with a couple of real
roek an d ro IIers sh owe d me h ow

serious the situation can be.
The discos in Hawaii were
fantastic. Everything a disco fanatic could hope for: 6 hours of
non-stop good music, plush surroundings, a good dance floor,
and lots of richly dressed people
whose clothes take second only
to their dancing.
The closest we came to rock
was the local radio station and
a little pub called the Red Lio'n
(which was in the basement,
not lobby or mainfloor, of a
not so glamorous hotel).
For the most part, the music
from the radio station was, to
say the least, behin<i the times,
with tunes like: "These Boots
were made for Walking", "Midnight at the Oasis", and "Convoy" hoarding most of their
rock and roll program hours.
The rock at the Red Lion
was great at times, and simply
fair at others. It was great
when the juke box was playing,
and fair when the band took
over.
As was once said by a famous philosopher· · "anything in

excess is harmful", excluding,
maybe and only, sex. Hawaiians should take heed and realize that, just for the sake of
diversity alone, a little bit of
good rock and roll music wouldn't hurt either the touri.sts
or the natiws.

By PAUL CHERNISH
Yep, there is stuff to do in
Windsor. Locally, the long-awaited talent contest has been
rescheduled to Tuesday, Feb.
28 been hearing nothing but
good response about the ta!ent, so check it out ... Mea<lows (the band that everyone
has heard of) will be playing
Ambassador again tonight and
tomorrow night with a cash bar
at your disposal ...
the pub
will have Opus as entertainment
. . . Close Encounters is still
around at the Odeon and Mel
Brooks' latest gem, High Anxiety, is at the Vanity (worth
the three bucks) ...
the University Players are tuning up
their next play for March 3-11

loose" (and, of course, we
tourists were probably the only
ones that used it). This expression made a great deal of
sense though. Hawaii does have
the normal amount of American
crimes, vices, and machinery
(after all, it is a state), but
these typical factors cannot possible overshadow the natural and
personal appeal of the islands.
My God, I'm beginning to sound
like George Pierrot!
The majority of the people
on our tour were students, and
obviously not very wealthy,
but this was an advantage for
us. We couldn't really afford
to whip the bucks around and

buy gold-plated Don Ho albums, sterling silver seashells
or three-piece suits with "Hawaii 78" ironed on the back.
What we, or at least I did do was
meet some real people with
honest answers to redundant
questions. It was the real people
that actually live in Hawaii
that made the trip worthwhile.
I know I may be dreaming,
but I'm going back there someday. Even if I have to go as a
tourist. You 're right Jamie, it
is cold back here. And the
weather's bad too.
IMPORTANT: The
talent
show has been moved to Tuesday, February 28.

Jones has it all
By DANIEL SULLIVAN
So you went to Catharsis last
week, eh?
Yeah, it was really fine.
Who was playing?
Terry Jones.
Who's he?
He's a singer/songwriter who has
played with the Perth County
Conspiracy, did the music and
narration
for a magic/stage
show, and a whole list of other
things .
Was he good?
Excellent.
What kind of songs did he play?
Al! kinds. Most of them were
his own, or those of Bob Carpenter.
Wbo?
Bob Carpenter.
Never heard of him
He's probably good then.
So Terry Jones didn't? play
anything I would know, eh.

Yeah. He played Stephen Stills'
"4 + 20", and The Band's song
"The Unfaithful Servant". His
version of that is somewhat
legendary among frequenters of
coffee houses. He also does a
Jackson Browne song, and one
or two by Bob Dylan.
Wasn't there anything about it
you didn't like?
Yeah. The first two nights he
didn't play long enough. The
third night he played too long.
You can't bave everytbing.
That's true.
Well I don't see what makes
Terry Jones so good. Lots of
people can sing and play guitar. I only go to Catharsis when
tbey have somebody I've heard
of
Talent doesn't make people famous. Terry Jones could sing a
classiLed ad from the Windsor
Star and it would sound great ·
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Play review

Wacousta! proves Canadian talent is alive
By ROSEMARY A. BRESCHUK
This past week, the world
premiere performances of James
Redney's three-act play, Wacousta! were staged at General
Amherst High School in Amherstburg .
The drama is an adaptation
of John Richardson's historical
romance, which recalls the days
of Pontiac, entitled Wacousta,
or The Prophesy. This success-

fu 1 novel was followed by a
sequel called The Canadian Brothers, or The Prophesy Fulfilled. John Richardson ( often
referred to as the father of
Canadian literature) first heard
the tale of Wacousta on his
grandmother's knee. The history
of Canada from 176 3 to 1812
is covered by these two novels.
Wacousta, a white man turned indian, is a fascinating
character, intimidating yet at-

of Canada; in a theatre that is
popular and entertaining, as well
as challenging." Within the next
four or five weeks, Wacousta!
will be performed in 2 3 communities
throughout
Ontario .
In April it will appear at
NDWT's home base, the Bathurst Street Theatre.

tractive (not unlike Emily Bronte's Heathcliff). Redney's play
contains all those devices particular to historical/romantic fiction: suspense, shock, treachery,
vengeance,
love, hatred
and
murder.
Wacousta! was performed by
the NOWT Company, a Toronto
based professional troupe. According to the programs notes,
"NDWT believes in a theatre
rooted in the history and people

James Redney was present at
Monday eve ning's performance.
During the intermissions, and

after the play, Mr. Redney
was available to answer questions regarding his work and he
willingly autographed copies of
his books.
This play has great significance for the people of Amherstburg, and Canadians as a
whole. I admonish anyone who
didn't attend any of the performances of this fine Canad ian
piece of virtu.

Greenfield Village
warms up winter
Students
needing a break
from mid-winter slump and daily
hassles might consider escaping
to the serenity of winter in
Greenfield Village, where only
the crunch of snow under horses' hooves and the jingle of
sleigh bells pierce the quiet
Village atmosphere. The tempo
slows to that of pre-industrial
America, and the pastoral setting
provides a refreshing contrast
to the world outside.
Especially appealing to the
student short of cash are the
weekend specials running from
Jan. 28 to March 12, which
feature free hot spiced cider
at the Clinto n Inn and a free
sleigh shuttle back to the gatehouse as part of the regular
Village adult admission of $3.50.
Admission also includes a twohour guided tour of a doze n
historic Vi llage buildings.

If they choose, v1s1tors can
also independently
tour toe
Village crafts area, where a
dozen crafts are demonstrated,
before returning on the sleigh
shuttle.
Old-fashioned
romantics
might opt for the 45-minute
sleigh tour of the Village, at
an additional $2.25 per person.
Haywagons are substituted when
there is no snow.
Greenfield Village is open 9
a.m. - 5 p.m. daily. For perso ns
less willing to brave the brisk
air of an open sleigh, Henry
Ford Museum offers a similar
retreat to less-harried times from
9 a.m. - 5 p .m. weekdays, and
9 a.m. - 6 p.m. weekends. Adult admission
is also $3.50.
Groups of 40 or more pay only
$2.50
admission
per person;
call 271 -1620, ext. 417 to arra nge a gro up to ur of either
t he V illage or Museum.
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Coma
By FRANK KOVACIC
Ever since I left the theatre, something has bothered me
about this movie. Why would

someone waste an intriguing
plot full of suspense on a two bit script and acting (in the
min or characters) t o match .
The movie isn't a total waste
but the delivery and lines in
some scenes are on par with
those of say, Charlie's Angles
or Starsk y and Hutch. Some
of us (2 year olds) enjoy these
shows but not enough to pay
money to see them.
The story concerns the plight
of a young resident of a Boston
hospital who is trying to find
out why an unusual number of
seemingly healthy patients lapse
into coma after minor surgery .
The young doctor, played
by Genevieve Bujold, runs into
obstacles from all sides, and
receives no help from anyone
on the staff at the hospital,
including her lover (Michael
Douglas) who is also a resident
on the staff. From this point

on paranoia sets in and she
begins to hunt for the answer
on her own. To make matters
worse , she's being followed by
a sinister looking stranger (the
one armed man , no doubt).
(If there were , no one following
her there wouldn 't be any suspense, now would there) .
The answer seems to be
hidden in the newly built Institution for the comatose, but
how does she get in????? Whew!
I can barely stand the suspense.
The acting jobs by Douglas
and Bujold were fairly good but
the rest . . ... .PU!
Old veterans Richard Widmark and Rip Torn were given
secondary roles and they turn
out astounding
performances
(astoundingly bad) . It looks as
though they were reading off
cue cards, and for the first time.
Good acting always strikes a
mood, but the only thing that
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struck me was how badly I had
The Betsy concerns the rise
to go to the Bathroom.
of a mythical car family (a
Petty insults aside, this was a
direct copy of the Fords one
pretty bad movie (blunt, Huh?)
would think) . The story follows
th!'t>ugh four generations of the
and not really a "must see".
Haldeman dynasty.
The movie deals with sex
for the most part. Harold Robbins has always enjoyed sex
scenes so much that the strBy MIKE UPMALIS
ength of each character depends
don 't know how many
on his prowess m the bedroom.
people spend nights watching
Haldeman I (Olivier) has a fearthe movies instead of Johnny
some appetite which continues
Carson, but a few of you out
until he 's in the wheelchair,
there who are fanatics (or hate
Haldeman II, a minor characJohn Davidson guest hosting)
ter, was a homosexual and was
may have stumbled across an old
weak and ineffectual. Haldeman
flick with Sir Laurence OlilII divorced his wife, had his
vier in the cast . Those that saw
mistress stolen and was the
him more than once probably
" bad guy" . Tommy Lee Jones
ended up running to the theater
as Angelo Perrmi spent more
when Marathon Man came out,
time on the mattress than on the
and made strange whimpering
Tarmac.
sounds when news of the proOlivier's acting was excellent;
duction of The Betsy came
he managed to bring some life
around. The Betsy is not worth
to the character he portrayed,
the inclusion of Olivier.
which no one else in the cast
could ever do.
It's not because of Olivier's
The Betsy is currently playacting, but more because of the
ing the Palace Theatre, but there
lack of a fairly substantial
is some doubt about it's taking
script and a wealth of weak
up residence.
characters.

The Betsy

Are Windsorites ardent movie-goers?
By ERIC ROSENBAUM
Windsor just doesn't go to the
movies, according to the manager of a local movie theatre.
Figures from the 1977 Canadian Film Digest Yearbook show
that on an average day in 1974,
90 per cent of all seats in Windsor theatres were empty. The
attendance figures for 19 7 5
showed a respectable increase,
however 1976 figures are unavailable.

University
professor,
and
movie cnt1c of CBC Windsor,
Dr. Eugene McNamara disagreed
with the theatre manager. He
said, "theatres are usually crowded on weekends, and lines outside most local movie houses
prove this." In fact, Dr. McNamara pointed out that movies
in Windsor are busier on Sundays than in most other cities
in Canada.
Asked whether theatre at-

Simon pens
suite hilarity
By STEVE CHEIFETZ
For those of you who have
seen Neil Simon's Other "Suite"
play Plaza Suite California Suite,
which opened last Tuesday at
the Fisher theatre, will seem
veryfamiliar.
The four scenes take place
in a luxurious suite in a Los
Angeles hotel. In the first act
on Murray and Elizabeth Allen
show us the difference between Californians and New
Yorkers. They are ex-spouses
fighting over where their daughter will live. In this sequence
Ms. Allen's acid tongue could
probably bring Don Rickles
to his knees.
The second act deals with a
man who has a one night fling
before his wife joins him on
their vacation. When the hooker
Won't awaken, you can imagine
the hillarious consequences.
In the third act we're given
a unique look at the life of an
actress nominated for an academy award on the night of the
Oscars. Lastly, we saw two
friendly couples who put the
maxim "friends are friends until
you travel with them" to the
test.
Mr. Murray's skits tend to
leave you with a message,
whereas Mr. Berlinger's skits
lean towards hilarity . All in
.all, it was a very funny play.
1 would imagine it would be
unnier for couples who are
•tnarried . California Suite will
continue at the Fisher for five
Weeks and, remember the Wiz
comes to the Fisher, April
4th.

tendance effects what movies
come to Windsor, Palace Theatre
manager Tom Tracey said no.
"Movies (shown in Windsor)
are controlled by a main distributor in Toronto. Films are sent
to the theatre, and depending
on how much money they make,
they (the distributors) decide
either to hold the movie over
to take the movie out.
Tracey added "if a movie is
doing well, then the distributor
will not get rid of it." It turns
out that attendance does not
effect what movies play in
Windsor but it does determine
how long they stay ·
According to Tracey , the sy-

stem used by movie distributors
may be responsible for the absence of Star Wars in a Windsor
theatre. He suggested that the
Odeon Theatre, the movie house
that was supposed to have
shown Star Wars, may have had
a money maker already playing
and the distributor may not
have wanted to pull it out.
Dr. McNamara suggested attendance was not the reason
for the absence of Star Wars.
"Windsor has supported other
popu 1ar movies such as Jaws
and Walking Tall" he said,
"Windsor theatre goers would
h ave supporte d Star Wars. ,,
D r. McNamara a1so sa1.d t h at,

as a rule the average movie
goer in Windsor will no go
across to Detroit just. to see a
movie, and that if Star Wars
would play locally, now, it
would draw crowds despite the
fact that it has been in Detroit
for quite a while.
Both Mr. Tracey and Dr.
McNamara agreed that the audience in Windsor is geered toward
toward more popular American
films. Both admitted that Canadian films usually do poorly
in Windsor. Mr. Tracey °suggested that if you wish to see a
Canadian film in Windsor, be
sure to see it the first week
it
.
plays.
It
may
not
be
playing
for
h
muc 1onger.
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By CJAM

Feb.
Feb. 24 thru 26 ... Tom Rush
- Raven Gallery / Feb. 26 ...
Willie P. Bennett - Catharsis /
Detroit SymFeb. 27 ....
phony plays music from Outer
Space - Cobo / Feb. 28 .. ·
Earth, Wind and Fire - Toledo Memorial Arena

March
Mar. 1 . Irish Rovers - Ford /
Mar. 2 ...
Dave Mason, {Job
Welsh - Cobo / Mar. 3 ...
Billy Cobham - Royal Oak
Theatre / Mar. 4 ... E.L. and
P. - Olympia / Mar. 10 ...
Journey - Masonic / Mar. 11 ..
Roberta Flack, Bill Withers
- Masonic / Mar. 12 ... Tony
Bennett _ Royal Oak Theatre
/ Mar. 17 . . . Tubes - Royal
Oak Theatre / Mar. 19 . · ·
Art Garfunkel - Ford / Peter
Nero postponed until March
19th I Mar. 31 · · · Styx Cobo I Apr. 16 ...
Doc Severson _ Royal Oak Theatre I
Apr. 25 . . . Little Feat Royal Oak Theatre / May 11
... Maynard Ferguson - Royal
Oak Theatre / May 12 · · ·
Cheech and Chong - Royal Oak
Theatre.
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Bands for your dancing and
listening pleasure
Live Nightly EnteFtainme11t

Fri. Feb. 24 - Sat. Feb. 25
'OPVS'
Mon. Feb. 27 - Tues. Feb. 28
'CRACKERS'
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SHOW BAND

Wed. Mar. 1 - Tues. Mar. 7
'STEPPIN'
MICHIGAN

•****************************************
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The University Players are hard at work preparing their next play, Dirt y Work at the Crossroads . It will
run from March 3 to 11.

What's so tough about surfing?
By STEVEN PAVWV
While sitting on the crowded
beach of Wakiki and basking
in the sun I felt safe and content. The ice and snow of Windsor was far behind me, and my
mind was on the peaceful and
relaxing days aheaa.
Glancing out onto the wide
open Pacific, I chanced to spot
tourists, such as myself, delving
into the popular Hawaiian sport
of surfing.
I became very restless with
my peaceful position on the
beach and uttered to myself,
"That looks pretty easy. Why
don't I give it a try?" But
since I didn't have enough guts
to do it alone, I nudged my
companion and persuaded him
to join me in my folly.
"Surfing", I said, "is mere
child's play ." Or so I thought .
As we neared the rental
booth the cowardice in me
began to surface. The money
I was holding began to stick
to my sweaty palm, my throat
became parched,
and beads
of sweat appeared on my forehead. My voice became dry
and inaudible as I approached
the rental attendant before me.
"May I have a surfboard?",
I quiped timidly.
Her stare was cold and
apathetic, as if to say, "There
goes another
crazy tourist".
Having left the booth, my
companion and I proceeded to
dance around the numerous
bodies of sunbathers that crammed the beach and made our
way to the rack that held the
surfboards.
After selecting a
couple of six-foot beauties, and
snapping pictures of ourselves
(perhaps our last together), we
charged towards the three-foot
Pacific waves.
Our adventure was stopped
short,
however. It was the
riotous laughter of the beach
attendant that stopped us.
"You don't expect to surf
on those things, do you?", he
said (while trying to regain his

PREPARE
FOR:
CAT
• DAT•LSAT
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6 AT• OCAT
•VAT•SAT
NMB
I, 11,][,
ECFMG•
FLEX•VQE

composure) .
"Sure", I replied, with the
innocence and naivity of a new
born babe.
"They're
to short! You'll
kill yourself!"
Ego's deflated, we returned
to the rack and selected longer
boards .
Some how the fun and excitement of the sport was leaving me. Dragging my now monsterous board saw to that.
Laying our boards in the
water I jumped on mine and
began to paddle furiously. Looking up, I noticed that I had
managed to move a grand total
of two inches from where I
originally began. Now you must
remember that I've only rented
this thing for an hour and
I was going nowhere mighty
fast.
But being the undaunted athelete that I am, I managed to

JannyJung
Simon Fraser
University
Vancouver,B.C.

comendeer
myself
into the
middle of Wakiki bay, only to
strand myself upon one of many
coral reefs which are strewn
about the area .
After about fifteen minutes
of struggling and a few choice
words
(which
would
have
burned the ears of any sailor),
I managed to free myself.
I was now in the open water
when it came! My first real
wave. I was set! My arms were
flexed and ready to paddle!
Closer and closer it came! This
was it, my time of reckoning
had come. I lept to my feet
with the grace of a bull elephant, but, alas, the suntan
lotion on my body had left
such a bad slick on my board
that it was about as possible
to stand on as it is for Gerald
Ford to make it down an airplan ramp safely. (That's right,
blame it on the suntan lotion).

Mariette Stoop ,
George Brown College
Toronto, Ontario

f
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\londay, Feb. 27
With a review of the Music department's first
opera, Vicki Fenner will talk to Steve Henrikson, the director of
I Iansel and Gretal.
Tuesday, Feb. 28 - Andy Martens talks pro hockey in an exclus ive
interview with the Toronto Maple Leafs' general manager Jim Gregory.
Wednesday, March 1
A behind the scenes look at the Univers ity
Players' latest production: "Dirty Work at the Crossroads".
Thursday, March 2 - Tosh oma talks with Gary Wells on the state
of SAC as we approach the elections of this year's reps.
Friday, March 3 - Vicki Fenner talks with the Canadian folk group
"T he Dixie Flyers".
Mosaic runs daily at 11 a.m.
FRIDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

. Emerso~, Lak~ an.cl Palmer will be featured tonight on the Friday
Night Special begmmng at 10 p .m. Two hours of their best 'works'
from all their albums .
FEATURE ALBUMS

Monday, Feb. 27 - Chicago takes their eleventh album to the world.
Tuesday, Feb. 28 - Jackson Browne is "Running on Empty".
Wednesday, March 1 - Vicki Sue Robinson has a spot of "Half and
Half".
Thursday, March 2 - Herb Alpert blows out on the "High Masekela".
Friday, March 3 '7 James Taylor's classic from the summer "JT"
will be reviewed today beginning at 11: 20.
SPORTS THIS WEEK
Our Lancer hockey team heads into the playoffs tomorrow and
CJAM will be there to follow all the action beginning at 2: 15. Join
us live from London as they face the Mustangs in i:he first round.

Congratulations on having
won a brand new Mini, the
Long Distance economy car.
We hope you have
many years of enjoyable
driving. And thanks to the
48,427 other students who
participated.
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Debra Evans
Saint john School of Nursing
Saintjohn, N.B.
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Lancers vs. Mustangs
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Hockey Lancers playoff bound
By DON PEPPIN

"Western is not an unbeatable team," were the words
of Lancer Assistant Coach Owen
Freeman. Coach Cec Eaves put it
equally simply "we just have
to put more goals in the net
than they do ... "
Very simply, that is exactly
what the Lancers will have to
do tomorrow afternoon as they
face-off against the Western
Mustangs in a sudden-death playoff game beginning at 2: 30 at
London's Thompson Memorial
Arena.
Though the Lancers have yet
to beat the Mustangs, Freeman
rightly notes that when it comes
to playoffs, the season means
nothing, "In this league you've
got to play it one game at a
time".
In all fairness the Lancers
did drop three of their regular
season matches with Western
and tied one, but they weren't
out-played. They
committed
some fatal errors which put

them in a position where they
culdn't recover. "What we have
to do" noted Freeman, "is not
make the same mistakes ."
The Lancers got their birth
into the playoffs by defeat111g
the Guelph Gryphons last week
8-3 and a forfeit win over
Trent which gave them a one
point break over Waterloo in the
standings.
Considering all things Freeman says "the guys are very,
very up". The coaches will
be taking the team out early
tomorrow morning for a good
pre-game breakfast and then to
London soon enough to allow
the team to get ready for the
game.
As far as strategy is concerned, neither coach was saying,
but essentially the feeling is if
the Lancers play their own game
and don't get caught up in a
lot of cheap penalties and
suchlike, (and get those breaks
that were so elusive during the
regular season), they can very

easily pull off the coup of the
year.
rhe Lancers' birth into the
playoffs came on the proverbial
skm of their teeth as they
squeeked by Waterloo by one
point over-all. If the two teams
had tied, Waterloo would have
advanced because they scored
more points in the four matches.
I lowever the Lancers did do the
job last week as they dropped
the Guelph Gryphons 8-3 111the
final game of the season (which
incidently had been rescheduled
from earlier in the season when
the two teams arrived at the
rink at different times).
Jack Rosaasen led the team
in the point department with
2 goals and three assists. Bert
Fournier added his first of two
in the first stanza to put the
Lancers up 3-1 with Hughie
Mitchell adding the lone Guelph
tally.
Don Martin tagged two, along
with Fournier's second to put
the team up by four at the end

of the second, 6-2. The important statistic to note is that the
Lancers only attained 12 minutes in penalties and in a game
which meant little or nothing to
Guelph and considering their
usually 'aggressive' style it was
obvious that the Lancers were
keeping their heads about them.
Martin closed off his hattrick and Maurice Biron added
one to round out the 8-3 rout.
In the other playoff action
Laurier, which finished the season in first will crossover to the
first place team in the Central Division, McMaster. The
winners of that game will face
the winner of the WindsorWestern game, to see who will
face the Eastern division reps.
That half will have the University of Toronto versus Ry-

crson, and York against Laurentian.
To round out the playoff
picture, the champion of OUAA
will travel to Moncton, New
Brunswick to compete in the
CIAU tournament,
March 16
to 19. They will play in a
round robin with teams representing the QUAA (Quebec), ·
the CWUAA (Canada West),
GP AC (Great Plains, ie. Lakehead to Alberta), the AUAA
(Atlantic) and the host Moneton team (or if they are AUAA
champs then a wild card will
be chosen). The top two teams
at the end of the rounds will
face-off March 19th for the
CIAU championship.
A birth into the semi-finals
is only one game away for our
team, they know they ~an do
it.

Intra-tubes
There was exciting action last
week in inner tube water polo.
Bathing suite pulling and foot
fondling were the main attractions in last week's matches
and a few under tube pinches

were also noticed. Results of
last week's games saw: Humkins outpaddle the Unknowns,
Tiny Tots dunked the Chloronnights, Fishmongers drowned
the Winner Tubes and Electa
H2 0-NO 's dumped the Quackers .

INNER TUBE WATER POLO
STANDINGS
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Tiny Tots
Fishmongers
Winner Tubes
Chloronnights
Humkins
Unknowns
Electa H20-NO 's
Quackers
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0
0
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2
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1
1
1

1
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7
7
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HOCKEY STANDINGS
"A" DIVISION

IN THE SHOWERS
By DON PEPPIN

As they say, The King is dead, long live the King.
Mohammad Ali went down to defeat in a so-called title bout
against his latest schmuck, Leon Spinks. Unfortunately for the
champ, Spinks turned out not to be such a schmuck after all. Even
though a number of fighters before him had put up similarly tough
battles against the aging boxing king, Spinks was carried away with
the crown on his contorted, deformed little head (as Saturday Night
Live said: he is undoubtedly one of the ugliest champs ever).
Nonetheless, as Ali was quick to note, there is no way he is going
to exit the boxing world off the fists of this virtually unrecognized
fighter. The fact that Spinks managed to sneak away with the honours on one occasion is no reason why he should be able to sit on
that victory for long.
In all honesty Ali has had very little incentive to really put out
at all in any of his fights over the last few years and it has shown
up in his style, or lack of it, in the ring. However, there is little
doubt that Ali, even though he is 36, is still one of if not the, prerniersluggers in the world.
The next few weeks and months should be interesting in the
ring world. Spinks has to face Ali again, that's the rule. But if my
memory serves me, Ali spent sometime deciding when and where
he would face each of his opponents, perhaps to meditate, relax
or (Allah forbid) wait for the richest most obscure little country
to make him a fight offer which would hand him the most rubles.
If I were Spinks or his manager I would spend about the next
six months deciding just where 1, the champion of the world, would
like to face this lesser opponent.
Give the champ just a bit of a taste of what he's been handing
the rest of the world for years.
. . .
Don't get me wrong though, I really don't th111kit w1(l do~ dam.n
bit of good. Ali has stated that he will knock out Sp111ks111• their
next meeting and even though his butterfly legs aren't as mmble
. the Olympic. b ox111g
·
· a nd his stings aren't
, the
.
as they were 111
rmg
· t o the mat , he s still
needles they were when he put Joe F raz1er
the champ. After all Spinks didn't knock the champ out or even
.
.
schmuck at the
he JUSt
happene d to b e t h e r'ght
1
really hurt him,
right time.
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"B" DIVISION

Bulls
Rockets
Dudes
Tecumseh Chiefs
Codiax

POSITION AVAILABLE
STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
REQUIRES A

TREASURER
- HONORARIUM
- TERM OF OFFICE: MAY 1, 1978 to APRIL 30, 1979
- OPEN TO UNDERGRADUATE AND
GRADUATE STUDENTS
•SEND

RESUME OR APPLY IN PERSON TO

SAC FINANCE OFFICE
2ND FLOOR
UNIVERSITY CENTRE

ERNEST PETRASOVIC
TREASURER
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ree wins 1n
By PETER NASH
The Lancers made it three
in a row Wednesday night with
a 85-74 victory over the Western Mustangs. In two previous
games the Lancers defeated
Guelph and Brock.
Over the past several years
the Lancers have found it difficult to win in Western's Alumni Hall but the hex has
finally been broken. Coach Paul
Thomas noted that "We find
it very difficult to win here
but tonight we really looked
good."
The Lancers took an
early four point lead and held
it until the midway point of
the first half. A sparked Western squad managed to stay right
with the Lancers and tied the
score at 12.
Windsor tried to use the
running game throughout the
first half but Western was
able to stay -i5'ht with them.
With three minutes remaining
in the half Windsor's running
game began to work. Vince
Landry, Ed Bialek and Fred
Robson put full court pressure
on the Mustangs as well as the
fast break and Windsor opened up a nine point lead.
Charlie Pearsall topped it off
with a ten foot tum-around
Jumper at the buzzer to make
the half time score 43-32 Windsor.

8By PETER NASH
The Lancers had two contests during slack week. They
lost to Laurier 89-81 on Saturday the 11th, and beat Guelph
at home on Wednesday the
15th, 87-84.
Against Launer, fine shooting
by Lorne Killion ( 37 points)
and Don Whaley (34 points)
kept the Lancers behind most
of the way. Lancer Coach Paul
Thomas commented after the
game that "It's virtually impossible to stop their shooters."
Killion and Whaley are both
American imports from North
Carolina.
The Lancers made the game
close, in the first half, tying
the score 13 times. Then near
the close of the half Killion
scored two baskets and two free
throws to make the half time
score 48-41 Laurier.
The second half saw the
Lancers stay right with the
Golden Hawks but they were
unable to gain any ground.
When the game ended the
Lancers had been defeated and
dropped into fourth place.
Jim Molyneux and Dan Devin
were high scorers for the Lancers with 14 points each. Vince
Landry followed with 12 points.
Overall the team only took 78
shots which is well below their
average of 84 shots a game.
Following the defeat to Laurier Windsor returned to St.
Denis Hall and faced the Guelph
Gryphons.
The Lancers previously lost to Guelph 92-82
m their first meeting.
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Fred Robson (50) heads over to cover the baseline as Vince Landry
and Jim Nelligan (20) look on.
capitalized. Once we got back
The second half stared out
to our game there wasn't much
quite differently with the Musproblem."
tangs taking control. Western
out-scored Windsor 18 to 6 in
At the 10: 33 mark Dan Dethe first six minutes of the first
vin decided that he was going
half and gained a one point
to do it all himself scoring
lead, 50-49.
seven of Windsor's last ten basCoach Thomas commented
kets. Even with that punch
after the game that "We tried
Windsor was forced to go into
some different things early in
a four corner stall at the end
the second half and Western
of the game.

b I

Finally with a minute remaining the Lancers opened up a
bit and stretched their lead to
an 85-74 final score.
Devin was high scorer with
18 points and Vince Landry
followed with 15.
On Saturday
the Lancers
faced the winless Brock Badgers and managed an 83-66
victory.
The Lancers, who normally
carry ten players, came out with
an eleven-man lineup. Carlo
Barzotto and Mike McKinley
were brought up from the Crusaders. The junior squad players
were brought up to cover for
Ed Bialek, who didn't dress
due to a foot infection, and
Jim Minello. Despite a severe
injury to his foot Minello
dressed and saw some playing
time.
·
Coach Thomas said after the
game that
"they're
(Brock)
an awful lot better than O and
10. All they need is a big man
under the boards."
Rebounding didn't seem to
be their only problem in that
their shooting was poor early
in the game. Windsor opened
up with ten unanswered points
before Brock managed a basket
at the 15: 30 mark.
The Lancers stretched their
lead to 30-11 before Brock
began to respond. Bob Oost-

veen, Vince Landry and D
· score d early baskets fo
an
D evm
the Lancers.
r
Brock came back late 1·n t he
half, mostly due to the f'
1ne
.
wor k o f Jim Nelligan · Coach
Thomas noted after the
h
"N 11·
game
t at
e 1g~n would have an.
star status 1f he played for
.
conten d er. " D omg
most of ha
k h.
t e
wor
1mself Nelligan scored
three baskets and assisted on
three others. Eventually Brock
brought the game to within
seven and at half time the score
was 39-32.
The second half started off
with w~ak Lancer defence and
Brock tied the score at 52 with
11 minutes
remaining in the
.
game. Vmce Landry scored two
foul shots to break the tie and
the Lancers never looked back.
. The Lancers scored 31 points
m the remaining ten minutes
and Brock couldn't get close.
Fred Robson was a major fac~or for the. Lancers, especially
m the closing minutes of the
game, scoring on fast breaks
and clearing the boards. It was
important for Robson to take
over on the boards since Charlie
Pearsall fouled out with II
minutes remaining in the game.
Vince Landry and Bob Oostveen were high scorers for the
Lancers with 14 points each.
Freo Robson followed with ten.

a ce
Guelph, hoping to tie the
Lancers' record of 4 wins and
4 losses, came out strong.
Lancer Head Coach Paul Thomas commented that "I've never
seen Guelph so 'up' for a game
. .. They threw our running
game right back at us."
~
Windsor couldn't keep up
with the Gryphons in the first p.;
half. Guelph led from the open- ;;
ing buzzer and had a 46-43 °
0
lead at half time. Mike Heslip ii:
dominated the Guelph scoring
Kevin Greenwood (24) waits as Fred Robson cuts off Guelph's Henry Vandenburg during slack week.
with 10 points in the first half.
Heslip also showed his ability
to bring the ball up court under
complaining to the officials.
and Vince Landry. With 5 :05
87-84 Windsor.
heavy Lancer full court pressure.
The Lancers went ahead by
to go the score was tied at 82.
The only bright light for
Vince Landry and Bob Oost·
one, 64-63, with the techniThe teams exchanged basthe Lancers in the first half was
veen
shared the high scoring
cals, but couldn't hang on to
kets at this point and then the
Vince Landry. Coach Thomas
honours
with 21 points each.
the lead.
Lancers went ahead on a foul
noted after that game that "If
Fred Robson
had 13, Jim
Guelph scored two buckets
shot. Following the foul shot
it hadn't been for Vince we
Mollineux had 11 and Charlie
in a row on Lancer turnovers
the Lancers stole the ball but
would have been in a lot of
Pearsall had 10. Pearsall also
and then went on to stretch
were unable to get a basket.
trouble." Landry had 14 points,
hit
the boards hard with 16
their lead to 80-72.
With 20 seconds remaining
three assists and four steals in
rebounds
and six blocked shots.
During that spurt the LanGuelph brought the ball down,
the first half.
cers managed to get their own
behind by one, 85-84. After
Windsor plays McMaster at
Mike McKinley and Carlo
technical for having too many
delaying
for
ten
seconds
the
St.
Denis Hall on Saturday.
Barzotto were called up from
men on the floor! Windsor
Gryphons
tried
to
set
up
a
play
If
Lancers
wins by morethan
the junior varsity squad to fill
managed that by substituting
t>ut
threw
the
ball
away
ineight
points
they will clinch
in for Ed Bialek and Jim Mintwo players for one. The offistead. Vince Landry scored at
the third place spot. Game time
ello. Both players have foot
cials didn't realize what hapthe buzzer and the final was
is 8: 15.
injuries.
pened
at
first
and
play
conOUAA STANDINGS
The Lancers opened up with
tinued with 11 participants.
w L PtS
poor defence in the second half
18
Then Charlie Pearsall realized
2
Waterloo
9
and Guelph took advantage.
16
what happened and tried to get
3
McMaster
8
With leads of three and five
16
off the floor. Guelph managed
4
Laurier
8
points, the Gryphons were able
14
to score a basket before the
4
Windsor
7
to hold off the Lancers until
8
whistle and Guelph was awarded
7
Guelph
4
the 12:23 mark. At that point
6
a technical four as well as the
9
Western
3
tempers flared and Windsor
basket.
0
11
Brock
0
benefited.
The Lancers battled back
RESULTS
Guelph's Henry Vandenberg
after the technical with two key
Windsor
85
Western 74
was assesssed a double techbaskets by Bob Oostveen and
Guelph
67
Waterloo 63
nical when he wouldn't stop
one apiece by Charlie Pearsall
Laurier
Brock 63
105

z
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0ut of Order' Wednesday

Computer smoked up and broke
By FERN BROWN

The holiday is over for computer science students! Wednesday morning, at 3 a.m. an electrolytic condenser on the CDC
(Control Data Corporation) core
smoked up and broke down,
causing some relief and much
havoc · at the computer centre.

The breakdown
affected the
Central Processing Unit (CPU),
which controls all computer functions here.
"Even the terminal, located
outside the CPU operations area,
was affected," said Bob Stratton, manager of operations, and
"this is what the majority of

students use.'' Due to the breakdown, Stratton said Wednesday,
"the computer is out of commission for 12 hours. The new
part must be air freighted from
Toronto - the computer should
be working by 4:30 - 5:00,"
Stratton continued.
Students are not the only
ones affected by a computer
breakdown. According to Stratton, "All administrative offices
have [television-like] tubes to
access information: the Registrar's Office, Finance Office,
Bookstore, and all the Dean's

offices ... " The information
for each of these areas is "stored on disks and automatically
printed on the screen, when
needed." With the CPU broken
"the administration
can't get
at the records," Stratton said.
He noted, however, that the
files weren't destroyed,
they
simply weren't available.
By now everything is running
smoothly, and it's business as
usual at the computer centre unless, of course, you are affected by a few error messages ... !

Vandals continue
to wreak havoc
The serious wave of vandalism that has swept the university is continuing.
Tuesday night in parking lots
A and B, beside the Ambassador
Bridge, someone let the air out
of the tires of 15 parked cars.
Fears that the tires had been•
slashed or otherwise punctured
proved groundless.
Campus security could say
Bob Oostveen (40) and Dan Devin (34) are unable to stop Water- ~ only that they are investigating
loo's Seymour Hadwin in last Tuesday's playoff game. Waterloo :c the incident, along with the
won the hard-fought contest 60-57. This is the second year in a row "!- Windsor city police.
"This 1s something that has
that Waterloo has eliminated Windsor in the playoffs. Part of the ~
happened
very rarely on camreason is Waterloo's excellent crowd support. A crowd of 3,000
pus," Security Director Grant
people watched the Lancers bow out. Peter Nash has the story on
Mciver told The Lance. But he
page 13.

M yst ery solved
F.J. KOVACIC

A mystery has apparently
been solved this week, and
thankfully
the result was a
happy one.
Diego Trevisan, a physics
student at the Universi t y of
Winsor, has been located at a
hospital in Frankfurt West Germany after being reported as
missing by his brother a number
of weeks ago.
Diego's brother, Mr. Arrigo
Trevisan, will be journeying to
West Germany to return his
brother to Canada.

Mr. Trevisan became worried
when Diego informed him that
he was quitting school and
coming home (to Waterloo)
and he didn't show up. After
a number of days, Mr. Trevisan
contacted Dean McMahon, who
in turn searched Diego's apartment, only to find his packed
bags on floor of an otherwise
neat room.
Dean McMahon wishes to
convey Mr. Trevisan's thanks to
all those who were so kind to
him while he was trying to
locate his brother.

continued, "The campus is not
immune from similar types of
crimes that go on in the city ."
Security is also still investigating the theft of the wallets
of the McMaster University basketball team, which were stolen
from their lockers during their
game with the Lancers last Saturday night.
Investigation is also continuing into the recent theft of the
Lancers' basketball shoes, as well
as the vandalism inflicted on
some of the residences two
weeks ago, according to Mciver.
"We've been busy," he says.

N DP leade r to
revisit campus
NDP leader Ed Broadbent
will be on campus next Thursday to talk to the students.
This will be Broadbent's second visit to the Univer:.ity of
Windsor in one year. lie was on
campus last July to discuss unemployment.
S.A.C. External
Affairs Commissioner Maryon
Overholt, who organized the
July meeting, said there were
over 60 people at the meeting,
"which was great considering it

was Summer Session," said Overholt.
Next week's meeting will be
held on Thursday from 12: 30 to
1: 30 p.m. The location of the
meeting will be announced.
Overholt told the Lance that
Broadbent is especially interested in finding out students' concerns. "The meeting will basically be a question and answer session," she said.

'

Wilson resigns

Noma re-elected as CJAM manage r
Incumbent

Tosh Noma will

take charge of the airwaves as
CJAM Radio

Station

Manager

next year. Noma won the election race against 1976-77 manager Cliff Wilson Wednesday in a

Tosh Noma: re-elected

17 to 5 vote victory.
Noma, 23, was pleased with
the outcome, and called the win
a "decisive victory".
"It shows the staff has confidence in me and it indicates
the way they want the station
to be run," he said.
"Student radio is intended as
a learning process," he added,
"and this concept will be maintained next year."
When asked about his immediate plans for the station,
Noma said his most important
consideration is to follow through with the application for an
FM Radio licence.
If all goes as planned, CJAM
will appear before the Canadian
Radio-television
and Telecommunications
Commission
in
June. The station is hoping to
be given a low-power FM licence
which will reach a three to
15 mile radius in the city.
Noma said the success of the
station lies with all staff mem-

bers, and expects to have the
maximum amount of input from
his executive and staff in the
coming year.
Following the results, Wilson
resigned his position as FM consultant for CJAM. In a written
statement he said that while he
had been working on expanding student radio, "I let control
of the station fall to a group
wanting a different s'cale and size
of the operation. Today I find I
have no control over the station

and therefore I will be severing
my connections with it".
Wilson concluded, "My situation is my fault. I should have
learned from Lear·'.
Noma was sorrry Wilson was
resigning, saying he wished Wilson had stayed on as FM consultant until the end of the year.
oma said he h_eid no personal
grudge, and thanked Wilson for
his 3\1 years of service to student radio.

.Cliff Wilson: resigned
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Wh t's HappeninJ Is • regular feature of The La"'*
h:h will include Unclassified Ada, Penonat Ada,
w N tices or campu, event,. List ins• of off-campus
::uvitfes will also be con~idered for publication.
A
aubm.iAion may be edited for len,th. Deadline
is '::'oonTuesday of the week of publication.

d

on carnpas
SPECIAL Events - SAC and the U. of
W. Integrity Group present a practical
guide on "How to Handle Stress Withowt Strain". World speaker, Dr. Joseph
Houlton, D.C. offers an open lecture on
Saturday, March 4 from 2- 4:00 p.m.
Math Building, Rm. 2123. Admission
two dollars.
LUNCHES and Suppers - "Times Out"
- at Iona. Student Suppers are available every Thursday evening at 5:30
for students and faculty of the University, for $1.00.
ASSUMPTION University Catholic Campus Ministry (located in 400 building
between bridge and university centre).
Lenten Series: Wednesday, March 15th,
noon mass gues! homilist Father Eugene Malley CSB, 'Reconciliation'.
Thursday 10 :30 p.m. - 11 :30 p.m. Holy
Hour. Fr·,.,,.v, 12:00 noon and 4:30
p.m. "Stations of the Cross", followed
by the Eucharist.

LUNCH at Iona - An inexpensive lunch
at noon on Tuesday, Wednesday a'ld
Thursday at Iona. Pay for what you eat
All welcome. Bring your own bag lunch
if you wish. A place to meet people
in a relaxed home environment.

AN exhibition

of sculpture by Halyna
Regenbogen will be on view in the
LeBel Fine Arts Gallery beginning on
Tuesday, March 7 and continuing through March 25.
THE University of Windsor Women's
Auxilliary Annual Tea and Sherry party
3 p.m. to 7 p.m. Saturday, March 4,
1978 Faculty Alumni Lounge University Centre. Drawing for graphic art
donated by Fine Arts Department will
take place.
WORSHIP at Iona. Holy Communion
every Tuesday at 12:15 (noon).
INTRODUCTION to Meditation. Free
weekly classes in meditation and yogic
philosophy. University Centre, Room No.
1. Saturdays at 7:30 p.m. For further
information call 253-2893. Sponsored by
Sri Chinmoy Centres.

THE University of Windsor Players pre·
sents DIRTY WORK AT THE CROSSROADS or Tempted, Tried and True.
Friday, March 3 to Saturday, Marc.h 11
(except Monday, March 6). Curtain at
8:00 p.m. at Essex Hall Theatre , Uni
versity of Windsor, Wyandotte at Patricia. Phone 253-4565.
OPEN ING Saturday, March 4 in the
Leddy Library Gallery (Rm. G-100)
is an exhibition of prints, paper-makin!l and paintin!ls by Roland Poscka.
University of Windsor Liberal Club will
be meeting Thursday, March 9, 1978
in rooms 1,2,3 University Centre, 7 :00
p.m. New members welcome.

o.,:.,:carnpas
GUYS & DOLLS: Never worn 40's Zoot
suits, wools,
gaberdeens,
corduroys,
pleats, fly fronts, straight leg pants;
belted jackets, coats, shirts. Deja Vu
Resale Shop, 1432 Wyandotte E. Tuesday - Saturday 12 to 5 :30.

University history probed
The development of th/ university from its mediaeval roots
to its modern state will be the
topic of the first annual Assumption Symposium
next week.
The event, to be held March
10 - 11 at the University of
Windsor, is sponsored by Assumption Uni,·ersity and assisted
by a Canada Council grant. I
is intended
that the symposium senes will brmg cholars
mto the community each year
to discuss some current issue
in the context of its mediaeval
background
Lead speaker for the Friday
session will be Professor Astrik
L. Gabriel of the Pontifical
Institute of Mediaeval Studies
in Toronto, and director emeritus of the Mediaeval Institute of
Notre Dame. He will speak on
the mediaeval university in its
formative period.
Other speakers for the day
will be Professor James K.
McConica, also of the Pontifical
Institute,
and Dr. J. Francis

Leddy, president of the University of Windsor. Their respective topics will be change

sity of Toronto will present
other aspects of the themes.
On Saturday,
a group of
University of Windsor professors
will join the speakers and respondents m a panel d1scuss1on.
Registrat10n requests and inqu ines should be directed to
Assumption
Symposmm,
400
Huron Church Road, N9B 3P4,
or call the University of \Vmdsor, ext 311, or 254 J783.

and continuity. dunng the Tudor
period at Oxford l, niversity, and
the
19th-century
theoretical
work, The Idea of a University
by John llenry Newman ..
Respondents
from Hunter
and Prmceton Colleges, and St.
Michael's College of the Univer

Metaphysics group
presents workshop
AM - Institute of Applied
Metaphysics will be hosting a
free public Information Sess10n
Wednesday, March 8, 1978 at
p.m. at the Windsor Main
Public Library, 850 Ouellette,
Windsor.
8

The talk will be repeated
each Wednesday in March.

AND

MANAGING
EDITOR
Nominations open today

anclassi.Peo
LOST: Women's wallet, burgandy ano
beige. Vicinity: U. of W. library. Call
969 -46!i3 Rewarcl. Need I.D.
WANTED:
Math and English tutor
needed for 3rd grader, call J. Wilson
255-5217 between 8 and 4:30.
TUTOR
available.
English-Linguisitics
major. WiII tutor al I ages. Phone Nance
LaBarre at 254-0700.

per<sonaJs
MOTHERS! Hide your
come of age!.

Election March 22

Details at the LANCE office

sons!

Nina has

Marriage seminars
A Marriage Preparation Seminar for engaged couples, sponsored by Canterbury and Iona
Colleges, will be held the weekend of March 17th and 18th.
The seminar will be held at
Iona College, 208 Sunset Ave.
Sessions will be Friday evening from 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.
and all day Saturday from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m
Cost is $15 per couple to

cover meals, printed supplies,
coffee breaks, film rental etc.
Resource
leaders
for the
event are Rev. Bob Lockhart,
the United Church chap:arn on
campus and his wife Sally,
and Rev. Peter W1ckerson, the
Anglican Chaplam on campus
For more mformat1on and or
registration forms, contact Rev.
Bob Lockhart at Iona College.
253-7257 or Rev. Peter W1ckerson at Canterbury, 2 56-6442.

Diverse cultures

The Internat10nal Students
are expending their energies to
produce their 11th annual International Night. It will feature
Topics discussed will be an
entertainment from diverse culunderstanding
of the human
tures and promises an evening
aura, the ability to meditate, 1 that will be unique and impressimproving your capacity for
ive. It all happens on Saturday,.
creative expression, understanMarch 11th at 7 p.m. in the
ding perfect physical health, and
Ambassador Auditonum.
the capacity for personal clinInternational Night is a joint
ical analysis.
effort of the members of the
For
further
information,
clubs that compose the Interplease call 733-2700 after 6 p.m.
national Students' Organization,
and depicts the diversity of
international
students. It provides an opportunity for both
Canadian and foreign students to
present glimpses of their culture to the university and the
community,
thus contributing
to greater appreciation and international understanding.
There will also be continuous music provided by both

The LANCE needs an

EDITOR

ON March 7, 1978, at 7 :30 P m. at the
Windsor Public Library, 850 Ouellette
Avenue, Dr. Helling, member of Wind.
sor's Multicultural
Counc I Board ano
Professor of Sociology at the Univer.
sity of Windsor, will speak on "Men.
nonites
in South
Western Ontario"
The public is invited.

"The Steltones Steel Band'' and
CJAM, as well a: a cash bar.
Admission is $ 3 .00 and tic·
kets are available at the International Centre in Cody Hall,
from the presidents of the var·
ious clubs, and also at the door.

For your
score card
Just in case anyone cares,
C.W. Morgan, who used to be
Assistant to the Vice-President,
Administration,
isn't any more.
Now the esteemed Mr. Morgan's title 1s Assistant VicePresident, Adm imstra tion-Operations. Guess he likes hyphens.
Thanks to the admm1stration
newsletter,
The .Memo,
for
keeping us all up to date.

Wanna speak
English better?
The Queen's University Sumgible for a full bursary funded
mer School of English is ofby the Department
of the
fering an intensive course from Secretary of State.
July 3 to August 11 intended
Students who may qualify for
to develop for non-anglophone
a bursary should contact ,\\r.
students both oral and Written
W.H. Clarkson, Dfrector of Stu·
skills in English. Anyone ma,
dent Awards, Ministry of Colappl}, but individuals who ar~
leges and Universities, 8rh Floor,
~anadian citizens or have landed
Mowa & Block, Queen's Park,
immigrant status and have genToronto,
Ontario,
M7
2B4.
eral _rost-secondary stand mg at
General application forms for
the time of application, and have
the program arc available in the
been enrolled as a student on a
Office of Student Afta1rs. Apfull-time basis dunng the acaplication deadlme is June 1st,
demic year 1977-71! ma) be ch1978.
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Up from 54

Senate to increase numbers to 66
he
te
dd

n.

cs

By RICK SP~NC~

,

Although the university s senvoted overwhelmingly to add
~
.
k
12 more members to its ran s
Tuesday, many senators went
away dissatisfied .
The 54-member senate will
,ncrease to 66 under the terms
.
established by the Committee
on University
Government,
which deliberated almost three
years before presenting its report
to the seni.te.
Undergraduates will be represented by one more student senator, under the new system ,
although the senate rejected an
amendment by Maryon Overholt to add yet another.
Undergrads will now be represented by the SAC president
and three elected reps.
Graduate representation will
increase from one rep to two,
and for the first time, part-

time students will have a rep.
The senate, which is the university's top academic body,
will also include for the first
time the vice-president of administration, five faculty mem bers elected at large (as opposed to the present system in
which professors are elected
from each faculty), and two
board of governors reps .
Debate on the committee 's
recommendations
carried over
from Monday 's senate meeting
to a 'Second meeting Tuesday ,
and the senate turned thumbs
down on several proposed amendments.
Two members of the university government committee ,
Paul McIntyre of Music and
Prof. L. Lysaght of Law, submitted a dissenting report. They
called for faculty members to be

elected
ments,
as they
The
mental
ended
ted the

by and from departand not from faculties,
are now .
senate noted that departrepresentation had been
ten years ago, and rejecminority report.

The senate also rejected a resolution from librarian Al Mate
that would have given the campus' 3 5 library staff an elected
senate rep. Mate called for the
position because he said the
librarians wanted to get closer
to the academic side of the
u niversitv .
Follo{ving the vote, Mate told
The Lance that he wasn 't really
disappointed, although he had
thought the vote "could go
either way." lie said it would
probably be only a matter of
time before the library staff
gained the senate re_presentation

SAC supports demonstration
By BRENDA McLISTER

not consist of a group of "crazies." Wells said that rallies protesting cutbacks at other universities - York for example - have
been supported not only by students, but by the faculties and
administrations as well.

they sought.
Other debates ranged around
the number of senators to be
elected from each faculty, even
though the senate members said
they did not want to get involved in a "numbers game ."
Committee chairman Dathathry
Pillay_ successfully defended all
the recommendat10ns in the university government report .
Senator Overholt's motion to
increase undergrad representation on the senate from three
elected reps to four was defeated 20-10 .
She introduced the motion
by saymg that the committee
report hadn't gone far enough
in acknowledging the contribution of students to the senate,
and that enrolment had increased dramatically since the senate
was last structured. She also
said there were no other academic bodies where students
could contribute so much.
Overholt's statements were
shot down by other senators,
who said that departmental and
faculty councils provided for
much student mput and representat10n.
The senators also said they
had a lot of trouble finding
students to work on senate committees through the year.

Dr. Pillay said the committee had recognized the importance of students, by offering
them three more seats in total.
When Pillay mentioned that student enrolment was on the
decline, SAC president Gary
Wells told him that, if the number
of
students
decreases,
"there's a possibility the number
of faculty may decrease too."
Wells was also involved in an
amusing exchange with senate
chairman Dr. Leddy in Monday's m~eting. Wells reminded
the university president that,
whatever happened in the senate
next year, neither of them
would be around: "I'm going to
be gone. So are you," he told
Leddy.
Leddy replied, "I'm going to
be missed."
At Tuesday's meeting, Wells
also tried to introduce a motion that the senate oppose
proposed
regulations
which
would prevent foreign students
from obtaining teaching assistant and research jobs while at
Canadian universities. While senate procedure prevented Wells
from introducing the resolution,
he was told that the senate
shared his concern.

was paid out of disco revenues .
Noma asked that $240 be
paid to the assistant station
manager, Andre Wehbe ($15 per
week retroactive to January),
who is presently not paid. The
rest of the money, Noma said,
would be used as honoraria for
Council passed a motion to
the volunteer staff.
support the rally.
S.A.C. voted m favour of payCJAM station manager Tosh
ing Wehbe $240, but tabled disNoma asked S.A.C. to reallocate
cussion of honoraria until the
part of the station 's budget. In
next meeting.
the original budget, $700 was alAncillary Services Commislocated to pay CJAM staff for
sioner Bruce Hannah told S.A.C.
working at discos. Noma told
The university is dividing
that next year's drug plan will
Council that this money has not
courses into half -courses on a
definitely cost more oecause of
been touched because the staff
patchwork basis, and needs a
the amount of claims that have
rational policy on semesteribeen made on this year's plan.
zat10n, SAC President Gary
As the result of a report that
Wells told the senate this week.
Hannah and Wells presented to
At
Monday
afternoon's
OFS, a province-wide drug plan
meeting, the senate discussed the
may be implemented by Septemformation of a committee to
ber 1979. Such a large-scale plan
monitor
the ongoing semesterwould most likely provide better
ization
process.
Wells said that
coverage at lower premiums.
as long as the committee was
Hannah told Council that residence fees may go up again next
just monitori ng, and not leading
Gary Wells
year. For example, he said the
the pro cess, the university would
tober, and was tabled at that
fees for Tecumseh Hall may g()
be "going backwards".
time.
~ from $940 to $1000.
According to university re,:
"There's obviously a need for
~
Gino Piazza, Special Events
gistrar Frank Smith, at least
a thorough examination of the
en
ci Commissioner, said that he was
60 per cent of the university's
semesterization process," Roma» going to hold off signing Valdy's
courses are now semestenzed;
now told the senate when reo contract
for Sunday's concert
that is, turned into half-courses
introducing the motion Monday.
] until Thursday. He wanted to be
which can be completed in a
"It's purely on a hit -or-miss
:i.
sure SAC would make enough
single 3'h month term. Except
ba sis."
This week' s chosen SAC members: Ernie Petrasovic, Rob Whitemoney from ticket sales.
for the faculty of arts, all
Most of the subseq ue nt speanect, Randy Smith, Gary Wells' knees, and Gino Piazza.
Open House has been set for
faculties are at least two-thirds
kers agreed with the assessment,
semesterized, Smith said.
Sunday, March 12. Piazza said
and it was decided to form an
The resolution to create a
that any groups who are planad hoc committee to deal with
ning activities and want to be on
semesterization committee came
the problem. Member ships will
the program must get in touch
from senators John Sullivan and
be determined by the senate's
Walt Romanow back in Ocwith him as soon as possible
nominating committe e.
The 1961 Nobel prize winner
i<::~Icarcinogenesis at a dinnerin chemistry will be delivering
address to be held Tuesday,
an address at the University of
March 7, in Ambassador AudiWindsor.
torium 'at the University.
Professor Melvin Calvin of the
A member of the American
University of California at BerNational Academy of Sciences,
keley will be speaking on chemand the recipient of honorary .
degrees from Oxfo rd and Notre
Dame Un iversities amo ng ot-anopportunity
to acquaint
students
withcandidates
forall SACpositions
hers, Profes sor Calvin wo n the
Nobel Prize for his work in
tracin g th e various steps of the
-presentations
bycandidates
to befollowed
byopenquestion
period
A visit to Stroh 's Brewer y
path of carbon in photos ynis another Marketing Club prodth esis.
uction. One hundred students
The event is being sponsored
have been invited to hear a
at 12:30P.M.
jointl y by the Essex -Kent sec-allstudents
invited
to attendMarch
8, beoinnino
special presentation along with
tion of the Chemical Institute
the extras only a brewery could
of Canada, and the Detro it secAssumption
Lounge,
Centre
provide.
tion of the American Chemical
This event will take place
Societ y. Dinner reservat ions and
Wednesday , March 8 . Those
further information may l.,e ob students interested can obtain
tained by phoning the Univertickets at the University Centre .
sity of Windsor, 253 -4232 , extSpaces are available.
ension 609 .
Higher fees, an anti-cutbacks
rally, and honoraria for CJAM
staffers were the main points of
contention at Tuesday's S.A.C.
meeting.
In her report to Council, External Affairs
Commissioner
Maryon Overholt asked S.A.C.
to support the Ontario Federation of Students'
rally at
Queen's Park on March 16. The
rally is being held to protest
cutbacks, reduced accessibility
to student aid, and high unemployment.
S.A.C. president Gary _Wells
told Council the rl).lly would

Wells asks for
semester policy

~

Nobel winner speaks

Michigan

brewery

ALL
CANDIDA
TES
PUBLIC
MEETING
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We GoL d Fea.J Let-CeRS
Reply to Wallace

•

Quebec doesn't really have it so good
Dear Editor,
Len Wallace, in "The PQ,
What's Happening After Year
Oae? ", makes several interesting points on the rule of the
Parti Quebecois, such as his
reference to the difficulties
faced by the Pequistes in applying their "social democratic"
ideology to a Quebec dominated
by "American control and influence." However, some of his
assessments of the situation in
"la belle province," one year
later, must be qualified so that
there are no misconceptions
of the existing environment
there.
The implication is clear in
Mr. Wallact ·; :olumn (although
perhaps unmtentional) that the
major reforms initiated by Rene
Levesque's
government
have
been beneficial to the province's
population. In actuality, two of
the most significant of these
can potentially
hurt Quebec
more than help it. The raising
of the minimum wage to $3.27
an hour will inevitably force

a province-wide increase in wage
and production costs, which will
have to be borne principally
by the small - and mediumsized industires (such as the
pulp and paper business) that
form the backbo,ne of the Quebec economy.
Subsequently,
these industries will be forced
by financial necessity to cut
back on labour in order to meet
the rising costs and there will
exist a climate which harbours
both higher wages and higher
levels of unemployment that
exist now.
The second reform Jaw in
question here is that which
shuts down factories when employees are on strike. This has
alienated corporate business in
Quebec to the extent that this
law has been deemed the "antiscab law," and has the detrimental effect of contributing
towards the flight of capital
investment from Montreal.
When Mr. Wallace raises the
point that support for independence has increased since the

Lance goofed
To Lance:
Contrary to your article on
February 9, 1978, "Financial
problems cause G.S.S. - M.B.A.
split", the MBA Society did not
split from the Graduate Student
Society. The article was based
on the false assumption of a
G.S.S. - M.B.A. break-off. Needless to say, some of the nuances
in the article are as valid as the
assumption that the MBA Society and the G.S.S. have split.
The MBA Society attempted
to split from the G.S.S. last
year because it felt that its
needs were not being met. A
committee chaired by Dean McMahon was struck last year in
order to resolve the conflict.
Consequently , an agreement
in principle was reached with
the MBA Society including,
among other things, a recommendation that the MBA Society
not withdraw.
The MBA Society is part of
the G.S.S. Barry Munholland
who is a member of the MBA

Executive (second year representative) is also a member of
the G .S.S. Executive (secretarytreasurcr). Allow me to emphasize the fact that while there
have been MBA-GSS "disagreements" in the past, the overtones of these "Disagreements"
have been for a "better" G .S.S.,
a G.S.S. more representative of
student needs.
The MBA Society and the
G.S.S. are both attempting to
create a sense of identity and a
positive image. As Doug Smith
state, "The GSS has come a Jong
way (and) it has a long way to
go." The same may be said for
the MBA Society. Cooperation
between the MBA Society and
the GSS can only have synergestic effects vis a vis the
student. The MBA Society is
not advocating confrontation:
we are advocating cooperation.
Yours truly,
Sam Rosenbaum
President, M.B.A. Society

Let's support
the Players
Dear Sir:
In my opm1on, the recent
melodrama presented by the
University of Windsor Players
entitled 'The Sea' was brilliantly executed. Although I felt
the plot was not very climactic, the actors and actresses
themselves interested me. It was
a great experience to observe
each character on the stage and
the atmosphere in the Essex Hall
Theatre seemed very appreciative. This can be set as an example that with an honest
effort, student:. can accomplish
a great deal, provided with

knowledgeable instructors and
the adequate facilities.
The next production which
will be performed by the U. of
W. Players commencing March
3rd is called 'Dirty Works at
the Crossroads' or 'Tempted,
Tried and True.' Both titles
sound inte~esting and an evening of entertainment should be
experienced. Let's support our
hard-working actors and actresses and their stage directors by
attending one of their performances.
Steve Del Basso
2nd y. 1.r Urban Studies

1976 election of the Levesque
government, he neglects to consider that the general support
for independence itself, as indicated by public opinion polls,
does not command any greater
support now than it did before
the Pequistes came to power.
A specific illustration can be
seen in The Searching Nation .
a study conducted by Southam
Press Limited, which reveals
that the number of Quebeckers
who support separation actually
declined from 3 3 per cent to
25 per cent over a six month
period in 1977, a period in
which the PQ probably reached
the pinnacle of its popularity.
Finally, Mr. Wallace fore-

casts that the national Liberal
Party would disintegrate if Canada Jost Quebec, "its only wide
base of support." He fails to
consider the rather strong support which the Liberals have
traditionally commanded in Ontario, where they currently hold
62 per cent of the electoral
seats and where, since the Second World War, they have captured approximately 5 5 per cent
of the province's seats at each
national election. Granted that
such support remains constant in
Ontario in the event of separation and considering traditional
party support in British Columbia, New Brunswick and New-

foundland (where the Liberals
consistently
draw significant,
although not overwhelming, support), the possibility of the Liberal Party's disappearing, even
with separation, is remote .
Indeed, the challenge is placed before the Trudeau government to preserve Confederation.
But, contrary to Mr. Wallace's
assertions the Liberal administration has shown that it is
prepared to take up the chaJl.
enge of the Parti Quebecois,
and it remains the best hope to
maintain the unity of the country.
Yours respectfully,
David Cameletti

Bette r dead t han Red
Dear Editor:
Contributors to this newspaper have discussed the danger
of being apathetic to dictatorship of the Right. While one
cannot deny the repression
found in countries hke Chile,
one cannot forget that the harshest dictatorships are of the
Left.
Communism is the harshest
form of distatorship in world
history. The Guinness Book of
World Records places Nazi Germany third in political murders,
with Stalin's Russia second only
to Maoland. Today, it is generally regarded that on a percapital basis, Cambodia exceeds
all nations in genocide, while
Laos leads the list in political
prisoners.
Some liberals may feel that
Soviet Communism has moderated. Certainly it is more lenient
than during Czar Stalin's rule.
However, the Soviet Union has
no intention of ever allowing
dissent in its own borders,
or in East Europe. Liberals
saw Soviet Russia moderating
just before the Czechlovakian
invasion and just before Solzhenitsyn was exiled. Will they
ever learn?
Are a nation's human rights
standards open to foreign criticism? Morally yes in all cases.
Legally yes in the cases of
Imperial Russia and the Ea~t
Bloc as both signed the Helsinki Agreement which pledges
them under international law
to respec;t human rights, such
as the right to dissent. Their
behavior is not an "internal
affair" as Czar Brezhnev states
as _their countries are legally
obligated to agree to international law. European Communists are treaty breakers of the
most brazen kind since Hitler.
While liberals want a Salt II
agreem~nt I say how can they
be foolish enough to believe the
S~viets will honour it when they
will not honour Helsinki?
Communist crimes against humanity are reason enough to destroy the despots. However unlike the Right dictatorships of
today, the Left are interested
in spreading thier vims all ove.
the world by force if need be
One hardly can forget th~
recent Soviet attempt to Com-

munize Canada by subverting
the RCMP as a first step. While
the incident had the aspects
of the "Get Smart" T .V. show,
the intension was undeniable .
Many liberals view that the
Communists have watered down
their pledge to Communize the
world to that of a slogan. This
mistaken view exists because
unlike the Nazis, Communists
do not feel the need to complete their work in their lifetimes. Thus they do not make
an obvious bid to control the
world, such as invading Free
Europe which could set off a
nuclear disaster. They desire
small moves that while irritating,
are not individually disastrous
to the West. Such Soviet moves
in Indochina, Angola, Mozambique and their Ethiopian adventure (fighting to the last
Cuban) are examples of this
cautious imperialism. By not

being obvious m their aims,
they do not anger the liberals
of the world, thus allowing
Trudeau to shout "Via Fidel"
tn Havana, and allowing him to
bar the Republic of China
(Taiwan) from competing in the
Olympics for fear of offending
Maoland if he should do otherwise, with a clear conscience.
In short, Communists must
be destroyed as their cruelty
is unmatched by any other dictators in the world today,
and because they wish to export
their slavery. While one should
not advocate nuclear war over
the issue, we can as a free people
refuse to deal at all with these
murderous
imperialists. If it
should happen that nuclear war
is the only alternative to Communization, then "Better Dead
than Red."

A voiding door dents
Dear Editor:
In response to the articles in
last week's Lance titled "Parking
fee low, increase planned" by

Re-examine
•

increase
Dear Editor:
. I -:vould like to express my
?1ssat1sfaction with the proposed
mcrease in parking rates to be
up by next September, in front
page article, Feb. 24.
I am not against the increase,
but the % of increase for the
Extensio_n students. Day stu-.
dents will face an increase of
28%. This is acceptable. But
~he Extension students face an
;~:ease. of $6.25 to $l 5 _00
ich JS a 140% increase.
I ti:ust the Parking Committee will re-examine their recommendations to the Board of
Governors
as the 0110 's ·md'1cate
. •
and Injustice to the Extension
students.
Sincerely,
Eugene Hirt

Steve MacLean and "Security
cracks down on illegal parking"
by Security Director Grant Mciver, it should be noted that
university parking permit holders expect the services for
which they have paid. Illegal
parkers are a serious problem
when paid permit holders cannot
find parking places and are
forced to be late for class
or park in illegal places on the
streets. Other drivers should
have the consideration to stay
out of lots where they don't
belong.
Secondly,
security
should start enforcing the Jaws
and start towing illegally parked
cars away. Thirdly, if students
are to pay the proposed increase
in parking fees they should be
guaranteed that lots will not be
oversold and that lots will be
cleaned of snow as quickly as
possible after a major snowstorm. A final note to parking
permit holders, please be considerate for other cars in the
lot.
Many door dents could have
been avoided with a little care.
Peter Kryworuk
1st year Social Science

..
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Liberal, OFS conventions

Fear and loathing in the National Capital
By RICK" SPENCE
The members of the Ontario Federation of Students
't as radical as you'd think.
aren
. ' t as 1·b
And the Liberal Party of Cana d a isn
i era l .
These are a few of the conclusions drawn from two
conferences last weekend in Canada 's national capital.
OFS held its Winter Conference on the campus of the
University of Ottawa from Feb_ruary 2 3 to 26. At the
very same time, the federal Liberal party met at the
Chateau Laurier Hotel, under the slogan "Canada:
our future."
As everyone knows by now, Prime Minister Trudeau
used his two convention speech_es to fire up his supporters for the coming federal election.
He'll never have a more sympathetic audience than
last weekend's; the 2,928 delegates had come from all
across the country to be soothed by his words, and the
lapped up every one.

OFS join a March 16 demonstration at Queen's Park
to protest the cutbacks.
While Toronto institu ions and the OFS executive
supported the rally, other schools, such as Wilfred Laurier, Queen's and Western, spoke against it . The debate
went on almost all Saturday afternoon, and reached no
conclusion.
Meanwhile back at the Chateau, workshops and
"ministerial sessions" kept all the delegates busy. The
ministerial sessions were intriguing: cabinet ministers,
in groups of three and four, responded to statements
.,
and questions from any delegate who could make his <.>
.,
way to the microphones in the crowded conference C:
Q,
rooms.
rtl
There were words of optimism and of hope, or ix
>.
merely empty mouthings of propaganda. It depended .o
E
on whom you talked to.
0
"What we're trying to build in Canada is a freer f
society," Minister of Federal-Provincial Relations Marc
OFS delegates vote to support the March 16 demonstration.
Lalonde told one session Friday afternoon. " ... and
I think this is a great challenge for us."
criminalization, even before the motion had been deThe University of Windsor received some recognibated!
tion in an OFS services workshop session Saturday.
But then the press is used to feeling special. They are
Wells explained SAC's drug plan, and led a discussion
pampered. While delegates paid through the nose to
about establishing a province-wide drug plan through
attend the Liberal convention, press accreditation was
OFS. The delegates, impressed with the Windsor _plan,
free. While the delegates paid 30 cents for each cup of
resolved that OFS should call for tenders to determine
coffee, the press got theirs free .. along with free paper,
the feasibility of a provincial plan.
free phones, press kits, translation services, etc.
The Liberal party spent $2,200 for round-the-clock
coffee for thirsty reporters.
At OFS, the coffee was free for everyone, and press
.,u
got conference kits only when there were extras left
C:
.,Q,
over.
f/l
On Sunday OFS elected last year's part-time chairii,...
Establishing a provincial student credit union was
person, Miriam Edelson, to the newly-created position
.o also discussed. Overall, the delegates seemed to agree
of full-time chairperson. 'fhe Liberals also elected of~ that it was necessary for OFS to be more than a polificers, but no one knows who they are.
5: tical lobbying body, and that it should provide other
OFS decided there were two ways to approach the
services to students.
problem of unemployment· confrontation and governOver at the Liberal convention, the youth wing was
ment demands; and helping students find jobs.
hard at work throughout the entire weekend. Meeting
The Laurentian University delegate told OFS that he
as early as 7 a.m. to plan each day's strategy, the Youth
had helped open up hundreds of jobs for students m
Commission was responsible for passing many resoluSudbury, and that if he could do it there, councils at
t10ns at the final plenary sessions Saturday night and
other schools should be able to do even better.
Sunday morning.
OFS delegates resolved to create employment comNotable among these resolutions were the hotlymissions in their student councils to help students find
debated issue of the decriminalization of marijuana,
jobs and to provide services to the unemployed.
establishing a guaranteed annual income, more travel
Unemployment had to be treated less directly by the
discounts for students, and Canada Student Loans reLiberals.
form.
Dot:ens of resolut10ns were passed urging the governThe resolutions passed at the convention plenaries
ment to do more to create Jobs, yet at the same time
have no official status, but arc intended as guidelines
there were numerous calls for less government interfor the Liberal government. In past years many of the
vention in the economy.
proposals have become legislation, but only when
The Liberals' greatest commitment was to bilingualthey agreed with long-term government goals.
ism and nacional unity. Motion after motion called for
The loan proposal resolved "that eligibility for
language and cultural protection for anglophones and
Canada Student Loans be based on the individual stu
francophones across Canada, and only occasionally
dent's resources and expenses, and not arbitrary or predid it appear that these resolutions were aimed only
determined tables of parental contribution, summer
towards pleasing Quebec.
savings, education and living expenses, <.lr independent
In Sunday's closing session, OFS again debated the
status." Like most of the 200 or so motions passed,
Queen's Park rally. When some schools remaiped unsure
there was no debate on this resolution at the plenary,
that a demonstration was tactically correct, the exebecause 1t had been discussed and approved at an earlier
cutive members reminded them that OFS' year-long
workshop session.
strategy of negotiation with the government had failed.
The resolution to decriminalize the possession of
Edelson told OFS that it was important to mobilize
small amounts of marijuana did not pass so easily. In
students behind the anti-cutbacks rally "Students as
probably the longest debate on any motion at the cona group must show a united dissatisfaction," she said.
vention, students, parents and MP 's all took sides. In
Referring to the rumored closure of smaller universithe press room where che proceedings could be watched
ties such as Brock or Trent, she asserted, "We're not
on one of the three TVs (the fourth was tuned in to the
willing to see the government play us off, one against
Canadiens' hockey game), the Lance reporter listened to
the other."
Peter Kent and all the big-name journalists laughing at
Another reason for trying to seek more grassroots
the delegates on the convention floor.
support for the rally was to recruit new blood for the
The press didn't just stop at making jokes about those
student movement, which many of the delegates believe
who debated the motions. One Canadian Press reporter
needs a shot in the arm.
had his story written, that the Liberals supported deThe resolution to support the rally finally passed,

'What we're trying to build
in Canada
is a freer society'

Trudeau addressing Liberal convention Friday.

..

No matter that Trudeau, speaking for an hour iast
Friday night, without notes, over nationwide live TV,
contradicted himself, back - stabbed other federal
leaders, and exaggerated the achievements of his party:
the crowd stayed on its feet, cheering and chanting.
There was one promising note in Trudeau's appearance. After he finished his speech, and the CBC went
back to its regular programs, the Prime Minister answered questions. Even though Trudeau had talked
long enough to make sure the CBC couldn't broadcast
the questions (or his answers), and even though the
delegates asked lousy questions which Trudeau handled
with ease, the session showed promise.
It was a potent rf':minder that in our society, our
leaders are still accountable to the people, and it was
refreshing to see this democratic concept at work.
While Trudeau glossed over the country's problems
in his speech, the OFS opening sessions tackled student
problems head-on. Delegates from all 15 Ontario universities, from Ryerson Polytechnical Institute, and from
a few community colleges, discussed cutbacks, declining
university enrolment, and unemployment.
Not all, but most of the delegates accepted the OFS
executive members' position that education is being
threatened by government underfunding, and by the
lack of both permanent and summer jobs.
"Education is being destroyed in Ontario," Osgoode
Hall Law School rep Murray Miskin told an OFS session
on cutbacks, "and this is just intolerable." Windsor SAC
president Gary Wells, who is also an executive member
of OFS, warned all institutions, even the community
colleges not yet suffering from reduced government
grants, that "We're all going to get it. That's the way
it's going to be."
Ryerson and York, two Toronto institutions already hit hard by cutbacks, brought up a motion that

Voting the Liberal way.

15 to 4. In opposing the rally, Queen's said there should
be no commitment because "we haven't got the groundswell on our campuses," and on Queen's initiative OFS
set up a committee to . deal with long-term planning.
Delegates left the OFS conference in twos and threes,
as each found their uwn way back to their campuses.
OFS met long into the afternoon, dealing with issues of
community colleges, government summer job recruitment campaigns, and other matters.
The Liberal convention finished differently.
Prime Minister Trudeau was brought in again to deliver the clos;ng speech, and he once again fired up election fever, and played to another live TV audience. He
told the Liberals what a great party they belonged to
(the party of the "radical middle"), and he reaffir~e~
.,
the conviction to personal freedom and the re-distno
~ bution of wealth.
!Ji The conventlo~ chairman had the last word, and told
ii Trudeau "We're ready (for the election) whenever you
:; ar ." As the cheers faded and the TV lights went out,
~ the delegates returned to their hotels, confident they
f had been a part of history.
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Talent show definitely Saturday
By PAUL CHERNISH

Concert Guide

There is something going on
on this campus that has not
(to my mind) been tried for
quite a while - an honest to
goodness talent contest with real
honest to goodness talent. SAC
Special Events is in charge, and
the show should be a good one.
There are eight finalists in
line for the talent show. The
date for the show has been
switched a couple times, but
now there is a definite, unchangeable time
SATURDAY,
MARCH 4 at 8:00 P.M. It will
be held in VANIER. There's
lots of room in there, so bring
a friend. You might even get on
TV!

By CJAM
Mar. 3 ... Billy Cobham
Royal Oak Theatre / Mar. 4 ... E,L.P,
_ Olympia / Mar. 5 ... Valdy - St. Denis/ Mar. 10 ... Journey
_ Masonic / Mar. 11 ... Roberta Flack, Bill Withers - Masonic /
Mar. 12 ... Tony Bennett - Royal Oak Theatre / Mar. 1 7 ...
Tubes - Royal Oak Theatre / Mar. 19 ... Art Garfunkel and Dan
Hill - IO'ord/ Mar. 30 ... Little Feat - Royal Oak Theatre / Mar.
31 .. Styx - Cobo/ Mar. 32 ... Fleetwood Mac - Ambassador;
Apr. 16 ... Doc Severnson - Royal Oak Theatre / May 11 ...
Cheech and Chong - Royal Oak Theatre / May 12 ... Maynard
Ferguson - Royal Oak Theatre / May 13 ... Spirit and Elvis Presley - Assumption Church.
Ferguson - Royal Oak Theatre / May 13 ... Spirit and Elvis Presley - Assumption Church.

Meadows comes through musically as usual.

SHEVCHENKO

...---~ENGAGEMENTS

MUSICAL ENSEMBLE

GALLERY
HOST - PEEK ROMARAIL
120 Singers, Musicians,

Fri. Mar. 3 - Sat. Mar. 4

Dancers, Soloists

'FLEETWOODMAC'
CLEARY AUDITORIUM,

SUN. MARCH 5, 2:00 P.M.

Folk music of the Ukraine, Europe, Canada,

Fr. Mar. 10 - Sat. Mar. 11

'BEE GEES'

classic & popular.

'T·B·A ,,

Suggested donation: $6,. $5, $4
Christian Culture Senes: Simpson's Devonshire; Celia Ilardcaste
Downtown Detroit, at Ford Auditorium. Box Office; Hudson's;
Ward's;
AT CLEARY BOX OFFICE:only
P.M. on Sun. March 5.

'LANCEREVOLVING
WORMCHOIR'~

between 12:00 noon to 2:00

J~-

STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
PRESEN.TS

'VALDY'
AL"SO APPEARING

•ST· DENIS
HALL

* JOE HALL

*

DAVID
WIFFEN

-WELCOME PASS - $ 3.00
-STUDENTS - $ 5.00
- OTHERS
DOORS OPEN AT 8:30 P.M.

- $ 6.00

CONCERT BEGINS 8:00 P.M.

*

** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * *
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Bennett brave s his bloomers
111<#<
By DEB KENNEDY
Dixie Flyer, Willie P. Bennett made a solo flight to
Catharsis last Sunday. Windsor
likes Willie; the show was sold-

out.
The key to Bennett's popularity is his song-writing. Most of
his songs are laments of pain,
of love, and strong memories.
The feelings are raw.
During the performance, the
musician disappears behind his
closed eyes and leaves the audience to connect with the intensity his music brings. A prime
example of a gentle Bennett
song which accomplishes this is,

Music in Your Eyes.
And then, Willie P. Bennett
opens his baby eyes and shakes
off the mood with a burst of
country and western whooping
and guitar picking. He becomes
very physical. Lashing at the
51 year old guitar, his face
reddens with energy, and he
closes his eyes again, this time
off and running.
In between all this, Bennett
didn't verbalize much with the
audience. He's a man of action
over words as he proved when
he revealed his shocking pink
underwear.
Bennett recently completed a
•n11r of S011thern Ontario
lib-

raries with the Dixie Flyers
and testified that even libraries
didn't stop them from drinking
in the dressing room. On top
of that, he had just finished
a gig at the Horseshoe Tavern
in Toronto. There were moments when the fatigue showed
through. After his encore, I had
had enough
too. The blues
. drain a person. But that is what
catharsis is all about.
Back to facts, this weekend
is a special one at Windsor's
professional coffeehouse.
Richard Keelan from the Perth County will be performing tonight,
Saturday and Sunday evenings.
Catharsis is at 119 Ouellette

POSITION AVAILABLE
STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
REQUIRES A

TREASURER
- HONORARIUM
- TERM OF OFFICE : MAY 1, 1978 to APRIL 30, 1979
- OPEN TO UNDERGRADUATE AND
GRADUATE SllJDENTS
•SEND

RESUME OR APPLY IN PERSON TO

SAC FINANCE OFFICE
2ND FLOOR
UNIVERSITY CENTRE
(This is an appointment

by the 1978-79 SAC executive)

Kay -Bee motorist
has close call
By STEPHEN PAVWV
Trois Pistol (P.Q.)
Well you know ol Jean Pierre der? He buy himself a bran
nu 197-HATE Doge Fargo pickup truck-RED an he drive down
da highway der. So, ol Jean
Pierre der, he drive an he drive
der you know! An he come to
de hend of dee road der, an dee
bridge
der she whash out!

So ol Jean Pierre slam on da
brake der and he come to an
arret der you know?
So he get out of his bran nu
197-IIATE Doge Fargo pick-up
truck-RED,
an he scratch his
head der an he don know what
to do!
So he see dee ol Gran Pere
at dee side of dee road der,
an he say to dee ol Gran Pere,
"Gran Pere! I low do you
cross dee river der da bridge
she whash out!!!!"
So dee ol Gran Pere get hup
an scratch his head der an he
say,
"Go down
dee road der
h 'about tree mile der, an you
come up to dee big I !'OAK
tree der han you turn left hat
dee big 11'0/\K tree, an you

So ol Jean Pierre he just get
hout with his life der an he swim
hup to dee top der an he get to
dee shore an he walk back da
tree mile till he get back to dee
ol Gran Pere on dee side of dee
road der.
So he look at dee ol Gran
Pere der and he say,
"Gran Pere, ow come you tell
me to get into my bran nu
197-HATE Doge Fargo pick-up
truck-RED, an you tell me to
drive down dee highway der tree
mile to dee big H'OAK tree, turn
left at dee big H'OAK tree an I
go 7 5 FT straight DOWN!!!!
So dee ol Gran Pere scratch
his head der an he say,
"!t+S*?? just dee udder day
I saw tree duk cross dee river
der an dee water she was only up
to der BELLY!!!!"

Fairy tale on stage
By IH>BEKT S. BROWN

ERNEST PETRASOVIC
TREASURER

cross dee river der. So ol Jean
Pierre he jump into his bran nu
197-HATE Doge Fargo pick-up
truck-RED, an he drive down da
highway der you know, tree
mile an he come to dee big
H'OAK tree an he turn left
hat da big H'OAK tree an he go
7 5 FT straight DOWN! ! ! !

If you ltke hoth opera and
children's talcs, you should appreciate
Professor I lenrikson's

production of "Hansel and Gretel" being put on at the Faculty
of Education Theatre on Friday
and Saturday.
The opera's plot should be
familiar with anybody who has
read the Brothers Grimm or
watched Bugs Bunny. Written in
l 8Y .5 by Engelbert
Humperdinck - the nineteenth century
composer (not that supposed
singer of the last decade), it
is usually
performed
around
Christmas day but the University is being different or something.
This particular
production
involves both the Schools of
Music and Dramatic Arts. Professor Henrikson, who trained
at U.B.C. and in Germany, said
that the opera "is not only an
excellent example of music of
the Romantic Era - it is pure
fun!" Performances
are at
p.m. Friday evening and aturday afternoon at 2. Tickets are
three dollars for adults and a
buck for anyone else, and can
be purchased through the School
of .\1.usic.

Pregnant
IWeA&eLlllllt
FreeQiuaetina
(No effect on low medicalfee)
F ~
cyTnt
(or $7 at independentlab)
' .3.1bit
SC.,
• Nedioald, Die OOII ·

:Ciak

'

: '. .\al:l'edllW

W- strive for hip patie nt
C9ffl(F.l In!~ friendly penoaaJ

'

•

attention .

ACMAPPROVED
CALL(3U)IM-400D

DETllOIT

a
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Waterloo goes to semis

Lancers nipped in p ay offs .••

By PETE R NASH

The Lancers finished off their
ea on Tuesday wit h a 60-5 7
loss to the Waterlo o Warr ior s.
1 he quarte r final playoff ma tch
,.., s dose th ro ugho ut its entent y bu t Wind sor came up
short at t he end.
Wmdsor's ba ske tball squad
had not won in Wate rloo fo r
five years, an d t he team had
hoped to change t hat . Dan
Devm and Charlie Pearsall, five
year L,mcer veterans, have never
won there.
fhe game started off poorly
with the Lancers missing many
·co ring opportunities.
Controlling t he boards well, Windsor
was ab le to gain t wo and three
oppo rtu nities t o shoo t but cou l- ~
dn't take advanta ge.
z
On th e oth er hand Waterloo
managed t o scor e b askets early E
and gain a 10-1 lead. Winds or ;
was unable t o -.:at ch th e Warriors ~
in the first half alth ough t hey
Charl ie Pearsall (54) and Ted Darcie (34) look on as Bob Oostveen t ips
did manage t o narro w th e
stopped
tw o Waterl oo fast
wit h Windsor scoring thr ee basmargin to seven po ints at half
breaks and block ed th ree shots
ket s in a row . Bob Oostveen
time, 37-30 .
early in the game .
scored 2 of th e baskets on
Charlie Pearsall kept the Lan The second half started out
back to back plays.
cers close in the early gomg with
with
a
bang
for
the
Lancers
This offensive spurt was folgreat defensive work . Pearsall

..

•••

off against Ron Graham (4 5) .
lowe d by numerous turn overs
an d mistakes by both team s.
Windsor couldn 't pass well and
Waterloo lost the ball several
times trying to get their fast

break goi ng.
Finally at the 8:33 marl(
1·.d Bialek scored one of tw 01
consecutive baskets to put the
L ncers ahead 4o-42 Waterloo
battled back \\'1th baskets b\
Brill -I d wards and ·1ti.: Darci~
to tie t'1e pme .ird then Bri]J.
fa .l,1 :1. Js put the Warri rs ahe.id
\\ith 9 .56 reP1am1ng.
the ball
Windsor brought
do,v n but turned it over on ;.
bad pass . Waterloo broug ht it
d•)wn and Seymour I ladwi n put
it through t he cords. Even tual!}
with 1. 3 3 remaining Waterloo
ha d a six poi nt lead.
An inspired Windsor squad
battled back t o with in one
56-55, with a bas ket by Vine~
Landry and a thre e po int plav
by John Popovich .
·
. Unfortunately
that was all
for the Lancers. Ted Darcie
scored for Waterloo and the
Lancers ran out of time.
Playing possibly his finest
performance of the year, Charlie Pe arsall blocked 9 sho ts and
sco red 8 poi nt s. Vince Landry
was high sco rer fo r the Lancers
with 17 poi nts . T ed Darcie
Jed the Warriors with 12.

But victorious in final home game

By PETER NASH

The Lancers needed a nine
point victory last Saturday night
but could only manage a scrambling 93-92 win over the McMaster Marauders .
A crowd of 1200 people
turned up at St . Denis Hall
and they weren't disappointed.
It took a 20-foot jump shot by
Charlie Pearsall with only four

seconds remaining to secure the
Lancer victory.
Lancer I lead Coach Paul
Thomas commented that "We
wanted to win this one big but
couldn't get the baskets. I was
hoping to get a game at home
for the playoffs but that's out
now.,,

Had the Lancers beaten the

GROUND FLOOR - WEST LIBRARY BUILDING
WINDSOR, ONTARIO N9B 3P4

Marauders by nine they would
have captured third place and
possibly a game at home next
weekend . They way it turned
out McMaster got third, and
Windsor was placed fourth .
out
The Lancer~ started
poorly in their quest for third
place. McMaster dominated the
boards at the offence end ar:d
managed to open up a six point
lead midway through the first
half.
Windsor couldn 't get their
shooting on track, missing many
scoring opportunities . Overall
the Lancers ended up 42 for
104 in the shooting department .
The Lancers exchanged baskets with McMaster late in the
half but couldn 't gain the lead .

At half time the score was
44 -39 McMaster.
In the second half the Lan cers came out with a better
offence but the Marauders stayed right with them. Finally
with only two minutes remaining in the game the Lancers scored two buckets in a row
to tie the score at 85.
Dave Roser, McMaster 's leading scorer with 3 3 points, kept
up the Marauder scoring punch
in the late going with a basket
and then a three point play.
Windsor answered with a basket by Ed Bialek and then
Vince Landry .
This brought the Lancers
within one but McMaster had
the ball and there were only

twenty seconds left in the game.
Kevin Greenwood saved the Lancers with the most important
play of his short Lancer ca1eer.
With 18 seconds remaining Roser brought the ball up for McMaster and Greenwood made a
diving steal, and the ball ended
up in Charlie Pearsall 's hands.
The Lancers headed down court
and Pearsall pumped in a jump
shot to win the game for the
Lancers .
Vince Landry was high scorer
for the Lancers with 18 points.
He was followed by Fred Rob·
son and Ed Bialek who had
16 points each and Pearsall with
15 . Bob Oostveen also got into
double figures with 13 points.

Benefit basketball a success
By JOHN MORTIMER

B\PE

BACK

SALE

Onebonus
paperback
'for
everytwo
youbuy

Feb. 17 - Mar. 4, 1978

McClelland
& Stewart
TheCanadianPublishers

At 8 p .m . last F rida y, 35
bask etb all players, many from
the Assumpt ion Campu s Communit y , strug gled t hro ugh 20
hours of basketball in the St .
Rose Pansh Hall. This was
don e in ord er to complete the
3rd annual benefit basketball
marathon game.
For the player s, man y of
them rookies, this was a real test
of endurance . There were only
two interruptions,
when one
player lost a contact lens and
another had to be dragged off
the court due to an injury . Otherwise it was non stop action .
The only stimulus for the
players was the round-the-clock
~usi~ pumped into the gym by
disc Jockey Pat McHugh (Crud).
At four p. m. the next day,
about 1000 baskets later, 35
weakened players managed to
collect their tender bodies together to travel home.
The $1500 raised at this
benefit drive will go to camp
Oskiniko, a summer camp 35
miles south of Moosonee. A
group in London has madt: si-

Benefit players reach for a loose ball
Hall.
offered in June and August.
milar efforts toward this cause
A warm thanks and con·
and just last year they auctioned
gratulations
goes out to Jo_e
off a cow for this camp.
Nantais,
Dominic
McAlea, ens
For the 9-16 year olds of
and Kevm McMahon and Lou·
Moosonee this money will mean
Ann Broad for organizing this
a chance to attend 3 sessions
successful game .
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Hockey Lancers drop playoff bid
By NIGEL MILLER
University hockey has lef t
the co nfines of Adie Knox
arena for this season. The
Lancers were knocked out of the
pla) offs last Saturday, losing
Q-4 to the University of Western
(lntano ,\1ustangs.
l ook.ng i,ack 0•1 •he season,
coac'1 Owc.:n Freeman said that
rre tea'1l had gotten w ,at it
et <l It O <tClO np,15], but It
1 p rtln
ar\ r<..\\arct•ng
c •
t •r, <.t ac.1
t t Jt he h S SOl'lL
o w
L Jt
m 1e 1ub t at
urn)! th1 , ear\\ as ablt •<) s•cp
1ntt' the hr,
and play w.tr
p 1se
• \\ e have J hard time pla} mg
in thi s bu ilding (Western's arcna)" , noted Freema n , an d 1t
was obviou s by the way t he
,.. ... .If •

:
:

**

Moe Biron respo nd ed wit h a
power play goal, knocking in a
rebound off a Jack Rosaasen
shot. But \\"estern came back
40 seconds :ater when Stanley
scored to restore the l\1ustangs'
4 ~oa: lead. After this goal
Don Jornston
replaced Free
1 rnn Ill tlx Linlcr net

s ,o 1d and t 1n
10•
01
w,a] ( ue to rd10urJs
\\ estern made th, suire 4 O
on J beautiful pass trnm Davt
i\adeau to J,1mic Conroy \\ ho
slipped behi nd the Lancer defe nce, and be at Free man .

\\ JS

Im\,

.If ...........................

thtr
t"t

t
d

scra mble to close t he scor e t o
5-2. Bu t Jamie Co nr oy was
handed the puck just 30 seconds
later and he walked in alone
and popped in his second goal
of the game. Bert FoU'l'nier
deflected an Al Figgins' shot
to put Windsor JUSt three goals
...own a 1 am 81
Western

~m1th added
c

a 9-3 lead. J im Weese scored th e
last goal of the seaso n fo r th e
Lancers in the 1ast minute of
play, to make the final score
9-4.
Although Western u-on the
game by
wide margin, the
s ot on goal were 34-32 for tre
Must nvs

c

t

l

\\as an

e ( ( r

Randy
t..
ensat10n
da} bl",ng
lll\,ohed m seven \\'estcrn goals
Stanlc\ ddcd !11s second goal
on a po\\ t·rpla) to give \\ estern

llt'

J'hc S 'COlld t'l'r!Od ~tarted O f
>s 1f the Lancers ,,crt out to
redeem thcmsch-cs
(,reg Ducharmt· scored in a goal mouth

( oach F reeman felt it "as a
team loss, anct that the team
never quit, but JUSt maybe
Western was the better hockey
team ( ..t least this season).

•:

Sportshorts
Sportshorts

In the OOAA Track and
*Field Char,,rJionship Windsor
'\ained on..: n ial. Bruce Walker
:got a B1r .
edal in the men's
,.Jong ju,. .
,mpetition. Overall
,tWindsor c~.ne 7th out of 11
lfschools competing. The meet
lfwaswon by Toronto.
: The swim team led by Donna
*Lori is competing in the Canadiit-an finals this weekend.
There are still a few spots
*available for those interested
*in enrolling in the Scuba Diving
: course The registration fee is
,._65 dollars, due on the first day

*

La ncers st art ed th e gam e.
At 2: SO o f the open ing period Dave Lewis co nn ected wit h
the first of two goals, scoring
on a slapshot from the pomt.
,\ minute and a half later, with
\V ind,or
short-handed,
Le\\ 1s
hla tt·d arother one past I a,1cer
goal,e l\hke rreeman
An<)ther
nd the \\ e tern
30 cd \1''

:
:

Fencers fare well

•

of classes . The program starts•
Tuesday , March 7th at S: 30, ,tr.
in the pool. Regular sessions•
will be held on Tuesdays and!
Thursdays from S: 30 .. 8: 30 tr
p.m., till April 6th . Please call,tr.
the Information officer for fur-•
ther details (ext . 325).
•
The swimnastics class will•
begin on Tuesday, March 7th!
at 11: 30 a.m., in the pool._.
Classes will be held on Tues-•
days, Thursdays
and Fridays•
from 11: 30 a.m. till noon. The ....
registration fee is two dollars , il
due on the first meeting .
:

******************************

,,,.,.
By PAT McCARTHY
The OUAA fencing finals
were held at Western on Sat urday Februar y J I th . Ind ividuals and teams advancmg from
the earlier section finals competed in sabre, foil and epcc .
Windsor was represented m
individuals by Ron Taggart and
Tony Tymstra
(sabre), Alfie
Lebhertz (foil) along with Dave
Jacklin
and Edrick
Phillips
(epee) . The epee team of Jacklin, Phillips and Mark Fredrick
also qualified for the tournament.
After
finishing
the
final
round in a three way tic, Rt>n
Taggart swept a fence-off 5-0,
S-2 to win the individual sabre
com pet ion.
Alfie
Lcbhertz
fenced well in individual foils,
placing second overall.
The tournament ended dramatically as Western and University of Toronto battled for
first place in overall standings.
The results hinged upon the
outcome of the team epec competition, between the two schools. After eight of nine bouts
the teams were deadlocked at
four wins each.
The deciding bout went to

~
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~

-
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IN THE SHOWERS
By PETER NASH
Last Saturday night Charlie Pearsall, Jim Minella, Fred Robson
and Dan Devin made their final appearances at St. Denis Hall. The
announcer mentioned this at half time but that seems to me to be
very little credit considering what these players have done for the
University of Windsor Lancers.
Dan and Charlie have played five straight years as Lancers and
have had starting positions in all of those years. Jim Minello has
played three years with the Lancers and one year with the Crusaders.
Fred Robson has played four years for the Lancers. Minella and
Robson could return for one more year but both players feel it is
unlikely.
Charlie, as the team captain, has been one of the premier centres
in this .conference, with first string OUAA all star status last year.
Dan Devin who also gained all star recognition, was never a big
scorer or a flashy player but when it came down to the key buckets
at the end of the game, Devin was there . I Iis left handed hook shot
or a driving lay-up always kept Windsor m the game.
Jim Minello didn 't make the Lancers his first year but decided
to try out with the Crusaders. After one season with the Junior
squad, ·coach Thomas felt Jim had enough experience to play with
the Lancers, and Minello has been playing for them ever since. That
was three years ago!
Although Mincllo never stood out as a star, he was always t ough
on the boards (at only six foot three inches) and a clutch shooter.
His loud grunts and groans, along with the odd comment to the
officials, always served to undermine the opposition . In one instance
a guy named Commerford , playing for Waterloo, was aggraYatcd
enough to punch Minella but the only thing it got him was a double
technical and a game misconduct.
Another time , off the court, Minello and Pearsall "ere forced to
settle a dispute bet\\ een several rowd ics and several Lancers. f'hc
opposition didn't fare too well in that confrontation either
_ There isn't enough you can say about a player like Fred Robson .
fhe most personable player on the team, Robson also stands out as
a team player and a stablizing factor .
O, er the past four years Fred has contributed great I) to the
Lancers' wmning record . He has alwa} s been strong at th e boards
and the players seem to play as more of a team when he is on the
floor. Off the floor Robson is quiet but articulate and concise when
he does have something to say.
Overall this graduating group has been the major factor in developing Windsor's impressive record over the past four years and
t~ey deserve more credit than a piddling mention during half time.
1 hanks and good luck in the future.
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4-4 before Western 's Jeff Clendenmng
scored the winning
touch. This gave Western the
epce as well as the overall
championship.

Windsor finished the tournament in a highly respectable
fourth
position behind Western, U. of T., and Waterloo
University.
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2846 UNIVERSITY WEST
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Help these people help themselve
g
E

Sports Editor Peter Nash finds a cure for a hangover.

Paul Chernish finally falls in love with a caucasian.

Fl

Does everything cause cancer?
By HOWIE EISENBERG
PUB STAMPS CAUSE CANCER?

A secret report that leaked
to our Ottawa bureau has revealed a study that shows hard
evidence to support the thesis
that cancer rates are apt to be
four times higher among students who attend pubs and get
their hands stamped, than those
who have better things to do
with their valuable time.
The study, performed by "Alarmist" Laboratories, laying dormant in government files, contained these highlites:

Alarmist
Laborotories
of
Canada was commissioned by
the government to do a study
after a significant number of
students reported to university
infirm iries across the province
complaining of swelling and inflammation in the back of the
right or left hand, but not both.
One possible cause of this inflammation was eliminated when
5 days of consecutive treatment
using Preparation 11 was found
to be of no help.
A major clue was uncovered
through a blood sampling taken
at Mac University when samp-

lings of Permink 105, the major
component used by Securpub of
Canada Ltd ., the primary manufacturer of pub stamps in the
country, was found in the bloodstreams of the students who
complained of the inflammation.
This finding put the Alarmist
scientists to work in a potential epidemic preventing move.
100 Norwegian rats were injected with .0 3% Perm ink 105
the exact proportion that a human would intake from an average pub stamp, delivered at an
average pressure that would approximate 39 lb. per square
inch. In layman's terms, somewhat less than a severe bruise.
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Lance Staffer Tony Ciccone proves that smoking stunts one~ growth.
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Bands for your dancing and
listening pleasure
Live Nightly Entertainment
Fri. Mar. 3 - Tues. Mar. 7
'STEPPIN'
MICHIGAN

Wed. Mar. 8 - Sat. Mar. 11
'T·B·A·'
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has announced it's first produc·
tion
Swan Lake. The new
The society de ballet du
company
was formed because of
engineer, shown in rehearsal,
the constant feedback from the
so-called "artsies" that engineers
have no good taste, are louts,
etc. etc.
MCAT
• DAT•LSAT
• GRE
To show their concern, about
GMAT
• OCAT
• VAT
• SAT 2 5 engineers, mostly the Essex
staff, but also a strong con·
NMB
from the Industrial en·
ECFMG•FLEX•VQEtingent
gineering
stream, have turned
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
out
to
support
the company.
NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours
The troupes' director, Leo
'l"h•rc IS• dlff•r•nn/!!
Mayer, says this is not a short
term enterprise but is a bo~a
fide activity and may be in·
traduced as a first year course
CENTER
next year, mandatory to all first
year students.
Test Preparat,on Specialists s,nce 1938
For Information, Write or Call
Mayer stated that he has
29226 Orchard Lake Road
already commissioned world re·
Suite205
nowned choreographers for new
Farmington Hills , Ml 48018
(313)851-0313
works to be performed exclu·
Cenltts ,n MaJor US Cities
loronlo Putt to Nico and Lu~ano. Switzerland
sively by his company.
By MIKE UPMALIS
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Eagles' wings clipped
By KEVIN GARDINER
Thousands of Screaming Eagle fans were present when the
Eagles disembarked
from the
team bus (the Wyandotte Crosstown) after the Eagles clinched the '77 - '78 "A" division intramural
hockey championship .
The Eagles were assemblcJ
three short years ago under
hockey genius Pete (Guy La
This motley
,\!ud) · Mudrack.
ere\\ managed to go to the fmals m their first year of competition, but lost to a strong
Dudes squad. The core of this
first team is still evident on
the present Eagles squad. Last
year, in only
their second
vcar of competition, the Eagles
~anaged to take on all comers
to win their division.
1977 saw the Eagles move
up to "A" division. At first,
roost of the Eagles just hoped
to make the playoffs in this
tough division. But after a couple of wins early in the schedule, the Eagles' confidence
grew and they finished with a
fine 8-2 recrod. The Eagles'
only losses were a 2-1 loss to
the perennially pow,erful Commerce Blues, and a 1-0 setback
against the Plumbers.
The original Eagles on this
year's squad are coach Pete
(Guy La Mud) Mudrack, goalie
Kevin (G's)
Gardiner,
Mike
(Hoagie) Hogan, Craig (The Fox)
Davison, Lloyd (Willard) Paul,
Larry (Zo) Tomie, and Mark
(The Math Major) Stein.
The strongest
part of the
Eagles' game starts from the
goal out. Goalie Kevin Gardiner is sporting a sparkling
1.00 goals against average. Playing in front of Gardiner is one
of the finest defences in the
league, which includes defensive
stalwarts like Mike Hogan, Mark
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Carr, Bob Leyte, Bob Galipeau and Brian Cavanagh.
The Hudberg !me of Jerry
Goldberg, J armo Stomberg, and
Tom Hudson have been playing
well. Coach Mudrack hopes to
have all three lines working well
m the playoffs if the Eagles
are to be competitive with the
other top contenders
m the
league.
Rebuttal to "Eaglemania Sweeps
U. ofW."
I wish to complain in the
strongest possible terms about
the article just published concerning Eaglemania. Never have
I seen an article more ndJled
with inconsistencies,
fallacies,
and half-truths.
The author's use of the term
"Eaglemania"
immediately
brings to mind similar terms
such as Beatlemania, Trudeaumania, and Rollermania. Eaglemania hardly compares in intensity with these mass phenomena. In fact, only one out of

lnnertubes Mourn
By PETER MUDRACK
The campus was deeply saddened last week at the untimely death of one of the innertubes used in intramural innertube water polo. Memorial
services for the late Hector , A.
"Hee" Innertube will be held
at noon today
in the pub.
Order a few beers. Hee would've
wanted it that way.
The unfortunate incident occured in the fifth half of a one
half match between the Splashers and the Floaters. Bruce
Stratton
of the Splashers was
riding Hee at the time. "I
was riding Hee at the time",
Stratton expounded. "I was trying to pass the ball up in front
of the net when all .of a sudden

I heard this horrible, ghastly,
almost inhuman scream of abject
terror and anguish. At first I
thought
my deodorant
had
failed again, but when I looked
down, I saw that my innertube
had turned blue."
Stratton's innertube had turned blue, and was beginning to
sink and lose air. With complete
disregard for personal safety,
Stratton immediately leapt into
the
water
and
commenced
mouth-to-nozzle
resusition.
It
was to no avail however. I lee
passed on to his reward right
there in the pool. "I'll be carrying the scars of this around
with me for the rest of my life",
Stratton said grimly.
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every four University of Windsor students plan their social
lives around
Screaming
Eagles' home games.
The author suggests that the
Screaming Eagles have thousands
of fans. It is common knowledge that
Screaming
Eagles
supporters number only in the
hundreds.
I would also like to complam
about the author's totally needless reference to the town of
Orono. 1 his 1s complete!) irrelevant . It almost seems to be a
game among intramural sports
writers to see who can work a
reference to Orono mto a story
on the flim~iest of pretexts The Eaglemania article was
painfully incomplete as it neglected to ment10n such Eagles stalwarts as Peter Sprague;
Ian Thompson,
Dan Jennings,
and Rob Hudson. Oh yes, there
was one documented fact contained in the article. The Fox
does skate like a ruptured duck.
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * A TTENT/ON * * * * * * * * * * •·* * * * *
Candidates for SAC positions
Please be present at meeting Monday, March 6 at 4:30
Rooms 7 & 8, 2nd Floor, the Centre

A gen d a: Election rules, all candidates public meeting.

Terry Armstrong

Chief Electoral Officer

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC
CAMPUS MINISTRY
(located in 400 building between
and University Centre)

bridge

Lenten services:
MASSES: Sunday 10:30 A.M.
4:30 P.M.

Weekdays

12:00 noon
4:30 P.M.

d~

S~NIONV.LS '11\/8.13:)ISVH

S,N3:WOM

i:JJn:a.s
Je1n6aJ
S! S!4l.

Saturday

11:30 A.M.

Wednesday March 8th, noon mass guest homilist Father
Roland Janisse CSB on 'SIN'
Thursday March 9th 10:30 P.M. - 11:30 P.M. HOLY HOUR
Friday March 10th

12:00 noon and 4:30 P.M. Stations of
the Cross, followed b Mass.

Dollar blamed

Scrip declines
in weak markets
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A very, very nasty looking snake (crawling out of hole in floor)
rests after hav_ing attacked an electrician working on some equipment in the Media Centre. The electrician, easily the ugliest person
to be attacked by a snake on campus this year, died. That's good.

-

Automation takes
over by degrees
By MIKER. O'WAIVE
The University of Windsor
has been entirely taken over by
Canteen of Canada.
The vending machine company, which for years has provided stale sandwiches, mystery
meat, chips, pop and donuts
to the university community,
will now be selling degrees.
A Bachelor of Arts degree at
Canteen of Canada stalls will
cost only $2,6SO. An automatic machine which gives
change for thousand dollar bills
will be installed along with
the degree vendor in the University Centre beside the pool
tables next week. ,
B Sc. degrees will also be
available, sources say, for a
slight surcharge to cover lab
fees.
John Rallan, the university's
Vice-President for Profits, said
the move was agreed upon by
the board of governors as a
cost-cutting measure: "Instant
degrees are considered in line

with the policy of the provincial
government, which is to encourage students to complete their
studies and leave school as quickly as possible." Rallan said
a lot of other things, most of
them boring and repetitious
Dean of Students George McManhandle justified the introduction of the machines. "It's
designed to speed up our service
to the students. In that way,
it's sort of like the microwave
ovens in the centre."
When asked if the quality of
education
at this university
would be affected by the introduction o( the machines, academic vice-president McAwful
said probably not, but he didn't
know for sure, and anyway that
wasn't his job.
Masters and doctoral degrees
are to be offered in more new
machines scheduled for installation in September 1978. Among the administrative bugs to
be worked out before that
time are ways to prevent people

Despite warnings from inter,
national economists, Saga Foods
is still taking no action to
strengthen the declining scrip
market.
In Laurier Hall yesterday, in
moderate trading, scrip fell to its
lowest point in two years,
$0.85 (Cdn .) ,'.\s recently as
last September, scrip was valued
at par with the dollar, although
trading was light .
On the Macdonald Hall market yesterday , in light to moderate trading, scrip declined
slightly to $0.87 (Cdn .) Earlier
in the day scrip had slipped to
86 cents, but the market rallied
by closing time at 6: 30. Experts have attributed the late
rally to the effect of the chocolate milkshakes offered especially yesterday in Vanier East.
Some economists have called
on the university administration
to intercede on behalf of scrip,
but university officials have
taken no action. Information
Director Jeffy McMonkey said
that scrip was not a currency in
which the administration took
any interest.
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Only $2680
!anad,an students only

from buying an M.A. or PhD
before buying the required undergraduate degree. It is feared
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By BOB THOMPSON
At the SAC meeting held on
February 30, an organization
representing short people on
campus was ratified.
Calling themselves "The Repudiate The UnNaturally Tall"
Society, (RUNTS), and adhering
to the slogan "If man were
meant to be over five foot two,
he wouldn't have been given

Volkswagens", the group said
that its objectives were to eliminate discrimination against
shorts on campus in such areas
as steps over six inches high,
and what they claim to be "inaccessibly placed urinals", as
well as such miscellaneous items as having basketball players banned from campus, and
the removing of Randy Newman

RCMP
The Lance has learned that i:he RCMP is censoring all Lance
articles before the paper reaches the presses.
Editor Rick Spence announced yesterday that a suspicious
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
followed xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
without xxxxxxxxxxxxxx then grabbed xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx last
Thursday.
According to Spence, (delete ... delete ... delete .... ) even
though ----------------and
despite
telephones.
d
++++++++++++++ horses xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx re co~ts
-------pointed Mountie hats. The crucial
----------..-h n xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
but
moment came w e
they gave it to the horse instead.
.
"
---------------,"
said Spence. He added,
and oats."

,,-·---------=----------

"Stop gap actions such as offering milkshakes occasionally
~viii not save scrip," said J .
Timothy O'Malley of Macdonald
Hall's Monetary Committee . He
recommended
Saga adopt a
three-point program to bolster
scrip, including offering whole
(not cut in half) apples, discon tinuing the sale of bagels on
Thursdays , and a wholesale,
across the board five per cent
reduction in the cost of junk
food.
Saga Foods has shown no
interest in strengthening, floating or devaluing scrip. "We
only offer Coke floats," said
Food Services director Rick
Poison. "And that's not very
often, either."
Poison said he was not
concerned about the present low
esteem of scrip. He attributed
the . decline to the general
inclination of holders to sell
at this time of year, called the
decline "seasonal".
Saga Foods said they expected no problem from the
decline, and predicted that scrip
would again be on par with the
dollar come next September.

records

from

the

Bookstore.

A spokesman for the group
mentioned that they also intend to lobby for provincial
grants to help subsidize the cost
of platform shoes, and later said
"The time has come for a change
short people have been
stepped on and kicked around
for too l9ng."

ome students may take advantage of the system.
For those who have already
completed some courses towards
a degree, the new vending machines will also sell individual
course credits at $200 each_
"The real problem here is the
transfer of credits from other
machines," said Rall an. "For
instance, how many credits
should a student get if he buys
275 hotdogs over the school
year?
Administrators are also trymg
to determine how to prevent
foreign students and other charlatans from purchasing degrees
at the Canadian price, since differential fees were imposed last year for anyone without blue
eyes for a Canad:an passport.

all Lance stories
•

Spence went on to say that ++++ ...++++++ ~++++++++++++ and
++-++++++++++++++++++++ friendly +++++++++++++++++++ with
more oats. When asked whether the Mounties
or
whether the ropes were merely added to fool people, he replied:
"Well,------------------------=. ==-=."
,
However, last month two RCMP officers allegedly xxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
even though they had only one squad
car, and two horses. These facts, said Spence, have only been revealed after the xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
upstairs at a downtown bar on the night of February 4. That incident has since left xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
scarred
for life.
Mountie officials refuse to comment on the situation, but an
informed source has told The Lance that (delete ... delete .
delete ... ).
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Favourable reaction -

Luddly te Is Yankees to go home
By DON PEPPIN

University President J.F. Lucidly says that no one who speaks
American will be hired on in
the future, according to an open
letter opened yesterday.
Lucidly
commented
that
"y'all has to figger that if'n we
hires on 2 many of them thar
'Mericans we could be threatnin' our natchnill sover .
sour-er-en . . . serveren . . . .
our natchrelness."

Lucidly noted that because
of the number of Canadian
speaking Chrysler workers now
takmg up residence on campus
it would be difficult to distinguish between them and real
people as their responses to
some of the carefully-worded
questions the President puts to
them are simply: "Huh?, a well
known "'Merican"
colloquiallism.
Luddly's announcement
has
sparked some campus reaction,
but most of 1t seems favourable.
"In the long term this will be
a very good policy for Canad er,"
sayd Commerce
course czar
Michael Zip, "but for the short
term, it will make my job ...
er the new President's job more
difficult."

In past the policy has been
.
to scrutinize all applicants according to their ability to adapt
to the Canadian language, and to
hire them over any equally
talented natives who just said
"eh?"
When asked to comment on
· W - D ·
t h e report {t.m1er 1111am av1s
"W
comm en t e d :
e try to . . . ..I
*'tB"
h"
d
3t$& . . . t 1s amn tap ...
hello, hello Sgt. Renfrue to Cuddies, Sgt. Renfrue to Cuddles
· . . . .
. . . h ey w h at ,s t h"1s wire
ZAP ....
and thus would be

Zip, whose department has
trouble finding qualified professors who can speak anything
other than in bleeps, jingles,
buzzes and other related cash
register noises, notes that his

fun to try."

problem

the Engineering department who
have to deal with graduates
whose vocabulary consists of:
"Gimme a blue".
The head of the English department
was quick to note
that Zip's last comment was
in the wrong
characteristically
tense.
Vice-President
Academic
John McAwfule, m one of his
characteristically wordy an<l imagimative responses noted· "Uhh
....
well that's really Luddly's
ball-o'-wax, but ...
uh ...
I
really can't see what that's got

to do with the price of Cottonelle anyway . . . but . . .
anyway . .. er I really don't
think I should say anything
more cause if those turkeys
up in Toronto get wmd of
this they'll just fry my". At
this point the operator cut in
and said that our three minutes
were up and that we would, have
to deposit another dime if we
Dialing
wished to continue.
again, we discovered that his
office had been tied up for a
while, but he was sure to be out
m eight to ten.

Communication
Studies department
head Gartch Jowell
commented with disgust "It's a
crying shame 1f the truth were
known. So many of us here on
campus have been attempting
to divert ourselves of any type
of Canadian dialect and now we
find out we've got to start
speaking the way the rest of the
slobs . . . er don't print that."

to ci

foll
foo

Jowell noted that he reallv
didn't think that the lack ~f
qualified
teachers
would be
affected by the new policy.

•

New doors · surprise students
By JOHN SLAWMAN
Massive changes still are
taking place on the University
of
Windsor
campus.
After
months of planning and secret
negotiations, the University of
Windsor has installed new doors
on the Centre Building.

As per the usual policy, students were not warned of the
change, and consequently, there
they were not prepared for
the massive upheavals that this
would cause.
The Wizard Star was able to

is dwarfed by ' that of

ferret out the reason for the
change. (We talked to a ferret,
what else). Jn the event of
atomic war, the improved protection that would be given by
the new doors would be an asset
to insure survival of the Umversity Administration.
.
_T~e cover story behind .all
lth1s, 1s that the old doors, which
lwere sheet glass in a frame, had
+just worn out through use.
.lThere was a further cover-un
lthat the University wanted t~
+improve security by making 1t
harder to get into the Centre.

.! ~~ ~~~ ....~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Recently,
there have been
of the glass type doors
Tbrokcn at the University. This
has been blamed on vandals,
! but we all know that 1t is really
Tthe work of an ex-CIA agent
+ who is in the employ of the
.l R.C.M.P ....
or so liey tnmk.
TSources in Ottawa say that the
.l individual in question 1s really
Ta student \\ ho has been frus! trated in repeated attempts to
Tuse the lot to which he was
+assigned on his parking sticker
.land attempted, unsuccessful~)'
Twe may add, to try to park in
+Dean McLean's office.

+
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:pulls plug

t!.

! University President J. FranT cis Spagheddy was caught yes-

!+

t::;I::"~~r:,,
·:~
f:i:
+

JOIN THE YOUNG PROGRESSIVE
Co Ns ERVATIVES

T

+
+

starte
hoard

department

officials, Spagheddy

!. revealed he had been responsible
Tfor setting off false alarms at
!.the university all year.
T "I didn't have anything_ else

VE V/LL SH7RA/TEN OUT ZE CONTf~C'E
nc;J

+todo,"

Spagheddy

explained.

+Date·
WEDNESDAY MARCH 8 +
•
•+y·,me·
MIDNIGHT
+
+
fPl ace: DILLON HALL BASEMENT. ::~:~~~;i;
P+
:~\:i
tmu~:r;~;:foff~;~:e:~~:in~:~:

+

r:~~~t'?,:1t

tit~:~d}~a~;:a:;

tunvantedandunlo_ved.llethi~S
no one needs him any mor
The univers1t} s sC'_niorvice·
president, Big Frank DeMu.:ke,

•

+

Hov

+

t~~~~~~Q~_!_S~~~~~~~~~~1! ':'!E~~~--_.._
1

+•Maria
Spaghetti) was taken
in a padded volkswagen, \

,
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Edible oil product runs amuck
Story and Photos by REDE. WHIPP
Vanier cafeteria will be closed "for at least a week", according
city Public Health officer V.D. de Zeez. That announcement came
following an attack upon a student of living fungus lurking in Saga
food peaches and cream last Tuesday.
to

According to ey1:witnesses, third year student Freddy Kibitz
purchased a dish of cling peaches chosen from the wide disarray
of food at the Saga counters. Those peaches had a Saga specialty
ontop: WEipped cream.

Astonished students, in a valiant attempt to rescue the victim, attacked the creamy fungus with
knives, forks and spoons. Their efforts were thwarted, however, when the provoked growth lashed out
at them as well.
Kibitz was saved when food services employee charged from behind the kitchen counters and hacked
the victim's arm off with a butcher knife. The whipped cream fungus, unable to react against such sharp
action, immediately shrivelled and died.

Kibitz had just begun to eat the peaches when the whipped cream
startedto grow. Kibitz, once arrested on charges of whipped cream
hoarding,was delighted with the growth at first.
Health Inspector de Zeez says a full investigation of the incident is now underway. Officials however are hinJered by the fact that they cannot examine the fungus-riddled arm, which was quickly
whisked away and ground into meatloaf for Sunday dinner.
Saga Foods Manager Rock Arson called the entire incident "a tremendous tragedy" and promised
to place fungus traps throughout the cafeteria, next to the rat traps.

Drug Re.fund
The next two days for picking up
your drug refund cheques are

March 15 and 16 ONLY

However, it started to gush between his fingers until.it go! out of
hand and did a slow fungus crawl up his arm. At this pomt, the
"hipped cream, making little sucking noises, began to gnaw on
k.ibitz'swrist.

Forms for drug refunds may be
handed in during the week of
March 27 to March 31 incl.
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This week's LANCE was brought

to you by all of these fantastic

people:

Fantastic editor:

E.P. Chant

(who does so have a reason to live), Frank Kovacic (who's big, but really nice), Phil Kane (who's just

Tbelance

a crazy kind of guy), Marg Hyland (all the guys are really excited to have her on the staff), a special
guest appearance
Hetherington

Eldridge,

Deb

(no relation 'to John F.), Don Peppin and Anna

(sorry about the hydra), Deb Kennedy

Maria Tremonti
The Lance is published every Friday of the fall and winter terms by and for the
Student Media, University of Windsor. Press offices are located on the second floor
of the University Centre, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, N9B 3P4.
Subscription rates are $7.50 per year. Entered as second class mail at the Post
Office of Canada. Opinions expressed In The Lance are those of the student writer
and not"necessarily the University of Windsor or the Students' Administrative Council.
Offices: 253-4232, Ext. 153
or 253-4060
Advertising: 253-4232, Ext. 326

by Dergus Morgan, Fern Brown (who's special), Good Time Scotty

(who are just out of their tree), Bruce Dinsmore

( .), Dan Sullivan (who we think we

saw) , Steve Pavlov (love the way you wear your boots), Tony Ciccone (the greatest rhyming couplet
in Italian History) , Mike Upmalis (see "Dinsmore"),

John Revell, George Kocis, John P . Mortimer

(who are mean men with a flash) , Leonard Wallace (who's red but we don't know if he's dead) , Gross
Essex Affiliate

Tom Bobson , Melinda C. Fournier

know how she kisses), Future
Steve MacLean,
inflatable
Editor:

"Death

doll) Editor:
Janine

Halbert,

Arthur

Dunk"

Sneath

Editor:

(who kisses funny!),

Editor:

Lorretta

Gary Fish, Automotive

Peter (In yo' eye) Nash, Entertainment

Pelletier (we don't '

(and parking)

Editor: ·

(and keeper of the

Paulie Chernish, Dirty Bathtub Picture (would Drano let you hurt your pipes?)
Red-Headed

Splenetic

Editor:

Brenda

Mclister,

and Rick Spence,

[I

Editor

ti

(bitch!) .

G

di
in

str

Dead cats should be eaten
Every week, year after year,
the Lance staff brings you the
best (well, maybe not the best :
how about marginally adequate?) in campus coverage, investigative reporting, reviews,
sports, and serious treatment of
the issues of our day.
Yet in doing so, all sorts of
frustrations abound, involving
not only the issues but trying
to cover them as well. There are
the administration
spokesmen
who don't talk, or pretend they
don't know what the Lance is,
when you call them for information. There are the political
leaders on this campus (some
are students, some aren't) who
are too involved in power trip· ·
ping to operate effectively.
There is the basketball team,
which just can't win. There
are fee increases, cutbacks and
other financial stringencies happening all around us.
These and many other factors all help to stifle the creativity of The Lance, and produce mounting frustration in
the Lance reporters who tr}
to cover the stories. By this
time of year, this frustration.

sionally been things of beauty.
along with growing pressure of
When The Lance was published
exams not prepared for and
in broadsheet size (that is, the
essays not written, begins to get
size
of your normal daily newsout of control.
paper), we used to parody anoYou can feel it in the Lance
ther paper in town by doing
office. E.P. and Frank drink
The Windsor Stare. Then there
in the pub all night, and help
was the usual self-parody, The
with layout only after they'rt
Luntz, featuring drama critic
plastered. The sports section
Brick Dunmore.
gets shorter every week. RecTwo years ago we had Bill
ord reviews fade into nothingDavis sell the university (that's
ness.
not such a joke any more Paul is playing with his innow we know it could happen).
flatable doll. Steve gets atLast year's joke issue told
tacked by whipped cream. Rethe tragic story of the student
porters walk around with vacouncil-Lance split that producant stares ( normally they 're
ced The Real Lance and The
only half-empty). The editor
Free Lance: a double joke issue
tries out new eight-letter words,
that starred Maggie Trudeau's
since the old four letters just
pussy, copulating airplanes and
aren't enough.
Kaiser Wilhelm on page five.
For years there has only
This year, The Lance staff
been one way of curing this
again feel the need for a joke
perennicl problem. As the calissue . We hope readers will
endar pushes towards spring,
accept
1t in the manner in which
The Lance traditionally
pubit
was
written. We also hope
lishes a joke issue.
you will understand that we
(Now 30 seconds out for the
wou!J never knowingly try tv
usual mindless 3oke: "I thought
'
deceive
our readers.
they did that every week" .
With
that in mind, we hope
Hah-hah. Quite finished? We'll
you
enjoy
our joke issue, which
continue.)
will be published next week.
Lance joke issues have occa-

Corn men-cs
Letters

Whats all this
about, anyway?
Dear Editor:
What's all this talk about a
Presidential Lurch Committee
all about' I think it's just horrible that any silly committee
would be wasting its time looking into the President's lurch.
Now I looked it up in my
Funk and Wagnall's, just like
Rowan and Martin said to, and
it said: "lurch (lerch) n. A sudden stagger or roll to one side,
as of a drunken person. - lurch
v."
Now I'm not one to do too
much complaining about a way a
man votes but if he's going to
be our President he can't go
staggering and rolling to one
side or the other, if he's going
to be President he's got to decide which way he's going to go.
And as for being a drunken
person ... well it's just not true
what they've being saying about
the President still 'streaking'
around the 5th floor durjng
niffee break with 12 month
old "Old Sailor" on his breath.
It's two year old "Black Varnish". I gave it to him.

I don't see why any bunch of
pesky committees have to talk
about the President's lurch anyway. I think he's progressed very
well since that nasty accident
when the desk lamp fell on his
ED. NOTE:
Miss Lattela
that is the Presidential Search
Committee
. . . Search not
Lurch, Search, now just smarten
up.

classified
ads work?
Dear Editor:
Only you can save me!
I once had a love . . . but
now I've lost her. Perhaps
through your famous Lance
Classified Ads I can find her
again. Believe me, I need her.
Yours truly,
Harold Melvin
P.S. If you also happen to
come across The Bluenotes, let
me know.
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Cultivating bread mold
By ATTELOR REITELLEP
It's Monday mornmg and
boy, have you had a rough weekend. Went out Friday and Saturday night, stayed up until all
hours working on an assignment
last night, and now, to top it
all off, you've got to sit through
your nine o'clock Mycology 100
class - a real sleeping pill.

No, you can't skip out because you've already missed seventeen consecutive classes, and
this is your sc·ence option which
you've got to pass. Besides, the
person whose notes you've been
borrowing asked viciously last
time if you would like her to
start writing out her notes m
duplicate (that was just before
she threw them m your face)
and you 're afraid she might be
getting a little peeved at you.
Your worst fears have mat·
erialized: today, Professor H.H.
Ludwitz (the H.H. stands for
"Ho Hum") will be lecturing
on the various stages m the
cultivation of bread mold. This
is going to be a real test of
endurance. What are you going
to do? If you fall asleep in class
you 'II be mortified
because
you're a notorious snorer, and
you've also been known to yell
out obscenities in your sleep,

a direct result from deep frustrations submerged in your subconsc10us from taking such
inane courses as this.
The situation looks pretty
bad, but is not hopeless. Here's
the course of action you should
take:
1) Race to the nearest vending machine and belt down two
(or more) cups of coffee. This
usually does not do a bit of good
m such extreme cases as this,
but it sure can't hurt.
2) Sit near a window and
if it is not already open, open
it wide. It will be difficult to
ignore the dirty looks you will
undoubtibly
receive from the
people sitting around you who
will freeze to death, but just
think about how worse off
they'd be if they had to listen
to your snoring.
3) Once the class begins,
you must be careful not to get
into a too comfortable position
in your seat. Get into the most
contorted
position you can,
making certain you can untangle yourself once the class
1sover.
4) If this discomfort is not
sufficient to prevent you from
noddmg off, try pinching yourself every few seconds to make

sure that you're still awake DI
This tactic must be carried out pl
with extreme caution and never RU
excessively unless you want to
spend a lot of time explaining
the black and blue marks that
will appear all over your body.
5) Roll your eyes continuously. This exercising of the WO
eye muscles will prevent your yo
eyes from clos ing. Try to carry the
out this latest course of action yo
without catching the attention RU
of your professor. You want DI
to stay awake but you don't tou
want to end up in a strait· RU
jacket.
big
6) Leap to yo ur feet and S.A
screech at the top of your DIS
lungs to shock yourself b_ac~ RU
into a state of alertness. Thisis of I
really not recomme nded bee· · our
ause it often attrac ts more DI
attention than your snoringever nai
would. I just threw it in be· the
cause I'm running out of sug· x.xx
gestions.
.
Rli
7) You 're fighting a losing DIS
battle, bud. It's only five min· lett
utes into the period and you'. tall
eyelids feel like two pieces ot RU,
lead. Admit defeat, anchor your· stea
self well into your seat (you Illa
don't want to go spilling oul DIS
into the aisle) sav to hell ,i·ith and
' •
ce
your snoring, and have a ni
rais'
sleep.
the
dis
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Cornrnen~s
Is God dead,or does he live in• Pittsburgh?
By LACE WALLEN

In these troubled and serious
times there has been a questioning as to the existence of
God. Does he exist? Has he
died? Or is he presently living
in a little bungalow on tenth
street, apartment
no. 7 in
Pittsburgh?
Well my friends, God does
exist. His existence has been
proven. You see, I am God!
To repeat for those of you who
fell off their chairs - I am God .

Really, you don't exist and
others are nothing but figments
of my imagination. I'm just
playing a marvellous joke on
myself . Therefore,
if I am
God, and I do think and act,
thus God exists.
Actually, I'm just your ordinary , everyday kind of guy .
And I do not look like George
Burns. Jesus, what a miscast
in that movie. There is more of
a resemblence between me and
James Darren.

~ outofiheir
tree
~ ,..'-

A lot of people have tried to
impersonate me, even here at the
University of Windsor. Everyone
thinks that President Leddy is
God . Gary Wells, president of
SAC acts as if he is. Len Wallace
actually believes he is God although he won't tell anyone.
E.P. Chant thinks he's Lucifer, but really is an angel.
But really, I don't care for
all that grovelling at my feet.
I can't go anywhere without
somebody
Goddamning
some one else . Do they really think

I've got time to listen? I have
my own life to take care of.
As for the name God. Don't
call me that! I've got a real
name you know - actually a
couple - but prefer Harvey.
Still don't believe that I
exist? Well, tell me this then Who wrote this? Do you think
a normal person would?
Ok - try this - Who unplugs '
that toilet
bowls after you
leave the university at night?
Or who installed the parking
meters on the streets? Answer

me that. Geeeez , I remember
one guy who didn't believe in
me. When he died, boy was
he surprised. You should have
seen the look on his face. You
really had to be there to appreciate it.
Well, I've taken up enough
time in article. I thought I'd
just let you know how I felt.
See ya around one of these
days . Gotta go out and work
up a bath of miracles. Then
again, maybe I won't and keep
you in suspense.

Ove rheard in the Gallery
By DEB KENNEDY
and FERN BROWN

Th e Lance rov ing report er(s)
scoured th e pub Wednesday
night to gather tidbits of interesting conversation s.
I !ere w e
publisb our results .

By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI and DON PEPPIN

11

PSSSSSSSSSSST ! Have you heard the rumours?
Ignorance abounds and its beliefs are hard to shake.
But don't worry. We, believeing ourselves to be relatively free of
total ignorance (or is the joke on us?), are about to put an end to
ignoranceby disclaiming any and all rumours. Read on .
RUMOUR: Dr . Leddy is retiring .
DISCLAIMER: That rumour has been circulating for the past 18
months. Leddy has no intention of ever retiring, but the statement
allowshim to keep those in the Presidential Search Committee on
thepayroll for another three years.
RUMOUR: On the third day of the Florida Orange growers' conventionthe fruit farmers voted to fire Anita Bryant as their spokespersonin the future.
DISCLAIMER: This is in no way true . The FOG never got by the
firstday of the meetings when one of the speakers commented that
hiscrop had come out a little "queer" this year.
RUMOUR: Lance editors are fun-loving relaxed individuals who enjoythe cute pokes of fun we often direct at them.
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DISCLAIMER: Eds Note: This paper has a policy of printing anythingthat's fit to print ... this isn't.
RUMOUR:Writers write to sell.
DISCLAIMER: Not a chance. Totally untrue. We are perfect examples.We write not for money, but to see our names in print.
RUMOUR: "The Essex" is a second-rate publication put out by sexuallyfrustrated engineers with small minds.
DISCLAIMER: Nonsense. "The Essex" is a fifth -rate publication
printedby sexually frustrated engineers with NO minds.
RUMOUR:Professor hate students.
DISCLAIMER: Just because they assign phenomenal amounts of
Work,do their best to make you appear stupid in class, refuse t? buy
youa beer in the pub, and ask you to transfer to another sect10n so
theywon't have to look at your face, doesn't mean your profs hate
you. You are just overly-sensitive.
RUMOUR:Hawaii is an island paradise.
DISCLAIMER: It is now, since all those stupid rock-loving Canuck
touristshave gone home.
.
RUMOUR:Gary Wells is an egotistical, over-beranng, under-handed,
bigoted, manic-depressive silly person who does a crappy JOb as
S.A.C.president.
DISCLAIMER: He's not silly.
RUMOUR:The Royal Canadian Mounted Police are really a bunch
of legalized criminals snooping into our private live~ and censonng
ourmail.
DISCLAIMER: We really don't believe the Mounties censor any
rnail.But as for the criminal part, we have proof that xxxxxxxxxx
thexxxx~xxxxxxxxxxx
without xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
only because
XXxxxxxxxxxxxxx last September.
RUMOUR:A degree means nothing.
.
•
DISCLAIMER: The hell it doesn't. It means some guy wit~ fancy
lettering on his printing machine rakes in a bundle every spnng and

fall

RUMOUR: Saga Foods cooks flick their cigarette ashes on the
. the soup, gnnd
.
steaks,drop flies m
stray. cats ·mt ~ the meatloaf and
ut rnakeall their foreign dishes taste bland and Canadian.
.
ith DISCLAIMER: Nonsense. They flick their ashes into the _cak: m;
ice andbutt the cigarettes on the steaks, they use all the fhe.s ·~ t;
raisinbread and the cats aren't stray - they get them ~peccia1 dr~n
1h
ana ia
_e Humane' Society. And they can ' t even make their
dishestaste Canadian .

I don 't feel any different
People always think vegetarians
feel different
Do you eat eggs
I had trouble getting used to the
taste
Do you like carrot Juice?
I only had it once and I said I've
had enough of that
Anybody want a pizza?
I have to go home and sober up
I know why you don't like
greasy foods
You want to step upstairs?
He said he wanted everything
but anchovies
Hey, Angus do you got any pot?

I don't want to buy anymore
Know what? It 's - nice to be
drunk!
We get along so well
He always asks me and I always
say no
Ile's so cleancut, he 's obscene
I never thought you were, you
son of a bitch
Are those not materna l
instincts?
O.k ., you want me t o stand o n
the table and show you?
Jesus Christ. what do you think
I am, an invalid?
Want me to use force?
Just two blues, one ex, and an
old V.
We just heard this in the last set
lle y , And y 's got a groupie!
I'm gonna hate tomorrow, I can
JUSt tell!
Bartender: move down!
I didn't have a bite ycc
I didn't request this.
Oh, I'm so full!

Go ahead, honest I'm going to
eat when I get home.
It 's amazing the way that stuff
doesn't get a head on it.
Here comes Eddie, look how
steady my hand is
Yes, it's still a hole.
Did you hear, "Fooling Around
With Yourself," by Schtyx?
lt's no use trying to please her.
She's gotta catch us off-guard.
You know, if you bite your fingernails a hand will grow in
your stomach?
If they don't want this, we'll
keep it.
Another 50 and I'll be scraping
'cm off the floor.
Ahh! I' m going nuts !
And there you have it! It's
plain to see tbat what we learn
outsuic of tbc classroom is far
more valuable in real life than
what they try to teach us within!

'I may be a prude but ... '
By PHIL KANE

As a full-time student of this
university, and a person who'
tends to come here often, I
am both surprised and shocked
at the number of students who
have mentio ned that they m ust
subje ct t hem selves to oral exam inat ion s by their profe ssors.
I per so nally find this disgu sti ng
degradi ng, de mean ing to the
stud ent and downright naughty!
It is bad enough to have
all ty pes of peop le examing
one's outer appe ara nce at any
point in th e day (especia~ly
tho se oglers in the cafeteri as
and that
peruser's
paradise,
the Gallery pub) but to have an
instructor
insist on an oral
examination is well beyo nd the
bounds
of good taste and,
yes, moral decency!
I may be a prude as far
as the new morality goes by
but it's just the way I've been
brought
up, I guess. It just
seems to me that a person has to
be Jacking a sense of morals
when he lets someone who isn't
even a dentist or at least a dental
dental assistant give him or
her an oral examination. After
all those in the dental profession have been trained and
lectured extensively on dental
dogma and oral morals and other
important
things that people
dealing with other
people's
mouths just have to know.
In the
opinion
of this

repulsive, loathsome and completely naughty that unqualified personnel, such as university professors, should be forcing
their students into oral examinations against their will. If
it is a case of taking an oral

II

examination or failing a course
there may be something deeper
that meets the eye. Perhaps
there is a rash of oral fetishism
infecting the university of Windsor's fair campus? The im..Plication are, indeed foreboding.

Does anyone know

·~

what splenetic has
to do with t~is story?
By the SPLE N TET IC WON DE R
The biggest problem facing
university residents in this day
and age is not residential costs,
nor Vanier food, nor Chinese
roommates, but - and I shudder
to type the word - WOO LIES.
Yes, my dear friends and lovers, WOOLIES are the biggest
problem facing residents in their
quest for a sanitary existence.
They are tenacious, splenetic,
and totally immoral. Why ii Anita Bryant wasting her valuable
time chasing gays when there is
such a pressing problem upon
the world?
Why, you may ask, are WOOLIES only problematic for residents? Simple, you dumb jerk,
I may respond, because I residents are the only damn people in

the entire world who have to
clean uncarpeted floors. People
who live at home do not have to
clean floors at all. Only people
who have to clean their own, uncarpeted floors have to deal with
the curse of WOO LIES.
By this point, you are no
doubt wondering what, in God's
name, WOOLIES are? Every last
resident in the world could tell
you, but I shall be the one to inform you - WOOLIES are those
disgusting clumps of hair and
dust that collect under your bed
and culminat~ into one, big
hairy organism.
I've come up with what I
think is a good solution to this
grievous catastrophe. The next
time you see me, I hope you'll
notice my new sweater and the
ingenuity with which it was knit.

...............................
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Another student aid story *~News Of
:*
The
World:•
.

By TED HEITOR
The provi ncial governm ent
has pledged to reveal the details
of its new student aid plan
sometime this month, but everything is still shrouded in secrecy.
Oh God, another student aid
story! Why do I get all the
crummy stories that no one
reads and even fewer care bout;
why don't I get to write bus
stones, like Bruce Dinsmore
does?
Miriam Edeldaughter, chairperson of the Ontario Federation of Students (OFS) today
called on Harry Parrott, Minister of Colleges.and Universities,
to publicize the new aid package
oecomes law next month.
C.eez, who cares. I don't
need any student aid anyway.
My parents'll keep supporting
me, as long as I don't flunk out
again this year.
Edeldaughter
repeated her
assertion that the plans of the
ministry to establish a foux-year
limit on grant assistance are a
veiled for m of racism, sexism,
and exist enti alism , which will
discriminate against th ose entering graduate school , and against
doctors,
lawyers and Indian
chiefs.
I'm glad I'm not g...ing to be
a doctor . Hell, I had 1141ough
trouble with Physics 119. 'k ell,'
now I don 't need any mor~
artsie course~. and I can finish
up my accounting credits next

term . . . if I ever finish this
story, that is.
Let's see now, what's next?
Probably something about how
the new plan will contribute
to the reinforcement of the
fascist class system in Canada ..
"The new student aid plan
will contribute
to the establishment of a class system in
Canada," Edeldaughter told a
press conference at the University of Bowmanv1lle yesterday. She also said she drinks
Tang for breakfast.
Next there'll be somthing
about cutbacks, I bet. All you
ever read m this paper is about
cutbacks. But who cares .
I'll be gone in two years - maybe
- and then it won't matter. C,eez,
why'd I ever JOi~ the lance
anyway. I mean, we usually JUSt
go to McDonald's for dinner
Wednesdays, so it can't be for
the free meal ...
A spokeswoman for Harry
Parrott denied that there were
cutbacks m the ministry of
education, just moments before
she was laid off yesterday afternoon.
The ed ito r says I always have
to say spo kesman, or spokes woman .. . I wonder why he
never lets me say that we make
all this stuff up?
The final announcemnt of the
details of the new student aid
plan, which is scheduled to come
in.to effect next September, ·is'
expected to occur about the
same time as the next sighting

of Halley's Comet.
(I wonder if they'll let me
write that at the end ... naw,
they'll probably edit that out.
But then they left in that part
about Maryon Overholt not
being a nymphomaniac ...
so
maybe I'll get away with it).
There's nothing like a bright
witty ending to cap off a hard:
h 1·tt"mg news st ory.
Parrott was shot three times
·
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Blatant
filler
By RANDY BARKMAN
(who goes to Waterloo)

What a beautiful city this
Windsor! I find the city remarkable in its ability to suck every
ounce of sparkle from each colour of the spectrum. Except
grey . Windsor, a mosaic of grey s.
And all of th e sight s! I shall
go back t o Waterl oo with th e
vision, st ill fresh in my mind ,
of dirt y trucks loaded down
with brightly coloured vans .
The drivers hurrying to get their
cargo out of Windsor before the
colours fade -- to grey.
Windsor, the last hold out
from
American

*

DATELINE OTTAWA: Amidst
: the hoots, ho_llers, catcalls and
other nasty thmgs shouted from
: the g~llery,_ the Prime Mmist~r
and his ~abmet announced their
new policy program to buoy up
the sagging Canadian economy.
~
"We're going to sell Canada
~ to the United States and that
way everybody will have lots
.,,...
and lots of money." Trudeau,
~
.
who said that plan was "fuckin'
..
.
great , had JUSt come back from
.
.
the part!' po~1cy convention.
Along with this program some
.
5,000
other resolutions were
passed m a marathon three min: ute sessioP.
Hysteria reigned in the House
of Commons after the announcement of the new economic plan .
This was soon stopped as Joe
Clarke came to his feet and immediately put everyone to sleep.
In the most strongly worded
statement in his political career CIarke sa1"d " I ....
uh . . .
uh .... well .... you know . . .
: it . . .. "
Later, in the Hou se lobby
he elaborated on his statement
b y saying " It . . . yo u . . .
ummmmh .....
kinda . .. . ya
know? " According to Conser: vative party critics the PC's
would not follow such a plan .
Rather, they would sell Canada
piece by piece , starting w ith
Quebec.
Regressive Liberal Finance
Minister, Jean Chretian, repl y ing
: to opposition critics out of the
,t side of his mouth (as usual)
note d th at " hey guys, I mean,
th is is one hell of a good plan.
We're going t o sell every friggin '
: inch of th is countr y."
NDP leader Ed Broadbent ,
sitting in his usual getup as
the Archangel Michael, explained that the new program was
"unrealistic". He said an NDP
: government would have two
contingency
plans. The first
would be to nationalize all
existing American businesses and
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then sell it back to them again•
at a reasonable profit. The•
second plan was to nation alize:
all existing snow and sell that•
to Americans m the south ern•
states.
"Can
you
imagine?•
They'll freeze they're buns off •
And speaking of brass monkeys.•
"
•
•
Dateline Hollywood: In a SUH
·
d
T
pnse move yester ay, onight•
h
h
J h
c
s ow ost o nny
arson an-•
d h h
1 ·
•
nounce t at e was eavmg the
show. However a few hours•
J
h
· hd
h
•
ater e wit rew t e statement.
and declared that he would con-•
tinue with the program. He sad•
' Initially I was going to give•
someone else the job and · •
would guest host the show per-•
.
•
h aps once or twice a month.*
Then I realised I was only doing•
that many shows now and still•
getting full salary, so why shoi.!d*
I give up a good thing when I've•
got 1t'.
•
Dateline Georgia: It was an-•
nounced today that the lasn
bath of 'Billy Beer' had been•
bot tl ed and the com pany wa/
going out of business. The beer*
wh ich is nam ed for President:
Carter 's broth er Billy has been•
available for onl y a few months*
and was selling like hotcakes,•
both in the south and through-:
out the midwest. Apparently a*
clause in Billy 's contract all-•
owed him all the beer he could*
drink and as a result all the*
profits and literally 'gone down*
the drain .'
*
Dateline Washington: Canada's!
Prime Minist er Pierre Elliot Tru·•
deau announced t oda y at a press•
conference that th e country of*
Canada is up fo r sale to the high-*
est bidder . Secretar y of State:
Vance stated that the U.S. was•
very interested in the offer be·•
cause of the industrial and maH
erial resources, but bidding may*
be conservative because of the*
domestic problems of French!
Canada and the Eskimos .
*

•

•
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GraduatingNurses...·
Before you make a firm commitment to enter the field
of Public Health Nursing in Ontario, we want you to be
aware of what you are getting into.
For the facts, call:
Thunder Bay (807)344-7032
Hamilton
(416)383-3341
Ottawa
(613)226-3733

London
Sudbury
Toronto

(519)438-2153
(705 )675-5404
(416)364-1975
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Did Kennedy explode?
By PETER MUDRACK

The controversy surrounding
tJe assassination of President
John f. Kenned) has not subsided in the past fifteen years.
~\uch of the debate stems from
t:ie basic question of how many
assassins were involved
The
warren Report reflects the official government viewpoint and
argues that the fatal shots
were fired by one lone, deranged gunman. Critics of the
warren Report have, concluded
that a conspiracy existed, and
that two or more persons killed
thepresident.
However a new theory has
come forward in recent weeks.
The major proponent of this
theory is a Mr. A.J. Hid ell of
Orono. Hidell arrived at his
startling conclusions after many
years of laborious stw:!y of
films, photographs,
police reports,eyewitness testimony, and
hisnavel. "Most people were so
busytryin to figger out whether
there was one gunman, or two
gunmen, or three gunmen, or
four gunmen , or two gunmen
and someone with a dagger, or

one gunman and one spearthrower and an artillery squad,
or two gunmen and a pygmy
\\Ith a blowgun, that they couldn t sec the answer which was as
plain as the nose on their faces"
Hidcll said in one breath.
'
As a result, Hidell arrived
at the remarkable 'no-bullet '
theory. Hid ell claims that the
president simply exploded. "I
claim that the president simply
exploded" said Hide!!. "It's a
proven medical fact that the
average person explodes five or
six times daily. Most of these
are' mini-explosions;
so small
that the person don't even know
what's going on. But when a
cham reaction starts in the
neural capillary aorta, it's game
over. The unsuspecting victim
simply blows up. Kaboom. This
is what happened to Kennedy:
no assassins, no bullets - he just
blew up."
"Everyone overreacted. Naturally they thought someone
was doing the shooting and went
off looking for the shooter. Well
the joke is on them".
Hidell has produced medical

evidence to suggest that JFK
was rocked by a series of miniexplosions in the we~ks prior
to the assassination and that a
chain reaction started in the
neural capillary aorta while riding through Dealey Plaza on that
fateful
day. "Kennedy
was
always exploding. lie exploded
m the Oval Office, at Hyannis
Port, at State dinners, while
playing touch football on the
White House lawn with Bobby,
while swapping dirty stories with
the Secretary of the Interior,
even while fooling around with
his mistresses."
:r!
"Everyone automatically fig- ]
gered that since the president's ~
wounds looked like gunshot ~
Four unidentified door-users stand back in awe as the sculptor
wounds, they had to be gun- o of the new doors on the University Centre, Nepo Rood, utilizes
shot wounds. Nosiree not the f his latest masterpiece. Mr. Rood carved the doors from solid granway I see it they don't."
ite and said, when he had completed the task, "Whew! (he was
Well, there you have it.
tired) Getting that granite thin enough so you can see through it
Definitely National Enquirer mawas a real bitch." Mr. Rood plans to sculpt some more doors around
terial. One thing can be said
campus, then a new pub manager to replace Peter Romeril who
about Hidell and his kooky
Mr. Rood referred to as a "real bitch".
theory. It stands up about as
well as the Warren Report.
(By the way, the story
below entitled "Kennedy claims
he isn't dead" is a pack of lies!)
metnc degrees.

Degrees go metric
By FRANCES HALLWAY
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Water now liquid gold
By OUR UNIVERSITY
CORRESPONDENT

The university administration
has announced its most recent,
andmost drastic, economy measure.
''Faced with reduced provincialgrants and declining enrolment, the university has entered a period of financial peril," says the official statement
announcing the latest cutback.
"Thefree ride is over."
The university has decided to
chargefor use of campus drinkingfountains. "We don't think
a nickel a slurp is too much,
giventhe current price of water,
and our phenomenal overhead
costs," said an administration
spokesman who
wished
to
remainanonymous.
Joe McGrant, of 124 Askin
Avenue (phone 481-3805), an
official in the university's fin-

ance department, went on to say
that the problem now would be
to prevent people from filling
bottles and cups with water to
avoid having to pay again for
the rest of the day.
"We haven't got all the bugs
worked out of the system yet,"
McGrant said. Remember, we've
just recently started dealing with
cutbacks. It was only three
weeks ago that we installed pay
toilets, and started charging for
paper towels."
Revenue from drinking fountain sales have reached $5,678
in the first week of operation,
and a committee is being established by the Board of Governors to find ways to spend the
money.
Meanwhile, SAC wants a cut
too. Student council Vice-President Rob M. All has demanded
a 10 percent piece of the action.
"We think students should gain

Kenn(;Jdy claims
he isn't dead
John F. Kennedy, former president of the United States of
America, spoke at the University of Windsor Tuesday night, fresh
froma recent appearance on American late-night television.
"I guess being on Saturday Night Live will convince those people
~ho think I'm dead," the aging New England politician told a skepticalLance reporter.
Kennedy enthralled a capacity Math Building audience with his
stories of fishing off Cape Cod, and he particularly praised the
effons of conservationists in preventing the erosion of the sand
dunesalong the eastern shore.
Unexpectedly, Kennedy didn't mention politics, Lee Harvey
?swald, his brother Ted, or the Cuban Missile Crisis, preferring
instead to stick to his topic of forest regeneration. His visit was
sponsored by the Canadian Insectivorous Association (CIA), a
subsidiaryof the Biology Club.
. While in Canada, Kennedy said he hoped to appear on the latenig~tCBC show, Ninety Minutes Liv.e, to prove to Canadians that
he wasn't dead yet. He would not explain his mysterious transforillat1onon November 22, 1963, nor would he give any clue as to
Wherehe had been hiding until discovered while shopping in a K.llartstore in Schenectady two months ago.
It IS hoped that some of the answers will be forthcoming when
JackieKennedv Onassis come to the university next month, to give
aguest lecture 'on Ancient Greeks to students in Classical Studies.

from this wonderful new source
of revenue, too,"
he said.
When asked by this reporter
when the administration
was
going to charge residence students for the use of their elevators, McGrant said that the
university hadn't even considered the idea. But he said he'd
bring it up at the next Board
meeting.

Dr. J.F. Leddy, president of
the University of Windsor, announced today that degrees will
now be converted to celcius.
Ever since the beginnmg of
time, M.A.'s, B.A.'s, B.Sc's etc.
have been given in Fahrenheit
degrees. I lowever, because of
pressures from Metric Canada,
University of Windsor degrees
will now go metric.
"It will be confusing at
first," Leddy commented, "But
once students become familiar
with the metric system, there
will be no major problems,
- and we will be the first University in the world to offer

The main item that will
have to be rearranged is the
time element.
100 seconds= 1 minute
100 minutes = 1 hour
100 hours= 1 day
10 days= 1 week
10 weeks = 1 month
10 months = 1 year
This means your average
honours B.A. will now take
about ten years of your time.
A precise conversion formula
has not as yet been devised,
'as Dr. Leddy has run out of
fingers and toes. All suggestions would be welcome.

From the police blotter:
No tickets, no break-ins
worthwhile things in life m
order to attend classes. He feels
that " ... they deserve a break
The Windsor Police commi(today)."
ssion has announced an amnesty
In other police business ...
of parking tickets for the rest
local cops arrested a nut who
of the year. In a Lance interwas walking along in a bright
view, the Chief said:
red coat and a wide brimmed
"Long enough have we harassed this poor downtrodden
felt hat and blue trousers. When
folk. From now on, they can
the man explained, as police
park where ever they like and
allege, that he was only a Mounmy men will do everything that
tie in dress uniform going to
they can to see that this right
court ... the police replied that
is enforced
and protected."
no Real Mountie would ever
The Main Man of the Munidress like that and that real
cipal Fuzz went on to say, that · Mounties can't be seen . . .
he is sorry for students who
they're usually bugging or spying
have to take time off from the
or helping the local police
By MICHAEL FROZENVEGETABLE

The Lance presents Debra J. Hetherington who has outdone herself
again with a brand new carwon she calls "Topping It Off".

nore,I· Usedbri llo pa.d!

~

department
with a break in
job.
The detective Bureau is still
studying a request by one Richard Spence. It seems that said
Spence would like a break-in
to take place at his newspaper
office. Spence, is, confidential
sources revealed, coming to the
end of this term and would
like something to happen. After
a dull year and no independent
funding, was well as being worried about a reported coup
d'etat that is in the making,
Spence wants something
to
happen, before his staff falls
asleep.

Trudeau
confirms
auction
Dateline Ottawa: Prime Minister
Trudeau confirmed the reported
auction of Canada in a press
conference on Parliament Hill
this morning. The move had
been anticipated and met with
little opposition. Trudeau made
it known that by no means was
he accepting any bids of Canadian currency.

-",

s'!pr'!i.'!.SHwailt
to be a writerlr
Sometimes some people make
me chuckle a little bit to myself
because they come up to my
face and query, "Hey Paul, since
you 're on the Lance, can you
teach me how to write." "Hah!"
I say, there is lot more to hitt ing those typewriter keys than

I'm Paul Chernish and that my
name just might be next to
names like Wordsworth, Longfellow and Chic Young. You see,
the fact that I got a real touch
on these keys shouldn't make
you, the aspiring journalist feel
inferior. All you just have to do

to never infest your valuable
copy with an overabundance of
cliches.
Now, if you really want to be
a really good writer, you must
remember that all of us really
good writers are, in all actuality,
really good. One thing that we

L
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By OTIS T.
ARIES
(March 2 J
April 19) : An enraged bull elephant will
violate you anally. A spring wedding will be planned.
- (April 20
May 20) : A close fnend will douse you
in itching power and place you in a straitjacket. Your gratitude will
be immense.
TAURUS

(May 21
June 21) : You suspect people of plutti ng
to destroy your very existence. The multiple stab wounds could be
a clue.

GEMINI -

CANCER - (June 22 - July 22) : Years of grueling study have left

your mind a mass of blubbering jelly. The presidential search committee calls you for an interview.
LEO - (July 2 3
Aug. 22) : You will be the key figure in a joint
RCMP-FBI conspiracy to over-throw the government of Peru. While
en route you will be trampled by a herd of llamas.
;-: VIRGO - (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) : You ~ill be kidnapped, taken up

~

Uganda, and put on trial for impersonating Idi Amin's little brother
will intercede on your behalf .

~ Billy. The Presidential search committee

if:,

« LIBRA

(Sept. 23 - Oct. 22) : Someone with the initials 'F.K.'

-

> will greatly affect your life. Sexual encounters of the third kind are
Copies of this publication can be picked up at the Lance office for a nominal fee.
just hitting the keys.
Writing right involves many
things like: spelling, punkchuation, grammar, and, most importantly of all, the availability of
paper. Lots of cronies inadvertantly ignore the "pulp factor"
as I most of the time like to call

J indicated.
"

SCORPIO - (Oct. 23 - Nov . 21) : You will contract a rare and
strange tropical disease . Orange and green spots will cover your
face whenever you have a sexual thought.
SAGITTARIUS - (Nov . 22 - Dec. 21) : You will acquire an insatiable desire to consume Ex-lax. Your bowels will permanently lock
in the open position .
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Poet's Corner
MY WATER RUNSCROOKEDFROMTHE TAP TO MY BATHTUB

"Poet 's Corner" will never again accept poetry
from anyone, anywhere . This is disgusting.
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OFS reveals stud,.. .. _t ai(/ d tails
By BRENDA McLISTER
.c
~

ro

The new Ontari o Study Grant
Plan "wi ll be worse than was

feared", according to t he Ontario Federation of Stude nts.
OFS obtai ned a confidential

·report from the Ministry o
College s and Universities that
outlined long-awaited details of

2
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P, and leaked the information to the media. The story
appeared on the front page of
Tuesday's Globe and Mail.
· Under OSGP, parents will
be expected to contribute to
their children's educati~n if the
parents' net income, after deductions, is $6,600. If the current
student aid plan was continued,
parents would not be ·expected
to contribute upless their net
mcome was $7,600 or mot e.
The new OSGP· will allow
less money for weekly expenses than the Canada Student Loan plan. CSL will allow
$70 per week for students living
away from home , and $48.50
~ for students
living at home .
j OSGP will allow $65 and ~25
u
respectively .

-
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Part -t ime

students

will be
aid under ·
OSGP. Accordi ng to OFS , •<a.s- :
sista nce to part-time students
will be so restrictive that only
those stude nts taking 3 courses
and earning the minimum · wage
or less will receive any aid.'' .

~ eligible for student
]
ll.

1he Royal Order of the Hook strikes again! Since beg innin g its crackdown on illegally -parked cars,
security has towed away over 60 cars, and handed out ·ove r 80 city police tickets . Better take the bus .

Trent, Carleton, McMaste r

In reference to the new plan, •
OFS chairperson Miriam Edelson said, "the parental contribution table and the living allowance for OSGP are startling .
. . . These details, when combined with the cutting off o f-'
grants to all graduate
and
most professional school · srudents, and the tightening of the
independence criteria will ) >e
very destructive of any effort ·
., to remove the financial barriers to college and university."
SAC External Affairs Commissioner: Maryon Overholt told
The Lance, "These recent reve latiojls c-show that contrary ~-to
what Dr. - P,mott has .. said all
along, the new plan is far more
restrictive than the old plan."
Overholt is planning to ' set
4p an information desk . in the
University Centre next week to
find out . how many students
would be interested in attending the OFS rally at Queen's
Park on March 16.
The rally is being held to
protest student aid, cutbacks,
and unemployment. If enough
students
would like to go,
SAC will arrange their transportation.

.,~udents take over offices
-~

.

..... ,.,_

By DA VE POWIS
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Students at three Ontario uni versities occupied administration
offices this week to protest
cutbacks an d .the government's
proposed student aid program . .
The o<?cupation at Trent University began March 10 while
t 1lose at Carleton and MeMaster
universities started earlier this
week.
At Trent, seven students are
occupying the financial offices
in ~protest ,over plan-necl }"~ ~actions in government spending on
post-secondary education.
, The administration
has refu~ed to negotiate with the
· st~dents, and has block~d access
to the offices and disconnected the office's telephones .
The chairman of Trent's stud~nt union said that the majority of Trent students don't
support the occupation.
" This is an em6 rassing situation for most students who are
here to get an education," said
Geoff Montreuil.
Fifteen members of the Carleton Committee Against Cut-

-0

:::.

backs are occupying acting uni versity presid ent John Porter 's
office, in an effort to get Porter
to suspend classes on March 16
so that students may take part
in a · pianned march on Queen's
Park.
The students, who began
their sit-in on Wednesday, are
asking the univers_ity Senate ~
t ake a pub.he po siti.On agar 1st
social service cutbacks. They are
also demanding that the university open ~its budget process
to students · ~rid fac:'ulty ~and that
it renew effort~ -for ~a lihrary
extension.
Ron Lebi, vice-president of
the Carleton University Student
Association, said that a petition campaign to support the
suspension of classes on the 16th
had begun.
"To date, 850 signatures have
been collected."
According to McMaster Student Union vic~-president Peter
Hutton, the protesting students
have received
"quasi-support
1

"The administration also pro vided two university security
guards to ensure . that no damage was done to the financial
awards office,"said Hutton.
Students are protesting the _
various levels on parental contribution, grant . el-igibjlity and
requirements
for -independent
; status. They are seeking universit,- Sertatt' condem nation of
the student aid program, a five. year freeie on tuition fees and
the abolition. of differential fees
- for foreign students.
Hutton said that the student government is split over
- the occupation, whi _ch began on
· Tuesday.
"'Some students don't agree
with the idea of occupying the
office," said Hutton.
·ji;·As The Lance went to press,
details of negotiations between
the students and administrations at the three universities
had not been made public.
The outcome of the occupations
will be in next week's issue.

from the university administra- ,------------------------------.
tion."
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The crunch is on
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By BRUCE DINSMORE

>

. Ontar io Trea surer Darc y McKeough has som e news for you.
First, th e good news ._ More
money is being com!Jlitted to ·
student summer job creation
programs, and private companies
that creat e jobs will be given
a subs idy.
Now the bad news. Booze,
cigarettes, and O HIP premiums
will all go up .
The above were some of the
highlights of the Ontario bud get which was brought down on
Tuesday night by Ontario Treasurer Dar cy McKeough.
A 2-4-bottle case of beer will
cost 15 cents more, total price
- $8.00. Canadian liquor is up
by about 25 cents a bottle,
with imported spirits up by
15 cents.
The province is going to get
·2.8 cents more tax on c;igarettes
and another cent on mid-priced
cigars. fhe taxes are going to
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put another $ 30 million into
Ontario coffers.
With ·the late st rise, OHIP
premiums will' have doubled in
the last two years. The latest
hike , which takes effect August
1st, will up the rates six dollars
per ~onth, to $22 from $16. • ~
Ynvate companies that h;re , i
students for th e. summer can get ! ~
a $1.25 an hour subsidy.
E
The provinc e is counti ng ~ :
on private industry to fill most · if
of the summer jobs, and the
Campus radical Len Wallace (right) congratulates Professor Krause ·
message is that the situati on
on winning the PC nomination Wednesday .
is desperate - get anything you
A Windsor political science prof is running for the Progressive
can, and most likely you'll
Conservatives
.in the upcoming federal election.
have to get it on your own.
Robert Krause, a life-long Windsor area resident, will be trying
Paul Christie is the assisto displace Windsor West's controversial Liberal M.P. Herb Gray ..
tant to Conservative MPP Terry
In accepting the PC nomination Wednesday night in Ambassador
Jones, who heads the Ontario
Auditorium
, Krause called Gray "not ~ maverick _but an EdseL"
Youth Secretariat. Christie told
In his acceptance speech Krause also accµsed Gray of alfowing
the . York University newspaper
the RCMP access to personal income tax information while he was
Excalibur that most of the
Minister of National Revenue . Krause also said Gray kept ~silent
students who find jobs with the
about the uranium cartel when he was Minister of Consumer Affairs .'
0 ntario government, get them
through political connections.•----.~---------"'-------------------•
'
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ASSUMPTION University Catholic Campus Ministry (loeqted in 400 builc;ling
,between bridge and university centre).
Lenten Series: Wednesday, March 15th,
noon mass . guest homilist Father Eugene Malley CSB, 'Reconciliation' ·. ThUr$day 10:30 p.m. - 11 :30 p.m. Holy
Hour. Friday, 12:00 noon and 4:30
p.m. "Stations of the Cross", followed
by the Eucharist.
PANEL: Problem of Pain/Christianity
and Social Concern. Windsor Chinese
Christian Fellowship. 2127 Math Bldg.
7 :30 p.m., Friday,' March 10.
·

IN\ RODUCTION to Meditation . Free
weekly classes in meditation and yqgic
philosophy. Untversity Centre, Room No.
1. Saturdays at 7 :30 p.m. For further
information call 253-2893. Sponsored by
Sri Chinmoy Centres .

INVITATIONAL Judo . Shiai Tournament: Saturday, April 1, 1978 at St.
Denis Hall. Registration: 10:00 a.m .
Entry fee - $1 .00. Weight classes and
belt grades, medals and trophies ; senior
men only. For further information call
Alb_ert Linnell, . 258-8738, after 5:30
p.m.

STUDENTS read their own creative
work: Poetry: Robert Billings, Robin
Robertson. Prose: Judy Kalman, Eve
Silberman. 2:00 p.m., Tuesday, 14
March 1978, Assumption Lounge. Free
admission, coffee. Sponsored by the
Department of English.

THE •ntramural Sports Off ice announces that Recreational and Children's
Swimming is cancelled · this Saturday.

THE Department of Physics presents
a festival of films on astronomy including "The Planets" (P.B.S.) , "Star s,
Galaxies and Southern Skies" (Kitt
Peak), "Universe" (Nasa) and/or others.
2 showings: 7 p.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday, March 15 and 16. Everyone
welcome (no admission charge).

AN exhibition of sculpture by Halyna
Regenbogen continues on view in the
LeBel Fine Arts Gallery through March
25th.

CONTI NU ING on view in the Leddy
Library Gallery (Rm. G-100) through
March 24th is an exhibition of prints
and paintings by Roland Poska.

What's Happening is a regular feature of Thr-Lalld
which will include Unclassified Ada, Peraonal Ada,
and Notices of cam pus events. Liatinaa of off-campus
activit ies wil l also be considffied for publication .
Any llibmilaion may be edited for lensth . Deadline
is noon Tuetday of the week of publication. ,

LUNCH at Iona - An inexpensive lunch
at noon on Tuesday , Wednesday and
Thursday at Iona. Pay for what you eat .
All welcome. Bring your own bag lunch
if you wish. A place to meet people
in a relaxed home envirpnment.

_anclassi.,:ieo

CAROL Bolt, Canadian Playwright, ·will
be conducting a reading and discussion
on Friday, March 10 at 12:00 noon in
the Children's Theatre, School of Dramatic Art. All students, staff and faculty .
are invited to attend. Bring your lunch.

FOR SALE : U.S. divers wet suit, good
condition - $65.00. 8-frac~ home tape
player; new $§5.00. Guns - Lee-Enfield
303 - Remington semi automatic - Swiss
army W.C.F. 30 - 30. Phone Chris 2568873 or 254-2950.

THE · University of Windsor Inter-Faith
Fellowship will be visiting the Shaar ·
Hashomay in Synagogue this Saturday,
March 11th. Anyone wishing to join
the , group is asked to either come to
Canterbury College at 9:30 a.m. for an
introduction to the service provided
by Dr. Roy Amore of the Religious
Studies Department, or meet at the
Synagogue at 10 :00 a.m.
WO.ASH IP at Iona. Holy Communion
. every' Tuesday at 12:15 (noon).

FOR SALE: Tanberg tape recorder with
3 motors 9000x, Sohmoid switching,
crossfield. 2 channel - % .track 3 speed
with cabinet. $850 or best ~ffer. Call
Tosh or Tom, 254-1494.
LOST: Women's wallet, l burgandy ana
beige. Vicinity: U. of I/;/';. library. Call
969-4653 . Reward. Need 1.0 .
.STUDENTS sharing house near U, need
.new roomies for int-er, summer or
Sept. session . 254-4121 Ron or Fern .

Chiropractor's lecture~n stressrelieving_
By DEB KENNEDY

Joe Holton pr.:ovides a living
example of how to handle stress
without strain. The Toronto chiropra ctor spoke to about 70
people at the U niv~rsity last
Saturday, in a talk , which was
. sponsored by the Integrity group
and SAC.
Holton asked for the audi. ence's operyrte,ss and _/reci pt iveness , because, in a true learn ·
ing process, Holton said, ' 'there
needs to be fluidity and flexi bility of mind".

International
night
T he International · Students
ar e expending their energies to
produce their 11th annual Internation al Night. It will feature
entert ainment from diverse cultures and promise s an evenin g
t hat wi ll be unique and impr essive . It all happens on Saturgay,
Marc h 11th at ·7 · p .m . in the
Ambas sador Auditor ium .

Stress is an external imp el·
ling for ce o r pres sur e. Holt o n
defin es stre ss as a positiv e force
which is not to be avo ided. He
add ed that " pres sur e is terrific
when we know how to utilize
it". Thi s m eans accepting the
pressure as a fact rather than
acting adver,sely t o it. Too oft en, Holt o n said , people let
pressures , ~etermin - th 9.ir ac~ions, ' ai:ld' feel 'Str ain b ecause
of it.
~
Holton referred to Hans Selye's book, "Stress Without Distress' which applies scientific

th eory about sues s t o actu al
understand aRd harmonize with
have chosen ". Holt on believes
living ex perience . Holton bo iled
t he laws of natu re. This wholthat "life is a perfect set-up".
If his prese,ntation 'was any
Sely e's work down to one vital
istic approach -calls for a wilstatem ent : " it isn't what hap lingnes s to change. Holton said,
indication,
that attitude
has
pens to you that counts, it' s
. "the only permanent thing is
certainly enabled h im to handle
how you . handle yourself". Holchange. ~verything is in per ;
stress without strain.
ton said that our attitudes conpetual motion" .
During a brea~ fro~ the lectrol our actions and "we choose
Strain is not felt . if people
ture two Windsor musicians let
our attitudes". The conclusion
let their minds control the qualtlfe 1 aud 'ience feel their attitudes
fr om this is th at w e choo se how
ity of their life. People und er
by sharing their music .
to~ h_and k sti:e_ss, so if w_e .feel
strain com lain about the ab- ..;
Bob Johnson ...
on .acoustic gu_i-:"sVr
ain . [f ,yb~caifse· f our ·att i- ·- sen e o - goea · . u -ities-f' -1bu ·
rar and Jake
trey n e\cetr1
tudes.
Holton said _,.that this results
bass performed three of John son's tunes .
fro~ their attitudes which "they
To .handle stress without strain, we need to be relaxed .
Also , Holton said , we have to

Yo.rk University
Faculty of Fine Arts

Summer Studies
Ju~y 4 - August 11, 1978
Full' credit University courses offered in :

Dance~.FiJm, Music, Theatre and Visual Arts

Black Student UniOn
•
spon~ors seminar
The Black Student Union presents "Careers and Development
Day", Satur day , March 11, 1978 , Madame Vanier Lounge , Van ier
Hall.

Non-Credit Dance courses are·also offered.

SEMINAR GUESTS INCLUDE:

For further info rmation . applica tions and bro chu res. w rite o r call :

Connie Prev ost -- Prevost Comm u nicat ions
R obert Daw son -- Publ ic Service Commiss ion
Black Em ploymen t Prog ram
** Lun ch
Paul White - Canadian Trea sur e Chest
Robert Thomas -- Hiram Walker & So ns
* * Coffee break ·
Tom Smith -- Chrysler Canada Ltd.
* * Dinner will follow -- Cash Bar

Ms. An ne Camozzi. Room 219.
Fine Arts Phase II , Yo rk University,
4700 Keele Street . Downsview. Ontar io
M3J 1 P3
(416) 667-36 15

Admis sion is $3 .00 and t ickets are available at t he ' Int erna tio nal Cen tre in Cody Hall

10:·30 - 11 : 15 a.m .
11 :is

- 12: 00 p .m .

12: 00
1: 30
2:15
3:00
3:15
4:30

- l': 30
- 2:15
- 3:00
- 3:15
- 4:00
- 6:30

ASSUMPTION UN:IVERSI Y CATHOLIC
CAMPUS M INISTRY
(located in 400 building between
·
and University .Centre)

MA SS ES: 5_unday _10:30 A.M .
4:30 P.M.

Saturday

Weekdays

bridge

12:00 n oo n
4:30 P.M .

11:30 A.M.

Wednesday

March -fith - noon mass guest homilist Father
Eugene Malley on ~Reconciliation~
Thursday March , 16'th-10:30 P.M. - 11:30 P.M. HOLY HOUR
Fri<!BY March 17th - : 12:00 noon and 4:30 P.M. Stations of
the Cross, followed by Mass.
Sti1day March 18th ·.; PALM SUNDAY.

~-,RANK

,T. Fox,

O.D.

OPTOMETRIST

Suite2B
4111
HuronChurch
Rd.,
Assumption
University
.
University
ofWindsor

258-11142
ByAppointment

p .m .
p.m.
p.m .

p.m.
p.m.
p.m .
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Catharsis to close in three weeks
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Karl Keesee and Dave ~radstreet performed before full houses at
Catharsis' grand opening downtown last November . .

By MARK D. GREENE
On March 25 Catharsis, a
three year experienc e in alternative en tertainment, will close
its doors . ~
Emerging from a lounge in
Macdonald Hall in June 1975,
Catharsis is a non-profit coffee
house dedicated to the concept
oL bringing folk music to Windsor.
In September 1975 Catharsis
moved to a more permanent
m Electa
Hall. A
location
decision of the residf;nce council in September 1976 forced
the coffee house into the streets.
The residents had decided it was
too much of a hassle to house
Catharsis, which occupied their
lounge and kitchens two days
a week .
·
For more than a year Catharsis hung in limbo. Then in
late October, 1977 as part of
The Organization for Windsor
Arts Development (TOWARD)

experience,"
there was "not
Catharsis opened at its new
enough input from others" to
home at 911 Ouellette Avenue.
justify carrying on.
Now after just five months
of operation, it is expected that
There . are hopes that the
within three weeks Catharsis
operation will be taken over by
will be forced to close its doors.
others but as Kelly put it, "CaAccording to Chris Creightontharsis as a Wendy/Chris entity
Kelly and Wendy Sollow~y. the
is finished".
There are no
originators · and present opera- ·
"immediate plans" for another
tors of the coffee house, Catharcoffee house in Windsor at
sis cannot survive financially un· present .
der the present circumstances.
(It is still a non-profit, volun· Catharsis will be open for
teer operation).
the next three weeks with
· Although they admitted they
Bill Russell appearing this weekwere sad to announce its demise,
end and Rick Taylor on March
they remarked that Windsor is
17, 18 and 19. A final gala,
not an appropriate location for
farewell party is scheduled for
such an endeavour. "In WindMarch 25. Alcoholic refreshsqr," said Solloway, "it is more
ments are expected to , be *avail,
of a struggle to get people to
able at this final party.
go to a place where liquor isn't
Although Catharsis will proserved.
bably die, the memory of the
After three years of operamany fine acts if brought _ to, .
tion Solloway and her energy
Windsor (Bob Burchill, Dave
was "depleted".
Although she
Bradstreet, Ken Bloom et al)
felt, it was an "interesting
will remain.

How they stand on the issues

Presidential candidates clear the air
By RICK SPENCE
way ,that all students can parved.
in grad programs offered in the
Two people are running for
ticipate in the plan and get
Piazza would like to see a
province.
, SAC president, and both are
their money's worth, even if
daily SAC newsletter. "We've
b) Students and the Board of
SAC veterans.
the fee must be raised.
got to spend money on stuGovernors:
Gino Piazza became Special
OVERHOLT says the plan
dents .... They're getting nothOVERHOLT says that the
Events Commissioner in his first
provides a "viable service", and
ing politically and nothing socSAC president must be very
year at the University of Windthat this year's administration ,
ially . . . Because our comresponsible, as the only stusor, under last year's SAC presiproblems will be ironed out next
munication is so screwed up."
dent on the board. She would
dent, Bob ·skuse. Piazza was
year. If elected, she said a
2. WHAT OTHER PROBLEMS
bring up the subject of more
noted for a successful orjentareferendum would be held beDO YOU SEE?
student representation, and she
tion program, and a moneyfore the end of this term to see
PIAZZA says he's been readbelieves most meetings should be
losing concert f ea tu ring Pure ~, _ing up on . ~utba_cks, and says_ open to the _public.
if stude,nts yvant . to support a
Prairie , Lfagii~ · bJ,nder- )}liazza, . .that -''.cuthacks ·won't"'tf£ect ·i.Is ."'".:.· :fA"Z~k"'~
sa~ •m ,·n~a ii. .o:-.drugptan-w·ith . an i.rrcreased fee .
orientation this year made mon- ,that strongly ... if we de_iilwith
e) SAC Special Ev.ents:
·
vote on the boa~d , . . and I
ey, and was highlighted by a
OVERIIOLT says SAC must
the administration
properly."
think we're going to get it."
~paciJy ca_si110. l)ight crowd atconsider fac1Hties and Students'
· He also says he would give
He says he will respect the
tracted . by the presence of
tastes in planning events: "You
the International Students' Orboard's
confidentiality,
while
Playboy bunnies.
· can't organize large events, with
fighting for a stuclent vote.
ganization (ISO) a seat on counMaryon Overholt started her
big bands, when · the only faci·
cil, since there has been much
c) NUS, OFS, etc.
"
political career by writing for
lity we have is St. Denis Hall."
"bitching" about international
OVERHOLT says it -is imThe Lance two years ago. Last
She said students' tastes could
students' not being represented
portant for ' students to be reyear she was instrumental in
be determined through a survey,
on SAC. :...
presented by national and propersuading students to join the
and that orientation, open house
OVERHOLT also said it was
vincial bodies, which . do reOntario Federation of Students
and homecoming should offer a
vital to reorganize SAC, saying
search into areas of student
(OFS) and the National Union
wider variety of activities than
that SAC right now "doesn't
concern and provide other serof Students (NUS). This year
in the past.
represent student interests." She
vices as well.
she has served as liaison beShe · says SAC should strike
would
add
Inter-Residence
P.IAZZA says "I'm going to
tween these bodies and the unia balance between social events
Council and ISO reps to SAC.
make sure . we get our $2.50
versity, as SAC's Externai Afand the academic and political
She also said SAC needs some
worth out of OFS and NUS_;,
fairs Commissioner. She is also a
needs of the -students.
"image build .ing", and that SAC
He says the groups' fieldworkstudent rep to lhe senate. If
PIAZZA says he is "fed up
is too isolated from students.
ers must be at Windsor a lot, and
elected, Overholt would be the
with the amount of money
3. WHY ARE YQU RUNNING
must prove the organizations'
first female president in SAC's
spent on students and on this
FO~ PRESIDENT?
worth. "It's a bit of a threat,"
history .
campus," and says that special
OVERHOLT said "I have
he acknowledges .
The Lance interviewed both
worked on council for two
d) SAC Drug Plan :
events should have a bigger budthese candidalcs on ' Tuesday,
years, and in the senate. There
PIAZZA says some changes
get, and should be allowed to
March 7. Although interviewed
are expected in the drug plan,
spend its profits. He would like
are things I want to · see happen
separately, they were asked the
on campus ...
I think I'm the
but he wants to keep the cost
to see Di-weekly films, a major
same questions. Tlr'e questions,
monthlv event, and regular albest qualified person for the
down. He wants to find some
and the candidates'
answers,
job."
appear below.
.
PIAZZA says -he is running
1. WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER
for pr.esident "because I care
THE . GREATEST PROBLEM
about it. I care about the stuFACING U. OF W. STUDENTS
LIVE & ./N CONCERT
dents on campus. I've worked
TODAY? HOW DO YOU PLAN
up here two years, I know what
TO DEAL WITH IT?
has to be done."
OVERHOLT said the prob4. WHAT IS YOUR STAND,
lem was cutbacks, which while
OR OPINION, ON THE FOLcommon to all, will affect evLOWING ISSUES?
eryone differently.
Residence
1) Student Aid:
fee increases, increased parking
PIAZZA said, he is against
fees, and cutbacks in lab equipthe provincial government's proment are a few ways she said
posed changes in student aid.
students
would be affected.
"It's not good enough. It's got
To deal with cutbacks, Ovto be better," he said.
erholt says SAC must work with
OVERHO 'LT said she has .
students, administration and fac'been involved all year in disulty, as well as through OFS and
cussing the proposals. _She is
other province-wide organizatoppo'sed to eligibility period
ions.
which will cut off grad stuPIAZZA says his main condents from grants, and to chancern is student apathy, which he
ges in students' independent stasays is SAC's fault. To involve
tus. She says the lack of grants
students both politically and
to graduates could lead to resocially on campus, he says
•
duced enrolment and a decline
I
communication must be imyro-

ternatives to the pub.
f) Clubs and Societies
PIAZZA believes clubs "got
ripped off" this year due to
low SAC funding. He belieYes
more m~:>ney should be freed
for clubs.
OVERHOLT says that -.clubs
are "an important aspect of cam
campus life" and that funding
should be increased. She added
that societies are . i_mportant
too, · and that ·the · faculties ' of
arts · ana social science are at a
disadvantage since they have no
society . .
g) Yearbook
OVERHOLT says that "past
ex,perience ha~ shown the yearbook is not an economically
feasible project," but she liked
The Lance's idea of a year-end
wrap-up edition.
PIAZZA said SAC should try
to sell yearbooks in to registering students in September,
· collect their money, and deliver
in April, with a guaranteed market and funding.
/
h) The Pub
PIAZZA says the pub needs
changes: "the entertainment has
to get better," and food and
management conditions must be
changed.
OVERHOLT says "pub management should be as responsible as possible to· students
CONTINUED ON PAGE 9

TONIGHT!

'VALDY'
GUEST - DA V/D WIFFEN

AT ST· DENIS HA~L
8:00 P.M.

ADMISSION: WELCOr15 ·PASS $3
S11JDENTS $5
NON-STUDENTS $6
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Rick Spence

Czar:

Steve

(Happy

MacLean,

Paul Chernish,

these other

had nothing

to. do with this week's edition of The Lance. Chief

Birthday ; chief!),

Incriminating

Picture

Coach of Spartac:

Se.cond Comrade:
Cons .ultant:

Brenda McLister,

Janine

Peter Nash, Propagarlda

John

Revell, John P. Mortimer,

Ballet Co-

Minister: Ga~y Fish, and all of

pinko fre!lks and red weirdos: The Society f~r ,Creative Spleneticism:

Kovacic, Phil "Kane; Photo Phreaks:

Transporta-

Halbert, .Bolshoi

E.P. ~hant,

Tony Hine; Literature

Frank
for the

Pe·ople Person: Good Time Scotty Eldridge; Leonard W;illace (a real commie); Better dead than red:
Fern Brown,

Poster

Art:

Deb Hetherington;

. Marg Hylan ·d, Melinda C. Fournier,
Maria Tremonti;

Just

Loretta

Crazy Canadian

Contributing

· comrades:

Deb Kennedy,

Diane Elliott,

Pelletier; Workers in their Chains: Don Peppin and Anna

Bachelors:

Dan Sulliv an, Dergus Morgi.n, Bruce Dinsmore,

Steve Pavlov, Mike Upmalis; And a Special Happy Birthday to the Lance Piano, Heinrich!!!!!

It's election time
With all the posters, banners and streamers infesting the campus this week, you can't help but have noticed it's SAC election
time again.
,
You can ,cast your vote for SAC President, Vice-President,
and other positions this Tuesday, March 14. With candidates'
statements in this issue of The Lance, and a candidat ·es' meeting
set for Monday at noon in Ambassador Auditorium, you have
the chance to get to know the candidates and the issues before
you cast your ballot Tuesday.
· '·
With the two presidential candidates we have a terrific race
this year. Gino Piazza, SAC's Special ,£vents Commissioner, and
External Affa .irs Commissioner Maryon . Overholt ha ve both
completed two .years of service to SAC and students.
Overholt is the more .political of the tv/o : she believes cut backs are our greatest problem, and , that SAC must work actively with other organizations (the administration,
faculty,
OFS, etc.) to fight the cutbacks on behalf of the students.
Piazza is more socially _oriented. I le believes · the Students
must get together socially, and that SAC has got to <lo more
for students in that regard.
Ultimately, both candidates present the same · platform,
which SAC candidates have always stood for: SAC must retu ; n
t o the studen t s, and do more for them.
Both presidential candidates are strong-willed individuals. It
will take strong people on council to work with them .
That is why the office of vice-president will be important next
year. V-P can be a good sourc e of pers o nal inc~m e , or it Fan be a
position of achievement and influence, depending on ffiTeperkon
·holding the office.
All four V-P candidates are new to SAC, which could be a good
thing. They have no stake in the status quo, so they will be free to
bring in new life and new ideas.
R aymond Wong, Dan Sullivan, Doug Smith and Mark MacKew
all have str~ng links to campus life . Through working with the ISO,
the faculty, the pub and the senate (respecti vely ), all have gain ed
a familiari ty an·d a perspective that should serve SAC well.
Of .the four V-P candidates, only Mark MacKew, on e of thi s year' s
student senators, isn't running for senate. Along with Smith , Sullivan and Wong, Husni Mansour, Gary Wells and J o hn Mowat are
running fo f the three senate seats.
As yo u read their statements, ke ep in mind tha t our senat e
reps m u st ~epresent us responsib,l y 'in the univ ersity' s highest aca- ,
d em ic bod y.
This y ear we were plagu ed by a pletho ra of ac clama t ions :. ni ne
council seats were filled wit hout an election, just b ecau se th e no m inees had no competition.
While we wish all .these new reps well next year, we regret their
mettle wasn 't tested in an election . However , th at mak es next week 's
elections all the more impor ~ant . Make sure y ou vote.

needs an

EDITOR
and

MANAGING

EDITOR

Election
March22

Nominations
open now
Details at the LANCE office
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News Item: Security cracks down on parked cars while vandals strike all over campus.
•

!
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Com111ent

__.
By LEN WALLACE
Five years ago . we were
shouting ·"Canada ' must have
Canadian Universities" and tried
to bring the issue ~f the low percentage of Canadian profes sors
to I the fore. Presently it has
been announced that non-Canadian professors would not be
hired at the Univer ~ity of Windsor. Dr . Leddy cited pr ~ssures
from both pro vincial \.and feder al government fo r his deci sio n . But it 's a littl e late . now.
w hen th e issue first became known, a group of students and profess ors carr ied on a
campaign for an 85 per cent
quota - that 85 per cent of the
professors
in Canadian postsecondar y insti tutions be Ca nadian citizens. Notice we said
citizens. Discrimin atio n would
not be based on race, colour,
creed, or country of birth but on cit izen ship. Concern was
shown that Canadian citizens
who were graduates and PhDs,
would simply not be able to
find jobs because posts were
filled by others - especially
American citizens.
The debate in our universities raged on and on. It finally quieted down in the last
four years, but enough people
wer~ concerned that the government was forced to take note
of the situation. Roughly 64
p~r cent of university professors were Canadians. Other statistics put Canadian citizens at
49 .9 per cent.

The growing - awareness of a
cultural nationalism has taken
hold in many areas of learning.
,More
apprec1at1on
is being
shown to Canadian art, litera- ·
ture. New and intensive studies
have been put together m soc-

•.

·',1

iology and · political science , demonstrating that Canadian aca~emics are highly sensitive and
learned .
The problem that remains is
th at Canadian graduates and
PhDs still cannot find employment.
Not because they
are unqualified, but because of
the massive hiring of non-Canad ian citizens after the ext ensive
exp ansion of universit ies during
the sixti es and early seventi es.
Th ere is no ·need for mo re faculty
espec ially durin g th e
cutbac ks in the educat10nal sect or. The announcement cam e a
little too late t o be of com fo rt .
Can adian nat ional ism was 'de-

r:r.:-

e·med to be a pro gressive force
by students and many protested
"The Americahization · of Canadian universities" .
The movement led many in
Canada not only to question
the dependence on the United
States , culturallly aryd economically, but to question the
'basis of North American politics and the econom y of a corporate
elite . Now we h ave
moved on t o oth er issues and a
deeper consciousness of "the
sy stem " and how it works.
Th e decisi o n by Dr, Leddy
is like a ' voice from the pas t .
It 's a shallow victor y , but we
learn ed a lot from it.

Letter

Fix the lots first
Dear Edit or: .
,'-In the Februa!y 24th issue of The Lance, it was reported that the
Parking Committee proposed to raise parking fees for m_ost lots to
$48.00.
Perhaps there is good reason for this proposal as it reiat~s .to the .
parking lots m the immediate area of the ma1rt c3;mpus, however it is
not acceptable for those lots which are located in the 'Huro.n C):rnrchCollege vicinity. Although the article mentioned that the fee for
Parking Lot 'G' would remain at $ 3 7 ..50, one is ,to assu:rrie· that the
people who use Parking Lot 'N', which services Huron and Tecumseh
·
·
Halls-, will be subjected to the incre .ase.
Anyone who has driven, or I should say has attempted to drive,
through Lot 'N' is definitely aware of the ~ondition of the Lot.
The so-called Lot is a geologist's paradise .with the various quarries and pits scattered throughout. Even dDiving through the gate
into the lot is like driving through 'La Brea Tar Pits'.
Following a snow storm, it may be a week before the snow is
cleared off the lot, and by this time, residents have managed to make
some sort of trail themselves.
Certainly this type of service is worthy of a 28 per cent price
increase. It is to be hoped that t~e increased parking fee will bring
forth some very necessary and overdue changes m the physical
condition of Parking Lot 'N'.
Yours truly
...,
Gary Fish
3rd year Comm. Studies
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l services -are needed
Post-graduation

Wallace responds again
Dear Editor:
In reply to two letters - one
by David Cameletti and a separate one by William English. ,
First, to Mr. Cameletti's points
of criticism.
·
.
( 1) The myth that a rise in the
minimum wage is just that a myth . . The Canadian experience shows that inflation is the
cause of deficit financing by gov.ernment rather than wage costs. ·
Past experience by former minimum wages increases by NDP
governments in BC, Sask. and
Manitoba show that raising the
minimum neither ·leads to pric~
increases or unemployment.
(2) the PQ anti-strikebreaking
legislation is,. of course, detrimental to corporations. It makes
it tougher to divide the exploit
workers.
(3) Contrary to the poll con
ducted by Southam Prnss, the
only statistically valid and reliable public opinion poll dealing

with mctependence comes from
Maurice Pinard .and Richard
Hamilton. In the Canadian Journal of Political Science, "The
Independence Issue and the Polarisation of the Electorate: Th~
1973 Quebec Election", June,
1977, the number · of French
Canadians in favour of separatism increased from 8 per cent
in 1962 to 23 per_cent in 1976.
j "fie problem ·with the survey
itself was the relativ.e vagueness
of the very concept of "separatism" and "independence".
However, recently, as announced by the CBC, Pinard ,shows
that opinion in favour of separatism has increased slightly,
with a big jump for sovere,ignassociation (roughtly 40 per
t:ent of the population favouring
this option).
(4) Can the Liberals deal with
separatism? Yes, but probably
in the same successful way they
dealt with the highest unem-

ployment rate since the Great
Depression and rising inflation.
The Liberals brought us a Prime
Minister ··who promised no wage
controls, but implemented them;
who promised to end inflation,
but couldn't; who gave millions
upon millions of dollars to corporations like INCO, only to see
them throw men and women out
of work; told the wives of striking Quebec workers to "eat
shit"; who has thrc!atened to
take the army into Quebec.
Can they save Confederation?
I highly doubt it:
As for William English's letter
"Better dead than Red". His
comments literally made me
nauseous when I read them. His
de~ire to violently kill all communists and leftists would have
done Dr. Goebells and Adolf
Hitler proud. Sieg Heil, Bill, Sieg
Heil!
Yours respectfully,
Len Wallace

, So,. then, does St. Clair
Dear Editeir:
.college have the only answer?
I feel that the University . of
Does a university of Windsor
Windsor needs to re-evaluate
6raduate have to enlist for
its system of placement and
three years in th(i Armed Fororientation
for the graduates
ces Of Education, and then
of its programs. The University
start at square one? The Unican no longer afford to eduversity Placement Office should
cate and produce bright young
be tripled in size, counselling
:graduates and expect them to
should be mandatory through,
fend entirely for themselves.
out your education, and then
The last five years hav~ pro.the University would be once
bably been the - hardest on the
again involved in being . resUniversity's graduates and yet
ponsible for its people.
the ' position the University ocThere is no radical solution
cupies is identical to ten years
in finding jobs for our gradago.
uates, hut ·it at 'ieast gives them
The task of education is to
;~ chance to stand and fight
enlighten and broaden the scope
their way into an organization
of our people, yet a career seems ,
or a career. Let's start someto be left on the /outside. Let's
where.
face it; we have become increasYours sinc~rely ,'
ingly more technical, business
Michael J.~Floo .d
orientated, more pragmatic m
}\rts '76
every day life.

-I'

Sickness, not satire
t

Dear Editor:
Peter Kryworuk
•
I
•
The Lance strikes agam! Your
1st year Political Science
half page ad in last week 's L:mce
that portrayed the Progressive
Ed. Note: All right. The NDP
Conservative Youth Federation
are Communists.
last week's paper about the prothat promote the racism that is
as a fascist group is truly in bad
Dear Splenetic Wonder:
blems facing residents.
running rampant on this campus.
taste. No matter what one's
One cannot accuse the Lance
"High costs and Vanier food"
What has splenetic got to do
party conviction is, he cannot
of being tasteful but this time
everyone can agree with, ,but the
with your story, you ask? The
justify such a discriminatory
you have pushed just a little
inclusion of "Chinese roomword means peevish and illact. Certainly, a great many
too far. I refer to the opening · ·mates" .in that statement is distempered, perhaps ill-mannered
University of Windsor students
paragraph of your article in
gusting. It is comments like
would be more appropriate.
have been offended by this
In view of your attitudes one
insult.
can · see why you chose "SplComparing the Progressive
enetic Wonder" as a psuedonym.
Conservatives to fascist is not
Which by the way was spelled
satire but instead it is sickness.
Dear Students:
incorrect! in. the bY,line.
L'd~like to see The Lance get .
On March 17th, 9 a.m. to
-.. By ANNA MARIA T:REMON'.f'L.'fi
•
-,
. Sincerely,
away With calling the NDP
12: 30 p.m : th'ere will be the .
Ronalda Jones
Communists.
and DON PEPPIN
last blood drive of the acaThird ye~r B.F.A. _
VE VILL SHTRAITEN OUT ,
demic , year. This blood · drive is
ZE LANCE
being
sponsored by the facul~!itist strongholds arid power structures are political side-effects
ties of Law, Engineering, Comwhrch no ele~t~rate should have to tolerate. When these concepts
merce and Social Work. As in '
take form w1thm a student government, the result is even more
the past, there will be a comundesirable.
petition held between floors in
. The student government is our own: and secrecy abounds in the
the residences. On a percentage
higher echelon of SAC._Students on this campus are only told what
Dear Editor:
scale, the residence floor with
able of being co111puter generthe SAC Board of Directors wants to tell them. The directors are
l
would
appreciate
your
printhe most students giving blood
ated.
students, like everyone else on this campus. In fact, they were
will win a prize, of a couple of
ting of this Bulletin regarding
Due to the fact . that Canaelected by the students of this university.
·
the new regulations for claiming
cases of beer.
dian universities are experienc'
It seems, however, that the Board of Directors have decided to
The students who do come to
an education deduction for the
ing certain difficulties in comforget their duty to the students and instea,d become involved in
give blood from the resid~nces
1977 taxation year.
power games.
plying with this requirement,
are asked to check in at a table ·
Students at the University of
some modification of .the pro. If anyone ever wanted to play government, now is certainly the
whicq.. will be set up to take
Windsor should ask for Form
cedures is necessary for the 1977
best time. "How to mislead the public" has already been taught by
names, residence and floor. For
T2202 from the District T-axataxation year, although the resuch notaoles as Richard Nixon, Francis Fox, and the entire RCMP.
tion Office (a limited · supply
the general student populati~n.
quirement for filing prescribed
We have to put up with that kind of political nonsense with the feddoor prizes will be given out at
forms for periods after Decemwill be available in the Regiseral and provincial governments, but we don't need or want it at the
trar's Office). It will not be
ber 31, 1977 must be met..
random.
campus level. But like it or t1ot we've got it.
In the past, University of
A student or supporting indinecessary for the University to
At last Monday's SAC Board of Directors meeting, Lance Editor
vidual must file Form T2202
Windsor students have been very
certify attendance and the stuRick Spence asked the salary of Gallery manager Peter Romeril be
or T2202A, att~ched to his
dent should merely complete the
generous with helping the Red
made public. Spence, backed by . board member Andre Wehbe, arincome tax return, to subform as completly as possible
Cross reach their quota of blood.
gued that the salaries of-t:he SAC President and all Lance paid staff
and include it with his tax
stantiate his claim. Where the
It doesn't take too much of you
are public knowledge, but so far Romeril's salary has not been made
return.
form T2202A can be accurately
time and could possibly ' give
. public. Wehbe- introduced a motion that Romeril's s;lary be made
Any further information may
produced by the ,ieducational
someone else a longer period
public knowledge. Not one of the !;even members present, including
be received from the District
institution it should be done,
Wells, seconded that motion.
·
.of time to liv.e. qne way to
Taxation Office at 100 Ouellette
otherwise form T2202 should
FACT: Peter Romeril's contract is currently up for renewal.
look at it is to thirik of giving
be completed by the student to
FACT: He was appointed three years ago. Romeril's good friend · Avenue.
blood as one of the few things
Sincerely yours,
the extent applicable and brouand roommate Bob Skuse, was his boss last year and set his present
in life that is free but 'on the
F.L. Smith
ght to the institution for certicontract. Skuse is now working for Romeril in liquor services.
other hand is so valuabl~.. BeR~gistrar
fication. If the · institution is
RUMOR: Romeril makes close to $25,000 a year. That's at par
fore you start celebrating St.
unwilling or unable to sign the
with what some professors are only now getting paid after two years
Patrick's Day, come on out
Revenue Canada
form the student should be so l~nd help us turn this blood cdriye
of cqntract negotiations.
Interpretation
Bulletin
advised and he shmi'ld submit
mto a success.
-·
No one will discuss Romer'il's salary to either confirm or deny
Dec. 30, 1977
the _form, as complete as possthe rumour. No one will make information on his salary available
Remember, Ambassa~or Au:.
Paragrµ,ph 4 of IT-224R
ible, with his income tax return.
to the campus population, the people who pay. What happened
dit rium, 9 a.m. - 12: 30 p.m.,
indicates that where a student
to Freedom of Information?
·
Frioay, March 17th. Tqank you
deduction is claimed the enrolThe entire structure of SAC is conduciv<: to secrecy. Once the
.
'
for the time you took to read ·
ment must be proven by filing ~
president is elected, he appoints his commissioners, who are then
• this and I hope fo see many of
a certificate with the Minister
ratified by council members. This latter process has been mere
you people at fhe blood drive.
We Apologize
in precribed form. The filing
formality for the past few years; no commissioners have had any
Respectfully
The name or the author ·
·was to be required with resproblem in taking their positions.
Martha S. ·Furac
of last week's letter "Better
pect -to enrolment periods and
Among ths appointed, the treasurer gains an immediate memPresident
Dead
than Red" was missclaims for deductions subsebership to the Board of Directors, and helps negotiate the PresiSchool of Social Work
ing. The letter was written
quent to December ·31, 1976.
dent's salary. The decisions and actions are all basically made by the
Students Association
by William English.
Forms T2202 and T2202A were
commi~sioners and the president in consultation with the directors.
developed, the latter being capThese people are in office to serve the students' interests on this
~
campus. That is their mandate.

The Lanceis promoting racism

It's your

·Out

last chance

ona Limb

Nevv rules for tax time

..........................
.
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Delta Chi: An alternative to residence life
By WRETTA PELLETIER

There is a club which is
alive and well and opecating
here at the University but
of which not too many people
are aware.
In view of the great- popularity of fraternity and sorority
houses at other universities, it
is a 'curiousity, that only one
fraternity exists at the University of Windsor: Delta Chi,
at Ingian and Peter Street.
Fraternities act as social clubs
for universities, and they off er
out-of-town students an alternative to living in a dormitory
residence.
Brian Plumb of Delta Chi
says that at $85 a month for
a double room and $95 for a·
single, frat houses are probably
cheaper than living in a dorm.
For those students who do not

find dormitories the most comfortable living accommodations,
and who would enjoy the smaller numbers and different atmosphere in a house, frat (or
sorority)
houses provide an
alternative.
The Delta Chi fraternity is
a member of the Chapter of
Delta Chi which has its headquarters in Iowa City, Iowa .
It is the only Delta Chi fraternity club in Canada, although
others . are being considered at
the University of Toronto and at
Western.
Although the house can hold
twelve, there are presently only
nine men living in the fraternity .
The frat house has its own executive committee which Plumb
says is, "just a formality really.
No one :has any more power
than anyone else. It just more or

:t
~
·a
!!
£

o

0
S:
The Frat House.

less 'get.s things together and ·
keeps things running smoothly:''
The club executive takes care

A new look for U. Players
The University Players are
looking for a new logo to identify their promotional material, according to Mr. David
Packer of the School of Dramatic Art.
The new logo is to be selected through a contest, where
the winner will be awarded a
prize of $50 .

The 'logo should be simple
in design, the dimensions of
which should
be contained
within a square . The logo
, must easily signify the University Players, recognizable immediately.
The designs, m black ink
on white paper, should be submitted to David Packer, c/o

School of Dramatic Art, University of Windsor. For further
information, Mr. Packer can be
reached at Extension 146 . Contestants are requested to include their name, phone number
and address with each entry .
The contest closes Friday,
March 17, 1978. The winner
will "be announced in The Lance
and The Memo .

of such things as house management, correspondence with the
head office and alumni, and also
the collection of certain monthly membership fees.
"I think many people are
under the misconception that
the fraternity is a very select
group, that we want a select
individual. But this is not true ."
says Plumb. "Anyone can apply
to be a member".
The Delta Chi brothers would
like to attract more members so
that they can pay off the mortgage on their house sooner .
Then all income could - go back
into the house for improvements
and renovations ..

Although there are no definite plans, the fraternity brothers would like to see a sorority house established · on campus - not only to me~t girls,
assures Plumb, but to increase
membership and strengthen the
club. They are also trying to
set up a film pr:esentation to
circulate to high schools outside Windsor, to let future university students
know that
there is an alternative to living
in a dorin .
This weekend is Open House
for the University and the Delta
Chi fraternity will be open all
Sunday afternoon to any ' interested individuals. Every ~>ne is
welcome .

Valdy plays tonig/1t
By FRAN-K~KOVACIC
The on again , off again Valdy
concert is on again , says Special
Events Commissioner Gino Piazza.
SAC President, Gary Wells·
and Piazza have stated that the
concert will take place tonight,
Friday , March 10, (at St . Denis
Hall) regardless of ticket sales totals. As of March 2nd, 350 tickets were reportedly sold. The
concert" was then postponed
until the following Friday in an
attempt to boost ticket sales.
This has met with mild success
so far as sales have jumped to
500 tickets sold, (as of Tuesday
afternoon) which is about 200
short of the sales goal set by Piazza last week.
Even if this goal is attained,
at an average cost of $5 per ticket, only $3500 _will be taken in
on the basis of tickets sold . Considering that $6700 to $7350
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(depending -on who you ask,
Well~ or Piazza ) is t he amount
t hat will be paid ou t fo r th e
concert, this means that a $3200
to $3850 loss is considered acceptable. \he monies paid out
include those fees charged by
Valdy ($5000) and opening act
David Wiffin .
The postponement
of the
concert did cause some confusion in its suddenness, but according to Piazza, only "a couple of dozen people asked for refunds. " When asked if Welcome
Pass holders could get away with
refunds of $5, he replied that , "I
trust that students at the university level are mature enough to
tell the truth" and accept the $3
refund that they qriginally paid.
Oth er problems that could
have led to th e postponement of
t he con cert ind t~ded t he fact
t hat prom otion al material (i.e.,
post ers, et c.) wer e not received
in ti m e and t he co nt ract (which
had to b e alte red) ·was received
as late as th e Friday b efore · the
or iginal date of the concert.
No advertisements were taken
ou t in local papers, but the Windsor St ar promised Piazza three
public service a~nouncement s.
In retrospect, "Friday is a
bett er day than Su nday" said ,
Wells. "More people would go
out on a Friday than Sunday,
whic h preceeds a school day ."
When he first asked SAC to
hold th e con cert, Piazza said he
hoped to sell 1000 t ickets . At a
later meeting he told SAC that
t;he concert would be scrapped if
500 tickets weren't sold by last
Thu:rsday (March 2nd).
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OPIRG congress meets
By MIKE UPMA LIS
Last week end the O nta rio
Public Interest Resear ch Group
(OPIRG~ sp rin g congre ss was
held in Kit chen er, t o plan str ateg y , and ex am ine and eva lua t e
past perform anc e . Th e t wo- d ay
conferenc e wa s an im mersion
cour se ·in OP IRG 's ideals and
direction s.
In th e information
k it su pplied to deleg at es the re w as a

wid e arra v of inform ati o n con cerning OPIRG and many of
it s fu n ct ions and · proble ms.
Th e " O rgan izat ion al Goa ls
and Gu idi ng Pr in ciples (dr af t )"
is a docum ent now bein g pre pared to de fi ne goa ls fo r m ember s of OPIRG. Th e doc ume nt
·s fa irly sel f-explana to ry; the
key

sta te m en ts t hat come

to

light are _"(G O ALS) .. . chan ge

a gov' ·

ez

Ro

ere

ov

0

day. -

:SyBRY CE DI NSMORE
Th ere aren 't man y job s ava ilabl e in Sud b ury.
.
T ha t's wha t' J ohn R o driguez ,
N O P federa l M.P. for N ick el
Belt , t o ld st uden ts at t he Un iversity of Wind so r last T hur s-

t h e present soci o-e co nomic sy st em from o·ne bas ed on ex ploitati o n and opp ress ion to
o ne based on . freedom fr o m
do min ati o n, co-operati on and
jus t ice. " This sta t em ent is not
a philos ophy o f t h e organ iza tion as a ,vhole but of a m emb er.
d i is
OPIR G 's modus op era11
repr esent ati ve d em ocracy, the
befief 't hat t he aver age cit izen

T he j ob situ at ion and other
issu es su rrou nd ing _t he la:};'off of
m iner s fr om In co and Falc on b ridge mines domin ated mo st
of t h e m ee ting's qu esti o n and

co
answer peri od .
Rodr iguez, a fo rm er t ea ch er,
said he is ang ry at th e federa l
• govern m ent for allowi ng m in, ing comp an ies tax credit ·in the
fa ce of the larg e-scale lay offs.
He suggested t ha t gove ~nm en t
plannin g and di rection of non~
rene wa ble resource . indust ries
m ight be better t nan t he curren ·t
situa tion
Rodrig ue z defined
h im self
an d· hi s -party as 'dem o cratic ·
socialis t s' , and said the go vernment sho uld be in t h e m id<lle
of t he marke t place .
T he so met imes . poi nt ed d iscussion then move d to a wide
range of t op ics from the pr ofit ab ility of Ca nadi an indus t ry ,
t o t he co rpora te pr act ices of
multi- nat iona l corp o ratio ns.,
Late in tne d iscus sion, the
qu estion of Ro d rigu ez came up.
RoJrigue·,: has been t ol ~ th at

has a ver y small voice in government . The statement,
"you
can't fight city hall" is the
rallying cry .of the public, or
rep rese11tativ e democracy
so
say s. Wha t OPIRG is trying to
_ d o is provide a pressure group
at Queen 's Pa rk a nd Otta wa .
Th ~ ideal pre ssure group
wo u ld · act as a moderator
on
th e party in pow er . To produce
·t his effect th is same pressure
gro up would hav e t o b e st ro ng,
large and cred ible . OPIRG, w hile
m oving t owa rds th is po siti o n ,
is fac ing a crisis .
OP IRG in its de sire t o ex-
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pand . has over-extende d itself.
OPlRG receives revenu e · solely
from stuoent fees, an d in these
days of declining enro lme nt the
organ isat ion is faci ng a mon etary crisis .
O PIR G h as alwa y s had · a
second con cern besi des fu nction ing as a pressu re/a dvoc at e
gro up , it desir es to protect
t he ind ividu al , in socie t y an d
in the orga niz at ion.
OP IRG no w o nly five years
old, is in a pro ces s of gr owth
an d chan ge. 't he mai n qu est ion
is, w here is it going?

By DANIE L SU LLIVA N
Th e Univer sit y of Winds or' s
an nual Op en House will be held
th is co mi ng Sun day; March
12th.
Featur ed at t he ope n ho use
w ill be di splay s and tours of
facu lt ies, depa rtmen ts, schoo ls
and club s fr om across t he campu s. The major ity of th e wor k
behi nd the eve nt will be done by
the st ude nt s them selves. Admis sion, of co urs e, is fre e to everyo ne .
Whe n ask ed w hy Open House
is being hel d in March thi s year
(in the past it ha s been held
in the fall), organiz~r Gino
Piazza said : "W e wante d to get
first yea r stud enTs doing t hing s." ,..

0
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He we nt on t o explain th at ,
sin ce the idea beh in d Open
House is to ad verti se t he u ni , versity to potential st u dent s 1 it
wo uld be b eneficial fo r - lo.cal
hig h-scho ol students t o b e abl e
to see t heir friend s who are in
first y ear participa ting in suc h 1
an eve nt. He said t h ;it h e al~p
preferred it t o be h eld in the
spring bec aus e he didn't h ave
t ime to orga niz e it last fall.
Whe n conta ct ed Tue sd; y Piazza ha d no avail able inform at ion
concerning spe cific di splay s or .
presentation s. The Lance will ·
be con duc ti ng behind t he sce nes
to ur s of its 20 th centur y pro ductio n facilities.

ea s

T h e boo k is a co llectio n of ,,
narra .ti ve poem s who~e protagon ist, Hogg, . repr esents Calla ghan's _ 9wri. alteHgo: The pl ot.
itwo lve s a · religious pi lgtima$~ , ,,
~e
ugf ;.( .,.:'i.ncider:-~ai.l) ' -~~::f~~-~
, ,, -~ --~is _ a~ ·-:~ ate r-,
in th ¢' _su'fv.e1IUn~~ of
os1e , aft er 20. yea rs. - ;.. : · ' ·. -~ · w,hich- Hogg deeid es- he must
p u lle?i .. from
Do uglas, a Caribbea n studc n
A pot:try readin g sponsored
h
is
130
.
year
old
'deat h hole'
who w as d_c porte d fr om Ca naq a·, · . by t he~ fle p.a.rtment of ·-English
benea th Toron,to 's Sheppar d ,Stain connection
wi t h the d esan d t he Ca nada Council was
held :it 3.00 p.m. Wed nesda y, , tio n and beaten . Hog g's ' comi ng
truction of th e Sir Geo rge \Vilup for air' revives him and sparks
ii:i.ms Un iversity computer ccnin \l;;.:·1i-.'r !.ounge to d isplay
prc:-tigious Bezak! .\rt ,\cadem;'
Next Tuesday,
March 14,
questions about his ov;n iden L, ~the Cdl2gh:1ri verse in his soonanJ i· chairman of 1t c 'Jatiun.,l
t he Assi stant Minister of Ed tity. He decides to take a t rip
·,
fo...tnote.
to
a.I
tt1is:
t0-bc
~·c:e:.~c,i
book
The
Hogg
As
Institute of Foi.( Dancing. As
u cation and C~lture of Israel,
to
Jeru lc..m, where he is con1)
Douglas
ha~.
applie<l
to
c0n:c
Poems
.HH.I
D_rawings.
well s being involved in cultural
Dr. Dan Ro11eri; will be speaking
fronted by the passions and pro,
back to Canada . 2),Mining '-·omThe poet ~hose appearance
pl.inning,
Dr.
Ronen
is
a
leeturer
at the Univc:rsity ot Win<lsor.
pbets of an exotic land. He does
r .n1cs gr·t more tax breaks from
•vas in pat inspired by Joyce
,tt 1:·,c
')ch,,)]
0f Fducarion i1 nd
Dr. Ronen ahs been assonot
find hunself as he says
:
i,c
Qnr:.u:
i
gis:crnmcnt
111
its
Caro1
O-,tcs'
invitation,
was
Sclwnl uf S0c1al \\ '•rk at tbc
ciat..:d with tiie t.litic~t':or 1,l··,"I am not of this phce".
'f11t.·5jay 1~ d;:t, ~) The '\ational
""ell· rcccive·d by uoth .student
h:r,;;_>w l niversity in Jetusakm
istrv ":-ice the mid sixt1f, ~-n..,
Back rvJne to Toronto, am
:i,,,J ~r..itt. i'veryonc present r.ad
s~...dents are invit~d to · come , · t.:TJP lea(kr, L•d Brn,,,il ,cnt,
1
the dcstruc• :"c, filthy, mund3n(
1,: i.:•iv:l..:,:;e of tasti,1g "The
sc1':'.duitd tD speak 1:1 ·,~'i;,':, ~
bl, ;":en very 2rt··1e 1r. C!1 ··1rni
n ,\··sumrytfon Loun 6 -: .-t 12: 30
f the "ub1.vav. l L:i cont in\ 1.: ,tl',d t)', L_J tv ...
am:d v.1, l,:
. ·:,:.., P ,·;.1s" from coy<;r to-- ,life
att::urs. /\r ..o t-. Liz.;n1 'nv c-.l.._ttie·> :\\ "ch 14 f(,r a t ,k on· lsr~d
~ uous search for ,his own self
'"." · ot .n t :k ~au,m.
,:v-. :1:,n..:fore its spring distriDr. T{onen
·: :,u,y. ,\ :!1scu:...s;L,n,·.. 11:dlow.
follow<; the road of th-:: cross
l•Utio'1·
~-o--~--,C ... -4!: _ _........,...
........
His passion is the ac :.irrm u la·
tion of talks with bibl.ic;il ,treet
I!',
I
"'
who are colorfully
characttrs
)
described ' ·,· Cailaghan E Very
J
person Hogg meets he.trays hitn ,
he realin his disappointment
ize s that it is only by acc~p ti pg
bet rayal that we learn the key
In Mo n<lay's Glo be an d Mail
to wholeness. Man must u nder it was repo rt ed t hat appl icastand his dau lity. he is bo th
tions for enrolme nt at all b ut
J esus anq Judas -- tr uth an d
one of O ntari o 's un iversit ie·s h ad
dece pt ion .
J.
Polls will be apen betw een 9:00 a.m . and 6:00 p.m.
d eciin ed by 8 p er ce nt. T he
Th e resol u tion st ated , ·t he ~
'f~ ~ ~~
~~.......
. ........
--4-.......
~~-~.. ~
art icle fu rt her stated t hat appli protagoni st be com es a 'whole
cation s at t he Unive rsit y of Win hog', and ca n now j oy fully ru n
d sor had decl ined by 12 per
arou nd h is dirty, little · sub way
cent.
shou tin~ glor io usly , "I am who
A ccor din g t o Ge_offre y Mac·am !."
Gi b bon, Dire ctor o f Info rmaThe co llec t ion's pre do m i~-,.
Candidates for alf co ntest ed po sitions w ill
t ion Services, this infor m ation
ant symbol s are silerrce, comis incor re ct. [n a m em o t o
pli city and d ecay . Callag han
maf<e p esen t at ions, t o be f ollo we d by
the Lanc e Mr. MacG ibb on poin men t io ne d that Toront o is a. city
an open question per"od.
ted ou t tha t in fa ct · onl y 8. 7
wh os <: setti ng provides nb_b ou npe r ce nt few er applic ants picked
d ary to t he imaginat io n. T he
Win dsor as t heir first ch o ice.
imager y and biblical allu sions On ly 6 .4 fewe r ap plica nts p ick ed
set in a modern day 'rage de
Windso r as o t her .choice s.
gar b age ' add flavour t o char Ambass ador Aud itorium
A lsq in the _memo Mr. Macacter and ·plot . T he poems
G ibbo n po inte d ou J that the
com bi ned bec om e mo re tha n
2nd Floor, t he Centre.
actua l aver age decline fo r all
j u st any pilgrimage, f' in my
univ ersities was 7 .9 pe r cent on
op1mori Callaghan ha s c9111e
Participation
all students is invited
first choices and 7 .6 per cent
very close to creating 'The
on all cho i ces.
Great Canadian Epic' .
· Note: this meetina is rescheduled from last week.
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By M.C. FOURNIER
Bar ry Callaghan, son of Mor ley Call agh an and former _ Uni vers ity of \,\,indsor student has

1~ke··aft~r hern
t
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What the SAC candidates have to say for themSE
'

President

MARYON OVERHOLT
Fourth Year
Communication Studies

.

'lighted week. For the first time
in years, Orientation sho'),'Ved
a profit.
- Other events also appeared
through the years planned to
meet a wide variety of student
interests.
- Working along with societies,
clubs and residences to better
a social environment on campus.
In the last two years I have
gained a working knowledge of
ho'w the STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL is administered. I feel I can deal
with student problems.
S.A.C. MUST :
1. Get I.S.O . reps on council.
2. Cutbacks; make students
aware of them and plan with
the · administration and faculty
to counter or offset their effects.
3. Greater planned. activities
in a wider range.
4. Have representation
in
touch with the interest of stu dents.
5. Set-up a better communication stystem ' with off campus
students.
6. Work much closer with
resident students and their council.
7. Parking facilities must be
up-graded.
8. The Drug Plan, some coverage must be guaranteed for the
students.
A· lot of things have to be
done. It is time we started spending our $27.50 S.A.C. fees on
you and on _ your campus. I
think we can make it work.

We need a leader who listens to the students she represents. We need a leader with
ideas and ability. I believe I'm
th~t person and that's why I
want to be SAC president.
As a · member of council,
Senate, numerous committees
and as SAC External Affairs
Commissioner I have put time
and effort into work on issues
like student aid, cutbacks and
unemployment. As president I
will continue this work but there
is more I can do.
SAC cannot be removed from
the students it represents . .Students should be given more
opportunity to take part and
representatives should be able fo
do more. Important interest
groups like the Jn(er-Residence •_,.,
Council and the International
Students' Organization must be
part of ,restructuring SAC so that
its effectiveness will be increased.

A . SAC president, must be
concerned with the programs
and events SAC offers, to do
a good job. If elected I will work
to set up a series of special interest courses 'on things like
bartending, · basic cooking, astrology and bike repair. Having
lived in residence I will take an
active role in working with residence students in the negotiations of a new food plan. Livi.ng
off-campus now I will push for
a better and fairer_ parking
policy. · In short, I will work
for you.
The position of SAC president is an important and wideranging one and I feel that I
have the experience, ideas and
ability to do the job right so
vote Maryon Overholt.

GINO PIAZZA

Second year Social Science
Experience in the last two
vears as a full time member of
S.A.C., holding the office of
Commissioner of Special Events.
Chairman of Orientation for
t ht· last . two years, bringing
,lrit·ntation back as a high-

.

'-

MARKMACKEW

In the way of a brief introduction, here is some information about' rrie. I am presently in
my third year of the Honours
Philosophy
and
Psychology
Programme. I live in residence,
For the past year I have, served
as one of the student representatives to the Senate, for the past
two years I have served as student representative to the Philosophy Department:
· During the past year I have
observed what I believe to be
an increase in students' awareness of politically-related affairs
both on and off campus. 1 We,
.as University students cannot
afford to sit back and think
that what goes on "out there"
has no immediate effect on us.
Dr . Leddy's recent announce- ·
ment of "tough years ahead"
and student-aid cutback are two
instances of political affairs
which directly influence freedom in the choice of University
programmes and even the number of people to whom the Unive.rsity will be accessible.
I believe the Vice-President

of SAC should be aklowed a
greater say in policy-making
decisions. The duties of the
V .P. as outlined now (in bylaw 18 of the SAC structure
are rather limited. Indeed the
office 13 entitled "Vice PresI - grant that
ident-Secretary"
the club activity as administered by the V ._ P. is important,
but there · is room for a greater voice~ Also, I think there
should be a greater coordination of the affairs of SAC,
the student Senators and the
office of Student Affairs.

such experience (those who are
presently inv~lved with SAC)
are responsible for inefficient,
ineffective bureaucracy.
Students at this university
pay $27.50 a year in student
fees. This adds up to a great deal
of money. Now , with the cost
of living what it is, and the
provincial government placing
more and more burdens on the
shoulders of the students, we
are contin ually being asked
(through referendum) to allow
increases in our student fees.
Such increases might be war. ranted if SAC had th e track
record to prove that · ,it was
worth the money . it is already
getting. Unfortunately the reverse is true.

They just can't be bpthered to
be concerned about us.
Student enrolment has dropped, which me;ns less funds
for the Administration anq believe it or not , we are the first
·to feel the cutbacks. There will
be less courses for us to ch<;>0se,
less money for student activities, less financial help for deserving students - and we will
still have arrogant bureaucrats.
One fine example to show
how the Administration is rip.:
ping us off is the bookstore .
Textbooks are marked up very
high - how else could it show a
profit? A boo k costin g $15,
but resold to the b9okstore
it is only worth $7.50; when th is
book is put back on the shelf
as used books, it costs $12.
So, figure it out!
And how abou t ·. food service? To get a candi<l answer,
ask resident students .
I believe in student representation and consent in all
matters affecting us. We form
the largest part in the university
and we definitely deserve better
treatment.

This year no funds were allotted for a yearbook. This
saved over $7000, a small
por !ion
of
SAC's
budget.
The second example is the
Lance referendum. The Lance
referendum was blatently designed and encouraged by SAC as a
means l:>ywhich SAC could gain
an increase in fees. The · students realized that the increase
they were being asked for would
DOUG .SMITH
go to SAC, and they, quite
Third year Business/Public
rightly, defeated the referenAdministration
dum.
I am addressing myself to
As Vice-President, I would
those who are searching, to
not only request a revival of ·
those who still don't know,
the yearbook and encourage into those who .are silent, to those
dependent funding for the Lance
who will vote for the first time,
without
an increase in student
to those who want to be sure to
THREE TO BE ELECTED
fees, but I would work in other
choose well.
·areas towards ·ensuring that inThe Vice-President, in thestead of constantly asking for
ory, is "the keeper of t1'e
more money, SAC would prove
records". With-in this spectrum,
to the students that it is worth
the individual has a number of
d1:11je~
~ Jl,Ftd:,.,r~sp,e;ra~i:bjlities-that ~,,. t~~ ~n\9'l~}h --~ l' ~S.
'i<
-jllready re~~i~-ing.
help form the back bone of the
Corporation, known to you as
I would appreciate your votet
the Students'
Administrative
on Match .14th.
Council.
Thank you .
As one of the Board of Directors, he handles many of the
administrative duties of SAC
which allows the corporation to
serve its ~''shareholders" which
are you the students. An individual maintaining this position
must possess the business acuHUSNI.MANSOUR
men needed to ensure that SAC
Second Year Engineering
can serve you in the best way
Fighting For:
possible. As V.P., I cannot pur1. Free beer for all unisue policies profused by those
vers.ity students on Friday niholding other positions, since it
ghts.
is my duty to · ensure that the
2. Free nurse every Friday
others can accomplish their
night to students with (F) avgoals.
erage.
If elected, I will for the most
RAYMOND WONG
3. Free tuition .
part be your man behind the
Fourthyear business
4. No obligation for lab
scenes. It's a job without the
Question: Why is a foreign
attendance.
headlines and glory of the other
student running for V ice-Presi5. Copies of ·the tests should
spots, but I'm there to serve you
dent? Right! I am a foreign
not myself. ls your $22.50
student, but most important I
student activity fee worth enam also a student of this uni- r~~
ough to you to elect someone
versity - a student who is interThe following SAC ·positions have be
you can depend upon to act in
ested in the issues and policies
your interest? Think about that
of the university that are going
Faculty of Social Science:
when you vote on March 14th.
to affect all of us.
I am Raymond Wong and am
Faculty of°Business Administration:
in fourth year Business. Two
and a half years in this univerFaculty of ;Nursing:
sity ha.s tau·ght me a lot of things
- things I have to fight for and
School of Social Work:
things I have to accept .
What really sickens me is the
attitude of the university AdSchool of Music :
ministration towards students.
Their int~rests lie not to the
Faculty of Science and Mathematics:
students but somewhere else.
When the professors threatened
Faculty of Engineering:
to strike, they got a good deal
from the Administration. When
Seats from the faculties of Arts, F
a particular maintenance union
By-elections will be held next Septem
in the uni versity we!_lton strike
DANIEL SULLIVAN
one and a half years ago, the AdFirst year English
min istratio~ gave in. But when
School of Dramatic Art candidate A
have no experience in stuwe students protested on issues
dent government. I believe this
SAC's electoral officer. affec ti ng us, we got bombed out.
is to my credit. Those who have.

Senate
~eps

be given to students betore the
tests.
6. Students with C average
or better win 2 nurses on Fridays and Saturdays.
7 . No food p Lm for residence
students.
8 . Free smoking (!! H) under
the stairs and in the washrooms .
9. Vote for me to fight for
the abov.e."'
·
·

DANIEL SULLIVAN
First year English

Student ··

~w-:Rep

I
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· fore the comm1ttee ,and the bas s .,
,- . , . ... ..
·
for dealing with them.
· ~· - ·
·

One of the , problems of student leadership, in its present
form at this University, is, in
my opinion, that it is ·not representative . of the students : This
applies particularly in the student members of the senate.
SIX TO BE ELECTED
I would like to see that changed .
I would like to act, in the senate ,
as a spokesman for the stude .nts.
It is important that someone
.who respects th e academ ic wants
and needs of all students re pre. sents them in the senate. At
present , most students don 't
kn ow who their senate represenrepresentatives in
t at ives are, , and more impo rtbut I intend to
ant ly wha t t hey' re doing and
necessary ,time . to meetings of
why .
the committee , if elected.
An issue that was discussed
The representatives on this
rece ntl y in the senate concommittee
should have irite' WAYNE LESSARD
cern ed semest f>risation . It is an
grity, fairness and experience.
First Y ~ar 4~ ~
important issue, and one on
This is my fourth yi a.r at the
I feel I possess these qua,lities .
University of W¥ dsor. I have
which most students are underJOAN DURRANT.
informed. With a situation where
Third year Social -Science
been a. staff memb er of both
the status of man y courses with
Your choice ·of representaCJAM and the Lance ; and have
JOH N MOWAT
regard to seme sterisat ion is ~han.
tives on the Student Affairs
'-a B.A. in Communica: tton Stu- .
1-n order for you to be fully_ ging quite rapidly, it -would
Committee could be crucial to
JOHN MOWAT
dies. Currently I' mj nvo1vcd with
represented your elected candibe beneficial for students to
you at some time during your
See Senate Reps
the Canadian C~in-i:nunity Law
date will have to effectively
communicate their views and
University years : It is essential
J ou tnal, Student ·_
Legal Aid and
cor1municate your needs .
opinions to the people responthat you elect those students
the Senate Stud tfm :.:.Evaluations
Your candidate must be able
stble for voicing them to the
who will represent you fairly,
Committee.
··
·J:
to ' stand up· iri an open, sincere
chief academic body of the Uniobjectively and confidentially .
The law faculty is unique · in
yet agressive manner so that
versity. As a student senator
The Committee i's made up of
DOUG SMITH
that students remaiQ in one builI would . encourage and seek out
students and professors who will .
Third year Business/Public
ding. We have our own stuyour needs will be acknow ledged, ' understood and ·acted
such communication with stuhej!,r your case if you ever have a
Administration
dent council and ·activities, ·This
1
dents from all faculties and
grievance or feel that you are
Positions on the . Student
dissociation from the ,ge-~eral
up on.
. Finally your candidate must
schools.
being unduly disciplined. ThereAffairs Committee are not those
population i~ destructive hut "-i:1ot
It
is
unfortunate
that
at
fore,
y
'
our
choice
of
candidates
the fault of students.
promote and ensure a working
monopolized by the "gung-ho"
.
" _b e t w- · present, the student senators
can be vital to you personally
t. ype
of people i·nvolved· wi"th
To alleviate this problem -SAC ,..,cq-2pera t 1ve
re 1a t"ions h 1p
~ eJ the student body, faculty
make no effort to make public . if you feel you have suffered an
student politics. It is not the
should reih! titute . t~~ monthly
and administration so that all
their actions to the students
injustice.
- garnering of mass votes that
activities ~al~ndar. "'_AC func 0
-.
on
whose
behalf
they
are
,
p
erI
have
gained
a
great
deal
of
·
tions
.
• mJ:y share equally in the benegives the individual his/her basis
.
_ m_ust i,b_e . well
l',_,· y,ublicized
b
1
0
fih . of their decisions .
formed. Students need senators
. experience and have become
- of power on this Committee :
m the law sc ~9 . ~ ·poi 1must e
1
I_ John Mowat you~ underwho can act with them and not
familiar with administrative opbut rath er his fairness and inteset up here . fo .a.lf'elections.
_ ...{~_{~' 1gtid
Senate Candidate feel I
just for them. It is toward this
erations as Social Science Repgrity as judged by those around - Law. student' -s- act ivities "'should
have wh~t is needed to fill the
end that I look for yo~r vote
presentative on Student Council.
ttim. You see, that is what
b~ 'l dv~ ise~, widelyt ti s?licit
I have been acclaimed to this
above requirements. I first . aton March 14 th.
Student Affairs is all about - ,suppoJil;'sof the- gen~ral populaposition ,; for the coming year
A place where the agrieved
~iop a~d to ge~e~ate ipc?me for
tended the U. of W. in 1970-7'1
left · .afoerJthe 1first~ y,:ear;.,'t ;,,· . ,,~ ~. ,;;;· }
.·, ' , ...., -s· • ·" } .• ~a.~e -~~m!! tQ• h'"'"
_?l~! t~.~i P,
i ~!: ~, pers on, Student Ot , _pf 9f ;..,._ca --- 1_~q e~S1Il~ • and lnlprovi~g OUr
rstarnf' ' t ~ foeliri~g~i~ :{:;::;i~ ~ GAQ.X W~~L~Tu...;11
;~ t1.o t ~w1ce t ~~qµ-~n my smcen t}! . go aria~ l'~ setn 'liis:_·~ase.<:.
T h-e ~ r9li ~m filhn~ the . en~ertamment
nis
n, -;b.Qredom and sense .
No statement ret e1ved
a-nd har dt~o ~~·-·
,v
.
. ... purpose of the Student Affair s
vo1d SAC bas createcl.
_ol'1 '£-ck ''~f'.;:'.,
direc t fon that many
. 1 have ~lw~y~ pee:n:~<tl~~rn! d ~ ~ onfmitt~e .is~to atlo~ tl~at p·er 7., :-, ,,,}1:_h
~e;e must b~- a separate
-:_--1
ab~ut t~e md1~1dual-stud·ents ~on "'
~rd ,}'air~ hi~ ~ fs or ~ app"e'~ ~~bp dgeat [~I~ent~ ~ ~12ment where9(, yo:u;j~fl 'l as:r w,ent th;ou ,gh ' '
~·~:\ b e·m , a.lso. · ·f then joined' the
this campus and the proble~ns
something that he · feels is unby profits- aren t t etu~ned to
\York force ' where I have been
they ~~y fact!. Through _holdmg
Just.
SAC coffers but are re-invested
a position on SAC, 1 have come
·The Student Affairs Comin bigger aDd better events .
~:_
se__
J_lin_g to provincial and 'muni.,. RAYMOND WONG
1·
h
d
q J,·_
al _governments -in Ontario.
to rea ize t at I can ·o somemittee is seldom heard from
Th~ Gallery pub should be
·"'
Fourth year ._,usiness
h'
h
l
d
·
h
f
lf'll'
h
·-t _}_iiis e xperience has - been int mg to e P stu ents cope wit
because of the very nature of its
u I mg t e mJJc·h-nee d e d ro Ie
· ..,.
Let's ·face it! Cutbacks by the
h
h
f l ·
f · 'f I
f
·d·
d
·h
- - valuable in that it has taught
Goverrim~nt in terms of educatw at t ey ee is un air i
work. The confidentiality
of
o prov1 mg , stu ents ·wit
a
' m_e to _deal effec_tively· with
am elected to represent you.
each case that comes before the
quiet place to drink. Pubs to
ion are going to affect all of us.
Ih
h
, ·11 ·
h
·
governing bodies, such as the Student enrolment has decreasope t at you w1 give met e
Committee decrees that its mem ~ provide top name entertamment
senate which . are at times slow ed due to the increase in fe'es.
opportunity
to represent you
bers keep a tight / upper lip and
could take place weekly in
changing (3 years to increase
sincerely and fairly on next
not publicize its successes.
large rooms such as Vanier .and
Are we going to expect or accept
' year's Student Affairs CommiAmbassador.
electives) cumbersome and frag- . a poorer quality of education?
ttee. Remember that . it is imStudent Affairs , should be_
SAC must become more res. mented in order to accomplish
YES, unless we have strong
filled wit members 'who pos.portant to each 9f you indivisess not only integrity but also
ponsible. Members frequently
my obJ'ectives .
student representation
in the
d ll
bf
·
h Id
I am ·married and have a Senate will give us better re· ua Y·
utmost
fair.ness.
I
feel
that
I'm
a sent rom meetings s ou get
h 14 1
k
l
h
So, on Marc
• P ease ta e
capable of filling those shoes
the -boot.
.
3 Year old daughter so I know
sponse to . our prob ems, t e
d
f
·
d
ld
O
e
hardship
_
of
worki·ng
to
a
vantage
my
mterest
an
and
am
anxious
to
play
an
acMeetings
should
be ~he . at
th
Senate has be en very responf
·
f
bl f
bl'
complete my education, what
·
·
vote or Joan Durrant .
tive yet quiet role in Student
times avoura e or pu IC parsive · to many various issues
ticipation. Agendas should be
it means to have good rele- . such as the increase in fees,
Affairs which are your affairs.
· courses an d pro fessors an d the differ ,ential fees, academic
so, on Marc h l4 , e1ec t"10n d ay, puhlished to encourage this par. vant
ticipation.
,
the fear that courses, grants
freedom, etc.
CHRISTOPHER SKINNER
remember what is ne~ded of
In my four years at Windsor
and loans I require will be lost
As an executive member of
Third Year Commerce
members -of the Student Affairs
I have seen many ineffective
because of financial cutbacks.
the International Student's OrCommittee when you are casting
1 have been a student at this
student councils. I would like
ganization for the past two
university for the past three ·
your vote - you . 91ay need it
to ensure 78-79 . isn't more of
sometime.
years and student representyears, during which -time I
the same.
ative in the Senate Committee
have lived in residence and par1 filled by acclamation:
for Student Evaluation, I feel
ticipated in . various clubs on
No statements were received
STEPHt:~ C. ROBERTS
confident
I can succeed - as
campus. Therefore I would have
from: Theresa Anne Brennan,
~
No statc:me~.t rece_ived
Joan E. Durrant and Br.coda McLister.
student senator . If elected, I
a good understanding of the
Kathryn Rauhut, or Sharlene
promise to . represent' only the
problems that might' come beBrimo.
student's interests in this univerRichard Krysiak and Brian Byrne.
sity and_ I will ra1se any issue
.A .• ,
(whether
, major or minor) in the
George Rudanycz.
Senate to get consideration. Of
cour se, this will have to come
Mary Poole
fro m t he stu dents themselves,
.
·,.;,.
and thus we need a good fredto reduce overselling in univerNeith er candidate has chosen
Karen Price
b ack system. l am willing and
regarding entertainment
facili si!Y lots.
·the positi ons yet, and both say
pr epar ed to m eet with any .studties," and that the pub must
PIAZZA says there should be
.they want to pick the m ost
Dan Chamney
ent or student groups to d iscuss
maintain competitive prices.
more overall. parking ~pace, and
qualified people. OVERHO LT
t he issues and present our case(s)
i) Parking
that Huron and Tecumseh resisays the positions should be
to t he Senate.
Rodne y Herring
OVERHOLT believes studdents should be able to park
widely advertised, and not just
I believe in the operation of
ents should pay lower parking
near their rooms .
1be given out as rewards for
the Senate and I wish to be ·in it. ' fees than staff or faculty, and
5.!-_WHO WILL YOU SELECT
support in the ~lection. ·
e Arts and Hum an Kine tics remain unfilled.
So , on March 14th you can give
FOR YOUR CABINET?
. For m ore infor in ation, ask
that fees snould be based on
!r ,t o fill th.ese vacanci es.
me a chance to serve you by putthe lot's proximity to campus .
(SAC Presidents select the treathe candidates , t~einselves . An
ting a mark beside the name
She would contact city council
all-candid ates -meeting ;, is schesurer and various commi'ssioners ,
dre .Wehbe's eligibility is under evaluatio ll('by
Raymond Wong on the ballot.
to repeal two hour parking limwho are then ratified by coun- · :du led for Monday in~AmbassaThank You
its i,n local p~blic lots, and try
e-il.)
dor Audito rium.

Wes

··one to

Affairs
Committee _

be elected
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The many faces- of talent

Ja;~~~~: ~~d

Bruce Bain and Bob Goss pick and strum the ir way to second place.

Origina1 music and crisp vocals highlighted the act of Jap:,H; HaiherL

®

Steve Romanow during a strenuous dance appears to stop for a pose.

Some solid folk was laid down by Dominic, Steve and Edmond during their performance.

Magician pulls first place out of his hat
By PAUL CHERNISH
made up for this problem . · haps the best tune that they
Last week 's talent show was
did is called Mystical Lady, a
.
.
a suc ces~: Not onl y fo r th e audidriving, quick-beater that forced
Janin e Halbert , w_ith St~ve
ence , but also for th e perfo rmers
you to stomp y our feet . A perBrow
n b ackin g her up, had t he
and SAC Special Events. V ancussionist and bass player would
difficult and nerve-racking open ier 's east wing, where the event
make these people extremely
ing slot. Even I felt nervous .
was held , was almost full - 250
good , but I didn 't mind them
Halbert couldn't have started
people . (there were certainly
at all just the way they were.
the evening off on a better note.
more people there than this
The original tunes that she and
reporter expected).
Shakey and Su it case was the
her companion attempted were
There was difficulty in picknext act. For a two -man group
clean,
well-written
and
welling the three best acts because
attempting the music that they
all eight finalists had an over- - presented. It was fun to watch
were,
they were not bad at all.
this act battie not only nerves,
whelming amount of talent, and
The -excellent bluesy, 19 30's
-but
also
the
questionable
sound
t nis isn't just a nice tribute to
stuff that these two kicked out
system, and come out shining.
them all, it's a fact . First place
proved
. to· be a pleasant but
The combination of Halbert 's
and 100 bucks was taken by
mellow
change, and had a posiinteresting
vocal range and
Greg ptto. Second place, fifty
tive effect on the audience.
Brown's
slick
fingers
provided
dollars and the ,opportunity to
Shakey's
steady chords and
for an excellent presentation .
warm tip the Valdy concert was
Suitc?.l.se's gut-level mouth-hartaken by Bob Goss and Bruce
ping generated enough emotion
A local (Tech . Hall) folk
Bain. Dominic, Steve and Edto test one's heart.
group took the stage next .
mond grabbed third place and
Northern
Comfort,
the
group
$25 .
In between the music sets,
that had previously played AmEach act was allowed a half
.
bassador,
also
did
a
wealth
of
Steve
Romanow did his thing .
hour spot and this allotment
The reason he did it between
original tunes. In fact, all of
was the only negative aspect of
their music is original. Doug
sets, and three times, is bethe show. Considering that six
Broadfoot,
on
twelve
string
and
cause his thing is dancing. Not
acts were of the same origin
electric
was
probably
the
best
disco,
not ballet , but what I
(acoustic,
twelve string and
musician ,. but all four memmust say is the most str~nuous
vocals), remaining totally attenbers were good enough to mak!'dancing I've ever witnessed .
tive was, at times, quite tedious.
that
statement
disputable.
PerSteve's body qm testify to
The overall ' talent
however,

that. Romanow did three theme
dances, and his finale , the
"beer dance" certainly lifted a
few eyebrows. While leaping
on the rickety stage ( totally
uncomplimentary for a dancer
of his calibre), Roma.now showed his body control by missing
a full beer glass by inches, balancing it o-n his head and then
chugging it down! He chugged
three glasses during the dance,
which must be a record in itsilf!

individually have . good musica l
sense. Teaming the two together proved to be twice as
effective . Carol's Elton John
solo and Angela's version of J im
Croce lulled the audience .into a
pleasant, qu ite state, and I
think more than a few gtiys fell
in love with the two.
/

The third place finishers,
a trio going by the name of
Dominic, Steve and Edmond
impressed quite a few of us.
They do not speak E'nglish as
th~ir first language, but every
Bob Goss and · Bruce Bain,
tune
they performed was 100%
second place finishers, didn't
English, and very wdl artidisappoint anyone . Even though
they had a cheering section that · ctilated. Their fine musical tastes
ranged from Simon and Garcould fill the Silverdome, they
funkel to, believe it or not,
deserve quite favorable mention.
Kansas' Dust ·in the Wind.
Their James Taylor tunes were
I was hoping they'd · do someslick and clean. The vocals even
thing in Chinese, but their North
came extremely close . to the
American
selections were enoriginal song~. Stage presence ·is
ough to prove their talent.
difficult for any amateur to
accomplish, but Bob and Bruce
The last and winning act
seemed to have an excellent
was Greg Otto. Greg is indeed
rapport with both the audience
a fine magician and appears to
and their instruments . They are
have done this sort of thing
going to warm up Valdy if you
before. Magic is always an, imwant to see them again.
.pressive form of entertainment,
and when it is done well like
Two Laurier women, Carol
Greg did it, it can ' leave the
Kucak and Ange-la Severini were
audience in total awe . Too bad
t he female version of Bob and
he's such an outright , first Bruce. Th at is, t hey played and
class ham (ju st kidding, Greg) .
sang ju st as well. The fact that
Travolta (left) strikes a pose they each gave a solo perfor#that ' wo uld - make "any ~female ,-nia nce at least on ce help ed th e
Everyone was a winn er
in my books .
go hog w ild .
:rn<lien ce realize that t hev bo th ,

Disco steps on Rumours
By JOHN MACKETT
Since its pre m ier last December, Saturday Night Fever
has becom e a huge box office
success. Grossing 11 million dollars in its first week of showing,
the enthralling R-rated movie
continue d to pack theat ~es
around the country.
Saturday Night Fever has
heightened this decade's Disco
craze, which has never . been reflected in any motion picture until now. The sensation
of the movie has made Disco
bigger than ever, confirming
that's
" It's not dead yet ".
Fever 's soundtrack, which-_is
limelight ed by the Bee Gees ,
is selling more than 200,000
units a day and has replaced
Rumors by Fleetwood Macfrom
the number 1 spot , where it had
previously been for 3 3 consecutive \\fe'eks. Playi ng non stop ,
" Night Fever" seems to have
struc k everyon e who step s ot.it
ont o t he dance floor.
Disco Buffs of all ty pes
exercise the st eps that too k
Fever's star John Traveolta six
months to perfect. His long and
extensive training was taught to
him by professional choreographers who molded him into
the "Disco King" he is now acclaimed to be. The impact of .
the movie has created a new
breed of · Dance Hustlers who
come equipped with white suit s,
black shoes , and fast steps that
dazzle their partners through
the easy pace of the soundtrack.
Sat urday Night Fever is the
miracle that will keep Disco
flying high . fo r an other year.
If t he result s of t his mo vie
prove to be a clear indicat ion
of what future trends are~goi.ng
to be, it looks like Saturday
nights will never be the same.

-

:EDUCATION SOCIETY
presents

1
-

Controversial Issues In Teacher Ewcadon'
Guest Speaker and Panel Discussion
Faculty Association

March 15 1978

Lounge

7:30 P.M. ,

POSITION AVAILABLE
STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUI\ICIL
REQUIRES A

TREASURER

Pregnanl
·
No Age Limit
Free C.0Unselin1
.
(No effect on low medical fe~)

-H ONORARIU M
- T ERM OF OFFICE : MA Y 1, 1978 to APRIL 30, 1979
- OPEN TO UNDERGR A DU AT E AN D
GRADUATE S1UDENTS

· Free Plepancy Test
(or S7 at independen t lab)
3 Hour· Clinic Sta, _
Medicaid,IIDe Crolll

Meredited
strive for high patient
comfort and friendly persorial
attention.

• SEND RESUME OR .AP~LY IN PERSON TO

~

ACMAPPROVED
CALL (JU) 884'"'800
t
OIT

n

.

SAC FINANCE OFFICE
2ND FLOORUNIVERSITY CENTRE
(This is an appointment by the 1978-79 SAC execu 'tive)

ERNEST PETRASOVIC
TREASURER
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Player's Dirty WOrk questionable
By KATHERINE BOWYER
Around the turn of the cen-·
tury, theatres began to discard
their footlights. Critics like G.
B. Shaw began to attack the
melodrama · formula and call
for meaningful drama. Such
sentimental, well-made plays had
been v.ery popular in the nineteenth century. Now, in 1978,
the Univ~rsity Players have re.· stored footlights to its stage for
the current production Dirty ·
Work at the Crossroads.
The production is diverting
at times. It deserves a few titters such as: where Widow Lovelace (Arlene Mazorolle) miscounts the number of sugar
cubes she drops into the villain's tea, where Ida Rhinegold
(Laura Robinson) suddenly appears upstage as if she's floating
in the canoe attach .ed to her,
and Munro Murgatroyd (David Jacklin) quells the audience
with a sinister look. The comedy
lies in laughing at the stupidity ;
of the characters and the artificial conventions that bind the
,
actors.
The pace of the production
became tedious. With such poor
lines and fe_eble cause for laughter from the script, it cannot
afford to linger over the action.
The Gay Nineties atmosphere
created during the intermissions
and at the beginning of the play
valiantly tried to lift the play.
Ushers in bow ties and white
hats escorted audience "}em-

hers to their rows. Spittoons,
a montage of old advertisements, and a working popcorn
cart suggested the period. Rather than being a triumph of
theatre, the production seemed
to be washed up in a way of
nostalgia for an era the audience has never known.
Ir began on an energetic note
1
with Mike Millar as a constable
informing the audience how
they _must behav~. The interjection of Jules Tonus and David
Packer as . vaudevillians leading
a sing-along during the second
intermission, however, couldn't
save the audience from the third
act.
The plot follows the fortunes
of Nellie ,Lovelace and is summed _ up in . the alternate title '
Tempted, Tried and True. By
the third act, it felt as though
the tired, stylized gestures of
Wendy Wizinowich (as Nellie)
were impeding the action's flow.
David Jacklin's · villain was too
pale. Murgatroyd needs a greater
flourish with his wickedness.
But Laura Robinson's talents
highlighted
the performance.
She creates a most vivid stage
pre:,ence as Ida Rhinegold and
her rich singing voice makes
such a tune as "All That Glitters" worth listening to. Arlene Mazorolle's acting was clean
and consistent as the Widow
Lovelace and Lionel Walsh energetically showed tpe caricature of the rustic Mookie _
Just as the actors played at

isation and _ the two dimensiontheir parts, the audience memality of the characters. Phil
bers were encouraged to play
at being hecklers. The produc- _ Phelan obligingly introduced the
footlights and spotlights comtion was an exercise in insinmon to the period. Larry Foden
cerity. Why should an audiunited the lovers Adam and Nelence exert itself over . a dead
lie on their first appearance by
action? The aff ect.ed speeches
dressing them both in yellow
and g~sture~ of the character
like the goldenrod, the flower
types can arouse only the lauof the season in which they were
ghter, not the empathy of an
to marry. A bright pink gown
audience. Neither is there much
for Ida Rhinegold mocked her
suspense as it's quite certain
lost innocence.
that good will finally triumph
The villain, perhaps, could
over evil. What is Reeded is the
have worn a longer black cape as
sense of immediacy found in a
if he would finally trip in his
boxing .match. It needs more
own scheming. Ron Kersey
than popcorn to excite an
. audience into reacting with boos
and hisses. Freed from the Victorian myth of pure good and
evil, and neutralized by the stale
By DEB KENNEDY
lines, its reaction to the charJt was unusual to see a solo
acters was forced.
guitarist using mbre than simple
Lacking in any truth or
Richard
universal sub~tance, the pr;o- acoustic instruments.
Keelan tamed
his "beast",
d1,1ction seems to be a frusnamely the phase shifter, to
trated period piece. The audimove with the rich images of his
ence might appreciate the role
lyrics during his performance at
of . melodrama if the Victorian
Catharsis last weekend.
milieu could have been set.
Keelan's handling of the elecIt was a hypocritical, appatronics elaborated on the dimen·rently puritanical age. If the
sions of sound one .instrument
play were to see Victorian
can produce. · Occasionaily, the
audience members, perhaps a
gadget, "with a life of its own",
stout dowager earnestly booing
interrupted the flow -in the name
the villain, or a cynical lord
of
technical difficulties. Despite
responding to the titillations of
this,
the mood created was vibthe French maid, the burden of
rant as Keelan sung tales which
entertainment might have been
unlocked imaginations.
lessened for the scripts.
Keelan's music defies . labels.
William Pinnell's two dimenHis tunes on the dulcimer satissional wing and drop set is
fied my folk purism, while other
appropriate to the piece's styl-

nimbly faded in old tunes on
the piano . All the action occurred behind a painted proscenium arch, reinforcing that of
Essex Hall.
Should you be looking for a
light evening where you wouldn't have to bother your mind
with thought, you would enjoy
Dirty Wo,rk. It offers a change
of period from what you'd .find
on television and a couple of
the singing voices are clear
and promising. What the University Players might consider
next is a real musical. It runs
again this weekend. -

Keelan involves listeners
songs, more in the jazz realm,
really got the rhythm moving.
Keelan's own movements ~,showed that he was the ~ource of the
sound. An audience appreciates
this much more than watching a
musician · who stands ·still and
separate from the beat of the
music.
(The ·whole thing is that the
soul sings flat when) The People ·
Sing out of Tune, which wasp.erformed on the 12-string ~lectric,
as Heart of the Beast and Wild
Mushrooms were three Perth
County Conspiracy tunes he
played. His recent songs reflect
the direction he is taking in forming a jazz/rock-orienteq band.
Even with the change~, .Richard
Keelan still ' shares , his freedom
and fairytaJes with his listeners.

V .

·UNIVERSITY:OF WINDSOR.
STUDENTS AND FACULTIES

1

open house· 78
SUNDAY ', MARCH 12th
12 NOON. TO 6 P.M.
TOURS

EXHIBITS

DEMONSTRATIONS

refreshm.ents will be served
in the centre cafeteria
(compliments of the food serviCES)
buses depart fo'r the faculty of human kinetics and
)

lebel fine arts every !15hour from 1230p.m.
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!CJAM Highlights

Shaping the resin
By STEPHEN PA~LOV

Curiosity, immersion, structural openness and stoic peace.
These were the feelings I felt
when I viewed the sculptures
currently displayed at the LeBel
Building by the University of
Windsor 's budding new artist,
Halyna Mordowanec.

at the University of Windsor Library. Not knowing the artist or
the nature of her work, I perceived it as being reminiscent of
structural designs left behind by
our North . American Indians.
To my surprise, I was not far
off with my assumptions . It was
later explained to me that the
work was inspired by a little
known band of Siberian reindeer
hunters, which led a tribal life
much similar to our own Indians.

Halyn~, a graduate from the
University of Windsor in 1967,
furthered her scholastic achievements at Wayn~ State University, and graduated in 1971 with
wit h a degree in fine arts. She
is presently a part of the fine
arts department
here, and is
teaching drawing and design to
our own aspmng artists.
Her
work has been displayed at the
S.A.W. exhibit in Ottawa, where
it won critical acclaim, while her
most recent achievement
has
been an invitation to attend the
10th
International
Sculpture
Conference in Toronto this summer, with slides of her work.
The work made from branchThis is a monumental feat which
es, wire, resin and other odds
has left the artist very excited.
and ends the sculptor has been
The first time I· viewed her • able to acquire, depits structural
work was when it was on display
openness and beckons ,the viewer

111111,
--·-IIICI .
Rockin' All
Over The World ,

/

By DOMENIC D'AMOR E
For about a decade now,
Status Quo has beep ·putting
out albums in · England . Though
the ba nd changed their style
and line-up slightly early in
th eir career, they have been o ne
of the top bands from their
homeland
of tea and crumpets.
At t he same t ime th at Led
Zeppelin released Physical Grafitti , Status Quo put forth ano. ther vinyl endeavo ur called On
The L evel. The Melody Make r
record chart showed Quo 's On
The Level to be number o ne
while Zep's . Physical Graffitti
ranked just below in the second
slot. Why, then does North
America cont inue to not fully
accept Quo 's brain rattling rock
n' roJ]? The question must be as
baffling to the band members
as it is to me.
The four members .of Status
Quo are : Francis Rossi - lead
guitar and vocals, Richard Parfitt - rythm guitar and vocals,
Alan . Lancaster - bass guitar
· and vocals, and, John Coghlan
- drums . They call themselves
Status Quo since all of their
music is on the same trend.
Quo goes by the belief that
boogie is best, and they let
loose some of the hardest
driving boogie around. I use the
term 'boogie"
in its origin .al
meaning, referring to th€- toughest and most primitive form of
rock n' roll. The word boogie
seems to have ·taken on a· different meaning since the coming
of. that modern day plague,
(I can barely write the word)
disco.
Quo's newest is entitled Roe-

k n' All Over The World and yes,
your suspicions are correct. The
title cut is a tune written by exCreedence
Clearwater
Revival
guitarist and founder John Fogerty. Status Quo's music has a
tendency to , possess the same
basic musical
structure,
yet
every song is, ve·ry individual in
its own way.

totally appreciate it.
The work involved in creating
these pieces of art is immense.
Two or three months of painstaking pouring of resin is require<;!
. to create the minutest piece of
work presently displayed at the
exhibit.
Light is another ke y fa cto r in
the design of the work. Because
of the transparent properties of
the resin, the light permeates the
work with interesting patterns,
giving it different moods :rod appearances according to the proximity of the viewer to the work.
to

Hence~ the personal involvement
afid the pleasure one can receive
from the work is amply displayed.
Halyna informed me that the
larger works were designed · to
encompass the viewer instead of
the viewer encompas sing it. A
trend which is now becoming
popular with present day sculptors.
Respol}se to these works
from the universities' student
body has been unfavourable.
The comments l have received
from people I have interviewed,
from this campus, have mostly
been, "What is it?" Hopefully
this article has been able to enlighten you as to ·the nature of
these fine pieces of art .

MOSAIC
Monday, March 13 - The issue of parking at the U. of W.
Tuesday, March 14 - Special program with the Campus Liberals.
Wednesday, March 15 - The S.A.C. Talent Show - Revisited.
Thursday, March 16 - Weekly S.A.C. Report with Gary Wells.
Friday, March 17 - interview with Mr. Alex Zonjic.
'Tune in Monday, March 13th at 5 :00 for a 15 minute special
with the CJAM Comedy Squad, and beginning at 6 join us for an
hour of analysis of the S.A.C . elections.
FEATURE ALBUMS
Monday, March 13 - "Safety In Numbers" by Cr~ck the Sky.
Tuesday, March 14 - "Star Dancing" ~ith the 5th Dimension.
Wednesday, March 15 - "Rubicon" by Rubicon.
Thursday, March 16 - "Earth" by Jefferson Starship.
Friday, March 17 - "John Paul Young" - John Paul Young.
THIS WEEK'S TOP ALBUMS
. By CJAM

TW TITLE
OUT OF TIIE BLUE
2.
I leroes
3.
Hope
4
Longer Fuse
5
Saturday Night Fever

' ·ARTIST
E-LO
David Bowie
Klaatu
Dan Hill
Various Artists

We have a winner

By E.P. CHANT
After sifting through vast
reams of answering entres (three, to be precise), ·a winner was
found in The Lance Rock Contest .
.
Tim Leach of Riverside Drive
got a whole six out of ten answers correct . Jesu s, that's a C
MINUS! Let's shape up, you
The exhibit runs from March
. 7th . tproyg p t_he 25th a_tthe Le- ~ louts .
Bel Build ing on Hur o n Line.
.
Anyway , Tim wins the Stevie
Wo nder Triple Anthology
of
The dates also i tlclu de Open
House, which will be held at the · his Greatest Hits (or something
like that - who gives a damn
LeBel Building this coming Sunabout th e title?). I lope you
day. Th .is is a fine opportunity
like Stevie Wonder, Tim, beto view these and other fine
cause you are getting enough of
works of art coming out of our
him to last a lifet ime .
campus today .

That brings us to the question, what is life all about anyway? ls it just something to do
before you die? For that ' matter
is death just a government plot
to keep people from collecting
old age pens ions forev .er?
As I see it, life is not "just
a bowl of cherries". Far from it .
Life, really, can be a pain in
the ass at times. Take me , for
instance.
Well, I guess I have fille<f
the space I was told to now ano cleverly , at that. Good
day, y'all.
P.S. : Professor
Johnson
Why didn 't you try the con-

•**********
**
**
**
**
**
**
**
lOUIIE
**
**
**
**
Bands for your dancing and
**
t
listening pleasure
**
Live Nightl.Y Entertainme~t
**
Fri. Mar. 10 - Sat. Mar. 11
***
**
'FREEWIND'
**
:*
Mon. Mar. 13 - Tues. Mar~ 14
.I*
'ABBEYROAD'
**
~
DIRECT FnOM
TORONTO
*

t!LLEBJ

Their music ha s the power to
make eve n th e strongest willed
individual start some good ole'
footstompin'.
The new album
incorporates a few ever so slight
chang es. First of all, it seems
that there is more piano in volved in ·the music than ever
before. Even a few percussion
toys are thrown in for that extra
touch. The most drastic of all ·
the changes is the use of the
synthesizer . For a band like
Quo, this is a very unlikely
event, but don't worry, it does
not take away any of the driving
energy that they havt: famous
for.
My personal favorites for the
LP (besides the title track) are
Hard Time, You Don't Own Me,
and a song that is in the true
tradition
of Quo called Hold
You Back. If you are in the
mood for some heavy listening,
pick up a copy of Rockn' All
Over The World, ·crank it up and
hold on . All systems will be
STATUS QUO .

f

Wed. Mar. 15 - Sat. Mar. 18
__
",'T·B·A·' .

·*i
~

I*
'************************~***********
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CORNER·

For the Stars
I do not live
l merely consume time;
As the standing stones of Sutherland
I turn the bitter wind
And watch the stars.

Winding Sheets
I am here, amid the sweat and bestial dark
: to murmur deceits and drink away
the salted wine, kiss your shoulder with a moan.
You will perform your role, desperate
and cold to the bone, writhing like the worm
writhes, .deep in the heart, a knife
· between the head and twisting tail.
There will be no more words, until the final
arcing of the back, the cough of seed;
collapse brings horror, silence brings the scream.

THREEPOEMSBY
ROBIN ROBEHTSON

Singers of Pain
We are children of the void
Growing bloodknots in our hair Dark jewels cut in symmetry
To be worn as medals of the pain.
Yet poetry is all this Urawn in channeled blood
That runs unhampered
From an opened vein ~
Visionaries, we are We know
The stars are falling
We can see the cancer in our eyes.

I wish each of you, Culloden,
The eaglesong - my hunger
For the star:s,
As I take to the heather
.
Take solace from the summit and the scree.
I wish you the buried claymore
That sinks its wisdom in my side · 1t div ines the blood It gives you loadstone and the druid I ight
In your search for stars.
· I wish you all
The knowledge of the blad~
Join stars for the gorse king and the barrow go,ds
Join hands
And cauterize the dark.
I was in Scotland
Till I thought of you
My crimson stars have fallen My hands shake
Constellations on the floor.

Robin Robertson - from Aberdeen, Scotland - was editor of
two British poetry magazines
and his work has been published in Canada, America and
the United Kingdom. His first
collection, The Prince · of Fled
Power, will be out this year.

Robert Billings was the Assisfrom 1975
tant Editor of
to 77, and is currently the
Associate Editor of Poetry Wind~
sor Poesie. His poems have appeared widely, and a collection
of early work, ' blue negatives,
appeared last year through F~ddlehead Press.

Quarry

Medicine Wheels in Alberta
i .

·Rudiment

. These stones that struck dinosaur skull,
enemy, brother, hurled from trees,
from shaled hands-still here,
in a ring,
set to let the sun speak,
gauge what can not be sp_eared.

Draught bringing the door
to, extingu _ishing candle,
gleam from hip and
Impressionist prints.
This night pared
to a second of blindness,

ii
... The open sky and the green-black mountains
are clues: to stand here
in snow and fur
is to know no peace
but the wrist-bone of a father,
the fu"rtive run
of ~ speared stag

adjustment. The next
caress is being almost
invisible, beforehand,
still, just ween.

FOURPOEMSBY
ROBERTBILLINGS

Black Madonna
- near Rothenburg .ob der Tauber
Believe( in death
nailed to a plank
by some disillusioned
woodman. What perfect
wench gone? What baptized
child dead? Squat, with
rough hands, he carved it,
put it here by the trail,
1834. My love & I don't
mind his dreams, some
nightmare he couldn't get
a grip on. We know about
vows. We believe in
wpat can be done

Second Knowledge
After five days only water eaten,
the god rose from the Strait
into midst of dance & smeared body
Water-shaggy & haired form
_
spewed out a red. fish for all
no totem then or now can grasp
Yell of welcoming him a cry
•
for fear: this
to know with knife, mourn with thirst
No evil yet so pure -what lust was now for our people
as, singing and silent,
he seeks pine-witch idea
to put sea over our land

Copyright remains in th e hands of the authors .

Photo by - Kathryn McDonald
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·IN THE SHOWERS .··

Intramural bowling rolling

By PETER NASH ~ ·
By PETER M{!,DRACK

Intramural bowling is heating
up as the season moves into the
home stretch. · The competition
is fierce both for individual
and team honours. Lucy Man-

icardi 1s running away with the
women's individual competition .
Lucy has a stranglehold on the
top position in all three individual categories; high average
14~, high series - 475, and

'·'A" DIVISION
GP

12
12
13
13
12
13
13
12

Warriors ·
MBA
Eng. Machine
Humkins
Mutants
Smokies
Lancer FB
Gradkins

t-

w
11

9
7 '
7
4

4
4
3

"B" DIVISION
DIVISION 1

Celt i.cs
-Leghorns
Hammers
Stormtroop .ers
S~hmoes
Eng. Tools
Cody

GP

w

13
- 13
13

11
10
9

13
' DIVISION 2

)eanetters
, . LaPointe
Northmen
..~.~- ~r;¥
-~
e-r o:,~e~s-----....:..._
Dave Clark 5

GP

w

11
11
12
11
10

8.

Knicks

i2

Oldtimers

11

8
8
7

4
4
0

At the beginning of this year I predicted to several-friends that
the Lancer basketball team could go undefeated. As usual my predictions were far from being accurate. The Lancers ended up with an
eight and four record, losing to McMaster, Waterloo, Guelph and
Laurier, all on the road .
The big upset of the season came when the Lancers travelled to ·
Guelph foi: their first road game of the year. Trailing the Gryphons
by as many as 20 points, the Lancers couldn't pllt togetht:r any ki.nd
of attack . Eventually they lost the game, and subsequently a better
· final standing_, by 10 points. .
.
.. · .
Men's High Average
Pts
L
Kevin Hutcheson - 182
· All year the team suffered from a lack of consistency. At times
22
1
Phil Healey - 179
they looked like contenders for the Canadian championship and at
18
3
Rich Strau.ss - 163
. other times they played worse than a ~igh scho o1 team. Unfort14
. 6
Jim Snow - 161
unately the team would always fall into one of- the _ir bad streaks
14
6
during imp9rtant points in the game. Just as they were about to put
8
8
Men's High Series
the finishing touches on teams such as Brock , Western and Guelph
8
9
Phil Healey - 560
(at home) their shoot ing would fall off or their running game would
8
9
Kevin Hutcheson - 545
break down. This always helped the opposing teams to come back
6
9
Jim Snow - 541
and make a game close instead of the Lancers cha)king up a 20 point
·Victory.
Men's High Game
Man for man the Lancers were at least as strong as ~y -of their
Jim Snow - 215
competitors but, unlike te ams such as Waterloo or Mcl\'1.aster,the ·
George Cow - 212
Lancers C.Q
uldn't get all their players to mould into one group.
Pts
L
.There was a lack of team effort.
. Phi_lHealey - 206
22
2
Indiv idually the Lancers had pl~yers such as Vince Landry and
20
3
Playoffs are getting under Charl ie Pearsall who could almost decide games on their own. With18
4
way in men's intramural basout them the Lancer record would have been much w.~rse. Coach
16
5
Thomas once made a statement to the effect that "Without Vince
ketball, and the next 1 two w eks
16
5
I don 't know where we 'd be."
will separate the d r mpioris
6
.
~
fro1;1
the
pre~enders.
Th_e.
~op
The brightest spot in this y_ear's Lancers was their ability to win
1
4 ·4" .:;. ·~
12 '
earns
n each d1v1S1on
.
at hom e. They were undefeated at home, including games against
qu} fify for playoff competiLaurier (the Lorne Killion-Don Whaley Show) and Waterloo . Op. uon.
· ~ -N
~~ in,asl io
both
the
"A"
posing
coaches have /always disliked coming to Windsor . Coach D.on
,.:
lasses are sdreduled
Smith , of Laurier, hates coming to Windsor to the point of saying
L
Pts
for March ·{ 2; beginning at
that the gym is _no more than a "snake pit" and he can't remember
-3 ---- -1.6
~....--!rp:fn-. -. -- ·,~-,~~ ~- -_,·~~~ ,:~~-:
:,:;11~ry~~-~:l~s,~. ---:-_:._~time -I won,-,her~"
.
.
.
. .

! !~
4
6
8

14
8
8
.0

11

r----~---------~
Literate S!'orts Riters ·
~

~

~

,..,

Needed

L-------------------

higli' game - 196. Leading contenders for top honours, Bev
Murphy and Patti Jones, will
haye to rally strongly in the
final weeks of competition in
order to stay in the running.
The races in men's ' indivi·
dual ~ompetition are much tigh·
ter.

~

i\c:;!!. ·t~
:tt!:~-!·!!!:!i:=:t~
-:~·,
f1ti~l~
tfk_:;
..;)~~~j}~~~~~,l? vt

The "A" ·.
offs are: Wr, •
Machines, H~
l?.8;)l{l
teams are: Celtics , Legno1J1s;
and two of Hammers, Stromtroopers and Schmo es, in Di- .
vision 1; and Northmen, Je an~
1
etters, Laeoint e, : and ' H~gan 's
Heroes in Division 2. Playoff
schedules · are posted in the
intramural office .

~

.

~

--~

-

0

up t ere
ceam. Rated as one of
·. . • -u schools in the country, this year, they only manfourth place and elimination in the first round of the play
· J . _ ., ... _ ....

.

rt.

This is .t~e swan song for several of Windsor's perennial all stars.
So: if it didn't happen this year, when will it happen? Next year's
team will probably only have four or five returning veterans. Stan
Korasec may help the Lancers at centre but the forward line is going
to be a bit weak. Unfortunately for players _ such as Landry and
Bialek there is going to be a lot of weight on their shoulders. Only
tim e will t ell if they can handle it.

WEEKL V SPECIAL

-

OPEN
HOUSE
UNIVERSITY
OFWINOS
O

POBIC ENCOUNTERS
OF
EVERY KIND
Jd1n
Ditsky
GeneMcNa
1mara

and
GaryBaillargeon
Maureen
· Dilliolt
Diane
Feser

BertMansch
ot
Robi
n Robertson
RandyScotland
Eve
Silberman
Eva
Tihanyi
Anne.
Vaughan-Evans

SUNDAY
12MAROl
1978
2:JJ- S:00P.M.
VANIER
LOUNGE
UNIVERSIIY
Of WINDSOR
sponsored by the department of english

C anada 's Least- Known

-·

Oi

eG

Record Store.

RECORD ON WHEELS
552 OUELLETTE AVE.
WINDSOR,
ONT.

-------------------------~------EXTRAI

BRING THIS AD & GET 2 CHEAPIES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE .
Valid Until Fri. M ·arch 17th, 1978 '
Downtown
Only

-----
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Swimmers stroke to records at C.I.A. U. meet
The University of Windsor
Swimming and Diving team
travell ed to Toronto last weekend t o compete in the C.I.A .U.
nat ional championships at the
Et obicok e Olympium and fared
very w ell.
The star for Windsor was
Gillian . St evens, a first year
Huma n Kineti cs stud ent , wh o
to ok first pla ce in the 100
metre (m) Butt erfly with a new
C.LA .U. record of 1:06 .3.
Gill ian was not alone in the
record setting at t he meet . Two
Yo rk swimmers chalked up three
new Canadian records as we ll.
Neil Harvey set a new m ark in
the 20 0 Back strok e at 2 :04·.6 3
and Gary MacDona ld capture d
two new records, t he 50 m. and
100 m. Freestyle wit h t imes of
:2 3.83 and :50 .94 respect ively.
Ho wever , even with th ese
tim es York on ly mana ged t o
scrat ch third place in t he m en' s
overall , with Waterloo tak ing top
spot and Toronto second. Wind sor took tenth for the women
and fifteen t h on the men .
As far as the Windsor men

were concerned, Ray Entmaa
fared well considering th e competition, taking third in. the
200 m . F reestyle , at 1:55 .7:
fourth in the 100 m. Free
:5 3.2: and eighth in the 50 m .
Free ·with a time of :24.2 .
Back with t he ladies Miss
Stevens t oo k fifth in the 200
m . Fly and seventh in th e I 00
m . Fl y . Don na Lor i made a few
waves as well in Toronto ta ki ng
second in t he 200 m. Breast strok e wit h a t ime of 2 :49 .4
and a fourth in the 100 m .
Breast stroke at 1:19 .1. Both
Gillian and Lor i co mp et ed on
the 400 m. Freestyle relay team
alo ng wit h Sheila Freema n and
Chris Robso n. T hat team placed
sixth wit h a time of 4 : 17.4 .
On ~he diving side of t h ings
Pet ra Uhlig made her splash
alon g with her oth er tea mmate s t ak ing 7th on t he 1 metr e
and ninth o n t he 3 metr e.
Th is was the final official
meet for the team this year '
so we will be looking for bigger
and better things for the future
in our pool.

.Lancers move to Super-league
By PETER NASH

' When asked to comment on the
mind it wili be a "sad state of
situation, Coach Gino Fracas
affairs for Windsor" as Coach
said that it was "complete
Fracas put it. He also ·said that
UN:·IVERSITY OF WINDSOR
lunacy. The new system is un"It would b_e a shame if ·-; e
LANCER FOOTBALL TEAM
acceptable and inequitable."
, _ didn't get a .shot a,t- all.t'li~ _arnoted
that. _-~~Le
~
~ owl - game) aft-_
er a
Fracas
PLEASE PRINT
though this ch~e
· wm~ing season. 11
;
, W;-,.1 ., r -~ne ~ ~f_ the t'eughest
. The original meeting
de1. Name
schedules in the league (two
cide on the ne~ system ·.took .
games each against Laurier, Wesplace before Ch; 1stmas. When ~-a
2. Summer Address
and Toronto)
he'd be
vote was taken ~by ·each school
t
em
willing
to accept it if' the playt h e f ma l ta! 1Y _~as f1ve schools
3. Age
off 'Schedule were changed. ' 'W~
· for and three agamst.
_ ._.
are fu·eeting with the board this
Unfortunately
for most ~f
4 . Hei2ht
week rand . hQpe to .change their
the _ stronger schools, Toronto
Holton said, " there
Holton referred to Hans Se!To .hJ~n.
minds over the playoff schevoted . for the 11.ew..
sy,,st~ .
------ - - ,,......,
.......~..1.....-1..-'"""'"-"'"!""' ~,,.,..i., ..-..r~ ..:.....- - -~- ~IL play a two
dule."
commented
Fracas.
The
U.
of
T
:
:people
·
f
clt,-t
h-at
a
.
e,
home
arid
;
hortte
series
S. Weight
playing the stronger schools
aga,in;t each team in its diviwould give them greater gate
sion, and one cross-over game
_6. Faculty and year this coming September
receipts. It all came down to
against a team in the opposite
money against equality and
_division. Tradit L<.mal rivalries,
The Windsor delegation will
money scored another victory.
such as Waterloo-Laurier and
7. Positions interested in on offense
suggest
a
playoff
system
of
Toronto-York would be retaitheir own that is much more
ned.
equitable. It is set up so that
The playoffs are set up so
the fourth place team in Wind8. Positions interested in on defense
that the four teams with the
sor's division will play the first
The original motion to have
best records, from both diviplace team in the other division.
the league re-aligned -came from
sions, will go into the playoffs.
The fourth place team in the
York. They felt that it was riThis means that a team like Win- . other division will play the first
9. Previous football experience (where? how long?)
diculous to compete in a djvisio.11-_
dsor could be rated in the top
place team in Windsor's divithat was too strong for them.
ten in the country and not make
sion. The second and third
The officials from York felt
the playoff~. Windsor will proplace teams will ·exchange in
that if there wasn't a change,
bably win all their home games
the same manner.
All those interested in ·trying out for the 1978 Lancer Football
their football program ·would be
-and could easily lose all their
Some people may feel that
team please complete the following form and drop it off at the
cancelled. It seemed reasonable
away games. This would mean
having all the teams in the playto have the league changed but
University Centre Desk, or the equipment office on the lower flo or
that they would end up with
offs isn't right but it 's a much
there was one thing the 17ague
of the Human Kinetics Building.
·
four wins and three losses.
fairer
system than the one proGino Fracas
officials d idn't take int <j accIf McMaste.i: were to end up
posed by the OUAA board.
Head Coach Windsor Lanc ers
ount . Windsor , a sch~o l of
with six wins and one loss in
Although Coach Fracas dis7,000 , was put in against schtheir division, the outcome
agrees with the sy stem he
ools of 20,000, U. of T , and
would be Windsor watching the
feels that it cou ld be mor e
West..ern. Meanwh ile York, a
playoffs. Thi s could happen even
interes t ing fo r the fan . " It'll
school of 12 ,000 , wa-s put in a
if McMaster played Windsor in
be like a bow l game every week
weak division .
.
the cross-over gam e and the
with Windsor , Weste rn , Lau rier
·The way it stands now th e
Lan cers beat them by 40 po ints.
and U. of T. i.n o ne league. "
lt doesn 't make any sense
league will be rewardi _!1
g inThe meetin g at th e end of
competence (in the weak diviat all if a ranked team (Windfor tiltin g pinball ma chines .is
this week will decide it all. If
A mens and womens Int rasion) and choking the compet ·
sor) doesn 't make t he playo ffs
invited to match th eir skill
the league · doesn 't change i~s
mur al Badmin t on Tou rnam ent
and an unranked team does .
ent.
with the best ·on campus . Each
will be held from March 13th
NEW OUAA LEAGUE
competition
will play eight
t o the 17th . The tournament
games
on
four
different
machruns · each day from 4-6 p.m .
Division 2
Division 1
ines. Prizes will be -awarded· for
in St . Denis. You can sign
the top total score and top
up for singles, doubles, and
1 McMaster University
1 University of Toronto
individual scores for each machmixed doubles. Entries must
2 University of Guelph
2 University o f Windsor
ine . Entries will be accepted
be in Friday, March 10th at
3 York University
3 University of Western Ontario
in the games area up until the
either the Centre desk or the
4 Waterloo University
final date oJ competition.
4 Laurier University
equipment
Human
Kinetics
There will not be any recreRick
room.
PLAY OFF SCHEDULE
tional swimming this weekend .
The intramural department
4th place
plays
1st
place
The pool will be closed on b·oth
and
is sponsoring a: pinball tournaplays
1st place
4th place Saturday, March 11th and Sunmt'ut
to be held at the Univerplays
3rd place
2nd place
day March 12th due to a water--~ ~
entrc March 20th a_nd 23rd
plays
2nd place
3rd place
polo tournament. Children's sw·
--,;J__
-9 p.m. Anyone with
Heinrich!
imming lessons are also can~~a penchant celled for thi~ wPPlr

~~

--

Gino Fracas is unhappy, and
understandably so. League officials have decided that 1:be wes- tern divisio n of the OUAA foot ball league should be re-aligned.
The}.' have put Windsor, Western, the University of Toronto,
and Laurier in one inil:aivisior ·
and Waterloo, McMaster, _ •. ·- k
.
~- or
and Guelph in 1anotht>.,.
J Wh
d
.
"
ff
r
.
at
.
t h 1s oes, m ·a e_:et_
· 1.
Windsor in the · r · ' ~ . ~ut
and :1ll th -@,,• A · ~uper d1v~s1~n
tudes. ools below it m

i~

Fairer s_
ystem

Too strong
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Piazza and Smith gain top SAC posts
. Gmo Piazza was elected President_ ~f the 1978-79 Students'
Ad~m1strative Council in Tuesday s general election
Pi~zza defeated M~ryon Over h~lt m a tough, two-way battle
with 815 votes to Overholt'~
607 .

_j

Next year's SAC Vice-President will be Doug Smith. He defeated three other candidates for
the post .
Gary Wells, Dan Sullivan, and
John Mowat won the three student senate seats. Fourth place
finisher Raymond Wong, who

finished only 15 votes behind
will lie in tightening up SAC's
Sullivan, has said he will ask for
by-laws, improving communicaa recount . Husni Mansour fintion with the students, and lobished a distant fifth .
bying for a vote on the UniverSharlene Brimo, Terry Brensity's board of governors.
nan, Joan Durrant, John Mowat,
"I'd like to thank everyone
Christopher Skinner, and Doug
who supported me," Piazza said.
Smith were elected to the six
"I hope I don't let them down.
seats on the student
affairs
But the old story still goes - the
committee,
defeating Kathryn
president is only as good as the
Rau hut .
people that are working with
In the battle for law rep, the
him."
only contested seat on SAC, StePiazza is "very happy" with
phen Roberts defeated Wayne
Smith's election as vice-presiLessard .
dent.
He says they agree on
Detailed voting resul t s are on · many issues. "When differences
page three.
exist, we 'll be able to sit down
Piazza, who is SAC Special Eand talk about them," Piazza
vents Commissioner , said Wedsaid.
nesday that his first priority
This year's council "will be a
would be to catch up on the
good one, " Piazza believes. He
classes he's missed during the
is already picking out his cabicampaign. Once he takes office
net, and he wants incumbent
May l~t, Piazza says his interests
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New SAC V-P Doug Smith as seen at Monday's candidates meeting.

Sit-ins succeeded
protesters claim
By BRENDA McLISTER
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Students at the University of
Toronto, Ryerson, and Guelph
occupied administration offices
this week. fa.,11er, occupations
had started at three other universities,
Carleton, McMaster,
and Trent.
The purpose of the occupations was to call attention to the
March 16 Queen's Park rally protesting cutbacks, thf' new cudent aid plan, and unemployment.
As of Wednesday afternoon,
the occupations had ended at all
the universities except Guelph
and Ryerson.
The occupying
groups at each university asked
the administration
to suspend
classes on March 16 so that more
students could attend the rally.
At press time, only Carleton had
agreed to suspend classes.
At the University of Toronto,
nine students and three professors occupied the office of university president John Evans from
Monday morning until Wednesday morning. Evans refused to
give in to any of their demands.
In a formal statement distributed by the occupying group on
Wednesday, they said that although their demands were not
met, they had "achieved the
main purpose" of the occupation.
they called attention to
the March 16 rally and the imp-

ortance of fighting to maintain
quality of education and accessibility to college and university.
The University of Windsor
sent a small delegation of students to the rally yesterday. SAC
president Gary Wells, External
Affairs Commissioner
Maryon
Overholt, and12 students set out
at 9 a.m . in order to make it to
the Queen 's Park rally by 2 p.m .
Tf)I, acuity op
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Yesterday's anti-cutbacks rally at Queen's Park
in Toronto was expected to be as big as a similar
rally held in Edmonton Wednesday.
As The Lance went to press Thursday at 2 :00
p.m., Dan Sullivan in Toronto reported that things
were beginning to heat up at Queen's Park. Six
busloads of students from Ottawa's Carleton University had just arrived, and students wearing "no
cutbacks" buttons were emerging from the subway.
Sullivan's last report said that the police had
just started barricading the steps of the provincial
legislature .
On Wednesday, 4,000 students marched on the

Tuesday.

Alberta legislature to protest the provincial government's policies on universities. The students,
from universities, colleges and high schools, · were
addressed by Premier Lougheed, Opposition members, and student leaders.
The rally sparked an open debate in the legislature on advanced education, according to Stuart
Mackay of the University of Alberta Student Union.
"We got a couple concessions," Mackay told
The Lance. The government will consider subsidizing the cost of utilities for universities, and will
impose a temporary tuition . fee freeze. Student
aid will also be improved.

OSAP criticism mounts·
By RICK SPENCE

Recently-released

details

You don't have to
be Irish to
give blood
Don't forget to give blood
this morning.
The St. Patrick's Day Blood
Drive at Ambassad0r Auditorium goes until 12,30 this afternoon, and refreshments and
door prizes will be avail.able.
•Persons with green blood are
encouraged not to attend.
Bl;od donors will receive free
bingo cards at the St. Pat's D_ar
Bingo, Pub and Dance at Vanier
Hall tonight.

•

Protests cross the country
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Maryon Overholt and Gino Piazza console each other
' during the streneous hours before the results came in .
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the province's new student awards program have met swift
and harsh criticism.
Although
there were few
surprises m the long awaited
program revealed last week by
Minister of Colleges and Universities I Iarry Parrott, opposit1011 members and students
have denounced the plan.
The Ontario Federation of
Students (OFS) has accused the
Ministry of distorting the facts
in its descript1011 of the new
OSAP program.
Whlie Parrott has long claimed that the new program will
make it unnecessary for a needy
student to borrow money to
complete four years at university, OFS says that the grant
money provided is not sufficient: "students will still have to
acquire debts during their first
four years, just in order to survive."

Under OSAP previously, students had to first take out 2.
$1000 loan before they could
receive aid in the form of a
non-repayable grant. Under the
new system, while no loan is
required, "students will be able
to live on this grant only by
living m poverty," according to
OFS.
OFS Chairperson Miriam Edelson said the grant plan anticipates students being able to
live far below poverty lines as
determined by Statistics Canada. OSAP will allow living expenses of $65 per week to students living away from home
and $2 5 per week to those at
home.
The government
has been
forced to distort figures "to
sell an unsaleable student aid
program,'' Edelson charges. She

CONTINUED ON PAGE 11
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What's Happenin1 i., a regular feature of The La™*
which will include Unclassified Ada, Per11>nal Ada,
and Notices of campus event,. Listin11 of off-campua
activities will also be considered for publication.
Any submiaaion may be edited for lensth. Deadline
is noon Tuetday of the week of publication.

Wba't>s Happening
on carnpa

WORSHIP at Iona. Holy Communion
every Tuesday at 12: 15 (noon).

AN exhibition of sculpture by Halyna
Regenbogen continues on view in the
LeBel Fine Arts Gallery through March
25th.

s

THE Blue Room Sunday Night Coffee
House is alive again. Come and witness
it. Blue Room, Assumption
Campus
Community
Building
8:30
11 :00
p.m. Sundays ..

•
THE

University
of Windsor Players
presents The Real Inspector Hound
with After Magritte by Tom Stoppard.
Friday, March 31 to Saturday, April
8 (excluding Monday, April 3) at 8:00
p.m. at Essex Hall Theatre, University
of Windsor (Wyandotte
at Patricia)
Phone: 253-4565 for reservations.
EXTRA copies of "Rape and Sexual
Assault" have arrived and are available
to anyone who was interested in the
Symposium on Rape, which was held
on February 24 and 25, 1978. You
can pick up a copy in the Office o'
Student Affairs, Room 52, Vanier Hall
CONTINUING
on view in the Leddy
Library Gallery (Rm. G-100) through
March 24th is an exhibition of prints
and paintings by Roland Poska.

o .,:.,: carnpas

THERE'S no admission charge for any
of next week's events at the Maranatha Christian Centre, 255 Sunset.
ON Friday and Saturday, March 17 and
18, Bob Weiner, recently returned from
a speaking tour of England and Israel,
will be speaking at 7:00 p.m.

NEW Wave Concert at Windsor's Masonic Temple,· Erie and Ouellette. Monday, March 27, 8:00 p.m. Bands and
maybe more: Curley's Convicts, Ocean,
Chrystal Palace. Possible guest appearances of Detroit's Sillies, the 27's and
Cadillac Kids. Tickets at SAC Office
$3.00 and at door $3.50.

SUNDAY and Monday, composer Clay
McLean who has appeared throughout
the U.S. and Canada, will be giving concerts.

WINDSOR
Chinese Christian Fellowship joins the Windsor Chinese Baptist
Church for devotional
meeting
(Rev. John Fung from Toronto). This
Friday, transportation
7:3 0 p.m. from
the Math Building.

INVITATIONAL
Judo Shiai Tournament: Saturday, April 1, 1978 at St.
Denis Hall. Registration:
10:00 a.m.
Entry fee - $1.00. Weight classes and
belt grades, medals and trophies, senior
men only. For further information call
Albert
Linnell, 258-8738, after 5:30
p.m.
LUNCH at Iona - An inexpensive lunch
at noon on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday at Iona. Pay for what you eat.
All welcome. Bring your own bag lunch
if you wish. A place to meet people
in a relaxed home environment.

a ncJassi.POO
GENERAL
typing.
Phone Miss Hicks:
9602 9 - 4.

Reasonable rate.
252-0747 or 252-

REALISTIC
turntable and stereo am.
plifier (3.5 watts) only one year old
excellent
condition,
$125 for both'
Call 948-4300 after 6 p.m.
·
FOR SALE: A pair of B.F. Goodrich
belted T/A LG0-14's mounted on 8
inch appliance steel spoke mags. Ex.
cellent condition.
Asking $160. Call
Steve 256-6 692.
HOUSE for rent: 490 Curry Avenue
4 bedrooms. Monthly
rent, $295.00
plus utilities. For further information
call Najam Hasan, 326-1059, Leaming'.
ton after 5:3 0 p.m.
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom house, beautiful view of the lake. 11646 Riverside
Dr_i~e-East. Monthly rent $385.00 plus
ut1~1t1es. For further information call
NaJam Hasan, 326-1059, Leamington
'
after 5:30 p.m.
WILL do typing in my home. Arrange.
ments can be made for pick-up and delivery - call 736- 69 33 .
STUDENTS sharing house near U, need
new roomies for inter, summer, or
Sept. session. 25 4-4121 Ron or Fern.

Help for the Hai1dicapped

Travel with
Canada
Wor l.d Yo ut h
CANADA WORLD YOUTII launLhed its 1978 parunpant
rc\'.ruitment campaign with nc\\S that Tanzania, Guyana and Sri
Lanka would be joining this year's youth exchange programs .
The Ivory Coast, S~negal, Malaysia, lndom:s1a, The Philipprnes, Haiti, Guatemala, Colombia and El Salvador will also participate.
Canada World Youth, funded in part by the Canadian International Development Agency and now 111 its 7th year, is looking
for some 300 young workers and students between the ages of
17 and 20 interested 111 learning about development and crosscultural communication.
These Canadians, together with an equal number of exchange
country participants will spend ~ months living and work mg in
vastly different cultures and communities. Under the guidance of
a Canadian and an exchange country group leader, small teams of
Canada World Youth participants integrate themselves in communities both in Canada and abroad through volunteer work in such
fields as agriculture, co-ops, environment, small businesses, social
services, recreation and community groups.
Costs for the experience - food, transportation
and lodging are covered by Canada World Youth, with some pocket money
also provided.
Canad~ World Youth's first program starts in July, the second
in September. Application forms and more information arc available at Canada Manpower Centers, schools and Canada World
Youth regional offices. April 15 is the application deadline for the
first program, May 1 for the second.

Many physically disabled citizens arc unable to make full use
of public cultural or recreational
facilities due to physical barriers such as flights of steps and
macc::ssiblc washroom~. Such obstacles stand in the way of the
handicapped
making full use
of publi • areas, which as citizens they arc entitled to do.
In an effort to remove th 1s
problem the Ontario Mmistry of
Culture and Recreation has annou need that special assistance
may be available for providing
ramps, special washrooms and
other accommodations
for the
physically disabled in cultural or
recreational facilities.
Non-profit
organizations,

municipalities,
Indian
Band
Councils, School Boards, Colleges and Universities may be
eligible for up to 100% funding
to make cultural or recreational
facilities available to disabled
citizens.
organizations
Non-profit
could also mclude privatelyowned cultural or recreational
facilttics that admit the general
public during the majority of
operational hours.
Wintano may provide up to
100%, of the cost of the incorporation of amenities in new
construction
or rennovations
which ensure access for the physically handicapped
to public
facilities of a cultural or re-

creational
nature, as long as
the amenities provided are beyond requirements of the Ontario Building Code Act.
Renovations to existing buildings to make it more ;ccessible to the handicapped in
accordance with the Building
Code, may receive assistance
up to 50% of the cost.
All requests for assistance
are to be made to the local
Field Consultant of the Ministry of Culture and Recreation.
Further
information
may be
obtained from the local Wintario office or by calling the
Ontario
March of Dimes at
254-6314.

I Ro oms available

in Cody and Laurier Halls for Inter session and Summ er School . Apart m ents, in Tecumseh Hall , available for rent al from May 2 - Au gust 19. Please contac t Residence Of fic e, Ext. 644 or 692,
Room 44 , Vanier Hall for details.

bridge

March 19t h - PALM SUNDAY masses 10.30 A.M .: 4 .30 P.M.
March 20th - Massesat noo n and 4 .30 P.M .
- Chri sm Mass, London Cathedr al 7 .30 P.M .
March 2 1st - noo n mass
- SEDER SUPPER 5.00 P.M . (please obt ain a ti cket in advance)
Marc h 22 nd - noo n mass guest hom ili st Fat her Tom Stoke s, csb,
. 4 .30 P.M. mass

March 23rd - HOLY THURSDAY ' Mass of t he Lord 's Last Supper ' ,
followed by adorat io n of th e Blessed Sacrament unt il 11.30 P.M.
March 24t h - GOOD FRIDAY SERVICE 3 .00 P.M.
Marc h 25th - Easter V igil Mass 10 .30 P.M . followed by recepti o n.
March 26th - EASTER SUNDAY masses 10.30 A .M .: 4 .30 P.M .
SS I O N S

Thur sday March 23rd - 12.00 noo n - 1.00 P.M.
4 .30 P.M. - 5.30 P.M .
Fri day March 24th
12 .30 P.M . - 2 .30 P.M .
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reques t the honou r of your presence on camp us
this spring and sum m er

(located in 400 building between
and University Centre) ,

CO NFE

no

an

SIR WILFIRD LAUR/ER, BISHOP JOHN C. CODY
AND CHIEF TECUMSEH

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY CATHOLIC
CAMPUS MINISTRY

" Jesus is Lo rd ".
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CANOEING,TRIPPING,SAILING,
ARTS & CRAFTS INSTRUCTORS
ALSO CABIN COUNSELLORS,
NURSES AIDES
MINIMUMAGE 19
FOR INFORMATION CALL
STEVE 256 - 7727
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Guess what7 Bookstore
security is real!
.
am.
fld,

th.

ich

8

By MARK D. GREENE

Concrar} to wh at was re
?orred in last week 's Essex
:he camera security system m
Bookscore 1s
rhe Lniversicy
real.

. A.ccordmg co Mrs. I Ielen J.
I 1dndge, rhe manager of rhe
Bnoksrore, the S} srem \\ as installed to curb shoplifring m
the score. The system is not
a closed circu1c TV buc a sy-

FOTO
VU
CEILING
MODULE

Ex.
~all

The FOTO VU module 1tond1 guord in
your rttoil ttore · tubtly indicating to
ct,,11tomers that your -premitet
it pro•

~y

tected agoin,t 11,oplifttrs and trouble

ue,

mote.rsby con1tonr closed circuit & phorogrop hic monitoring.
Th11 celling

.00

module ho, 5 ~n, t,,,,.n,

on,
ing.

"•quipm.nt

on" ligl,h and i, pf unp,euive detign
and construction · so as to 1tbnd out ,n

any 110,1

as a Fte<t of mod.,n wcurity

tquir,ment wrth o no nonMnn approach
to 1urveillonct. We hove in ,tock o limit.id
quant,ty of thete completed "Dummy"

moch,111and o ,..,blto"1tiol inventory of
the porh to construct these protectiw
devic.s. Our reodtrt thould cot1ttdtr the
poulbilit1e1 in purchasin·; these units
ond leasing tt.m out to neighborhood
r•tail stores

au.
ide
lus
call
on,

stem of cameras which take
picrures every few se,0nds .
,\\r. Larry LaLiberce, who is
an engineer and one of the
owners of the Foco Vu s,·srems expressed some disco~tenc over the ~ssex 's analysis of the system saying th~t
rheir "economic ·analysis was
poor" and that they "deserve
a leccu re on the system".
According to Mr. LaLiberce
although all the cameras are
real, some may be temporarily
"dead". But this fact cannot
be easily determined.
Each camera is loaded with
approximately ~5 hours of 8mm
film, and equipped with a wide
angle lens. The cameras take a
They really do work, despite the ads reprinted from The Essex (left).
picture every few seconds and
· person and is more effective.
~he Bookstore would be instaIare synchronized so that whole
Although Mrs. Tidridge poinling
a closed-circuit TV at the
store is covered. Once the film
ted out that the full effectivefront of the store in order to
is exhausted
it is removed,
ness of the system cannot he
halt the theft of students' matprocessed and viewed. The findetermined· until the Bookstore
erials left at the book drop.
ished product, says l\1rs. Tidinventory
is taken in June,
ridge, is like a Charlie ChapSo, a warning to the enginshe
did
state
that people have
lin movie.
eers: don't piss on the cameras,
been
caught.
The primary purpose of the
smile.
Mrs. Tidridge also stated chat
system 1s co act as a deterrent.
The system, accordmg co Mr.
SAC ELECTION RESULTS
Laliberte,
costs about oneTuesday, March 14, 1978
sixth the cost of a security
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IQUlfl YOUR
STOHTODAY I

FOTO-VU
DUMMY
LENS
.HOUSING
Here ._.1,o""
the ca,m,ny ief'lsftlat
s!mulotet o. CCTV comera. Nic.. y
finith.d to cfo1efy wbttituta for the
real thing. Mode \of plo1tic . ~ "
diam.tar X J" lone U1e to replac.
broken FOTO-VU units 0#' utilii,.1to
build up dummy cameras of your
own desi;n. We hove o Jorge quon·
tity. Th.. item may olKt be lncorpdrotN in oth., prOtectl "•qwirin9
o housing of Thisnature SU2t2
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Mansour

Leddy says

No -RCMP in Windsor

as
en-

By BRUCE DINSMORE

il-

The Canadian Association of
University Teachers is concerned over RCMP surveillance on
university campuses. In January, the Association sent a
questionnaice to all of the
Canadian university presidents,
noting the Association's concern
and asking the universities to
comment.
The results of the letters
were published in the February
CAUT Bulletin. The comments
of a dozen universities, who
said that RCMP acitivities had
not been condoned on their
campuses, were printed. The
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University of Windsor was not
among them.
University- President Dr. J.
F. Leddy told The Lance that he

did get the letter, but took no
action on it.
Dr. Leddy stated emphatically that in r he years that
he has been associated with the
University, (~ince 96 , there
has been no contact with the
RCMP. He says that he can't
speak for the situation at other
institutions in Canada, but that
there is no problem in Windsor
and that he has never hecn approached about anything at any
time.
Among the un1vers1t1es that
did reply to the questionnaire
were Western, Queen's and Wilfred Lauricr.

Waste of productive years
By JOHN LARKIN
The Charlatan

T he federal minister of Employment and Immigration, Bud
Cullen, told a full-house at
Carleton University that youth
unemployment,
now at 15.2
per cent, is at a "disastrous
level."
But, he said "the financial
implications of unemployment
are not the mosr serious to
students . More important is the
Waste of their productive years
.. loss 9f opportunities to finance their education, gain valuable experience,
and launch

careers," he said.
Cullen said "employment is
in . fact growing in Canada",
and that in the past year, there
has been an· increase of over
200,000 jobs.
However, he said another
problem facing the ·Canadian economy is that the rate people
are moving into the labour force
which "was at one stage down
aro und the figure of 50 per
cent" is now 63 per cent.
Even though there are more
Canad ians than ever unemployed, Cullen said the fact that
the seasonally adjusted unemployment rate had dropped to

8.3 per cent in January from
December's level of · 8. 5 · per
cent indicated "the system is in
fact, turning around."
"Certainly unemployment 1s
growing, but the factor lost
sight of, and to put it in proper
perspective, is that there are a
million more Canadians working
today than five years ago,"
he said.
"Besides unemployment,
am concerned with underemployment, under-use of talents
and skills that are developed
at the university level that
don't get used out in the market
place,'? he said.

apologises
llasn1 Mansour, last-place fimsher in Tuesday's student sena' tor elections, wishes to apologise to all who were offended
by his campaign.
In his posters. and in his
statement to T e Lance last
week, Mansour claimed he was
fighting for a "free nurst- every
Friday night to students with
(F) average," an<.J "Students
with C average or better win
2 nurses on Fridays and Saturdays".
Mansour now says the remarks about the nurses were
"a joke'', and he apologizes
to all the nurses ano nursmg
students at the Un1vers1ty of
Windsor.
,\\ansour, a se.cond year engineering student, finished last
in the five-way senate race with
316 votes. Elected to the senate
were _Gary Wells with , 953,
John Mowat with 686, and
Dan Sullivan with 644. Close
beh ind but out of the money
was Raymond Wong with 629.

Your canine pet can now
get a "dog-torate" at the University of Wate!l.oo for only
eight dollars .

Departments to ·elect council reps
Although there are many professors who don't like to admit it,
elections are now being held in man} departments tc elect stu
dent reps to the departmental councils.
Departmental
councils must have one student representative
for eve!'} three of the department's faculty nembers, to ensure ade
quate student representation on important issues and •n day·to-<lay
decision-making.
Students on departmental
cou nc1 · and committees .are full
Vot1ng members, and can help to determine pol!c1cs n:gardm_g such
.iffairs as appointmen1 of new professors, special events, curriculum
revisions, and promotion and tenure of faculty members.
·
d epa rtmen ts had · an}' clear
When contacted by The Lance, tew

607
815

V icc-Presiden t
Mackew
Smith
Sullivan
Wong

201
711
101
410

S nator
Mansour

Wong

316
686 '
644
953 ,
629

Student Affairs Committee
Member
Brennan
Brimo
Durrant
Mowat
Rauhut
Skinner
Smith

842
730
868
749
716
800
945

Mowat
Sullivan
Wells

Law Rep.
Lessard
Roberts

46
64

U of Waterloo
goes
to the
.
. dogs

'

I

1

President
Overholt
Piazza

idea of when the elections would be held, or how many tudents
could run.
If you want to get involved in decision-making at this university, and you want to work \Hth a group slightly more mature than
SAC, contact your departmental secretary or department head to
find out about ,;tudent reprcsenta 10n when the student are ele ted, and how many positions arc ope11.
While some departments hold their elecuons · m the fall, many
'are held at thi!. time of year. Frequently, sch duled elections are
never held because not enough students decide to run. Don't let
that happen in your department.

No, not in Waterloo, Ontario - in Quebec.
And officials at Onta rio's
U. of Waterloo aren't at all
pleased.
It seems that Yves 'lenard,
of Granby, Quebec, was unaware of the existence of Ontario's Univer ity of Waterloo
when he chose that name for
his dog obedience school because of the nearby Quebec
community of Waterloo.
Officials at the U. of Waterloo in Ontario have r ferrred
the matter to their lawyers.
,'\'lenard, who says he checked
out the name to see if it wa ·
registered m Quebec, guesses
now that he should have checked in Ottawa, too.
From The Ontar ian
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Editor);
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Halbert
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Peter Nash (Sports

Manager); Steve Mac Lean (Distribution

Eldridge, E.P. Chant, Anna Maria Tremonti,
son, Deb Kennedy,

Mike Upmalis,

Editor);

and managing editor

Paul Chernish (Entertain.
Gary Fish (Advertising

Czar); plus, of course, Deb Hetherington,

Don Peppin, John Revell, Melinda Fournier,

Loretta

Scott

Bob Thomp.

Fern Brown, Frank Kovacic, Len Wallace, Bruce Dinsmore,

Miller, Pete Mudrack, Mark Greene, John P. Mortimer,

Nigel

Pelletier, Dan Sullivan, Steve Pavlov,

Phil Kane, George Kocis, Tony Hine, Diane Elliott, and Tony Ciccone. Anyone
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or she should be on the voter's list must see the editor before 2 :00 p.m. Monday. An all-candidates'
meeting will be held either

Offices: 253-4232, Ext. 153
or 253-4060
Advertising: 2 S 3-42 32, Ext. 32 6

election

Brenda McLister (Managing Editor);

Production
The Lance is published every Friday of the fall and winter terms by and for the
Student Media, University of Windsor. Press offices are located on the second floor
of the University Centre, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, N9B 3P4.
Subscription rates are $7 .SO per year. Entered as second class mail at the PoS1
Office of Canada. Opinions expressed in The Lance are those of the student writer
and not necessarily the University of Windsor or the Students' Administrative Coun-
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Is OSAP supposed
to discourage
students?
When fir~t announced, the
new student aid plan looked
like it would be a nightmare.
Actually, it's worse.
Harry Parrott and the Ministry of Colleges and Universities have pulled a real loser
out of their collective hat.
The new Ontario Study Grant
Plan, which awards the nonrepayable grants (as opposed
to loans) demands more contributions
from students and
parents than ever before . This
year, any family earning over
$6600 must contnbute ro their
children's education . Last year,
the figure was $7600. Parror.
has ignored inflation and increased the burden on the nee-

d).
The new plan has many
other problems: the eight eligibility periods (which m plain
English used rn be called terms
or semesters), after which no
one can claim grant assistance.
cutbacks to independent' students (Parrott seems determined
to keep the nuclear family to·
gether by making your parents
pay more, and pay longer, for
your education); the low level
of assistance which will make
it necessary to apply for a
loan, even on top of your gram,
in order to live a decent existence, and the general way in
which Parrott has ignored student input and needs in contriving a new aid scheme based
on unannounced
government
cutbacks.
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Not the biggest drawback,
but the most obvious, is the
complexity
and administrative
top-heaviness of the new plan.
Students,
administrators,
and
the government arc going to
drown in a sea of paper before
the new system begins LO work.
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ve

Just read the brochure that
explains
the plan. Read it
again. Then read ir hn more
slowly, one more time Docs
it make sense now:> Probably
not.
With all irs talk of calculating eligibility, your own income, your assets, your parems' assets, your spouse's assets, your parents' mcomL, and
your own financial need, rhe
plan is enough to overwhelm
anyone, parucularly those high
school students just entering
the bizarre bureaucratic world
of colleges and un ivcrsit ies.
To apply for aid, simply
submit,
in the spring, two
application forms, a statement
of assets, an "Approval
for
Release of Jax Information"
(so they can check up on you),
and other supporting documents, where necessary. Then reapply all over again in Sept·
ember, when you know how
much you earned in the summer.
Just filling out the forms
successfully should qualify you
for an honours degree in the
subject of your choice.
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Hi work's cut out for him
lncxpencnce will hurt Gino
Piazza .
When our new SAC President takes over in April, he
will have numerous problems
for which two years as Special
Events Commissioner have not
prepared him.
When interviewed by The
Lance last week, he admitted
he didn't know too much about
student aid, and the problems
in the new plan. I Ie'd better
learn pretty quick, as this is one
issue that won't stand still while
he tries to catch on.
Piazza doesn't
know too
much about the administration
of the university and the threat
of cutbacks.
Yet a student

council president must know the
university inside out, and must
understand
the workings of
provincial funding. When students start complaining next
year about reduced course offerings, overcrowded classrooms,
and shorter library hours, Piazza
better know what to do.
Piazza ran on a platform
of returning SAC to the students. But then so did Maryon
Overholt. And Gary Wells, last
year. And Bob Skuse, the year
before. And Tim Doyle . . .
need we go back any further?
Piazza's platform was the
same one which has traditionally been used as a stepping

Comments

stone
to the presidency; a
simple, motherhood ideal that
seems impossible to achieve
We don't mean to say Piazza
can't bring students and their
council together. But the job is
a lot harder than just setting up
baskets in which to drop newsletters;
which seems to be
Piazza's big plan.
It is a challenge which the
students have thrown at Gmo
Piazza by electing him SAC
president; and we would be
happy to see him meet that
challenge. Good luck, Gino .. ·
you 're going to need it. Just
remember: we'll be watching.
All year.

Liberate animals from human cruelty
By LEN WALLACE
The annual seal slaughter
has begun in maritime Canada. Many of,. those who are
environmentally conscious have
argued that the hunt is sadistic
and depletes the numbers of
seal herds. The damage done
is irreversible.
The companies
in charge
argue that they have to maintain profits. And the hunters
attest to the fact that this is
their livelihood.
Without it,
they would not be able to live.
So who is right? Actually
both sides are. So, perhaps it
is natural for us to speak of
animal liberation - a liberation
that strikes at the heart of the
money-making
economic system. The law of the present economic system is to sell anything for a profit - be it religion or furs. The hunting of

seals has now become a major
means of livelihood for the
maritime hunters, who are forced to kill for a meagre wage.
All because members of the
upper elite, or those trying to
emulate them, want to wear
furs! Some call it chic. But
that, my friends, 1s bourgeois
decadence.
Consider,
for a moment,
these facts. In 1976, the last
year that statistics were available, some $5.5 million was
gained from the seal hunt. The
overwhelmingly
majority
of
those involved in the process
were hunters. They received
only 12 per cent of that entire
inco_me. 75.9 per cent of the
landsmen make less than $200
a year, and 63.3 per cent make
less than $100 per year.
Thousands of landsmen are
forced to work underpaid while

the real profits go to the large
shipowners and the corporate
bodies which process the pelts.
Men are being forced, not
by nature, but by the economic system, to slaughter animals for the luxury of a few.
We have come to accept the
idea that it is alright to kill
seals, whales, fox, etc., simply because of our acceptance
of a morality based on money.
Perhaps we should return to
the view of the world held by
North American natives. They
believed that all the earth's
.life forms comprise an organic
whole · a oneness. To destroy
part of it needlessly would be
to destroy themselves. If an
animal was killed it was because of need. After the kill,
the hunter would pray to the
spirit of the dead animal explaining how its death had

ensure survival for others.
The cruelty shown to animals extends further than the
seal hunt. Not long ago it was
noted that dogs were raised
in unspeakably disgusting conditions to that they could be
sold to laboratories for experiments. Slaughterhouses also run
along these lines. Geese, in many
cases, have their webbed feet
nailed to boards. They are kept
in cramped boxed and and
force-fed to fatten them up.
Of course, an overst uffed
goose is not more nutritious,
but it brings a bigger profit
for the company.
How about the simple construction of a zoo? We put animals there so that we can galk
at them to our hearts content.
If the animal, by instmct, tries
to maintain its freedom, it is
destroyed. Note the recent at-

tempt in a California animal
park to capture a fleeing h_,p·
popotamus.
The hippo, b~mg
pregnant, left the immediate
area, was shot with a tran·
quilizer, and died by suffo·
cation. Personally, I wish the
hippo had escaped.
Perhaps we cage animals and
kill them needlessly because we
cannot
accept that conapt
of freedom which is their m·
herent instinct. We see in them
what is a part of us. Our co~placency to power and authority
makes us view them as some
universal or supra-historical phe·
nomenon such that we cannot
imagine its non-existence.
Freedom is a natural desire.
The animals understand that
better than we do. Set the
animals free! Long Live Ani·
mal Liberation!
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Stand against racism
Dear Editor:
I have no intention to offend
the Canadians and I am not
generalising anything but I just
want to make it known that we,
foreign students, are also human
beings. Thus, we should be
given better equal treatment.
In response to the statement
of that Lunat ic Splenetic Wonder insulting the Chinese I
think it is disgusting, intolerable and shameful to have such
a kind of retarded, ignorant
racist existing in a mixed-culture country at the university

N ot enough comp etition
fo r SAC position s
Dear Editor:
Participation in our u niversity's elections, in my opinion,
is seriously depressed. Why were
many potential electoral positions in the recent Students'
Administration Council election
filled by acclamation? Could it
be the apathetic attitude of
this institution?
When were
the candidates who did run
nominated, and by whom? The
nominating dates were not extensively advertised. And the
selection of a cabinet, should it
rest on the president alone?
It also seems to me a farce that
many of the positions, Senate
reps for example, were hardly
a tough democratic battle. There
are only four candidates for
three seats in the Senate and
one nominee can hardly be
taken seriously.
The Students' Administrative
Council should not be comprised of an elite which does
not totally concern themselves
with the students of this university. Although this does not
apply to everyone on the council, I do feel there are persons
in it for their own popularity
and prestige. But how can you
blame this group for their motives when there doesn't appear

?~

e~ough reliable people
to
part1c1patmg in the electoral
process? The low involvement
rate in university nonpartisan
politics reveals the lack of

This type of attitude downgrades the energy and vitality
which university students have
been known to possess.
Yours truly,
Steve Del Basso
2nd yr. Social Science

interest in school affairs on
the part of the student body.

No support for Mansour
tatives of the remainder of the
faculty.

Dear Editor:
We were appalled when we
read the "election platform"
of Husni Mansour for Senate.
We were even more upset when
we noticed that he was an
engineering student. We feel
that his statements have unduly degraded the reputation
of the nurses, and lowered the
stature of engineering students
as well
"Mr." Mansour's opinions are
NOT those of the ENGINEERING SOCIETY, nor those of engineering graduates or undergraduates.
In presenting
his
"platform"
H. Mansour has
demonstrated that even in "professional studies" faculties, there
are mindless, inarticulate, inconsid~rate, rude fools who pretend
that they are the true represen-

Dear Lance:
We, the organizers of the
St. Patrick's Day Blood Drive,
would appreciate your help in
contributing to the success of
01.,1rendeavour. It would greatly
enhance our chances of success
if you could run an advertisement in this Friday's paper
The pertinent information is
as follows:
Blood Donor Clinic, Friday,
March 17, 9 a.m. - 12 30, Uni
vcrsit) Centre. Refreshments,
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There's all sorts of stuff going on around campus, so we figured
we'd dig 1nro the mailbag and sec what we could find that would
he topical, erilightenmg and socially rcdeemmg all at once .
Failing that. we'll take a shor a~ pot-luck .

*

*

*

*

*

*

*·

*

*

*

*

If you 're bloody tired of the election campaigns, we suggest you
remain cool, calm and collected and let a nurse plug in your arm
for a few minutes. Yes, this is one of those silly plugs for ~he blood
drive. In case you haven't tried it, grab a bunch of friends and make
it a party. And give some blood too. It doesn't hurt one bit (we
wouldn't lie - pun intended - to you) and you get a swig of 0.J.
after they've revived you from any fainting spells.

*

*

*

*

*

*

door prizes, resid<;ncc compeuLion for beer prizes.
In the evening the Law faculty invites you to:
St. Pat's Day Bingo, Pub
and Dance, Vanier llall East,
Admission. 50 cents.
Bingo begins at 8 p.m.
Booze prizes, green beer, fierce
competition,
free bingo cards
to all blood donors Dance to
follow the bmgo at approximately 9:30.
The Blood Drive 1s spon-

What's been said

sored by the Faculties of Law,
, Engineering, Business and the
Schools of Nursing and Social
Work.
Please come out and gi\'e us
your support in the Blood Drive
and then join in the St. Patrick's Day festivities.
Be lnsh for a day and the
whole world will smile \\ ith
you.
Thank you very much,
Tyler Higgins
Blood Drive Chairman
I. a\\ Pre .den•

Faculty condemn cutbacks

*

In honour of St. Patrick's Day, we're w1shmg everyone a "rop
o' the mornin' and a bottom o' the aftern'n". Actually, everyone
knows the day doesn't exist. It just gives a tew whaekos the excuse to drink green beer, wear cardboard shamrocks, and talk to
leprechauns above a whisper without bemg carted away. We hear
Saga Foods is celebrating the day by serving green bread; they served
It last week too. For Sr. Mold's Day.

Ian B. Campbell, Eng. Soc.
President-Elect
John A. Everseley, Eng. Soc.
Treasurer
Bob Caille, Essex Managing
Editor
Ernie St. Denis, Vice-Pres.
AIIE.

Green beer for bleeders

and DON PEPPIN

a
ir
is
p

Leo P. Meyer, Eng. Soc Pres.

not gone unnoticed. The Engineers do not support "Mr."
Mansour m his attempt
to
garner a position in the Senate. We apologize for his state-

By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI

e.

ments kno~ing full w~ll that
he is too crass and thickheaded
to do so himself.

In closing, we would like to
assure the School of Nursing,
the Nursing Society, and the
University at large, that the
antics of Husni Mansour have

Out on a Limb
a
ar

level. I mean he was born in
, the wrong country and should
be deported to South Africa
or to Uganda to be taken care
of. How can this bigot asshole
share accommodation with the
human beings in the university
residence? He should be taken
away for brainwashing.
I think it is time for foreign
students to stand up and raise
objections against the discrimination attitude across the campus. I wonder what is the motivation of The Lance publishing
this type of letter? Do you
people know how much hard
feelings and hostility can be
created between Canada and
other countries
as a consequence of racism developed
here?
Just a few more words to
this immature, low mentality
creature: if you, Lunatic Wonder, want to be respected by
people you should behave yourself first, otherwise you will
get back the same kind of
shit! I think the food in Vanier
Hall can be more tolerable than
such a shitty racist.
A. Yeung

A statement on cutf>acks b)
the Faculty Association, Uni
vcrsity of \Vindsor and tht
Students' Administrati\'c Coun
,cil of the University of Windsor
The Students' Administrative
Council and the Faculty Asso
ciation of the Universit,· of
Windsor are concerned about the
potential decline in the quality
of education.
The under-funding of all uni
versities by the provincial gov

ernmcnr and the gro\\ mg bud
gctary constraints at this Uni
\'ersity will inevitably lead tc
more restrictions in vital areai
that the University needs to be
a viable and functional enter
prise. We call upon the govern
ment of Ontario to increase
fundmg of all universities ir
·
t h e provmce
o f o ntano· anc
to allow them to continue to
grow in their vital service to
the province of Ontario.

\\ e cal' upon the govern·
ment to develop a long tem1
plan for post-secondary education and to place universities
in a financially sound position.
We feel that any restrictiom
in the academic areas will ultimately hurt not only tht
students and faculty of thi:
University, but the people in the
cities in the surrounding area~
of this province.

Both Gino and Doug have finished with their campaigns; the ??se.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
ers are gone, and the cracks in the walls of Dill_on Hall are v_1S1ble
once again. All through their resp~ctive campaigns, each s~1d he
wanted (essentially) to see more pnde on this camp us. Thats one
of the best election committments t hat has come out of this pJace;
from that point, ideas and action can take a run ning start. There
is a pile of enth usiasm sitting just u nder t he su rface of an awful :
for
:
lot of kids here at Windsor, and if those two can crack t hat shell ,
they'll be a wort hwhile tea m . Good lu ck, sue ... ah · · · guys.

+

*

*

*

*

*

*

Last wee k we erro neously reported, as FACT, that Bob Skuse
Was"working" for Liquor Services. He is not. He has hel~ed out
a good friend a great deal this year, b~t says he has received no
frnds for it because of hi~ status as visa student from the U.S.
(of A.). Ou r apologies to Bob, for the inco nvenie nce it cau sed
him in prepa ring his libel suit against us.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Fina lly, we'd like to say hello to _an old friend who has b;::
away for o ne hell of a long time. This fnend has bee n long a
.
ted, even by committed skiers, skaters, and snowball throwers.
And in ho nour of SP RI NG (which better be here by t he 21st,
asplan ned) we chant:
Sp ring has sprun g,
The grass is riz.
I wonder where the birdies is!
Welcome, Ja nu ary Thaw!!!!!!!!!!
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Future problems discussed

Radio stations
hold conference
HamiltonA number of students involved in student radio

around the province gathered
here t).vo weeks ago to discuss the state of their trade.
This weekend conference was
attended by the representatives
of some 25 student radio organizations, including four representatives
from C]AM.
The
purpose of the conference, according to newly-elected C]AM
station manager Tosh Noma, was
to help the different groups
get together and discuss some
of the issues which would be
affecting student radio over the
next year.
Topics such as Low-Power
FM, foreground programming,
and campus news coverage were
of particular interest to the
Windsor repf> as they prepare
to go before the Canadian
Radio-Television and Telecommunications
Commission
(CRTC) in a hearing to determine if the FM license application for the University of
Windsor would be granted.
At the conference the delegates had the chance to talk
with student groups who havL
already been granted licenses,

including Radio Carleton, C'KMS
(Radio Waterloo), and CFMU
(Radio McMaster).
oma noted that these stations have already encountered
many of the problems (and
successes) which the Windsor
FM group will be facing in the
next couple of years, and he
said "it was very enlightening."
Another area touched on at
the conference was the. possibility of setting up a network
of student
stations for the
exchange of programs and specials which the stations deem as
interesung and w:ll produced.
Also discussed were areas involving Women in Broadcasting, Music Library and Security, Sports broadcasung
campus, Interviewing and
source techniques.

on
re-

CJAM Pr.ogram Director Don
Peppin noted that CJAM staffers have come back with many
new ideas to help the station
over the next year. One area he
hopes to see progress made is in
the area of personnncl. At present the station has a somewhat small operating staff and
much of the work falls on the
shoulders of an even smaller

group. In the future Peppin
hopes to see more people get
involveci with. the station, "not
just as disc jockey, we've got
lots of those, but rather as
producers
of new programs
dealing with general areas ot
interest.''
The radio ~onference was
hosted by CFM U at McMaster
University and the stations hope
to be able to get together again
in early Apnl to attempt to
organi£e an association of student stations so that they can
act as a u 111ficdbody rather than
a number of disjointed pockets
of interest. This body would
allow for lobbying to the CRTC
and other agencies and would
possibly be able to obtain
cheaper prices for its member
stations.
I le noted that the station
will have a number of hours set
aside for 'foreground'
type
shows when (and if) the station
goes fM. These foreground
programs would include talk
shows, documentaries,
public
affairs programs, radio theatre
and as many others as people
are willing to work on, "All
we lack are the people" commented Peppin.

Maxine Jones will seek local NOP nomination next month.

Nomination sought
By PHIL KANE

Maxine Jones, President of
the St. Clair College faculty
union, Vice-President
of the
Ontario Public Service Employees Union, and a St. Clair
journalism
instructor
has announced that she will seek the
NOP nomination in the riding
of Windsor West.
In the past, Jones has come
out strongly against the firing
of Dr. Richard Quittenton as
the President of St. Clair College. Quittenton has since taken
a similar position in New York
State and Ms. Jones is "enraged" that a person of his
calibre should be lost to an
American institution.
Ms. Jones feels that, "nothing short of surgery in Ottawa
will cure the great Canadian
disease."

Jones
first came to the
Windsor area in 1958 to work
in the editorial department of
the Windsor Star and she became a charter member of the
local NOP riding association.
Originally from Kirkland Lake,
her
background
includes a
B.A.A. in journalism from Ryerson and both a Bachelors and
Masters degree from the University of Detroit.
Her platform centres around
what she calls "the general
waste and misuse of resources
in the country."
Ms. Jones,
42, is also the mother of two
children and has been a teacher
in the St. Clair College Adult
Retraining Program for the past
nme years.
The nominating convention
for the Windsor West NDP riding association will be held
April 11th.

Chemistry Professor
receives fellovvship
Dr. Roger Thibert of the
University of Windsor has become the first· Canadian to be
elected a fellow of the National Academy of Clinical Biochemistry (NACB) of the United States ..
Dr. Thibert is professor of
chemistry and director of clinical chemistry at the University.
The fellowship coincides with
his 25 years of teaching there,
and with his recognition by the
Chemical Institute of Canada
as the winner of its 1978 Union
Carbide Award for Chemical
Education.
The NACB recognizes those
in a university and/or hospital
who have a distinguished record of scholarship combined
with administrative and service
roles in a clinical chemistry

t>I)
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laboratory.
The Union Carbide Award
uses the winner's contribution
to teaching, and his direct influence upon his pupils as prime
criteria.
Dr. Thibert has almost single-handedly set up a doctoral
and post-doctoral
program in
clinical chemistry at the Uni:versity of Windsor and Wayne
State University. Clinical chemistry is the application of chemistry in all its phases to the
diagnosis, therapy and prevention of disease.
Th.is is the only such program in Canada and the United
States recognized by both the
Canadian Society of Clinical
Chemists
and the American
Board of Clinical Chemistry
for certification
of graduates.
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The University exposes itself to the public
By RICK SPENCE

At 1he University of WinJr's Open House last week
1u could:
_"cet
a free fitness test;
Tour the biology building's
eenhouse,
Sit in an electric chair andirch your hair stand up on
1d;

t
the
work
t of
e bef the
tion.
ake,
s

.Take on a computer;
_ Watch the University Play.:sperform their greatest hits;
. And enjoy free coffee and
Jnuts supplied by Saga Foods.
Open House, an annual event,
J\·e
s outsiders (and students,
,o) a chance to see what goes
n within our ivy-covered and
~ncrete walls. Some of the
.:splays were very realistic: for
,stance, Saga's donuts were
iale.
Over 25 different groups,
:anging from the engineering
1culty to the French Club,

participated in Sunday's Open
I (ouse. While most of the participants seemed please with the
turnout, organizer Gino Piazza
of SAC was disappointed. He
estimated that Open House attracted only about 2,000 visitors
this year. Last year there were
more visitors, as well as over
40 displays.
• The weather was perfect, as
the sun shone warmly over
c_ampus all afternoon. The phy.
sics department took advantage
of the weather by setting up
telescopes outside the Math
Building so visitors could look
at the sun and identify sunspots.
In the past, Open House has
been held in November, but
Piazza and SAC moved it to
March so that more first year
students would be prepared
to help with the demonstrations and displays.
The Nursing society took
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Eager visitor discovers sunspots through Phys ics' telescopes .

Ex Libris

Please be quiet
By ALBERT V. MATE
Acting University Librarian
The Leddy Library has been having a bad case of noise pollu :1on since the return of students from slack week a number of
complaints have been received from users that the noise levels in
studyareas have exceeded acceptable sound barriers.
Library staff members have also noticed that, with the endof-the-year pressures, the increased traffic in the buildings creates
abusy feel which could disturb the solitary studier.
The library administration has already organized a campaign to
control noise. Security patrolmen are requesting groups of noisemakersto cut down on their decibel levels, and staff members themselveswill try to conduct their library business in a more subdued
manner when they are working in public areas.
A long-range project will soon be set in motion to examine the
actual physical layout with a view to improving the arrangement of
study areas. It has been suggested, for example, that lounge-type
seatsare located too close to both open and closed carrels.
Much of the rackets comes from groups of students who are
studying together and who become enthusiastic about the subject
matter, or from students socializing as they move through the
building.
.
No one would suggest that libraries return to the gnm, good ~Id
days of absolute SILENCE, imposed with an iron hand by very gnm
librarians. Libraries, after all, should be active, inviting spaces f~r
learning. However, library users should be conscious of how their
behaviour can infringe on the rights of others.
No matter how much of an effort the library staff makes to create the proper environment for study, it cannot be achieved without
the cooperation of the users themselves.

A break fr om t he blues in the Biology greenh ouse .
over all of Assumption Lounge
In biology, you could look
1,1..•1ir~c;of skill in chemistry, or
to help teach visitors about
into an electron micros cope,
check rocks for radioactivity in
proper nutrition and fitness.
see the department's collectio n
engineering. In Essex Hall thea Upstai rs in Ambassador Audof cact i, orchid s and ot her
tre, visitors were treated to reitorium, Jaw students handed
plants in its fifth-floor green , plays of songs and skits from the
out legal aid pamphlets and
' house, and grimace at thei r
University Players' most recent
collection of skeletons, skulls
advice, and information was
production, Dirty Work at the
and
pickled animals.
available on your future in socCrossroads.
Most
of the visitors seemed
ial work, history, psychology,
Visitors could try their skill
to enjoy their day at the uniand the Chinese Students' Asagainst computers at both the
versity. So did the students who
sociation. Down the hall, the
computer science and geology
wandered around, seeing what
Lance office was open for
displays. In Commumcation Stuthose curious about where newstheir
fellow students were up to.
dies, you could watch hours of
papers come from.
You say nothing ever happen s
student films, or tour the Media
on this campus? Open House
· Centre's commumcations comDownstairs in _the University
proves you're wrong.
plex.
Centre, student radio station
CJAM handed out free records,
gave away T-shirts, and offered
voice tests to aspiring disc
jockeys. Beside the centre desk,
Classical Studies students, dressed in Roman togas, warned
visitors to "beware the Ides of
March".
Over in Essex Hall, the
pliys1cs aepartment r created its
ever-popular electric chair, and
gave visitors a temporary Afro
through judicious use of static
elect ricity. You could play
The Biology Departm ent d isplayed its skull co llectio n.

Human rights concern of
new civil liberties group
A Windsor Civil Liber t ies
Association was formed Monday, March 6 at a meeting held
at the University of Windsor .
The organization will func tion as a voice and resource
for persons whose rights and
liberties are infringed , and will
provide a Research and Educa tion service for the community.
In addition, the organization
will speak on national libertar ian concerns.
The Association presently has
over 40 members and expects
to triple its membership within
six months.
The association is gearing for
action quickly in light of an
impending national election . It is
preparing a questionnaire for
candidates concerning civil liberties issues and will raise
these issues during the campaign, and the results will be
presented during the election .
An investigating wing of the
Association will deal with complaints from the public concerning infringement of civil liberties. Where appropriate , cases
will be referred to the Ontario
Human Rignts Commission and
the
newly-formed
Canadian
Human
Rights
Commission.
Where the government does not

spoke abou t comparative civil
liberties m Canada and the
United States.
Professor Brown was a Director and General Counsel for
The Education Wing of the
the American Civil Liberties
Association will provide speaUnion in the State of Washkers at service clubs , unions
ington . He ta lked abou t his
and schools to talk on virtually
actions in relation to the pro any civil liberties topic . Speatection of freedom of expreskers will be drawn from consion . It was agreed that Canada
cerned citizens, lawyers, uniwas ripe for an increased awareversity faculty and students.
ness of civil liberties issues.
The Research arm of the
At a time when the RCMP
organization will collect inforis opening mail and the Unimation regarding existing lib- ·
versity of Windsor is discussing
erties and to assist in lobbying
a Canadian only hiring policy.
for increased protection of libCanadians need a greater awareerties. The research function will
ness of their rights and freedraw upon resources at the law
doms.
school, the national Canadian
The meeting saw the elecCivil Liberties Association and
tion of an organizing cominformation from others conmittee. The five newly elected
cerned with civil liberties.
officers and their responsibi- ·
The association will address
lities are:
such issues as racial discrimTony Hine (Education and Pubination, the right to counsel,
lic Relations); Dave Deluzio
sexual discrimination, freedom
(Municipal
Concerns);
Mike
of information, children's rights,
Tweedie (Investigations);
Bill
freedom of expression, and
Conklin
(National
Concerns);
access to municipal social serGene Mino (Research).
vices.
Persons interested in civil
The organizational meeting
liberties
are invited to obtain
was addressed by Professors
information
by calling 2S3Ray Brown and Bill Conklin
4232
ext.
160
or 2S3-S982.
of the Faculty of Law, who

prov ide a remedy the Association will assist the ind ividual
in obtaining a satisfactory reso lution .
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International

ight: All the world's on stage

Chinese Students' Association.

by Don Peppin

The M ISSA (Malaysian

Indonesian

The International Students'
Organization (ISO) held its annual International
Night last
Saturday and it was a big success. A crowd of about 450
people watched as acts and
demonstrations from the many
different cultures around the
campus performed before them.
There was much foot-stomping
and hand-clapping and everyone
appeared to have a good time
watching the many varying acts.

Singaporean

Students'

Association) act.

The climax of the evening
came when the Amen-Ra Drummers and Dancers, representing
the African Students club, gave
a stirring performance which
drew two encores, to which the
energetic group responded most
enthusiastically.
Though the group has political and religious ties they
thoughtfully decliped to make
this overly important in the
performance
and prefered to
not offend or. impose on any

cf the people present, most of
whom come from diverse religious and political backgrounds.
The Amen-Ra's enthusiasm helped to make the job of the
Steltones, a Steel band which
performed,
that much easier.
The Steitones played good
Caribbean and North American dancing tunes which the
audience responded to well and
the evening ended well with
the dance floor filled until
closing time.
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The bellydancer was contributed
Dancers from the Greek Students' Association.

by the India Canada Association.
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The Caribbean Students' Association.
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Ma Bell

,•

hikes rates
By BRUCE DI NSMORE

What 's behind th at ph one
dial? Not in engineeri ng te rms ,
what I want to know is, how
~ood is Bell Cana~a?
A telephone 1s one of the
most common things that you
will find in Canadian homes.
When it rings, you answer it .
Every month, the bill comes
in. Other than grimacing at each
rate increase, most people take
their ph one system for granted.
fhc Lance wanted to find out
how good Bell Canada is in
Wmdsor. What problems are
thev having and what solut ions
• are· the y trying to implement.
One co ncern last year was the
lack of service in some nearby
areas. The demand for telephone service in Belle River
exceeded all plans, and until
this month the best grade of
service available was a two
party line. Ther e is new equip ment goi ng int o th e ex change
this month that will give " 727 "
the cap acit y it needs . In Maidstone, there is a freeze of business services, but again, new
equipment on order will allo~
a businessman phones to his
heart 's content .
What about Forest Glade?
Mrs. Celi, the head of Residence Service for Bell's Windsor
office told us that new equipment that went into the Tecumseh office in March of 1976
will give that exchange capacity to handle the load from
Forest Glade. This development
is called an Electronic Switching Systems (ESS). Because of
the way that things are laid
out, some of the Forest Glade
development that is in Windsor
for example Forst Glade Public
School has a Tecumseh telephone number.
South Windsor? The Avondale exchange was enlarged with

th e openin g of 966 a coupl e of
yea rs back, and good vibes are
coming out of there. There are
improvements going mto the
east Windsor exchanges, 948 and
·944 _ There will be add~d features like being able to dial a
three-way call, to forward calls
to another number and dial
frequently -called numbers with
just a few digits.
More cable in the more rural
areas is also a concern .
The latest development in
phones is the Phonestore .
This is as , you would expect
by the name, a store-front operation where bills can be paid ,
phone service ordered, and the
phone company dealt with on a
'person to person' basis.
The Phonestore on Ouellette
opened on November 28, last
year. There are currently 10
phonestores in t he province.
Ray Boye r, the manager of the
Windsor operat ion, report s tha t
reaction t o the ph onestore has
been " phenom enal". He to ld
The Lance that the aim of t he
ph one centre is customer service. Different styles of phones
are displayed and a service
rep will help arrange things .
Most of the core area of the
city has been jacked by Bell
crews. This will make it easier
for installation and repair, since
a phone can ):>emoved around
the house at will. If something
goes wrong, unplug it and take
it down to the phone centre .
They will give you a loaner until
yours is repaired.
Boyer said that it is common
to have someone want new
service in the core area, and
coming to the phonecentre,
doing the paperwork, and then
picking out the phone they
like and take it home. Three
hour service.
What about students and Ma
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By PHIL KANE
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Can you id- nti fy the celebr it ies using the phones ?
0

Bell? No proble m says t he ph on_e
compan y . With all of t he umversit y 's residences being jacked,
and most of the surrounding
area , installation is a breeze.
Students pick out the t y pe of
phone that they want and then
take it home with them , after
making account arrangements .
To Bell, they are a part of the
general population, as good payers as anyone else that Bell deals
with .
Bell is a private company
that is regulated by the Canadian Radio-television and Tele-

commun icatio ns
Comm ission .
Bell has filed for a rate increase
to come into effect on July 15,
if approved . Bell has different
rates in different aeras, but
here are the highlights of the
proposed hike . Residence main
phones and extensions : up 20 %.
Some types of decorator phones ,
up 20 %. Long distance rates up
,2 to 5 cents a minute . And most
business services : up 28 %.
Residence phones would go
from $6.80 to $8.15 . Extens10n Phones from $1 .80 to
$2 .15 extra per month.

It will not be known until
after the end of the regular
school year whether there will
be any change in the residence
fees at the University of Windsor next year.
According to the office of
Student Affairs, their report on
residence fees has been prepared and will be considcrtd
at the Board of Governors'
next finance committee meeting on April 11th .
If the finance committee
accepts these recommendations
right away, some residence students will be able to find out
how much t hey will have t o pay
next year. Neit her Dave McMurray, Residences Director,
nor Dean George McMahon
of Studen t Aff airs were specific
about how students would be
noti fied of any changes .
T he reason s cited for the late
decision on fee changes are all
related to tie-ups in the administration and missed meetings
of the finance committee .
As for the substance of the
proposals , both McMurray a~d
McMahon were reluctant to disclose details, fearing that any
premature release would distort the committee's decision.
Dean McMahon did say, however that "we're not talking
about increases , but we're not
talk ing abou t decreases either ."

St. Clair holds
open house
"The Challenge of Tomorrow" is the theme of St. Clair's
Open House '78, scheduled for
Sunday March 19 from 1:00
to 7 :00 p.m. at the main campus.
In recent years Open House
has attracted
up to 17,000
people who have experienced up
to 290 exhibits, displays and
performances . This year the
emphasis will be directly on _the
employment and leisure time
activities that will be developing in the 1980's, as perceived
by the various schools and
departments.
Some of the highlights will
be an auto show, featuring
the Chrysler Omni and Horizon
products, a gourmet restaurant,
a free dental clinic, a television
-show "in production", an in-
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come tax advisory service, a
landscaping display, an interi~r
design show, a photogr~ph1c
display, athletic demonstratl?ns,
and exhibits from the various
other departments · in the Technical Arts and Trades, School
of Technology, School of Health
Sciences, the School of Applied Ans and Business, and
Continuing Education .
Two separate day-care facilities will be available to pro vide free bab y-sitting services,
and literature will be available
on all of the various programs
offered by St. Clair. The jour nalism students will have a
special Open House_ ~ag~ine
available for free d1stnbut10n ,
and there will also be an Open
House Guide to the various
display areas.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~

•• ~.+

We erred in last week's Lance . At the re~ent SAC '
Board of Directors' meeting, Andre Wehbe d1~ ~ot put
forth a motion that pub manager Peter Romeril s sala,ry
be made public. His ~otion was to have all SAC salar ,es
open to public inspection.
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. . t the top of the page : Clockwise from
Answers t0Aqu1z Ma . Tremont1 renowned columnist ;
.!.
top left:
nna
aria
•
.
. ·
T
H
h SAC's Ancillary Affairs Comm1ss1oner,
Bruce anna ,
h
. Murray Ada who dislikes doing business on the p one,
d
G
ant
Mciver ' hard.!.
skin, composer and teacher; an
r
T
pressed security director.
~~~~~~-..

T~~~~~~~-~ •

+

sunday
Composer and singer, Clay
Mclean , has appeared in con ·
cert throughout the U.S. and
Canada singing his hit song,
"Plenty of Time ." His music
and life story have been featured on nationally syndica ted
television shows such as th e
PTL Club , Trinity Broadca st·
ing, and the Chris Panos Show .

march 19
monday
march 20
7:00 p.m.
university of windsor
maranatha christian centre
255 sunset
windsor
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and into the wilderness again
after fifty years can this be called
revisiting

second sight
it's the train that slides us on
to a new place
someone looking in sees stasis
sees human shapes caught in a green death light
street signs spelled the same as
in a childhood town
all civic buildings take one name
bars are twinned from city to city
something has died giving birth

what I remember of this place is
simply words on another page
I must begin again
find a leaf that looks familiar
whose veins can map my way once more
I must carefully make a new path
from this river to the next
leaves and rivers are
what I am tryfng to recreate
what I see is
the I idded eye of the sun
a black bird with a twig of a beak
the forest I ike a net
three different deaths

THREE POEMS BY
ANNE VAUGHAN-EVANS

dorsal

to remain
while the forest stitches itself slowl y aroun d me

I am a castaway
the waves have swall owe d
the wh y and the where
my day s are rhymed
have been o nly light and night
for a lon g tim e now

t o retre at
into th e fa ces of off spring
to slice the morning forward
to the next river

tr apped first by this element
I see the dark sign of
a more immediate death
som ething is drawing circles
around me
the sea I am in
has crowned me
with a wreath of tears
I wear the round symbol
of my love's approach

Gary Baillargeon, born in
Tecumseh Presently in tbe Masters program at the U. of W.
Future? 110 plans as of yet.

A nne Vaughan-Evans, Wind or native: creative writing
graduate student. ex,

Stray Dogs

Cactus
-Here the stone images
Tough guy
tight as a fist
all squat and defiant
~poking one fierce head
3 inches into the room
content to just sit
engrossed in being
he's pulled everything
inside a fortress
can wait months
without water
wanting no one
he throws spikes out
at the world

Cactus I[
I understand you now shy one
I see your stone necessity
You've climbed within a fortress
to I ive the I ife that
turns in on itself
for a purpose :
once each year
sprung from your
desolate heart
comes one frail flower

THREE POEMS BY
GARY BAILLARGEON

They make a pact
with the night
move in darkness
usually in pairs
are known as noises
by the cat 's blood
or the scavenged can
rumour is
they're diseased
were loved once
had families
but now your neighbour
wants to shoot them
says they should be
taken care of
you walk the night road
and begin to think
they are there there
a sound
and they become
almost visible
like ghosts

V.
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Th e poetry featured last we ek ,
this week and in our next issue
is a sample of the work of the
poets in the Graduate Creative
Writing Seminar of the Department of English .
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more beautiful
than the secrets
of any lover

Copyright remains in th e bands of the authors.
Photo by -· Kathryn McDonald
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New immigration act reduces
foreign students' rights
By REGINA HICKL-SZABO

tionary powers allotted to administrators,"
Gatherco le said
that provis ions should be made
for fo reign students who may
unexpectedly need to find Jobs.
"Students should not have to
go all the way back to the country ~hey came from simply to
obtain
authorization ·•
said
Gathercole.
'
~erry van Kessel, of the
Emplo) ment and Immigration
Commission,
quoted
J.S.G.
(Bud) Cullen, Minister of Employment
and
Immigration:
"Students will not be permitted
to change faculty or institution
once thq enroll to shop around.
Only for "legitimate academic
reasons' wo uld students be ab le
to change schools.
Befo re leaving t heir nat ive
countries ; for eign stud ents will
be required to submit th e
name of the instituti o n accepting them, their intended course

The Varsity

Foreign students wishing to
work or study in Canada must
obtain permission before they
enter the couritry, according to
the new Immigration Act. They
will in effect have fewer rights
said law pr_ofessor Richard Gathcrcole .
Speaking at a University of
Toronto conference on international education, Gathercole explained that foreign students will
have neither the right to appeal
nor any access to legal aid in
case they are arrested.
Although he feels there have
been few real changes made to
the act, Gathercole
is concerned that a security cert ificate for visa stude nts had bee n
made essent ial.
Critici zing th e "bro ad regulatory pow er of th e govern ment " and the " broad d iscre-

of study, and the per iod of
their authorized
stay to the
provi ncial Department of Education, according to the act.
Van Kessel st.ated: "Students
would only be able to extend
their authorizations if the respective province found their reasons acceptable."
With regard to student employment policies, the new Immigration Act rema ins the same. .,
Students will be allowed to work .,
g
only if a landed· 1mmigrant or bl'
a Canadian citizen cannot fill
>,
the pos1t1on. Policy concerning .i:,
foreign students accepting teach- 0C
ing positions is still under dis- .c
::,..
cussion.
A clos eu p of tw o of th e ba ttere d mach ines in Windsor Ha ll.
Van Kessell secs t he responsibility of his comm ission as
one o f "bri nging toget her foreign stud ents an d institutio ns.
Th eir health and th eir bac kground must meet st andard
Seven vend ing machines were
The thieves caused about
regulation s. A stu qent cann ot
broken into and robbed last
$3,000 damage, according to
have a histor y of t erminal canSunda y, and campus secu m y
Mciver , but escaped with only
cer , or of making Moloto v
and Windsor po lice are both
about $300 in cash. The food
cocktails .
investiga t mg the incident .
in the machines was not taken.
Upon entr y to Canada, the
The incident occured bestudent must present a letter of
5 :45 and 7 :4-0 a.m.
tween
All but one of the eight
acceptance from his institution
Sunday, according to Mciver.
Canteen of Canada machines
of study, proof of adequate
The university's doors are norin the student lounge in Wind-,
funding for the duration of his
mally locked at that time.
sor Hall were broken into by
stay, and he must have more
Most of the machines rea person or persons armed with '
than a rudimentary knowledge
mained
out of order this week.
a crowbar, according to camof the English or French langCanteen of Canada said the
pus security director Grant Mcuage, according to the act.
machines would be fixed.
iver.

..

Machines attacked

cont'd from pg 1

Piazza and Smith

want early start
SAC president Gary Wells to
take the post of External Affairs
Commissioner, based on his experience as president.
Overholt, this year's external
commissioner, was disappointed
with the results, although she
said she was "pleased that there
was a good turnout."
Overholt ran a more political
campaign than Piazza, based on
fighting cutbacks and the new
student aid program. When asked if that emphasis might have
lost her some support, Overholt
replied, "I ran the campaign on
the issues that I stood for, and
I wasn't going to back down on
the issues in order to get elect-ed."

.
cont'd from pg 1

Overholt hopes to attend law
school next year.
Smith was excited and "very
pleased" about the victory . "I
can 't wait to get at it," he said.
He hopes that the full SAC cabinet (president, vice-president,
treasurer, commissioners) will
be able to meet and get things
done during the summer . "We
want to be hit ti ng stride whe n
school starts," he said.
Smith was a clear winner against Raymond Wong, Dan Sullivan, and Mark Mac Kew.
Wells was the overwhelming
favourite for senate, with 300
votes more than second-place
Mowat .
Wells was especially
pleased with the result because
he didn't even put up any posters in his campaign.

U of T lowers standards
One of the consequences of
declining enrolment in Ontario
schools is that our universities
are getting less choosy in the
students they select .
It was reponed recently that
the University of Toronto is
lowering its admi~sion standards
for grade 13 students.
A report from the registrar
of the U. of T's Trinity College
says the university will . accept
lower standards
from
high
school students seeking entrance to arts and science pro-

• '"'"'

OSAP students live
claims that in a recent press
release, the ministry overestimated by 46% the amo unt of
grant money available in one
illustration of how the new
plan works.
A student earning $110 a
week during the summer (abo.ut
minimum wage) would be expected to contribute about one
quarter of his income to the
cost of . his education. If you
earn $200 per week, you are
expected to contribute more
than a third.
In the new program along
with a certificate of confirmation, two application
forms,
and a "statement
of assets,"
students will be required to
complete a form entitled "Ap proval for Release of Tax
Information," t0 allo~ th e province t o confirm financial information
in the application .
MCV auth orities assure critics
that confidentiality will be respected.
Parrott introduced the program as designed to "supplement, not to replace, the financial resources of the student
and the student's
immediate

family." He stressed that, without OSAP, the public purse
pays for about 85% of postsecondary education costs.
OSAP literature and applications will be distributed to
the university at the end of the
month.
The NOP critic for colleges
and universities, Dave Cooke of
Windsor-Riverside, calls the new
program "regressive" . He says
the new four-year limit on grant
assistance will reduce accessibility to professional schools
and post-graduate education.
Cooke agrees with OFS that
"because the formula to calculate grant eligibility does not
provide adequately for living
expenses, these students will
still have to incure heavy debt
to complete post-secondary educat ion ."
The NOP says the new OSAP
will discourage students from
attending colleges and universities, and will aggravate the
problem of declining enrolment
now hurting post-secondary institutions.
Independent
students, who
are not expected to receive

I

"

,h,

dowo<ow~

s,

George campus .
Previously, grade 13 students have needed a 75 % average to enter ans at U. of T.,
and 77% to enter sciences.
The number of grade 13
students who accept offers of
admission has been dropping
since 1972 . Last year, although
the U. of T. offered admission

r

Living allowances for students receiving grants have been
reduced since last year, while
parental contribution levels will
be higher for those students
living away from home. ·
In the new system, parents
whose net income (after deductions) is $6600 or more,
will be expected to contribute
to their children's educa t ion.
Under last year's system, the
minimum was $7600.
One of the impr ovements in
the new system was exp ected
to be the elimination of a inim
mum contribution from earnings
during the summer break. However , there is a minimum contribution in the new system, and
in order to avoid paying it,
(i.e. if a student doesn't earn
that much money in the summer), an appeal process is involved.
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4 ,755 students, only 2,557 accepted .
T he fac ult y have agreed to
raise arts and science enrolment on the downtown campus
from about 9600 students this
year to as much as 10,500
next year.
From The Ontarian
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must now spend three years
working, not two as in the old
system. In addition, independent
students are eligible only for
a maximum grant of $2000
per year.
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to arts and science programs to
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By OTIS T.

ARIES - (March 21 - April 19) : Agreement to negotiate shows a

willingness of co-workers to cooperate. A heart to heart talk is in
order.
TAURUS - (Ap .ril 20 - May 20) , Heavy workload should not be

neglected if at all p·ossible. Backlogs are unnecessa ·ry.
G€MINI - (May 21 - June 21) : Love relationships are confusing,
but efforts are favored . Don't expect too much from others .
CANCER - (June 22 - July 22) : Stringent financial cutbacks are

needed or complex problems will result. Insist" others follow suit.
LEO - (July 23 - Aug. 22) : Social activities prove to be expensive
speculative ventures . Check out details first.
VIRGO - (Aug. 2 3

Sep •. 22) : Carve out creative efforts to handle increased problems Trust your intuitions.
LIBRA
(Sept . 23 - Oct 22) : Spell out your ambitions and restrictions with family. ~heck direction before reaching destination.

SCORPIO - (Oct . 23 - Nov . 21) : Ups and downs from unexpected
sources almost certain . Sharp career turn is likely.
SAGITTARIUS - (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) : Be on guard against chancy
financial ventures. Resultant strain could be disastrous.

(Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) : Starting new projects could
cause some problems. Avoid excess socializing.

CAPRICORN -

- (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) : Give full vent to problems
that are plaguing you. Creative u~ges could be the best approach.

AQUARIUS

PISCES - (Feb . 19 - March 20) : When it comes to makmg investments, family members help solve financial dilemma.

Valdy's Visit Vas Victorious
By DEB KENNEDY
Photos by Janine Halbert

Valdy came home to Windsor. His performance at St. Denis Hall last Friday made truth
out of the saying that "Home is
where the heart is_" The 800 listeners returned the warmth of
Valdy's music.
V aldy used the pure folk formula: himself and a guitar_ His
old tunes are still strong. Valdy
likes to change lyrics to match
what's ha~pening in his head,
which keeps folkies in check. He
invites the audience to sing along
and the participation climaxed
in a long version of "Gypsy."
"There's tremendous energy
coming from the audience," said
Valdy during an interview after
the show," it sp:;rs whoever is
up there onto greater heights

both creatively and expressively._. Without that [energy], music sounds quieter, tamer, and
more restrained, which is a valid
form of music and obviously
needed for any creative process,
but this is equally as valid."
A few new songs were worked into the show. Valdy said
that he is writing love songs now
which are "more directional."
Changes in Valdy's personal life
will be effecting his future directions. "If I do move in a direction," he said, "it's going to be
oriented toward kids because it
will help the growth at home as
well as in terms of any sort of
career."
He added, "I've been
working in nursery schools and
kindergarten singing with kids
and I'm getting involved in kids'
t.v. specials, maybe even kids' al-

bums."
Valdy will be continuing
work on his new album this
month. Most of the Hometown
Band have taken an active part
in the tracks so far. "I haven't
had a record out for a year and a
half," he said, "that ultimately
makes my musical career at a
plateau.
Without product. ..
there's a lack of evidence of
growth and it's the evidence that
everyone goes on, not the
growth itself."
Valdy plans to tour only two
weeks out of each month. "I
don't think I'll ever stop touring," he admitted, "I'll always
be around singing." The musician from Salt Spring Island,
B.C. who sings songs of "freedom and joy" and politics, and

encourages his listeners to pick
up hitchhikers ("explorers"), is
true to his music, and his home.
Before Valdy's late arrival,
the amateur duo, Bruce Bain and
Bob Goss, second place winners
of the campus talent show, played their guitars. They fulfilled
their role as a warm-up act by relaxing the audience with standard easy listening tunes and a
fresh nervous humour which
their ' fellow students, cheered

on.
David Wiffen, long-time folk
mus1c1an from Ottawa, was set
back by an initial weakness in
the sound system. Wiffen is a
confident
performer,
whose
bluesy compositions sung in his
deep voice, are penetrating. His
precision tends to set up a barrier between him and his listeners, which may explain why n1s
popularity on record is greater
than that of his concerts .
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By CJAM
MOSAIC
Monday, March 20 - What is the image of the university in our
• community? CJAM will be featuring interviews with campus and
media personalties about how we look to them.
•
Tuesday, March 21 - Andy Martens talks to "Lady Luck" - Faye :
,
Dance, hostess of the Wintario Draws.
•
Wednesday, March 22 - Deb Kennedy talks to Valdy about his car- :
eer, past and present.
:
Thursday, March 23 - Tosh interviews Gary Wells and the new :
,: : president of SAC.
:
: Friday, March 24 - Jim Ou ellette features an exclusive interview •
: with Canadian singer Lisa Dal Bello .
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and staff wish to

the newly elected

Students' Administrative

members
Council

on their appointments.

FEATURE ALBU MS
: Monday, March 20 - Teaze "On The Loose"
: Tuesday, March 21 - Checkmates LTD "We Got The Moves"
: wednesday, March 22 - Rubicon
: Thur sday, March 23 - Sonny Rollins "Easy Living"
: Friday, March 24 -Ted Nugent "Double Live Gonzo"
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1886 University Avenue West
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: CJAM Comedy Special - 5 :00 Monday and Friday.
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Women Still Exploited in Film 7
By KAREN SPIERKEL

Remember all the talk about
the exploitation of women in
film? Women were described as
sex starved housewives, whores,
drunken nags, misguided puppets, pop-eyed junkies, venal
vixens, hell-raising loudmouths
or emotional cripples.
The image of women in film
in the late l 960's and early
1970's was tainted. And when it
wasn't, the reason was simple:
the female role was non-existant
in that particular film.
Rex Reed, a controversial,
yet much respected film critic,
said that every film in those
years that managed a substant ial female role created not a
woman of integrity or dominance, but one of meakness.
Men became box-office and
even the juiciest actresses such
as Barbra Streisand were lucky
to make a film a year. If that.
One has only to recall some
of the movies of the decade
to view the much talked about
exorcism of women in the film
industry:
Butch Cassidy and
the Sundance Kid, The Sting,
M*A *S*H, The Dirty Dozen,
Patton, Deliverance, and The
Longest Ya~d.
The biggest money makers of
1972, as quoted in Marjorie

Rosen's book Popcorn Venus
were: Clint Eastwood, George C.
Scott, Gene Hackman, John
Wayne, Barbra Stresand, Marlon
Brando, Paul Newman, Steve
McQueen, Dustin Hoffman, and
Goldie Hawn.
Yes, everyone remembers the
trend then. But it seems to be
changing, however slowly. In a
phone interview with John Lay
cock, film critic for the Windsor
Star, he said: "There seems to
be an increasing number of roles
for women. In the last six
months the biggest films have
been ones concerning stories
about women."
" ...

movies can't

keep up."

Communication Studies professor Garth Jowett said: "Particularly in the last two years
there have been some real
meaty roles for women. Obviously it is necessary to capture
the young female audience and
to do that film directors are
making more films that treat
women realistically, focusing on
modern problems."
Laycock cited Julia, a current film about the mis.adventures of Lillian Hellman, a.
y.oung woman trapped in the
turmoil of pre-war Nazi Germany, as an example of the
"new outlook for women in
film."

"The last six months have
shown us something that obviously had to change. Somewhere down along the line,
someone realized that women
could bring in money. In Hollywood, it's always the boxoffice that counts," he said,
"Jane Fonda in Julia, as Ellen
Burstyn in Alice Doesn't Live
I !ere Anymore, paid off. Now
they are being rewarded "
Prior to the present upsurge
of female roles in films, women were considered frivolous sex
play things. They were dumb.
Women had become so distorted in the motion picture
that people failed to recognize
them as human beings.
Pan of the reason lay in
that women had become vast
switchboards of sexual stimuli.
But mostly, women lacked in
that area because there flowed
a surge of machismo films in
the sixties and seventies such
as The Godfather, Straw Dogs,
and A Clockwork Orange. There
was no room for women in these
films.
There seems to be no doubt
however, that the last decade
and more importantly the last
few years have produced some
of the finest in Women's films:
Chinatown with Faye Dunaway,
Klute with Jane Fonda, The

The One and Only

The mistake made in the
film is simple - it asks the
viewer for too much. Comedy
should be spontaneous and completely believable, and The One
and Only seems to deviate from
this standard. It exploits the
potentially harmless character
of Winkler and mou lds him into
a loony super-guy. A man who
charms the enti re world. Come
on, cute is cool, but the luminous, blinding, exaggerated forwardness of this protagonist
is much too trying.

By PAUL CHERNISH

Let's face it, it's t rue . Henry
Winkl er has disco nn ected himself from t he Po nz. Which is
good. But his latest film isn't
very cred ib le. Whic h is b ad .
T he One and Only is d irected b y Carl Reiner, the man
wh o fed us all t he laugh s fo r
the Dick Van Dyke show . R eincr's latest film is billed as
a comed y which it is. It is also
billed as a side-splitter , which
it isn 't .

If this film were to be analysed fo r wh at its int enti o ns
app ear to b e, perh aps t here is
som e roo m for complim ent.
The happ y-go-lucky, zany life
t ha t "the o ne and o nly" leads
is app ealing. On e mu st admi re
the character's drive. Bu t, again ,
what he does comp ared to what_
the lim its of t he rea l wo rld
allows evok es ques tio n.

Mall. Perhaps the best way to
sum up my rather vague feelings
about the film and the hype
behind it would be to paraphrase a line from Tom Petty's
Breakdown:
It's alright if you like it,
It's alright if you don't
They're
not afraid of your
walkin' away,
They get the feeling you won't.

-

Goodbye Girl with Marsha Mason, Looking for Mr. Good~ar
with Diane Keaton, and the
Turning Point with Shirley Mclaine and Anne Bancroft.
"Although
there are more
movies featuring women in equal
time with the men, the exploitation of the female gender is
still evident," said Paul Chernish, entertainment
editor of
The Lance.
The concern has been raised
that even as women are becoming more popular in the film
world, they are still subject to
the inferior images of the past ..
"The women arc still being
exploited, but not in the preseventy Hollywood sense," Chernish said. 'The true identity of
women in film has yet to be
attained."
Chcrn1sh questioned whether
a few good movies about women
today are sufficient to erase
their negative images created
in earlier films.
"Take for example Marsha
Mason in The Goodbye Girl,"
he said. "She 1s exploited, not
in the sense that she does not
get equal billing with Richard
Dreyfuss, but in that she 1s
portrayed as less resistant and
more emotional. Dreyfuss comes
to her rescue, and this is where
the exploitation comes m. Women, although they have more
roles nowadays, arc still considered lesser than men."
This submissive, lesser image
of women in film that Chernish
describes, ha been played down
significantly in current movies
accordmg to Laycock of the
Wmdsor Star.
"Diane Keaton in Annie I fall
is on the screen on a 50: 50
basis with Woody Allen. And
what's more, she's just as powerful. In fact, she dominates
the impotent, frustrated lover,
Woody Allen," Laycock said.
Woody Allen," he saiJ.
Laycock also said that
Looking for Mr. Goodbar,

WEEKLY

m
a

startling film about the day and
night life of a young teachercum-bar-hopper, Keaton is on
the screen 1-00 per cent of the
time. "Both in her character
and her exposure, it becomes
difficult to say that it's a case
, of a woman being an accessory
in the film," he said.
Just how accurate the female
image is in today's films is
unclear. It seems that the nearer
women come to achieving success and independence in the
actual world, the more films
assert that it's a man's world.
" ...

women bring in money"

Rex Reed, the noted critic
said: "In the old days women
accomplished so much on the
screen that women in real life
could not keep up with them.
Today women in real life are
achieving so much so fast,
that movies can't keep up,
don't even try."
"In general, women are still
looked at in an exploitive manner, especially in adventure
films," said Garth Jowett.
Paul Chcrmsh, Lance editor,
said, "if Journalists and the
media keep harping on women's
exploitation in films, we'll never
get rid of It. Until we get away
from the standard of judging
gender, rather than character,
we won't escape the exploitation."
The current rash of women's
r I
o ,
film u
s 1 he
Looking for tr. Goodbar, and
Julia are hints of a change.
But is this change coming
rapidly enough?
Where were the women in
such recent films as Oh God,
Star Wars, Telephon, The Choiboys and Semi-Tough?
For all the isolated brilli an ce
of the female performan ces in
today's movies, they still have
not stacked up to male perspectives.

SPECIAL

-

Alo ng with Winkler , there are
a numbe r of well-played char acte rs. T he On e and Onl y is
now playi ng at th e Devo nshir e

York University
Faculty of Fine Arts

Summer Studies
July 4 _ August 11, 1978
Full credit University courses offered in :

SANTANA- 'MOONFLOWER' - O~LY$7.99

.

Dance, Film, Music, TheatreandVisua 1Arts
Non-Credit Dance courses are also offered.
. .
and brochures · wr ite or can :
For further informat ion , apphcauons
Ms . Anne Camozzi. Room ~19 , .
Fine Arts Phase 11. York University , .
4700 Keele Street , Downsview. Orltano
M3J 1P3
(416) 667-3615

..

Canada's Least Known
Record Store.
RECORD ON WHEELS
662 OUELLETTE AVE.
WINDSOR,
ONT.
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Pub band a dancer's tre;;Jt

r11.1111
Pat Travers

Putting it Straight
By FRANK KOY ACIC
The guitar is not dead! It 's
just a little drowsy, that 's all.
Pat Travers has proven this,
beyond a shadow of a doubt
with
his "'fry
your finger~
with friction" style of guitar
playing.
All songs on Putting It
Straigbt (his third LP for Polydor Records) are merely vehicles
for his slick guitar playing .
It's typical rock and roll • in
almost every sense of the word .
This 1sn't to say that the album isn't refreshing, . the song

IIICI

to be
seems
guitar
forced
ence.
chalk

ten places at once. He
more relaxed here, the
flows rather than being
upon the listening audiI guess · that you could
it up to experience.

I le still remains very reminiscent of Johnny Winter in
his prime. Winter, who was the
ultimate flash guitarist (some
say) relied, mainly, upon old
rock standards (Chuck Berry,
Bo Diddly, etc.) and this tended
to get boring after a short
while . Travers also cxcells in the
studio whereas Winter simply
couldn't
make the transition
from the stage . It takes reand knowledge of
Fusion creates tight da~ce music at the pub ~his weekend. Worth the price of admission.

Cleary Concert
-

structure and lyncs aren't of
importance here. Travers doesn't
use any deceit, the guitar is
pushed right out front. It's his
strong suit and he knows 1t.
Vh}' waste rime writing mini operettas when you hav~ ab'solurely
nothing
ro say, as
many artists have painfully discovered.
His last LP ,Hak111" Magic
was more rough-edged but he
seemed to be a man who had

dio work to succeed. Winter
tried too hard to reproduce
his stage energy and it never
quite came off. It's too bad
c:assctres weren't
video/audio
popular, or Johnny might have
made It bigger. (Well, there's
always the blues).
Travers has his musical limitations but for guitar enthusiasts, (and there's many) they
like him JUSt the way he is - no
bull.

On April 4, H.ichard I louseholdcr will present a concert
-- the
at _Cleary Auditorium
featured work will be . the Carmina Burana by Carl Orff. In
addition there will be a premiere of a work writte'n for the
University of Windsor Singers
(with the aid of a grant from
the Canada· Counc1i) - The
Brown Season,
by Canadian
composer Derek I lealcy, a setting of words by I lenry Thoreau.
The University of Windsor
Singers and the Windsor Classic
Chorale arc the principal performers, together with the xl040y Percussion Ensemble (Gary

Laura, director). There are also
baritone, soprano and flute soloists, as well as a Mime Group,
from the School of Dramatic
Art, directed by Bathsheba Garnett, tn the Lobby beforehand,
and in the theatre itself, as the
concert begins; a display of
Mediaeval Art and associated
crafts, also in the Cleary Lobby .
The concert,
on . Tuesday,
April 4, at the Cleary, is at
8:15
p.m. Tick<;ts at $3.00
($2.00 students and senior citizens) are available at Celia
· llardcastle's, the Musicians' Union, Rennnie's Music, and Simp. son's/Devonshire Mall.

By CJAM
March 17, 18, 19 . .. Rick
Taylor
Catharsis / March
19 . . . Art Garfunkel, Dan
Hill
Ford
Auditorium
/
March 24 . . . Peter Max Product - St. Regency I lotel /
Catharsis BeneMarch 25 ...
fit Bash - Catharsis / March
25 . . . Lonnie L. Smith Ford Auditorium
/ March •27
Wood Herman Band Cleary Auditorium
/ April I
Peter Allen
I lyatt ReJim Post
gency I April 1 ...
University of Detroit / Apnl
4 . . .. Journey, Montrose,
Van Halen - Flint !.M.A. /
April 6 ...
Stanley Clark ~
Masonic / April 11 ...
Shaun
Cassidy - Michigan Theatre /
April 11 . . . Shawn Phillips
- Michigan Theatre / April 14
... Renaissance, Robert Palmer
- Masonic .. ·. April 14 ...
John Denver, Al DiMeola Olympia / April 15 ...
Rufus
- Cobo I April 20 ...
David
Bowie - Cobo / April 2 3 ...
The
Leon Russell
Show Masonic / April 24 . . . De·
troit Symphony Orchestra plays
music from Outer Space Cobo I May 11 . . . Maynard
Ferguson - Royal Oak Theatre.

mfu

PREPARE
FOR:

MCAT
~ DAT•LSAT
• GRE
GMAT
• OCAT
•VAT•SAT
NMB
I, Il,fil,
ECFMG•
FLEX•
VQ~
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours
'There IS• dtffereme!!!
1

~S~-H

ct=~~N
Test Preparat 1on Spec1a 1\ts s,nce 1938

For Information

Write or Call

29226 Qrrhard La,e Roa<1
<;u,•e205
Farmington H•lls Ml 48(l18

(~131851 03'3
Cenlt>•\ in M•1or S C1t1es
Toronto Purlfo R c .inti ti,,:ano s.., 1tar1,1nd
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Winning isn't everything: participation isl
By DON PEPPIN
There has been a great deal of

discussion around this campus
over the past weeks about the
fact that our intercollegiate
teams did not fare as well as
expected, and naturally it has
be someone's fault. Right?
Do we really want winners
on this campus or is it enough
just to have the sports around
so that as many people as possible can participate?
(Both
on the playing field and in the
stands).
At this, and most other Ontario universities, it is the latter.
With financial constraints what
they are, the belt is tightening
everywhere but according to
to

most sources around the cam. university
·
·
h as a phi pus , t h 1s
losophy of participation rather
than elitist athletics .
Both U. of Ottawa and
Carlet on h ave move d t J1e op pos1te direction, placing all their
resources behind JUSt rhree or
four sports (ie. football, basketball etc). However most schools ~ee their job as providing more of an outlet to allow
a greater number of students to
get involved in competition at
an intercollegiate
level. This
allows Windsor athletes to get
involved in no less than 14
sports for men and in the neighborhood
of 12 for women.
This philosophy also lends

itself to maximum participation in some of the major
sports as well. Anyone who
follows Lancer teams very closely knows that there are always a great number of playe;s our to preseason try-outs,
and certainly it seems apparent that the goal of most
coaches is to ger as many of
those players on the field, ice
or court, as often as possible .
This idea is probably pretty
compatible with most students
if they really sat down to think
about it. Why cur off the enjoyment of sport for one rather
large group, to make our university athletics into a business?
We may not be the winningesr

school in the country but then
· d on •t t h e peop Ie invo
·
Ive d
again
get an awful lot more out of it
this way?
And what of scholarships,
·
b etter at hi etes t o our
to b nng
school to help us win the championsh1p? Is it really worth it
to bring in athletes who are
already top-notch and let the
coaches hold the scholarship
over their heads to make sure
they put out for the team?
It doesn 't really seem consistent with what everybody else is
doing here, does it?
It 's nor the winning and
losing that counts but whether
you 're willing to play the game .
Windsor has thankfully decided

that we 'd rather get into more
sports more often than only a
few, and get into the winning1.ilcergame.

Be a joc with
no practice
Come up and
join

The Lance

All you ever wanted to know about intramurals
MEN'S INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL PLAYOFFS
(top 4 teams in each section)

FINAL STANDINGS
'A' League

'B' League (Div. I)

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Warriors
M.B.A.
Eng. Machine
Humkins

Celtics
Leghorns
Hammers
Schmoes
Stormtroopers

'B' League (Div. 2)
1st LaPointe
2nd Hogan's Heroes
3rd J eanetters
4th Northmen

UPCOMING PLAYOFF GAMES
"A" LEAGUE

Date
Mon . Mar. 20
Mon . Mar. 20
Tues. Mar. 21
Wed. Mar. 22

Team
Warriors
vs
M.8.A.
VS
Consolation Final
'A' Final

Team
Humkins
Eng. Machine

Time
9 p.m.
IO p.m.

10 p.m .
10 p.m.

"B" LEAGUE
Date
Mon. Mar. 13
Tu es. Mar. 14
Tues . Mar. 14
Wed. Mar. 15
Tues. Mar. 2 1
Tues. Mar. 21
Wed. Mar. 22

Team
Celtics
vs
Hammers vs
Leghorns vs
vs
Schmoes
'B' Semifinal
'B' Semifinal
'B' Final

Team
Northmen
Hogan's Heroes
J eanetters
LaPointe

Time
10 p.m.
9 p.m.
10 p.m.
10 p.m.
8 p.m.
9 p.m.
9 p.m.

INTRAMURAL PINBALL TOURNAMENT
Time: March '20, 21, 22, 23 - 7·00 - 9:00 p.m.
Place: University Centre
Prizes: Trophy: Overall Winner (1)
Medal: Winner of Individual Events (4)
Entry Fee: $1.00 to cover the cost o: 8 games..
.
Entries accepted at Intramural Office, Monday - Friday,
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m. and Monday -Thursday, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
or you can register at the tournament.
Rules:
1. Each entrant will play 2 games on each of 4 different pinball
machines for a total of 8 games.
2. Entrants may choose to play their games whenever they wish, as
long as all 8 games are played within the specified times.
.
3. Any games that are won whether by high score or matching
remain the property of the tournament.
4. Any players may practice on any pinball machine not being
used in the tournament.
5. In the event of pinball machine malfunction, and if that particular machine is forced to leave the competition, an individual
winner will be declared. A new machine will be selected for
furth~r competition, and this will also have an individual winner.
6. Any player who in any way plays in an unsportsmanlike manner
will be disqualified from any fu:ther :ournamen_t compeut1on.
7. The decision of tournament officials will be final in all cases.
FLOOR TENNIS

Tennis on a small court (marked on basement of St. Denis)
played with ping pong ball and r~cquetball rackets. Not yet an
Olympic sport but gaining in populanty.
. d teams on Jy ( 1 male , 1 female) sign on at the
. Intramural
M 1xe
Off ice. We will accept single entries and match you with a partner.
You will be given a list of competitors and phone numbers, call
.
.
and challenge anyone, anytime.
Game goes to 15 points. Equipment 1s ava1lable at the Tote
Room, St. Denis Hall.
.
The winner of the tournament is the team with the most points
by the end of the season (w~en exams and work get too heavy).
Scoring: Won game - 2 points
Lost game - 1 point
Prize: Dinner for 2 at Harveys.

Winners of girls intramural basketball are from left (back row) Barb Allen, Loraine Parent, Diane Tiessen, Barb Rigg, Jean Brien, Carol Kostca (front row) Rose Smyth, Sharon McNamara and Sharon
Squire.
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Bands for your dancing and
listening pleasure
Live Nightly Entertainment
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IN THE SHOWERS

Sixth floor Mac takes honours

Co

By PETER NASH
By JOHN MORTIMER and
Everybody knows that the St. Denis Hall sports facilities leave
GINO CAVALLO
much to be desired. But is there anything being done about it?
Six floor Mac Hall capLately there have been some rumours in the wind that a new athtured top honours in the Macletics complex is being planned.
donald
Hall Intramural
Ball
The people in the know around this university are admitting
hockey
tournament
on Sunthat there are some plans to add on to the College Avenue Phys
day.
Ed complex.
Back in 1969 the university had plans to build a $5 million
sports complex alongside the existing Phys Ed building. It would
have housed a gym, hockey arena, squash courts, curling rink, and
several other smaller facilities. Grants had been given and a contractor had been found when a controversy developed.
Al Strachan, who was then editor of The Lance, wrote a story
stating that the curling area of the new sports complex was being
built specificially for the private use of several university staff members. Although this turned out to be untrue, the negative publicity
led to a reorganizing of the sports complex design.
The controversy around the curling rink and the entire sports
complex went on, in The Lance, in the senate, and in special committees.
Just about the time that the delays began the government was
contemplating
cutbacks m spending. By the time the problems
were resolved in Windsor the government had decided to cut hack ...
OJ
on grants. This caused the sports complex to be cancelled .
.§
University officials believe now that some funding can be ar- ...
0
ranged from the government through replacem .ent grants. St. Denis ~
Hall is perfect proof that a replacement facility is needed . The floor :>.:
-.
of St Denis has dead spots as well severe scarring from people
walking on it with street shoes . The lighting facili~y within the
0
c
gym is weak and ineffective. The seating capacity is between 1500
,:
:,..
and 1800 which makes it the smallest gym in the OUAA conference.

score of 2-1.
The third game was a very
thrilling
and exciting battle.
Believe it or not the game
went into a 10 minute overtime period and then a sudden
death period. It was this game,

Seymor,
piercing fifth floor
defence, fired a shot into
c.rowded fifth ~loor net to giv:
sixth the championship.
Top scorers in the tournament were Hick Heymans (6th)
and Terry Lafeur (6th) respec-
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While battling for a position in the finals, sixth floor
edged fourth floor by a narrow
3-2 margin, while fifth floor
upset ninth floor 4-1.
In the first game of a best
2 out of 3 final, sixth floor
handily blanked fifth floor by a
4-0 count. In the second game,
however, an over-confident sixth
floor was upset by the heavily
motivated
fifth
floor by a

MacDonald Hal I residents battle it out

however, that proved to be the
toughest
for both teams, especially
sixth floor as they
trailed 3-2 in the third period
with only one minute to go in
the game. It took a stunning
goal by right-winger Marty Henley to send the game into overtime.
It was in the fifth minute of
sudden death overtime when
sixth floor player-coach John

tively and the top goal attending honours go to Bob Seminuck ( 4th) and second place
honours to Willie Colbert (6th).
These final games ended the
tournament on a successful note
and congratulations
are extended to the many dedicated
players who awoke for the
many Saturday and Sunday morning games to make them a
success.

Huskies smash Axemen

Pi
By

>,

.D
0

0
,:
St. Denis Hall - old and grey.

""

The new facility would fit right into the regular Human Kinetics
building since the existing structure was designed to have an addition put on it. The new building would probably be built directly
behind the present building.
Other schools in the conference were able to build excellent facilities while the government was still in a spending mood. Waterloo, Guelph, Laurier and McMaster will have excellent facilities
that surpass anything in Windsor. These facilities were funded by
the government as well as private businesses. Hopefully the government will understand Windsor's problem and grant us some
money. These funds along with money from a fund raising drive
should be enough for the university to be able to retire old St.
Denis Hall (while it is still standing).

St. Mary's I luskies defeated defending champion Acadia Axemen 99-91 in the Canadian Intercollegiate basketball finals held in Halifax, last Saturday.
llead Coach Brian lleaney noted that his Huskies looked good early. "I had a feeling we might be
ready to win it all." The defending champ Axemen couldn't match St. Mary's fire power in the late
going. The game was close most of the way.
In the second round York Yeomen, Ontario East champs, straightened their game out and beat
Victoria Vikings 9 4-81. The Yeomen played poorly during the earlier tournament games and were forced to play in one of the consolation rounds.
Laurier University represented Windsor's division but was unable to gain entry to any of the final
three games.
A third round game took place between Laurentian and Manitoba, won by Laurentian 69-53. The
Manitoba squad was ranked number one in the country for most of the year. They were expected to do
much better than the third consolation round but then so was the Windsor squad.
The Lancers were defeated in the first round of their divisional playoffs by Waterloo Warriors. The
Warriors were then squashed by Laurier 103-86. Lorne Killion, Laurier's big scorer, couldn't do it all
and despite his 30 point performance Laurier lost in the first round of the Canadian Championships.

Landry makes all star basketball squad
By PETER NASH
This year's edition of the
Windsor Lancer Basketball team
had only one man on the OUAA
all star team, Vince Landry.
Landry's pick this year marks
the second year in a row that
he has been given all star recognition.
He has made the
second team both years.
Landry is a Windsor native
who graduated from Assumption
High School in 1974.
Unable to make the Lancer
squad in his first year he decided to play for AKO, as is
the case of many Lancer players.
The following year Coach
Paul Thomas decided that Vince
had enough experience to play
for the Lancers and it was no
mistake. Thomas feels that Landry is now an extremely vital
player on the present team.
Landry's aggressive play is
matched by none in the OUAA
and only several in the entire

]
~
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Landry's quick release shot was
country. Opposing coaches almost always note after a game
that Landry was a key factor.
During his first year as a
Lancer, Laundry didn't shoot
much but since that time he has
emerged as an excellent per-

deadly during season play.
centage shooter. At five foot
nine inches Landry is not tall
enough to be able to set up and
shoot but is forced to use a
quick release shot. With years
of practice, which includes two
hours of shooting before prac-
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First in a series of articles about
University of Windsor Athletes.,

ious ham stnng pull that left
uce as well as summer league
him limping. But through all
play and wind conditioning,
this he never missed a game
this quick release shot has become one of the best in the
OUAA. His most deadly spot
has been the corner along the
base line.
Personally he is an unassuming player who always pulls
for the other players on the
team rather than himself. When
asked about the All star team
picks he commented
that "I
didn't expect it but I did think
that Charlie (Pearsall) and Fred )
(Robson) should have made it
Landry: "I should have done
also."
better."
When asked about his year
A history major, Landry will
he noted that "I should have
be back next year to finish his
done better but injuries held
degree and will be playing for
me back a bit." That is an
the Lancers. He has two more
understatement
in that his inyears of eligibility under OUAA
juries during the year were
rules. If Coach Thomas has a
quite serious. During preseacouple more players on the team
son play Landry rammed one of
next year with as much incen·
his knees into the wall at St.
tive as Landry the team should
Cecilias High School. Early in
be right back in contention for
the regular sea~on he had a seranother year.
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Inflation strikes again

Transit Windsor approves fare hike
By BRUCE DINSMORE
City bus fares are set to go

M
N
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adults

from 40
50
' .
to
cents,
and an mcrease of 5 cents for
students
and senior c1t1zens
35
to
cents. University students pay the adult fare.
Faced with increased operat 1'ng ost th b
1· f
d
e us me oun
c s,
itself short of money. It was
unlikely that the city would

up by 25 per cent in the next
few weeks. The Board of Direcrors of Transit Windsor has
given approval for a ten cent
.k
rate h 1 e t.hat now goes to
d
Win sor City Council.
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The bus line is asking for
increase of ten cents for

give them a bigger grant. There

was no more money available
from the Ministry of Trans·
d
· ·
portat1on an Communications.
Thi·s left th e b ur d en on t h e
J
h
h
·
peop e w o use t e transit
system.
The Director of Administraf
·
non or Transit Windsor, Ron
D
h
umoc elle, told The Lance
that operating costs have gone

up 18.6 per cent in the past
two years.
The fare hike has been approve d b y t h e b us company .
I
b
t now must
e approve d b y
Windsor City Council. The matter is expected to be on the
agenda for next Monday's meet
ing. If approved, the hike could
take effect immediately.

./

Between 20 and 30 Metro-Toronto
building.

police officers stood in front of the steps of the legislature to prevent students from entering the

Th
By DANIEL SULLIVAN
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Last Thursday six to seven
thousand students from colleges
and universities across Ontario
converged on Queen's Park to
protest the Davis government's
policy of cutbacks in funding
for education.
The demonstration, organized
by a Toronto coalition and the
Ontario Federation of Students,
was proclaimed by OFS chairperson Miriam Edelson to be
the "largest student demonstration in Canadian history."
While students from the University of Toronto and from
institutions
outside
Toronto
gathered in Convocation Hall,
students from Ryerson Polytechnical Institute marched up
University Avenue chanting slogans and carrying signs. The
Ryerson students waited outside the hall for the arrival of
students from York University,
and for those inside the hall
who were being addressed by
representatives of various gro~ps
supporting
the demonstration
such as the U. of T. faculty and
maintenance staff.
With the announcement of
the arrival of an estimated 2000
students from York, the anxious
crowd inside the hall prepared to
begin the final leg of the march
coward Queen's Park. The demonstrators assembled in front of
the steps, which were ba~ricaded
by twenty or thirty metro-Toronto police officers, and were
addressed by a number of invited speakers.
The speakers included Steven
McBride from the Graduate Assistant's Association who urged
everyone present to "prepare
to vote out this government

k
at the next election,"
and
Harvey Dyck from the Ontario
Confederation of University Faculty Associations who compared
the demonstration to a "classroom under an open sky."
The most impressive of the
afternoon's speakers were Cliffora Pilkey, President of the
Ontario Federation of Labour,
and the provincial leaders of the
NOP and Liberal parties. Pilkey
called the demonstration a "historic moment in the history of
Ontario" and told the students
"the O.F.L. will continue to
fight against cutbacks."
Stuart Smith, leader of the
Ont:trio Liberals, was loudly
booed despite his attempts to
show his support for the demonstration.
Michael Cassidy, ·
NDP leader, on the other hand,
was very well received.
Cassidy called the recent
government budget "most outrageous" and said that "it is

wrong to attack the public
sector for the weaknesses of the
economy which the Davis government has done so much to
create." Cassidy gained his loudest response when he said that
"I larry Parrott's priorities are
dead wrong."
Premier William Davis, although invited to speak to the
students, did not do so, nor
did he send a representative
of his party to speak for him.
When told this the demonstrators began shouting m unison "we want Davis, we want
Davis". Edelson, in the final
speech, said that "Mr. Davis's
unwillingness to speak to us
this afternoon is indicative of
the arrogance of this government." Her speech was interrupted at several points with
mass shouting for Davis and
for "HARRY" (Parrott), and
at one point she announced that
Dr. Parrott, Minister of Col-

UFO sighting on
campus
By MIKE UPMALIS

Last Sunday, March 19th,
another UFO sighting oq:ured in
Windsor. The most appreciative
audience was 10th floor Laurier
Hall.
A resident of the floor spotted what she described as a
"bright object that was red,
flying along slowly . . . (in
the southeast sky) . . . that
dimmed, grew in size, became
a bright red and flew in the
other direction."
w·indsor air control reported

no plane in any direction for
10 miles or 3000 feet of Windsor Airport. Newly elected student senator Dan Sullivan reported observing the same phenomana while driving in South
Windsor.
The Windsor Star reported
only about two calls on the
same sighting. An aviation expert, after receiving a description of the incident remarked
it was consistent with a small
plane flying at a slow speed in
an unusual pattern.

leges and Universities ha:d agreed
to address the crowd. Dr. Parrott however refused to speak.
The leaders of the protest
had some difficulty dispersing
the crowd mainly due to a small
group with a megaphone who
seemed to be contesting the
nght to lead the students. By
5 o'clock, however, there were
only six demonstrators remaining and only one police officer
behind the barricades.
At a press conference, Edelson called the demonstration
a success and told reporters
that it was "only the first step."
She said OFS would now attempt to determine which areas
are going to be h:t by the
cutbacks. The press conference
was sponsored by the opposition critics for colleges and universities who said that this
year's grants should have matched the rate of inflation and
that the government shouldn't
spend any less of a percentage
of its budget on education
than it did last year.

Library
Closed
for Good

Friday

The university library will be
closed all day tomorrow for the
Good Friday holiday.
Saturday the library will be
open from 9 a.m. to midnight,
and on Easter Sunday it will be
open from noon to midnight.
On both Saturday and ~unday, reference services will be
available from noon until 5:00
p.m.
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WbaL>s Happening
on carnpas
LUNCH at Iona - An inexpensive lunch
at noon on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday at Iona. Pay for what you eat.
All welcome. Bring your own bag lunch
if you wish. A place to meet people
in a relaxed home environment.
INVITATIONAL
Judo Shiai Tournament: Saturday, April 1, 1978 at St.
Denis Hall. Registration:
10:00 a.m.
Entry fee . $1.00. Weight classes and
belt grades, medals and trophies, senior
men only. For further information call
Albert
Linnell, 258-8738, after 5:30

p.m.
DEPARTMENT of Political Science presents Professor Paul Painchaud, of Laval
University. He will speaking on "The
International Relations of Quebec". Monday, March 27th at 3:00 p.m., Alumni
Lounge, University Centre.

THE
University
of Windsor Players
presents The Real Inspector Hound
with After Magritte by Tom Stoppard.
Friday, March 31 to Saturday, April
8 (excluding Monday, April 3) at 8:00
p.m. at Essex Hall Theatre, University
of Windsor (Wyandotte
at Patricia)
Phone: 253-4565 for reservations.

"l'VE Come About the Assassination"
A one act play, by Tony Morphett.
Presented at 6 :00, March 31, and April
1 in the experimental theatre of the
School of Dramatic Art. A Drama 303
production. Everyone welcome:
THE Blue Room Sunday Night Coffee
House is alive again. Come and witness
it. Blue Room, Assumption Campus
Community
Building
8:30
11 :00
p.m. Sundays.
WORSHIP at Iona. Holy Communion
every Tuesday at 12 :15 (noon).

What 's Happen ins is a regular feitture of Th• Lanc11
whicil will include U nclaaaified Ada, Per!IOnalAda,
and Notices of campu1 event,. Li1tin11 of off-camP\11
activities will also be con11dered for publication.
Any subrnilaion may be edited for ten,th. !hld!tne
is noon Tuelday of the wnk o4'publication.

o.i:.i: carnpas
NEW Wave Concert at Windsor's Masonic Temple, Erie and Ouellette. Monday, March 27, 8:00 p.m. Bands and
maybe more: Curley's Convicts, Ocean,
Chrystal Palace. Possible guest appearances of Detroit's Sillies, the 27's and
Cadillac Kids. Tickets at SAC Office
$3.00 and at door $3.50.
THE Natural Nutrition Society of Windsor would like to charter a bus to a seminar on consumerism. Beatrice Trum
Hunter will be speakin~ on "The Aspect
of Food Supplies and Additives and
Environmental Pollutants entering the
food chain." Tues., April 18, 7-9 p.m.
At the YMCA In Birmingham, MI. Interested? Please contact Fern at 2589892, or Mrs. Yapp at 944-1637.

-

THE Fort Malden Guild of Arts and C
fts presents a Memorial Exhibitio ra.
1
· ·
by w·11·
Paintings
1 1am Stidworthy atn h
Gibson Gallery, 140 Richmond St t e
reet
Amherstburg, every Sunday after
'
in April from 2 to 5 p.m.
noon
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WILL do typing in my home. Arrange.
ments can be made for pick-up and cleli.
very - call 736-6933.

GENERAL
typing.
Phone Miss Hicks:
9602 9 · 4.

Reasonable rate.
252-0747 or 252.

REALISTIC
turntable and stereo am.
plifier (3.5 watts) only one year old
excellent
condition,
$125 for both'
Call 948-4300 after 6 p.m.
·

1500 info rmation banks

Information game means plenty of red tape
By DAVE POWIS

accurate information;
and to
exercise some control over the
use of the information.
To help you exercise these
rights, the government has published an index of all of its
information
banks, associated
with various government departments. The book describes the
various banks, the individual
bank's file number, and the process by which you can obtain
the information. The index book
can be found at most post offices and other federal government buildings.
However, the book cannot

Do you wonder sometime
if the Canadian government has
the 'goods' on you? If you
have, you now have a chance
to examine
this information.
The new Canadian Human
Rights Act (CHRA) requires
the federal government to open
its federal information banks to
Canadian citizens and immigrants.
The CHRA provides the
right: to see what information
the government has about you,
to know what use is made of
the information; to correct in-

be:: removed from the premises,
meaning you must complete
the entire process • in these
buildings. The process earl be
quite time-consuming.
The first step is to fill out a
'Record Access Request Form'.
However, for each bank you
wrsh to consult. you have to
fill out a separate form. Thus,
if you want to examine three
information banks, you have to
fill out t hrce forms.
Getting the name of the person or department to write to
can be difficult. There are many
departments and sub-departme-

June festival planned

Arts, crafts & laughs
Festival of Crafts - Ontario
announced today that the Windsor Festival of Crafts will be held
on June 8,9, 10 and 11th in
Mic Mac Park in Windsor. This
year's Festival will begin at
5 :00 p.m. on Th urs d ay, J une
8th.
During the four days over
200 of Ontario's finest craftspeople will exhibit their works.

As an added attraction, Festival
of Crafts · Ontario has arranged
for an exhibition of Antique
Cars and Furniture as well as
·
1·rneup inc
· 1u d an entertainment
ing clowns, bands,
and more.

folksingers,

The Windsor Festival of Crafts is being organized to show
area residents the high degree

of skills present in our province's craftspeople, artists, and
entertainers.
A few entertainment
and
crafts spaces are still ava,·lable.
People interested in exhibiting
at this year's Windsor Festival
of Crafts should contact Fesrival of Crafts . Ontario at 9 39
Partington Ave., Windsor, Ont.
N9 B 2P I.

nts rn the rndex book. To obtarn
the correct one, a mild case
of eye-strain may be involved.
Correcting government information
takes a long time.
You have to complete a correction form and then wait for a
reply. If your request is turned
down, you will be notified of
the decision. You may then
apply to have a notation of
your request placed on your
record.
Information from about 20
of the 1,500 banks is not available to the public for reasons of

Why not you?
Unicef needs ·
university students
Each year over five million
children die before their first
birthday from such water-borne
diseases as dysentry and cholera.
For those who recover the pain
and weakness are unendurable
miseries and can leave a child
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MONDAY MARCH27 at 7:30 P.M.
ELECTA HALL - MAIN LOUNGE
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Refreshments all evening

Free pizza afterwards

.

nat10nal security, international
or federal-provincial
relations,
or specific material under investigation. These banks are listed
in the index book because no
banks's existence can be kept
secret.
If at any time yo1:1feel that
your rights have been denied,
you can complain to the Privacy
Commissioner, a member of the
Canadian Human Rights Commission: An investigation into
your charges will he made (in
private) and the results made
known to you.

t

+

+GET/NVOL VED IN CANADA'S FUTURE!+
l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

permanently
disable d. This is
the plight of perha ps a third
of the world's children - the
saddest most debilitati ng future to which hum ans can be
exposed.
You can do somethi ng to
help these children. By volun·
teering a little of your time to
UNICEF (United Natio ns Chil·
dren's Fund) at any time of the
year, you'll be making it possible
for this international organization to provide clean water for
children in over 80 countries.
We need people, particularly
u niversity and college students,
to generate fresh ideas and new
ways to promote UNICEF and
who are willing to assist us to
contact the media, speak tt'
schools and groups, do audiovisual work plan education cam·
· cards•
paigns and ' sell greeting
to mention just a few .
As a university or college
student we at UNICEF could
really ~se the skills you have
acquired. So please, give us a
call. Our volunteers are the
backbone of UNICEF and are
chiefly responsible for our sue·
.
d growth.
cess an d continue
For information
about hoW
you can help UNICEF please
contact us, Write or phone
the Ontario Unicef Committee,
Suite 101 38 Berwick Avenue,
MSP 1Hl,
Toronto, ' Ontario·
Telephone (416) 487-4153.
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Wells reflects on term as president
By BRENDA McLISTER
On May 1, SAC president
Gary Wells will step down from
Cra. office, and president-elect Gino
p1azza will take over. In retron of
spec, Wells discussed with The
the
!reet, Lance the successes and failures
of the past year, as well as his
noon
.plansfor the future.
Wells was very disappointed
that no progress was made this
year regarding student evaluations. He felt this was largely
dueto the faculty contract negonge.
nations last fall. The Senate's
cielisrudent Evaluations Comrnittee
was not prepared to set up an
evaluation that would be used
to determine
merit bonuses.
rate. Wells feels that student eval252- uanons should be run by SAC
and that they could be organiized by the vice president.
Wells had hoped that CJAM
am. would have an FM license by
old,
now, but said that he was
oth.
"pleased at the progress we
have made so far." CJAM
has receivt:d support from SAC
and assurance of adequate funding.

I
I

An important achievement
this year, said Wells, was the
development of a good working
relationship \\ ith the Ontario
Federation of Students (OFS).
Wells feels that SAC has "worked well with OFS m drawing
information from , and working within the organization."
Wells was especially pleased
with his work on the Board of
Governors. He said that gerring
the Board to waive differential
fees for foreign students who
were in preliminary year last
year, was "one of the most
difficult" things he accomplished. I :e was also very pleased
that the administration decided
to support CJAM 's attempt to
set up a low power FM station.
The drug plan was "good,
without question," said Wells.
As a result of a report made by
Wells and Ancillary Services
Commissioner

Bruce

Hannah,

OFS is considering a provincewide drug plan.

SAC will be facing financial
hardships over the next few
years, said Wells. He estimated

provide information
to help
"compare how Windsor stands
with respect to the rest of
[the universities in] the province."

SAC president Gary Wells seriously reflects on hi:; work over the

past year.
that enrolment
at this university would drop as much as
20% in the next five years, and
consequently
SAC will have
much less money to work with.
The decline in enrolment will
also lead to decreases in university funding by the provincial government. Wells said that
Windsor will start feeling the
cutbacks next fall.

The fight against cutbacks
got a good start this year he
said, "The ground work is there,
it's just a matter of getting
things off the ground next
year."
SAC has not heard the last
of Gary Wells. Piazza intends
to appoint Wells "president's
aid" for next year. Wells explained that this position is
basically, "an altered External
Affairs Commissioner", with the
emphasis on researching matters
of both internal and external
nature. There will be no External
Affairs Commissioner
next year.
Wells said he did not think
SAC's External Affairs would

Zurich drugging SAC
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By RICK SPENCE

The SAC drug plan still isn't
working properly, and Bruce
Hannahis upset about it.

that
nied,
ivacy
f the
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Hannah, SAC's Ancillary AffairsCommissioner and the man
in charge of administering the
drug plan, has been trying to
make the plan run smoothly
all year. Only in its first year
of operation, the drug plan has
been marred by administrative
foulups and delays in the return
ofrefund cheques.
Zurich Life, the insurance
company which pays out the
refunds, initially promised a
three to four day turnaround
of refund claims, which they
failed to meet. The system has

been changed several times by
SAC, to allow Zurich more time
to process the claims.
However, Zurich is still missing deadlines. The last bath of
claim forms were sent by courier
to Zurich in Toronto at the end
of February. The refund cheques
were to be at SAC by March 15,
when they were to be available
to pickup by the students.
However, Zurich managed to
return only 175 of the 250
refund cheques by the deadline,
and the rest arrived intermittently up to Monday of this
week. The deadline for pickup
of the refunds had to be extended until Tuesday.
To add insult to mJury,
Zurich, which is obligated to

send the cheques by courier
if they are late, made SAC
pick up the courier's delivery
charge of $7.
Hannah said this week that he
has had enough, and was in
touch with top men in Zurich
to get the plan straightened out.
He said he doesn't bother to
talk to area reps anymore, but
he goes to the provincial sales
manager. He hopes to have th
the system working for next
month's refunds.
The drug plan stays in effect
until September 15. SAC is
now working on a new system
to process claims during the
summer, and the details will
be printed in The Lance when
they become available.

suffer as a result of his additional responsibilities. I le said
he will be a part-time student
next year and will have plenty
of time to do the work.
Besides, an important function of OFS, said Wells, is to
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Although his efforts proved to be fatal, this over-zealous donor gave 9 pints of blood at last Friday's
00
"'

R;:tCross sends thanks tor blood

The Red Cross has sent a
letter to university president
J. Francis Leddy thanking the
students and staff who helped
rnake last Friday's Blood Donor
Clinic a success.
The clinic attracted 28ll donors and yielded 2 50 units of
blood, making it "the best
attended mobile blood clinic
tn the Windsor area," according to the letter from Mary E.
Taylor, the director of Blood
Services for the Red Cross.

Eighty-three units were donated
by "first time" donors.
The blood drive was cosponsored by a number of f~culties. According to Tyler Higgins, Law Society President and
one of the organizers of the
drive, the clinic's success sho~s
what can be accomplished at this
university when all its resources
are gathered together at the
.
same time.
"The co-operanon of students and staff alike was es-

pecially gratifying," said the
letter to Dr. Leddy, "and augurs well for futures blood
clinics at the university."
Taylor's
letter specifically
thanked Blood Chairman Shelley
Yearley of the School of Nursing, Higgins, SAC, Gary Siddall
of Commerce, Leo Meyer of
Engineering, Marty Furac of
Social Work, and Marr Bagley
of the University Centre staff
for their help in the blood drive.

structuring for a long time, but
did not have time to do this
while he was president.
He said it would take too
long to work through a committee to change the by-laws,
mainly because the by-laws
are so complicated, "it would
take two months just to explain them."

Wells is pleased with his new
position. "In many ways," he
said "I will be doing more of
wh:i.t I like best." He feels that,
in the present system, too much
falls back on the president.
Wells said that if he does
much of the research, the president will be free to put more
work into other areas. "I hope
I will be able to help everyone
out next year," he said.

Asian Studies
•
may survive

"'
g

ents,
new
and
s ro

Over the summer, Wells plans
to rewrite the SAC by-laws
which will be subject to ratifica~ion by next year's Council. Wells has wanted this re-

Programs to go

is is
third
the
furn be
g to
olune to
Chilf the
ssible
nizar for

Wells' goals for next year
include more ties between SAC
and the faculty assoc1at10n,
more cooperation with the administration to minimize the
effects of cutbacks, and gaining a student vote on the Board
of Governors. Wells said, "I
can provide the (SAC) president with the knowledge to
pursue these goals." The SAC
president is an observer on the
Board of Governors.

By BRUCE DINSMORE
The Lance has learned that
University presider Dr. J. F.
Leddy with University department heads on Wednesday, to
discuss effects of the belttightening that the University
will have to affect this year.
The results of t'he meeting
were not available at press time.
The University is having to
face a difficµlt three or four
years because of a drop in enrolment, and educational cutbacks
imposed by the province.
Some university programs are
going to get the axe, Leddy has
said, and some program consolidation will be necessary.
The Lance talked to Dr.
J. W. Spellman, the head of
Asian Studies, to see how the
cutbacks would be affecting his
department.
The Asian Studies Department docs not have any graduate students, "because there is
simply no market for them," he
said. Some of the work that the
department would like to do but
cannot, is being carried on by
the Institute for Asian Culture.
The Institute is not directly
connected with the University,
and gets its funding from outside sources.
Spellman mentioned
some
of the corner-cutting measures
that the university is looking
at to hold the line on costs.

In years
ulty

member

ast, wnen a facwent

on sabba-

tical, who taught specialist courses, a one year replacement
would be brought in. This will
not be done anymore . The
courses that would be taught by
the instructor on sabbatical will
just not be offered that year .
Dr. Spellman said that the
university has known about this
coming period of restraint for
the past several years, but lacked
the specifics about it. He added
that he thought his department
is in good shape to weather the
restrain ts.

U.S. tuiti on
fees face
11.1% increase
While Ontario students are
probably free from a tuition
fee increase this year, others
are not so lucky.
A recent report from the
U.S. says that tuition fees at
state universities will be going
up by about 11.1 per cent
this year.
The National Association of
State Universities and LandGrant Colleges says that tuition
will rise 7. 3 per cent, to about
$694 for state residents. For
non-residents, the increase will
be about 11.1 per cent, increasing to a median of $1,637
Graduate
and professional
school fees are expected to nse
even higher than undergraduate
fees.
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fever is racing through

the mighty Lance complex,

Brenda McLister are just glad that someone else will be taking over. Entertainment
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just want their jobs back next year. Ad Production

Gary Fish and Poetry Editor Scott Eldridge don't
No Out on a Limb this week, Pepi and Tremonti
Deb Hetherington,

Editor Paul Cher.

Manager Steve MacLean are shooting for the stars; Sports Editor Pete Nash and

Photo Editor Janine Halbert probably

Offices: 2S3-4232, Ext. I S3
or 2S3-4060
Advertising: 2S3-4232, Ext. 326

(

which overlooks the loading dock. By

the time you read this, the results will all be in, but for now, Editor Rick Spence and Managing Editor

George Kocis, Val Hompoth

care, because they're

got cut off. However, this week's Lance does star
{who plays a mean game of chess), E.P. Chant and

John Revell (more on them next week), Melinda Fournier,
nedy, Mike Upmalis, Bruce Dinsmore,

Manager

not coming back anyway,

Loretta Pelletier, Dan Sullivan, Deb Ken.

Fern Brown, Len Wallace, John P. Mortimer,

Phil Kane, Frank Kovacic (who gets to count the ballots),

Diane Elliott,

yea
all
ing

Steve Pavlov, Marg Hyland, and others,

no less unloved, whom we forgot. Staff meeting 12 noon today.

S[UC
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A tripod joins The Lance
We got a new tripod this
week.
Actually, it's the first tripod
The Lance has had in living
memory.
Needless to say, the whole
Lance staff is really pleased,
and we'll probably
hold a
party or something to celebrate.
Tripods, of course, are those
three-legged things that you set
cameras on top of to take sharp
and steady pictures.
Think of it! No more unsightly, blurred pictures in The
Lance; all our photos will be
so sharp and clear you'll be
able to reach out and touch
them! (And get ink all over
your hands.)
We were going to write something in this space about cutbacks, but we decided we'd
rather write about something
important - like our new tripod.
We got it from a camera
store downtown, and the photo
editor thinks its pointy geebers
are "really nice". It sits on
the ground with real points
which stick in; or, you can
use the rubber pads that won't
mark
your
freshly
waxed

L-

hardwood floors. It's very versatile, as well as economical.
Our tripod has really good
leg extenders, and they work
really fast - you can adjust it
for really small. Good strong
internal braces help keep the
legs from falling out under
you even if you put a zoom
lens on.
Instead
of screwing the
tripod, you can unsnap the legs
to extend them, and they extend
for miles.Why, if you had a
ladder high enough, you could
take a picture of the top of
Mount Everest with our tripod (except that this is supposed
to be just a campus paper).
If you took Com Studies 100,
then you'll know what we mean
when we say you can pan or
tilt the camera at the top of
the camera. You can take vertical shots as well as horizontal, by tilting the whole camera
mechanism. Or, you can shoot
straight down, like on a copy
stand, which should come in
especially useful for all those
stupid
record album covers
whose pictures we have to take
every week.
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The tripo d 1s 11g t an
portable, but solid. You wou Idn't want to carry it around all
day, but then you wouldn't
want your brother or sister to
marry one, anyway.
Of course, it's no good having
a tripod if you're not going
to talk to it. So we've decided to
call it I lerman. I le will now take
his place as assistant Lance
mascot, second in renown only
to J leinrich the untuned piano.

Yearbook next week

*
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The next issue of The Lance will be our long-awaited
96-page yearbook edition.
Since we received absolutely no replies to our "name
the little yearbook" contest, we decided to call it The
Heinrich.
The Heinrich will feature a roundup of the news and
sports events of the year, more presidential search committee jokes, pages and pages of candid photos, the best
of Lance cartoonist Deb Hetherington's exciting editorial
cartoons, a statement from the retiring Dr. Leddy, a twocolor cover, an interview with the university's next president, and a very special centrefold.
Assuming we meet our deadline (today), the yearbook
edition will be available whereever you pick up a Lance,
at the usual time next Friday .
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Cockroach crunchies
went unacknowledged. The staff
only took notice after other
students began to complain.
We eventually took the bowl
to the staff, after which they
removed the cockroach, and placed the bacos in another bowl.
fhe bowl was then placed back
:>n the salad bar table.
We feel the student body
;hould take action by boycottmg the cafeteria
until the
Board of Health is brought
in i:o clean up this situation.

sra

S[U

A late letter
Dear Editor:
In. the past many jokes have
been made about the "food"
in Vanier Hall, but it is no
longer a laughing matter when
the student's health is in danger. On Tuesday, March 21,
1978 at approx. 12:10 p.m.
in Vanier's upper cafeteria a
live cockroach was discovered
crawling about in the hacos
at the salad bar. Upon informing the staff of this unappetizmg situation,
the complaint

pos
red
do

Barbara Pazner and
Esther Bilisowski
Ed. Note: According to Food
Services' staff report of this
incident, the entire contents of
the bowl that contained the
cockroach was thrown out.
Although Vanier has been
fogged to destroy pests, cockroaches are almost impossible
to eliminate, according to Food
Services' director Richard Carson.
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Cornrnen'ts
If you want changes, then get moving
By PAUL CHERNISH

The SAC elections for this
year are now history and we are
all supposed to be finger-cross ing and praying for the perfect
scudent council. We are sup posed to believe that the elecced and appointed officials will
do che perfect job and benefit
us all. Lee's quit hoping. Lee's
scaremoving .
Personally, I was thrilled to
seethat there was a good voting
turn-out. I was also thrilled
co detect a decrease in stu dent apathy . Gino Piazza's concerns rest primarily with the
scudents, and if this is so, and
if history repeats itself, Gino
1s in for a rough time. It has
been the case, during the last
post-radical university years that
students don't give a damn
about the local university entertainment scene . Certainly, we
all enjoy the rare evenings in
cheCentre when there are three
events going on at once, and
entertainment seems to be overflowing but how many of us
cruly care about the processes
involvedin staging these events?
This year Gino was the Special Events Commissioner. How
well he did his job is totally
based on opinion. You see,
hisexperience with students has
been rather negative. It's easy
co pick on the "guy" when a
concert screws up (like Pure

Prairie League did last year).
'."aybe it was his fault, maybe
it wasn 't. But what I'm am concerned about is the same thing
that Piazza is ---- student involvement . We desperately need
it.
In the real world, in federal
and provincial matters, the citizen must lend his trust to an
elected official and be totally
dependent on him. But here,
on campus, believe it or not, we
students can quite easily express
our concerns via anything from a
letter to the council to a perso·
nal, informal chat with any of
the elected or appointed members . We DO have a direct
pipeline to the "tyrants" who
are running our university lives.
They are not cold, unemotional figureheads. They are
concerned individuals with a desire for improvement. Do you
care about a change for the better?
If you are a first year student,
you've most likely got three
more years on this campus.
Maybe more. Do you want
to spend those years bitching
about lack of entertainment
to yourself and your friends
without even considering the
possibility of getting involved?
I know I · wouldn't because
I've learned. I've made that
mistake already.
There are 6,700 full-time

students on campus . Most of us
enjoy a little night -life. (Some
enjoy a bit too much). How
about if the majority of us
were to give SAC some of our
views on matters such as the
pub, concerts and other special
events? They would then have
an idea of what we want and
what to try. It's not easy to try

I was proud to be _a student
By DAN SULLIVAN
Last Thursday afternoon was the first time since
began attending university that I felt truly proud
to be a student. I took part for a short time in one
of the best and largest student demonstrations in
the history of Canada . For a few blocks I walked along with over six thousand students unified by a
common cause.

buses used to carry students from across Ontario to
Toronto for the afternoon.
·
And how many students were there from Windsor? Estimates range between twelve and thirteen.
Why is it that Carleton was represented by hundreds
of students who came all the way from Ottawa, and
Windsor only managed to send 12 of 13?

The best thing about the demonstration was that
we lost the respect of very few of those we encountered. A man I talked to as he walked alone across
the U of T campus told me that twenty years ago he
would have been demonstrating along with us. Telegrams of support were received from groups and organizations across the country .

Could it be true that cutbacks don't affect U. of
W. students? Or, are Windsor students really as apathetic as they're reputed to be? If that is so, it is
true that someone realized that apathy is the symptom and not the disease . The problem is not that
the students on this campus are apathetic (although
they most certainly are). The problem is that they
have nothing to be proud of, and they lack the leadership that other universities and colleges have.

It is true that the bulk of the students present
were from institutions based in Toronto (York, Ryerson & U of T), but it is also true that large nu!Jlbers of them were from outside Toronto (Queen's,
McMaster, Carleton). There were approximately 30

The poor turnout from Windsor at last week's
protest is an indictment. Not of the University's
students, but of those who have presumed to call
themselves leaders.

Lance should bring
students together

Discrimination ha.s caught on
going to say about this? That
he has been discriminated against racially? Certainly not. It
just doesn't sound 'right'. Instead, he would probably assert
himself by appealing his case
through the proper channels
available.
A Chinese student should similarly assert himself, or at least
make an attempt to, before he
passes anything off as racial
bias. If he can't, either because he is timid, or perhaps
because he hasn't tried hard
enough, then he shouldn': la?el
his personal instance as 'd1scrunination.' In a small Campus such
as ours, a rumour like this "".ill
only serve to enhance an illfeeling among the Chinese students that there is so-called
'discrimination' is no more than
a fallacy. Sadly, another possible
consequence is that Canadian
students would prefer to steer
still further away from Chin~se
students, rather than risk being
implicated with such an oversenstive group.
Assert yourselves for your
own rights, Chinese st_ud_ent~· ;
There is no 'd1scnminauon
in the sense made popular by
an injured passive few, . if you
would not allow it. either is
there reason to cry out Jo~d
just because one stu_dent in
6 700 writes something ~hat
p~icks at your sensitivity, since
that very same channel he used

stupid blunder? Let's DOOOO
00000000
it!!!!!!!!!!
If anyone is concerned enough ( or has even read this
propagandistic article this far)
and wants to get further involved, contact SAC, or even
the Lance's entertainment department. Let's all get together;
that's the only way it can be
done.

At the rally

[ Let'teRs
DearEditor:
I am writing this letter to
express a feeling I've accumulated ' these past 3 years
I've been in Windsor. Perhaps
my attitude is a persom.l one,
which many students would
choose not to share, but, it is
hoped, some might at least
seriously consider it, rather than
allow themselves to continue
to be so easily misled by their
immediate peers.
I am referring to the frequent protests by Chinese students about 'discrimination' of
the latter group by Canadians,
on this campus.
'Discrimination' is defined as
"prejudice, particularly prejudice which is based on racial,
religious, or ethnic considerations." This contemptuous word
seems to have 'caught-on' with
many Chinese students in this
Campus via word-of-mouth, occasional articles in the Lance,
or personal experiences. Some
Chinese students feel that they
have been treated unfairly (in
class, sports, etc.), because of
their race, by their Canadian
counterparts, professors, or other non-yellow-skinned 'foreigners.'
But is this perhaps not more
a reason of passive acceptance
of such treatment on their part,
than one of a racial causality?
A Canadian
professor might
grade a Canadian student unfairly, but what is the latter

and guess your way through
special events because the guesses are usually wrong .
What I suggest, since the end
of the year is nearing, is some
genuine concern and student
output. Let's all give SAC some
help. Why not write a letter?
Or have a chat? Or even run
into the SAC office and holler
at a particular member for his

also exists for you to poke back
at him, if only you would care
enough to use it. But then, consider this: the satisfaction of a
bitter retaliation would only be
short-lived, when compared with
an expressed pride from your
realization that a member of a
supposedly
more
developed
country can be so backward
in advancing his views with
racial insinuations.
There is really no 'Chink'
and no 'Honkie' in this University, if students are not so
gullibly Jed to accept the distorted belief systems of a handful of frustrated racial misfits.
By remaining unassertive, a
student merely allows himself
to be further taken advantage
of and dominated (or whatever
he wishes to call it). This behavior is not necessarily racial,
but occurs within a given racial
group as well. In this present
context, it is, of course, easy
to call it 'discrimination', simply
because it occurs between a
Canadian and a Chinese.
But it is more difficult to
step out of the situation once
in a while and to ask oneself
if he isn't actually being himself 'discrimination', in claiming that he has been discrimination against by a particular
racial group.
Alan Chionh
" - a Chinese, but certainly
no less fairer."

Dear Editor :
With respect to . the article
in The Lance on March 3rd
written by Splenenc Wonder
' . . .. the biggest problem
facing university residents in this
day and age is not residential
costs, nor Vanier foods, nor
Chinese roommates . . . . !,
we, the Executive Committee
me~bers of the Chinese Students' Association, do feel that
it is creating a bad image of
Chinese students as roommates.
We consider this as a myth
and an insult. From a human
rights point of view, no articles
arousing racism should appear
m a newspaper that is to represent the ideas of all students on
campus, consisting of local students and foreign students from
all parts of the world.
Regardless of the co'ltrast
of his idea to human rights
which this country is claiming
to promote, we strongly feel
that The Lance should not publish such kind of article which
is trying to create
racism among the
ulation. It is quite
racism does exist

and promote
student popobvious that
in this uni-

versity to a certain extent and
it should be to the interest of
The Lance and all other student bodies to bring students of
different ethnic backgrounds to-

gether.
Sincerely yours
Chinese Students' Association
Executive Committee

M ansour
replies
Dear Editor:
With regards to the letter
written in the The Lance last
week's edition under "No support for Mansour", if the article
was meant to rr.ake me feel bad,
it did not succeed. What is of
concern to me is that my apologies were made prior to
that lftter in the same edition of The Lance.
I would like to tell the
(assholes) Engineering Society
executives just to take care of
themselves and not to become
involved in my personal mistakes and to send them some of
their flowers back.
Mindless flower goes to Leo
Meyer.
Inarticulate flower goes to Ian
Campbell.
Inconsiderate flower goes to Bob
Caille.
Fool flower goes to Ernie
Dennis.
Last, I repeat my apology to
the Nursing Society and to all
who were offended by my (joke)
campaign.
Yours truly,
Thanks.
Hasni Mansour
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St. Clair Open House exciting, enthusiastic
By FERN BROWN
Last Sunday's St. Clair College Open House, 'The Challenge of Tomorrow',
was a
bustle of excitement, with evidence of life throughout.
The exhibits seemed wellplanned and were well-arranged.
Literature was available and de-

monstrators
were enthusiastic.
One of the more lively presentations
was that of Twin
Valleys Educational Community, a division of the Social
P_reparatory Program at St. Clair.
Twin Valleys, founded in
1971 by Co-Director George
Bullied, has changed since its

inception
"from an emphasis,
on the school to living an alternative - or appropriate - life-

style," according to David Beardsley of the Community. "The
exhibit represents the four areas

Last poetry reading
The Canada Council and the
Department of English is sponsoring a poetry
reading by
Susan Musgrave, on March 28·
at 2:00 in Assumption Lounge.
This will be the last poetguest to appear on campus this
year, so if you 're interested in
listening to a bright young
voice in Canadian literature,
be there.
Ted Hughes has called her
"one of Canada's most authentic and accomplished voices".
Born and raised on Vancouver

Island, she has recently lived
in Ireland, England, and the
Queen Charlotte
Islands. At
present she is living on the
outskirts of Sidney, British Columbia.
Although Susan Musgrave has
written several books including
Becky Swan's Book, The Imp·
stone, and Gullband, and has
contributed to both magazines
and anthologies in Canada, the
U.S., England and France; she
is relatively unknown to the
Canadian public.
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The Women's Centre's display at last Sunday's Open House.

we consider important to takin
full re~ponsiblity for our ow~
well-bemg: food, shelter, education, and energy."
Other exhibits at the St.
Clair Open
House included
Health Science displays (including Nutrition, Animal Health
and Psychiatric Nursing); Ap'.
plied Arts; Technology; Technical Arts and Trades (there
were displays in landscaping
and in the greenhouse); Adu;r
Retraining Program; and Business. In addition, Student Government, Continuing Education
Counselling, and the Women·~
Centre gave presentations, and
helped to maintain the pervasive
atmosphere of the Open House.
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Loan regulations
may be revised
By AL MATE
Acting Librarian The Leddy Library is currently reviewing its loan regulations to
see if they require any major or minor revisions.
There have been no basic changes in the regulations since 1971.
Library staff members, including the writer, have expressed some
dissatisfaction at certain aspects, particularly thse sections on the
loan of journals and the collections of fines.
Contrary to popular belief, loan regulations are not designed to
keep library materials from the needy nor to bail the university out
of its financial problems by the use of a fines system.
Generally speaking, the regulations are drawn up to give all users
a fair shot at the collection. However, when a regulation seems to
obstruct an individual's research objectives, then the library does
start looking like a bureaucratic monster.
To ensure that loan procedures do have some relation to actual
user needs, it makes sense to take a close look at periodic intervals.
Pat Suttor, Head of the Circulation Department, has already
completed a study of loan policies at 41 Canadian university libraries. It indicates that we are pretty well in the middle with respect
to the liberality with which we loan books. The libraries are fairly
evenly divided with respect to whether or not they allow journals
to circulate.
Mrs. Suttor is now analyzing actual borrowing patterns at our
own library which should provide valuable information as to whether we can extend book loan periods or whether the best interests
of users are served by leaving them as they now are.
After this study is completed, a task force will make proposals
to the library administration, who in turn, will have to present any
revisions to the Senate Committee of the Library, and finally, to
the Senate. This could take a bit of time.
The chief problem for library staff members lies with the loan
regulation for journals which states that journals normally should
not circulate except under exceptional circumstances. Individual
users tend to interpret "exceptional" very personally, which does
result in conflict due to the regulation's ambiguity.
Whatever final decision is made on this particular proble~. the
librarians are convinced that a firm decision should be made one
way or the other. No matter which way it goes, the circulation
or non-cirulation of journals will probably continue to be a contentious issue.
Another important consideration which will require close examination will be the effect on staff workload if certam regulations are
altered. The goal 1s to strike some balance between convenience to
users and simplicity in work procedures for staff.
Whatever changes come about from this study, the library is
confident that the end result will be of substantial benefit to users.
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/CAE tries to liberate man from ignorance
ByJ.N. MILLINGTON
The Ontarion
Despite advances in educan and an ever shrinking global
Jlrnmunity, over two fifths
~ rhe world's adult population
unableto read or write.
\ost of these adults live in
e Third World, where only
•e in every five children is
le to finish elementary sch-

J

The traditonal approach to
ifyingthis situ~t_ion has be_en
provide the illiterate wtth
·ccss
to the written or printed
rd.While traditional literacy
ams have been laid down
a centralized basis, this sy·erofrequently did not take
of
0 account the diversity
med
iate objectives and indiualsituations.
However, if literacy is to be
ioal, then it must serve the
ividual so that the educan is functional in each parti!arsociety' as well as provide
mething that will continue to
1 of use after a program has
Jed.
The International Council for
Jult Education (ICAE) is a
perative and voluntary parthip of peoples and organtions in over 5 5 countries
1thave combined resources to
'p improve adult education
irldwide.

ICAE was formed in 1973
largely in response to request~
fr~m people in developing countries who were seeking ways to
relate to each other about needs
and problems. It also seeks to
gain support for educational
programs other than those run
by governments and the United
Nations.
Dr. James 'Robby' Kidd, of
the Ontario Institute for Studies
in Education, was one of the
founders of the ICAE and is presently its Secretary General.
His travels in 1972 had taken
him to over thirty countries
where he discussed the problems of adult education with a
variety of people with vastly
differing cultures and backgrounds. He was convinced that an
international organization was
needed.
He conceded that most government programs were adequate but did not go far enough in providing an education
with a long term value. Kidd
felt that the responsibility of
education should be internal,
with the government in a supporting and advisory capacity.
Honorary President of the
ICAE is Julius Nyerere, the president of Tanzania. Nyerere
believes that education can liberate people and that the pur-

No cutbacks: Davis
Premier Davis is still denying there are cutbacks in funding to
illcgesand universities.
OnMarch 12 Davis addressed the~nnual meeting of the Ontario
·CtCampus Association in Toronto, \nd told the delegates that
:cprovincial government is very proud of its record in post second:yeducation.
Davissaid the government is not cutting back financing to collegand universities, but is rather holding the line on the percentage
·cre
ase in expenditures so as not to overtax the province's tax1y
crs.
Actually, it is this restraint on funding increases that has promp::dthe cry of cutbacks. Provincial funding for next year has increas:d5.8% for colleges and universities, which means that when inflatnis taken into account, there is a decline in the amount of funds
ailable to most universities. This, along with unexpected enrolent declines in universities across the province, which further
. uces the amount of grants available, has caused the crisis in uniusity financing which is resulting in cutbacks.

pose of developing a nation is
to provide that kind of education for its people· 'Liberating
man from his restraints of
ignorance and dependency.'
Although Tanzania is one of
the world's poorest countries
they have an internationally recognized centre for adult education. The progress of the
development of adult education
in this African country represents one of the. most remarkable educational achievements
at the national level in the
Third World.
WHERE THE NEED EXISTS

The Council for Adult Education is planned in keeping
with its basic philosophy of not
pyramiding a large structure at
the centre but to concentrate
energies close to where the need
exists. In its relations with
countries where projects are
being initiated, the organization enjoys a high degree of cooperation with the local governments, plus support from
other international organizations
such as the United Nations, the
World Bank and numerous adult
education and labour organizations.
When it first started, the
workings of the ICAE were
carried out strictly on a volunteer basis and even now
most of the aclministrative work
is done on a volunteer basis.
Initial funds to carry out research and training projects
came from a variety of public
and private sources, including
the Canadian International Development
Agency,
$20,000
from the Edward Hazen Foundation and support from various
governments and associations.
Despite the fact that over
the last five years most international programs have been cut
back or at least have not expanded, the lnternauonaJ Council for Adult Education has
succeeded in growing. This strength is reflected in the recent
decision of the Kellogg Foundation, one of the five largest
philanthropic organizations m

How to survive OSA·P
For university students who
by the four-year
it on gram assistance under
e new student aid plan, there
hope.
For the next two years, a
.randfather clause" will tide
er students who are cut off
m grant assistance under the
rules released two weeks
o by Minister of Colleges and
niversities Harry Parrott.
e troubled

Although the new program
inaces mandatory loans for
dy undergrads seeking grants,
1 system cuts off grants for
,one who has been in postondary education for more
an eight semesters, or four
~rs.
grandfather clause, now
led Loan Remission, is like a
~layed grant. If you receive
Ontario Student Loan or a
nada Student Loan, and are
iible for loan remission, the
ntariogovernment will pay off
t of the principal on your
an.
Th;.; year, the government

will spend $1 S million on loan
remission. The amount each
student gets will depend on the
number of applicants.
The amount remitted will be
a percentage of the loan, over
and above the first $1000
of interest-free principal issued
in 1978 and 1979. In other
words, when you graduate and
start paying off the principal
on your loan, you will pay less
than you borrowed. The government will still pick up the tab
for interest until you have been
out of school for six months.
Application forms will be
available in September. In the
meantime, more information is
available from the Awards Office in the west library building.
The loan remission plan has
been criticized by the Ontario
Federation of Students (OFS)
as "a temporary stop-gap measure to attempt to placate the
students already in the system
... It doesn't address the overall question, which is equal
access to the graduate and professional schools."

The $15 million for loan
remissions comes out of this
year's student a.id budget of
$76 million.

More
foreign
students
Foreign student enrolment at
St. Clair College more than
doubled this year, even though
tuition fees for foreign ~tudents did the same thing, the
St. Clair journalism newspaper
The Journal has reported.
In its March 16 issue, The
Journal reported that this year
there are 175 foreign students
enrolled in the community col·
Iege, compared with 72 last
year. Foreign students make up
1.5 per cent of the enrolment
of the Windsor campus.
The increase took place des·
pite the fact that tuition fees
were raised in 1977 from $360
per year to $790.

the

United States, to give
over the next five
years to the ICAE for programs
that they are developing both
nationally and internationally.
The main aim of the ICAE
is to design and implement
comprehensive, continuous and
self-reliant development programs as distinct from disconnected and, in many cases,
'ad hoc' projects.
Their initial energies have
been directed at ensuring that
programs and projects are grounded in real need and have local
support and direction. Other
priorities are leadership training
and research of the Third
World, establishing a regionalbased communication network
that links up and shares the experiences and resources of both
developed and under-developed
countries, and the development
of the intellectual foundations
of the whole field of educational philosophy.
The grant from the Kellogg
Foundation
has allowed the
ICAE to plan an information
exchange program that will organize a systematic exchange of
the main publications, reports
and other nonprint material generated in Europe and North
America. The material will be
deposited and maintained in the
main libraries of the partici$730,000

r

L

pating countries. The European
Bureau of Adult Education
has taken the main responsibility for collecting European
materials. Canadian and United
States adult education groups
are also recommending on research and publication priorities.
CO-OPERATION

ICAE represents a unique
attempt to find complementary
and alternative means of international co-0peration and exchange in adult education. The
background and situation ,from
which the council has developed reflects' a growing global
·acceptance of the importance
of adult education
on the
world stage.
The problem now becomes
how to reach such large objectives with relatively small and
scarce resources. This is true
for most countries and agonizingly so for the countries
poorest in resources and experience.
The word of the International Council for Adult Education plus others like World
Literacy of Canada will hopefully help to foster the kind of
co-operative spirit plus tangible
result which will stimulate more
serious interest and larger donations and growth.
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ARIES - (March 21 - April 19) : Creative ventures will demand

more discipline. A helpful conference will continue.
- (April 20 - May 20) : Important force continues
to exert activity during first half of the year Hang on to savings.

TAURUS

GEMINI - (May 21 - June 21) : Secret romance demands immed-

iate attention. Social climbing can be dangerous.
CANCER - (June 22 - July 22) : Your business judgement should
bring you big rewards. Strong effort may come to a head.
LEO - (July 2 3 - Aug. 22) : Let imagination bring you to your
creative potential. Share information with someone special.
VIRGO - (Aug. 2 3 - Sept. 22) : A nagging health problem should
not be ignored any longer. Activity increase could help.
LIBRA - (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22) : High energy levels favor important
discussion for the evening. Experiment more.

SCORPIO - (Oct. 2 3 - Nov. 21) : Project will be successful if you
rely on your inner strength. Ignore fears of others.
SAGITTARIUS - (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Behind-the-scenes information will give you greater success. Expect more from routine projects.
CAPRICORN - (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) : Your usual impulsive nature
must be contained regarding delayed decisions. Hold on to cash
reserves.
AQUARIUS - (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) : Devotion to artistic projects
brings the greatest self-satisfaction. Intense desire will increase
profits.
PISCES - (Feb. 19 - March 20) : Your fate has been decided by

a greater power than mind. Endure the best you can, it will be over
soon.
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It was cold in the apartment. My lap was warm, but only because Ernest was curled up in it.
Ernest was getting to be a big rat. He was about fourteen pounds
when Homely and I moved in and found him three years ago. He's
up to thirty-eight pounds now and makes a helluva watchdog . As
a matter of fact, most dogs are no match for Ernest - he came home
a few days ago after a week 's vacation on Toronto harbour (near
our apartment on Laker Street) looking slightly bloated, like a cow
that had eaten wet alfalfa. Being a doctor (a chiropractor actually,
but I shan't nit-pick), I promptly administered a bicarbonate of
soda. Ernest promptly threw up. Homely promptly observed the
remains of a small cocker spaniel and a rather large Doberman pinscher. Ernest was getting to be a big rat.
Homely didn't look cold . He never did. He more often than not
looked dead. His ashen complexion doubtless rose from the thinness of oxygen at the altitude his head resided in: Homely was well
over six feet, eight inches in height . He only weighed a hundred and
fifteen pounds. His sister used to use him as a skipping rope. lie
didn't resent her for it - "It was only logical," he once explained.
to me, "She kept breaking my back when she used me for hopscotch."
It was there in the children's ward of the hospital that Homely
began to acquire the knowledge and power that would make him the
foremost sleuth of his time. llaving examined all the "Get Well"
cards from his friends and a letter from his sister (concerning something about needing him since she had just joined the pole-vaulting
team in high school), he began to read his first "I lardy Boys" mystery. The plot and the methodology enthralled him.
By the time he was out of traction, I lomcly had devoured every
available copy of the series. lie was "hank" and "Joe" rolled into
one . He began turning in his friends if they didn't have horns on
their bicycles. lie had his father arrested for littering. Rumour has
it that he once had a run-in with a particularly notorious jaywalker:
he yelled for the criminal to halt and, when the fiend failed to do
so, Homely supposedly shot and maimed him with his police-special
. 31! calibre slingshot (his favourite weapon throughout his distinguished career) . Homely never confirmed the story, but mention
of it always made him chuckle in the most mysterious way (since
he never chuckled) and gave rise to an odd glint in his usually sunken, bloodshot eyes.
A turning point in his life pointedly turned when he was twcntysix. Until then, he had just been another private eye in the veritable
plethora of Mannixcs. It was a traumatic <.-vent, but one which
Homely could not have prevented even if he had wished to: he just
woke up one morning and his nose fell off.
Granted, it was and still is a rare occurrence. 1lowwer, it was
and still is not without precedent - a noted American historian
(now dead and rightfully so) claimed that Benjamin Franklin had
his nose fall off in his adolescence, hut later invented a wooden one
so that another of his inventions, eyeglasses, might be more functional.
This really is the crux of the matter: without his nose, I lomcly
had no sense of smell. I le looked strangely at me whenever I told
him his feet stunk from playing basketball and I never cooked brown
beans because he always seemed oblivious to their effect.
I disregarded the problems that his lack of an olfactory gland
caused, however, because it made him the detective he was. Just
as a deaf or blind person develops his other senses to compensate
for his shortcoming, so did I lomely develop his remaining ones.
First and foremost among these heightened senses was his sight or,
more precisely, his observational skills coupled with his subsequent
powers of faultless deduction.
The best example of this miraculous faculty which I can provide also happens to be the account of the first time I lomely and I
met: it was a summer day in Toronto, three years ago in 1974.
I was going placidly amidst the noise and hate of Yonge Street
when this human phallic symbol accosted me ...
"My, you arc very fat, sir," he said, joyously rubbing his hands
together.
I hadn't really thought of my four hundred pounds as being
overly unusual since a contractor had offered me a summer job
during my childhood - as a wrecking ball. I rather angrily replied
to the tactless giant before me, "I beg your pardon!"
He continued, not giving me his begged pardon: "Look - you
just go and close that chiropractor's office of yours and come and
live with me."
I was, needless to say (bit I shall anyway), aghast. "How", I
stammered, "Did you know that I was a chiropractor?"
"Simply, sir, because I fully realize that I am a pain in the neck
and you did not punch me in the stomach when I said you were
fat - proving that you have had experience in dealing with pains in
the neck. Since you do not have the charms of the average bodyrub girl, you are, ergo, a chiropractor."
I was taken by this ill-mannered, insulting, irritating creep and
soon became his lifelong companion. I did, indeed, quit my thriving
quasi-medical practice and went with Homely to share and chronicle some of his fascinating exercises of the mind. We rented accommodations in a housing development of the government of
Ontario - accommodations which were, by their nature, slums on Laker Street.
It was cold in the apartment. My lap was warm, but only because Ernest was curled up in it. (I think we are back to where we
started).
Homely was seated directly in front of our small black and white
television set, munching potato chips and watching a soap opera.
Daytime dreams were the man's only self-indulgence, his sole vice,
but that it is not to say that it wasn't a serious condition. Homely
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was addicted to the things, watching five to six hours everyday
when he wasn 't on a case and rising from his trance only occasionally to get another bag of chips or a glass of skim milk. I suppose it gave his usually occupied mind some relaxation, but I hated
to see him like that . (I also hated the shows themselves - amidst
the countless waves of doctors I saw on that screen everyday, I '
never saw one chiropractor) .
During one commercial break when Homely didn't disappear
into the kitchen, I tried to make conversation: "Homely", asked
I, "Why did you choose me to be your confidant?"
"Well," he replied, puzzled by a commercial for a nasal spray,
"I needed a "Chet Morton " ."
"A what?"
"You know," Homely explained, "A fat, jolly friend just like
the Hardy Boys had in chunky Chet Morton ."
I was going to respond to this silly stereotyping after I stopped
laughing with glee, but a knock at the door prevented me from doing
so.
Homely's soap opera had resumed and I knew he was oblivious
to the sound, so I pushed Ernest off my lap and went off to the
door. I poked a hole in the cardboard sheet with my thumb (Ernest
had eaten our wooden door) and peered out into the hall.
Standing before the door was a shrivelled old lady who, it seemed
to me, must have once been a shrivelled young lady . The prune was
dressed all in black, including a funny hat with a contrasting border
of white . I immediately thought that she must be a widow whose
husband's life had come to some sort of macabre end and that she
was here to elicit the powers of my friend to track down the nefarious murderer.
Toward that end, I acted decisively. I pulled back the cardboard and bid her welcome. She wasn't moving very quickly, so I
grabbed her by those funny beads she was wearing and gave her a
good yank over the threshold. After bouncing off the wall, she stumbled slightly and stepped on Ernest who was now chewing on the
linoleum. He let out a fierce screech and went off to cry in his
bedroom .
Even Homely was shaken out of his lethargy by the episode
and rose from his chair. He came over to where I was kneeling over
the supinated old lady (she having fainted at the sight of our pet
rodent). He picked some potato chip from between his teeth with
his forefinger, watching calmly as I unsuccessfully tried to slap her
back to consciousness. He then pushed me aside and doused her face
with half a glass-0f skim milk.
That did the trick. "Mr. Surely Homely?" she mumbled, as I
helped her to her feet.
"At your service," bowed my roommate. "I am sorry about having to deposit the lactic liquid upon you, Sister."
"This old bat is your sister?" I interjected, not knowing that
Homely had any siblings that were old enough to be his grandmother.
"No, Doctor," Homely explained, "Our guest is a "Sister"
sister. She is a Roman Catholic nun."
I was astounded. "How, in God's name, did you deduce that,
Homely?" I stammered in awe.
He yelled his logic: "Because she is bloody well dressed like a
damned nun, you fat ass!"
As Homely motioned her to a chair, she introduced herself as
Sister Yrasor and explained that she had joined the Church in her
native India. She had come to Canada, she said, because she didn't
think there was much of a market for Christianity in her Hinduinfested homeland.
"Actually," Sister Yrasor continued, "I'm a little bit more than
a lowly Sister."
"A Mother Superior?" asked my friend.
"Homely," I gasped at this rare flash of obvious idiocy, "You
couldn't possibly consider this woman capable of childbirth!?"
I le did not answer me, but turned to our religious guest. "You
must excuse my companion's stupidity, but he is absolutely ignorant
of religion."
"Oh, is he an atheist?" she asked, looking at me cautiously.
"No," explained Homely, "He's a Baptist."
After praying for my soul for a few minutes, Sister Yrasor was
kind enough to explain to me what a Mother Superior was. "Right
now, however, I am a Mother Inferior. I was demoted a month
ago."
"I take it that this all has something to do with your visit to us
today . .. " prodded Homely, sensing a case.
"Yes, it docs," said the nun. "May I speak freely before this
heathen (meaning me)?"
Homely apologized, "I am sorry - you have not been properly
introduced: this is my very close friend and you may speak as freely
before him as you would before me without his huge torso in the
room."
"And what is the blimp's name?" she asked.
"Whatfor," I advanced.
"Well, I would just like to know, but, if you are going to get
snarky about my asking, you can go straight to ---"
"No, no, my dear lady!" Jumped in Homely. "The plump infidel was not being nasty - his name is Whatfor."
"Excuse me, sir," she said. "As for my suggestion about going
on a trip, being a Baptist you will doubtless get there without any
advice from me. May I relate my story to you."
"Pray, do so," invited Homely eagerly, settling back into his
chair and going into a lotus position as he was wont to do. He
looked like a human pretzel with a thyroid condition.
"As I said, I was a Mother Superior llntil a month ago. At that
time, I was working in the business division of the Church - specifically, I was involved in ordering some new dresses for Canadian
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"You ca~not guess?" asked-answered Homely.
I haven t the slightest idea " I replied
'
·
"I might have known."
" H ave you a clue, Mr. Homely? " enquired our client.
"Yes I d o·d
. • . o. 1 you not notice these spots on the floor this
morning, Sister?"

'_'No. I didn't turn on the light. I came to find an elephant I didn't think I'd need look too hard. I probably wouldn't have
noticed the s~ots anyway - my eyes, as well as most of my other
senses, are beginning to fail me in my old age."
"Have no fear, my dear lady," comforted Homely, "For we
s.hall soon have your pet back to keep you company in your senility."
"You can find my Hannibal?" she shouted with as much glee
as an old nun could possibly have mustered .
. "Dro~ ~y our apartment around teatime and your pachyderm
will be sitting_there as large as life," said Homely, motioning me towards our vehicle.
"Bless you, sir," cried Sister Yrasor, "And your fat friend, too."
Homely was on the front seat of the bicycle and pedalling like
a door-to-door salesman. He glanced up only occasionally to look
at the _traffic: the rest of the time staring straight down at the pavement 1mm~d1ately before us. Although I was fairly busy trying to
keep up with the pace he was setting, I noticed what my friend was
studying so carefully: the yellow-orange spots were serving as
Homely's path.
They took us back on to the Don Valley Parkway and we went
south. We made a sharp right at Eglinton and followed the circles
into the parking lot of a glue factory on that same street. Homely
hopped off the tandem here and examined a mess of the spots that
lay on the pavement, then hopped back on and we tore out the exit
of the parking lot after the very same circles.
They went west on Eglinton, then south on Yonge Street. Again
they seemed to stop, this time before a hardware store on Yonge.
My friend again dismounted and studied the markings on the pavement which seemed to have acquired a tinge of crimson. Homely
looked gravely at this new development, then mounted the bicycle
and turned to face me.
"Whatfor, if you were an elephant and all alone in Toronto,
where would you go?" Thinking it over, he added, "Forget it you are an elephant and you'd probably go to a cheap beanery."
I pretended I hadn't heard his last comment and replied to his
question: "I think I would try to go home."
"Excellent, Whatfor, excellent!" Homely exclaimed. "Home!
Of course!"
He pushed off from the curb with a vengeance and pumped
madly southward towards the harbour. The yellow-orange-crimson
circles were still barely visible and they did, indeed, head to the
harbour area. They began to wander the backstreets down there,
however, as if they could not quite figure out how to get to the
water's edge.
I was, by this time, beginning to get rather exhausted (and quite
hungry) and exclaimed with a tired, hungry disgust, "Just what,
pray tell, are we searching for, Homely?"
"Not a damned thing, my dear friend," replied our bicycle's
pilot happily_
"Pardon me?" I asked (or my stomach growled).
"We are not searching any longer, Whatfor, for we have found
what we were searching for."
"Pardon me?" I reiterated.
Homely pointed at a slowly moving vehicle in front of us. I
looked up.
"We were searching for a school bus?"
"It's the bloody elephant, you ass," Homely explained good
naturedly.
''I've never seen a yellow one with a bumper and a back door,"
I said, thinking my friend had been out in the cold too long.
"Have you ever seen one that didn't stop at a railroad crossing,
as this one just failed to do?" he replied.
"Yes."
"Oh," Homely said non-nonplussed. "Well, have you ever known
one with exhaust the sort that one just dropped on the road?"
As we rode through the aforementioned dropping and some of it
splattered up on my face, I had to agree that it wasn't your average
carbon emission.
Homely pumped faster, forcing me to do likewise. We passed
the bestial bus on the left and got in front of it. Homely then
turned, pulled his slingshot out of his pocket and an elephant shell
out of the other one, took both of his hands off the handlebars,
loaded his weapon, aimed, and shot .
I heard something tinkle. The pachyderm dropped like a bad
argument almost crushing a Volkswagen in the opposite lane.
Homely ~ade a sharp U-turn (I fell off at this point) and headed
back to the fallen mammoth.
J brushed myself off and went back to join my friend who was
stooped over picking up what appeared to be hard raspberry candies. The elephant did not look well.
"Homely," I began, "I hate to be a pest, but could you please
tell me what is going on here?"
"Still can't figure it out, eh, Whatfor?" he laughed.
"Nope".
"Okay _ then, here's the story. Two criminals found out about
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the ruby on Hannibal's forehead and broke into his residence last
night . When they couldn 't get the ruby without the elephant, they
decided to take him with it until they could figure a way to get it
off.
"Logically, they thought that an elephant being dragged around
Toronto might raise some eyebrows. They got some paint and disguised him as his size necessitated - that is, as a school bus. They
had to get him out of the garage before our client came for him in
the morning, so they could not wait for the paint to dry. The
circles we were following were the beast's paint-covered footprints.
"The criminals took Hannibal to the glue factory on Eglinton.
One stayed with him in the parking lot and the other one went
inside to see if he could find a powerful adhesive dissolvent. He
couldn'r

"They then stopped at the hardware store on Yonge Street to
examine their stock of dissolvents. Again, nothing. At this point,
the elephant was becoming rather agitated (as elephants will) and
stomped on - and killed - his two kidnappers. The crimson which
was mixed with the yellow-orange paint was their blood .
"The elephant then decided to quit this awful town and, as you
correctly deduced, sought to go home to India. The airport was
too far away, so he decided to go home by boat, but got lost when
he got down here to the waterfront. You know the rest."
The theory fit like a prostitute's leather suit. "There's just one
thing, my dear friend," I asked, "Why didn't we find the bodies of
the two criminals?"
"We did that, too," replied Homely, pointing to the elephant's
upturned feet .
I went over and examined them. There were pairs of rubber boots
on two of Hannibal's feet. I tugged on one pair and there was a
body standing in them. It unfolded like a limp accordion and hung
there. The criminals certainly had been stomped on.
I also noticed that, along with what looked like a bad case of
lumbago, the beast wasn't breathing. We had a dead elephant on
our hands. I looked at Ilomely. lie shrugged. It wasn't one of his
better aimed shots.
"Hey, Bud! That your cow?" A traffic cop had pulled up beside us and was pointing at Hannibal's body.
"It's not a cow - it's an elephant," explained Homely_ "And
it isn't ours - it belongs to a client of mine."
"Look, I don't care if it's a school bus. You tell your client
that he'd better get it off the road." The officer went off, muttering something about the worse case of littering he had ever
seen, leaving Ilomely and I with the worse case of dead pachyderm we had ever seen.
"Come on, Whatfore. We shall tqw Hannibal back to Carthage."
Homely mounted the tandem and I got on the back seat again.
I grabbed the elephant by the trunk and we started off to Laker
Street. It wasn't very far ( and mostly downhill, at that), but by the
time we got home I had a hernia for an elbow.
Homely and I stuffed Hannibal into the elevator and climbed to
our apartment. I was a little concerned about the weight of the animal in the lift, but the ever wise sleuth indicated the licence which
hung on the elevator wall: "Limited - 12 persons", it read. Perfect
legality.
We dragged our client's dead charge along the hall and, after
greasing the frame of our door, managed to push the corpse into our
home. We laid him out on the living room rug.
No sooner had we done this, than our aged papal client came
rushing through our still opened door.
"Oh, Mr. Surely Homely, I've made such a terrible mistake_ .. "
she exclaimed, stopping short as she caught sight of her prone pachyderm.
"Yes?" prodded the sleuth.
"Why, you have found Hannibal!"
"Quite," said Homely sadly. "Unfortunately, he's had
a mishap."
"How so?" Sister Yrasor asked, looking at the elephant.
"Well, he's bloody well dead, isn't he?" comforted my friend.
"Quite," observed the nun. "Oh, no matter - I don't have any
further use for the dirty beast."
"What about your arena construction?" I asked.
"That was my terrible mistake which I began to tell you about.
The Archbishop did not tell me I had to make an arena - he told me
I had to make a novena." She saw my puzzled look and explained,
"A novena is a recitation of penitent prayers, you heathen."
"Oh," I agreed.
"What of the ruby, Mr. Homely?" Sister Yrasor asked eagerly.
"Well, I'm afraid that met with a mishap also."
"It did?" I gasped, not realizing what fate had befallen the gem.
"Yes," Homely replied. "My powerful shot hit Hannibal right
on the ruby. They don't make rubies like they used to." With that,
he reached into his pocket and drew out a handful of the hard raspberry candies which weren't hard raspberry candies. He handed
them to the Mother Inferior.
She stared at them for a little while, then pressed two of the
larger pieces into Homely's hand. "You've done a fine job. Perhaps the other chunks may still be worth something." With that,
she turned and left. I heard her Jaguar peel out.
Homely had the ruby chunks mounted as cuff links. Sister
Yrasor did, indeed, find a buyer for the remaining gems and got
enough money to buy proper habits and turn a nice little profit.
As for Hannibal, Ernest ate most of him for supper that night
and finished the rest of him off for breakfast the next morning
(tusks and all). Ernest was getting to be a big rat.
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Catharsis bids farewell
By DEB KENNEDY

The final weekend of Catharsis is over. For five months the
coffeehouse served as a location where people exchanged
creative energy of all forms .
Catharsis gave many local residents an opportunity to present
their own art forms, and professional artists (mostly in the
music field) to share their crafts.
The close does not indicate
a failure . Rather, the volunteer
staff has succeeded. They filled
a void in the Windsor community. Windsor needs a place where
artists can interact, and individual potentials can be developed. Although Catharsis has closed, the need still exists. The
void will widen again, when the
loss of the coffeehouse is felt.
The progress of Catharsis
proves that area residents are

aware of the value of such an
organization.
However , that
awareness is not widespread.
As a result, the transient nature
of the coffeehouse has not been
replaced by one of permanence .
Chris Creighton-Kelly
and
Wendy Solloway, as directors of
Catharsis, have fostered the motivation for other people in the
community
to continue the
cycle. For three years, Chris
and Wendy co-ordinated the
sources of energy which went
into each performance . They
accomplished this only because
there were other people who
believed in and worked for the
alternative Catharsis was.
This part of the coffeehouse
cycle is over. Yet, the cycle is
still moving . The energy, both
present and latent, is here
but is has to grow. llopefully,

Hobbitts seen
in a library
By DEB KENNEDY

Gandalf, Bilbo, Gollum, and
fellow creatures of J.R. Toikine's The Hobbitt were at the
Windsor Main Public Library
lase Saturday .
A troupe of six performers
from the Toronto Young People's Theatre delighted over 250
people, most of them under
the age of ten .
The set was simple and the
costumes colourful. The troupe
used occassional singing and
taped background music to add
to the enchantment .

-

The performers were immersed totally in their roles. Their
movements were fluid and confident' and their voices proud
and dramatic. Through their
characters, they celebrated qualities of insight , kindness and
humility and respect . There was
no violence . The struggles between some of the characters
were done tastefully, and death
occured with grace.
The troupe did an excellent
job of bringing the magic of the
novel onto stage . The expressions of wonder and suspense
on the faces of the children was
the real success .

WEEKLY

the cycle is moving to~a~ds
another gathering place s1m1lar
to the original Catharsis .
The last performance at Cath arsis was given by Rick Taylor.
Although he is an impressive
guitarists, Taylor fails as a
perf~rmer because he ignores
his audience . He is such an
intense musician that when
playing before a small crow_d
he locks himself into his music
~no awav from his listeners .
Friday night, the first half of
his performance was filled with
this tension. It was the guest
set played by a local group,
I Iomestead , which eased the
audience into relaxation . There
is a unity between these three
musicians, John Airey on bass,
Steve Brown and Bob Johnson
on guitars, which sets their
music into a flow . Their collective spirit disperses a feeling of
warmth . However, it is their
musical talents which makes
their names worth noting. The
songs they played, Run Away,
and Wings of a Bird, by Brown,
and Mother Nature and Children
of Light by Johnson are fine
compositions.
Taylor's second set outshined
his first as he swung into a
stream of blues on his electric.
I le handles the old blues tunes
as if he had written them.
Ain't Nothin' But a Rattlesnake

is a lively blues tune which will
be on his next album
A closing celebration
for
Catharsis will be held on Saturday night at 119 Ouellette.
The Benefit-Bash will feature
special entertainment beer, wine
and other treats. The party begins at 8 :30, admission is $2
for non-members and $1 for
members.

SPECIAL

-

IN CONCERT

WILLIE DIXON

at Masonic Temple
968 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor
SAT. APRIL 29- 78
OPEN BAR
Tickets $5.50
Avilable at .
RECORDS ON WHEELS

STARSHIP EARTH - ONLY 4.77

Canada's Least Known
Record Store.
RECORD ON WHEELS
552 OUELLETTE AVE.
WINDSOR,
ONT.

Bell and Burns
doesn't rhyme
By ROBIN ROBERTSON
The Immigrant

Biographical notes seldom tell us anything revealing about their
subject, but in the paragraph on the dustjacket of The Immigrant,
when the publishers inform us that John Bell "came to his love of
poetry through a gift of a book of Robert Burns' poetry from his
mother -in-law ", we have all the knowledge necessary for appreciation of a writer such as Bell .
Robert Burns and John Bell, if you can mention their names in
the same sentence, or even allow them the same generic title of poet,
have a similar background but stand at opposite poles of the artistic
spectrum . Both Burns and Bell were born in Ayrshire, Scotland,
and both were denied an academic education, preventing them from
learning the techniques of the poetic craft and from examining in
detail the literature of the past. The difference between them is
that Burns educated himself to a point where he was aware of the
continuum of art and at the same time mastered that art, so transcending his limiting Ayrshire environment. Bell, on the other hand,
still languishes in the parochial and the naively ignorant sub-culture
of the rural north-west Border country, despite the fact he now lives
in Aurora, Ontario.
. The 'poetry' in this book hardly deserves that title, since no
professional writer in the twentieth century would ever seriously
write in nursery rhyme rhythms as used in the poem '?' :
"Isr, • it strange about Chinamen?
No matter where you go
Chinese food is there to be found Hey-ling, Ho-ming, Hi-lo .
Here is something very puzzling They seldom ask for support;
And where you see them seldom, is,
Inside the county court . "
Bell has very little to work with, but what he has, he milks dry.
His vocabulary is severely limited and his knowledge of poetical
devices extends only as far as a vague ability to rhyme, which he
does with terrifying consistency :
"The telephone bill came in last monthOver twenty dollars.
When that envelope was opened
You could bear me holler" . ('The Telephone Bill')
Words are twisted into the tortured syntax and inevitably, with
such a rigid, unimaginative rhyme-scheme, some outrageous blunders occur. Bell is especially prone to the 'faux pas' when talking
about birds in flight :
"Confidence flying on the wing
To soar unending sky,
The call of nature spurs them on
For man to wonder why . " ('Canada Goose')
and,
"It could be he, it could be she,
In flying bird it's hard to see. " ('Gulled ')
Now this is ridiculous, but Bell is not simply a cliche-ridden
hack, he is also a purveyor of nasty homespun philosophies. Generally these are limited to mawkish verses about his family and the
'love of God' but occasionally they become dangerous in their
moral didacticism. In 'News Tragedy' he suggests that the psychologically disturbed mother who drowns her children and then
attempts her own life, would in fact "be better off / Classified as
dead."
I could go on, but a poetaster such as Bell simply does not deserve it. He is indicative of all that is bad in poetry today, and he
manages to express this dilemma himself (albeit incompetently)
in the poem 'Meaningless Chore':
"Being scoffed at is notbing new .
Ordinary folk ,
In fact, near everybody
Treats poets as a joke."
One is tempted to reply that it's not surprising that poetry is
treated as a joke if the only examples that people see are lines
of drivel like this. There is no hint of humility in Bell's poems,
and the very fact that they are being published suggests some form
of misplaced personal pride. Since Vantage Press made the comparison with Burns,. I surely have the right to continue that inane
collocation of names . The Scottish bard said in his 'Epistle to J,
Lapraik' :
"I am nae poet, in a sense
But just a rhymer like by cbance "
Bell, in his poem 'Which is Which' talks about his own creative
work and says of it:
" This one is a11amateur
Tbat is something grand ."
Burns will be remembered as a unique, imaginative poet who expressed old truths in new, exciting ways . John Bell has nothing to
say and says it badly - and, if there is such a thing as providential
justice, will very soon be forgotten.
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(Asylum) was released last year.
Step two of his comeback
is ,achieved with Excitable Boy
on Asylum records.
This is a much heavier effort
than the last and is also more
consistent. This is no small
thanks to Fleetwood Mac co. hort Waddy Watchel whose guitar runs sound as if he has
been using th,:m . to rid the
sewers of the entire rat population.
It's nice to have friends and
Zevon has a barrel full of them.
Along with Watchel and Browne,
Zevon has Linda Ronstadt doing
background vocals, John McVie
on bass, and Mick Fleetwood
on drums .
Zevon can sure turn a 'Phrase,
as indicated by Werewolves

Excitable Boy
By F.J. KOVACIC

Warren Zevon has come our
of nowhere to become one of
America's foremost writer-performer in the last year . . . or
hashe?
Eight years ago Zevon released an album that was well
received by the critics but fizzled commercially. Wanted: Dead
or Alive (Imperial, 1970) was
a schizophrenic effort and sent
him scurrying back into the

Al Demeola
Elegant Gypsy
By DOMENIC D'AMORE

Elega111 Gypsy 1s an adequate name for Di Meola's
newest attempt.
The sounds
flow from his guitar with extreme emotion.
The album is made up of
seven instrumental pieces. You
might say that the tunes are

in London:

He's the hairy banded gent wbo
ran amock in Kent
Lately he's been overbeard m
Mayfair
Better stay away from bim
lle'll rip your lungs out, Jim
I'd like to meet your tailor
Werewolves of London
Along with the insane Werewolves in London, Zevon has
included the anthem-like Joh-

shadows.
A couple of years ago, however,

he

befriended

Jackson

Browne, and it was under
Browne's urging that the very
strong effort, Warren Zevon

1
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music.There is truly no need
for lyrics, since DiMeola's guitar
work speaks its own language.
The precision and speed of his
guitar licks almost caress the
ears with soothing Latino-influenced jazz sounds.
Di Meola seems to have found
the same influences as Carlos
Santana. Many of the cuts on
this album are reminiscent of
Santana's Europa and Moonflower, but the feelings expressed in the notes of the
song Midnight Tango and the
speed on the fretboard in songs
like Flight Over Rio.
D1 ~eola 1s not only excessively talented with his axe,
but shows his mastery at the
control panel by giving a sound
that is clear and precise. Al
Di Meola was chosen as the
number one jazz guitarist of
1977 (by Guitar Player mag)
and rightly so. He is smooth,
intense, exciting, and deserves
all the credit that comes his
way.
This is an invogorating LP
suitabie for situations like relaxing by the fire with your
own Elegant Gypsy.

Kiss

Alive II

nny Strikes up the Band:

They'll be rocking in the projects.
Walking down along the strand
Freddie get ready

vehicle for Di Meola's guitar
.vork, but that does not take
1way from his brilliance with
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"You Wanted The Best and
You've Got The Best, The
l lottest Band In The World
KISS!
I don't believe that Kiss is
too far from the truth when
they proclaim themselves as the
hottest band. Kiss is loved not
only throughout North America, but in England, Japan, and
Europe. Even with all of their
fame and glory, I find Kiss to
be, in some ways, almost insulting.
The main reason for this is
because they have become one
of the largest commercial projects in years. Kiss does not
try to appeal to the young teenage group, along with the prepubic idols like Shaun Cassidy,
and Andy Gibb. No, Kiss are the
heros of the world's juveniles.
Their overbill brand of stage
performance, comic-strip immortality, and super-hero masquerade game put them right
up on top with the youngsters.
The kids will nag and whine at
their parents to buy them a
'Kiss lunch box' and for a copy

of the 'Love Gun' LP.
What truly puzzles me, is
Kiss' style of grinding rock
n' roll. Why (besides the fact
that they cau't play anything
else) play such straight forward heavies as they tend to
do? Well, all I know 1s that
"Alive II" sounds like an electric world war, and almost out
muscles the original "Kiss Alive"
'Musically speaking, the most
improved of the Kiss lineup is
lead guitarist "Ace Frehley".
Ace's guitar riffs have improved considerably since their last
live attack upon the world (not
that I would mistake him for
Jimmy Page, of course).
0

One side of this douole
record set is a collection of
five all new studio recordings,
and is quite enjoyable as a matter of fact. I even enjoy most
of the live material, but this
band has an unbelievable obsession with sex. Kiss' lyrics,
song titles, and album titles
usually deal with sex. This is
a band of sexually frustrated
perverts trying to live out
their sexual fantasies through
their music.
Take for example the title
of their last studio effort Love
Gun, or the song Shock Mc
where the chorus goes ["shock
me . . make me feel better,
shock me .. put on your black
leather.")
It seems that with
Kiss, kinky sex is number one,
and they are pulling in an awful
lot of money from it. Don't
get me wrong (and many will
persecute me for it but) I
really like the album. Songs
like Doctor Jave, Love Gun,
I Want You, Detroit Rock City
and Ladies Room all carry an
abundance
of rock n' roll
energy and catchiness, that I
cannot help but like. Well if
you want to feel like a kid
again, pick up Alive II besides
I have to go now, my · grease
paint is dripping.
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Rock Steady
Wben Jobnny strikes up the
Band
Most of the songs on the
LP involve violence in some
way or another and it makes
you wonder if his career will
be washed up because he'll
be serving a stint at Folsom
for mass murder. I mean, look
at what happened to Claudine
Longer for Chrissake.
It's a good one and you can
expect to hear more about
what's-his-name
m the near
future . If not musically, then
maybe in the police blotter.

1111118
Warren Zevon
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Dancers ~nd drumm ers bring Afri ca to Windsor
By CHIMBO MUTUMA
On both March 3rd and 11th,
the
Ambassador
Auditorium
reverberated with the sounds of
the African drums and thunderous feet of the Amen-Ra
dancers. Accompanying
the
drumming and dancing were the
whistles, tambourines and screaming feminine voices. All that
was done within the framework
of the African culture.
It all started with the ritual
ceremony (portrayal of African
religion) of sprinkling water on
the front of the stage, symbolizing a highly respected African tradition of giving thanks
to the ancestors. The ceremony,
accompanied by a drum boat
after each segment of praise
to the ancestors and an ox-tail
waving, was immediately fol-

lowed by a welcoming dance
called, "Fanga
Alafia". The
dance, music and drums created
so much excitement, similar to
that which can be witnessed
among African villagers when receiving visitors.
The Amen-Ra are an American company of drummers and
dancers,
formed
in January
1977. These young men and women came together in response
to the need for the introduction,
reinstatement
and propagation
of the disappearing
African
culture among the black communities in North America, especially the U.S.A.
It is the Amen-Ra's firm
belief that the survival of African culture depends on the present generation and that it is
this generation's duty to pay

Players end season
The University of Windsor
Players' final production of the
season will be The Real Inspector Hound with After Magritte, March 31, April 1,2,
4,5,6,7,~ at Essex Hall Theatre.
The curtain
raiser, After
Magritte, is a surreal gambol
into absurdity. The central image, a one-legged, blind footballer carrying a tortoise under
one arm, running down the
street in the • pouring rain, is
tossed about with Stoppard's
typical lunacy. Each of the four
characters see the facts in a
totally different light. Ambiguity is read into every word
as the author leads us up the
garden path to an altogether
ludicrous ending. Stoppard himself said, "After Magritte is not

an intellectual play, it's a nuts
and bolts comedy."
The subject of The Real
Inspector Hound is obstensibly
the rivalry between two drama
critics who, somewhat bewilderingly, are drawn into the
action of the play which they
are reviewing. Like Rosencrantz and Guildenstern Are Dead
it is a play within a play, the
audience by a trick of the eye
being projected into the play
which they are watching just
as the two critics themselves
will be later in t he work
Essex Theatre Box Office
opens for regular sales on
Monday, March 27. Reservations
and further
information
are
available anytime at 253-4565.

tribute to their ancestors and
teach other black peoples of
the world about their African
heritage. This philosophy
is
confirmed by their pronouncements during the ritual ceremony, where they give thanks
t·o the creator, fathers and mothers of Africa, children of Africa, African teachers, praises
to the black ancestors, black
nations and finally praises to
the African drummers and dancers in order for their message
to be received by the audiences.
The Amen-Ra came to the
University of Windsor at the
invitation of the African Students Association to join in the
celebration of African cultural
week, which is an annual event
sponsored by African students
at the University of Windsor.
This year's cultural week focused on a particular issue "African Talking Drums, Dance
and Music."
In her introductory remarks
at cultural night, association president
Nomthetho
Simelane
spoke of the significance of the
drums in African saciety and
their uses. "For example, drums
were used for communication
purposes; conveying messages of
illness, death, birth, advancement of an enemy and dancing."
she said.
The group make their own
drums and dresses, and are
k now n as some of the best
drummers and dancers in orth
America. Most of the songs
and dances are in African languages, especially west African; the ritual dialogue is conducted in Swahili.

Throughout their performances, the Amen-Ra do not use microphones and yet they play
the drums bare handed, which
is typical African drumming.
An attempt had been made to
provide microphones but just a
hand stroke of the drum by lead
drummer Sundiata blew up the
auditorium p.a. system.
On cultural night, the group
performed for three hours without an intermission. It was on
the basis of this performance
that they were requested to
perform on International Night.
They were the main attraction
of International Night and every
word they uttered met with the
approval of the audiences. After

twenty minutes of hard drum.
ming, dancing and horn blowing,
the audience went wild a d
.
' n
cned for more.
The Amen-Ra's performanc
at the Unive.rsity of Windso~
has marked a significant Ste
towards briding the gap b:.
tween the African students and
their .black American brother s
an d sisters. Most African students felt closer to home duriro
0
the whole celebration.
When asked how they felt
about the Amen-Ra's performances, most Windsorites confessed that it was the most
authentic portrayal of African
culture ever presented in Windsor.
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Bands for your dancing and
listening pleasure
Live Nightly Entertainment
Closed March 24 - Good Friday
Sat. Mar. 25
'REDWOOW
DIRECT FROM LONDO N

Mon. April 3 - Sat. April 8
'T ·B·A·'
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CJAM HILITES
By CJAM

MOSAIC
Mosaic is a program focusing on many different subjects on this
week's Mosaic, we will be featuring interviews with people such as:
Faye Dance, hostess of Wintal'io (pre-empted last week ... sorry
for the inconvenience.
Rick Spence of "The Lance".
Lisa Dal Bello - an indepth CJAM exclusive on Lisa's career,
from Molson Canadian Beer commercials to her own album.
All Mosaic talk programs are aired at 11 a.m. Following this
part of the program and also at 9 :05 p.m. we'll be previewing
the new albums for the week.

Marth 24 ...
Peter Max Product - St. Regency Hotel /
Catharsis BeneMarch 25 ...
fit Bash - Catharsis / March
25 . . . Lonnie L. Smith Ford Auditorium I March 27
...
Wood Herman Band Cleary Auditorium
/ April 1
. . . Peter Allen - Hyatt Regency I April 1 ...
Jim Post
- University of Detroit / April
4 . . Journey, Mo ntrose, Van
Halen - Flint I.M.A. / April
6 . . . Stanley Clark - Masonic
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We need a vacation like the rest of you, so we'll be off the air
from Friday morning to Sunday night ... From all of us at CJAM
....
"Happy Easter" - Hope you get the egg you want .....

By CJAM
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FEATURE ALBUMS
Monday, March 27 - Samantha Sang "Emotion".
Tuesday, March 2~ - Blackbyrds "Unfinished Busines~"Wed nesday, March 29 - Ian Gillan Band "Scarabus". '
Thursday, March 30 - Seawind "Windows of a Chi ld".
Friday, March 31 - Space Project "Conquest of the Stars".
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/ April 11 . . . Shaun Cassidy
- Michigan Theatre / April
11 . . . Shawn Phillips - Michigan Theatre / April 14 ...
Renaissance, Robert Palmer Masonic / April 14 ...
John
Denver, Al DiMeola - Olympia
/ April 15 . . . Rufus - Cobo
/ April 20 . . . David Bowie
- Cobo I April 2 3 ... The Leon
Russell Show Masonic I
April 24 ... Detroit Sym phony
Orchestra plays music from
Outer Space - Cobo / May 11
... Maynard Ferguson - Royal
Oak Theatre.
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IN THE SHOWERS
By PETER NASH

Over the past decade it has become increasingly apparent that
a definite system for the governing of money channelled into amateur sports must be found. In an area of cutbacks the government
has become increasingly tight-lipped about where the money should
come from and how much should be put towards amateur sports.
Last fall, Minister of Sports, Iona Campagnola forwarded a Green
Paper to the federal govern~ent on how amateur sports stand today
m Canada. Among other thmgs the report had a substantial section
on funding, amateur sports.
Unfortunately, although the report covers almost all the sectors
of financing in sport, it takes no stand on any of the controversial
issues.One of the most important of these is the question of private
companies sponsoring amateur sports. The report says "more and
more questions have been raised about the sponsorship of sport
by breweries, distilleries, tobacco manufacturers, etc. Sport organizations do not intend to look a gift horse in the mouth even though
governments, including the federal government, may disapprove
of touting the association of certain products with amateur sports
and athletes."
This report sees fit to tell us that it is wrong for sports to be
backed by private interests but they don't make any mention of
where amateur sports are going to get the money if they don't use
the private sector. Campagnola made sure not to mention that the
government isn't going to put in more money.
The report was meant, in its own words, to "ensure the continuinginvolvment of interested Canadians in the development of their
own sports future". Later in the report we find out how Canadians
are going to have a "continuing involvement." They state that
"parents in Canada seem committed to paying most of the individual
costs of their children's participation in sports." There is no mention
of where this statistic comes from. If there were a separate organization set up that was at least partially funded by the government,
parents would not have to carry the entire burden.
A major portion of amatuer sports funding seems to have been
forgotten altogether. That is the college athlete. At a university
such as Windsor the players are forced to support themselves;
there is no room m the budget for things such as equipment embursements. Players going on road games are given seven dollars a
day to eat. That certainly does seem to be a huge amount of money
for an athlete to nurish himself. It alll comes down to the fact that
there is no money alloted to these athletes, and by the sound of the
report there won't be any changes in the near future.
The report was set up to build guide lines for Canada's future
in amatuer sports. That future seems quite clear and it isn't very
optomistic.

U of Tsurprised by Alberta
By PETER NASH

The University of Toronto
Blues were supposed to win
their third consecutive hockey
championship
this year but
somebody forgot to tell the
Alberta Golden Bears. I folding
a three goal edge after one period, the Golden Bears hung on
to defeat the Blues 6-5.

Intramural notice

Toronto had been rated as
the number one team in Canada since the beginning of the
season but Alberta forward Kevin Primeau, MVP of the tournament noted that "Maybe everyone else thought we were

BADMINTON
From March 13 - 16 the Intramural Badminton Tournament was
held at St. Denis Hall. There was an excellent turnout for both
men and women. The results are as follow:
Mens' Singles - Scott Duff with a 21-HI victory over Eric Libmau.
Womens' Singles - Mary Oliphant with an 8-11, 11-10, 11-10 decision over Brenda Mccarron.
Mens' Doubles - Scott Duff and Craig Duff with a hard fought
comeback victory over M.H. Tan and Y.P. Low 21-18.
Womens' Doubles - This event was held in a round, round style
with Brenda McCarron and Deb Sukarukoff winning with a 6 win
no loss record.
Mixed Doubles - Bob Boucher and Brenda Mccarron won this
event with a 21-14 decision over Scott Duff and Leslie Bell.

going to Jose, but we knew we
were going to smoke them."
Toronto Coach Tom Watt
said that "There 1s no doubt
that we were beaten by a better
team. No other team has been
able to forecheck us the way
they did. We've got no excuses."
Dave Jenner, Kevin Primeau and Stan Swales scored first
period goals for the Golden
Bears and that completely undermined the U. of T. attack.
The normally devastating Blues
offence couldn't get off the
ground early and coming back
against Alberta m the late

ltubpf) ~tplt

going proved impossible.
Dan D'Alvise and Larry Hopkins answered for the Blues,
in the first period, on power
plays and in the second period
Doug Herridge brought Toronto
to within one. That was as
close Toronto could get. Cary
Farelli and Rocci Pagnello scored in the third period for the
Blues, but Primeau's second
goal of the game sewed up the
victory for Alberta.
Farelli broke a tournament
record by scoring six goals in
the three gaines he played dur:
ing the tournament.
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Your

INNERTUBE
The final night is on Tuesday, March 28, 1978 (switched from
Thursday, March 23, due to Easter weekend).
9:30 - Winner Tubes vs Quackers
9:45 - Electa H20-NO's vs Humkins
10:00 - Tmy Tots vs Fishmongers
10:15 - Chloronnights vs Unknowns
10:30 - Consolation Championship Game
10:45 - Championship Game.
Come out on Tuesday to the see the finals. It ~111be an excitmg
finish to a great season. There should be some surpnses.
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2846 UNIVERSITY WEST
Under The Bridge

For appointments call 258-2490
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Lance-CJAM battle it out in b ball match
By KEN MOTHERS

The Lance Cronies soundly
defeated the CJAM Disc Throwers 105-66 last Friday at
Old St. Denis Hall. Tough defence and aggressive offence
were characteristic of Lance
play.
CJAM felt they had a distinct advantage by bringing in
a 6 foot 6 inch ringer named
Bruiser Zurken. Fortunately the
Lance came back with its own
secret weapon, Marg "Never
Miss" Hyland. A former intercollegiate star, Miss Hyland
was able to out-jump, outscore and out-run the six foot
six inch gorilla.
The only highlight for the
CJAM squad was the invincible
all star Tosh "Slam Dunk"'
Noma. This veritable giant he!ped the Disc Throwers with his
superior ball handling abilities
and his incredible ability to
reverse slam dunk the ball at
the height of five feet (negative
three inches).
The Disc Throwers came out
with an early full court press
engineered by that devious traitor Don "Floater" Peppin. After
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"Claw Hands" Spence is put to work against CJAM last Friday as a capacity crowd looks on.
taking him into their confidence
the Cronies were shocked to find
out that he had snuck down to
the seedy headquarters of the
Disc Throwers (in the basement
of the University Centre) and
give away all the secret plans
of the Cronies.

The Lance was able to prove
again that good always prevails
over evil, by severely thrashing
Peppin on the court. This task
was carried out by none other
than "Claw I lands" Spence
himself. With his great ability
to hack an opponent at any

time during the game (sometimes severely lacerating his
own teammates, when not kept
under control), Spence was able
to gain a pound of Peppin's
flesh, although much blood was
spilled.
Early in the game it became

apparent that the game would
be a run away . Deb "Whir(.
\\ind" Kennedy combined with
Hands
Halbert
to gain twent,}
.
.
points apiece. They were close(
followed by "Thirty Foore/
Chernish who became farnou
for his tips to Rick Barry 0 ~
when and how to shoot.
. A surprising upstart for the
Disc Throwers was J .R. Junior
Calcot a three time all Canadian
at Ridley College for Very Good
Boys. Calcot is known across the
country for his great wind conditioning. Other CJAM all star~
were not available. since most of
them only had weekend passes
from Windsor Western Hospital's 'Very Very Nervous' Ward
The Lance squad was rounded out by Big John Revell
(who can do anything he want~
to), Phil, "Three-Sixty" Kane
Killer Kovacic, and Head Coach
Photographer J.P. "Punch" Mortimer.
This article was written by an
unconnected
objective,
free
"Lance" reporter who wanted
nothing to do with the game
(almost). And they didn't pay
me a thing to say they won.

Tigers looking for second place finish
By DA VE POWIS

Will the promise of spring be
fulfilled by early autumn? While
the Detroit Tigers' roster looks
solid enough, and their Grapefruit League performance to
date has been impressive, there
are still some questions to be answered this season.
Following is an analysis of
the Detroit Tigers, by position.
1st Base
Jason Thompson is one of the

better first basemen in the game.
He is a genuine long-ball threat
with an inclination to go to the
opposite field. While he isn't a
Golden Glove threat candidate
yet, his fielding is improving.
2nd Base
Selling Tito Fuentes to the
Montreal Expos, left the door
open for "Sweet" Lou Whitaker. Whittaker has impressive minor league credentials. If Sweet
Lou sours, then Steve Dillard -

good bat, questionable
will play second base.

glove -

Shortstop
Either Alan Trammel or Mark
Wagner can do the job defensively.
The Tigers would prefer
Trammel to play shortstop but
look for Wagner to play regularly, sometime in May.
3rd Base
Aurelio Rodriguez is the best
fielding third baseman since Pie

Traynor in the 1939's. His average and power are enough to secure the hot corner position.
Left Field
Steve Kemp is a battler, a
leader, and a hitter. He'll bearound for the next 10 years.
Centre Field
Everyone's predicting superstardom for Ron Leflore. He already is.
Tim

Right Field
Corcoran and

Charlie

Spikes will be platooned unless
one player gets hot and stays
that way.
Catcher
Look for Milt May to start
the season but Lance Parrish
should be the regular backstop
by the time that the season rolls
around.
Starting Pit..:hers
If Mark Fydrich and Dave
Rozema are recovered from their
arm troubles, then all is well.
Fidrych and Jim Slaton are destined to win 20 games while
Jack Billingham and Rozema
should manage 30 victories between the two of them. Jack
Morris, Vern Ruhle, or Fernando Arroyo will battle for the
other spot in the rotation.
Relief Pitchers
If John Hiller has recovered
from last year's debacle, he can
be the bullpen. Steve Foucault
is a capable fireman. Bob Sykes
and Bruce Taylor are no slouches.
Manager Ralph Houk's job is
on the line. He's got the talent
if it matures and stays relatively
injury-free. This reporter's forecast for the 1978 season has the
Tigers finishing second.
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THREE POEMS BY EVA TIHANYI
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Acrobatics
This is never easy

Interim
Night interrupted:
the candle's unsteady eye
teeters light in all directions
throws its flame in our wine~lass{s
The wine burns
but there is a fear
no fire can satiate
Even in this timeless room
we are not timeless

Request
In the cool bed, a new warmth
a wine-stained breath of love '
We move through the night in wonder, forget
that soon morning will come, a voyeur
to our window
forget that we will watch the world
with the eyes of old women
suspicious of love
Know me now:

Whether there are two or three
or four of us doesn't matter
nor if we are man or woman', clothed
or naked
It is the heart's aging into ashes
the body's innocence that matt~rs
its hunger for sacraments of light
unaware it is the dark that makes them sweet
dark
'
that caused the hunger

She watches him as he talks, memorizes
his mouth, the movements of his face
as he teeters on the tightrope of her silence,
empty seats below on either side
He feels the straight supple line
beneath his feet, tries not to think of falling
He smiles, knows his words are necessary
and that hers would only hinder his escape
From point A to point B: a simple plan,
to go from a place where she is
to a place without her
H.e takes step after unsteady step,
his arms outstretched for balance
J\11th~ while he is talking and talking;
his voice echoes in the spotlit darkness
as he reaches for safety and descends
There is no applause
save her heartbeat in his ears
and the knowledge that year~ from now
she will imagine she can remember
the exact blue of his eyes

I regret nothing

Everything has a place in this world
'
'
even your longing, my fear
to yield it words
Give your eyes back their childhood
let mine have theirs
'

Eva Tibanyi is currently completing her M.A. in English and
Creative Writing at this university. She has been published
in Branching Out, The Niagara
Magazine, Room of One's Own
and elsewhere.

Randy Scotland is from Calgary, Alberta, and is currently
in Windsor completing bis M .A .
in English and Creative Writing.

The Trapshooter
Survival
Pull! The order hung in the air
alongside the arcing disc. The trapshooter
narrowed his eyes to a squint
of studies precision. Failing the mark,
he barked his anger again, Pull!,
and the trap was flung fast and high
through the breathless wind. His barrel
traced the sky and shot free
a sudden bullet. The clay pigeon
exploded in splinters and smoke, dissolving
like fireworks in the air. Pull! the trapshooter
yelled, and again the clay up-winged
to the sky.
Th is time, after he made the hit, the trapshooter
watched the disc drop heavy to the ground,
chipped only on one curved edge.
Slowly, he lowered the army rifle,
and smiled at the perfection
of his aim.

Heavy with paint, a poised brush
You sit
shivering by the open windows;
the brush stirs and the second eye
appears, hesitant
blinking fearfully like a newborn
You stare at yourself,
the face you have created

Waking
these paper prairies
garnished with a moon
too large for comfort

His phantom arm tingled:

make me want to forget you

now he was ready
to finish the war.

but i won't because:

He turned, and started for the city.

THREE POEMS BY RANDY SCOTLAND

my legs go wandering wide too far
and step after step
calls your nc1me
to the thicket of sparrows
crowding the telephone wires
welcoming the false dawn
of rose and cream
(the colours of your naked legs)

The night leans forward·
its white shadow grips '
the empty corners of the canvas
You plot the next move of love
the next stroke of colour
'
You defy the night with paint

The poetry featured in the past
two weeks of The Lance, and
this week's issue is a sample of
the work from the poets in the
Graduate Creative Writing Seminar of the Department of English.
Copyright remains in the hands oft he auth ors.
Illustration by Deb Hetherington
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Students rely too much on OFS leadership
By LEN WALLACE

ed, while Cassidy was more
warmly received. Nevertheless,
neither had proposed any firm
solutions to the crisis in the
educational sector beyond calling upon students to support
their respective parties in overturning the present Conservative
government. Cliff Pilkey, leader
of the Ontario Federation of
Labour, made the greatest effect
by commenting that the OFL
was in full support of student

The march to Queen's Park
in protest of post-secondary school education cutbacks, student
aid changes, and unemployment,
was a milestone in Ontario's
student movement. It was the
largest student demonstration
ever m Canada.
Some 7,000 individuals attended - the media, again showing its true "objectivity",
reported the number as only

nothing to abate our feelings
of helplessness.
Many students felt that OFS
was too eager in trying to pacify
us, and they felt they were
betrayed. Those OFS members
trying to tell the crowd to depart were shouted down as
"sell-outs".
A small group of students,
led by black flag carrying
anarchists, noticed that something was amiss in the pro-
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A student carries an OFS "No Cutbacks" poster.

Over 3,000 students packed U. of T.'s Convocation Hall before the march to Queen's Park .
The Windsor Star, also
showing its "concern" over students, did not even report the
event.
The protest was awe-inspiring to those of us from the
University of Windsor when
we entered the University of
Toronto's
Convocation
Hall
which was packed with over
3,000 other students. The air
was electrified, for all knew that
we were in attendance for a
common purpose - to make the
government hear our collective
voice. At the same time, it
made some of us ashamed that
the students at the University
of Windsor were not mobilised
in such a manner. Only eight
of us attended the rally.
The protest did however,
teach us a number of important lessons. The fact that only
eight Windsor students attended was not the fault of the
student body. Although posters were put up announcing
the coming demonstration, no
members of the elected Students' Administrative Council
were involved. Leaflets were
handed out by only ~o or
three involved students to the
campus community, only a day
before the rally.
The progress of the rally
also was cause for concern.
The leaders of the three provincial political parties were
asked to attend and address
the students. Mike Cassidy of
the Ontario New Democrats,
and Stuart Smith of the Ontario
Liberals, did so. Bill Davis was
nowhere to be found. While
thousands of demonstrators continually called for him to appear
on the steps of the legislature,
members of the Ontario Federation of Students commented
that Davis refused to talk with
us. Outrage was a mild word
to describe the reactions of the
crowd. We were never informed
that he was, in fact, attendmg a luncheon of the Chamber
of Commerce.
Smith was ridiculed and boo-

needs. It was not acting "irrationally" - it was acting rationally in the interests of corporate interests.
C:
And finally, we proved that
.,
.::: the student movement did not
-;
die in the sixties - it is very much
Ul
ci alive.
>,
The protest was a failure in
.0
C
internal
organisation. Windsor
0
.,:
did not take the time so ne0..
cessary to organise. So much
more could have been done.

4,000.

We had relied too much on
OFS leadership. Perhaps this was
the most important lesson of all.
The knowledge gained was that
we would have to organise
ourselves in our own way independent of the leadership
of OFS or SAC. Much more
information must be disseminated, and student involvement
from the bottom-up must be initiated. OFS and SAC are established to passively channel
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7,000 students chanted and carried posters as they marched in, "the largest student demonstration ever in Canada."
demands. The message that
many received was that the
issues within Ontario and Canada as a whole, called for an
alliance between students and
workers.
Demonstrators
also called
continuously for the appearance
of Harry Parron, the Ontario
Minister of Colleges and Universities. OFS leaders did not
tell the crowd that he was never
invited to address us.
After two hours of speeches
and chanting, the demo was
suddenly called to a halt. In a
futile attempt, the OFS members told all to go back to their
campuses and begin organising
there. But had we not organised before, and had not the
government refused to listen to
us? Why had we come to Toronto .... Just to go back again?
We did not want to go back.
We wanted to stay and make
the government listen. The actions of the OFS leaders did

ceedmgs and that students were
The main blow however, came
through student demands which
being given a runaround. In a
from the OFS leadership which
do not challenge the basis of
rash action, some tried to cross
expected us to show our indigthe present educational system.
the police barricades in order
nation at government actions,
Next
time, we will rely on our
to enter the legislature. To what
yet expected us to quietly
purpose? No one knew. But
own instincts.
leave.
the frustration was there.
Aside from the police barricades, the RCMP were but a
few feet away, taking pictures
of students. Police and RCMP
infiltrators moved freely among the demonstrators, taking
down names and observing. So
much for our right to express
views freely .
The protest was a success
and it was a failure. We were
successful in mobilising thousands of students across the ]"
province, bringing them to one -;
destination.
We showed the
government and the public that
>,
we were concerned, although .0
£
the media tried its best to .,:0
p..
minimise it. The government
itself convinced many that it
Windsor students Maryon Overholt and Steve Maclean at the
was unconcerned with student
rally.
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Contract negotiations fail

Campus unions talk strike to protect jobs
By RICK SPENCE
Alth ough the camp us faces
the thr eat of three major strikes
in Ap ril, no one 1s sure how
students will be affected.
Thr ee campus unions, involving maintenance and food personnel, technicians, and the engineers wh o ope rate the heating
plant ma y vote to str ike, sin ce
they have been unable to co me
to agreement with the university after many months
of
negotiation . The union members
are working under their old
contracts , which expired Jul y
!, 1977 .
Administration
spokesmen
told The Lance this week they
hope there will be no strike .
They were unable to say whether the university was preparing for a strike, because the
unions could claim they were
negotiating in bad faith, by
preparing for a strike.
The faculty association has
not yet taken a position on

whether professors

should cross

picket lines in case o f a strike .
Th e last campus strike was
held in Septe m be r, 1976, whe n
Local 1001 of the Canadian Un
ion of Public Employees (CUPE)
which represents maintenance
janitorial,
housekeeping
and
dietary staff, struck for four
days. Altho ugh convocation had
to be cancelled, classes stayed

decreased fund ing, is tryi ng to
inco rp orate budget-cutti ng measures in the new contracts, measures which the unions •claim
will cost jobs.
Money is not an issue in the
negotiations, Dufour says. The
Anti- Inflation Board will allow
only a six per cent wage increase.
On e co ncessio n de manded by
the universit y, acco rd ing to Du fo ur , is mo re flex ib ility to h ire
part-time staff. But if m o re
part -timer s wer e allowed , Du four say s, "t he universit y would
plug them in any place ," and
break up the union .
Dufour claims Local 1001 is
willing to compromise in the
area of Food Services , to help
relieve its perennial debt , which
reached
$227,000
last year.
However, the university negotiators, headed by Personnel
Services Director Gary Winter mute, want the concessions to
apply to the entire local, a
condition Dufour rejects .
Negotiations with the tech-

open beca use the facul ty association at that time was not
recogni zed as a legitimate un ion, and could not legally tell
it s members to honor the CUPE
picket lines .
The Vanier cafeteria and the
pub also stayed open during the
1976 strike.
Pete Dufour, president of the
201-member
local 1001, said
Wednesday, "I don't think anyone wants a strike."
However, Dufour believes a
strike may be necessary to put
pressure on the university, which
is taking a hard line in the negotiations.
The administration,
hurt by declining enrolment and

nicians in CUP E Loca l 1393
and with Local 102 of the
Canadian Union of Operating
Engineers have produced similar
results.
In each case, when negotiations first came to an impasse,
a conciliator was called in from
the Ministry of Labour.
T he same conciliato r, R . Verhay en was called m to media te
all three . Although talks are
st ill going on bet ween the uni versit y and the engineers, talks
with the CUPE lo cals ended
inc o nclusively . Verhayen
has
prepared a " no -board report " ,
to indicate he could not reconcile the parties.
The report is submitted to
the Minister of Labor, and then
goes to the parties involved.
Tw o weeks after receiving the
report , the unions can legally
strike. Dufour says a strike vote
could be held next week.
After the last conciliated
meeting between CUPE 1393
and the university, local president Bruce Gordon said : "the

un iversit y moved slightly but is
be ing ex tremel y unreasonable "
regarding guara nteeing staff their
jobs. According to Gordon's
statement
to the 60-member
local, the university wants to
move back the "protection
date" to July 1, 1972, which
"could cost the jobs of anyone
emp loyed aft er this date."
Gordon said tha t three o ther
issues were still outstanding,
and tha t the union was awaiting
the no-board report .
Dufour , of Local 1001 , says
the jobs of many employees over
50 years of age are threatened
by the university 's demands .
He points out that these employees would
have trouble
finding jobs elsewhere, and that
for that reason they would have
nothing to lose from a strike.
"They have to go on strike to
protect what they have," says
Dufour . If the union gives in
to the university administration's demands, he says, "we
might as well all start looking
for new jobs."
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Piazza throws $375 d-inner with student funds
By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI

The Lance has learned that
SAC President-elect Gino Piazza
spent $375 worth of student
fees for an 11-person dinner party he hosted at Ye Olde Steak
House last week.
Piazza, SAC Special Events
Commissioner,
Vice-President
Rob Whitenect, and Treasurer
Ernie Petrasovic took eight uni-

had asked the Student Council
executive earlier to approve the
dinner.
SAC executives, President Gary Wells, Whitenect, and
Petrasovic passed that request.
According to Wells, however, a
spending ceiling of $250 was imposed .
When asked Tuesday about
the price of the dinner, Piazza
said it was "no more than
$150."
He added that he had
never seen the bill, and that Petrasov1c had signed for it. SAC
maintains an account with Ye
Olde Steak House, and the expense of the evening was added
to that account. Petrasovic also denied seeing
the bill. He said Piazza signed
for it.
. The management of Ye Olde
Steak House ~aid no one signed
for the bill. Piazza left a business card and asked that the bill
be put on SAC's account.
Petrasovic could give no estimate of the cost of the dinner.
When asked if the price were
printed on the menu, he answered, "who looks?"

versity cheerleaders to dinner
March 23rd as a token of grati tude for their activities through
the year.
According to the restaurant's
records, $162.95 was spent on
eight bottles of wine and other
liquor, and another $162.95 on
food.
Added to that was a
$49.10 gratuity.
Petrasovic said that Piazza

0

The New Editors
The Lance is pleased to an•
nounce that two of its favorite sons have worked their
way up through the ranks to
the top positions on the paper.
In a staff election held March
22, Dave Powis, a 23 year old
journalism student, was elected
Lance editor in chief for 197g_
79, and Paul Chernish, a 22
year old Communication
Studies student, was elected managing editor.
Powis, a three-year
Lance
veteran, rose from obscurity to

]
The $375 was billed to Coun ~ cil funds, the bulk of which
;.;: comes from fees paid by stu ~ dents at this university.

Piazza said the money came
out of the expense accounts of
Petrasovic and Whitenect.
He
added that those accounts are
based on executive salaries, and
that expenses may reach four to
five percent of the salary .
Petrasovic said the money
was taken from a $21,000 surplus budget account, and that no
expense accounts exist. Wells,
however, said expense accounts
based on one percent of executive salaries do exist. Wells said
the bill from Ye Olde Steak
House would be put on an expense account.
Wells, who was not present at
the dinner, told The Lance he
had agreed to the dinner at Ye
Olde Steak House. Piazza had
told him that about 13 people
would be present, and Wells gave
Piazza a monetary limit, based
on that figure, of $200 to $250.
Because an additional $125
was spent, Wells said the incident "will ultimately have to go
before the Council." Under Bylaw 17 of SAC regulations, all
expenses must be reported.
If
council feels that tbe expense of
the dinner was not justified, no
expense account will cover it.
The next SAC meetir.g 1s
scheduled for Tuesday.

CJ
0,:

fame and fortune as sports editor in 1976 and 1977.

Powis says he plans no major
changes for the p~per, but he
intends to pursue initiatives begun this year towards a financially-independent Lance, free of
student council control.
Chernish, formerly a model
for chewing tobacco advertisements, has been masquerading
as Lance entertainment editor
this year. He bo ught the beer
Wed nesday aft ernoo n.
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This is Paul Chernish, with friend; Dave Powis is at top left .

During the basketball season,
Piazza had told the cheerleaders
that they would be unable to
travel because their $400 budget
had been exhausted . The money
in that budget was spent on uniforms and gas to travel during
the football season. There was
almost no traveling during the
basketball season because expenses could not be covered.
Last week's dinner "was all
Gino's idea," said the cheerleader. "He said he thought it would
be nice 1f SAC took us out to
thank us for what we did."
The six women and two men
who have been involved in leading the spectators of Lancer
games all year are volunteers;
they are not paid for their involvement. Piazza, Petrasovic, and
Whitenect
all receive salaries
from SAC .
According to one of the
group, the cheerleaders were invited to the restaurant late last
week. The cheerleader said that
during the evening, most of t.'1e
liquor was consumed by Piazza
and Petrasovic, who were "pretty well loaded" by the end of
the night.
Don't forget to pick up a
copy of The Heinrich today.
The Heinrich, of course, is
the special Lance yearbook
supplement,
available wherever you pick up The Lance.
A special grant from the
Students'
Administrative
Council makes it possible for
1.1sto present both The Lance
and The Heinrich this week.
For those who miss it, a
liptlted supply of copies of
1k- ».einrich will be available.
in the Lance office next
week.
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What's H1ppenin1 is I regular feitture of Thr Lan<*
which will include U nclauified Ada, Per,onal Ada,

and Notkes of campu1 event~. Liatin11 of off-campua
activities will abo be considered for publication.
Any submilaion may be edited for lensth. Dnd!ine
ia noon Tueaday of the wc11k o~ publication.
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INVITATIONAL
Judo Shiai Tournament: Saturday, April 1, 1978
at St. Denis Hall. Registration:
10:00 a.m. Entry fee - $1.00.
Weight classes and belt grades,
medals and trophies, senior men
only. For further information call
Albert
Linnell,
258-8738,
after
5:30 p.m.
CONVENANT PLAYERS
A travelling troup of young actors will
be conducting a Drama Workshop
on Saturday, April 1st. Contact
for details.
Iona College _
LUNCH at Iona - An inexpensive
lunch at noon Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday at Iona. Pay for
what you eat. All welcome. Bring
your own bag lunch if you wish.
A place to m€et people in a relaxed home environment.
WORSHIP at Iona. Holy Communion ev_ery Tuesday at 12:15 (noon).

THE University of Windsor Players presents The Real Inspector
Hound with
After
Magritte by
Tom Stoppard. Friday, March 31
to Saturday, April 8 (excluding
Monday, April 3) at 8:00 p.m. at
Essex Hall Theatre, University of
Windsor (Wyandotte
at Patricia)
Phone: 253-4565 for reservations.
THE Blue Room Sunday Night
Coffee House is alive again. Come
and witness it. Blue Room, Assumption Campus Community Building 8:30 - 11:00 p.m. Sundays.
"I 'VE Come About the Assassination" A one act play, by Tony
Morphett. Presented at 6:00, March
31, and April 1 in the experimental theatre of the School of Dramatic Art. A Drama 303 production. Everyone welcome. ·
THE annual B.F.A. Graduate Exhibition
opens Saturday, April 1
and will occupy both the Leddy
Library Gallery (Rm. G-100) and
the LeBel Fine Arts Building.
The show continues through April 21st.

THE Natural Nutrition Society of
Windsor would like to charter a
bus to a seminar on consumerism.
Beatrice
Trum Hunter
will
be
speaking on "The Aspect of Food
Supplies and Additives
and En,
vironmental Pollutants entering the
food
chain."
Tues., April
18,
7-9 p.m. At the YMCA in Birmingham,
Michigan.
Interested?
Please contact Fern at 258-9892,
or Mrs. Yapp at 944-1637.

Free Counseling

GENERAL
typing.
Reasonable
rate.
Phone Miss Hicks: 2520747 or 252-9602, 9 - 4.
EX-EDITOR, experienced and responsible, seeks permanent fulltime
job. Contact Rick, 253-4060.
FULLY
FURNISHED 2 bedroom
apartment to sublet May 1st to
Aug. 31st.
Reasonable rent. 7
minute walk to U. of W. Call
254-5960 after 5 :30.
FOR SALE:
Moving Sale. Admiral fridge, good working con$50.00.
Hoover washing
ditio~.
machine, $30.00. Arborite kitchen
table, $10.00, Portable TV, $35.00
Phone 254-4452 anytime.

THE Fort Malden Guild of Arts
and Crafts presents a Memorial
Exhibition
of Paintings by William Stidworthy
at the Gibson
Gallery,
140 Richmond
Street,

Folk and Bluegrass

XoA-eLbnit

Folk and Bluegrass Musicians!
The Middlebury College Activities Board is sponsoring its
Fourth Annual Folk and Bluegrass Festival and Competition
on April 28 and 29, 197~.
All folk and/or bluegrass
musicians are welcome. The contest will be limited to the first
30 performers to apply. There

(No dfect on low medical fee)

Free Pregnancy Test
(or 57 at independent lab>
3 Hour Oinic Stay
Medicaid, Blue Cro~
Accredited

We ,trivt.' for high patient
and frindly
attention.

anclassi.peo
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Don't forget to pick up your copy of The Heinrich today.

,omfort

Amherstburg,
every Sunday af.
ternoon
in April from 2 to 5
p.m.

U. OF W. Integrity Group presents
a pre-exam special - "How
To
Study - Effectively",
with speaker
Harvey O'Higgins. April 5th, 12:15
1 :00, conference rooms 2nd
floor University Centre. Everyone
is welcome!

personal

ACM APPROV~D
CAI.L (313) 884-4000

DETROITABO TIO S

will be $600 in prizes awarded.
Deadline
for applications is
April 15th.
For complete
information
concerning the Festival and for
application
forms, write to:
Folk and Bluegrass Festival
Box C2540
Middlebury College
Middlebury, Vermont 05753
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ACULTY
OFSCIENCE& M T
ACADEMIC

COUNSELLING WEEK
April 3 - 7

Students
are strongly
Intersession,
Summer
or School
counsellor
the next year.

advised
to obtain
academic
School,
or the Fall
semester
during
counselling
week, to

counselling
before
registering
for
1978.
Consult
your Departmental
arrange
your program
of studies
for

Departmental and School Counsellors
Biology
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Fr.

J.
H.
P.
D.
J.

School

Chemistry

Computer

Winner
Fackrell
MacKay
Wallen
Dougherty

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

of

Mathematics

Nursing

Arrangements
are
made directly
by
th€ School Office

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

L. Hencher
J. Holland
Keith Taylor

J.

w.

H.
P.
J.
T.

R.
N.
G.
E.

Atkinson
Kaloni
McPhail
Traynor

Dr.
Dr.

E.

s.

Science

w.
I.

Channen
Ahmad

Geology
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

R. K. Jull
F.
T.

Simpson

E. Smith

Physics

General

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Students
registered
in
a General
Science
program
must choose
a
major before
registering for second
year.
See a counsellor
in
your chosen
Department.

R. K. B. Helbing
J. Huschilt
N. E. Hedgecock

Science
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Local · MP's on campus
af.

5
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Liberals .
For two hours, the MP's answered informal questions. The
majority of questions were on
economic matters , such as jobs,
grants and summer employment.
On the election, MacGuigan
said that he thought the most
likely date was June HI, but
then added that this was "a
sheer guess". He said that he
thought the Liberals might pick

By BRUCE DINSMORE
Canada will go to the polls
in the middle or end of June and
che result will be a majority
Liberal government, two local
Liberal MP's told about SO
people Monday ni~ht.
Herb Gray (Windsor-West)
and Mark MacGuigan (WindsorWalkerville) were at Electa Hall
as part of a meet-your-MP
Night, sponsored by the Campus
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Mark MacGuigan (Windsor-Walkerville) talks to students at Electa
Hall.

d.

up strength in the Atlantic
provinces - not having to contend with Robert Stanfield and lose some support in the
west.
This get-together followed the
annual general meeting of the
Campus Liberal Club. Dennis
Bailey was returned as President and Heather Brownlie was
returned as Vice-President. Robin Jones, Secretary, and Steve
Del Basso, Treasurer , joined the
Executive of the club for the
first time .
MacGuigan has just finished
work with a commission looking into pornography in Canada.
Its report has just been given
•to the government and it's too
soon to see any action on it.
MacGuigan did comment on
the work of a Parliamentary
committee he headed up, looking into Canada's prison system . MacGuigan said that he
was "unhappy with the Solicitor-General's
response."
He
added that Jean Jacques Blais
is in favor of faster changes ,
while MacGuigan wants more
lasting change in the prison
system .
A challenger has appeared for
Gray's seat in Windsor-West.

No room in new Bus. building
for Student Placement Centre

IS

n

or

request for larger physical facilities for the past few years.
" It appe ars," he says, "tha t
the administration
has other
priorities."
Musgrave is particularly anxious to expand the reception
and library area which he destribes as "woefully inadequate".
He further remarked that the
lack of space in the cramped
B>illon Hall location places the

By MAR K D . GREENE
It looks as if another year
will go by without seeing t he
Student Placement Centre in
Dillon Hall change locations.
Plans for the Manpower office
to take up residente in the new
Business Administration building
have been dropped.
According to
Stuart Musgrave, Director of the Centre,
the office has had a standing

student at a "distinct
vantage."

disad-

Unlik e many ot her campu s
placement offices, there is no
room for shelves on which items
can be displayed. Because of this
the students don't have easy
access to many of the office's
materials.
The shortage of space has
prevented the office from using
the $1,000 worth of furniture
sent by the government three
years ago to improve facilities.
The bulk of this furniture is
still in the original cartons and
is stored in the office.
The office has conducted
about 2,500 interviews with prospective employees since Oct.
ber but again _the lack of space
in the main office forced many
of the interviews to be conducted in rooms in the University Centre.
The office might have been
adeq uate several years ago when
the student enrolment was 3,000
but with today's enrollment of
6,700 the facilities are in dire
need of expansion.

Valuable furniture, stored in t hese cartons for three years , awa its
a more sp acious placement centre .
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When: 12 noon - 4 p.m.
Saturday April 1st

I
I
I
I
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Where: St. Denis Gym

j

Invitational Judo
Tournament
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Windsor-West M.P. Herb Gray answers questions about the government.
Political Science Professor Roband the country as Member of
ert Krause has won the P.C.
Parliament
for Windsor-West.
nomination in the riding . When
When the election is called,
asked to comment, Gray reI'll be asking the voters to
plied, "At the moment, there is
return me to office . . . The
no election and I'm carrying
final decision will be that of
on my work for the community
the voters."

Quebec's f utu re?
By DEB KENNEDY
Quebec has become "a special
type of international actor" according to Paul Painchaud of
Laval University in Quebec.
Painchaud, who recently edited the first major work in
French on Canadian foreign pol·
icy, discussed international relations in Quebec, at the University on Mond ay .
Painchaud stated that when
Quebec began to modernize in
t.he beginning of the Quiet
Revolution, it also began to act
in the field of international
affairs. Before this time, foreign involvement was incidental in the province.
The cultural and educational
development of the province
was neglected by the federal
government, and consequently,
said Painchaud,
the Quebec
government
turned to other
governments for help.
Four objectives of Quebec
foreign policy from 1960 to
1976 were summarized by Painchaud. Quebec aimed to establish intimate links with France,
to participate in international organizations and obtain interna·
tional status, to be present in
the industrial world and attract
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investment, and to participate
with other francophone areas
for cultural and political reasons.
By the end of 1976, Painchaud stated, the international
role of Quebec was "irreveri sible". Rather than giving up
· this role, he feels "its ambitions
will grow".
Paindia ud said tha t Bourassa attempted
to stop the
growth of Quebec foreign involvement, but he was unsuccessful.
Painchaud went on to say,
"I think that the subject of
international
powers
will
become the centre of our constitutional discussions". He said
that the structure of the country
is at take if Quebec grows as
an international actor. ·
The foreign policy of an
independent Quebec would be
similar to Canadian foreign policy. The Parti Quebecois stated
that
the independent
state
would join the Commonwealth,
NATO, and NORAD and do its
share in the ~estern world. However, Painchaud said it is "not a
very serious possibility" that
Quebec will become a totally
independent state.

York University
Faculty of Fine Arts
Auditions & Evaluations
on MONDAY , APRIL 17 In Windsor
Visual Arts, Theatre, Music: 11 a.m.-5 p .m.,
Vincent Massey Sec ondary School, 1800 Libe rty
Street
Dance : 3: 30 p .m.-6 p .m., Alicia Mason Sc hoo l,
284 Cameron Avenue. ( Please note there will be a
free dance master class at the Alicia Mason Sch oo l
7: 30 p.m.-9 p.m.)
TO AUDITI O N, OR FOR FU RTH ER IN FOR M ATION,
CA LL/ W RITE TH E DEPA RTM ENT OF YOU R CH O ICE .
DANCE - 240 F,ne Arts Building (416) 667-3243
MUSIC- 336 Stong College, (416) 667-3246
THEATRE - 213 Administrative Studies Bldg (416) 667-2247 .
VISUAL ARTS- 232 Fine Arts Building, (416) 667-3624,
FILM - 226C Administrative Studies Building, (416) 667-3244
GENERAL HONOURS - Office of Student Programs, Fme Arts
Centre, Phase II. (416) 667-3656 .
YORK UNIVERSITY, 4700 Keele Street, Downsview, Ontario
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It's funny

how it takes just as long to put out an eight-page

this week were Editor Rick Spence, Managing Editor Brenda

McLister,

Entertainment

Photo

Editor

Nash, Car Czar Stephen
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paper as a 16 page paper. Among the

people who puzzled over this conundrum
Janine

Halbert,

Maclean,

Editor

Paul Chernish,

ington this week, not even enough

room for a limerick from poetry

managed to spend $375.
They spent $162.95 just for
booze. Their tip of $49 .10
brought the bill to a nice round
figure.
When confronted
by The
Lance last week, however, Piazza
denied he ever saw the: hill.
Ernie Petrasovic, who has gained
a reputation as a .tough, thrifty
SAC treasurer, says he didn't
sec the bill either. Pct rasovic

Peter

Scott Eldridge.

Helping

Anna Maria Tremonti, George Kocis, Diane Llliott, CJAMMERS Dean Zurkan and Rob Calcott,
Don Peppin, Deb Kennedy, Bruce Dinsmore , hank Kovacic, Domenic D'Amore , page 3 editor Mark
("D.") Greene , Len Wallace, Phil Kane, and Oan Sullivan. (Geez you mean you need that many people
to put out an eight -page paper '! How many do ya need to change a lightbulb'!) Two more issues to go,
folks.

and Piazza each said the other
signed the bill.
Actually, no one signed the
hill. It was merely put on SAC's
account at Ye Olde Steak House,
an account which has, mercifully, seen little use this year.
It 1s an account which should
since
students
not
exist,
shouldn't have to pay for pennyante student politicians trying to
impress.

Placement centre needs attention
Why does the university administration ignore
the plight of the campus placement centre?
You probably know what the manpower centre is like. It hides in a corner of the basement
of 51-year-old Dillon Hall. The rccept ion area is so
small you can hardly turn around. The few rooms
that exist for interviews arc shoddy and gloomy.
The library section is inadequate because there is
no space to put out pamphlets and other important
materials.
Stuart Musgrave, the director of the manpower
centre, says he has asked for more space for years.
His requisitions are consistently ignored.
It's time something was done. In 1his era of high
unemrloyment
and undcremploymcnr,
a well-

editor

tditor

by JJeb Hether-

out this week were John Keating (where have we heard that name before"?), F.P. Chant, John Revell,

All the President's Meals
When he was elected SAC
president, Gino Piazza promised to spend SAC's money on
students.
He never mentioned he'd be
spending the money on his
friends.
You can read on page one
how Piazza and two SAC executives respect your money .
They took eight cheerleader$
out to dinner last Thursday and

Sports

and Ad person Gary Fish. No room for a cartoon

dcs1gnct1 an<.Jattract 1vc placement cent re could help
a lot of students.
This year, two new buildings will open on campus. A lot of space will be available.
The placement people and the administration
mu~l get togct her Io find a new home for manpower. Musgrave should invite the administrative viceprcsidcnt, John Allan, and some of his bureaucrats
to compare their posh Windsor Hall offices to the
placement cent re. That alone should stir some
act 10n.
Searching for a· job is something every student
has to do. A better placement centre would help us
all. And u 's the univcrsny's ohligat 10n to give us
one.

Comment

We're not saying the cheerleaders don't deserve a break.
They put in a lot of effort, and
they rate some recognition. But
$375 is too much; especially
since . it's only $25 less than the
entire cheerleading budget for
the year, which went to uniforms and expenses.
We believe students
who
parllc1pate deserve something
extra. That's why Lance staffers get some free pizza or hamburgers on layout night: as an
incentive, and a reward. But the
Lance's limit of $2.00 per person is a far cry from SAC's
$34. And why were Piazza,
Rob Whitenect and Petrasovic
there
anyway?
They aren't
cheerleaders.
Student council hasn't normally been so generous. Budgets were cut back this year,
there was no money to hire
someone to administer the drug
plan, clubs were underfunded.
But there's money for SAC executives ro throw expensive par ties for themselves.
Pia:£Za suggested the project

as Special Events Commissioner.
It was president Gary Wells,
Vice-president
Whitenect, and
Petrasovic, who, as the SAC
executive,
approved.
It was
Piazza, Whitenect and Petrasovic who went to dinner.
They overspent their limit by
more than $100.00.
Why do we have a situation
where

the

executive

can de-

cide to buy themselves expensive dinners?
Where is the
students' council, which is supposed to ride herd on the execs,
and scrutinize
expenses like
these?
Council was in the same
place its been all year. In the
dark.
Obviously, the SAC executive requires tighter controls.
Controls will be essential next
year, when free-spend in' Piazza
becomes president.
In the meantime, the SAC
executives aren't speaking to us
anymore. They think The Lance
has no business reporting events
like this one.
They are wrong. And we
hope that there will be a lot of
angry students and council members at Tuesday's SAC meeting
who agree with us.

A reply to silly charges of racism
By E.P. CHANT
"The Splenetic Wonder"
After laundering my white
sheet for my next Ku Klux Klan
meeting, I decided to reply to
all these silly charges of racism
that have been flying my way
for the past few weeks.
In the JOKE issue, of The
Lance, : wrote a "comment"
that ran, in part, thusly: "The
biggest problem facing university residents in this day and age
is not residential costs, nor Vanier food, nor Chinese roommates, but - and I shudder to
type the word - WOOLIES."
.Well,
the
administrative
people responsible for residential
costs took that as a joke and so
did the usually touchy Food
Services people, but guess who
did not take it as a joke? Nope it was not the WOOLIES.
Two weeks after that article
appeared, A. Yeung accused me
(in The Lance) of being, among
other things, a lunatic, retarded,
ignorant, a bigot asshole (that
shouid be a "bigoted" asshole,
of course), immature, a low
mentality creature, a shitty racist. Even people that know and
like me may 1:)0t disagree that I
am a lunatic, but I think they
would disagree with calling me a
racist. I know I do.
Anyhow,
last week, Alan
Chionh wrote a letter to The
Lance about discrimination againsr the Chinese which I conSiller to be the most inarticulate thing I have ever had the
disph.:asurc to try to read. I
,·crtainly hope it was not per-

sonally directed at me because
it sure did not tcarh me anything if it was.
Also last week, the Executive
Commitree of the Chinese S1udents' Association wrote to say
that The Lance shou Id not
publish material that wndoncs
racism. It was an excellent
letter and I would JUSt like to
take this opportunity to say that
I fully agree with l he sentiment
expressed.
To the best llf my knowledge, however, rhc newspaper
has not printed anything of a
racist nature this _year - and
that
includes
my comment.
That comment was and remains
a piece of humour and if all the
ethnic minorities on this campus
would stop being so goddamn
paranoid about their presence
here and learn to laugh at themselves as well as others (as Lenny
Bruce advocated), we would all
be a lot more comfortable.
Let us reverse the situation:
let's say a Chinese person had
·written that comment but, instead of "Chinese roommate",
he had written "Caucasian roommate". Do you think the letters
would be pouring into The
Lance? Certainly not, everybody
would be too busy laughing
at the guy's great sense of
humour.
I have a Chinese roommate
and, though I cannot say we are
the best of buddies, we have not
killed each other yet which is
quite a feat for any two roommates. We have even taught each

other a few things: he taught me
to enjoy Chinese food and how
to say "Fine"
in Chinese (pronounced "llo") and I taught
him how to stink up a room
with good pipe tobacco. lnternat ional love and brotherhood

we ain't got, but we do tolerate
each other's foibles which is a
beginning.
In conclusion, let me just say
that if the Chinese Students'
Association or any other radical
minority group wants to burn

someone representing racism in
effigy, I will be the first one
there with a match.
If, however, that effigy is of
me, I can only say that you are
burning the wrong guy, Baby,
because I am no racist.
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Keep the beasts out
Dear Editor:
The attitude
of Food
Services' Director
Richard
Carson to the complaint of
a cockroach in the bacos
(Cockroach Crunchies, The
Lance March 23) can only
be described as high-handed. You can imagine this
Marie Antoinette
of the
university
saying "If they
don't like cockroaches let
them eat Big Macs." Unfortunately,
those students
who are on the food plan
can't take up this option
so easily.
I was near the salad bar
at Vanier when the cockroach was discovered. The
attitude of the Food Services staff was particularly
disturbing.
Not only were
they unsympathetic
to ini-

t ial complaints,
but once
they did take some action they seemed alm ost
blase to find that the bug
was alive and well and living
in the bacon chips.
It's fine for Mr. Carson
to say that Vanier has been
fogged to destroy pests, but
the fact remains that when
there is a cockroach running around in the public
part of the cafeteria, he

probably has friends and relatives back in the kitchen.
Unless the
Food Services plan to start serving
Devil's
Island
Soup
(at
least it would be high in
protein
content),
they
should make a greater effort
to control cockroaches and
keep the little beasts out of
the food.
Sincerely,
Jill Marks
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Apology
In last week's issue of The Lance, an error was made in
the Poet's Corner by placing one of Eva Tihanyi's poems
under Randy Scotland's name. The Poet's Corner apologises for this error.
Poetry Editor
Scott Eldrid e
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NOTICE
to all students and staff of the U of W
C.U.P.E Local 1001 is nearing a strike position, in our current
negotiations with the administration of the this university.
,

The administration of this university, at the directive of the board of governors
want to remove, cut, or weaken our:
1) UNION SECURITY
2) HOURS OF WORK
3) RECOGNITION
4) SENIORITY
5) SICK LEAVE
6) JOB DESCRIPTIONS

The stakes are too high for C.U.P.E. members to
engage in this sort of game.
C.U.P.E. members and the labour movement have long recognized that this type of
bargaining is designed to destroy any and all gains that the labour movement have
fought for and paid for with blood, sweat, and death. We in Local 1001 are-prepared
to negotiate with the U of W at any time, but we reject and shall continue to reject
such destructive proposals from the administration of this university .

The Executive of Local 1001

Out on a Limb

Ontario Student
Assistance Program
1978-79

By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI

and DON PEPPIN
Guiseppi Spumoni was excited.
He walked into Commander Rule-it's office, twitching his moustache, clutching
his genuine-real-leather-businessman's-briefcase
and grinning like a fool.
"I have this SECRET NEW FABULOUS IDEA, boss," he began.
It was a great idea, he thought, and if he chose his words carefully, it could be a lot of fun. He planned to take out rhe town Glee
Club; he would have a great evening, and the whole affair would be
great publicity for him, too.
'Tm really doing this for selfish reasons," he admitted, "but
then again we're toth in politics so those kinds of motives shouldn't
be surprising, right?"
Rule-it stared. "Continue," he said.
"Well," obeyed Spumoni, "I found this great restaurant in the
centre of the city. They serve terrific food, and the wine comes in
eight-packs. I've also found a group of deserving Glee Clubbers to
treat to dinner. And besides, no one else will come with me, and
I haven't eaten in days."
Guiseppi decided to invite the members of the Supreme Committee as well, so that his idea would be approved. Getting by the
Supreme Committee was easy after issuing the invitation; they had
all developed a special rapport, and were willing to join in each
other's good fortune.
"What will you use for money?" shot Rule-it.
Spumoni did some fancy footwork and convinced Rule-it to
take it out of the town budget. After a little figuring it was decided
that the cost could either be absorbed into the slush fund they had
slipped by the townsfolk, or another thing called a "loo-hole,"
which Guiseppi obviously did not understand. But then again, there
were many things that escaped Guiseppi.
It was a week later, after the SECRET-NEW-AND-FABULOUS-·IDEA, which had become, after the fact, the NOT-SO-SECRET, KIND -OF-OLD-FAR-FROM
FABULOUS-BUT-F
UN-WHILE-IT-LASTED
DINNER.
Guiseppi Spumoni was nervous now.
He crawled into Commander Rule-it's office, not daring to grin,
let alone twitch his moustache.
"You spent too much money, you fool," raged Rule-it.
Spumoni cowered, and pulled out the seven pages of excuses
he had prepared (he had a filing cabinet fuH of excuses for every
occasion) (and he was even thinking of compiling a book), but in
a nervous frenzy, he dropped them all.
At that very moment, the Weekly Grub was being shot off the
presses, and one landed on the middle of Rule-it's desk.
CONTINUED ON PAGE ONE .

..
Regulations
and application
forms are available
in the Student Awards Office,
West Library
Building.
Unless the Awards Office receives
the completed
OSAP application
by July 1st, it is unlikely
that
you wi11 receive
notice
of your assistance
by
Registration
day.
Late tuition
fee payment charges
will be excused only if you have filed
your application by July 1st.
APPLY

Now:

Hon. Harry C. Parrott DDS, Minister
Dr. J. Gordon Parr, Deputy Minister

,

Punks choke on their own puke

Bil
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Photos by J. Vomit

The male punker (on the left) is caught trying to eat the female
by taking one big bite.
By JOHNNY VOMIT
and LEE HEMLOCK

Punk rock busted its way into
the calm of Windsor's night life
Monday, with aJI the impact of
a badly staged high school
dance.
Less than 200 people filed
into the Masonic Temple expecting to be "destroyed" by
five punk bands. While the
true punks did show up close to
midnight, the audience spent
most of the evening slumbering
to the beat of iII-prepared rock
and rollers in black T-shirts.
The evening opened predictably late with a Windsor band
caJied Trux. Though the group
appeared energetic, they were
labouring against the absence of
their lead singer, a bad choice

of material, and the unsympathetic accoustics of the Masonic
Temple. The music was loud,
and the echoes even louder. The
only indication that the songs
had lyrics was the fact that
the guitar player moved his
lips occasionaIIy. All that came
through the speakers was noise.
Even noise would have been
welcomed during the 20 minute
wait for the next band The
27's from Detroit. Although the
lead singer did a believable impression of Johnny Rotten, the
grour was punk of the mildest
sort.
Rock and roll took over again
twenty minutes later with Ocean
- not the group of Put Your
Hand in the Hand fame, but it
might as well have been for all

Curly (of Curly's Convicts) wasn't as lucky as the chap on the left and had to settle for the mike

the punkness they showed. Ocean's act consisted of long, loud,
monotonous versions of old rock
standards such as Shakin' All
Over. the group also played a
Robin Trower song. It was
hard to tell which one because
the vocals were indiscernible
and, of course, there's no way
to teII by the tune.
FinaIIy, following yet another half hour wait, the "punk
stuff" began with The Sillies.
The music was less important
than the stage act which included simulated sex with a
groupie, suggestions of anal intercouse among the members of
the group, and obscene lyrics.
Lead singer and sometimes
drummer Ben Waugh dressed in
denim and chains, opened with

some reworked rock, and original punk tunes like Sex for
the Handicapped.
Waugh wandered back to his
drums and Kati Hait (second
runner-up in the Patti Smith
look-alike contest) took over as
lead singer. Hair - complete
with black hair, heavy black
eye make-up, and pale face screamed her way through another of the group's original
tunes Love You to Death.
The night culminated with
the top billed act: Curly's
Convicts. By the time Curly
hit the stage, the audience had
thinned to a group of Detroit
punks, and a few Windsorites
determined to get their $3.00's
worth. Curly didn't let them
down.
Curly spent only half of his
time on stage. The rest of the
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time, he ran kamikaze sty!,
through the audience, flingin
himself at tables, chairs, a
people. Each time Curly a
tacked, the audience moved fi
ther back from the stage. Tl
Windsor audience was unpi
pared for Curly's abuse. Tf
music, mostly a background f
Curly's self-destructive displays,
was solid and steady, if somewhat uneventful. Tunes included the old Kinks hit You
Really Got Me Now.
Although it was a unique
experience, the poor attendance
and dreadful organization of
Windsor's first "New Wave" concert may weJI make it the last.
Windsor does not seem very
interested in punk · if, indeed,
the "New Wave" concert con·
rained any real hard core punk.
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Bands for your dancing and
l
*t
listening pleasure
#*
I
Live Nightly Entertainment
#
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·I
Fri. Mar. 31 - Sat. April 1
**I
*t*
'CAPTAIN'
**
*
*
*#
Mon. April 3 - Sat. April 8
:*
*
*I*
*
'T·B·A·'
I
*
**
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Photo by G. Kocis

Tamar Horotwitz and James Warren in the U. of W. Players' After
Magritte. This is one of two excellent plays, the final performance
of the year. See them!
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Pub band review

Aye-aye Captain

By PAUL CHERNISH
The pub has finally struck
talked to in the pub seems to
gold. And it's only taken about
enjoy Captain (although, as
six months!
usual, you can't tell by the
Captain, the band taking up
boisterous applause).
residence in the old Gallery
If you're hoping to slide mto
Lounge tonight, is the best band
the Gallery and get assaulted
we've had here all year. Thank
by three-chord
rock, you're
God they're staying for the
going to be disappointed. Capweekend (How long has it been
tain plays very little of that.
since a band was here for six What they do play is a tight
nights?).
mix of excellent popular stuff:
Captain is a Toronto-based
Styx, Supertramp and Kansas
outfit that is made up of four
are only a few of the groups
experienced musicians: Paul Grethat Captain borrows music
.c
., co; drums, Kevin Connell; bass, from. The opening set, consist·c
., Michael Aihoshi; guitar, and ing of a CSNY medley is es.c
Michael Doherty handles the
u
pecially appealing. And for the
c,.; keyboards. The band was put
dancers, this band put out some
>,
.D
together by a management agecatchy Beatles tunes .
0
ncy for recording purposes. This
Bill Bulbeck of CJAM shows Tammy (Easter Seals Poster Child) how to operate the switchboard in the ]
Again, Captain will be here
Centre. $527 .26 was raised for the crippled children Tuesday afternoon. Congratulations to all for a c.. point alone makes it clear that
for
the weekend. This is proCaptain
is
far
from
second-rate
job well done!
although the clubs they had to bably your first and last chance
to be entertained by a classy,
play lately are.
top-notch band in the pub, so
All four members agree that
playing to a university crowd
try and make it down. (I still
By DEB KENNEDY
is best, and they seem to enjoy
Her voice reveals the mood of
can't
figure out how they got
Susan Musgrave brought her
gins. This provided a setting for
our campus. And everyone I've booked here).
the poem yet she doesn't lose
poems of death and blood to
the poems within which the liscontrol of the presentation. She
the campus or. Tuesday, March
teners could frame their listfinds a rhythm in each poem
28. The Vancouver poet "is not
ening experience.
which she follows with a gentle
sad all the time" and her warm
Presently, Musgrave is workpumping of her hand. Musgrave
presence confirmed this.
ing on a children's book of
admitted that if the podium
Musgrave read from unpubpoetry and a novel. She began
Due to lack of space in this week's issue, C)AM Highlights got
and microphone hadn't been in
lished and published works inwriting prose when she had a
the axe. H~wever, if you have any questions about programming
front
of
her
she
probably
would
cluding the Impstone, Gullband,
block with her poetry. She
call the station at ext. 4 78. They will be glad to talk to someone.
have been swaying to and fro
ar.d her most recent work,
admits she can still condense
Here are the upcoming concerts.
with the beat.
a chapter of prose into one
Betty Swan's Book.
Musgrave bridged her poems
poem. •·
Musgrave does not simply
By C]AM
with anecdotes about their orireacl.She moves with her poems.
April 1 ... Peter Allen
Hyatt
Masonic / April 14 ...
John
Regency / April 1 . .. Jim Post
Denver, Al DiMeola - Olympia
•
-·
lt
- University of Detroit I April
/ April 15 ...
Rufus
Cobo
4 ...
Journey, Montrose, Van
David Bowie
/ April 20 ...
~
Halen
Flint !.M.A. / April
- Cobo I April 23 ... The Leon
6 ... Stanley Clark - Masonic
Russel Show
Masonic /
/ April 11 . . . Shaun Cassidy
April 24 ... Detroit Symphony
Theatre / April
Orchestra plays music from
by Domenic
: 11 ...Michigan
Shawn Phillips - MichOuter Space
Cobo / May 11
t
D'Amore
• igan Theatre / April 14 ...
.
..
Maynard
Ferguson
- Royal
•
lt
Oak Theatre.
.Renaissance, Robert Palmer ~
It looks like another money
to the ear.
use. Angel was always quite
Angel acquired a new bassist
making scheme from the inrepetitious, but Greg Guiffria's
famous Casablanca Records and
who goes by the name of Felix
fairly competant keyboard work
FilmwoFks company.
Notice
Robinson. Robinson fits right
added a little flavour to the
that Casablanca has some of the
in since he is just as boring
constant drone of Angle. Since
(IN FULL COLOUR)
as the rest of them. Some of the
biggest show bands in the
the last album On Earth as it
...On A T-Shirt!
songs on this LP seem like they
world under their wing. Kiss,
is in Heaven Angel has made aP
Parliament and Angel are the
have some potential in the beattempt at performing more
ONLY
ginning, but the introductions
three that come to mind right
straight-forward type rock, with
promise more than the songs
off hand. The cartoon cover of
competant)'
(the
less than
~~ess*)
White Hot is reminiscent of
themselves produce. Angel is
"Punky Meadows" guitar work
a
commercial
oriented
band
some of the Kiss album covers.
standing for itself, and Meadows'
and it seems that they are trying
The cover is supplemented with
guitar riffs do not give a hell of
e ANYPICTURE
ACCEPTED!
to make a quick buck from the
pretty little promotional pica lot of strong ground to stand
e ORIGINAL
RETIIINED
pop rock industry. Picks from
tures. Enclosed is an entry form
on. Frank DiMimo is the lead
UNHARMED!
the record are Ain't Gonna Eat
to join the "Angel Earth Force"
vocalist: and superficially lacks
e ENLARGED
UPTO
Out
My Heart Anymore and
(just like the "Kiss Army" right
the femininity that the rest of
8" I 10"!
kiddies?)
Winter Songs. Rating this album
the band radiate. DiMimo's singe COLOUR
ORBLACK
Angel's first two albums were
on a temperature
scale, I
ing can at times be quite enjoy& WHrTE!
made up of harder rocking matwouldn't say it's White Hot,
able, but his constant screams
erial with more emphasis on
(that sound like he is falling off · but closer in its musical nature
:DUCATIONAL PRODUCTS UNLIMITED
to lee Cold.
keyboards than they currently
a cliff) become quite annoying
Dept

..

Musgrave can read too!

CJAM information

***********************************************
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Angel
White Hot

:

!

EXPOSE YOURSELF!

$

9

c..------PO Box 585 Station A
Montreal Oue
H3C 216

Drug Re.fund
Drug refund cheques
will be handed out

You'll look great in your very
own unique EXPOSETM T-Shirt
that you design yourself. Just
send us one of your favourite
photos, drawings, record albu!"l
covers, magazine photos ... and
we will enlarge it and reproduce
it for you on a pure white, sanforized,
machine-washable
T-Shirt. You can wear your boyfriend, girl-friend, dog, cat, pet
mouse .. Let your imagination
run wild! It's different, it's sensational! Makes a fantastic gift .
Order yours to-day!

Please send me
EXPOSE 1 •
T-sh1rt(s). unisex size
Small
Medium _
Large (indicate# of
each s,ze)
(If more than one photo 1senclosed. please

specify#
photo.)

of each s,ze on the back of each

U Please debit my
VISA (Chargex) /
Cl MASTERCHARGE account for
the amount of $
(which includes SOl:/T·sh1rtfor
postage and handling)

Signature __ _

_

I wish to aave poatage and handling
chargea. You will find enclosed a
C cheque / [I money order in the
amoun .t of$_
_ _
_

(Quebec residents

April 17th and 18th
IN THESACOFFICE

"INTRODUCTORY MAIL
ORDER PRICES .

1 T-1hlrt: $9.95, plu1 $0.50 po•
tage and handling.
2nd and additional T-1hlrt(1)
with Hme dnlgn: each $9.45
plus $0.50 po1tage and handling.
(See coupon for 1ddltlonal Information.)

Exe._

Card#------

remember to include

8",o P.S T.)
Name---------Address---------City
Prov

Code

(PS In case of a mail stnke. you can mail
your order anyway. but give us your sum·
mer address and date of move . 1f apphc•
ble .)
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Rockets-Blues tough in hockey final
By ALEX

when a Bluec;' player fed
him in the slot, giving the
Eagles the initial lead. Paul
scored his second goal on a
power play after receiving
an excellent pass from Rob
Hudson.

LOLUA

The intramural
hockey
season came to a dramatic
and elongated end last Monday night at Adie Knox
arena. There were two contests slated to decide the
"A" and "B" division championships.
In the "B" game, the
underdog Dudes exploded
for two early goals but
eventually
succumbed
to
the relentless Rockets, to
the tune of five unanswered
goals.
Paul Cairns scored twice
for the Dudes in the losing
cause. For the Rockets, El1iot lead the barrage of
shots on Dudes' goalie Tom
McCracken, who made a
number of spectacular saves
including
a two-on-none
break.
Other goal scorers for the
Rockets were Short and
Latimer who scored on an
end to end rush.

Commerce wins
In the "A" division, the
matchup was the favoured
Screaming
Eagles against
the Commerce Blues. The
first period although scoreless, seemed to set the trend

From this point on, the
Eagles fell victim to the
same fate as the Dudes.
Paul Mallete
scored for
Commerce
in the third
period to start a dramatic Blues' comeback. The
play went end to end right
up to the finish until it
seemed that
the Eagles
might squeak out the victory.
Suddenly,
from
a
scramble in front of Eagle goalie Kevin Gardiner
the Blues tied it up with
just one and one half minutes left to play.
Greg Quigg was given
credit for the tying goal.
Th is set the stage for two
-~
CJ
0
overtime periods.
:.: exciting
Late
in
the
second overc:i
>,
time, Jay Smith took a
0
nice pass in the slot and
0
Gardiner upstairs to
.c beat
I>,,
seal the sudden death victory. The final score; ComDudes' goalie Tom McCracken makes a big save during intramural final.
merce three and the Eagles
two.
for the game. Both teams
penalties. The Blues even
ln the second period,
Congratulations are in orcame out chippy and remanaged to kill a two man
Lloyd Paul scored an under to all four teams for
ceived a number of minor
assisted short handed goal
disadvantage.
final

I

Hunter had fun
By PETER NASH
The Lancer hockey team
took a step forward this
year with a berth in the
playoffs.
Scott Hunter, a
former major junior A player, was a significant factor in the Lancers' success.
Scott is a Windsor native
who began his career at
Riverside High School. Following
grade twelve
he
played junior
hockey
in
Hull, Quebec for the Festivals.
With
several years of
experience
Scott decided
that he would like to get a
Jniversity
degree. Windsor
Nas the obvious choice and
Lancer hockey coach Cec
Eaves was delighted.
"I've had more fun playing for the Lancers than any
of my years in junior A,"
commented Hunter. Playing
at home in the university
atmosphere contributed greately to th is feeling.
When asked about the
Lancers' final standing Hunter noted "We did well
reaching the playoffs but
in the final game Western
was just a better team."
The Lancers lost in the
first round of the playoffs
to Western by a score of

Second in a series of articles
about University of Windsor
Athletes.

9-4. They fell behind by
four
goals early
in the
contest
and couldn't
recover.
There seemed to be a
lack of cohesion on the
team. "We just couldn't
seem to get it together.
The team didn't come together well enough until
late in the season."
Although the team didn't
do well in the playoffs they
did have some strong moments. "We were definitely
a third period team. In the
late stages of the game we
usually played quite well."
The University
of Toronto was the eventual winner of the Ontario Conference. "The difference between us and them was that
they had seven or eight
players with junior A experience, where as we had
only half that many," commented
Hunter.
Toronto
faced Alberta in the Canadian championships and was
defeated.

ll

versity) as well as playing
hockey. Overall I'd say I'll
probably
be back
next
year."
The rest of the team is
undecided about their future as Lancers. It will be
hard to tell how good the
team will
be until
next
year. Hopefully
they will
be able to add to this year's
improvement
and
finish
even higher next year.
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The Dudes and the Rockets mix it up last Monday.

Lancer basketball review

By DEAN ZU RKAN
and ROB CALCOTT
Pre-season polls had the
Lancer
basketball
squad
ranked
number
three in
Canada and heavily favoured
to finish
first
in
the western division of the
OUAA. A variety of misfortunes
throughout
the
season prevented the Lancers from reaching these
prestigious heights.
In reference to the future
In their exhibition
play
Hunter
had mixed
emothe
Lancers
concentrated
tions. "If I had a good semion American
colleges to
pro offer I'd leave Windsor
give them the experience
but the agreement would
that most Canadian teams
hav~ to include school (unicould not enjoy. This was
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_.
climaxed
during the Christmas break when the Lancers captured the DIT Tournament. Team members agreed that this was when the
team was playing its best
This Saturday the University of Windsor will be hosting!
+ three special events in St. Denis Hall.
T ball.
The regular season began
+
On Saturday afternoon the University Judo Club will
be having a tournament that will run until five o'clock.+
with an eight point victory
against Waterloo
at
+ At seven o'clock the Windsor Secondary School all stars
+ will play the Toronto all stars in basketball. The evening+
home. The Warriors were
will culminate with a basketball game between the Swednot expected
to be the
+ ish national team and Thompson's Sports of Windsor. + Lancers' primary rivals but
-~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~
this analysis proved to be

: University of Windsor +
+ hosts allstar b-ball
t

+

..

.Jj

very superficial as the Lanrecord overall.
cers lost twice to this team
The Waterloo
Warriors
later on in the season.
were Windsor's opponent in
Inconsistency
proved to
the
first
round
of the
be one of the Lancers'
OUAA western division plamajor problems. It was a
yoffs.
In a close contest
rare occasion to see more
the Lancers were elim inthan three or four Lancers
ated 60-5 7 by a youthful
playing up to their potenbut strong Waterloo team.
tial
in any one game.
Turnovers by the Lancers
As the season wore on,
and poor officiating
were
losses to Guelph, Laurier
the decisive factors in this
and McMaster
(all away
matchup.
from home) dimmed the enSome key players will
thusiasm of a potentially
be missing from the Lancer
strong team. Some of the
lineup next season due to
players believed that
regraduation (Charlie Pearsall,
gularly spaced substitutions
Dan Devin, Jim Minello,
by Coach Paul Thomas preand Fred Robson) which
vented them from "getting
cou Id mean that the Lanhot" while they were on the
cers are in for some lean
court. In reply to this Dr. · years. Stan Korosec and
Thomas indicated that he John Ritchie, current AKO
players,
could
play key
believed he had eight or
roles on the team if they
nine players of equal abidecide to attend the U. of
lity
and thus the team
W. next semester.
would be most effective if
Crusader stars such as
all its riembers had equal
Brian Hogan and Mike Mcplaying time.
Kinley will also be likely
All was not lost as the
to
next year's
Lancers did end the season additions
squad.
with an unb:emished home
record (6-0) and an 8-4
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A Special Supplemen t to The ,Lance

The Heinrich
March 31, 1978

The Lance is published every Friday of the fall and winter terms by and for the
Stu~ent Media, University of Windsor. Pr~ offices are located on the Nconcl ftDor
of th..eUniversity Centre, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, N98 . 3P4.
Subscription ~es , are $7.50 per year. Ent.ered as second c..., mail at tM Pott
Office of Canaaa. Opinions expressed 1n The Lance ai:e those of tlN .:ttuclent wr1ter
and not necessarily the University of Windsor or the Students• A~tlN
Coa;.
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A Flippant Editors' Message

/

,

Hi there.
As you no doubt realize, you are not getting a formal yearbook
this year. The Students' Administrative Council (SAC to its few
friends), in its never-ending quest for financial solvency, decided
not to dispense funds to produce another economically disastrous
The Ambassador yenbook. There are piles of back issues of old
yearbooks 5itting :omewhere in the SAC office in the University
Centre, which students can buy for the paltry sum of one dollar
(about three draughts in the pub). The Ambassador did not exactly
sell like The Joy of Sex.
Instead, you are getting this heap of rubbish. Brought to you as
a supplement to The Lance through a measly donation from SAC,
The Heinrich is an attempt to capture all the flavour ~nd excitement cf a pretty dull year in one 'fell swoop' (as they say in the
·
Elizabethan playwright business).
There were not man_youtbreaks of the plague at the university
this year, nor UFO sightings, nor explosions, nor scandals - not
even a good war to have a peace protest for. A~ we s;;id, it was a
pretty damn dull year.
All we had to work with were a threatened professors' strike, a
Presidential Search Committee that couldn't find a wt,ale in a
swimming pool, the worst snowstorm in fift(len years, the coming
of OP!RG, the noncoming of a ufree' Lance (you are never going
to hear the end of that one, kiddies), a furor over Gino Piazza's
Playboy Bunnies, terrible pub band reviews, and a veritable plethora
of sporting events. Not one of your more vibrant '/ears.
Anyhow, here it is in a/lits splendour. You can bet your buns
that thesepeople were responsible for The Heinrich (how's that for
shiftingthe blame?):
Janine Halbert, John P. Mortimer, George Kocis, Tony Hine, Simon
Hung, Dan Sullivan, Scott Eldridge, ·Kyle McMullin, Stuart Ga/lie,
Ted Goddard, Valentine Hompoth; Deb Hetherington and her cartoons, Gary Fish and his production, Otis T. for his guest cartoon and
!JUto'mobile, and fina{ly, Richard A. Spence for being so authoritarian. To all . the other members of The Lance who didn't really do a
helluva lot (but ,would have if asked), thanx for the moral support.
Well, tho$8 were the people who produced this striking collector's item and these are th,epeople whom it wasproduced for: the
students of the University of Windsor who happened to be here
during the gloriou s..scholastic year of 1977-78. More than that
however, this yearbook-type thing was produced for us, the two
editors, because we got paid for doing it.
Whether you are back at the university next year. or off standing
in a welfare line, have a healthy and profitable 1978-7!:Jand forever.•
(Oh, by the. way, Big,John Revell, our man behind the camera,
would just like to say that if you cannot find a picture of yourself
in this book you were deemed too ugly to be worthy of our valuable
\
space. So there.)
·
Yours thankful the job is over,
E.P. Chant {Editor of All th ~ Written Crap)
and John Revell {Photography Editor Extraordinaire)
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The academic year opened - with some unusual distractions.

')

Students regis·

tered to the rum~le of rumours that there would soon be a "withdrawal of
services" by the staff because of the long delay in comple t ing the first of our facu·lty union contracts. Fortunately, the agreement was si~ned just before such
action was to have been seriously considered. By October it became clear that
we had suffered an unexpected drop in enrolment, when over 600 students who
had confirmed their intention to register failed to do so. This had grave financial
implications, and it was small comfort to learn that other _Ontario universities,
with one exception, had also suffered a decline. Worse, when the level of provin .•
cial fundin~ for universities was announced, it was below inflation. Many universities were driven to announce -sever~ retrenchments which alarmed students and
faculty, i,:idignant at the decline in the quality of services.
Then, the coldest winter weather in memory persisted harshly, highlighted
by a wild blizzard which closed down Jh~ University for three days, an interruption without precedent in our history.
Such problems did not damage the essential work of the University: effective teaching, and successful research, by the faculty, and a high level of student participation in serious study, matters too often taken for granted, b~t
deserving this sincere tribute.

/

I add a personal note to this, my last, message in the .Yearbook since I will be
retiring this September, after fourteen years as President. I can do without the
complications which come to the desk of the President for solution, but I will
miss the stimulation of association with students and staff, in a common task of
high importance, not only fo"r the individuals themselves, but also for the future
welfare of Canada . I have been most fortunate to spend my entire career in a , .
university setting, eight years as an undergraduate and a graduate student, twe~~
ty-five years of full-time teaching; and seventeen years in administration --- '
which adds up to fifty golden years, rich in memories and grateful satisfaction

t'

for the support of many wise col!eagues. I salute our students with the confident wish that they will fi hd similar ~atisfaction in their own careers.
J.F. Leddy
President

1964-1978
'·.
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In March, I ch.anced to be readirg The Globe and Mail's business
section and, hence, saw the University of Windsor advertising for
someone to replace its president.
I thought I met the qualifications - graf}ted, I've never been invol ved in administra tioh and I don't h~ve a formal education, but
I am faster than a speeding bullet, more powe rful than a locomotive, and I can leap the Ren Gen in a single bound.
The Presidential ·Search Committee was very imp ressed with
these facets 9fmy personality and even more impressed when- I
told them that.i f~ wasn't given the job~ 1 wou ld -tip over every
bu ilding on this campus. After working with that -dumb dope Lois
Lane for twenty years, I'll be happy to be able to fool around with
a secretary in my new position.
Ab ou t the only trouble I expect to have on the job is a, physical one: rumour ha~ it that there is a small deposit of Kryptonite
under Dillon Hall, so· I guess I'll just have to keep away from there.
Perhaps I could move the building somewhere else if I find that I
really have to go there sometime.
I am not going to make any far-out promi ses to you, but '/ will
say that I plan to do sometMng about Saga Foods - like move Vanier Hall into another galaxy. Aside from that , I pro mise, as always,
to figh t to a never-ending battle for truth, just ice, and the American - er - Canadian way.
"
·
Up, up, and away.
Invincibly,
President and Vice-Chancellor Superman
P.S.: I plan to play for the Lancer football team. Every position.
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The new president

dealing with student

The new ore ~~irlRnt
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The
Year

ih ,Review
Fifty years from now, when you are sitting around watching
soap operas and "popping" Geritol, your rotten little grandchildren will be screaming into your hearing aid to ask you what the
Dark Ages of the Seventies were like.
Being senile, you won't be able to remember the Seventies you can't even remember the day before. How~ver, you will be
able to remember to pull out your Heinrich (its pages yellowed ·
with age) and show the kiddies pictures of yourself when you had
your real teeth. 1
Also, thanks to the following section, you will be able to recollect all the pressing events in 1977-78 campus news, all the music
you heard in the pub and at concerts, and the thrill of victory and
the agony of defeat of the year's sports.
·
Then, after you have entertained the grandchildren with your
scruffy little book, you can go back to sleep.

.

•,
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The Year in Review
.f

A surprise awaited students entering
campus last fall: SAC had invited
Playboy bunnies from Detroit to
serve as 'hostesses' at Orientation's
Casino Night. Despite opposition,
the visit came off, and almost 1,000
people crowded Ambassador Audi.torium to make the night a success.

A construction
boom
took . place on campus
this year. The biology
building was extended,
and the university leaped across Sunset Ave. nue to bu iId the new
Faculty
of Business
building.

•

.;

'

(

Degrees were awarded to 850 grads at October's 28th Convocation. All the lovely landscaping and seating went to waste,
as rain moved the ceremonies into St. Denis Hall.

·,
,:. •
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We didn't have ~- teachers' strike
this year, but we came close. The
Faculty Association was ready for
strike action September 21, but
they settled their year-long contract dispute with the Board of
Governors just in time.

Drawn out even longer than the faculty
dispute was the search for a replacement
for Or. Leddy. The Presidential Search
Committee started work before the be,ginn ing of the school year, and was unable to come up with a suitable candidate.

I

I
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·Food Services director Rick Carson was
-t.fie centre .::.·
~
of controversy all year. Bad food, cold food, unsafe food • • • and always, not enough fQpd. !J'.>
I

I

'-.

This Windsor fireman answered the call
to the false alarm that emptied the Uni\ versity Centre at Casino Night . False alarms ' plagued the university all year, ·cutting off classes, interrupting the pub bands,
and -postponing tests.

. 1

Already confused by init ials like SAC, OSAP, B.A. and Ph.D. , students t his year
ha<;fto learn a new set: OPI RG, the Ontario Public Interest Resea rch Gro up. Due to
the efforts of Mike Ura (left) and renowned radical Len Wallace, OPI RG was accepted on campu s 'in a Jan uary referendum .

Th is year's other referendum
didn't pass.
A handful of students
voted in. December agesJablishing
a
ainst
"free lance'', ·with a
direct fee which would
make the paper independent of SAC budgetary foolishness.

Despite this hardy group at registration, enrolment declined to about 6,700 students this year. The loss of 700 students put the university into a financial squeeze
that will be felt over the next few years. And enrolment is expected to dedine
further, as more and more students reject university .

\

Harry Parrott, Minister of Colleges and Universities, didn't do anything to encourage people to attend university by setting UJ:?a new, more restrictive student
aid program. SAC president' Gary Wells models the t-sh irt that shows our respect
for the honourable member from Woodstock.
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Winter
in
W
ind.~r ' meant
f ,,
•
,.
snow. th1_s. ye,ar -· an d lots
_ ~ool -·closed three
of itl
1
time t ·t h'i's:~'year when mutant snowfl a ke s fell .. from
the sky.
I -

One of Ca nada's most controversial poets, Irving Layton, read so m e of his poems
to a Mat h Building audience. He brought along some books to sell, too .

·,.

All . year long that bastion
of bad taste, the engineering paper The Essex_, engaged
in a battle of wits with The
lance. Having nothing to fi.
ght with, The Essex lost".

ESSEX
Canada's Secretary of State
for. External Affairs, Don
Jamieson, came to Windsor
this year to talk shop. This
was before he ~ kicked the
Russian spi·es out · of , Ottawa.

.,

SAC's biggest problem this year was getting enough members together to
hold a meeting. The n_ew drug plan was SAC's biggest headache, . and biggest
success.

·· • t
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Campus radio station CJAM bought new equipment and prepared to go FM,
hoping for a license by Christmas. But things
got bogg ed down,
and they're looking for a hearing
in Ottawa
this
sprin~.
Maybe
next year

•

t

~·
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Open House was held in
March this year, and att·
racted 2,000 visitors. They
played games with computers, . toured the biology department's
greenhouse, ate
Saga Foods and viewed the
galaxies.

5

..,'

Windsor sent about 10 people to the largest st ude nt demonstration ever held in Canada . Seven thousand stud ent s from across the
province jammed Queen's Park in Toronto to protes t student aid,
cutbacks, and ' unemployment. On the way back, SAC's van got a
flat tire.

..

·

At the end of the year, the
Presidential
Sea_rch Committee was still searching ...

).
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Sports

;iJ··Fflview
f
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The Lancers finished with four wins, two losses, and one tie tn regular
season, but were not ranked in the top ten teams in the nation. However, they did give the number one-ranked University of Western Mustangs quite a scare in the playoffs in a game which Western won by the
· score of 14-13.
~ancer coach Gino Fracas was named "Coach of the Year" by the other
coaches in the West division of the Ontario-Quebec Intercollegiate
Football Conference.

The basketball Lancers met their traditional
"Waterloo" again this year. After a f_airly good regular sea , son, finishing with eight wins and four losses, the team
was defeated by the University of Waterloo Warriors.
The game, as usual, was a closely fought contest, fin ishing with a score of 60-57 .. Vince Landry made the
OUAA all star team.

\

This was , a rebuilding year for the hockey Lancers.
We had a young team this year, but it still managed ·
to place third in the Western division of t,he OUAA
Hockey Conference with a record of six wins, nine
losses, and five ties. Next year should be interesting.

I

The Lancer wrestling team had
only o·ne medal winner :this
year, Greg Middleton who placed second rn the 109 lb . category of the OUAA ' Championship.

'

l
~

McMaster University of Hamilton won the OUAA waterpolo championship . Even if
the Lancers didn't win, they
I
are probably the cleanest people on campus.

Ever wonder why
have a ski team? '

we

don't

Enfert8.iiimei1t' in Re view
:I!'

'\

;

•

The University Players staged several excellen t .plays thi~ year, including
The Changing Room, (above), How The Other Half Loves, Dirty Work
at the Crossroads (below), and The Sea (to name just a f1ew) .
The Essex Hall Theatre was never vacant, it seems.
/

• "~'

' .r-·

Quite a lot of people complain about the quality of the
bands in the pub . Can the ,y all be wrong?
'

..
Here are the winners of two things that Gino
P~azza did right all year - the Talent Shows.
The bagpiper is John Siddall and the wonderful guy chopping Gino's head off is magician
Greg Otto.

I

After one postponement,
Gino
Piazza finally presented Valdy
in St. Denis Gym. The wait
was well worth it.

l

Poetry
./

Pages

,_

Well, enough of that dull prose.
_ Now, let us delve into the majestic realm of poetry. There is a
plethora of poets on this campus and they have two things in common: (A) they are all very good and (8) hardly any of them write
stuff that rhymes.
The latter characteristic really bugs some unrefined people, so,
for: them, a page of limericks follows the two pages of regular stuff.
Limericks can often be in quite bad taste, but at least they always
rhyme. Actually, that is not altogether true - Gilbert, of Gilbert and
Sullivan (the operetta writers), once wrote a limerick that ran
thusly:
There was an old man of St. Bees,
Who was stung in the arm by a wasp.
When asked, "Does it hurt?"
He replied, '~No, it doesn't I'm so glad that it wasn't a hornet."
On that note, we would like to invite you to culturize yourself
with the followi?g poetry.

The ca ·retaker
A sketch of Piranesi, curled in growing shade
Dark, as prison dark draws cha in,s
In loveknots, catwalk shadows to the rack.
The knife of Vincent, underestimated blade
·
Falls cold, takes crust and breaks , Old steel between the crumbled bread and Brie.
Among bowler hats, bird-lime .and sky
Magritte has starlings in the rib-cage, fluttering
Cold feathers for the beating heart.

1

red

Turner's brush, bent hard, tightens with colour
Fuses hair and painted wood to ancient crust
Till the cracking canvas gapes its thirst for light.
Across the floor, Fuseli's nighmare tears the cloth
Forces burning breath through mouths of silk Through dreams df sleep to rack the restless air.
From Rembrandt's palette with the paint of solid flesh
Hang empty brushes dipped in wine; in the living frame
Men clear the last supper, throwing broken bread to the dogs.
I

From darkness cut in shadow hµng a face - held Sharpened to the quickness of a blade by a wing
· Of tight, spre~d out along the throat.
Wood about the head became hair, and cheekbone
Swelled to solid dream; the frame shuddered
As he took the bread, broke off a piece, and spat.
HOBIN

ROBERTSON

Freedom
freedom is a herring gull
soaring
circling · gliding
krtowing no borders no boundaries

no bigotry

alone beyond the call of earth of time of duty
heeding only the instincts of survival
food sex a piece of rock
shit
next time around
i want off the ground

LINDSAY

HALL

\

Dream _ Up
Your eyes feel very slow,
As the darkness sets in you've come full circle,
Reaching the h iglJ.est po int.

,,
t,i

You see only the darkest places,
Vyith very little shape to the colours,
The silent motion of life,
It self keeps you very still,
And 'for a while you dream up another journey for yourself :

SCOTT ELDRIDGE

Catch Me-Catch

Me-,

If You Can
CATCH ME--catch me, if you can .
For I am falling deep into a wellAnd I am ~climbing high up to the mountain,
And I am swimming within a lakeThat gives me no an·swer
Of where I am.
What do I know
In darkness I search
And Fall.
And Climo.
And Swim.
We are in perils , son.
We do not k now where we are going .,
Our compass has no point ..
So, we stand,
Forever bold and strong and -free ...
Crying for our liberty.

M.C . FOURNIER

Limericks

There once was an old man of
Lyme . .
Who married three wives at a
time:
When asked, "Why a third?"
He replied, "One's absurd!
And bigamy, sir, ·is a crime ."

A maiden at colleg ~,
Miss Breeze,
Had B.A.'s and M.A.!~ and
Lit. D.'s.
Said her doctor, "It's pl~in
You'll collapse from the strain,
For you're killing yourself
by degrees."

1

I'd rather have fingers than toes;
I'd rather have ears than a nose;
And as for my hair,
I'm glad it's all there.
I'll be awfully sad when it goes.

A/rare old bird is the pelican;
His beak holds . more than his
belican.
, He can take in his beak
Enough food for a week,
:t hough I'm darned if I see how
the helican.

Not a Limerick
Bonitatem.Disciplinam.
Scientiam.
My brains, diffused and shattered,
A pasty mush.
There is no hope,
· My nerves decayed and twisted,
Like aging rope.
My thoughts as clear,
As the Detroit River.
To the Pub,
I donate my ,liver.

She frowned and called him Mr.
Because in sport he kr.
And so in spite
That very night
This Mr. kr. sr.

A lady, athletic and handsome,
Got wedged .in her sleeping room
transom;
When she offered much gold,
For release, she was told
That the view was worth more
than the ransom.

To Human Kinetics
I donate my balls,
For I've lost my Schutzpah.
Are you ready, Leddy,
To see me squirm and die.
Like a fat ·slug.
Without slime.
Bonitatem.Disciplinam.
~Scientiam.
Norbert Karl Hildebrandt
412 Mac Hall

',,"':.

ThePub
,.

·...._

, Human interaction is what life is all about, isn't it? Sure it is.
· The primary place for human interaction on this campus is, of
course, "The Gallery Lounge" or, as it is quaintly called by the huge
unwashed masses, the "pub" .
Managed by Peter Romeril and under the financial auspices of
SAC, the pub is a ~onference room , gossip centre, concert hall, and
drinking establishment par excellence . On top of all that, it is an
art gallery of stunning magnitude, full of many valueless antique
tiffany lamps and paintir:,gs by the most mediocre artists.
Like lemmings, students flock to the pub at all hours of the day
and night to forget the troubles of the day and, often, to forget
their names. Nevertheless, human interaction still occurs, though
·
hampered at times by the humans passing out.
As a sociologi~c1lstudy, we present the "Pub ·Section". Cheers.
I
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THE NON-ALCOHOLICS'

CONFEREN~E ROOM ,SEG1;ION_ ·:)
·,

(To give equal time to those who refrain from consuming alcohol, we present a page on "The Non-Alcoholics' Conference Room
Section," which is more popularly known as the University Centre.
Here, abstainers partake of vast quantities of milk, orange juice,
pop, coffee, and pastries. A page for the spiritless.)
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Fashions

,/

The year of "punk". People walking around with tattered clothes, orange hair an eighth of an inch long, and safety pins through
their noses. It ain 't exa_ctlya year of haute coµture.
On campus, about the only people who went in for punk fashions were professors - and they only dre~ed that way before they
got their new contract and afford to dress better .
Ainohg the student population, jeans remained a big seller - they
being stylishly tucked into "gaucho" boots in the winter months.
Topped by the ever-popular red ski-jacket, a typical student during
December looked rather like a Mountie in dress uni !orm.
What this following section actually is is a cleverly titled few
pages of candid photos which have virtually nothing to do with
fashion. We are truly sorry for this de<;eption, but we are desperate
to fill the pages of this flipping book. Have you ever tried to fill
over seventy-five pages of a book with pictures of a university where
nothing ever happens?
Well, have you?'
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Sports

,: )f'

- Sports on ·campus doe~ not mer~ly consist 'in the qompetitive
silliness.that the Lancers and1ancer(!ttes ' take part in versus other
universities' teams. Soine people on this campus hurt and exhaust
themselves just for the fun of it.
These masochists are aided and abetted in thejr physical de,$ires
by the intramural sports program at the university. Th~y-,:1oke.
··
each other with foils in fencing, flip and kick the daylights out of
each other in judo and self-defence, twist their-ligaments in basketball, hit birdies in badminton - (amazing that the Humane Society
hasn't caught up with them for that), shoot pucks at each other
in hockey, and get all wet in swimming pools. My, some people
have strange ideas about what fun is.
Anyway, intramurals seem to be pretty popular on campus,
so we thought we had better give the program a section. Fear is the
better par't of valour.
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Residential
tl
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Life
As we said a little earlier, human interactions is what life is all
about. Bearing this in mind, it can be truly said that there is no
more lively place on campus than the residencks.
Here, one learns real independence (notwithstanding the tearful
cry "I want my Mommy!"), real co-operation with others (like
collectively throwing the smallest guy on the floor into the shower),
and real control over one's financial matters (like how to get your
personal cheques to bounce).
After learning all of these invaluable things, one question surfaces: What, in God's name, am / living in residence for? Ther.eis
not an answer to this question, ·except, possibly, an insatiable desire to eat cafeteria food (in other words, insanity).
Still, a lot of people live through a year or two of residence life
and even profess to have fun doing it. This section is dedicated
to these hardy tenants. Long may you penny each other in!
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The Victim .·
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I

THE

CE-NTREFOLD
...,

'

When we got around to thinking about what we should do with
the middle pages of this book, we were befuddled. Then, som._ebody
· came up with a really original idea. ·
Tfit somebody said, "Since this is the centre of the book and it
has a fold down the middl/e,why don't we do a centrefold?" We all
considered this particularly brilliant and quickly put this suggestive
genius in charge of the "Centrefold Committee'~ Unfortunately,
he did not turn out to be such a genius, as you can clearly see by
tu;ning the page.
·
Actually, it wasn't really his fault. We sent him to Laurier Hall
to find the most beautiful girl on campus, but he couldp~t get in
and we didn't think the guy he found in Mac was anything to write
home about. Ten whole floors and not a cutie to be found.
Nevertheless, we found a little something tp thrill and delight
, you. More than that, it keeps us from having two blank pages right
in the middle of our' little book.
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Questionnaire
QUESTION: "What kind of a job_do you think the Presidential
Search Committee has done this year?;, .
ANSWER: CHECK ONE:

0

1. An excellent jub.

V

D

2. A good job.

3. A fair job.

\

D

D
D

4. A poor job.

i

5.~ A very poor job.

What Presidential Search Committee?

.

\

Candi
Well, you t,ave been waiting for them, so here they are - a gargantuan collection of pictures of you and your little friends :
·
A lot of the following ph o tos are the resul t of Lance photog,:aphers having to finish off thei r fi lms aft er being on assignment.
We think you will agree that pho tographers have very strange tastes
with regards to the type of peopl e they fi nd photogenic.
We think you will also•agree that people react very oddly when
someone sticks a camem in front of their faces. We've got people
blowing kisses, dressed in virtually everythin g, and posing very provocatively.
By far the most interesting shots, ho wever, are those in which
the people did not know the camera was around. Boy , people sure
1
do a lot of weird things naturally .
,
•
· About the only thing we don 't have in our candids is organization. We have made no separation between sports events, entertainment happenings, and everyday occurre nces. If, however, you
cannot figure out what is going on in each picture, here are a few
guidelines: (1) if the people look very tall and are wearing cute little
shorts, they are basketball players ; if they look very big and are
running into each other, they are foo tball players; if they have skates
on, they are badminton players; (2) if the peop le have the/r mouths
open and are standing near a microphone , they might well be musicians (3) if the people have long hair, they are girls.
Don't count on that-last one.
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"Thismerits a closer look~'
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"N ow, are these my reading
g lasses or driving g lasses?"
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Artist's Conception
:•

~

{" .

So much for this deep philosophical stuff - on to more flippant
matters. ·
Artist Debra J. Hetherington has been capturing the rowdiness
of the past year e'(ery week for The Lance . Nothing has escaped
her bespectacled glance; SAC, Harry Parrott, buses, and OPIRG,
among others.
Supposedly, one picture is worth a thousand words, so that
savesus from having to say anything more.
,.
(These cartoons are suitable for colouring).
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Who says this unive 'rsity is going to the dogs"l" -

The Lancers had a lot of injuries this
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year, but they always
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fielded a team
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"C'mon, fella - nobody catches trout THAT big{"
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"/ love you too - but keep your hands off me and turn the lights on!"
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Somebody

actually

reads ihis stuff?
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Hey, _you in the back row -

SHUTUP! '
I'm tryin' to sing · up ·here!"
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Hold it! This basketball

is ticking/II
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Ads

.,
£

Last, but far from least, we present our advertisers. Theseare the
people who made much of this book financially feasible and we
would like to thank each and every Of!.eof these capitalistic mer·
chants.
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UNIVE
.RSITYand'OF
WINDSOR
its
Federated and .Affiliated Institutions
offer congratulations to the Class of 1978

.. !

ASSUMPTIONUNIVERSITY
. HOLYREDEEMERCOLLEGE
CANTERBURYCOLLEGE
IONA COLLEGE

FA CULTY OF ARTS
SCHOOL OF DRAMATIC

ART

.FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE

.

SCHOOL OF ·SOCIAL WORK

FACULTY OF SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
SCHOOL OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
SCHOOL OF NURSING

,.

FA CULTY OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
FACULTY OF EDUCATION
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING
FACULTY OF HUM~ KINETICS
· ·FACULTY OF LAW
f ACULTY OF GRADUATE STUDIES
DIVISION OF EXTENSION AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
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You are invited to shop at the
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
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GROUND FLOOR - WEST LIBRARY BUILDING
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ENTRANCE OFF LIB~ARY

MALL

·~·

'•

*
BOOKS
,~,,
* STATfONERY
'

I

OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

* NEWSPAPERS
·* CALCULATORS
** TOBACCO
GIFTS
** ENGINEERING
CANDY
SUPPLIES
* GREETINGCARDS
·* RECORDS

-...----------------
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•

------------------------------

I~

.~

8:30 a.m. - 4·:30 p.m.
Monday to Friday
Open till 7 p.m. Thursday,
September ,,- April
.

'

'

Ground Floor
West Library Bldg ,,
Entrance off Library M 9 1! .\.·:.·~·
. t,...,-:.. :,,'
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LOCATION:
LOWER LEVEL, UNIVERSITY CENTRE

HOURS OF OPERATION:

. ··.

'

.

l\i.lONDAY-FRIDAY -Noon -1 AM
SATURDAY -8 PM -1 AM
.~

, SUMMER HOURS - To he announced

later

FOOD SE·RVICE:·
/

FRESH SANDWICHES ARE AVAILABLE
ATTHEBARALLDAY.
COME ON DOWN AND HA VE LUNCH WITH
US.
.
'

ENTERTAINMENT:
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
MONDAY-SATURDAY

ADMISSION:
THURSDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
U. OF W. STUDENTS WITH I.D. CARD - $.75
NON-STUDENTS ~ $1.00

FOR RESERVATIONS:
CALL EXT. 829
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Hair Styling
by Appointment
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_Olde-fashion
ed(Qlftsmanship
,
andquality.
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1059 Felix Avenue, Windsor, Ontario N9C 3l4 • Phone 252-8315
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Your On Campus Travel Service Ext. 691

* Regular Seheduled Flig :hts
* Chart~r Flights
* Inclusive ,:-our Programs
* Hotel ~ccommodations
* Steamship Bookings
* Car Rental
* 'No Service Charge ·
·2

·~~

7(iSuwe·1/oJ

.UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR BOOKSTORE
DOWNTOWN: 8300ueUette

Ave. 252-3427

9:00a.m.4:JJp.m.DailyMonday
thruFriday

258-3802 - 253-4232 EXT.691
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University braces
for two strikes
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By E.P. CHANT

The University is bracing for
strikes by two unions in the near
future, but neither the unions
nor the administration
have
much to say about the situation
right now .
Peter Dufour, president of
Local 1001 of the Canadian Un...
.,
10n of
Public
Employees
·E
... , said that negotiations between
0
his union and the administration
~
were
unchanged from last week.
~
....
>,
At
that
time, negot 1ations had
.r:,
£: reached a standstill and a Minis0
try of Labour conciliator was
.,:.
"" unable to reconcile the two
sides.
Well, it's one way to beat the exam blues. To celebrate the end of
Cupe 1001 include the Unthe year, Macdonald Hall students partied it up all last weekend,
ersity's maintenance, dietary and
with dances, sports, games, and, of course, a pie-eating contest.
housekeeping personnel.
No world records were broken.
The situation was identical

SAC debates dinners and Lance
By DAVE POWIS
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The old gave way to the new
on Tuesday, but very grudgingly .
A packed house attended the
annual meeting of the Students'
Administrative Council (SAC).
Members debated such issues as
a cheerleaders' dinner, a lost
camera and the budgets of
The Heinrich and The Lance.
Most of the controversy surrounded last week's story of a
dinner attended by SAC executives Rob Whitenect and Ernie
Petrasovic, Special Events Commissioner Gino Piazza and eight
ch rl aders. Th
inner, v. ,i
was approved by Gary Wells,
Whitenect and Petrasovic, had a
ceiling of $250 placed . on it.
The Lance reported the dinner
cost $375.
On Tuesday, Whitenect read
a statement on behalf of Piazza,
Petrasovic and himself, in which
he accused The Lance of blowing the story out of proportion.
He said the money spent was
relatively small and that the
dinner was sponsored by SAC
and not by Special Events.
"The executive wants to
show its appreciation to the
cheerleaders for bringing back
spirit to the campus," said

Whitenect. According to Whitenect, he and Petrasovic atten . ded the dinner as representatives of SAC while Piazza wai
invited because of his close tiei
with the cheerleaders club.
Drama representative Andre
Wehbe moved that Whitenect .
Petrasovic and Piazza be held
responsible for the entire dinner
bill. After considerable discus·
sion, the motion was defeated.
A subsequent motion to have
the three pay for the extra
money spent on the dinner was
also defeated.
re re n ative of the he rleaders complained the group
had been harassed by students
because of the Lance's story.
She said that they had been
unable to do any work because
of the constant interruptions of
their privacy.
As part of his report, Petrasov1c discussed Lance finances
and assets. lie told council
that a Lance staff member
had lost one of the newspaper's cameras. According to Petrasovic, the staff member had
been in the T .V. lounge in the
University Centre and had left
the camera behind. When he
returned two hours later, after

remembering about the camera,
it was gone.

for CUPE Local 1393, representing campus technicians.
Talks
are continuing between the administration and Local 102 of
the Canadian Union of Operating Engineers.
· Dufoti°r said that Local 1001
would be holding a strike vote at
10: 30 a.m. on Saturday in
Room 13 3 of Windsor Hall
North. Bruce Gordon, president
of Local 1393, said that his union decided to strike in a strike
vote held in January.
Both unions are waiting for
"no-board reports" from
the
provincial conciliator, R. Yerhayen. This report confirms that
reconciliation between administration and labour is impossible
and, two weeks after it is received, the unions can legally strike.
The Vice-President of Administration, Dr. John Allan, said
that negotiations were "going as
about expected."
He declined
further comment, saying he did
not feel that labour negotiations
could be conducted in the public
forum .

A full house packed Tuesday's controversial SAC meeting.

The

camera was valued at

$199 with insurance paying for
$100. Petrasovic told council
a comparable camera costs $339.

Janine llalbcrt, Lance photo
editor disagreed. She said "The
same camera can be purchased
at Sears for $209 .9 5."
Gary Wells pointed out that
this matter and that of The
Lance and I leinrich budgets

come under the jurisdiction of
the Student Media Corporation.
SMC
Results of yesterday's
meeting were unavailable at
press time.
Other council matters passed
included
the ratification
of
Andre Wehbe as a member of
next year's council, nullifying
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Cutbacks threaten profs and students
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By DAN SULLIVAN

Fewer courses, fewer profs
and fewer library books face
students over the next few
years .
Due to falling enrolment
and
inadequate
government
funding the university administration is asking for cuts of four
to six per cent in the budgets of
the various faculties.
The department of Asian Studies reports that cuts in overload teaching, support staff and
library materials are already
under way. The English department is unable to replace
two of its members who are
taking unpaid leaves of absence
next year.

Other departments, such as
Physics and Communication Studies, however, report that the
effects of pending cutbacks
on their departments are not

yet known.
"We have no way of knowing
what the effects arc going to
be" said Dr. Garth Jowett,
head of Communication Studies.
I le added that next year's communications students may be
asked to pay for materials provided by the departments (e.g.
handouts).
Most of the department heads
interviewed felt that the mam
effect students will feel will
be reduced course offerings.
Some courses may only be
offered in alternate years, and
some may be cut out altogether.
Professors are being threatened with an increased teaching load to cover courses in
intersession and summer session for which they have previously received overload pay.
However, one department head
indicated that falling enrolment
could cause a reduction in the

number of course offerings so
drastic that it would not be
necessary to increase loads.
According to John McAuliffc, Vice-President, Academic,
"it looks as if it could get tighter" depending on future enrolment and government funding
policies.
Projections for the next five
years indicate a 20% decrease
in enrolment. This together with
an expected continuation of the
government's policy of holding
grant increases below the inflation rate presents the university administration with huge deficits. The Board of Governors
is asking for a balanced budget.
Though next year's cutbaclcs
may be severe, they will probably not be the last. President
Leddy, in a brief to the Council
of Ontario
Universities, has
indicated that financial hardships will cause a decline in
academic quality.

When asked about the possibility of lowering standards
Dr. Sullivan said "we're trying
not to, but of course it's a great
tern ptation," and that attempts
to resist such drastic measures
had been successful "so far."
Last month students from
across Ontario
gathered
at
Queen's Park to protest the cutbacks. When asked if they
thought this might have done
any effect in reducing future
cutbacks most department heads
said they didn't think so.
"This government has taken
quite a bit of critical comment
on their education funding,"
said Dr. John Spellman, head
of Asian Studies, "and it doesn't
seem to be budging."
However, one head said that
Dr. Leddy has indicated that
the government might be influenced by the student protests when considering future
university funding.
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Happening
WORSHIP at Iona. Holy Communion
every Tuesday at 12:15 (noon).

on carnpas
THE University of Windsor Players presents THE REAL INSPECTOR HOUND
with AFTER MAGRITTE by Tom Stoppard, today, April 7 and tomorrow, April
8 at 8:00 p.m. Essex Hall Theatre, University of Windsor, Wyandotte at Patricia. Phone 253-4565 for reservations.

CATHOLIC Campus Ministry (located
at the Assumption University Building
on campus . 2nd floor). MASSES: Sunday 10:30 a.m., 4:30 p.m Weekdays
12 :00 noon, 4 :30 p.m. Saturday 11 :30
a.m.
THE annual B.F.A. Graduate Exhibition continues on view in the Leddy
Library Gallery (Rm. G-100) and in
the LeBel Fine_ Arts Gallery through
April 21.
TONIGHT,
Drama 303 presents, A
SLIGHT ACHE by Harold Pinter at
7 p.m. in the Experimental Theatre,
School of Dramatic Arts. There will
also be a repeat performance
Saturday, April 8, at 2:30 p.m.
SPEAKERS from Chicago on "God's
Will For a Christian" Windsor Chinese
Christian Fellowship. 7:30 p.m. Friday,
Math Building 2127.
LUNCH at Iona - An inexpensive lunch
at noon on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday at Iona. Pay for what you eat.
All welcome. Bring your own bag lunch
if you wish. A place to meet people
in a relaxed home environment.

What's Happenin1 is a resular future of Th• Lanc1
which will include Unclauifled Ada, Per,onal Ada,
and Notices of campu1 eventt; Liatin11 of off-campua
activitiea will allo be considered for publlcatlo•.
Any submilaion may be edited for len,th. Dnd!lna
is noon Tueadlly of the wc,k of publication.

o.,:.,: carnpas
THE Ontario Liberal Party is sponsoring a one-day conference to discuss the
problems in the education system. The
theme will be "Education ·· Does it
Pass or Fail?" The conference will be
held on Saturday, April 15, 1978 at
the King Edward Hotel, Toronto. For
further information contact Peter Milley at (416) 961-3800.
POETRY readings are being held at the
Amherstburg Public Library every Thursday at 8·30 p.m. Everyone is welcome
to attend and poets are encouraged to
"come out of the closet".
WINDSOR Jewish Students Organization presents "Shop On Main Street"
From its "Great Film Series". Wednesday, April 12 - 8 p.m. at the J.C.C.
. 1641 Ouellette Avenue. No admission - All welcome.
THE Fort Malden Guild of Arts and Crafts presents a Memorial Exhibition of
Paintings by William Stidworthy at the
Gibson Gallery, 140 Richmond Street,
Amherstburg,
every Sunday afternoon
in April from 2 to 5 p.m.
NATIVE Indian Community Supper beginning at 4:00 p.m. Saturday, April 8,
1978 at St. Stephen's Anglican Church,
5282 Howard Avenue (one mile south
of No. 3 Hwy.). Guest Speaker: Dr.
J. Robert Holmes, M.P., Opposition
Government
Indian Affairs Critic . Indian social dancing.

ancJassi.POO
LOST: One camera. University
tre. Please call 253-4060.

Cen-

2 BEDROOM apartment for rent near
campus at 237 Askin Blvd. Available
on May 1st. Call at 258-9275 from
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

THE Natural Nutrition Society of ~Vlndsor would like to charter a bus to a sem.
inar on consumerism. Beatrice Trum
Hunter will be speaking on "The Aspect
of Food Supplies and Additives and
Environmental
Pollutants entering the
food chain." Tues., April 18, 7.9 p.m.
At the YMCA In Birmingham, Ml. Interested? Please contact Fern at 2589892, or Mrs. Yapp at 944-1637.
SUBLET - furnished bachelor apartment, Ouellette
Avenue. May 1st .
Sept. 1st. Phone 256-2723 after 5:00
p.m.

FOR SALE: $5500 stereo equipment
for $2000 from a sound studio. Call
Phil 969 -9472 or Shaun 254-2156.
WILL do typing in my home. Arrangements can be made for pick-up and delivery · call 736-6933.
GENERAL
typing.
Phone Miss Hicks:
9602 9 - 4.

JEWISH Students: Passover seders Friday, April 21 and Saturday, April 22.
Need a home for a seder? Call Dave or
Jeff 252-8009 or Sid 254-7558.

Reasonable
rate.
252-0747 or 252-

ONE female needed to share 3 bedroom house near Tecumseh and Parent - one block from bus stop . $70
per month. Available May 1st . phone
Brenda 254-7830 after 6 p.m.

FOR SA LE: 3 speed 20 inch box fan $20 (original purchase price $35). Call
256-8384 after 4:30.

SAC meeting cont'd from page 1
his disqualification
due to an allegedly
improper nomination procedure.
Wells announced the appointment of
Ron Moro, owner of the Milano restaurant and two-time
P.C. candidate,
to the Board of Governors. WeHs called
Moro "a Tory hack".
Wells told council of some support
from the board of governors to give the
SAC president a vote on the board.
With all business finished the council,
with exception of the executives, resigncd. The new council including Presi-

dent Gino Piazza and V-P Doug Smith,
then held their first meeting.
The new council decided to hold off
, elections to SAC's board of directors
until Monday's meeting.
The council also ratified members
of the new cabinet. They are : Edward
Kok, Chairman; Emmanuel Biundo, Treasuree; Gary Wells, Presidential Aid ;
·oebbie Krutilla, Ancillary Services Com missioner; and Bob Gammon, Special
Events Commissioner.

ACADEMIC COUNSELLING WEEK
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Students are strongly
advised to obtain academic counselling
before registerin~
Summer School, or the Fall semester 197R. Consult your Departmental
or School
for the next year.
counselling
week, to arrange your program of studies

for Intersessi~n,
counsellor
during

Departmenta~ and School Counsellors
Communication Studies
Prof. A. Osler
Prof. M. Gerace
Prof. H. Edmunds
Dr. W. Romanow

Economics
Dr. A. E. Kovacs
Dr. B·. Meyer
Dr. R. Green
Prof. P.R.
Burrell
Prof. J. F. Callaghan

GeograEhX:
Dr. M. Sanderson
Dr. A. Trenhaile
Dr. J. C. Ransome
Dr. F. C. Innes
Dr. M. E. Blenman
Dr. G. H. Romsa
T)r. I. Stebelsky

History
Dr. D.
Dr. L.
Dr. K.
Dr. U.

Home Economics
Prof. B. Lanz
Prof. V. Mogyorody
Prof. G. Engel
Dr. P. R. Griffith
Prof. S. Goerzen

Political
Science
Dr. W. C. Soderlund
Prof. R. G. Price
Dr. R. B. Wagenberg
Dr. E. D. Briggs

Psychology
Dr. B. Rourke
Dr. J. Cohen
Dr. F. Schneider
Dr. R. Frisch

Sociology
Prof. G. Booth
Dr. J. F~rguson
Dr. S. Faber

- 7101 Math Building
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'Totally inaccurate'
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Placement staff reply to radio criticism
By RICK SPENCE
"We 're going to take our
action, but we 're going to let
the dust settle first ."

.,

i

i-..:

t;
o
0

.c

That 's the reaction of the
director of the campus placement centre , Stuart Musgrave ,
to a recent racjio broadcast
which denounced
the federal
government 's student employment program and criticized
our placement
centre 's staff.
In a report on " Information Radio",
CBE's morning
public affairs show, on March
2~ , Lorraine Johnson said the
government's
summer employment program "just isn't working". She called the government 's attempt to make it look
like· it was doing something
about student
unemployment
"underhanded" .

Q..

Stuart Musgrave, Placement Centre direcdor

Manpower: more space 7
At long last, something may
be done about the cramped and
crowded conditions of the campusplacement centre.
An article in last week's
Lance about the shortage of
space at the placement office
caught the eye of Windsor West
\1.P. Herb Gray. He called The
Lance Monday to say he was
doing something about the problem.
"I saw the article. I thought
the point was well made," Gray
said. On Monday he called the
university administrative
vicepresident, John Allan, who
reed to review the space situation on campus.
Gray said he had also talked

ag-

to the director of the manpower
centre, Stuart Musgrave, and
that Musgrave and Allan would
be getting together to discuss
the problem.
Allan told The Lance he
would be asking Musgrave for
his views on the "adequacy or
inadequacy"
of the placement
office. The two administrators
have not met since Allan assumed his position last year.
The placement centre, located in the basement of Dillon
Hall, has long been the centre
of criticism. There is no room
for a proper resource library,
the reception area is cramped,
and there are not enough meetmg rooms for on-campus interviews.

Although she did not mention anyone's name, Johnson
said the University of Windsor's student placement centre,
which is run by the federal
government,
is manned
by
"some very insensitive people."
She called the personnel "condescending",
and said "a lot
of students won't go back"

due to "intimidation"
by the
centre's staff.
Johnson cited some students'
examples of the staff's bullying of students. She said one
student who came in for an
interview was reduced to tears
by the abrasiveness of a placement centre staff member.
"Do you think we would put
up with anything like that?",
Musgrave asked the Lance . Musgrave called the charges "totally inaccurate", and said some
were taken ou t of context.
He emphasized t ha t an organization like the campus manpower service, which works with
4,000 students per year, will
inevitably irritate some people .
"We try to perfect their
( the counsellors ') styles so they
don't
irritate anybody,
Musgrave said, "but you're going to
run into people who are irritated."
Musgrave said the placement
<:_entre had not replied to the
CBE broadcast. "We don't have
to respond to something like
that ." He added, "Silence is
not an admission of guilt."
"If a student has a complaint, let him come to me,"
Musgrave said. The placement

Bus fare increase approved
By BRUCE DINSMORE
Bus fares in Windsor will
go up Sunday, April 23. The
new fare for students will be
50 cents exact cash. The new
fares were approved by Windsor City Council Tuesday.
The 1978 Transit Windsor
budget,
contammg
those revised fares was considered at
a city council budget session.
Since the city owns the bus
line, the council had to approve

the new fares before they
could go into effect.
The fare increase was approved, but $15,000 was cut off
rhe budget.
Much of the debate centred on the question of senior citizen fare..
morion not
to increase senior cit izcns' fares,
was scrapped when it was noted
that senior citizens comprised
only 6 per cent of transit ridership.

Execs repay $125 despite SAC ruling
By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI
Student Council has voted to
accept responsibi:ity
for the
·375 bill incurred by three SAC
members and their guests two
weeks ago at Ye Olde Steak
House.
At the final council meeting
last Tuesday, members voted
down a motion that would have
charged the entire bill to Treasurer Ernie Petrasovic, VicePresident Rob Whitenect, and
Special Events
Commissioner

and President-elect Gino Piazza.
A second motion, demanding
•hat the three pay the $125
spent in excess of the dinner's
$250 limit, ~vas also defeated.
However, o n the morning
following that council meet-

Film fest
tonight
All Fellini freaks, Bunuel
buffs, Linton laughers et al,
are hereby notified of the fourth annual Communication
Studies 210 Film Festival.
Tonight
at 7 :00 you can
have the opportunity
to view
movies produced by second year
film students over the past year.
Put a little splice in your
Friday - join them in 312 3
.'vl.athbeginning at 7 p.m.

ing, Whiten°ect, Petrasovic and
Piazza called a special press
conference
and
presented
personal cheques totalling $125
to SAC President Gary Wells.
The three executives explained the money was being paid,
despite council's
decision to
cover the bill, to "protect our
personal integrity." They said
the payment was "purely voluntary, and is in no way, shape
or form an admission of guilt."
Council's discussion of the
March 2 3 dinner-parry
began
during Treasurer Petrasovic's report.
A number of counc il members expressed their anger and
concern that permission for such
an expenditure was not brought
before the entire council, rather
than having it approved by
President Gary Wells, Whitenect and Petrasov1c. \\'hitenect
explained that the dinner was
for the cheerleaders at the end
of their season, and that a two
week delay to seek SAC's approval would have caused schedu ling problems.
One member bro ught up the
fact that SAC always funds an
year-end party, with pizza and .
beer, for the outgoing and incoming council members. Thar
point was countered
by yet
another council membe r who
described the member party as
traditional,
saying the cheerleader's dinner was not.

·centre receives about 10 complaints per year, and Musgrave
says he looks into each one
thoroughly,
and reports back
to the students until they are
satisfied.
Musgrave
recognized
that
most of Johnson's charges related to one counsellor,
an
older woman who will be retmng in June. Although
he
said Miss Gwendolyn
Overholt's "straight-forward
manner
might not always be for the
best,"
he praised the counsellor's
dedication
and hard
work . "You never hear about
things like that," he said.
Overholt
told The Lance
''I'm mighty proud of my record . I've always tried to help
students."
Although she recognized that
some students might have been
irritated by some of her comments, she said "Anything I've
said to a student is in the vein
of constructive
criticism and
should be taken as such."
CBE reporter Johnson has
never talked to him, Musgrave
says. Although he isn't planning
any action on the issue for now,
he says "Our paths will cross
with that Johnson girl."

After the defeat of the motion to charge the three with
the full price of the meal, a
second motion demanded payment for the excess expenditure of $125. Although Petrasovic and Whitenect had stated
they were willing to pay the
extra amount, they vcHed against
the resolution.
After that motion failed to
pass, it was decided that Whnencct
and Perrasovic's
votes
constituted
a conflict of m-

terest, another vote was taken.
Under SAC by-law 17, any
expense incurred by the SAC
executive is justifiable, unless
over-ruled by three-quarters of
SAC. The second vote was 11
for and 5 against, which was
not sufficient to pass the motit>n.
Piazza has told The Lance
that incidents like this one will
not occur during his term as
SAC president.

Students across campus seemed resigned to the increase.
A minority
said that thev
didn't use the bus, while only
one said that he was happy with
the new service, and that was a
man from the Forest . Glade
area of t e city.
Transit officials predict ridership will dip because of the
price hike. Ridership has been
down m the past few months
because of a strike by dnvers
in December and the wild winter storms in January.
To keep Ontario grants coming in, a bus line the size of
Windsor's has to earn about 60
per cent of its income through
the farebox. Currently the income percentage 1s around 55,
which the fare increase will
boost to 62 per cent.
There are still several transit improvements down the road
that are under scrutiny. A pass
system is stil being studied.
Several people have expressed
disapproval
of the new bus
routes and city council and
Transit Wmdsor will meet shortly to discuss the change s.

Drug Re.fund
·Drug refund cheques
will be handed out

April 17th and 18th
IN 1'HESACOFFICE
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from the lackeys and subversives

and hate-mongers

in the all-powerful,

empire. Leading the plot against the civilized world this week were: Rick Spence:
McLister:

herington:
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SAC intimidation
of the press
must stop
Ten years ago the admini·
stration of this university im·
posed censorship on The Lance.
It expelled che editors because
it didn't like what they were
printing in the student news·
paper.
Almost all students, not JUSt
Lance staff members, fought
against that censorship,
and
e, en tu all) prevailed The present
administration knows it has no
control over what 1s printed in
The Lance .

ow it appears the battle
must be fought again: this ume
against the Studc.:nts' Admin1·
strativc
Council
~ince
last
week's story about the $375
dinner party put on by SAC:
members
Gino P1aua, Ernie
Petrasovic and Roh Whitenell,
the newspaper has faced threats
to its autonomy and even its
existenct:
In the past wt:ck, there have
been rumours of lawsuits over
the dinner party story. SAC

The Ca talyst
Ir may be d1sm1ssed as an
electioneering stunt, but it was
nice to see our'local M.P., llerh
Gray, step into the problem of
the manpower-placement
centre
on campus.
Mr. Gray read a story in The
Lance last week which described the crowded conditions
of the placement centre, and he
decided to take some action.
Being a veteran
of Ottawa
officialdom,
Gray knows that
any bureaucratic problem can be
solved, if the two sides get together
and understand
each
other.
For years, students have complained about the small, dim
and gloomy placement centre.
For years, the director of the
placement centre, Stuart Musgrave, has complained along with

them. And meanwhile, success·
1ve bureaucrats in Windsor I !all
have claimed they haven't been
approached about the problem.
Now there arc no excuses.
Gray has acted as the badly·
needed catalyst,
bringing the
manpower people and the university administration
together
ro discuss the problem
of
allocating
new space to the
placement centre.
Our arrent ion now turns to
vice·prcsidcnr
John Allan and
to Stuart Musgrave, who must
show they truly care about students by coming up with a just
settlement.
A new placement office may
not help you with your summer
job hunt this year, but it could
do wonders next year.

Dear
It
E.P.
kr)

- ~·
President-elect
Gino
Piazza
didn't like the headline. Additionally, a cheerleader who was
interviewed claimed her statements were taped without her
permission. A lawsuit was threatened, even though no tape ex·
isted.
SAC
treasurer
Petrasovic,
.named
as
one
of
those
who exceeded the dinner's $250
limit, suddenly came forth Tuesday with long-unrevealed figures
about Lance finances. He tried
to show SAC that the paper was
almost over budget, and his intention was obvious; he wanted
to shut down the paper, with
two issues left. llis duties as
treasurer became confused with
a personal vendetta.
Worst of all, at Tuesday's
SAC meeting
Petrasovic and
vice-president
Whitenect came
up with a motion which, had it
passed, would have marked the
end of The Lance as an independent newspaper. They wanted SAC to order the paper to
print an apology for last week's
expose. They directed that the
apology be printed on the front

...

page.
The motion was thrown out
almost immediately when it was
discovered it was outside council's jurisdiction.
The Student
Media Corporation is the Lance's
publisher, not SAC.
But The Lance finds it disturbing that two SAC executives, who also serve on the
Media Corporation,
and who
should know better, tried to
pass such a resolution.
Fortunately, all the attempts
at infringing on the freedom of
the campus press seem to have
been stymied.
The solid, factual reporting
in the articles about the dinner
precluded any legal action. The
financial affairs of The Lance
will be discussed at the media
corporation, which includes SAC
and media representatives. The
motion to order The Lance to
print an apology disappeared
more quickly than it came.
It is obvious that SAC has
no idea what freedom of the
press is all about. This is why
we feel obligated to air this
dirty linen in public. While we

Comment

:, ... 4'\

• .

• • ~· .... ...•

have weathered this story, we
need student support to ensure
our autonomy
is preserved.
Formerly, as when we ran a
referendum
last December to
win financial freedom for the
paper, these threats were only
theoretical. Now they are real.
Harassment and intimidation
of the press has to stop. Inves·
tigative reporting, based on cold,
hard facts, must not be dis·
couraged.
Freedom of the press does
not mean -irresponsibility, or a
license to print just anything.
Not only is The Lance bound
by laws, but its content is
determined by the Lance staff.
Freedom of the press does
not prevent us from admitting
mistakes, either. For instance,
we erred last week when we
wrote that Gino Piazza did not
sign the bill for the March 23
meal at Ye Olde Steak House.
It turns out that, contrary to
what Piazza told a Lance re·
porter March 28, he did sign
the bill.
There is no better argument
for the preservation of an in·
dependent Lance.

Democracy is a facade in West Germany
By LEN WALLACE
Political repression and the
curtailment
of civil rights has
long been associated with totalitarian states and military dictatorships.
But what of the
"liberal democracies", and one
of the very models of Western
parliamentarism
- West Germany?
Only too well can one remember the hysteria over the
actions of the West German
extremist group known as the
Baader-Meinhoff gang - part of
the Red Army Faction. Thousands' of editorials of so-called
"experts" purport that the RAF
i~ tied to an international terrorist conspiracy. The RAF, with
its hijacking of a Lufthansa

airliner, and the assassination of
Hanns Martin
Schleyer,
has
caused a political backlash in
the country not known since
the days of the Third Reich.
The suppression of dissension which questions governmental actions and power has
increased uncontrolled.
Presently, some 500 individuals are
under investigation for "crimes"
relating to terrorism. For example, the father of Gudrun
Ensslin, an RAF member found
dead in her prison cell, was accused of defaming the state for
mere!~ suggesting that his daughter may have been murdered
in her cell. Enslinn faces up to
three years in jail.
Some sixty lawyers have also

been arrested for associatin~
with terrorists. State measures
have demanded that those accused of terrorism cannot be
defended by a group of lawyers working together.
Lawyers suspected of supporting
these individuals or groups can
be barred from the courtroom.
Lawyers' offices may be searched, court procedures may be
conducted
in the absence of
any defense, and the rights of
lawyers to comment
publicly
on the case can be restricted.
Thousands of people, especially in France, have gone into
the streets to demonstrate against the curtailment
of basic
rights. Those in West Germany
who protest are jailed. A num-

ber of those who did have been
beaten by police while in their
cells.
The forces of law and order, supported
by the corporate establishment, have foisted a mass hysteria campaign
on the public. Newspapers have
found it highly profitable to capitalise on prevailing sentiments
in sensational articles and accounts.
One paper, the Bild Zeitung,
had even prepared a questionnaire for parents, to determine
whether or not their children
had terrorist tendencies. If the
child scored 50 points, he or
she "is theoretically
likely to
be infected with terrorist ideas
and even comm it violent acts."
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Yes, this "model" nation has
part
shown that its democracy is
only temporary
a facade. ••
But the point hits home here and
in Canada, after our own gov· ••
ernment
was exposed in it_s ical
operations during the FLQ en· Casi
sis. The War Measures Act,
which can be invoked at any ••
time was used to curtail the
right's of Canadians and dis·
allowed individuals to challenge ••
government actions. At the time, ..
the government claimed that 1,'.
but,
was hunting down "hundreds
coul
of F LQ cells. Years later, we
found that to be a deliberate ••
lie. If we protested, we were ace
put in jail. Thus, it seems, our Will
wonderful democracy isn't reall)' ••
that democratic.
bee
tend
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Lecter.is

Libr~ry still noisy

Throwingdown the gauntlet
foche Staff of the Lance:
We find it disconcerting that
i'e must again re-educate the
nindless horde that passes itself
iff as the journalistic staff of
:heLance, with regards to the
ESSEX.
It amazes us how you take
l defensive stance whenever the
Engineering paper graces the
!.!nee. Do you think of us as
:ompetition? We wonder why.
The ESSEX has a permanent
aff of 3 persons. How many
!'Orkon the Lance? We have
1 budget of $1,000
per scho15tic year. How much money
Joyou spend?

As of April 4, we have not
yet had any complaints from
our intended readership, (nor
from the estimated 500 nonengineers who read our paper).
By the way, do you still want
us' to keep sending you copies?
Have you received any derogatory remarks about the Lance?
We realize that each of our
satirical monthly
newspapers
~reatl~ outshines your 'special
Joke issue', but is that any reason to blindly slash at us?
If you continue this unjustified
derogatory
outlook,
Len Wallace, champion of the
underdog and defender or the

faith will come rushing to our
aid. This for us, would be a fate
worse than death.
As a footnote,
let it be
known that the ESSEX will
effectively double its budget for
next year and sizeably increase
its regular and contributing
staff. We're informing you of
this so that you may prepare
your excuses for why the srory
of the Spartans and the Greeks
has been recreated by two U.
of W. publications.
Yours truly,
Jason Farlam, Editor
and 6 others

Discrimination and paranoia
DearEditor:
It is indeed a wonder how
1.P.Chant (The Splenetic WonJer) referred last week (Lance,
ll/3) to my letter (Lance,
!4/3) as one "about discrim.nation against the Chinese ."

a
0

was so sure it meant to dis:ourage Chinese students from
:oo hastily claiming a case of
Jiscrimination when they feel
:hat they have been unfairly
rreatedby Canadians.

e
ly
While Mr. Chant evidently
al. nisinterpreted the theme of my
n

sd,
is-

epistle, he also regarded it "to
be the most inarticulate thing
I have eve1 had the displeasure
to try to read." (If an explanation is due ... ) A misprinting
by the Lance of that letter on
at least two instances might
have been the cause of his hardship. Otherwise, maybe it is
simply that Mr. Chant and I
do not write the same English.
Just to clarify further, my
letter was certainly not intended to displease, be "personally
directed at", or to teach him

Out on a limb

es
a
By ANNA MARIA TREMONTI
g.
and DON PEPPIN
d
is
ff.
Everybody and his cousin are giving away awards these days, and
es weknow of an awful lot of people on campus have been busting
g :heir little fannies trying to earn a little phallic award for themselves,without very much success. Since the Oscars, Emmy's, and
/unos are all in the winds and on the screens these days, we thought
or itwould be an appropriate time to present the first annual SCRUNO
23 1wards.To those who deserve it:
se.
to
re- •• To commemorate noteworthy feats of pursuasion and armgn 'Wisting, as evidenced by the new building he'll be Deaning come
September: Dr. Biz-Niz, Mike Zin.
nr •• To the City of Windsor police force who daily attended

to

the

m· duties they were so well prepared for during their extensive training

sessionsas rookies: you guys get an extra large papier mache SCRU~O.Made from tickets we dredged from the river bed.

as
is
e.
re

•• The Dummy-In-The-Tower-Is-Worth-Two-In-The-File
award:
ThePresidential (Still) Searching Committee.
" And while we're on the subject: A special award for a high '
achiever in the prolific and annual retirement announcements department: J. Francis Leddy.
•• To the most splenetic bigot who moonlights in wit, tobacco,
and occasional wisdom: E.P. Chant.

V·

'* For unprecedented performance in the area of terrorism, radical actions, and deadline punishments, (he did some writing ocn·
casionally too): Editor Richard Alan Spence.
cc,
ics

•• For outstanding achievement in the bacon-bit breeding of purebred cockroaches: Saga Foods.
e .. To the most mis-spelt Irishman on campus:

FIVE

J. Timothy O'Malley.

it .. We wanted to award a SCR UNO to the library security guards
s" but, well, as you can imagine, it was locked in a T.A. 's office and we
\'e couldn't get it. (Or was their's the one that got stolen?).
re •• To Peter Romeril: this award plus a green jacket and a Danish
re accent will soon win you fame and fortune (and along with 30 cents,
ur will get you a cup of Soggy coffee).
Hy
•• To Hairy Parrot we dedicate our most prestigious SCRUNO,
because returning this SCRUNO is about the only award he intends to give anybody next year.

anything. (Admittedly,
I had
not even read his article, "The
Splenetic Wonder," which sparked off all those "silly charges
of racism" he chanted about
in last week's Lance). ·
Assuming this present letter
at least achieves his standards
of articulation, I would be much
delighted if Mr. Chant does not
persist "being so goddamn paranoid" about my previous one.
Humorously Yours,
Alan Chionh

Thanks
Gary
Dear Editor:
We, the members of the
Student Administrative Council 1977-78, would like to take
this opportunity to thank Gary
Wells, President, for his immeasurable contribution to the
betterment of student life on
campus at the University of
Windsor. His unselfish devotion
of innumerable hours has made
opportunities for students which
did not exist. Ilis accomplishments and hard work should not
go unrecognized.
We do appreciate you, Gary.
Thank you! A job well done!
Sincerely,
Tyler Higgins, Law President
Ernest Petrasovic, Treasurer
M. Bruce Hannah, Ancillary
Commissioner
Rob Whitenect
SAC V-P
Heather A. Hicks, Nursing Society President
Kathleen O'Sullivan, Nursing
Rep.
Gary S. Siddall, Com. Pres.
Giselle Branget, Com. Rep
Ken Golish, Law Rep.
Vicki Fenner, Arts Rep.
Maryon Overholt, External
Affairs Commissioner
Martin S. Furac, Pres. Social
Work
Don Peppin, Soc. Sci. Rep.
Daniel Chamney, Science &
Math Rep.
Mary Poole, Social Work Rep.
Randy Smith, Chairman
Andre Wehbe, Drama Rep.
Gino J. Piazza, Special Events
Tony F. LaSorda, Bus. Rep.
Joan Durrant, Soc-Sci Rep.
Leo Meye~ Pies. Eng.So..:.

--

Dear Editor:
According to a Lance article of several weeks ago, measures to reduce the noise level
in the Leddy Library were assumedly to be taken immediately by library security. As
seems normal for this institution, which is infamous for making unkept promises , such measures have not been taken to
date. Not only has the noise in
the library increased of late, I
have yet to see security making
any attempts at resolving the
problem.
I was personal!) under the
obviously mistaken impression
that library security would be
making regular floor checks and
asking those causing unnecessary
hub-bub to stifle their overexercised vocal chords Upon
hearing of this new plan of
action, my faith in library staff
was somewhat renewed and I
had high hopes of final!} being
able to study in peace within
our hallowed halls. But, alas,
my anticipations were soon shattered and, once more, I find
myself frustrated
and angry:
frustrated because I am still

unable to make effective use of
library facilitie~ due to inconsiderate fellow students, and
angry
because
commitments
made by library staff to try to
curb the excessive noise problem are obviously hollow and
of little value.
As has been repeatedly stated
by others before me, the library was intended as a place
for serious study and endeavours aimed at academic achievement, not as a recreational
facility for the purposes of
social gathering and lame chitchat.
Overwhelmed by disappointment at this point, I rather
doubt that the present situation will change. Sadly, it appears that the voice of those of
us committed to education and
learning is often unheard and
certainly insignificant at this
University. I personally do not
enjoy espousing pessimism, but
considering the lack of interest
and constructive action taken by
library staff, I am afraid I can
only project negativism.
Sincerely,
E. Adele Glass
B.S.W. IV

Keep it down to
dull roar: bozos

1

Dear Editor:
I am writing this letter at
my desk located on the third
floor of the librar . Wh would
it be important to start a letter
by stating where it has been
written?
Who cares? Well,
that's just the point. I am writing this letter because I have
constantly asked for the people
around me to shut up. It appears
that no one cares. In short,
if one wants to go to the library to do some work - forget
it. I lowever, if you want to
go to be sociable, bug other
people, etc., then this is the
place.
. Why don't I just move to
another part of the library?
Well, why should I? I'm here
to do work - these inconsid- ·
erate children who did not receive enough oxygen at birth
are the ones that should leave.
l have been going to the desks
located in the south end of the
third floor almost every day
since intersession. (Well, almost
every day!). It was quiet there,
and I thought that I had formed
my perfect niche for studying.
Until the neighbours moved in.
If they want to talk, then go
downstairs. If they want to
fail or receive poor marks then by all means, let them.
But myself and others should
not have to remind these bozos
every five minutes to keep their
noise down to a 'dull roar'!
Granted, I myself make some
noise - but if I feel that my
conversation is going to bother
people, then I suggest to that
person(s) that we go downstairs, since we are in a 'study
area'. When I was in my first
year in university, I too, must
admit that I was a noisy SOB.
However, some of these offenders are in 3rd or 4th years
- a far cry from being 18 years
of age.
Why don't you tell the sec-· ·~v ~ards to tell them to keep

quiet? They're too busy trying
to track down 'criminals' who
persistently
smok'e or drink
coffee in undesignated areas and we all know that this is
more important to other people
studying than a 'little' noise!
Right? Wrong!
Well, then what are the options open to students who are
plagued by such morons? Here is
a 4 step solution.
Step I - Kindly ask them to
keep the noise down. If they
?ersist, then go to step 2.
Step 2 - Ask them again and
tell them the reason why (eg.
studying for exams, meditating etc.).
Step 3 - If this fails step 3
will work rather well. Go up
to the group of people, and
tell them, not so nicely, to go
fuck themselves.
Step 4 - If one of them tells
you to do the same, discretely
re-arrange his face and genitals.
In this fashio11, I am sure
that in no time at all the noise
will begin to decline. But this
is not the right way.
However, how can one deal
rationally with people who show
no signs of intelligence? The
answer is of course, pain. It's
amazing how many people are
aversive to any stimuli associated with pain. Since these
students (who are the minority)
who make a lot of noise, are in
fact a pain in the ass, give them
what's coming to them - drive
them right through the walll
But wouldn't it be easier
if those students (and I use
the word loosely) were never
considerate
of others? Let's
hope so - my patience is wearing
thin. Perhaps they will read
this article (if they can read)
and realize that some people
go to the library to. work.
Michael Flynn
Graduate Student,
Faculty of Business,
U. ofW. Inc.
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More letters

Cheerleaders speak out on SAC dinner
Dear Editor:
This is a letter being written
in response to the three articles
printed in the previous issue of
the Lance . These articles referred to are : Piazza throws
$375
dinner
with
Student
Funds, All the President's Meals
and Out on a Limb . The article
will respond to all three together in order to keep it to the
minimal cost.
The issue being discussed is
the dinner for the cheerleaders.
To start out by setting the facts
straight there was an $8 mist ake on the bill making the amount
$367 . The real total
represents
an overexpenditure
of $117 as the ceiling was set
at $250. It should also be noted that the dinner was a SAC
function not a Special Events
function,
so Piazza did not
throw the dinner he merely
approached the SAC and suggested it. The executives approved it. The question arises,
what were Gino Piazza, Ernie
Petrasovic and Rob Whitenect
all doing at the dinner. The answer is simple, Gino is the one
who got cheerleading going and
stood by us all year, as for
Ernie and Rob they represented
SAC. To refer back to the
m erexpenditure,
the three agreed to pay for anything exceeding the $250 limit out of
personal expenses that night,
now is there really an ovcrexpenditure?
The issue of the dinner was
blown out of proportion. The
amount involved was minimal
but it sounded like a fortune
according to the Lance . For
those who think ir was roo
much here is a summary of rhc
situation.
As the ·Lance has
menuoned the dinner was for
the cheerleaders, we have been
the receivers of much criticism .
To put everyone's mind at rest
here are the expenses we incurred and the ones we should
have incurred. The uniforms
were the biggest expense but
they were at minimum. The
uniforms
were made by us
with the help of a seamstress
who was not paid . The savings

here alone would have covered
the cost of dinner easily. The
team made two road trips, and
the expense for both (accomodations and meals) was absorbed by the team itself with
the exception o..fgas which came
out of the budget. Any other
expenses are paid for by the
team itself (ie . cleaning) . For
the people who thought that
$3 75 was ridiculous, we were
asked how much time we put
into cheerleading this year, the
minimum
estimate was 2000
hours in total. If you divide
this into the cost, it comes
out to less then $ .02 an hour.
In talking with the Lance
staff we were informed that the
article was an objective account of the situation and had
nothing to do with the cheerleaders as they were only guests.
We know different. Since t his
dinner
every cheerleader
has
been harassed about the bill.
These articles have greatly damaged the decent reputation that
the team worked so hard to
achieve not only for themselves,
but the future U. of W. cheerleaders. We were plwascd with
the way the student
body
reacted to us and treated us
all year. Since the March 31,
1978 issue of the Lance, things
have changed. Degrading and
insulting is an understatement
of the comments we have heard.
Just for the record, the cheerleaders did not put out for the
Student
Exccut ive after the
meal! I hope that clears up any
misunderstand I ngs.

We were told by the Lance
rhar they felt rhc articles were
totally objccuve, that rhcy made
it clear n was not our fault and
that the student body would
realize that immediately.
We
would like to know, if this is
so, why one of the Lance re porters
felt it necessary
to
approach
one of the cheerleaders early last week before
the issue of rhe Lance came
out m order to warn her to prepare herself as it was likely that
she would be "shocked
and

Probably the most interesting
incident involving Lance expen ditures would be the one pertaining to a lost camera. This
camera was appraised at $199
by the insurance and the settlement by the insurance company
Not only do we feel that the
is $100. To purchase a comLance 's articles are not objecparable replacement
for this
tive but they use shady means
camera it would cost appro to find out the facts. \\ e did
ximately $340 as from Wansnot know that it was good jourborough's
Camera Shop. The
nalism to falsely identify yourself in order to get your inform ·. more interesting points is this
ation as did the Lance reporter
anecdote
would be how the
in calling the restaurant in order
camera was lost. Apparently
a reporter left the camera in
to find out the amount of the
the TV room and did not rebill.
member unul 2 hours later at
which point he returned co the
We were informed by several members of the Lance that
TV to find it missing . Even
their one and only aim is to
more interesting it should be
present people with "the truth" .
noted that he didn't report tt
In the words of one "We don ' t
the treasurer until 6 days later.
make the facts we just report
It's nice to know that the
them." We feel however that
Lance is so responsible with
the Lance is rather particular
our money . At this point I
in the facts it chooses to print.
would also like to make it clear,
flerc are a few we don't reI do not make up the facts
member reading about lately : , I only report them .
The Lance overspent their
budget by $2000. The budget
for the year was set at approximately $25,000. The Lance
so far has spent $27,000 and
they still have two issues to go.
To put light on an example of
the
overcxpenditurcs
which
Dear Editor:
comprise the $2000 it should be
I would like to see you run a
noted that their budget for food
Front
Page headline that read ..
for the year was $3 78 they have
Lance
Staff has Yearlong Midspent $452 so far. This is for
night Pizza Eating Orgy, Cona meal of pizza or hamburgers
sumes $448 Worth of Pizza .
at a cost of $2 a head each layout night. $45 2, that's a lot of
Your last week's publicahamburgers wouldn't you say?
tion of responsible non-sensational reporting ????? highlighIt should also be noted that
ted that the cheerleaders had
the Lance has become very inwith the help of a couple of SAC
dependent these days. The sup"penny
ante politicians"
conplement called the I Ieinrich als?
sumed a $34 per person meal.
involved
an ovcrexpcnditure.
You remind us that cheerlead They were given a budget for
ing was a purely voluntary ac$1,550 to proapproximately
tivity
and thus needed
no
duce 5,500 copies. The Lance
material reward. You then went
took it upon themselves to
on to describe how the poor
print 6,000 copies and spend
pen pushers of The Lance were
over $2,500 (some other expenallowed a paltry $2 per person
ditures arc to be added to this
for layout nighr.
but arc at this point unatttainable) . There is JUSt an ovcrexm your
Another
section
penditure
of
approximately
paper contained
a let's slap
$9 50 involved.
each other's back column where
embarassed", and that "it was
a dumb move to go the dinner ."
The Lance truly has a peculiar
picture of what the word objective means.

The Lance offers vital service to the students. By the
unselfish efforts of a number
of volunteers, we are kept informed about important
and

relevant issues concerning this
university throughout the year.
An important
responsibility
of the Lance as with other
media, is to act as the watchdog
of government, particularly student council and the university
government. This is not a license to vindictively attack these
people and institutions; this role
must be performed in a responsible and fair manner. Without
exception the Lance has pro-

vided us with fair and responsible coverage of this year's
events. Unfortunately i hey have
not received the same treatment or respect from members
of student council, particularly
the treasurer, Ernie Petrasovic.
By presenting the cheerleader
story, Lance members were well
aware they might incur the
wrath of individuals of council, who do not like to have
their mistakes
exposed.
The
Lance is vulnerable to the whims

Splenet ic wonder forgiven
Dear Sir:
I am giad to see the clarification from 'Splenetic Wonder' on
the March 31st issue of The
Lance. He referred to his statement about Chinese roommates
was only a joke and had nothing
to do with racism.
It is quite
true that some foreign students
arc a bit oversensitive with this
kind of issue. But, I do think

that this kind of joke does create
an impression of racism and
cannot be smoothly accepted as
he described. Nevertheless, it is
my great pleasure to see that this
issue has no background of rac-

ism and 'Splenetic Wonder' can
get along with his Chinese roommate, benefiting both culturally
and socially from each other.
Yours sincerely,
Wai-Hing LI

If you don't like what you read in The Lance, why no
come up to the Lance office? Talk to the editor. Write
a letter. Sit in on a staff meeting (held Fridays at noon).
Or, join the staff, and help us to put out a better
paper. It's never too latP .-.
·

~--

.

1,--t

ED Note: The budget for The
Heinrich was more than $2200
a fact obscured by the SAC
treasurer. Similarly, the same
model of camera can be purchased at Sears for $209.99,
a fact known by the treasurer
but not communicated to council. The Lance budget is $28566, and has not been exceeded.

Yearlong pizza
eating .orgy

Lance exhibited responsible journalism
Dear Editor:
I would like to take chis
opportunity to thank the Lance,
and particularly
Anna Maria
Tremonti,
for the · excellent,
responsible journalism exhibited
in last week's issue of The
Lance.

In conclusion I would like
t0 state that the above mentioned letter was written to
merely clear the air . We found
that the Lance has different
motives than what they claim.
Their three articles were nothing
but a means of attacking Gino
Piazza by using the cheerleaders
as their weapon. Judging on
their past, it would not surprise
me if this week's headline read
Student Executive Gets Away
With It. I hope in the future the
Lance will improve, for the student body's sake .
Marsha Ehling
Spokesman for Cheerleaders

:,...,~~~~~~~~~~~~

and temperament of the council, as its funding is approved by
these individuals.
In a disgusting display of
immaturity
and ignorance, Petrasovic proceeded
to charge
the Lance and individual staff
members with a number of unfounded,
irresponsible
accusations,
at the SAC meeting
Tuesday. Petrasovic attempted
to present a motion demanding
the Lance retract
both the
headline
and story
on the
cheerleader dinner. Perrasovic's
ill-conceived and irrational request was ruled our of order.
I sincerely hope such abuse
of position will not reoccur.
Freedom of the pcess is not a
concept that can be directly
or indirectly tampered with, if
the press is to fulfill its responsibilities
to
the people.
I admire both the integrity and
the responsibility of the Lance
editor and staff. Their service
should not go by unrecognized.
Maryon Overholt

you cited at least 20 persons
responsible for putting out your
paper. I don't know how many
people it takes to do the layout but if all 20 are given $2
worth of pizza each week your
pizza bill is over $1,000 . If a
Lance contributor
is present
for the layout of all 26 issues
that you publish his personal
pizza bill is $52 a far cry from
the plebeian $34 per person
that the cheerleaders were given.
At this point I would like to
remind you that yours is also
a voluntary job with no pizzas
promised.
Like you I have no love for
penny ante student politicians
looking to fatten their resumes
before they graduate. However
penny ante journalists who begrudge the cheerleaders a thank
you dinner, hosted by a few
members of the SAC execunve,
journalists who try to make a
big deal out of an item that
isn't even newsworthy are prime
candidates for positions with the
National Enquirer!
Yours truly,
Art Townend

Ed. Note: Lance conference
dinners are a budgeted Lance expense, approved by SAC. The
cheerleaders' dinner was not.
Incidentally, although we don't
like to appear paranoid, we can't
help but wonder how this correspondent knew how much had
been spent on Lance dinners
($452). This letter was received
before either SAC or The Lance
was given that information on
Tuesday afternoon.
The
Lance understands
that the university
cheerleaders have suffered some
harassment
as a result of
stories published last week
about the SAC-cheerleaders
dinner.
We regret any inconveniences caused the cheerleaders by those insensitive in·
dividuals who misunderstood
the content and intent of the
stories.
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SAC actions threaten freedom of the press

ByJANINE HALBERT
Lance Photo Editor
Ir started with a piece of
The
1esrigative journalism.
,roeturned out to be of major
porcance, not in the amount
dollars overspent at the
iC cheerleaders dinner, but
cheamount of lies and dirty
licicsthat went on, and are
I proceeding, behind the
nes.
Why was the issue invest1ced?Because it is one of the
lllce'sfunctions to report on
e activities, good and bad,
chestudent government. Careis over-expenditures,
even if
eydo involve SAC executives,
ouldbe accounted for.
Sensational coverage?

Not

according to our lawyer. But
the reaction was extreme, exciting, and very frightening.
We did anticipate the usual
letters to the editor, after
last week's coverage, and perhaps a few rude comments
from the executives involved.
We did not, however, expect
charges of slander and libel,
or, the backroom threats of preventing the Lance from publishing its final two issues, which
SAC can do by merely refusing
to sign the cheques.
Last Friday, twenty members of the Lance staff waited
for two and a half hours for
a confrontation with Gino Piazza. Gino requested a retraction. When questioned, Gino
was at first evasive, an.cl then

finally gave up by referring us
to a Tuesday SAC meeting
where all the "facts" would
come out. The story had been
written with extreme care, and
we knew our facts would stand
in a court of law, so we refused
his request for a retraction.
Gino, and the editor, Rick
Spence, both talked to their
lawyer, who happened to be the
same individual. Technically, the
Lance is a part of SAC and
therefore shares its legal advisor.
We didn't think Gino would
actually procede with charges,
but Anna Maria Tremonti, the
author of the article, checked
and stored her notes - - - just
m case.
We feared a move by the

SAC executives involved, to prevent the Lance from publishing.
We feared that SAC might
approve such a move at the
Tuesday meeting, so we scheduled a Lance staff meeting
following tl:ie SAC meeting - just in case.
Luckily, it didn't happen,
or I should say, it hasn't happened - - yet. There were no
facts that came out of that meeting, only false accusations and
blatant lies which the Lance
reporters could not respond to
because of Rules of Order. But,
a threat against the freedom of
press sneaked through - loud
enough for everyone to hear.
Treasurer Ernie Petrasovic stated that SAC should not only

exercise financial restrictions on
the Lance, but should also secure editorial control. In other
words, he would prefer that the
Lance be turned into SAC's
Pravda.
Things are very tense in the
Lance office these days. We
now have a case for the elimination of government control
of, the student press. Our freedom to report events objectively, our freedom to comment
on those events, and your freedom to use the Lance as a forum
for all opinions - the basis of
our very existence has been
threatened; this threat will not
disappear with retiring executives.

OPIRG begins organization for next year
By ED HOGAN
The campus OPIRG (Ontario
blic Interest Research Group)
Idour chapter's first official

eetingon Tuesday. The mems who are presently involved
th OPIRG make up the in"nlll Board of Directors. The
iicialBoard of Directors will
elected campus-wide appro11acely October
16, 1978.
Jee Ura, who worked especy hard with Len Wallace
:ing the referendum campn,attended the session as the
ivincial co-ordinator. The it-

ems discussed went as follows:
The model constitution for
OPIRG was accepted, nevertheless, if we find it necessary to
make amendments, the avenue
is open.
It was stipulated that OPIRG
should hire our full-time coordinator by August 1. This
means that we will begin advertising the job opening in early
June. The co-ordinator is to be
our organizer regarding upkeep
of the office and library, direction in research, and will be
expected to maintain an overall efficient leadership for our

Fight censorship
r Editor :
Shock. Amazement. Disgust.
,hought media manipulation
censorship were unique to
ocratic systems. However,
t~e SAC meeting, Tuesday
•1! 4th, Treasurer Ernie P.
1cared he wanted SAC to
e prior restraint power over
.rythmg printed in the Lance
e idea of SAC reviewing
~ce expenditures and ques~ingfuture publication of the
:i,spaper is utterly preposterIn our "free" society, ..ye do
expect censorship and reamt whenever the watchdog
ss bites the heels of govern:nt. We cannot allow the tho-·
t

rough and honest reporting of
Piazza's misuse of SAC funds
(to wine and dine a group of
cheerleaders) to act as an excuse
for SAC to censor Lance publication. I wish to commend
President Gary Wells for taking
a stand against such censorship .
The Lance 1s one of the best
student newspapers in Ontario .
1 he past years have established
an excellent track record of
competent coverage of many
issues. Only days after the publication of "lleinrich", (a noteworthy
Lance effort)
SAC
wishes to censor the presses. Students must "unite and fight"
this oppression.
J. Mark Clemens
4th year Comm. Studies

A wonderful job
~arEditor:
After the Lance did such a
onderful job in the last issue
creating a sensation over
penditures made by mem".rs of the executive, I felt
at it was necessary to bring to
t some other overexpendi·es that the "diligent" invesat1vereporters missed.
In the editorial it was retied that the Lance sets a
~it of $2.00 per person on
·out night for hamburgs and
lza. As of March 1st this has
en overspent by $74.00.
In reg rd to that piece of
·bage called "The Heinrich"
: Lance overspent its budget
more than $900.00. The
nce's proposed budget for
he Heinrich" was approved
r 5,500 copies by SAC. With-

out seeking additional approval
The Lance staff took it upon
themselves to spend some more
of the student fees and produce
6,000 copies. The extra copies
will probably be around for
years.
It must also be noted that
the Lance is going to overspend
its budget for the year.
Perhaps it's a good thing that
the Lance didn't get independent funding. Who could they
come to then, once they had
spent all that they had?
Dan Chamney
SAC Science & Math Rep.
77-78 & 78-79
Ed. Note: The Lance appreciates
your concern in this matter, but
the figures received from the
SAC treasurer are innacurate and
misleading.

chapter.
It was suggested that it would
be quite beneficial if a student
studying accounting was able
to make himself available to
OPIRG. His or her work would
be a major asset regarding our
financial management.
Ideas were presented regarding the popular education program that will begin in early
September, making public interest research applicable to the
student body.
Research topics were discussed, and Mike Ura suggested

that one of our major concerns
should lie within Food Production or Occupational Health and
Safety. Our main incentive for
accepting these areas is that the
other members of OPIRG, province-wide, arc familiar with this
type of research. It would be a
sufficient means in learning how
to function properly when doing
research, with their research
techniques being easily transmitted. The point should be made
though, rhat the final decision
is made hy the local chapter,
not provincial office. The path

is clear for campus ideas and
directions
regarding research
topics, along with overal input.
The interim Board of Directors will meet on a weekly
basis, right through the summer. If there are any questions
that students would like to ask
us, and if there are any students who would like to become members of the interim
Board, please contact us at
any number. Paul Koloff 2563996, Ed llogan, 254-9881,
Eric Leach, 256-2087, and Cindy, 945-6610.
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No weapons

Men and machines watch over campus
is the biggest problem and
issuing tickets is a full-time job.
At the request of permit holders
the enforcement of parking regulations has been escalated and
in the past month over 100 cars
have been towed away and
some people are even starting
to pay fines. Mciver says that
"Vanier circle and the library
ramp are very popular towing
spots despite warning of signs.,.
He adds, "we operate much as
the local authorities and hesitate to invest anyone in the
royal order of the hook. The
parking regulations are to protect those who have paid for
their space and to get rid of
freeloaders."
Mciver went on to say,
"In many aspects what by some
is considered a parking problem
is essentially a ncalthy sign
for the university as t his is an
indicator of progress. In actuality the parking problem is a
fallacy considenng
there arc
some 100 spaces sitting empty."
Still, the University of Windsor has some of the lowest
student parking fees in Canada.
This institution doesn't withold
marks or degrees in cases of
non-payment of fees .
Parking is not the only concern of the security team.
They must answer all fire alarms,
intrusions, vandalism calls and
maintain crowd control.
Ou-r next stop was the security office on the second floor
of the Energy Conversion Centre, home of the lost and found

and the Alpha 3000 electronic
security system. Plenty that has
been lost is in the Lost and
Found: a drawer full of eyeglasses, a bookcase full of texts
and notebooks and wallets and
other valuables waiting to be
claimed . And time is running
out.
The Alpha 3000 keeps its
electronic eye on the entire
campus.
The lighted console
showing the map of the university, 'indicates intrusion and
fire alarms that immediately
flash when violated. We were
one of the first universities in
Canada to have one and just to
show how good it really is,
there have been officials dowr
from the CN tower, the Mon ·
treal Olympics and Ontaric
Hydro, who installed a simila1
system in their new buildinf
in Toronto.
The security patrolmen an
highly qualified . Many havf
police backgrounds and hav(
taken in-service training with the
Windsor Police Department and ....;
have been sworn in as special .C)>,
constables under the Police Act. E
0
Alpha 3000 keeps its electric eyes on campus.
Mr. Mciver says there arc nc f
weapons carried by the patrol·
men, just safe walkie-talkies and
beepers.
University security services
arc a very essential part of the
campus maintenance and safety,
By ALBERT V. MATE
despite the mutterings of those
Acting University Librarian
who drive.
No part of The Leddy Library collection strikes more fear into
Mciver and his staff are hopethe hearts of students than the Government Documents Section.
ful that government cutbacks
Does it really have to be so confusing in its arrangement or so
will not reduce security services.
perverse in coughi ng up the right piece of information? Well, yes and
no.
Yes, in the sense that governments produce an alarming amount
of paper to add to the world's information pollution, often in formats which are difficult to handle.
No, in the sense that a new computer-based indexing project
called CODOC, when completed, should make the gathering of
information from all governmental sources much simpler.
CODOC stands for Cooperative Documents Project which is
basically a province-wide system for the quick and economical
coding of all types of documents so the user can have access by a
variety of ways, including corporate author, personal author, title,
series, serial entry and subject .
Not only will the system enable readers to locate documents
in our own collection, but, because of the cooperative computer
base, will assist readers to trace down materials at other institutions.
Unfortunately, the project will take a number of years to complete. During that period government documents will be arranged
in three sections: (a) those items catalogued under the Library of
Congress Classification System; (b) uncatalogued items; (c) items
coded under CODOC.
The catalogued section is located on the third floor of the main
..; building and is accessible through the main card catalogue and the
• £ fourth floor documents card catalogue.
0
The uncatalogued section, on the fourth floor, is indexed in a
0
.s::
::,,.
variety of government publications. This is the section which is
T he security office. Is it true the phones are hotlines to Washington and Moscow?
most difficult to use and is therefore the first priority for coding
f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
into CODOC.
The CODOC collection which is also on the fourth floor, can
be accessed by the user through the large printouts located next
to the information desk on that floor.
Students who have been working with the documents collecI
tion actually find the printouts much easier to use than the card
catalogue.
Coding began in July, 1976, with uncatalogued Canadian federal, provincial and municipal documents as the first priority. The
two coders process an average of 500 documents per month, of
which 200 are new items.
Eventually, it is hoped that the entire collection will be con·
verted to the new system. This would include foreign documents,
principally American, international organization materials and presently catalogued items.
Although the project is a time-consuming one, the net result
will be a coding system which will be simple to use and inexpensive to operate.
CODOC is only one area of library service in which the Ontario university libraries are cooperating for mutual benefit. In
fact, CODOC has created a lot of interest outside the province
and the country, and it would not be surprising if it became the
standard, international method for dealing with documents.
Until that magic day when everything is CODOCed, readers
are strongly urged to consult with library staff when tackling a
research problem which requires a search of government document
literature.
By DIANE ELLIOTT
How many times have you
cursed security services for a
ticket placed on your windshield demanding five dollars or
worse yet no car to place a ticket on because it has been towed
to Lasalle and will cost you
$25 to get it back? After you
have finished your cursing and
have thrown the ticket away,
stop and consider 1) you probably deserved it and 2) you
know that the University Security Services are working a11d
for your benefit .
Security Services are a little
known aspect of the university
administration and they're not
even mentioned in the calendar.
So, to eliminate this obscurity,
The Lance talked to Grant Mciver, Director of Security, to
find out just who these fellows
are and what they do, besides
making the administration rich.
First stop wa:. Mclver's office
in Windsor Hall where we found
a highly qualified person running
the whole operation. A former
RCMP officer, founder of the
Canadian Association of University Security Directors and past
president and founder of the
Windsor and Detroit Security
Council, Mciver brings much
experience to his post which
he has occupied since 1964.
The university grounds and
buildings are patrolled on a 24
hour random demand basis by
men on foot and in the patrol
car.
According to Mciver parking
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English prof and family leave for Japan
By LORETTA PELLETIER
Dr. Bernie Harder, a professor of English here at the
University, will be setting out
with his family on an entirely
new experience beginning this
summer. Harder is taking a
three-year leave of absence from
the University to teach at the
International Christian University, an English language university in Mitaka, a suburb of
Tokyo, Japan.
Harder has taught mediaeval
literature at the University for
eight years. His wife Helga has
been a Legal Writing advisor
to the Faculty of Law for the
past four years. They have
long considered the possibility
of someday getting involved in
foreign service.

They received their opportunity through the Division of
World Outreach of the United
Church of Canada, of which
they are members. The United
Church will sponsor their threeyear stay in Japan and have
instructed Harder and his wife
that "your job is to go make
some friends for us in Japan".
Harder sees this venture as a
valuable learning experience for
himself and his family, which
he hopes to communicate and
share with others in Canada.
They will study Japanese language and culture, in which they
hope to immerse themselves as
much as possible. The Harders
also hope to gain a better awareness of international problems
and how we, as Canadians

can act ot help solve them.
"Japan is not directly involved
with any problems, but we will
gain new perspectives," says
Harder.
"I think it will be a kind of

experience that I can use in a
way that will contribute to my
job here," says Harder. By
getting involved with learning a
second language and through
teaching in this new situation,

he hopes to gain new insights
into teaching that will benefit
him here at the University, especially in the teaching of linguistics to foreign students.
While benefitting from living
in a new Eastern culture, Harder also hopes to give some kind
of contribution to the people
they will encounter in Japan,
perhaps by giving them a look
into the Western way of thinking.
"Basically we think about it
very positively," says Harder,
"but we do have some apprehensions. It will be a change
from a culture we know to one
we don't understand."
He hopes that this venture
will be a creative experience for
his two daughters, and one they
will gain from. Right now their
c major concern is in getting
.s::
u things organized and ready for
'""
their big move this summer.
i.,j
Harder's wife shares in his
>,
. .D
predominant
feeling of opti0
0
.s:: mism. "The apprehensions are
C>.
minor to our expectations," she
says, "The closer it gets the
more exciting it gets."

..

Grad seeks
NDP nomination

f
s
1

s
r

A University of Windsor graduate student hopes to run for
parliament in the upcoming federal election.
Doug Smith, a 31 year old
PhD candidate in Clinical Psychology, has formally announced his intention to seek the
nomination as NDP candidate
for the riding of Windsor West.
Smith has been president of
the Graduate Students' Society
this year, and has been a member of the university senate and
board of governors. He is married and has two children.
The major issues in the election, says Smith, are high unemployment and the high inflation rate. If elected, he says
he will work to reduce these

problems.
Smith was elected as trustee
in Ward 4 for the Windsor Board
of Education in December 1976.
He has served on various board
committees, and as chairman of
the Special Education Committee, which he originated.
The nomination meeting will
be held at the Caboto Club,
2175 Parent, on Wednesday,
April 12 at 7:00 p.m. Federal
NDP leader Ed Broadbent will
be the guest speaker. Smith's
only rival for the nomination,
at press time, is Maxine Jo nes.
Smith believes an election
will be called within the next
two weeks. He predicts the
election will be scheduled for
late June.

Dr. Bernie Harder looks forward to three years in Japan.

Money talks at Boston U.
By BRUCE DINSMORE
All students being equal, how
does Boston University's medical
school pick admissions? By how
big a gift the potential students'
parents can make to the school.
This information came from
t he Bosto n University studen t
newspaper, which quoted minutes of a Trustee's meeting
four and a half years ago. The
meeting noted that when an
admission is made, there was

no reason why the University
should not go to the father of
the student and see if they can
get a gift. The statements quoted
have been confirmed as accurate
by a University spokesman.
Boston University President
Jo hn Silber repl ied to the article, saying that there arc 85
openings in the medical school.
About 6,000 people apply annually. Fifty students are chosen
on the basis of marks. The other

Grad students
vote today
for GSS execs
Graduate students are gomg
to the polls today to elect their
1978 -79 society president and
vice-president, as well as two
senate reps.
The voti ng takes place from
9 a.m. till 4 p.m. in the University Centre.
All full-time and part-time
graduate students are eligible
to vote.
Running for pre sident are
Beth Furtaw, of Communication Studies, and David Kelly,
an eco no mics stude nt .
Dino Faleschi ni of economics and MBA student Steve
Letwin are runnmg for the post
of vice-president.
The other two executive positions were acclaimed when nominations closed March 30. Dave
Wilkinson will be returning for

FRANK

,T.

his· third year as social director,
and Steve Purse will pull the
strings as secretary-treasurer.
For the first time, grads can
vote for their own senate representatives. As a result of the
recent senate expansion, grads
have increased from one rep,
who was the grad student society president, to two, who are
to be elected at large.
Daniel Cardish, of Physics,
Elect rical Engineering student
Surinderp al Dhanj al, and Robert Gates of Psychology are
all runn ing for the two seats
on the university's highest academic l:>ody.
The winners of the election
are expected to take over their
positions within seven days,
according to electoral officer
Alan Clark.

4111
HuronChurch
Rd.,
Assumption
University
University
ofWindsor

ltubp~ ~tplt

Pass or fail?
The Ontario Liberal Party is
sponsoring a one-day conference to discuss the problems
in the education system. The
theme will be "Education -Does it Pass or Fail?".
The conference will be held
on Saturday, April 15, 1978
at the King Edward Hotel,
Toronto. For further information contact Peter Milley at
(416) 961-3800.
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Preside nti al Search Committee forges on ... , and on ... , and on ...

35 are chosen to balance out the
class in terms of sex, race and
background.
The
University
president said that the school is
on the lookout for people who
can afford to make a gift to the
school, and that may be the
reaso n for selec ting someone of
over another equally qualified
applicant.

Under The Bridge
2fl6.aM2

ByAppointment

For appointments call 258-2490
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Students listen for Stock Market tips
By MARK D. GREENE
On Tuesday John Cooper, a
sessional professor at the "notable University of Windsor"
and a highly successful financial analyst talked to a group
of over 150 students about
stocks and bonds.
Cooper began the seminar
by demonstrating how to read
a newspaper with the aid of
copies of the Globe and Mail,
which he said is "an important

financial newspaper in Canada".
The purpose of this exercise
was to point out world events
that could affect markets one
would like to invest in.
In reviewing the stock market pages Cooper pointed out
several important items including the Dow-Jones Average and
the Standard and Poor's Index.
These he said are reviews of
the biggest stocks on the market and indicate general market

Committee seeks
professional help
BY E.P. CHANT
The Presidential Search Committee still has not found a replacement for retiring J. Francis
Leddy, but it has not given up
hope of finding a successor by
next September when Leddy
leaves.
Mr. William Horn, District
Manager of Bell Canada and acting chairman of the committee,
would not say how many applicants were presently under consideration. He did say there was
a "substantial" number which
the committee was trying to reduce to a "serious handful". The
committee has engaged the Toronto office of P.S. Ross and
Partners, a management consult-

ing firm, to help in the search.
The firm has placed ads in tht·
business section of The Globe
and Mail to generate applications, but Horn said that the advertisements have been relatively
ineffective and that most applicants were the result of personal
references.
Asked who would appoint an
interim president if the committee did not come up with someone by September, llorn surmised that that would be the responsibility of the Board of Governors.
"llowcvcr,"
he said, "We
don't sec that situation arising.
We firmly believe we will have a
new president by September."

trends.
Cooper also said it is important to look at the financial stocks (banks, etc.) because these tend to be the
forerunners of the market. He
also pointed out that the London market tends to lead New
York. This is because it has
more financial stocks.
Cooper shied away from
giving actual advice about investing in the market. This
can only be done, he said, after a detailed review of the
investor's financial situation. He
did, however, recommend thar
one should stay away from mutual funds.
Not many people have their
finances in order, Cooper says.
This is because of "disconnected responses to their problems."

With regard to stocks and
bonds in general, Cooper said ,
"Bonds are depreciating invest ·
ments". In a visual display he
showed how over 51 years with
re-investment of dividends, one
dollar would grow to $90.57.
Under the same conditions one
dollar invested in government
bonds would only grow to
$5.44.

several weeks ago when met
with several important investors there.
The new Commerce Club
President Rob Katzman, one
of the seminar organizers, was
quite pleased with the
out. He presented Cooper
a plaque honoring his
Katzman said that guest

turnwith
visit.
spea-

On the economy in general,
Cooper remarked that one of
the few positive events in the

kers such as Cooper are an
effort of the Commerce Club
to stress the club's academic
side.

future was that this might be
Jimmy Carter's last term in
office. He also felt that rhe

For someone who knew little
about business, stocks, bonds,
commodities,
spot quotes or

U.S. dollar would continue to
take a hammering on the market.

options, the seminar at least
shed light on the subject. Although Cooper did not give

Cooper said he was impressed by Prime Minister Trudeau's actions in New York

any specific advice on investing in the market he did provide insight into its mechanics.

Mac and Laurier

New house councils chosen
The ballots were cast and
the battle is over. House Councils have been chosen for the
Laurier and MacDonald Hall
residences.
The president-elect for MacDonald was Mark Lacasse, his
right-hand
man V .P. Derek
Smith, Treasurer Derek Sinclair, just appointed Secretary
Nick Temple and Atheltic Director Matt White. All are wished
the best of success in the forth-

coming year.
The sister residence of Laurier voted in Karen O'Hara for

dent had these words to say
about the past year: "We had
a lot of fun organizing the

their 78-79 president. She will
be helped by Jenifer Barnett
newly elected Vice-President.

events. And I hope that everybody enjoyed them -- best of
luck to next year's council!"

Shannah Foster will be Laurrier's next Secretary, Rosemary
Brennan was elected Treasurer,

Electa Hall's elections were
scheduled for Wed., April 5th,
1978, and Huron Hall's are

and Deb Henderson will be the
residence's next Social Director.
Julie West, this year's Presi-

slated for Tuesday, April 11th.
Cody Hall's election results will
be held next September.

s
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WIN AN HP-25 CALCULATOR!
Theuncompromising
ones.
Thecalculations
youfacerequire
noless.
T ! HP-25ScientificProgrammable.
The new compactHP-21and HP-25
scientificcalculatorstake it easy on your
budget-and give you the same uncom·
• ·, built-infunctionsand operations.
promisingdesign and quality that go into • Kc::ystroke
programmability.The auto·
every Hewlett-Packardpocketcalculator,
matic answer to repetitive problems.
regardless of price.
• Full editing capability.
• Branchingand conditionaltest
TheHP-21Scientific.
capability.
• 32 .built-infunctionsand operations.
•
8 addressable memories.
Perlorms all log and trig functions,the
latter in radians or degrees; rectangular/ Both the HP-21andthe HP-25
polar conversion;register arithmetic;
feature:
commonlog evaluation.
1
• Performs all basic data manip 1lations. • RPN logicsystem with 4-memorystack.
• Full decimaldisplay control.
Come in and see these great new
calculatorstoday.

Any customer viewing
the Hewlitt-Packard display
from April 10 - 14
is eligible for a chance
to win an HP-25·
Draw at 4:30 P.M. April 14, 1978
in the bookstore
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Lasting Truth
Wheeling through the fortune of the times,
Coming to an opening,
Beneath the surface,
Carry the symbolic passes,
Within the ways.
Faceless mirror pearing through idle innocense.
Carelessly thrown aside,
The wasted knowledge of youth,
In it's blossom,
Relentlessly holding the cup of forfulment.
Sooner or later the right time will,
Reappear for the lasting truth.

Superman Lives

tou_ching reaching for the extreme of my thought
which knows no bounds
countrary to ~he opinion of my logic
muscl _
es and sinews stretching past the point of pain
break,_ng, broken, healing_ eating
But driven on at warp speed·
of MY WI LL

ELEVEN

by the insatiable appetite
SCOTT ELDRIDGE

MICHAEL

MILLAR

Loneliness
Try it sometime
Be all by yourself
In a room
Dark
Silent
Alone.
When you are lonely
Your soul is locked away
In a room
Dark
Silent
Alone

,I

Wall Painting of Maitreya

SYRIL VICTOR
The eyes of the temple wall watch softly
lips frozen
neither smile nor frown.
Do not look for any sign of expression
you will find no such guide here.
Seated centre sits Maitreya
left hand open to recieve all who come
to either side of him
'
his closest disciples & Bodhisattvas.
On the edges of the wall
come those who convert & surrender
heads shaven
(grant them their release).

Twilight Love
A woman in my I ife
A lady of my dreams,
Take me where I need to be,
Close to you again,
If only a warm moment
In an embrace of the setting sun.

All colours are muted
against the dry clay & stone.
Haloes shine & glimmer
around those who are holy.

Hand in hand
With a purple Queen of Twilight,
Fingers of nightfall
Caressing me, in dark ecstacy.
I see your ivory body
~~-••
Wrapped in a crimson cloak of sunset.
Purple Queen
I love you.

Dark lips,
Long night of raven hair
Eyes, pools of shadow, shades of love,
Your body, touched by perfumed colours of sunset
Cast a spell on me.
Purple-Queen
I can't forget you.
Your pillars of thought
Cast shadows of love,
Illusions in waiting
Blanket my soul, as I kiss my Queen farewell.
Then gazing to this love past,
I see thr fire of tomorrow

They have come
to save the world.

......,,

STEPHEN WINBAUM

Feeling Diseased

feeling diseased
i flung my heart into the sea
and whispered in grey tones
the misery of my desire
- my
my
my

to create - wish
fate
love

Has burned even that,
To its last.
DEBRA J. HETHERINGTON

PAUL BENZA

photo by JOHN R~VELL

Concert Review

Fee Waybill needs Tubes tied
ing. We can't seem to grasp and
swallow any apparent trend in
the industry . Punk rock is a
good example of an attempt on
the part of the industry to promote .. no, FORCE a trend on us .
And, as many people have learned the hard way, the "new
wave" is nothing but bullshit;
you can't adapt your taste to

By PAUL CHERNISH

Last Tuesday night did nothing for my belief that the majority of the people occupying this
fine planet are sane . You see, I
had the pleasure of seeing the
Tubes.
What we have all sensed in
the music industry lately is noth-

with real life in a distorted sense .
They mock the media, sex, love,
and most importantly of all, music. Fee and the gang did as
much for punk rock as the Edsel
did for Ford.
When you shell out money to
see the Tubes you can't afford
to take them seriously enough to
delve into r he message the band
is crying to put across because
rhere is no message. There is,
however, a reason behind the existance and success of the Tubes .

something unpallatable.
Maybe
punk rock and the "new wave"
has some merit and the "pogo " is
the dance of the future, but I
really can't sec it.
Anyway, the Tubes made the
state of the industry very clear
to me and the 1000 others that
packed the Royal Oak Theatre
on Tuesday.
They don't even
try to fool anyone, nor do they
force anything. The Tubes and
ree Waybill (vocalist?) seem to
be rather intelligent about what
they do on stage. In fact, the
choreography in the two hour
show was dazzling .
Waybill is the leader of the
band (or madness, depending on
how you look at it) and is nothing short of outrageous.
The
costumes and special effects
used in the show prove that the
Tu bes are not as concerned about flats and sharps as they are
about sight.
The Tubes deal

Su re, their stage show and choreography alone is worth the price
of a ticket. But there is something very deep and mystical,
something awesome and intriguing, _something rare and exotic about what the purpose of the
Tubes is. What is that something?
Yes, you guessed it, a
damn good time.
If you are the least bit

squeamish about raw sex and violence, even in a satirical vein
Here '~
don't see the Tubes.
what you would be subjected to :
-lots of lovely female legs.
-blood and guts fist-fights .
-violence with a chainsaw.
-vomiting and spitting.
All of the acts above were
done with class and talent.
The Tubes played their three
big hits, Don't Touch Me There,
White Punks On Dope and What
Do You Want From Life?, as
well as a few new numbers . I especially enjoyed the Tubes' I
Was a Punk Before You Were.
This tune set the stage for an
honest laugh at all of the pseudo-punks in the world.
Overall, the band put out
100% and didn't stop until their
two hours were up. Not bad
considering it was their second
performance
of the evening.

The rise and fall ...and
rise of Bowie
he
By JOHN MACKETT

did

on

the

now

classics

Tb!' l?ise and f.'a/1 oI ZiKKY
Stardu~t and The Spiders 1:mm
Mars and ll1111ky !Jory albums .

David Bowie will be headlining at Detroit's Cobo I fall
on April 20th and 21st. This
will be the first solo concert
appearance that Bowie has made
in the United States in two
years. Before hitting Detroit,
Bowie will begin his five week
tour in San Diego and will
finish in New York.
Bowie, who is now 31, has
been in the public eye for a good
ten years and has become quite
the topic for many music critics, who are beginning to review
him as a star which is fading.
His latest album, titled lleroe\
was not the sensation that was
predicted by R.C.A. records,
who dropped publicity on the
album as sales began to lag and
failed to pick up. Because of
the style and quality of Heroes.
Record
critics claimed that
Bowie was losing his voice and
his singing output was just not
_.the same, compared to the work

But inspire of recent crit icisms, Bowie's individual singing
and concert style has put him at
the top of British performers
and few can match the accomplishments he has made in past
years. Ile first appeared in the
U.S. in 1972, wearing full makeup and unique feminine cosrumes, instantly creating a new
brand of Rock and Roll. Bowie
established "glamour rock" with
a sound and appeal that began
the biggest craze since the
phenomenon
of the Beatles.
He indirectly led the way for a
host of "glitter bands" that
include, Roxy Music, Queen,
Slade, Todd
Rundgren
and
Cockney Rebel, which followed
his suit of performance.
Bowie's first U.S. tour turned
evervbodv on to his side as his

*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Bowie has very recently completed a new movie called,
"Just
A Gigolo" which he
stars in along with 76-yearold Marlene Dietrich. Following his current U.S. tour, he
will be leaving for Germany
to
lay down tracks for his
up coming album.
For those of you who have
already purchased tickets for the
Bowie concert, it will probably
be a real treat, but be prepared
for anything, be prepared for
David Bowie. If anyone can
cause "Panic In Detroit", he
can.

* ••
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selling widely across the continent. Most albums he has
released since, like Pin Ups
and Bowie Live have reached
gold status just like every
concert is automatically a sell
out.
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first big hit album Tbe Rise
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CJAM HIGHLITES
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MOSAIC

For the entire week of April 10-14th CJAM66 will be running the
complete history of the Beatles before their breakup in 1972. Along
with their music will be some rare interviews with each member of
the group. That's the Beatles on CJAM at 11 a.m. and 9 :05 P-~during the week of the 10th.
FRIDAY NITE SPECIAL

On Friday, April 7th, CJAM presents the sounds of "David Bowie",
starting at 10 p.m.
On Friday, April 14th, CJAM presents the Hall of Fame of Comedy.
Two hours of insanity to give you a breather during the exams,
starting at 10 p.m .
CJAM-TECH END OF THE YEAR BASH ON APRIL 7th IN
VANIER W. DOORS OPEN AT 9 P.M.
CJAM will be off the air from April 15th - May 7th. We will resume
our operations on May 8th at 11 a.m. Thanks to all the students for
their support this year and ha".e a good summer.
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Player's '2 for 1'a good deal
By RICK SPENCE
If you want to see the best
chat the university's
drama
school can produce, don't miss
the show at Essex Hall Theatre
tonight and tomorrow.
The final offering of the season for the University Players
showcases the talent of the
eight BFA drama graduates
in two plays by Tom Stoppard.
Especially in the second play,
"The Real Inspector Hound,"
the fourth year students appear
confident
and capable. The
first and shorter play, "After
Magritte", seemed to puzzle
most of the audience, and even
the players appeared in a hurry
co get the first show over with
so they could put on "Hound".
Two drama critics are the
main characters of "The Real
Inspector
Hound",
and we
watch the men live out their
fantasies and fears while watching a simple thriller in a London theatre. Dan Bedard is ap-

propriately nervous as the second-string critic, and Gord Milroy shines as the egotistical
veteran who carries with him
slides of his reviews as they
are displayed on the signs
outside London's theatres.
As the two critics begin to
identify with the melodrama,
they are drawn into the play
itself and its hilariously implausible third act. Along the
way, playwright Stoppard manages to milk every cliche in the
rhetoric of drama and drama
reviewing, and the result is
nonstop fun.
"And then There Were None"
and similar thrillers in the
Agathe Christie vein are satirized in the play within the play.
The scene is the very elegant
but isolated Muldoon Mansion,
run by Lady Cynthia Muldoon,
whose husband, of course, mysteriously disappeared ten years
before. Two actresses share the
role of Cynthia, and Heather

Mann displayed all the necessary class and charm last
Saturda)•. Tamar Horwitz plays
Cynthia tonight.
Assembled in the mansion
are two usual character actors: Magnus, the bitter cripple
(played by a forceful Tim Grantham); Felicity Cunningham, a
nubile socialite well played by
Lori Harrison; and the cad,
Simon Gascoyne, a ladykiller
who in real life is James Warren. June Cole plays the compulsory nosy maid.
Michael Millar, who is not
in the graduating class, fits
the sterotype of absent-minded
police inspectors as Inspector
Hound. Steven Winbaum doesn't
get much credit, but he makes
a good corpse through three
acts!
"After Magritte" was inspired
by the surrealistic artist. Five
characters puzzle absurdly and
almost hopelessly over a stranger's identity (was he carrying

Gord Milroy, Tamar Horwitz and June Cole star in The Real Inspector Hound.

a purse, a football
to1·se'.)

or a tor-

Although
there are some
good moments, the play drags.
Tamar Horwitz and James Warren as man and wife carried most
of the show, assisted by Heather
Mann as the tuba-playing mother-in-law. June Cole and Heather Mann alternate in the wife
and mother roles. Tim Grantham and Gord Milroy playing
the police had trouble with their
,,.accents, and their voices were

:
occasionally
strained as if they
·
the accents on
were nnitating
Monty Python.
Frank Canino directed both
efforts for the Players.
The ambitious, eye-catching
sets for each play were designed by William Pinnell, doing
his customary excellent work.
"The Real Inspector Hound"
and "After Magritte" continue
tonight and tomorrow.

·g·
:,,:
~
.o

;
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June Cole also appears in After Magritte.
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April 7 ... Jay Ferguson, Andrew Gold - Royal Oak Theatre
/ April 8 . . . Johnny Paycheck
- Yack Arena in Wyandotte /
April 13 . . . R.E.0., Babys
- Cobo I April 14 ...
Roy
Buchanan - Cleary Auditorium
I ... John Denver - Olympia
... Renaissance, Robert Palmer,
Al DiMeola - Masonic / April
15 ...
Rufus, Stargard, Heatwave
Cobo . . . Ferrante
Detroit Music
and Teicher
Hall / April 16 ... Yusef Lateff
Orchestra Hall / April 17
... Heavy Breathing with Donna
Summer - Royal Oak Theatre
Average White
/ April 18 ...
Band - Royal Oak Theatre
/ Apnl 20, 21 ... David Bowie
- Cobo I April 22 ...
Elvis
Costello, Mink DeVille, Nick
Lowe - Royal Oak Theatre /
April 23 ... Leon Russel Show
Masonic . . . Bob James
- Royal Oak Theatre / April
25 ...
Lou Reed - Masonic
I ... Peggy Lee - Music Hall /
April 29 . . . Doc Severinson
- Royal Oak Theatre / May 4 ..
.. John Lee Hooker - Croatian Hall on Wyandotte Street
East / May 11 . . . Maynard

Ferguson - Royal Oak Theatre
. May 12 ... Cheech and Chong
- Royal Oak Theatre / May

25 ... Little Feat - Royal Oak
Theatre (March 30th tickets
will be honoured).

NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours
'l"here IS a difference!!!

t
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Bui/shot Crummond For ·Dinner
Theatre
Dinner
Windsor
opens its '7t', season on Thursday, April 20th at the Elmwood
Casino with the production of
the hilarious farce "Bullshot
Crummond."
The show has
been described as "Marvelous,
good solid comedy ... " in ew
UproarYork, "Hilarious ...
ious" m San Francisco where
it's been running for three
years, and "Good natured satirical fun . . ." in London.
"Bullshot Crummond" is a parody of low budget, grade "B"
19 30's detective movies, typifying British heroism of the
times. The placid English countryside is invaded by Teutonic
villain Otto Von Bruno and
his evil mistress Lenya plotting
to steal Professor Fenton's secret synthetic diamond formula.
The professor's lovely daughter
Rosemary appeals to Captain
"Bullshot" Crummond for help .

finding peact1me
Crummond,
dull, accepts the challenge and
becomes involved in a car crash,
a duel, a fist fight, a torture
chamber and a shooting match.
"Bullshot Crummond" was written by Ron House, Diz White,
Alan Shearman, John NevilleAndrews and Derek Cunningham.
Producer Linda Neilson said,
"Our whole family fell in
love with the show when we
saw it last summer and we've
had difficulty getting the rights
to do 1t here in Canada, but
when you see it , you'll know
why we persevered."
The technical aspects of the
show have made it necessary to
add more people to our group to
handle the complicated lighting,
.sound, props and costume effects. Director George 1'.eilson
who also handles the title role

- says, "There's something for
everyone in this show ... there's
sex, intrigue, slapstick, visual
effects and on and on." George
is Artistic Director at the University of Windsor and has acted
and directed for stage and television in Britain, the U.S. and
Canada.
Mary Sue Heron plays the
role of Rosemary Fenton, the
heroine, in "Bullshot
Crummon<l". She was last seen in
Windsor Dinner Theatre's production of "You Know I Can't
Hear You When The Water's
Running". Mary Sue works for
CBC · and has appeared in numerous roles in N.Y . and Windsor, Ontario on stage.
Bill Pinnell, Scene Designer
at the U. of Windsor, has designed over fifty major productions throughout the U.S. and
Canada and once again joins

Windsor Dinner Theatre as des.1gner for '~Bullshot Crurnmond". He also plays the role of
the villain Otto Von Bruno .
Windsor Dinner Theatre welcomes multi-talented
Michael
Mc ea to "Bullshot Crummon(j" m which he plays the roles
of seven characters. Mike's extensive experience in theatre,
film and television has prepared him for this demanding
job. I le worked in Toronto with
Open Circle Theatre, Toronto
Workshop
Theatre,
Redlight
Theatre,
and Global Village
and in Windsor with University
Players and LaPointe Theatre
Centre. His films include "Black
Christmas"
and "Never Too
Late". He created the character
PUNKY the clown for the
"Oopsy the Clown Show" on
which he appears weekly. Mike
has also appeared on CBC and

1111118

Atlanta Rhythm Section

lliCi

And opera too!

•

soloist, had a short piece to sing
By DEB KENNEDY
and it's just as well. II is voice
A night at the opera was delacked the power of the other
finitely well-spent. The U nivertwo soloists, and his composure
sity Singers, Wind~or Classic
was not as finely polished.
Chorale, and xl040y Ensemble
The Brown Season, composed
received a standing ovation at
by
Derek I leaky, is a modern
the Cleary Auditorium on April
classical
work, which Canada
4th for their performance of
Council commissioned the UnivCarl Orff's, Carmina Burana.
The choral work was com- ' ersity of Windsor Singers to perform. It 1s an unusual piece evposed of 24 medieval poems in
oking the experience of spring.
French, Middle High German
The
sporadic bird calls of the
and Medieval Latin. As a result,
singers and shaking of corn cobs
the literal meaning was Jost, but
was peculiar but representati\'e
it was also transcended by the
of the latest innovations in clasmusic of the singers and instrumsical music. The soprano Mary
entalists.
Conductor, Richard
Morgan, a student in the Music
Householder led the performers
Department
underrepresented
into a flow of delicate solos and
her singing abilities because of
surging harmonies.
her debutante nervousness. But
The soloists highlighted the
the talent is there.
evening. The well-known, MurThe piano accompanist Margray Ann Engelhart has the type
aret
Kapasi, also a student in the
of voice that can shatter glass
with grace. She reaches the soMusic Department, gave a fantastic performance and showed the
prano notes with the ease and
composure of a natural performcontrol that marks her profeser.
sionalism.
The evening began with a serSteven Henrikson also showed himself as a master of his
ies of short mime skits. The
craft. Henrickson, who is a profskits were humourous, but the
essor at the University, sung bass
themes lacked originality. However, the six (Jniversity students
and successfully reached the upin the mime ensemble brought
per ranges; a difficult task for a
fluidity and enthusiasm to their
bass vocalist.
roles. "A ight at the Opera''
Carmen Cavallero, the tenor
was a comical satire of an opera
. which provided a light-hearted
preparation for the actual choral
work that followed.

The Atlanta Rhythm Section
has come a long way in a short
time. A number of years ago the
nucleus of the band was known
as the Classics IV. They released
a fairly successful single (Spooky) but then tailed-spinned into
oblivion.
A number of years passed
and they finally resurfaced as
the Atlanta Rhythm Section,
releasing a couple of unnoticed LP's ( commercially and
critically) before finding mild
success with Red Tape in 1976.
ARS hit the pot of gold at
the end of the rainbow last
year with So Into You (from
A Ruck and Uo/1 Alternative),
which achieved massive sales.
Once you've found a winner,
you stick with it, and their

We strive for high patient
comfort and friendlypersonal
attention.

ACMAPPROVED
CALL (313) 884-'000

DETROITABORTION

latest effort, Champagne Jam
(on Polydor) continues along
this vein.
Smooth vocals, fine playing
and catchy pop tunes make for

an enjoyable album.
Imaginary Lover and Not
G,mna Let It Bother Me Ton ;gh t are destined to take up

Champagne Jam
By F. J. Kovacic
where So Into You left off last
year.
Most of the band spent some
time as session musicians, and
it shows. The title track is
merely a vehicle for the band to
do some soloing. Even bass
player, Paul Goddard gets into
the act. Got to keep everybody
happy I guess.
The twin guitar leads compliment each other beautifully as if
the same guitarist was mereiy
double-tracking
his leaJ play.
The musicianship and improved
songwriti ng make this a very
positive album for the band.
This album is more cohesive
than Rock and Roll Alternative
and should spawn more hit
singles but I hope they get a
new cover artist.

Annie Hall sweeps awards
By DA VE POWIS
The darling of the east coast
crowd picked up most of the
gold at Monday's academy awards despite his avowed intention to stay away from the ceremomes.
Woody Allen picked Oscars
for Best Director and Best
Original Screenplay while his
sidekick, Diane Keaton, won the
Oscar for Best Actress. Allen's
semi-autobiographical
description of life with Keaton, Annie
Hall, was chosen Best Film.
Allen chose to stay away
from the circus-like atmosphere
at the ceremonies and remam
in New York City, playing
clarinet in his band.

NoAgeLhnlt
Free Counaelina
(No effect on low medical fee)
Free Prqnucy Test
(or S7 at independent lab)
3 Hour Clinic Stay
Medicaid,Blue Croa
Acctedited

has done over 100 stage and
variety shows for J .L. 1-ludsons
Eaton's, Renaissance Centre, and
Mall Shows.
Windsor Qinner Theatre has
made several changes in format
for its second show. First of all
the dinner theatre entertainment
package will be offered on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays
during April 20th. A later buffet
and show will be in effect; the
buffet is served from 6-8 p.m.
and the show begins at 8:15.
The buffet selection will be
more extensive with a chef
carving roast beef to order and
there will be quiet dance music
following the show until 11
p.m. Tickets are: $5.00 for
dinner and $7 .00 for the show.
Reservations may be made by
calling 252-7781
in Windsor
and 965-9826 in Detroit. Credit
cards accepted
and discount
given on U.S. funds.

DISCOVER DANCE: Beginning Fall of 1978

I:

Rhythm and movement for pre-school through second grade,
male and female
II: Beginning Ballet: ages 8 to 80 : Classes for university students
and mature adults

Call now , Madelyn Weingarden, 969-5899 for more ·information.
THINK abou t it now so you can DO it by the Fall.

Vanessa Redgrave picked up
the Oscar for Best Supporting
Actress. In her acceptance speech, Redgrave thanked the Academy for withstanding pressure
from "Zionist hoodlums" and
vowed to continue her fight
against fascism. Members of the
Jewish Defense League and proPalestiman groups picketed out-

side the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion where the ceremonies took
place.
Other award winners were
Richard Dreyfuss (Best Actor),
Jason Robards (Best Supporting
Actor), You Light Up My Life
(Best Song), Star Wars ""on six
Oscars for technical achievements.

topping it off

he,1s especi~II~
pr ou.d o~ the.

e...levo1+or<;,
I
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Basketball tournament less than successful
By PETER NASH
The University of Windsor
hosted two important basketball games last weekend. In
the first contest the Toronto
High School all-stars defeated
the Windsor all-stars ~2-n .
Malbas of Sweden was defeated by Thompson Sports in
the second contest 102-76.
Ric Wells was high scorer
in the high school game hitting
for 20 points in Windsor's
losing cause. He was followed
by Mike Brkovich who had
18 points. Both players are
from Lowe Secondary School.
The Toronto squad was paced
by Mike Heller with 16 points
and Robert Clarke with 14.
Windsor came out strong in

the first half getting a lot of
second and third shots, but
they were unable to connect.
Brkovich and Brian Marshall of
Herman, controlled the boards
at both ends but neither could
get the ball to fall. Ric Wells,·
usually a great outside shooter,
also came out cold missing most
of his shots in the first half.
Windsor still managed to hold
onto a slim 39-38 lead at half
time but Toronto was getting
started. In the second half the
Toronto
all-stars straightened
out, after a shaky first half,
and sta,rted to hit better. Their
shooting output didn't change
much but they began taking
higher percentage shots.

Windsor just kept on gunning
up any shot possible and eventually fell behind 80-76 with
a minute and a half left in the
game.
Marshall brought
Windsor
within two but Toronto answered with a basket from Dan
Secli. That clinched it for
Toronto.
The second game was much
less exciting . Thompson Sports
destroyed Malbas, a Swedish
club team, in a slightly boring
contest. The fans seemed to
agree, most of them leaving
before the end of the contest.
Three Lancers dressed for
Thompson to add a little excitement. Bob Oostveen met the

challenge with 12 points, Charlie Pearsall had six, and John
Popovich had 12. Pearsall added
a little show blocking six shots
and slamming one home at the
end of the game.
Thompson regular Dave McGuffin had 16 points followed
by Bill Lozynsky with 12.
The Swedish team played
without their coach and two
players making it difficult to
play well. The Swedish coach
was forced to go home due to
illness in the family and Bill
Collins, the Swedish n:ntre, had
obligations in the United States.
Collins is a student at Boston
College.
Disorganized and tired, the

Sportshorts
Sportshorts

IN THE SHOWERS
By PETER NASH

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
The pool is looking for qualified people to guard and instruct
at the pool for intersession and
summer
session. Application
forms are available in the Human
Kinetics Office and may be submitted there in care of the Head
Life Guard.

As I was sitting through this year's athletics awards presentation
several questions came to mind. Is this all there 1s? What about all
the other players, assistants and coaches who didn't win any awards?
After questioning several players and coaches I found, to my
dismay, that there is no banquet party for these people. Some teams
have their own party but there is no overall get-together. It was
• almost impossible to believe that such a situation could occur.
While I was in high school there were always awards presentations
in which AL_L athletes were invited, not just those who had won
awards. These were usually large gatherings with family and friends
present as well.

YOlJR INPUT NEEDED
The intramural staff is presently making plans for next
year. Your help is requested
in suiting next year's program
to your needs . Please list any
suggestions, or complaints on
this form and submit it to the
Intramural Office in St. Denis
I lall.

Other schools in Windsor such as Assumption, had award banquets that were formal dinner parties. Universities such as Western
and the University of Toronto have large banquets every year.
One of the major problems at Windsor University is funding. As
is the case of many other university activities, there is no money for
banquets. Several athletes have suggested that a gathering could be
funded by the athletes themselves. Tick t m n y a w I a a un
raising drive have been suggested to fund the project.
Dr. Dick Moriarty, director of athletics, feels there would be no
support for these moves . "Five years ago, when the cutbacks started,
we dropped the banquet rather than having to cut out a~y sports ...
During that five year period I have found that there 1s not much
support from student athletes, for a banquet. They would rather
have their own get-togcthers ."
Althougp that might have been true for other years I've found
that there is increasing support, among the athletes, for a banquet.
The department can't be blamed for cutting back, but if the students decide they will fund one themselves --- why not?
Special awards presentations for exceptional athle~es are fine but
there are many volunteers who deserve more credit. Dunng this
year's awards presentation Dr. Leddy, Professor Fracas and Dr.
Moriarty all noted that University of Windsor sports are built around a foundation of participation rather than over zeal~us efforts
to win. That's a great idea! Now all that has to be done 1s to apply
it to the awards banquet situation!

2 contestants

battle it out in last Saturday's Judo exhibition.

Mac spring
Last weekend Macdonald I Iall
sported -all its colours in its
annual year-end binge called Mac
Weekend.
It was a time for residents to
rekindle their companionships
with toilet bowls, 40 gallon
pails and the gang of hooligans who will begin to go their
separate ways in a few weeks.
Tim O'Connor, Mac Council
President, when contacted by
the Lance Thursday morning,
noted that he was still recovering. Whew, must have been
great!

lnnertube. season finished

Unidentified contestant quenches his thirst.
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By BARB PEEBLES
Captain of the Chloroknights

Tuesday, March 28, saw coed
innertube waterpolo come to a
close. Due to problems in the
loser
bracket
(Winnertubes
didn't show up, Humkins and
Quackers short of people) the Electa H20-NO's were awarded
the consolation championship
(they were the only team in this
bracket with all players there).
The winner bracket was spotted
with good playing, some hot
tempers, and several contentions
issues.
Chloroknights were eventually crowned champions - but accolade must be offered as well to
the Tiny Tots, the Fishmongers,
and the Unknowns. Hopefully,
the good times had by all
throughout the entire season will
stand the sport in good stead
when entries are called for next
year.

Swedes could only manage 76
points to Thompsons' 102. Sweden's Anders Jacobsson was high
scorer with 20 points. Peter
. Jangstram and Peter Svanberg
had 11 points each.
A disappointing crowd of
600 yawned through most of the
game. Thompson coach BobHanson noted after the game
that "The gate receipts will
never cover the expenses. We
are obligated to pay their expenses since they paid our
expenses while we were in
Sweden."
The Swedes travel to New
York this week, with the rest of
their tour in the U.S.

SUMMER SCHOOL 1978

••
••
•
••

INTERSESSION:
EVENING SUMMER SCHOOL:
DAY SUMMER SCHOOL:

May 8 - June 21
May 1 - July 20
July 3 - ~ugust 15

: LETTER OF PERMISSION DEADLINES: Intersession and Even.
~
ing Summer -April 14
:
Day Summer - June 9
: SUMMER STUDY ABROAD - July 3 - August 11 (3 weeks on
:

U.W.O. campus and 3 weeks overseas; last date for registration

:

- April 14).

•

•

•

• ENGLAND - Eng 232 - Shakespeare in the Modern Theatre
: GREECE . P.E. 491a/492b . Sport and Phys. Ed. in Classical Greece
:
ISRAEL - Religious Studies 021 . The Bible and Belief Today

•

: FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

•

•

M
ib

~

l9)

Chloroknights show their winning form after being crowned.

The Faculty of Part-Time and
Continuing Edueatoon,
Stevenson-Lawson Building,
The University of Western Ontario,
London, Ontario,
N6A 588 .

••••....•.......•....••...........................
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1978 President's Award

Reception
Photos by Janine Halbert

Bruce Walker was this year's President's Shield Award winner. The
award is presented each year to the best male athle!e. Bruce was
an all-star wide receiver for the Lancer football team as well as
gaining a bronze medal in track and field.

The awards presentations was
a great success this year. The
only problem is that it would
be impossible to get everyone's
picture into the photo feature.
There were many awards
other than the ones · described
in the caption. Brad O'Hara
was awarded the Dave West
Memorial Trophy for men and
Anne Marie LaMantia won the
award for women.
Recipients of "W" plaques
for winning championships were
Andrea Page, Jennifer Pace,
Donna Lori, Peter DeKoning,
Duncan Stauth, Ian MacLellan,
Greg Barlow and Ron Taggart.
Dave Prpich won an "A" award
as well as Harold Remark.
Congratulations go out to
all award winners as well as all
those nominated for awards.

Doctor and Mrs. Leddy were presented a "Special Award"
Dr. Moriarty for their great contributions toward sport. Over
past 14 years the Leddys have been a backbone of support for
Human Kinetics Faculty. It would take two pages this size to
all of their contributionsll!

Gillian Stevens was awarded the Banner Shield as best female athlete. Gillian was a top performer on the Lancerette swim team.
At the OWIAA finals she gained a silver and bronze medal. Later
in the CWIAU finals Gillian set a new record in the 100 metre butterfly.

The husbahd and wife combination of Fred and Chris Robson won
the DeMarco Trophy. The award is presented to the top male and
female athlete who in their undergraduate years best combined
scholastic achievement with athletic ability.

by
the
the
list

(Left to right) Jim Cimba, Gino Fracas and Harold Remark all
gained recognition. Jim was named MVP for football, Professor
Fracas was master of ceremonies and Harold Remark gained an
"A" award for making great contributions toward sport as manager of the football team. Harold also helped organize high school
track meets and various other activities.
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Wba-t,s
on carnpas

.

CATHOLIC
Campus Ministry (located
at the Assumption University Building
on campus - 2nd floor). MASSES: Sunday 10:30 a.m., 4:30 p.m. Weekdays
12:00 noon, 4:30 p.m. Saturday 11 :30
a.m.
THE annual B.F.A. Graduate Exhibition continues on view in the Leddy
Library Gallery (Rm. G-100) and in
the LeBel Fine Arts Gallery through
April 21.

ancJassi.,:iOO
GENERAL
typing.
Phone Miss Hicks:

Reasonable rate.
252-0747 or 252-

9602 9 - 4.

Happening
THE Ontario Liberal Party is sponsoring a one-day conference to discuss the
problems in the education system. The
theme will be "Education -- Does it
Pass or Fail?" The conference will be
held on Saturday, April 15, 1978 at
the King Edward Hotel, Toronto. For
further information contact Peter Mill ey at (416) 961-3800.

FOR SALE: Bowie concert tickets (April
20), Main floor; 1 pair 3rd row, 1 in
2nd row. Best offer. Phone 256-8721
- Pete

FOR SALE: 1971 Fury Ill - 360 VB
- air conditioning AM/FM Multiplex with
cassette (by Chrysler). Power steering
- Safety certified. Call 969-5370 after
5:00 p.m.

WANTED TO BUY: hard cover book in
good condition - Some Men Are More
Perfect Than Others by Merle Shain.
Will pay $8, call Barbara Cunningham,
ext. 884.

WILL do typing in my home. Arrangements can be made for pick-up and deli·
very - call 736-6933.

POETRY readings are being held at the
Amherstburg Public Library every Thursday at 8:30 p.m. Everyone is welcome
to attend and poets are encouraged to
"come out of the closet".

1 Tandberg tape recorder - reel to reel,
3 speeds - 1 7/8, 3 3/4, 7 1/2. 3 motors
- series number 9000X, Crossfield. Separate record and play-back channels .
SIide pods for input and output levels
.....
$500 or best offer. Call CJAM
Ext.478,254-1494.

Due to the number of Active Members presented at the alternate
Election Meeting of the Chinese Students' Association (March 31,
1978), a sufficient quorum was not able to form. Therefore, it was
deemed ineffective.
The Secretary-elect, Miss Wendy Mok has resigned as of March
25, 1978.
As a result, the former Executive Members and the newly elected
Executive Members hav~ Jointly appointed the following Active
\.1embers to fill the vacant positions in the Executive Committee
for the year 1978-79.

I
I
I

By FERN BROWN
We are beginning to realize
the potential of the sun. As a
result of a I<cderal research
grant, ENERACTION,
Community Conservation Centres have
materialized
in Ontano,
Quebec, Newfoundland,
and B.C.
In Windsor, two such centres arc busily working with
the community. They are headed by Project Leader Eliz.,,,,.:th Craig (I loward Ave. Office), who is mainly concerned
with rural energy conservation,
and by Shirley Ambroise (Ouellette
Ave.), who is dealing

One of the many special
guests scheduled to appear is
Mother Gerald, the first principal of the school.
Food and beverages for the
weekend will be supervised and
conducted by Ron Moro, owner
of the Milano Restaurant.
All proceeds will go to the
construction
of a new athletic
field.
Admission will be $3.00 a
night and you can't wear jeans.

field that
will feature
live
music by the band Clockwork.
Along with this, 25 classrooms have been individually
de~orated to depict each of the
past 25 years.
The events of the week will
culminate in a final Mass celebrated by Bishop J. Sherlock,
Auxilliary Bishop of London,
and Bishop J. Doyle, former
principal and now Bishop of
Peterborough.
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Alternative energy research

It's 'Corpus-Brennan Week'

Sta
rlinaMonday
, April
17th
,

ONE female needed to share 3 b
h
ed.
room
ouse near Tecumseh and p
ent · one block from bus stop .
per month. Available May 1st _ Phone
Brenda 254-7830 after 6 p.m.

Eneraction

Appointed on:
George K.F. Lee: Treasurer
March 31st I
Jennifer S.G. Wong: Social Convenor
March 31st '
Andy K.F. Hung: Editorial Convenor
March 31st
William K.C. Chew: Secretary
April 7th
Wai-siu Law: Cultural Convenor
April 7th 1
If there is any protest against the above ~nt
, p1t..1.,
..
• r
·he officia~pointments
shall be
valid on April 25, 1978 and the m:w Executive Committee shall
assume office on May 1, 1978.

By MARK D. GREENE
On April 17-23 F .J. Brennan High School will be celebrating its 25th anniversary.
In honour of the occasion Windsor City Council has declared
that
week
"Corpus-Brennan
Week."
The main celebration is scheduled for the weekend. Some of
the events planned are a 50's
and 60's disco, a casino, and a
large tent in Brennan's back

What's Happenin1 is a recular feature or Thl' Lanell
whici\ will include Unclaasified Ada, Penonel Ada,
anct Notices or campu1 event1. Liatin11 of off-campua
activities will abo be conaidered for publlcatloa.
Any aubmilaion may be edited for lenath. Dnd!ine
is noon Tueadlty of the wc~k o~ publication.
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with urban energy. According
to Laurie Wagenberg, Pub!tc
Relations Person of the Ouellette office, "The two groups
complement each other."
Craig's office is planning to
build a solar greenhouse,
to
borrow two acres of land for organic farming, to give demonstrations and lessons at elementary schools, to have displays at Devonshire Mall and
at the Freedom Festival, and to
submit a proposal to the National Research Council to incorporate solar power at the Tudor
Court Tennis and Squash Club.
Ms. Craig hopes these projects
will be implemented by September, 1978, when the ENERACTION grant expires.
The Grant is provided by
the Federal Labour Intensive
Program (FLIP). Originally, the
money ($20 million) was to be
allocated towards producing an
oil plant (tar sand).
"The Office of Energy Conservation (OEC), a division of
the
Department
of Energy,
Mines and Resources, suggested

that instead of producing current types of energy, alternative
methods should be explored,!'
according to Crai~
B
"The purpose of the FLIP
T
Grant is to provide short-term
the '
employment for people, and to
ques
give them experience and skills cutiv
for future use as well as to
E
research
and make available
pens
information
on alternative en- by r
ergy. The Project Leaders serve Jaw
as a liaison between the gov- ing
ernment and the public . I act 'rec
as coordinator
and administra- any r
tor," Craig said.
than
ENERACTION members at· coun
tend the Solar Society meeting
B
at the University of Windsor ove
headed by Professor G.P. Ma then
thur, of Chemical Engineering of
Craig advised that anyone in the
terested
in alternative energyHo c
would be wise to get involve (SAC
in the Solar Society. Bot
Craig and Wagenberg seeme
willing to "advise or cooperat
with anyone
in the comm
unity,"
and welcome visito
to their Centres.

Okobo dominates
new Huron council
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dents will be satisfied with wha presi
By GARY FISH
G
a sec
For the second year in a row, • I do next year. Thanks to eo W
11
Ellis for an admirable challeng be s
Huron Hall residents have en... I hope to live up to thee
er
trusted the responsibility of the
Un
pectations
of the new res
residence council to the Okobo
dents, and to make Huron th
clan.
best
residence
on campus!
However, that doesn't mean
Waluk also commented o
it was a hotly contested electhe recent decision of S.A.
tion.
to allow a Huron-Tecumseh vo
The only contested position
on SAC next year: "We are al
was that of President, where
looking forward to having a vo
the incumbent Dave Waluk was
on S.A.C., and feel it is abo
challenged by a fellow council
time the residence students ha
member Geoff Ellis . In a good
acquired a political medium.
~o
voter turn-out Tuesday, Waluk
Candidate Ellis felt there w leavm
was returned
to office by a
a good voter turn-out for t porta
strong percentage.
election, "despite the poor P~
(a)
Acclaimed to the other exelicity." Ellis thought the vott drug
cutive positions were: Fan Mahwent "as expected", and act at SA
moudian, Vice-President; incumbu ted his loss to "being a ro on;
bent Steven Wippersteg, Treaskie", and "nor knowing c
(b
urer; Garry Henderson, Secreissues". Ellis expected the nu ough
tary; Liz Aziz, Female Social
erous acclamations because t the su
Convenor;
and Keith Devon,
residents are so apathetic.
SA
Male Social Convenor.
plans to become a clan rep ques
Waluk thanked the voters and
sentarive · to residence coun summ
had these comments about the
impor
election: "I hope that the resiin September .
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ISO and residences to get votes on SAC
By RICK SPENCE

\Ze3idences and foreign studentswill be represented on the
Students' Administrative Councilnext year.
On Monday the 197~-79
council approved
a by-law
change to allow one voting
representative from the International Students'
Organization
and three from the campus residences.
One representative will be
elected to represent each grouping of residences : Macdonald
and Laurier; Huron and Tecumseh; and Electa, Cody and
Canterbury.
As the change requires an
amendment to SAC's letters
patent, it must be approved
by the provincial government.
of SAC lawyer Doug Phillips told
council he thought the change
e, could be accomplished by Sep-

tember, in time for a by-election .
A number of residence students attended the meeting to
lend support to the motion .
As introduced by new SAC
President Gino Piazza, the motion originally called for one
rep from each of the seven residences . The residence students
left once the amended motion
was passed.
In other business, SAC elected its board of directors, to
direct council's affairs during
the summer, and the summer operating budget was adopted.
Five directors were elected :
Ian Campbell, president of the
Engineering Society; Law rep
Steve Roberts; Rob Katzman,
Commerce Club president; Social Science rep Joan Durrant;
and business rep Brian Byrne.
Three more directors will be

elected in September. The three
SAC executives (Piazza, Vicepresident Doug Smith, Treasurer Emmanuel Biundo) are
also directors.
The biggest item m the
summer budget was $5,000
to be spent on renovating the
SAC offices. Piazza said there
would be more meeting rooms
for campus groups and more
storage space in the re-arranged
offices.
Volunteer Services, which has
operated out of the SAC office
since 1975, will be moved into
Vanier Hall to allow more space
for SAC.
The summer budget was passed without amendment, even
though the SAC executives used
last year's budgeted figures, rather than actual expenses, for
comparison purposes. SAC projects a deficit this summer of

$28,381, half of which will
go to staff salaries and benefits.
At the vice-president's urging,
council passed a resolution stating that a member would be expelled from SAC for missing
four meetings all year or three
in a row. Several meetings in the
past }'ear had to be cancelled or
adjourned early because a quorum of members was not available .

Smith

also announced

that

SAC was adopting a new crest
this year, to commemmorate the
5.0th anniversary of the founding
of the student council. SAC
plans a banquet next year for
1
all previous SAC presidents.
Piazza said the idea is to secure donations from these alumni for the alumni association and the university.

SAC by-law tries to control
executives' expenditures
By BRENDA McLISTER

The recent controversy over
the "cheerleaders' dinner" raised
questions as to how SAC executives' spending is controlled.
Executive sdaries and expense accounts are controlled
by rules outlined in SAC Bylaw no. 17. Executives, accordmg to this by-law, cannot
"receive any renumeration for
my reason from Council," other
than salaries and expense acat- counts.
gs'. By-law 17 was passed m
r November 1975. Gary Wells,
a· then a member of SAC's Board
g. of Directors, told The Lance
in- the by-law's main purpose was
rgyto control executive salaries.
ed(SAC executives are the presit~dent, vice-president, treasurer,
e4and commissioners).
tel Prior to By-Jaw 17, increases
m•and decreases of executive salar ries were passed by the Board of
Directors. The board was made
up of three Council members
and three executives; the presi:
dent cast the tie-breaking vote.
Under those circumstances, said
Wells, the executives controlled
their own salaries.
Wells says the by-Jaw was
written because 1975-76 SAC
a president Tim Doyle asked for
f a second pay raise in one year.
g Wells and another board memx ber co-authored
By-law 17.
s Under the by-law, the SAC
h

IP
m
to
lls
to
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executives can receive no more
than one 10% increase or decrease in salary per year. All
salary increases must be approved by a 2/3 majority of the
Board of Directors, and a simple majority of Council.
Wells said the section of
the by-law referring to expense accounts was "a throwin". Until that time, there was
no method of reporting executives' expenses, which went
unchecked.
"You would be shocked at
the amount of money they
spent.", said Wells, "Previous
presidents spent a lot on lunches."
By-law 17 restricts expenses
that can be debited from expense accounts and stipulated
the Treasurer must provide "an
itemized record of the expense
accounts" at least twice yearly.
Council has the power to
decide if an expense is "improper." If a % majority of council members deem an expense
improper, it then becomes a
personal expense of the person
who incurred .it.
At the April 4 SAC meeting,
there was a motion that the expense of the cheerleaders' dinner
should become a personal expense of the executives present
at the dinner: Ernie Petrasovic, Robert Whitenect, and
Gino Piazza. The bill for the

dinner was $375; the SAC
executive had approved a $250
limit on the dinner.
When this motion was defeated, a second motion asked
that only the $125 over expenditure be deemed improper and
become a personal expense.
This motion was defeated because a 3/4 majority was not
achieved - the vote was 11 for
and 5 against.

0

By BRUCE HANNAH,
SAC Ancillary Services
' Commissioner

For all students who will be
leaving campus, it is very 1mt portant that you:
(a) pick up any and all
drug refund cheques which are
at SAC, from Monday, April 1 7 On;

(b) make sure you have enough claims forms ( 4) to last
he summer months.
SAC will mail refund cheques to students during the
summer months. It is extremely
important that the student fill

out h;s/her claim form accurate!\" and that all receipts be
atta;hed. Also included must
be a complete and accurate
address to which the refund
may be sent.
In order for the plan to be
effective during the summer
months claiming students must
be very conscientious about
their claiming responsibilities.
This is the last correspondence
that will be received from myself so have a safe and interesti~g summer. As a note f r
the future - take it easy on
next year's commissioner.
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"- A Human Kinetics final exam? No - just another mysterious spring' time ritual, celebrating the return of the sun.

Politicsput Moro on Board
By E.P. CHANT
Ron Moro, owner of Milano's Restaurant and, coincidentially, the area caucus chairman of the provincial Progressive
Conservative Party, has recently
been appointed to the Board of
Governors of the University of
Windsor.
Moro said that he had no idea
why the Premier's office would
appoint him to the post, but he
admitted his Tory connections
may have played a part in his
appointment (Moro ran for the
party in 1975 and 1977, as well
as holding the caucus post).
lie graduated

from the Um-

versity of Windsor with a Bachelor's degree in Psychology and
Sociology and a Master's in
Business Administration and was
involved in campus politics in his
graduate years. He was also the
American Marketing Association's choice for "Outstanding
Marketing Student" in his final
year.
Seven years out of university, Moro feels that he can
bring his recent knowledge of
the university to the Board of
Governors, as well as his business experience.
"With declining enrolment,
this is a crucial period for uni-

versities," he said. Universities
should be run for the students,
he said, but they should try to
remain financially viable.
Moro feels that the administration
has authorized
too
much building in recent years.
"A University isn't just buildings. I don't know if we need
all the edifices that we have."
After attending his first meet. ing on April 1, Moro said that
he was impressed by the way the
board went along business. He
plans to take a few months
"or however long it takes" to
find out the way the board
operates. Moro believes it is
"an honour" to be on the board.
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ATTENTION .
ALL STUDENTS·
ARE YOU LEAVING THE CAMPUS
OR CITY SOON?

Don't forget to have your phone
disconnected
••
•

.

Bring your phone to the basement lounge of Cody Hall.":
•
April 24 - 28 9 a.m. ti/ 5 p.m.
:
•
••
•
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Well, this is it. The last chance to let the following people share the glory of the last Lance of the year.

Tbelance

Editor· Rick Spence (off to Edmonton); Managing Editor.
Photo Editor: Janine Halbert (off to Shelburne); Entertainment

Sports Editor: Peter Nash (off); Car Czar: Steve Mac Lean (Otis T .) ; Advertising Production Person:
Gary Fish (he's outta here); Cartoonist: Deb (Hydra) Hetherington; Poetry Editor: Good time Scotty

The Lance is published every Friday of the fall and winter terms by and for the
Student Media, University of Windsor. Press offices are located on the second floor
of the University Centre, University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario, N98 3P4.
Subscription rates are $7
'per year. Entered as second class mail at the Post
Office of Canada. Opinions expressed in The Lance are those of the student writer
and not necessarily the University of Windsor or the Students' Administrative Coun-

.SO

cil.

Offices: 253--4232, Ext. 153
or 253--4060
Advertising: 253-4232, Ext. 326

Hrenda McLister (new SAC member);
Editor: Paul Chernish (new Man. Ed:);

Eldridge; and Anna Maria Tremonti (there's always New Brunswick}; E.P. Chant (there's always Com
Studies); Bruce Dinsmore (there's always Leamington); John Revell (off to dig ditches); frank Kova.
cic (wants to be Ent Ed); Dave Powis (wants to be Ed); Deb Kennedy (wants to be): Don Peppin
(he throws a mean football); Dan Sullivan (party at his house); Fern Brown (off to Ohio?); Mark
Greene (back to Brennan); Len Wallace (who's finished his thesis); Phil Kane (and his shiny guitar
case); Pete Mudrack (Go Blues!); Diane Elliott (going back to Wallaceburg); John P. Mortimer (never
did learn what the 'P' stands for); Loretta Pelletier (why not?); Tony Hine (who still can't escape the
old school tie); Steve Cheifetz (who got free tickets); Steve Pavlov (still pub editor). Did I miss anyone? Well, there were too many for one masthead, anyway. School bells are breaking up that old gang
of mine ...
Special thanks to Gary Wells, because we haven't thanked him before, and because he
deserves it. Congratulations,

too.

Learn by learning
Those of you graduating this
year have probably started questioning the value of your education. You've been here three or
four years, you're $40,000 behind those friends who went straight from high school into the
job market, and you have no
immediate prospects.
\' ou ·ve probably sked, ls the
Lmversity of Windsor obsolere?
, 'o . The university gives us a
chance to understand the world
from a particular perspective.
We are not estranged from the
\\'Ord, just a little bit \,ithdrawn. We have a chance to
refiect on the world, to look at
1t in abstraction
We create
models, propose theories, make
tc ts, stud) for tests, and dream
of making the world, and ourseh es, better.
I here are those who sav I hat
) nu learn by doing. That reading
!S \ hat you do ,, hen fOU 're

1t
for produc111g I he
ict this year goes to a lot of
peo p.t only some of \\ horn uc
n me~ m •he masthead abovL
\ host of behm<l the scenes
worker and occasional conrr.butors have contributed w the
quality and d1versiry of the
paper this year. As editor, I
thank them all.
As the year ends, though,
must say individual thank-yous
to some of the people whose
last year this is as Lance contributors. May they all find glory
on the far side of unemployment lines.
Despite duties with CJAM,

CKL\\.', her column, Uc ., Anna
Mana Tremont, h:ts found 11111c
to \\ nee some of our most 1111portant stonLs. Sh<.: has helped
set high standards for future
Lance staffers.
The first story I•. P. Chant
wrote last September was awful, but he's improved a lot. llis
refresh mg brand of insanity will
be missed next year.
E.P.'s
yearbook
co-editor,
John Revell, did manv thankless tasks for us all y~ar. They
were appreciated.
Len Wallace is a household
word, thanks to The Lance.
He's off to convert the real
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world, and we wish him luck.
Colleen Abbott is finishing
as our typesetter. I laving mastered the scrawls of the Lance
staffers, she is now qualified
to
translate ancient Egyptian
a.nd Sanskrit
You haven't seen Steve Mac-

Lean's
name on coo many
stories, but he's always been
around to lend support and
strength. He and his Free Press
every morning will be missed.
These people, and many others, helped make The Lance
this year the best I've ever seen.

We hope next year will be even
bener.
At this time of parting, it
is fitting to recall the words of
the Bowmanville philosopher,
in answer to that eternal riddle,
"What is Life?" "Life 1s what
you do before you die."
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Sports Editor replies to penny-ante letters
By PETER NASH
The year is officially over
but it's hard to believe. Early
last October I was trying to
figure out what to do with
myself besides getting a degree. The answer to that came
when I answered an ad in the
Lance asking for sports writers.
After a few {llonths of writing for the Lance, sports editor Don Peppin decided to call
it quits, leaving the job practically in my lap. I almost decided not to take the job but
then that would have been a
cop out. I'm glad I stayed.
Although many people feel
that the Lance staff is no more
than a group of heartless, bloodthirsty individuals willing to do
almost anything for a story,
they couldn't be more wrong.
The Lance has come under
nrnstant criticism all year for
some of its stories. Lately the
fo~·us has been over the article
written br Anna Maria Trelllllnti about three SAC mern-
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not experiencing.
Yet, there is a time for that.
The rest of our lives beckon;
there will be lots of time and opportunity to add to our education, to enhance our knowledge
Let us hope that our time
in university has taught us to
use our opportunir ies. Let 's
hope we arc hcrter asss,milators of knowledge, that we know
how to tackle a problem and
solve 1r. l lackneyed as the expression is, let's hope we've
learned to learn.
Don't go out feeling the
world owes you a job You
haven't put in your 11mc yet
Jusr keep an open mind, which
1s your bes. defence against the
ignorance, r he prejud 1cc and the
conformny 0111 there .
And fail mg that, you've got
a not her fe\\ weeks he fore the
dudlinc
for applying IO graduate school

Uncertain g/ory

I

bers and a dinner party funded
with student money.
The worst criticism came
from the cheerleaders who felt
that they had been misrepresented and slandered by the
story. In their letter last week
they stated that "These articles have greatly damaged the
decent reputation that the team
worked so hard to achieve."
It's great that they worked hard
for their reputations but then
so did the people in the Lance.
It would have ruined our reputations as journalists NOT to
have written the article.
An interesting point in their
article came when they mentioned the meals that Lance
people receive on Wednesday
nights. They mention that the
Lance has spent $452 for food
over the year and then go on to
suggest that it is too much
money.
They are trying to make a
ridiculous comparison between
the amount of money spent by
the Lance and the amount spent

on the cheerleaders. The first
thing that must be mentioned
is t.hat we spent this money as
part of our budget, and that it
was difficult to budget that
expense. The budget is done in
September at a time when it is
difficult to know how many
volunteers.
will be working
during the year.
The second point is that the
two dollars budgeted for each
volunteer
is the maximum
amount to be spent per person.
During most Wednesday nights
the bill is about $20 which is
a dollar or so per person. That is
definitely not too much co ask
for.
There are several other statistics mentioned includin_g the
Heinrich budget, a lost Lance
camera, and ?Ur being over
budget. In all three cases the
statistics quoted were wrong,
as mentioned
in the editor's
nott>.
Another letter was received
from Mr. Art Townend. He
quoted many of the statistics

used by the cheerleaders so
there isn't any use in repeating
them. The interesting point is
that Mr. Townend's letter was
received before any of the statistics quoted by him had been
released.
Mr. Townend feels it is unnewsworthy when the executive
of SAC requisitions themselves
$2 50 for a dinner with the
cheerleaders, without calling a
SAC meeting to get it approved!
Then they overspend that budget by over a hundred dollars!!!!
Let me tell you Mr. Townend ·
that article was definitely newsworthy.
He also finds it necessary to
compare our volunteers with
the cheerleaders as volunteers.
There had been 26 issues of
the Lance printed as you mentioned. There are volunteers on
our staff who spend up to eight
or nine hours working on articles as well as doing lay out
on Wednesday night. For all
their work they receive a byline on their story and some

pizza.
By comparison
the cheerleaders did one basketball game
a week (or football game). That
of course was during home
games. They were very rarely
present at away games. This is
not to say they did a poor_job.
It. was an inspiration to the
players and fans to see these
girls perform.
The point is
that the amount of work done
by volunteers at the Lance is
at least slightly more than that
done by the cheerleaders in
practicing and performing for
a game.
Overall
couldn't
believe
some of the letters we received.
Anna Maria Tremonti deserves
great credit for being strong
and brave enough to write the
article. She did an outstanding
objective job. All the people
who read the article gain a
lesson in responsible journalism. The only thing "pennyante" about the whole issue
were some of the letters we
received.
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'Can the Blues have pride?'
tion of their supremacy in a
half-page article in the Lance."
The aforementioned
Lance
article, ("Eagles' Wings Clipped"
by Kevin Gardiner), appeared
in the joke issue and was written with tongue-in-cheek. Gardiner made on proclamation
concerning the Screaming Eagles' superiority. The title itself fails to connote supremacy. Gardiner mentioned the
Commerce Blues in his article
and referred to them as "perennailly powerful", hardly indicative of a one-sided dissertation of supremacy. The Screaming Eagles, Gardiner claims,
have "one of the finest defences
in the league", which is not unrealistic considering that the
Eagles allowed but 14 goals
in 9 games. "Coach Mudrack
hopes to have all three lines
working well if the Eagles are
to be competitive
with the
other top contenders
in the
league". This remark says nothing spectacular. Any coach at
any level will agree that everyone must play well to win in
the playoffs. Any proclamation of supremacy is conspicuous in its abscence.
The Portfolio article seems to
imply that the Blues played
almost
a non-entity
in the
finals, and that the score was

Out on a limb
By A N NA MARIA TREM ONTI

and DON PEPPIN
By AN N A MA R IA TREMONTI and DON PEPPIN
Sorry about the year-long delay, but we've finally decided to give
you the com pl ete, unabridged, unedited truth.
We are not out on a limb, we are out of our minds.
The Lance is not a campus newspaper, but since we don't know
what it really is, we pretend. We know what it isn't. It isn't the
Windsor Star ... thank god . Nor is it National Lampoon. But then
everyone has to start somewhere.
We said this isn't a newspaper. We know we're pretending. But
what are you doing readi ng a figment of ou r imaginations?
And if this publication does not exist, how can you be sure that
rhe campus it is su pposed to represent is really here?
Now here's the obvious question. What are you doing trying to
study on a campus that may not even be here? Look at those books
on your desk. You know, the ones that have yet to be opened, let
alone read. Are they really books? Or are they large sandwiches?
That'll explain the mold.
We personally don't care for ketchup on our ham sandwiches
but then again, they don't exist either. Do you?

Truthfully, Can you honestly say that you aren't a phigment
of someone else's imagination? But then again who would one check
With to find out? Which has absolutely nothing to do with the abundance of Canada's natural race horses.
Which don't exist either.
Let's get back to the figments. Not to be confused with phigg
knutons, the cookie. Or philament, as in light bulb.
Light bulb. As in idea.
We know we're not making any sense. Except the most profound
kind.
We also know that it's the end of the year, and into the midst of
every academic structure, a little insanity must fall. People are swamped with work; most are beginning to see words before their eyes
even when there isn't a book in sight. It's now at the point where
he studious (and those who didn't finish their work when they were
supposed to) are \Vitnessing 20 hours of every 24 every day. Seven
days a week.
But cheer up. School's out. And when you've written the thirteen
overdue papers and six exams (all on the same day of course) you
and the gang can unwind and hoist a few in the pub.
Meanwhile, these two prolific, half-witted two-finger typists
and occasional thinkers are going to pack it in.
So long.

FIVE

Volunteer Servlces
says thanks

LecteR.s
DearEditor :
Regarding "Congrats to Commerce Blues" which appeared
in the final edition of the
Commerce Club Portfolio, we
would like to clarify a few of
rheir statements
as well as
question the validity and taste
of much of what was said.
Although complete objectivity is well-nigh impossible, it
to
hardly seems unreasonable
ask a reporter to make at least
an honest effort to report an
event as it actually occured.
It is indeed a sad and unfortunate attribute of man that
he is able to distort truths, in
rhat, while not lying, the overall tone of what he says is not
ro applaud his own exploits
but instead to depreciate an
opponent. When two opponents meet, the extent of the
value and worth of the result
is in direct proportion to the
value and worth of the opponents by themselves. That is,
rwo good hockey teams meetmg head to head are more
likely to produce something
entertaining, exciting, and valu1ble than when a powerful talented team faces an opponent
"who are best known, not for
whatever hockey ability they
profess to possess, but for a
wmewhat premature proclama-
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only as close as it was due to
"lucky
bounces".
Statements
such as, "The sudden death
period-and-a-half
was totally
dominated by the Blues", and
"The overtime
(was) played
almost exclusively in the Ea·
gles' end", overstate the case
considerably. Spectators can attest to the fact that it was
anybody's
game, with excellent scoring opportunities
at
both ends.
The Portfolio claims that
Dennis Dunsmore of the Blues
handily won a rousing fight.
Actually, the only fighting he
did was with the referee. Dunsmore's alleged opponent, Mark
Carr, refused to drop his gloves.
Pugilistic prowess is a subjective matter, but it stands to
reason that if Dunsmore could
not get past the referee, he
would not get past Carr, who
stands 6-3 and weights 220
pounds.
Commerce's victory was indeed an incredible one; probably the comeback story of
the year. What made the victory
so great was the very fact that
the opposition was formidable,
and not totally inept as the
Portfolio suggested. Denying the
Screaming Eagles the ability to
play
hockey
&utomatically
denies that beating them meant
anything.
The Portfolio story is rife
with pettiness, bitterness, and
vindictiveness,
and regrettably
marks a very fine hockey team
with the indelible stain of
"no class".
The Screaming Eagles enjoyed a fine season. Although
initially doubting their ability
to even compete in the "A"
division, they waited until the
second overtime period of the
final game before bowing out.
We are proud to be associated
with the Screaming Eagles. After "Congrats
to Commerce
Blues", can there be any pride
involved with belonging to the
Commerce Blues?
Lloyd Paul
Peter Mudrack

Thanks
from

Gino
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this
opportunity to thank the following people for all their help
given to me during my year as
Special Events Commissioner:
The Maintenance people in
the Centre: Mike Bashura, John
Turnbull, Nick Chimienti, anJ
Christine Allen, as well as Stan
Ouellette, Nick Braianns, Frank
Mayer, Fred Meloche, John
Zubryk, and Ezio Valmosole.
The House Councils at Macdonald Hall, Laurier Hall, Cody
Ilall, Tecumseh and Huron Halls,
Electa and Canterbury College.
The Print Shop and their
staff, Mary Bagley of the University Centre, Liquor Services
and staff and especially the
students at this University.
Sincerely,
Gino Piazza
President 1978-79

Dear Sir:
Re : Volunteer Services
It is appropriate,
as Volunteer Services, in conjunction
with S.A.C. President Gino Piazza arranges for new physical
accomodation
at the University, that an expression
of
thanks and apprecation be made
to Student Council and The
Lance.
Since the office began in
1975 both
S.A.C. and The
Lance have provided extensive
moral and financial support.
Annually during the term S.A.C .
raised monies for donation to
Volunteer Services through the
Orientation Casino night. During
the difficult financial times, The
Lance has lent extensive press

coverage of the operation giving credence and support to
the Services' applications
for
government funding.
We look forward to continued co-operation and goodwill as between S.A.C. and
·The Lance. Our new office
will be open and available to
students about the campus at
Vanier Hall, Room 119.
In parting it might be noted
that Volunteer Services has received over the past three years
significant and extensive support and assistance from students across the campus. Our
hats go off to them.
Yours very truly,
Douglas W. Phillips,
Chairman

'Just too ugly'
Dear Editor:
At this time I would like to
,take pen in hand to respond
to the comments made by Mr.
Dan Chamney,
SAC Science
and Math Rep. 77-78 & 78-79.
In his letter of 7 . April, 1978
this fellow student
of mine
declared that the special supplement to the Lance, The Heinrich, was nothing more than 'a
piece of garbage.' The only

conceivable explanation for his
childish behaviour is the fact
that he is upset over having the
entire student population know
· he is deemed just too ugly to
be worthy of having his picture
occupying the valuable space of
The Heinrich. So there.
Respectfully,
John Revell
Photography Editor Extraordinaire
The Heinrich.

Go west,
young Spence!
By E.P. CHANT
AND RICKY'S
OTHER DROOGS

Riddle: What has a scruffy
beard, a chipped tooth, and
accounts for a lot of stories in
a newspaper?
Possible Answers: 1) An
ugly typewriter
OR 2) The
lead character in a cheap remake of Citizen Kane OR
3) Rick Spence.
Correct
Answer:
Actually,
any of the three possibilities
could be well argued for, but
the one we had in mind was the
last one.
''We" are the staff of The
Lance and Rick Spence has been
trying to keep us orderly and
mat ure all this past year in his
position as Editor-in-Chief. He
hasn't had much luck - we are
a pretty "crazee" (a la Steve
Martin) bunch.
Nevertheless,
under Rick's
tyrannical - er - constructively
critical direction, this campus
has been the recipient this year
of one of the best student newspapers in the country. Week
after week (except on holidays)
The Lance has been better than
all the rags ,in Canada that call
themselves student newspapers.
How can we make this
claim? Well, we get copies of
most of the student newspapers
from around the country and,
then, every Friday, the Lance
staff gets together and votes to
see which paper is the best
(just like the Academy Awards).
Strangely enough, week after
week we unanimously
decide
that The Lane
is the best.
To what do we attribute our
bestness (sorry - that should be
"bestiality",
of course)? In a
word - Rick Spence.

Without Rick's constant harping to "take a story from the
story list, wimp!", without his
constant pen-scratching (editing)
of the dumb parts of our stories,
without his lingering distrust of
SAC (which he has distilled in
all of us since all journalists
should be wary of government) · in short, without all
his constant bitching and criticism, The Lance would be just
one more two-bit student newspaper instead of the responsible and objective medium it
IS.

As you may have guessed
from the tone of the end of that
last paragraph, we are beginning
to get serious in this article now.
That won't last Jong becaust'
we don't want to get too mushy.
The fact of the matter is,
however, we, the staff of this
year's Lance, have simply been
as pleased as punch to have had
Rick Spence as our editor. More
than that, we have been damn
proud because he kept us from
degenerating into a naIPe-calling,
juvenile
campus
newspaper
which is, seriously, atypical of
a lot of university papers. The
Lance is a good paper and we
owe that to Spence.
(Sorry to slip this article in
under your nose at the printer's,
Spence, but you didn't actually
think we would let you leave
without a "Thank You", did
you?)
Merci et Bon Chance en
Edmonton, you little whelp.
Oh, and to the "second-incommand",
Managing Editor
Brenda McLister, a big Merci
to you, too, and good luck
battling Gino and his blatant
stupidity next year.
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The place of the Placement Officer
By G.M. OVERHOLT
Counsellor,
Student Placement Office
The Role and Function of an
Employment Counsellor
It has recently come to my
attention
that a number of
complaints allegedly made by
University students to Lorraine
Johnson, regarding the Student
Placement office, were aired
over CBE.
Since some of these complaints concerned a counsellor,
and because I handle a majority of students coming in the
Placement office seeking parttime and summer employment,
it is to the students responsible that I address the follow-•
ing general remarks, although it
would probably be more profitable for a student who is
dissatisfied following an interview to come in and talk to the
person directly concerned, as the
grievance could then be dealt
with specifically and with more
mutually
satisfactory
results
when reason both sides would
throw more light on the situation.
Since the students wish to
remain anonymous, in view of
the indefinite nature now of past
incidents, there are some general aspects of the role and fu nction of a counsellor which
should be taken into considera-

tion.

The true role of an employment counsellor is to provide
vocational guidance with employment suitability criteria. ,
An applicant has a right to
expect expertise from the counsellor.
The counsellor, drawing an
experience and knowledge, has a
duty to give all pertinent information to a client, which will
enable that student to make a
wise selection of the type of
work desired, and also, of equal
importance, to most effectively
present his or her qualifications
in order to successfully obtain
the position.
An employment counsellor 1s
customarily liaison between the
employer and the prospective
·
employee.
One of the most important
functions of the counsellor is to
inform the student about the
duties and requirements as listed
by the employer before referral for the position .
In order to avoid unnecessary time-consuming interviews,
the employer usually relics heavily on the counsellor to refer
applicants whose qualifications
most closely match his specifications.
During preliminary job interviews with a counsellor, there
arc 5 basic, fundamental categories of importance to employers, which I have impressed

upon students to consider prior
to their interview with the employer.
At no time should these constructive remarks he misconstrued as personal criticism
When hiring employees, employers are most concerned with
the following criteria.
1) Appearance
2) Speech
3) Ability
4) Character
5) Personality
The first two are not of
greater importance
than the
latter t hree, but they are frequently areas of greater potential controversy.
Depending on the nature of
the position or job, I have endeavoured to have the students
analyse for themselves the qualities needed to successfully perform the job, to project themselves, as it were, into the
actual work situation, and assess
their own capabilities as measured against the employer's requirements, in order to merit
favourable consideration when
presenting themselves to a.n employer.
Appearance
Appearance
is vitally 1mponant, because a first impression is often the only one an
employer receives, and so is lasting.

The foundation of good looks
is good health, combined with
an alert, interested manner, com plemented by a well-groomed
appearance and good carriage or
posture .
Frequently a person 's mode
of dress should be in keeping
with the nature of the work
sought . A specialty clothing
store manager who places an order for ·sales help will not only
expect the applicant to conform
to an acceptable appearance, but
by a combination of desirable
qualities, will attract customers
by being well-groomed, as well
as pleasant in manner, attentive
to the customer's needs, and
knowledgeable about the merchandise--to sum up, one who
will be a walking advertisement
for the fashionable clothing the
store sells.
Speech
The ability to effectively express one's thoughts orally and
in writing is a prime requisite.
A business firm, a bank, an
office which serves the general
public hopes to employ a person who not only will acquire
the knowledge fundamental to
the operation of the business,
but one who has the ability to
communicate
or impart this
knowledge to the public in a
concise, clear-cut manner, whose
speech embodies a reasonable

Wallace speaks out for the last time
By LEN WALLACE
Before the year ends I want
to make full use of my last
article to comment on everything I may have missed during
the year.
The NOP: the only party in
Canada, at the moment, which is
proposing any serious solutions
to the present economic crisis.
And it is the only fully democratic party with input on policy decisions by the membership. But the NDP is not the
answer to our problems. People,
acting independently, on their
own terms, have to take grasp
of their own lives without lead~rs to transform daily life.
Liberals: the head of the most
corrupt government in Canada's
history. They couldn't solve the
inflation problem or unemployment, or cutbacks, or the falling
dollar. The Liberalism of today
is the conservatism of yesterday.
Conservatives: I mean, what can
you say about a conservatism
which is progressively conservative?
Trudeau: Tweedledum.
Tweedledummer.

Clark:

Quebec: comprising a nation
with a cohesive value system,
language and culture, they have
the right to self-determination.
The PQ is a progressive government with its reforms. But, like
the NDP, it is not the whole
answer.
South Africa and Rhodesia: It's
time for the black majority to
take matters into their own
hands, by force if necessary, and
it is necessary.
Socialism: Means a Classless society . As such it docs not exist
anywhere in the world today.
What they have in the Soviet
llnion, China, etc., is state

capitalism. One hundred years
ago Karl Marx wrote an analysis of capitalism. That analysis and critique applies to these
countries as well.
Terrorism: the real tcrrortsts in
the world arc people like Sadat,
Begin, Nixon, Carter, Bre:thncv,
Schleyer, Nelson Rockefeller,
Mao, Castro, and their 1:ronics.
Windsor City Council: a hunch
of clowns totally divorced from
the aspirations of the people in
the community. The only decent
one I can sec is Ron Wagenburg.
Windsor Star: a piece of garbage.
INCO: nationalise it without any
compensation.
Bob Krause, candidate for PC's
in Windsor-West, a good man, a
great professor, the wrong party.
Capital punishment: there are no
facts showing that capital punishment brings down crime. In
fact, in some countries where
capital punishment is in effect,
the violent crime rate is higher.
It is not a deterrent. Ask the
convicts.
Seals and Whales: they should
not be slaughtered. But those

who earn their I ivelihood can't
be cast aside. We wouldn't have
the problem if we stopped wearing furs.
Environment:
We don't need
nudcar
reactors ." They
are
costly, inefficient and dangerous. Many people have already
died from simply working in the
reactors. There arc too many
other sources of clean energy
around - solar energy being the
best.
Occupational health and safety:
Workers must have the right to
refuse to do any job which they
consider unsafe. Their paycheck
should not be cut because of it.
Furthermore, those corporations
with unsafe working conditions
should be prosecuted.
Violence: Man is not inherently violent, but is made so by
the environment based on scarcity and the distribution of rewards based on profits, wages
and salaries. If man was, by
nature, violent, the human race
would have disappeared ages
ago.
The RCMP: scared as hell of
any shadow, they've condemned hundreds of free-thinking

~"'·
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individuals as communists and
anarchists. They've ruined lives
and careers, not only in the past
few years, but throughout their
history. It's time to abolish
their office.
Politicians: Like Woody Allen
said: "On the scale they rate a
notch below child molester."
Myself: Yes, I'm a socialist - a
libertarian socialist. No, I am not
a communist,
or fascist, or
Trotskyite, or opportunist, or a
police spy, or a KGB spy, or a
muckracker, or a Ukrainian nationalist, or a Soviet imperialist. Then· again, it depends who
you talk to.
For the past five years I've been
writing in the Lance. If you
disagree with my stands well,
it's your prerogative. I just hope
you have the facts to back up
your point. If you do have them,
I will admit that I'm wrong.
For those of you who have
read the comments and enjoyed
them thanks.
If I got at least one person
out there to think things out
and criticise the system as it
stands, then it's been worth
it.
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TRAVEL SERVICE LTD.

Your On Campus Travel Service
will be open to serve you all summer
9:oo a.m. to 4:30 p.m. for all travel reservations.
Closed for lunch: 12:30 - 1:00

WHITLOCK TRAVEL SERVICE LTD.
Call Elaine or Mary at 258-3802. or 253-4232 Ext. 691

level of attainment
grammatically and vocabulary-wise.
is
Because communication
vitally important, especially in
telephone conversations, J have
often suggested that students
substitute a positive 'yes' rather
the oft-heard, slangy sounding
'yeah' .
Sometimes students without
business experience fail to recognize the need for making a distinction between their casual,
customary appearance, speech or
deportment
and the accepted
norm, the code of ethics required by a business firm whose
existence and survival depend
upon establishing and maintaining the good-will and continuing patronage of the public,
so necessary to operate an efficient, successful business.
So much depends upon the
initial impression an employer
receives.
Resume
If it is necessary for an applicant to submit a resume or application in order to obtain an
interview, an applicant's chances
will depend very largely on the
presentation of an attractive format, the power of thought and
organization, as expressed by the
information conveyed, as well
as the mechanics of English.
I have pointed out common
errors to avoid, e.g. misspelled
words, but never sarcastically
nor in a derogatory manner as
implied .
Ability
Where full-time permanent
pos1t1ons for g,radn-ates
concerned, ability is of prime
importance. When an employer
wants to know a student's academic standing he may request
a transcript of marks, but this is
given to the student directly
to forward to the employer.
No marks ever appear on a
student's
registration
form.
Grades may be indicated, because for some part-time jobs,
an employer may ask for a student with good grades in order to be able to spare sufficient time for a considerable
amount of work.
In some instances, intangible qualities such as good judgement, the ability to act on one's
own m1t1at1ve, and maturity
are often deciding factors, as
well as specified qualifications.
Character
While not as openly discussed, every employer hopes to
hire honest, dependable, ambitious employees, willing to work
to the level of their ability, with
inner standards of integrity and
morality, whose life styles are
conducive to good work performance.
A courteous manner, and a
charitable disposition towards
one's associates, help make the
wheels of business operate more
smoothly.
Personality
The qualities most likely to
impress employers include the
desire to be of genuine ser·
vice, a willingness to do what is
expected and then a bit more;
to be open-minded and fair,
to have faith and confidence in
one's own capabilities.
With 11 years of experience
as a· teacher, and 31 consecu·
tive years as an employment
counsellor,
I should like to
think I have genuinely been able
to assist students effectively in
their search for employment.

We dld lt
al/for you
For various reasons The Lance has been criticized for its
coverage (or lack of coverage)
of the events of the past year.
Well, we accept this criticism.
First, it lets us know you 're
reading the paper, and second,
it lets us know that we're not
the only ones who are aware
of the issues on campus. We may
not have always been right but
we weren't afraid to take a stand
and we're glad you weren't
either.
Which brings us to the reason for this whole thing. We at
The Lance feel that since this is
the last issue of the year (don't
you wish you had your last
paper done) it will be our last
chance to bring each and every
one of you an entire paper
where you agree with every
single word printed in it. As a
result we have provided you
with this pull out centre section. Except for headings the
entire next four pages will be
entirely blank. We have sectioned them off into the var10us main areas of the paper.
Now all you have to do is fill

First Annual
Official
Do-it-yourself

them with the stories you want
to see. To start you off we've
provided a short fill-in-the-blank
story. By the time you finish
that you 'II be all set to start out
on your own edition of The
Lance, so good luck. The winner will be announced in next
week's paper, and don't forget
to have a pizza before you
begin.

Newspa per Kit

Whips to be
By . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .

Whipping was . . . . . . . .. by
the university administration on
Monday.
Retiring President . . . . . .
proclaimed that no longer would
whipping . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..... , except for sex.
The change arose after scores
of students from the faculty of
.........
protested that whipping was being used to . . . . . .
. . . . . .......
them, but not
for sex (which most of them
favoured).
Said President . . . . . . . ,

••••

"We could not let this practice of ...............
continue, since many of the female
students were getting bruised
and very ...........
Even a
few male students complained
that the whipping was ....
.
. ..................
and
hurt like hell."
McMaster University in Hamilton and Queen's University
in Kingston are the only two
Ontario universities which have
not yet ..............
.
whipping because the administration and professors have

···· ·· ··· ········ ·· ··········· ······ ···· ······ ···· ····~···················
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• •••••

on campus

Headline

agreed that whipping is . . ..
. . . . ..........
, especially
after a nice dinner and a bottle
of French wine.
All other Ontario universities
have ...................
.
whipping, but most of them
retain . . . . . . . . . .
and
circumcision rituals.
Sex with . . . . . . . . . . . is
strictly forbidden at all universities, unless students are in
biology classes. Puberty has been
outlawed at the University of
. .........
(in Toronto).

··· ··· ····· ·····
.. ·· ·· ··· ·········

... ....... ...... ...... ...... .... ........ ........
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For all of you who complained about no coverage ....
Fill it in your.self!!!
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They're letting him keep an office, though
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Leddy to retire after 14 years as president
That the University 's retiring
president, John Francis Leddy,
is more of a scholar than an
administrator
is attested tO
by the number of books and
papers cluttering up his office
and his desk.

ties, Leddy held various teaching and administrative posts at
the University of Saskatchewan,
culminating in Vice -president,
Academic, before his selection
as president of the University
of Windsor in 1964.

Perhaps a statement made on
the telephone when interrupted during an interview gives
some insight into Dr. Leddy's
approach to the job. He told
the caller that " every president should sound worse than
he really is."

Leddy, who will be 67 on
Sunday, received his degree in
classics, and history has always
been his first love. He has
written two books and plans to
write more, following his retirement September 1.

In his 14 years at the university, Dr. Leddy has over seen its development from a
small denominational school to a
major institution serving 6700
students.

Leddy has received countless
awards during his career. He is
an officer of the Order of Canada. He has received more than
10 honorary degrees, enough
for a fair-sized alphabet after
his name.

Now celebrating his fiftieth
year associated with universi-

When Leddy retires, he and
his wife will move out of the

presidential house on Sunset to
an apartment elsewhere in Windsor.
Leddy will have no official
position after his retirement,
but he indicates that the change
will be welcome. Dr. Leddy has
a passion for books which he
has rarely been able to satisfy
due to his responsibilities of
running the university . He will
have an office in the Leddy
Library to research books and
articles he intends to write.
The university system is not
doomed, Leddy feels . He expects recovery from universities' present financial woes m
about 10 years.
Along with other universities, Leddy is working on a new
funding scheme which would
involve a two part financing
formula . One part would cover

expenses, and would change
only with inflation; additional
financin& would be based on
enrolment.
This system, he believes,
would be flexible but would

also allow for maintaining quality.
As he has done since 1964,
Dr. J. Francis Leddy is helping
the University of Windsor keep
pace with the modern world.

A recent address by Dr. Leddy

Universities cannot be vocational institutions
Excerpts from An Address by }. Francis Leddy,
and strain to the structure of our universities, and to the
President, University of Windsor, to the Annual Meetinternal harmony of our institutions .
ing of The Association for the Study of Higher EducaAll these readjustments will have to be made in a pertion , Chicago, Illinois, March 18, 1978 .
iod in which it is abundantly clear that colleges and uni... After some years of swift expansion in the numversities no lopger enjoy that primacy of public support
ber of our institutions and in the total enrolment in
which they had during their years of rapid growth, the
them, we have reached a crest and are about to fall back
preference now going to costly programs of health and
to decreasing numbers, with the expectation of our statsocial welfare.
isticians that we will not come back again to the present
We must expect that many of those who have secured
total for at least another thirty years.
advanced degrees will be frustrated and disillusioned
In the universities our affairs grow steadily more comas they wait for appointments appropriate to their qualplicated, with the certainty that underfunding and inflaifications, a fact which will in turn cast shadows of
tion combined will compel stringent economies, major
doubt upon the desirability of a c reer in higher edustaff reductions, and internal shifts in the curriculum,
cation.
responsive to major variances in the preferences of unThese various complications which will come with a
dergraduates, and the dwindling opportunities for gradshrinkage in enrolment, before the trend is reversed,
uate students and specialists.
will much aggravate both academic and administrative
To compound these problems, all institutions of
problems in our colleges and universities during the next
higher education must be senstive to changes in public
decade.
opinions, immediately reflected in the attitudes of
governments, and they have the continuing obligation
Internal Changes
to be concerned with the reasonable expectations of
... One result of the major changes in our society,
the society in which they find themselves.
with respect to higher fducation, has been an assessThere are those who feel, as well, that the univerment, not necessarily wise, about the most desirable
sities and colleges of North America have lost their way,
courses to be selected by students in higher education.
uncertain of their fundamental aim and consequently
The trend towards a more practical and vocational
attempting to catch up with the procession, rather than
selection has been under way for the past seven or eight
leading it, as once was the case ...
years, and it has been noted that general education,
The Financial Crisis
especially from the standpoint of liberal arts, has suf. . . It is the universal lament of administrators in
fered severe setbacks, notably in the humanities.
higher education that today they are looking down the
Conversely, it would appear that subjects in the social
slope of increasing annual deficits, with an ultimate
sciences which are thought to be basic for future proaccumulation which will not be manageable.
fessional options have flourished, much at the expense
... Some of this arises from the fact that, even when
of various subjects in the humanities .
funding keeps level with the general rate of inflation,
I have noted with interest figures attributed to
which is not necessarily the helpful general reaction of
Harvard, to the effect that whereas in 1970 there were
state, provincial and federal governments, yet it seems to
626 English majors that number had fallen to 358 this
have been little noticed by granting agencies that the nayear. At the same time similar changes were noted in
ture of the goods and services required at a university
Berkeley, where the number of economics majors rose
is such that the inflationary rate for these items leads to
by 70% between 1971 and 1976.
a figure decidedly higher than the general national index.
... I note with interest the estimate that, failing my
Some of these problems would be of much less sigfundamental change in current American practice, it
nificance if enrolments continued to rise, and one could
is to be expected that privately supported institutions
ride upon a moderate increase in fees and continuing
of higher education m the United States will, over the
government support at a realistic level. However, _th_ese next thirty years, decline in numbers from 1,500 to
prospects now fade, and there is the further conv1ct1on
170.
on the part of provincial and state treasurers that as
Fundamental Aims
enrolments fall so should costs at universities.
...
There has never been a time in the history of
This in turn raises the awkward problem of redununiversities, for many centuries past, in which one could
dancy in the academic and in the support staff at the
separate totally a general education from direct vocauniversity. Doubtless you are fully aware of the comtional education. However, conceding this, there does
plications which emerge when one attempts to conf~ont
remain the desirability of spelling out, if the principles
this problem. Since our universities grew very :ap1dly
can be agreed upon, a wider range of objectives. It is
within the last decade the additional staff acquired to
not really fashionable at the present time to dig too
meet the flood of new enrolments tend to be for the
deeply into our primary objectives. Philosophy and
most part in the younger age bracket. Retirements in
associated th-.:oretical considerations are judged to be
the near future are relatively few in number, and all
irrelevant by many of our young people, and, come to
this at a time when our graduate schools are at the_p_eak
think of it, by many of their professors. Still, hauntof their enrolment, with large numbers of brilliant
ing us all in the background, are certain fundamental
young people available for academic appointments
questions. What is known? Who wants to know? Why?
which may elude them for some years to come.
What difference does it make? Coming around the circle
Worse, the tapering off in enrolment, at least in
again, what kind of individual are we really dealing with?
Canada, seems at the moment likely to be more preI know that these are uncomfortable challenges to our
cipitous than we had earlier thought. In summary
complacency, but they cannot really be evaded, assthen, we are all looking at a period of difficult and
uming that we are serious about the great issues of our
contentious adjustment, which will add much stress
time.

It is my own view that there is truth, or knowledge,
and that man can know it. It is my further view that he
desires to know it, obligated to know it, and entitled
to know it. I am sure that you will realize that in saying
this I have challenged a vanety of current philosophic
positions . Even so, I stand firmly behind these five propositions . If these arc not sound, or if they are to be.
rejected, then we are left with tentative propositions
which I can think of no way of evaluating. Indeed, I
would be forced back to a position in which I would
have to admit that it did not matter what we thought
or what we did. I !ere again, I confess a profound repugnance for such a bankruptcy of ethics n
ism .
.. . Let us be frank. If we are pessimistic about the
future, in which we are involved, we have, in effect,
given up. I find this sort of intellectual despair utterly
unacceptable. If we are pessimistic about the future,
we have thereby abdicated completely .
·
... I desire to assert to this gathering that there is
nothing really new in the problems which confront
higher education in North America today. We have had
this or similar complications again and again during
the past century. We must expect that they will recur
during the next century .
. . . U niversitiel> have been with us for many centuries. They are not just for today or even for tomorrow.
Their impact extends far into the future, and those who
are charged with the administration and the teaching
therein should never lose sight of these long-range
considerations. Universities are not, in the first instance, vocational institutions. They are geared to a
wide-ranging liberal education, not necessarily comprehensible on first view, but of profound value from
the standpoint of the ultimate objectives of a democratic society. It is not easy to balance the managing
of a budget on one hand, and the genuine profit of
the future on the other. It is in the closing of this divergence that my own University of Windsor, and all
universities in North America, must find their salvation, and their survival. Over the centuries there have
been few institutions in the Western world so resilient
as the university. There are no other secular institutions whose welfare and future are so profoundly important to us at this point in history.
I draw to your attention the suprising fact that
the initial structure of the university as it emerged
in the thirteenth
century has remained essentially
durable in Western Europe, and unique in its survival
across the centuries, still acceptable for export, in the
last thirty years, to new countries in Asia and Africa.
We are therefore dealing with a remarkable construct,
the result of the labours of many wise men in the intervening ages. It is unthinkable to me that any permanent harm could come to such an institution in the next
few decades, however shortsighted our political and
financial masters in government may be, however imprudent and misguided academic and administrative
leaders within our universities may be. I would prefer
to believe, and confidently expect, that, on the contrary, these individuals will share our conviction that
the preservation and the enhance~ent ?~higher ~ucation through our colleges and umvers1t1es remam the
ultimate service to the rising generation, and, through
them to the maintenance of a democratic society.
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New gym on the way?

University seeks more money in fund drive
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"Patricia Powell's sculpture is on display along with the rest of the
B FA graduate exhibition at the Library Gallery.

Use your student
card this summer
out - but
that student
Your student card is still
your key to using the services
and facilities of the university,
all summer Jong, even if you
don't attend classes during the
summer.
The university
goes yearround now, with intersession
classes running from May B until
June 16. Summer session begins
July 3 and continues
until
August 11, not including exams.
Mose of the university's services, such as the human kinetics, the library, and food

Lebanese
club
results
Georges El-Khouri has been
re-elected as president of the
campus
Lebanese
club. The
elections for the 1978-79 executive were held April 6.
Languages student Maria Andari was elected vice-president
of the club, replacing Husni
Mansour.
Other newiy-elected
executives of the Lebanese Students'
Club are: Paula Farahi, Secretary; Sarkis Isaac, Treasurer;
and Michel Astaphan as sergeant-at-arms.

services, will stay open to handle
summer students.
You can continue to use the
library, and you can borrow
books with your 77-78 student
card up until the beginning of
September. On those long, hor
summer days, your student card
will also get you into the swimming pool and other facilities
at the human kinetics building.
Your student card will still
get you into the pub all summer, too. The Gallery will be
closing next Saturday, April 22,
but it will re-open when intersession starts, on May 8. Manager Pete Romeril is now accepting applications
for student
employment during intersession.
CJAM radio shuts down
today, but it will resume broadcasting on May 8, and continue
through the summer. They can
always use new staff.
Although The Lance will be
closed, the SAC offices will be
open all summer. President Gino
Piazza will be there full-time,
and he's always happy to meet
or help students.
For the rest of the month,
Food Services in Vanier Hall
will be operating on reduced
hours. The Round Table Snack
Bar will be open from 11: 30
a.m. tlntil 6 p.m. for most of the
summer, although it will close
on weekends and in between
sess10ns.

By RICK SPENCE
The University of Windsor
will launch a fund drive later
this year, to get more money
out of the community.
But so far, no one is sure
where the money
will go.
John Laframboise was hired
in January,
1978, as Director
of Development
for the university, to plan the upcoming
fund drive . However, he says
nothing specific has been decided about when the campaign
will start, how it will be conducted, or where the donations
would go.
Some money could go towards general operating costs,
but most is expected to meet
capital
coses, such as new
buildings.
Laframboise says he is beginning the groundwork for the
new campaign, "and dusting off
the files" of the previous campaign. The university
raised
$5 million with its "Program
25 for Development,"
from
1968 to 1973.
A special committee ot the
Board of Governors is now considering
questions
associated
with beginning the new fund
drive.
MacGibbon
said that
"some kinds of concrete decisions" could be expected within
four weeks.
Although the university continues to be funded by government, the grants have suffered cutbacks . There is no
money for new buildings, particularly when it appears enrolment will continue to decline. 1lowever, among the projects envisioned by the Board,
and approved as a priority by
the senate and the Students'
Administrative Council, is a new
physical education facility, including a gymnasium,
to
be ·
built on the south campus.

According to Gary Wells, who
sat as an observer on the Board
this year as SAC President, the
board has hired an architect
to determine
how much the
proposed
phys
ed complex
would cost .
A similar proposal was made
10 years ago, to include hockey and curling rinks, but the
plan was abandoned
due to
difficulties with the government
and student protests.
The new phys ed complex
is probably
"central
in the
committee's thinking," said MacGibbon.
Timing is the key to the
campaign, both MacGibbon and
Laframboise agree. Other groups
mounting fund drives this year,
according to MacGibbon,
are
Willistead, the YMCA, and of
course the United Way.

Laframboise,
who was the
United Way 's campaign director for five years, said the timing is "awkward" due co I he
September retirement,
and replacement, of university president Dr. Leddy .
•
"We don't want co impose
a campaign on the new president," said Laframboise. He said
chat building priorities, for instance, could change at the new
president's discretion .
Once the campaign has been
mounted, says MacGibbon, there
is almost no way its focus can
be changed. "You really have
to be very careful about how
you mount the campaign." Once
the board advertises where the
money will go, it is considered
a binding contactual agreement
that donations must go there.

Good turnout
for grad election
Communication
Studies student Beth Furtaw has been elected president of the Graduate
Student
Society for 1978-79.
Almost 20% of campus grad students, both full-time and parttime, voted April 7 to elect
the first female president in
modern times.
Furtaw, a member of the
G.S.S. council this year and
co-editor of The Crusader, defeated David Kelly by 108 votes
to 67.
Stephen Letwin is the new
vice-president. He defeated Dino
Faleschini in a close race, 85
to 75.
Letwin, along with acclaimed
secretary-treasurer
Steve Purse,

are MBA students.
Surinderpal Dhanjal and Robert Gates were elected as the
two grad representatives to the
senate, edgmg out Daniel Cardish in a three-way race.
Gates is a third year Ph.D.
student in experimental neuropsychology.
Dhanjal, an M.A.
Sc. candidate in Electrical Engineering, brings to senate his
experience as organizing secretary of the India-Canada Students' Organization.
The outgoing executive was
pleased with the turnout, which
indicates increased interest in
the GSS from the usually apathy-stricken
members of the
graduate body.

Union votes to strike
The maintenance, dietary and
housekeeping employees voted
last Saturday in favor of a strike
to back up their contract
demands with the university.
The 201 members of CUPE
local 100 I will be legally able to
strike within two weeks of receiving the "no-board report"
from the ministry of labor,
which indicates that the university and the union could not
be reconciled. After the two
week period, rhe university will
be able to lock out the union
members.
The no-board report was expected to arrive today, Pete
Dufour, president of local 1001,
told The Lance last week. Dufour says "I don't think anyone
wants a strike," but believes
the union must take action to
protest its members' job secunty, which he said is threatened by new demands on the
part of the university's negotiators.
In a similar position is Canadian Union of Public Employees' local 139 3, representing the
various technicians on campus,
which has been negotiating since
its contract with the university expired July I, 1977. According to local president Bruce
Gordon, the union will soon be
preparing
for its 1978 con.
tract, even though there 1s no
1977 contract yet.
Gordon says his union's nego-

tiations
have stalled on one
point: the university's demand
that job security be reduced for
those employees hired since July
1, 1972. Under the present contract, if the university eliminates
any union member's job by contracting out to another firm,
it must find alternative employment for any member employed
as of July 1, 1976. Moving the
"protection
date" back four
years could threaten up to 23
jobs, Gordon said.

The unions recognize that the
university is facing a bleak future due to government cutbacks
and declining enrolment, Gordon says. He thinks the entire
campus should band together to
ensure the survival of the university. The administration should
gather all the resources available
to deal with the financial problems ahead, he says, and not
just isolate and chip away at the
separate departments within the
university.
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Community theatre a tasty alternative
By STEPHEN PAVLOV
Yes, theatre is alive within
the city of Windsor. Despite
poor attendances and limited
funds, a small group of Windsor residents under the guise of

the Windsor Community Theatre
brave performances for the general public.
The Windsor Community
Theatre has been in operation
for three years and operates

who are dramatists at heart,
from the old Patterson Colleof Windsor. Therefore, instead
while stage hands and technigiate. But due to the lack of
of standing in long theatrical
cians are also always welcome.
stage space they have been
lines or melting your brains
forced to move from theatre
at the local pub, see The Glass
The Glass Menagerie should
to theatre within the city of
Menagerie and help support the
prove to be an evening of alterWindsor in order to produce
Windsor Community Theatre.
native entertainment in the city
their plays.
All of the people connected
with this play are volunteers
who work long and hard hours
into putting these productions
together, bur their satisfaction
comes in the form of knowing
that once a production has been
pur together ir has come from
their own hard work.
From this hard work comes
the Tennessee Williams play 'The
Glass Menagerie' which will be
presented at Assumption I ligh
School Apnl 13 ro 16.
The play centres around an
aging southern belle and her two
grown children living in a rapidly changing world; as compared to the world of her southern upbringing. The play is
directed by Vera Lazovic, a
drama student at the U niversity of Windsor and stars Clcva
Fallon as Amanda, Kevin I lexell
(from the Univermy of Windsor
Law Department) as J'om, Peggy
11azaet. (also from the university) as Laura and John Ko·
vacs as Jim. l'ogcrher rhe1r
enthusiasm combmes into brtn!-'
::i: ing this play to life and for rhe
.S en1oyment of all. Wind~or Com
~ munity Theatre needs support
...,
;,., and they are always glad to wet-"'
E come new members to the
0
group. Readings are held Sat~~-~-................
-- 5: urday and Sunday afternoons at
Rick Spence looks dismayed <15a bird leaves an unwanted gift in his
The Glass Menagerie continues until Sunday at Assumption High
Patterson Collegiate for those
palm.
School.
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of the finest stage music I've
1

2

Se!\~!~!1;~:r
:u~! green
glasses, follow Dorothy, the
Tinman,
Scarecrow and Mr.
Lion along the yellow brick

road to see the "Wiz" in Em
erald City.
Hallelujah!
Our favourite
childhood
television
special
"The Wizard of Oz" came tc
the Fisher, transformed into a :
hip black musical comedy, adult
style.
As Dorothy
and friends
search for the Wiz to give them :
the needs they require for a
utopian existence. pitfal!s and :
surprising revelations spnng up
everywhere . Judy Garland may
have had munchkins on her ye!low brick road, but she had
nothing to compare with four :
huge blonde afros. This and the
other surrealistic costume_s and
scenery gave the play a kmd of
eerie realism.
The strong casting of Dorothy and the other main. cha_rac-:
ters created a fme egu1hbnum
of good acting with no one ex- *

*

*

*
*

*
*

*
*
*
*
*

celling over anyone else, and
all giving fine performances .
The one exce_ption was D~rothy. Bor a girl of only e1gh·
teen, Renee Harris shows a
remarkable stage presence and
a loud clear voice.
This excmng, action-packed

**
:

*it

*
*
*

musical comedy provides some :

::~e ::~~-no s:al;::~~ou;~g~~
give up a Sunday night and
watch the Wizard of Oz on
1 ..
teev1s10n.
Dear Lance Staffers
and Students:
This year has been a very •
fine period in my life. I have :
enjoyed working for the Lance,
not only because of the "Wed-*
nesday night pizza-eating or- ,.._
gies," but also because of the
.experience I have gathered. All:
of the people that I have met
and worked with h~ve given m_e•
good reason to believe that t~1s
university does have some merit.
Rick Spence, editor and Brenda McLister, managing editor
have both aided me immensely
throughout the year, and I wish
them nothing but good fortune
in the future. I can't single out
any other staffer for individual
"niceness" because they were :
all great. Thanks to everyone
who voted in my favour for it
next year. I only hope that the
job I will do will be as successful as what has been accomplished this year. Thank you :
very much.
Yours truly,
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New wave, New bands
By PAUL CHERNISH

Anita & the Blue Boys
where o where is that sunkist

0

other members are: on lead
pork chop, Miles Away; on
rhythm pork chop, Frank N.
pissed (cont'd).
Beans; on veal cutlet, Hans
So, there you have it. AniDowne; and the meat beater
(percussionist) is Ralph "Quick
ta and the Blue Boys will be
Sticks" Smith.
who likes to conceal her last
aHpap
ea(r~n!ri·ngat
th~et~~~;s apMp~:~~
11
Here is a few lines from the
name, is backed up the Blue
• Boys: Alvin Bryant, Eddie Bryance of II alley's Comet).
song that is currently getting
It is written
: am, Ryan Bryant, and Joey the Adolf & the Tenderizers some attention.
by the percussionist and is calpnitor.
Yes, get ready folks, punk
rock has turned over a new
leaf. The lead singer of ABB
got popular by urinating orange
juice all over the audience from
a distance of 80 yards. Anita,
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CONCERT GUIDE
By CJAM
April 14 ...
Roy Buchanan
- Cleary Auditorium / . . .
John Denver - Olympia . . .
Renaissance, Robert Palmer, Al
DiMeola - Masonic / April
Rufus, Stargard, Heat15 ...
wave - Cobo . .
Ferrante
And Teicher - Detroit Music
Hall / April 16 ... Yusef Lateff - Orchestra Hall / April 17
... Heavy Breathing with Donna
Summer - Royal Oak Theatre
/ April 18 ...
Average White
Band - Royal Oak Theatre
/ April 20, 21 ... David Bowie
- Cobo I April 22 ...
Elvis
Costello, Mink DeVille, Nick

Lowe - Royal Oak Theatre /
April 23 ... Leon Russel Show
- Masonic . . . Bob James
- Royal Oak Theatre / April
25 ...
Lou Reed - Masonic
/ ...
Peggy Lee
Music llall/
April 29 . . . Doc Severinson
- Royal Oak Theatre / May 4
...
John Lee Hooker
Croatian Hall on Wyandotte Street
East / May 11 ...
Maynard
Ferguson - Hoyal Oak Theatre
/ May 12 ... Chcech and Chong
- Royal Oak Theatre / May
25 ... Little Feat - Royal Oak
Theatre (March 30th tickets
will be honoured).

promise that they will, as soon
as they buy some instruments.
But they do have a tune that is
getting some atte~tion: Our Last
Sunkist. I Iere arc a few lines
from that tune:
We were driving along on my
orange farm,
And we don't even have a car,
Up the grove, 'bout a mile ahead
Stood an orange tree, its branches were dead
I asked my friend what was
going on,
lie said, "Last night when I
peed on the lawn,
The tree just died, Its oranges
left."
That's when we lost our last
Sunkist
Chorus
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"the only message they try to
convey is "Don't do drugs."
What they suggest is everyone
get high on meat.
Their stage show is their
finest attribute. It consists of
nothing but meat! Including
their instruments!
The lead
singer is Adolf D'afloor. The

led "Beat My Meat".
I'd like to meat you baby,
But I'm much too tender
I just shy away
·
And play my Fender.
Your body is so lean
Your chops always pout
But I am so nervous
I just gotta shout, and

~~~~~~~~~·~~~~>"°"'~~~~~~~
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The band's sound is almost
entirely driven by Edward Van
1lalen's raunchy guitar leads
which unlike Ronnie Montrose's

IIICI

Van Halen
Van Halen
By FRANK KOVACIC
Alas, Heavy duty rock and
roll seems to have gone by the
wayside. It appears as though
everyone is turning towards nice
middle of the road , robot music

-

(Hey, Steely Dan. Get outta
here. I mean it!).
This may or may not be true
but is is refreshing to find a
group of musicians that don't
know that the sixties arc over.
Move over Montrose, Van
Halen has arrived!
Storming out of San Francisco like a cat from a dog
kennel, the Val Halen brothers
don't know the meaning of
subtlety.

WEEKLY

tight and direct riff rock, are a
loose and dirty sound owing
to Ritchie Blackmore and his
"just a couple of seconds and
I'll have ripped this tremulo
bar off" style.
The blatantly

SPECIAL

-

DAVID
BRADSTREET
'DREAMING
IN COLOUR'

jazz generation. Rather, he exposes his growth as a musician and does not exploit the
new 'tricks' of the studio at his
hand.
Bradstreet integrates electronics, more brass, and more backgro u nd vocals with his folk
roots. As on his first album, he
comes off as an exceptional
composer. Perhaps this album
with its wider appeal will give
him the boost he needs with the
album-buying public.
style.
The title tr ..ck is one of t'1e
AM airplay is doubtful bebest on the L.P. Dreaming in
cause of the heavy style but
Colour is a mellow number with
look what happened in the case
a smooth tenor sax that is nicely
of that unknown band, Boston.
arranged around all of Dave's
Heavy metal music died a
singing,
the organ work and perslow and painful death thanks
cussion.
to bands like Uriah Heap and
The lyrics reveal Bradstreet's
Deep Purple who (among othrocky
climb up the music world
ers) exploited the sound with
mountain.
He sings of illusecond-rate meanderings (in the
;md
disillusionment
and
sions
latter stages of their career) ·
even
self-criticism
as
with
these
until the aggressive style had
words in Last Catch, "Yes I
fallen flat on its face. It also
left the door open for the punks , know my catch is meagre and
won't supply my life anyhow."
to walk in and say, "I told you
so!".
It's good to see someone
with talent (the Van Halen
brothers are loaded with it)
take on a useful art form and
breathe life back into it.
And they said that Rock
'n' Roll w:i.sdead

ial on the album accompanies
the music perfectly. The music
is also very melodic (somewhat
like early Aerosmith) with tight
commercially-oriented
vocal
hooks.
Runnin' With The Devil along
with Not Talkin' 'Bou t Love
and Jenny's Crying are the LP's
high points. The searing guitar
along with David Roth's strong
vocals and a fine rhythm section
help the songs along in excellent

David Bradstreet
Dreaming in Colour

ONLY$4.99
(REG $7.98)

Canada's Lea st Known
Record Store.
R ECORD ON WHEELS
5 52 OU ELLETTE AVE.
WINDSOR
, ONT .

By DEB KENNEDY
With this album, David Bradstreet steps out l)f the field of
folk music. After more than ten
years of devotion to the acoustic guitar, he has progressively
accepted that he can retain
simplicity and clarity and at the
same nme expand his realm of
music.
Bradstreet has taken a great
deal of care with this album.
I le ha.s not sold his soul to
rock 'n' roll, nor Joined the

The only thing "commercial"
about the album other ·than the
snazzy jacket is Keep Your
Luck Alive, a jazz tune which
sunpl) tries too hard. Best
regards, however, to Steve Kenned, for an outstanding tenor
sax solo.
The L.P. closes with Ballerina, played on the acoustic
guitar with no accompaniment
other than Bradstreet's ,oice.
And so, Bradstreet finishes the
album in the folk music fashion, leaving no doubt as to
where he 1s coming from and
what he still retains.
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CORNER

FIFTEEN

Today
Was it only yesterday I said hello?
I was lost; it was new; I was scared.
Now the newness has gone
The lostness has been disguised
The scared remains
For it's not hello. It's goodbye.
It's I'll see you
Knowing I won't.
Yesterday there was always tomorrow
Tomorrow to hold hands
Tomorrow to see, to learn, to know
Tomorrow to get to know you.
But today -- I know there are no tomorrows
Today I realized that what I missed
Can never equal what I found
Thank-you for a year of todays.

HUGUETTE

CYRENNE

Kite Dancing
i n limb and skin and
in no-longer-obstacle
toenails and all muscles
having unravelled into
firm acceptance of flesh
i wheel
over horizon fields
no more floors but
Breathe deep the air
floral pillows to
From your book,
cushion my spring
Spider.
i catch poppy scents
on billowed _
Crawl between
meadows of hair
Black cracks
'
and all the while
Hung from Heaven.
i flex lazy flesh
And Raised by Hell.
and tighten sluggish folds
so my belly fountain
Feel the Fall.
sprays song blossoms
from mystical channels and Scratch cross the facia I pavement
strings of grasslets squeal
Of our bestial floor.
delight over both my
Tightly, Kindly Knit your scrawls of grey
bareness
And clay.
and the tickles of
my toe laughter and
CRAZED. Before the final fall. I feel.
i reet
over horizon fields
where white moonlight
swaying sheets
M.C. FOURNIER
cool my so mersaults
i stretch into a fall
and out again and
reach int o a run
letting fingers
let me frisk suspicious
air and confer
with the wildwise wind
On the high road
i trail quiet
I wander
on the tail of a kite
Seeking tomorrow
Dance!
Phantoms of yesterday
Lie dying
in pools of dreams
DEB KENNEDY
How will I know
the endings
of the stories
When I have lost all my
beginnings?

Poet

He Tells of a Brave Place to be Saved

I am my own and not my own
But one of several movements in a theme,
A scheme like many letters on a page
That take their meaning from each other.
You said that you had held torn parchment once
That seemed to tell of such design
Rejected by the architect
And that your reason could not hold your rage
Or sent it on a designated mission
And that while I call myself your brother,,
You would take your winding path alone
Until it brought you to your winding sheet
Where you doubted finding unifying dreams
And where I could not join you in my time
And hence an end to argument.
But there will come a rising time
That will not raise a people from the death
Nor turn our lands and years upon their head
But show us satisfaction in our breath. ·
And you shall share the knowledge of the rhyme
If words have not already left you dead
Before we find, and stand, ourselves alone
Above the firmament
Before the end.
KEVIN

MULVEY

•

On the High Road

SYRIL VICTOR

Platitudes
platitudes
are boulders around
which
tongues slip around
seeking
to touch the person
the warmth, the living spirit
that glows
around the edges of
platitudes

K.S . RAVINDRAN

The "Poet's Corner" wishes to
thank all of those who sub.
mitted poetry during the year.
Scott Eldridge
Poetry Editor
Photo by Janine Halbert
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hi gs to do in Windsor this spring and summer
By DON PEPPIN

The school year may well
be over but, believe it or not,
the rest of the world will still
go on. If you are staying in the
city for the summer there will
be a pile of things going on all
over to help you while away the
dreamy hours between sessions
at the unemployment
office.
If you like to perch yourself on top of a bicycle and
roll around the city, th~r.~ are
actually two designated ',t;,ike
routes. The one in the wttstend runs down Sandwich Street westbound
out to Ojibway Park, through the trails in
the park onto Turkey Creek
Drive and back to Huron Line
Road. The best way back is to
cross over to Randolph
and
down to the campus.
If you want to cruise down
beside the river the paved trails
go from the bridge to Crawford, and is about a mile long.
If your bike has been stolen
or you just never had one, rhe
local police are holding their

*

*

Annual Auction on Saturday
April 29. This is the time of year
when they do their housecleaning in the police property
room and they have some 250
bikes as well as numerous other
unclaimed paraphernalia (8-track
tapes, some clothes and the

like). This is probably the best
possible opportunity for anyone
to pick up a deal on a good bike
and have a little fun at an auction too. It begins at I p.m. and
runs till everything
is sold.
For those who prefer to keep
both feet firmly planted on the

ground there are 50 parks and
playgrounds around the city in
which you can fight with the
kids or throw your frisbee. The
city operates two indoor swimming pools, and six outdoor
supervised pools .
Again this year the city will
operate the Sandport Beach area
in the east-end, which drew
about 300 people a day last
year. There are also several other small beaches that fact
the river and Lake St . Clair.
~ Unfortunately
they are not all
·g supervised.
:
The city also operates about
~ 60 tennis courts scattered ar_g ound the city which are free.
c.. 'There
will be two new courts
opening this year in Forest
Glade. Both will be supervised
and charge one dollar per court,
per hour, charge.
If you're
into wandering
aimlessly through the woods,
Ojibway Park offers one of the
largest wooded park areas in the
city. There are a number of

marked trails for touring on
foot and the Nature Study Centre offers a good place to give
the kids (and maybe yourself)
a little preview of what you
might spot in the park. There is
a naturalist on duty, during the
day .
As far as the University goes
the pool and facilities at the
Human Kinetics building will be
open as usual for the whole
summer. As it stands now St.
Denis Hall will be open most of
the summer in the afternoons
and maybe
in the evenings
depending on the demand. Have
they thought of setting up a
summer basketball league? Almost every other campus has
one.
There are probably a thousand things which I couldn't
fit into this space so I leave
the rest of them to you. There
are all
rts of creative ways
to move your fanny out into
the sunlight this summer. Look
for them, and have a good one.

******************************

Bowling ,champs
By JIM SNOW

*** (Reprinted

Lockers cause plague

"The Champs are the Champs".
The U. of W. Intramural Bowling League finished in fine style,*
Sunday, April 2. A terrific showing hy the team of Scott Mailander,:
Lance Bullock, Patty Menard and Judy Malmherg, commonly re-*
ferred as "The Champs" emerged as the league champions.
*
:
After the 1st of 3 games in the finals, a mere total of 5 pins sc- *
parated the four teams. Then with games of 211 hy Mailander and
181 by Bullock, the "Champs" found themselves 132 pins up on the*
league after 2 games.
*
*
In rl ~r~:-at...dttempt to catch the leaders the team if Jim Snow,:
'--- "''"·'-'·-·...umn, Donna 1luggard and Patty Jones rolled games of 204,
133, 137, and 167 respectively, only to fall short by 70 pins. lnd1- itvidual honours are as follows:
REGULAR SEASON
*

*

*
*
*
*
*

from The Brunswickan)
Two physical education students from the University of
New Brunswick have discovered,
that sports arc a health hazard
and should be avoided like the
plague.
The worst offender of health
safct; among at hlctes are the
lockers that the students are
forced to use.
Lockers have iong been a
common sight in most ehanging rooms in athletic facilities
in Canada. Under normal cir* eumstances, a locker might be
used by its owner only several
rimes a week, but according
to the pair, P.E. students have to
use their's two to three times a
,._ Jay and as a result, the Jockers
* become over-crowded with gym
and helped to make
apparel, sports equipment, extra
it sports footwear and empty Jina-

*

*
*
*
....* Men's High Average: Phil llealy 170
* Men's High Series: Jim Snow 541
: Men's High Game: Paul Marnn 198
*
* Women's High Average: Party Jones 132
* Women's High Series: Lucy Manicard1 475
it-Women's High Game: Bev Murphy 161
* A special thanks to all those who participated
~

: the bowling league to success.

*
*

..*
*

*
:
*
*
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O'Hara shOuld play too

By PETER NASH

Have you ever wondered
who that guy in the blue suit
is, running around during Lancer basketball games? His name
is Brad O'Hara and he is manager of the Lancer basketball
team.
If you think he's just a
water boy, think again. Brad
is an integral part of the Lancer squad taking care of m'any
administrative duties as well as
;.he regular duties of a manager.
I lead Coach of the Lancers,
Paul Thomas, • has said on several occasions that Brad is indispensible. While Coach Thomas is busy trying to build a
strong team, Brad is also busy
setting up travelling arrangements, accomodations,
equipment requ1s1t10ns and many
other things. Managers in this
day and age are no longer just
water boys but capable administrators.
Brad, 22, is in his fourth
year of Business Administration. When asked about next
year he commented
that "I
may try to get into grad school in the United States but
Windsor is also a possibility."

After three years at McMaster University Brad decided
to come to Windsor in 1976.
"I've never regretted the move.
Windsor has been a great place
to go to school."
While at McMaster Brad managed the Marauder squad under
coach Bill Fowler. Brad gained
a lot of know-how and experience from Fowler who at the
time was one of the more "colourful" coaches in the OUAA.

Looking back on this year's
Lancers, Brad noted that "it
was quite disappointing. When
the team loses I feel it as personally as they do." He also
said that "Maybe we set our

goals too high. When you
don't reach your expectations
the disappointment is immense."
As manager of the Lancers
Brad has won the Dave West
Memorial Trophy
two years
in a row. This award is given to
the most outstanding
student
administrator.
The award is
generally given to the best overall manager of all teams at the
University.
It's not hard to see why
Brad got the award this year.
He was at St. Denis Hall by
6:30 each game night, spending an h0ur and a half readying
uniforms, getting out balls, and
generally making sure everything
was in order. During away games
Brad practically carried the team
to the games, arranging transportation, accomodations, food,
money, as well as making sure
everybody was on tlie bus and
picking up things the playt;rs
had forgotten.
About the only thing Brad
didn't do this year was get out
on the floor and play. Come
to think of it, maybe he should
have: with his drive the team
may have won a couple more
games!!!!!!!!!!!!

ment tubes.
They also said that the most
"lethal
weapon"
in some of
these lockers are the two or
three towels that the PE students rely on to dry themselves
with following activity classes.
Since the lockers are relatively
airtight and have little or no
clean air circulating in them,
the towels must be dried within
the confines of "a metal box",
as the one of the pair called the
lockers.
This creates a very humid
atmosphere inside the locker and
any germs which are present are
able to quickly multiply. The
two said that they were working
on a practicum, which is required of all final year recreation students, which was investigating the phenomena of "jock
strep"
when they uncovered
evidence linking sudden nausea
by PE students with the opening of lockers containing two or
more often used towels.
"The phys ed tee shirts that
we have to wear make an ideal
medium for the causitive agent
of the condition," said one of
the students. "We took a shirt
from one of the lockers that had
affected someone and had tests
run on it by the biology department and they said that the
shirt was complete
infected.
They did more tests using a new
shirt of the same type and found
that when ground up, these
shirts make better bacteria growing media than agar, the stuff
that they use now."
When contacted
about the
matter, a spokesperson for the
biology department
said that
their findings were in agreement
with the statements mad<::by the
phys ed students. "It's a wonder
that scientists didn't discover
this before. It's completely baffling but it works. I can't explain it, but it works," she
said. She also indicated that the
department has ordered several
hundred of the shirts for use in
experiments next year.
The phys ed students went
to microbiologists for help in the
study and were told that the
other elemen~s in the locker air
were definitely an asset to the

growth
of the "jock strep"
organism, known scientifically as
strepto coccus tardivalus. Another strain, which 1s peculiar
to only one locker in the Main
gym changing facilities is S.
jockii demersitus. One person
in the biology dept said that the
second strain was more lethal
and that the department
had
been awarded a Canada Council grant in order to further
study it.
Symptoms of strep jock appear shortly after a person has
opened an affected·locker or m
some cases, a gym bag. The victim may or may not feel hot
flashes before a{.L!te nausea and
vomiting occurs.
In severe
cases, the victim may become
unconscious. The campus health
clinic said that the patient
should lay down immediately
and ask someone for medical
help. Although death is a rare
consequence of the condition,
a short observational stay in the
hospital was usually advised.
The organism usually enters
the locker by way of a carelessly thrown pair of sneakers,
boots or street shoes which have
been infected. One of the phys
ed students said thatthe most
common place for picking up
the organism was the floor of
a tavern. When questioned as
to why tavern frequenters don't
usually show symptoms of the
disease while at the tavern,
one student
said that they
sometimes did but that many
people thought that they were
getting sick for another reason.
The other of the pair said
that some PE students realise
the danger of throwing a pair of
shoes that have been at the tavern into a locker such a~ was
described
and left their infected footwear outside their
lockers. "When it comes down
to a risk of theft or a risk of
health,
these people usually
value their well being first,"
he added.
Both students indicated that
they were glad that they were
able to contribute
something
concrete to the academic pursuits at UNB •
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